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FORE WORD

The Space Maintenance and Extravehicular Activities Conference

serves as a forum in which leading authorities in this area of

technology advance new ideas and techniques for critical discus-

sion. The objectives of the conference are (1) to present current

research and development contributions in the fields of Space

Maintenance and Extravehicular Activities and (2), through the

exchange and evaluation of the most advanced concepts, to

stimulate further advances of this technolo*'. By pu•blishing

the transactions of this conference, the Air Force Acro Propulsion

Laboratory hopes to further promote these objectives.

The papers were submitted in reproducible form and were printed

as submitted. This accounts for certain variations in treatment

and style.

HERBERT A'.'YON
Colonel, USAF
Director,
Air Force Aero
Propulsion Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

Th;s report contains a presentation of technical contributions

summarizing the status of current and significant research in

the fields of Soace Maintenance and Extravehicular Activi.ties.

The report is based upon the discussions at the Second National

Conference on Space Maintenan-:e and Extravehicular Activities

held August 6-8, 1968 at the Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas,

Nevada. The conference transactions have been arrcnged in

the order of presentation during the seven sessions of the

conference.
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SPACE BEYOND THE THRESHOLD

Lt. Gen. J. R. Holzapple
USAF

Chief DCS R&D
Pentagon

It is, indeed, a great pleasure to keynote the Second National Conference
on Space Maintenance and Extravehicular Activities. Th;s conference can serve
the continual needs for fresh perspectives and for cross-stimulation so basic to
scientific and technical progress. And there can be no question that the conference
co-sponsors - the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Air Force
Aero Propulsion Laboratory - have developed a program that will well serve those
needs. These are bound to be stimulating and productive sessions.

I think a;I of us tend to get wrapped up in the hurly-burly of everyday
problems. So, from tme to time, we simply reach the point where we need briefly
to stand aside and take a fresh look, and do some fresh thinking. Could there
possibly be a better place for uninterrupted and undistracted thought than here in
the middle of the desert - with all of these privations?

I suppose that, over the next several days, someone will inevitably observe
that mankind is really only at the threshold of space. As the keynote speaker,
I might be tempted to be the first to make this observation. The trouble is, I'm
not at all sure it's true.

I'm not sure it's true because I'm not sure what it means. If what we really
have in mind is the state of our space technologies, then I think that we are already
wel! beyond the threshold. But if we have in mind attitudes toward space, then
I think it is entirely possible that we are just barely approaching the threshold.

On the surface, this may appear to be an abstract distinction. And yet it
bears vitally cr. a concern we must all share this morning. Our concern cannot
simply be with current technical problems or even with present funding problems.
Our inevitable concern must always be with the direction of the national space
program over the longer view. And I frankly think we cannot long proceed intelli-
gently in space if attitudes lag technologies. So now is the time to take a hard
look at iome key attitudes toward space.

Thus far, the national space program has been propelled largely by the
momentum of that mass of technology set in motion by the urgent needs for the
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ballistic missile, and has been speeded by such stimuli as Sputnik. These have
been the exciting eo:ly years, rich in the drama of suspense and adventure.
These have been the threshold years of space technology - the glamor years of
public enthusiasm and public funding.

In the short span of ten years, this momentum has carried us from those
first tentative unmanned space launches to the point where we are already de(.ply
concerned aboiit the direction of our spnce program beyond the first manned lunar
landing.

This is how far the initial momentum has carried us. And, of course,
we've iearned much. But this kind of momentum could not forever continue. We
have now well passed that phase in the space program - common to any wholly new
scientific endeavor -where technical possibility is its own best justification.

It is, of course, still true for space, as for most areas of technical challenge,
that many of the more exciting technical possibilities for the future will stem from
insights and discoveries we cannot now even imagine.

But it is true, also, that the scientific search for new possibilities can only
be sustained for a limited time if there is not at least an equally determined secrch
for beneficial applications. And the search for applications demands that you
lead your technologies, as opposed simply to following them.

The idea of funneling scientific and technical effort into specific applications
is not always greeted with marked enthusiasm. In fact, the idea runs counter to a
strongly held attitude, especially where space is concerned. This is the feeling
that you run the risk of missing unsuspected possibilities if you concentrate heavily
on those technologies that already have well defined applications.

Thus, there is a tendency to overlook the fact that the process of leading
technologies toward specific applications may, itself, have the effect of opening
up new possibilities. That is, strong direction need not necessarily inhibit scientific
and technical innovation. And, of course, this attitude also tends to forget the
fact that our scientific and tecl'nical programs in space are not being conducted for
their own sake. The ultimate function is to solve problems, or to meet urgent needs,
or to open new vistas tar human benefit. This is precisely the function of such
programs as Apollo Applications and the Manned Orbiting Laboratory. With these
programs we are moving somewhat away from basic experimentation and mire in
the direction of uses and application- in space.

And we can all welcome this as a very healthy trend, it is entirely probable

that some of the funding problems for some of our space programs will be bridged
when the applications are more fully recognized and understood. Very much
contrary to another popu!ar attitude - that Vietnam is the source of most of our
funding problems - I think the more significant source is the need for a better
understanding of possible applications in space, and their true benefits.
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I mighl add. parenthetically, that almost everyone in government who is
confronted with funding problems - and there are few who aren't is likely to
point to Vietnam as the source of his difficulty. Well, there is no denying that
Vietnam is having some impact. But I suspect that anyone who is expecting a
sudden flow of funds into his particular program the moment the war ends, is
liable to ke disappointed. In any event, this is almost certain to be true where
space is concerned.

Where funding is involved, there can be no doubt that the space program
is well beyond the threshold. It's not really that the sense of urgency has gone
out of the space program, or even that it has lost much of its romance. The
problem - if it can properly by called a problem - is that our nation is tackling
a wide range of urgent and demanding challenges. What has happened is that
the space program has simply reached a new maturity and is finding its proper
place in the perspective of all of our national chalienges. And this should not
be alarming. The fact that the space program will have to compete even more
vigorously with othei demands on our nationcl resources may, in the long view,
greatly benefit it. This kind of discipline forces even more advanced and
creative thinking.

In relation to the somewhat more competitive environment in which the
space progran will likely function for funding, there seems to be some renewed
concern thai the economic factor will pla-ce too many space programs at an
unfair disadvantage. The feeling may be that innovations in space are anyone's
guess and that if they can't be predicted, then neither can their costs. Costs,
of course, have to be based on the proven or tested. There is no way to predict
costs on the more "high risk" technology programs where technical problems
and system capabilities may be largely unknown. So the effecl could be to
reduce or eliminate risk taking and this may, in turn, close the door on truly
dramatic but unrecogniz-d possibililies.

There is no denying that this is a problem.

But I think the problem is easily exaggerated. Moreover, experience has
shown that the place to explore risks is at the basic technology level. You surface
your promising possibilities here, and this is where you invest your "risk capital" with
a view toward eliminating the risks as fully as possible. You generally don't have
to take severe risks by the time you are in a major hardware program.

As for space competing for funding on the basis of economic benefit, there
is every reason why it should compete very successfully. There is ample evidence
that space applications will shortly - if they have not already-provide economic
returns that can match, or perhaps exceed by as much as two to three times, the
annual national investment in space, both public and private. And this does not
take into account the economic return to the nation of such factors as new space
oriented industries. Interestingly, very few people were seriously thinking in
terms of space providing an economic return until very recently.
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:•.. clear. For example, a study conducted for the National Academy of Sciences
:• pointed to the very high value of meteorological data from the Nimbus and

•j

Tiros satellites, and the newer ATS satellites of the Department of Commerce.
These data have encouraged the development of mathematical models to
simulate atmospheric systens on a glrbcl scale. "the study indicates that weather
and atmospheric data relayed instantly to computers programmed on mathematical
models could make possible accurate weather forecasts for periods of up to ten
days, and perhaps more. It is estimated that the value of such very long range
forecasts to agriculture and the construction industry, alone, could be in the
range of about $800 million a year. It is not difficult at all to visualize the
dramatic value that could accrue i,- such areas, as perhaps in geological survey,
aviation, and shipping. As a matter of fact, as a devoted fisherman, I can see
some real possibilities there - or for the entire vacation and resorn industries,
for that matter.

Weather observation is jist one significant economic benefit. Communications
is another. There is no question that the cost of new satellite communication
systems t.ompares much mere than favorably wlth the costs of new trans-oceanic

4 undersea cables, or cross-continent underground and suspended cable systems. I
undlersrana that A.T.& T. is currently estimating that a combined, space based
telephone-television system - just for the domestic needs of the United States
would resu!t in an investment savings of about $200 million by 1980.

So, any argument that the spcce program cannot compete on economic
grounds is apt to prove woefully shori-sighied. In fact, it seems to me that one
of the strongest cases for support of the space program in the coming years is going
toi be the economic case. Like aviation starting in the late 1920s, space in the
-id-1960s promises to open a vast new arena for economic growth. And this
translates in terms of new jobs, new challenges, and new possibilities.

T rhere is, of course, another aspect of the economics of space. Until
rathe; reqently, all of our space programs advanced in a comparatively uninhibited

:cost .. v-onment. This is not to say that no one was thinking about costs, or
worried -bout tkem, or attempting to hold them down. On the contrary, this
has been z4 continuing and critical concern. The problem was that we had almost
no teck•ical alternatives and even less experience. If we wanted to get into
space al -', - if we vwanted to develop a learning curve - then we had little
choice c-ther than to proceed the way we did. From the technical standpoint, the
risks really weren't a!.I that great. But we knew ;ittle about how to predict some
of the costs.

Today we have a solid learning curve. We know a great deal more abouw
how to predict costs, ar.d we also know a number of ways we can cut or elim:nate
certain costs. Coosequently, we are at the point wh•.c' ;t is realistic to demand

:I - XX -
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that every program be fully justified in terms of benefit in relation to cost. That
is, in preparing proposals and in advocating systems for space, we can address
the subject of costs with far greater confidence.

And this is to our advantage.

Moreover, NASA and the Air Force can now move even more in the
direction of commonality and of multi-purpose designs with the aim of reducing
costs. Not that this *s entirely new: The man-rating of the Air Force Titan il
for use with the NASA Gemini is a case in point. And, similarly, Gemini is
a vital element of the Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL).

But the trend will be even more pronounced. At the present time, in fact,
NASA and the Department of Defense are jointly studying possibilities for joint
use of manned and unmanned space systems. One possibility, perhaps, might
be a multipurpose spacecraFt suitable for support of the missions and programs
both of NASA and the Ai- Force. Such dual mission systems if feasible and effective
in terms of the needs both of NASA and the Air Force, would result in substantial
savings.

Or, looking a bit further ahead, a very large payload space system might
serve specialized missions with highly specialized instrumentation, a ferry run
to place support systems in orbit for a future mission, and a resupply missior, all on
the same launch.

As you know, both NASA and the Air Force are especially interested in the
re-use of recovered spacecraft. We've already had some success in this area on a
small scale. You may know, for examp!e, that a recovered Gemini has been used
in testing a heat shield for the MOL program. But on a much larger scale, our
preliminary studies indicate that there could be very, .,ubsiuntial savings in the
reuse of entire spacecraft - even though the initial costs me'y be higher.

We are really just getting into the potential economies of re-usable systems.
We have been considering various propulsion modes for re-usable boost systems for
several years. Much of this is vital conceptual and theoretical work.

And, of course, the whole matter of re-entry and landing has been of
considerable interest. Current recovery techniques - involving direct impact
either on water or on land - appear to involve too many shocks that cannot easily
be eliminated. Moreover, air recovery by parachute appears to be limited by
weight considerations, at least for the near future. So we are keenly interested
in large payload boost systems and spacecraft that would have the capability of
landing in much the same way as a conventional aircraft.

-xxi -
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In line with this, NASA and the Air Force have been conducting joint
lifting body tests, principally using the X-24A. The results have been encouraging.
But there are still problems. Frankly, the idea of a night or weather approach at
250 knots in an X-24, which has no go-around capability, doesn't send me to the
locker room for my flight suit. What we will want in the actual operational space
system is the capacity for conventional landing - combined with the ability to
go-around or remain in a holding pattern.

The message in all of this is that economies for space systems are not only
possible but technically desirable. And those who still hold to the view that you
can't do anything in space without virtually unlimited funds need to adjust their
thinking. We can do a great deal in space very economically. And we are going
to do just that.

We come, now, to one of the thorniest problems of all. This is the attitude
that unmanned near-earth-orbit space systems may have a role, but that man in
space has no role. I will not, this morning, recount the many familiar arguments
in support of our manned space programs. This touches on a subject closest to
you because you, better than most, know how crucial man is for space maintenance,
and what some of his potential extravehicular roles are.

In view of the V-"oad range of space possibilities and the imited degree
to which they have yet been explored, the question wve should logically ask is
simply under what circumstances can man do a better job, how much better, and
at what additional cost. This is a key question, and one we must answer in the
crucial post manned lunar landing decade.

We cannot ignore man in space and still remain technically competitive
in space. But this ;, not the only compeling reason to consider man's role in
space.

There 6• the matter of national security. I think there is no nation in the
world more intent than ours on wholly peaceful space uses. But this deep intent
must not lead to the fallacy of ignoring one hard fact: There are potential
military applications for space. This is not to say that we need, therefore deploy
hostile space systems. It is simply to say that we should idnify the potential
threats - and be able to counter them if need be.

In this connection, at the present time, one of the most urgent needs is to
quantify military man's role in space. And I think that more people need to
understand that all of our military programs in space - manned or unmanned - have
this basic objective: To make any hostile military applications entirely unattroctive
as a military expedient. More people need to think through the attitude that any
military study of possible military applications in space will necessarily invite
hostile military applications. The effect is much more likely to be precisely the
contrary.
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Ihave talked about some of the current attitudes toward space, and of my
own views ;n their connection. There are, of course, other attitudes that I have
not addressed at all. Some of them may be obvious.

I have not, for example, discussed the often expressed feeling that space is
essentially the arena of the large corporation and of the large design team. This
is a classic misconception. We look back, now, on such "ltle" problems as
eye irritation, the crying need for handholds, and unexpected profuse perspiration
during some of the earlier Gemini extravehicular activity missions. And we know
that the answers to these kinds of problems are most likely to zome from the smaller
companies or from a single engineer or scientist.

So no one has an exclusive claim on space. Space is a truly national
challenge. We have essentially mastered the technology of space access and
have made significant steps toward applications in space.

But the real path through and beyond the threshold of space is not the path
of technology itself, but of human daring - of our ability to look well ahead of
current technologies, and of current applications, for truly dram-itic advances and
benefits.

The challenge of space cries out not just for huge, talented, and wýIl
managed design teams, as important as these are. It cries out even more for thr
imaginative and the creative who are not inhibited by the past cr intimidated
by the future, who are prepared to think unconventionally and positively, and,
above all, who are prepared to help drive the space program toward a future we
cannot now even foresee.

Thank you.

I,
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SPACE MAINTENANCE AND EVA

SPACE MISSIONS

INTRODUCTION

Walton L. Jones, M.D. , Session Chairman
Stanley -cuisch, Ph. D., Co-Chairman

NASA Headquarters

Welcome to Session I on Sp.ice Maintenance and EVA Space Missions.
Thanks to Bob and Larry, we have an extensive program aimed at understanding
the capabilities of man to perform useful work outside the pressure vehicle in
space and the developmeni of equipment and tools to facilitate this effort. We
are olso interested in the develipment of life support systems and space suits
required for astronaut EVA efforts as part of our larger effort in environmental
control systems and protective equipment.

Our speakers this morning will cover mainine Apollo EVA, in-flight
maintenance of space vehicles, and a look at several aspects of man's role in
EVA. Dr. Stanley Deutsch, Chief of Man-Systems Integration in my program
office, is co-chairman of this session with me. Dr. Deutsch is program manager
for the NASA Extravehicular Technology Task Area.

Our first paper is titled "In-flight EVA for Mainline Apollo Missions.
It is authored by Mr. Rcbert Bond and Mr. Jerry Goodman of the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center and Mr. Frank Parker of the General Electric Company.

Mr. Bond, who will present the paper, is ar, Aerospace Technologist in
the Operations Integration Branch of the Apollo Spacecraft Program Office,
Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA. He joined NASA in 1965, after a period
as an officer in the Air Force. He received an M.S. in Psychology from the
"University of Mississippi.

Our second speaker ;s Mr. Donald Barnes. Mr. Barnes has 28 years experience
in the aerospace field including 12 years experience with the Douglas Company.
Mr. Barnes is responsible for analyzing and defining logistics requirements for earth
orbitai operations and the development of logistics systems and plans to meet these
requirements. He is the Chief of the Space Systems Analysis Section.

Before Joining Douglas in 1955, he served with the U.S. Air Force for 16 years
:n maintenance and operations assignments, the last 5 years of which were spent as a
Navigotor with the Strategic Air Command. Mr. Barnes will present a paper on
in-flight MNaintenance of Space Stations and Spacecraft.
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Our last speaker this morning is Mr. Peter Van Schaik, who was until
recently Technical Area Manager for Space Mcintenance and Maneuvering,
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory. Mr. Van Schaik is now with the Advanced
Planning Office of the same Laboratory.

Mr. Van Schaik graduated from General Motors Institute of Technology
in 1953. He entered the research and development on EVA Techniques and
Equipment in 1960. He has been responsible for programs on Astronaut Maneuvering
Unit, Experiment D-12 on Gemini, the Space Power Tool, which was Experiment
D-16, and various other EVA programs in the Air Force. Mr. Van Schaik will
discuss man's changing role in EVA Space.
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IN-FLIGHT EVA FOR AICLFjI'iI1E APOLLO ![ISSTONS

Robert L. Bond
Jerry R. Goodman

Apollo Spacecraft Program Office
Manned Spacecraft Center

INational Aeronautics and Space Administration

and

Frank W. Parker

Apollo Systems Department
Genera3 Electric Company

Houston, Texas

SYI•,L0.RY: The objectives of the paper are to define
the requirements for Apollo in-flight EVA, tracce the
development of an equipment subsystem that would
support contingency EV transfer from the Lii to the
CM, and outline the present plan for a demonstration
of the system during space flight.

I•fTRODUCTION

The objective of the mainline stage (figure 2). The crew will
Apollo program is to land a two- remain in the CM (command module)
mar crew on the lunar surface and until the corbined vehicles have
return them safely to earth. attained lunar orbit. Two of
Several approaches were available the three crewmen will then
concerning crew composition and transfer intravehicularly through
vehicle performance. The method the transfer tunnel from the CM
adopted by the INASA will see a to the 1N (figure 3). The CM,
three-man crew leave the earth with the one remaining crewman,
aboard a CSM (command and service will remain in lunar orbit
module) lofted into earth orbit by while the LIM, with its two-man
a Saturn V booster. In addition crew, descends to the lunar
to the CSM, the final stage of the surface. At the completion of
Saturn V will contain a I2M (lunar the lunar surface stay the
module) which will be used for the ascent stage of the U14 will
descent to and ascent from the 1' the crew intc lunar orbit
lunar surface (figure 1). Follow- t rendezvous with the CSM.

ing a propulsion maneuver by the The two spacecraft will dock
third stage of the Saturn V which (figure 4) and the UI cre,.. vill
will place the combination of again make an IVT (intravehicular
vehicles on a translunar trajectory, transfe') into the CM; the LIM w-ill
the crew will dock the CSN with the be jettisoned to remain in lunar
T14, and these two units will orbit; and the CSM will return
separate from the booster's final the Apollo crew to earth.
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"DOCKING PROBE AND DROGUE design cycle, :however, IASA did nothave the advantage of the experience
and insight gained in the EVA envi-
rorm.ient, during the later Gemini

VMOGUE ASSEMBLY PROBE ASSEMBLY missions, and the initiau Apollo
f .transfer system, though seemingly

feasible at the time, proved to be
inadeauate to meet the recuirements.

.<During the EVA's conducted on the

Gemini 4, 9, 10, !!, and 12 missions,
S. / \various techniques and hardware pro-

visions for manual extravehicular
locomotion and restraint were
evaluated. It was learned t-hat the

F1GUR 5 preferred transfer device was a
rigid and continuous handrail along
which the EVA crewman could trans-

removed from the passage 'to clear the late. Experience also showed that
Wa- for the crewm.en. In the latter, for any appreciable task to be
there is the pos sibility that exces- accomplished, local area restraints
sive cons=oDtion of fuel or control were essential.1
stability difficulties could render
the T,2 a movnia target rather than a in view of the recognized
stable docking platform. This family requirements for the ETT provisions,
of Dotential difficulties, however, and the indications from Gemini

is considered much less likely to experience that the initial concepts
become an overt problem than those provided for Apollo were inadequate,
associated with the t.nnel hardware a team was formed to definitize the
manipulations. recairements and develop suitable

hardware provisions to meet e
Although the lunar lana_..,g mission requirements. The EVA team recog-

has been stressed, the EVT reaufre- nized that the equipment needed by
ment remains unchanged for any Apollo the Apollo crewman to safely per-
mission in which manned a-1 operations form the extravehicular transfer
are to be performed. Since only the from 114 to CM would include:
CM is designed for reentry into the
earth's atmosphere, crew recovery into (1) A system of installed trans-
that vehicle is essential. Thus, the lation aids for manual locomotion on
FVT capability had tc be operational both the I24 and CSM;
by the time of the first earth orbital
mission in which manned 12, operations (2) Sufficient artificial illmni-
were to be conducted with the 124 nation of the transfer path to permit
separated from the CSM. a night-time transfer;

(3) A personal safety line and
•EC}H]7CAJL APPROACH local area restraints, to aid in

body positioning where necessary
The recognition of the need for during the transfer;

an alternate transfer path between
the 14 and C14 led to an early design f4) A tool to permit opening of
of hardware to fulfill this need. the CM side hatch from outside in
At this stage of the Apollo hardware
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case the creu-nan inside the C had bh the c re.nman wearing the pressure
riot already done so; and suit glove wit.noutI slippage or loss

of rigidity undeT applied loads. A
(5) A spacesu_t an; portable :ife rct-angula- -*ron! factcr was spec.ified

support system capablc, of piotecting for hanL'ail cross secion, since
the crewman from the thermal-vacuum Gemini experience showed this con-
environment dlxring the period of figuva'-ion perinitted good manaal
transfer. control of body attitude. T3h'ovi.

sion for the attachment of local
The design of provisions for (1) area restraint tetners was judged

through (4) above was of inm..ediate desirable to pemit the crewman to
concern to the group, since it was restrain himself quickly to any
believed that the spacesuit-life translatio:, aid at anky point during
support system being developed for the transfer. Materials used for
Apollo lunar surface EVA would the installed exterior 'ransia'ion
adequately support the EWE require- aias wuere to be such that high or
ment. low te..neratures and conductivity

were not ,imiting factors in ising
General design requirements were the devices.

then specified for the EVT system on
both spacecraft. The prime mode of Since the above criteria annlied
transfer would be via rigid transla- equally to both the CM and T .' --VT
tion rails, hard-mounted to the sur- installation, one ght assume the
faces of the vehicles. The system resulting exterior hardware .. old
would have to allow a crewn.an to emerge identical. -his would have
egress his vehicle, transfer to the been the case, had it not been for
other vehicle, ingress the second the fact that the 74 and 124 are
vehicle, and secure it for further constructed very diiferently to
mission operations for cases in which acco..-m-odate different environmental
the vehicles were (1) docked, (2) temperatures and forces encountered
undocked, (3) docked with one vehicle during their respectire mission
without control authority, and (4) phasej. For exa.mple, the L4 rides
without assistance from a fellor crew into orbit inside a Lrotective

member either docked or undocked. cocoon which opens only after the
earth'ss atmosD•ere has been left

Additionally, the ENT hardware oro- behind (figure 2). 1ater, the U-1
visions were to be designed to provide is discarded in lunar orbit long
for adequate suDport/restraint to er- before th en Apollo crewv: reenter the
mit: (1) control o- bodz attitude and earth's at.ospher. The LM
orientation during translations to exterior therefore contains neithne-
insure crew safety and prevent strea.lining nor an ablative heat
damaging exterior equipment on th.e U. shield and is functional pat-
or Q4, such as antennas, thrusters, terned to contain and shield the
window coatings, or the spacesuit crew during orbital and lunar sur-
itself, and (2) the performance of face phases of the mission. On
uork tasks, such as hatch opening and the other hand, the CM exterior
CM 124 ingress/egress. surface leaves the earth covered

tightly by a thin boost pxotective
The translation aids were to be cover which i s jettisoned with t`.

simple in design, of minimu wei.g.ht, launch escape tower prior to earth
fixed in place ready to use, and have orbit insertion (figure 1). DurinC
cross section and clearance such that the translunar trip it sees the
they could be easily felt and grasped same thermal vacuum environment as

1.2.4
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t the U4. 0n Ithe return trip, after lighting is provided or. all the
thc U-1 has been discarded, the CMI handrails and a stan~doff uolalight-
surface must withstand the high heat' is ins'ýalletd on the CSM illurdinating
of earth atrmosphere reentry and pro- the teansfer areA~. The following
vide the proper dynamic lift and jections will d,-r.cr4ib_- thý_ develop~
drag for stability and control during ment of the2 01M and T11. exterior poro-
reentry. AfPter reentry, parachutes visions and describe the crcw
are deployed from the CIA exterior, personal- cýu~ipmen*t provided to
and after landing, swi-nmiers scram~be support U-i".
on the surface of 'the spacecraft to
at,4tach flotation devi~ces and a sea
anchor. Tt is apparent that any CI~A~MYL
exterior fitt~ings added to the CM4 2X=101IO' ?ROV1ISlONS
surface would have many more mission
phases, possible interferences1, Late in 19366, E-7, teai: memb-ers
and diverse environments to deall witn begar, tech.,ical di ~cussions withIthan those added to the 124. i.orth jniericsn T~k-1-,ell Cori,)ration

to deteraine the- feasiltility oxL
The resultinG exterior hadae installing a syztew of 4ýixe'a hand-

Dr,)visions on the CSM and 1.1 for :,VT, raills and tether attach points to
are shown in figure 6. Details of the out-side of the C11. Tniti&1),

responses were predictably pes~-s
ndstic since the surface of the CM
is covered by about one inch of

TOTAL EVA TRANSFER PATH ablatilve heat shield materi.-A.1 and a
I -boost -oroteotive cover fits snugl",

~* ~DOCKING over the conical siv -?ace atý -arth
EVAPOEUIE /SPOTLIGHT 1launch. 13o add a:nythine to tb-is

sEVac POULIld 6e~~rl it.'
.-CM HANDRAurSat e hetohild. tieýsrmiJ dis'ate ýty

-CM HAN RAIS the ae atdynh i cld r eti ýr p' ihape oflt

VHF ANTrWNA the 0141, the fit of' the boost crwer
W. HANDRAIL at lau,,ch, the _:iit ofl t:,e launari

access arm- (white room) through
I-TERML which the crew.. enter the (714 on the

CONTROL pad, as well as possible interfer-
HAND HOLDSAMPLES
HANDHOLD('D' MW3SION ences wi'thl window.. visior, parachute

ONM riser deployment during lwaltti-
Ft tude abort situations, operatfor. of

Fic-U!-Z. ~~~the 014 aprigtnsyemicas
whnere the 014 comes 'to rest inverted
in the wazer, or interference with

the roviionsa-econtinedi- the floataion collar which is
attci~iets2 ad t- t-spaL:r. attached by swimmers around the 014

The CM installati-on consists o.4f 3ix exterior to help stabilize it after
handrails installed on the con-icaL- land-ing.
surface and a seventh circular rail
which is located at the apex of 'the Itý was agreed, however, that the

vhicle. A single cont-inuous rail ob wan feasible, and, based upon
is installed on t'he U-11 leading from this, t~he team, began initial place-
the front hatch to the docking inter- zne:,t studies using a full size CM

fae etee-he tw-o spacecraft. -niockuz a' MS.1C, Houston. A small
SelfL-contained radic. ltu-iines cent Doction of.: the top of the L14
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SpaCecrafL v-s construct.cd vnnd m~ated 'he 21',a ..t-oh aJ ,eoL
vi±ti the CMi.! nckup tro pe,-iit vis,,ali- usd 0 1u 1>
zation of thLe interfaci -ng aree. a-z'oss :\.educd iravi-,t:, i:~~:: cv~
which. the creo;.ux wo,,uif !r-tkc his va-IFs "A~ ~ad ":V' ýo :,e.;csar
transx-er. Rxist'ing loceticr-s of arid Lhev ut,ýre rw._o-ved fro,% t~
w.~ndows, 2.ainch e-scape. tower a~ttah 2ýinni s Atznach p'Oin.ts --or
points, side i:v'tch, and IFOS thrusters te rew--nlanls roerson7al reStrai:nt
on the GM! necessitated the adoption tethiers were rcco:!uz:er-Jed at: each
of a S~gent~d traxzste-, Dath instead end of t`he ~uris rvd
of one eont~iuous raij . Figure 7 the crewmran a rý_-,uer o-' chzoices
illusrtrates the iAiti-s.. rail loccations for tehratc~;tsodhr

need reStra2-4 il
openin~g t~he a-

of, the-I wer_ atce the o b

.aho'eash ose 1. t x, ace*:z

s-oacsiort nd ierican i1.wacilts

a I to a Caifo, renia, dtogalsp were

functionsý.io t., C,

railso twer id)cesige ofs esetaltn

shipeld .thog hayuea resistant Dlu

be used by thessabin.Ted glomve. wolbr

aboar theCM frm of durin .reetry befrea rachiigy

at te tie ofBYT.The danger, Cain ch na r dstails werpue
anxIUR o7teC slctdi rn werked desgne to letieho. the rails

and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ol belo thdil fve fte bekofceainldan installeved

dockng indw; herfor, te rilhoduring chuern delometh thany

iherularri woudntitrere deintd""-ucides andendosl we enrioned.t
th tahe pilontps vcsonia during e thhef rair s in r s dothysithnted CfMx-.
pp-hro -ach but, he aoud kee the surfac and minimiz ote snlagging

hanral.4 lcated nan insiht until Thiel bot rotg etiv coeri wtas' ~:
he maude cntatiu the aokngrnex This. to difed to provid bulges to e

tail MG" shoul the! tCr, andcle "be acomodatues each rail ad faired

apexof'd the pathlcaedi fromnhp to toerevdentisnags asle the boolst

an beo 1.2fil fve o h ra fl la!; i6h vn



S...... •'-r.g evaluate the proposed installation.
a.'.. i:or ra' t.. boot As sfo.. in figure 9, LDollo c.rew.e.'

':vrdia :;ot ,% r odil ication,
since in this _oper seC.-.ent a one
1-.ch clearance already existed NASA S,$ )Y89

.etw:een coost cover and C:.: sr:'ace BOOST PROTECTIVE COVER

(figure ) designini: rail " - GI INCH CLEARANCEBET.EENas adtoo'.a~i "DD-u': ai! •ZCM SURFA"E AND BOOST COVE•R-,
as a d-tploya-.de eih rail T).C2h rail, it BOOST COVE OVER
wac poss4ile *to i UPPER PORTION OF CM

-DETAIL 5 0 -- 3 IN THICK
one inch cleara.-.e. .fixed design ._ TA CORK AB5 TOR

-.,as edooted -ot th• ,re.aining rails,
since -7n tclower oortiorns of the FLUS OVEcoost cover, no clearance existed, LOWER PORTION

an- ,over nodaiications .:ere +2 -7cM
necessary _n an- event. The trans- i\\ %
verse and !ongitudinal raz.ps at the
end o: eac:. rail w.ere designed to --

A CM HEAT
do&ule as the resrant .+ SHIELD DETAIL A

a.rev.o-slv -.entioned. ABLATOR

In ::arch- 19,", a nrelininarv FIG-URE t
desig.n review was conducted to

-

FIGUR•E 9
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I
utilized the full pressurized
spacesuit at this time to check
grasp clearances, reach distances,
and the hatch opening task. EVA ILLUMINATION AIDS

Having established the basic design -

and acceptability of the exterior F"EVA PO!E LIGHT
system, the question of how to
properly illuminate the CM surl'ace
during a night time transfer was A30 PITCH

investigated. The lighting pro- : UMBILICAL 45°TWIST LEFT
visions would illuminate the UI.-CM-
transfer path and facilitate night
or shadowed daylight visual
detection of the location and
orientation of the handrails,
tether attach noints, and the CM
side hatch. Work site illvminetion
for a possible hatch opening task FIGb.E 10
would also be provided. Since the
transfer might be writh CM and I1!
undocked, the illumination source
would need to be installed on the EVA ILLUMINATION AIDS
CM. Two sources of illumination +Y

FOLDS FLATwere proposed for evaluation: (1) -, RING FOR LAUNCH
two deployable E-VA polelights\ HANDE
which would illuminate the CM .;ith +Z +

a soft light from either side of-
the side hatch, and (2) sel3- '/_i/.- • V
contained radio luminescent (R'L,) . !HANDLE
discs which could be imbedded in "Y X.-
each handrail to provide visual cues +Z-. i -Z
to the crewman as he transferred. ,
A lighting review was conducted to
evaluate these concepts in June
1967. As a result of this review, \ LE ND
only the olellight to the rignt of (TYPICAL 4 PLACES) y *RL DISKS

the hatch was retained, and RL
discs were made a Dart of each FIGURE 11
handrail. RL will also be provided
on the CM side hatch to indicate
the location of the cabin dump 5/8" was adopted since this con-
valve and the socket for the hatch figuration had been proved on
opening tool. Figures 10 and 11 Gemini missions to be veriy satis-
illustrate the EVIA illumination factory for manually controlling
aids. body position during :EV transfers.

This rail shape presented minimumw
Attachment 2 to this paper protrusion off the CM surface, and,

illustrates the complete CM -EVT by proper selection of tLfbe thick-
exterior installations, including ness and attachmrent method, was
illumination provisions. A made sufficiently strong to with-
flattened tufbular handrail cross stand the followinig expected loads:
section of approximately j 1/4" x

1.2.8
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(2AGrond .ardlng adsdurng did not apply to the LM,1 outer
1:.,stallation, and assemlbly surfCace.

oM on. tp auc ad. The
r, _Is cod b.-e ex~mcted to Drovide From rlockuD studies using both

na :-atral Place -or worll~en to g-rasp thno CM and 12' vehicles it was
o r "s a,ýs t- te r,. proposed, that a single con~tinuous

rail, approximately 130G inches long,
::Iania loadc iose I- the be placed ad,4acent to the front

cr;~ar ::i .rancIat,*Inc a:- con- ath(as shown in fiigure 12) to
trollinz bo poozitioninr..

~' Lac:o: oads applied by
tcrewn'af.. -0a restrai-

St u a rc 001Co_ .- ) l:-s an auaoJNRMýk
c, < -.a~§ :ac proviýded i-oa EVthe6AI

~~0tahve -~12e1~V .c nre-
c~~l~ ;.:.ioed, t.brail att;ach-
t ere diesC:.ed to reah cleanl;,

c:-der %-er-y:J.i:-:-.oads -b or
-nlot' C.)3ý-: I0 lb-s for droogue
c_-týesý vhc o,ýd bCe il::.txsed l
oar4ac_:,zte risers ý ~ri.a-. chz~e deploy-

FTEG UPE 12

lead directl;y up, tne -front -face
Co a c ax rent -. inritial n-ockao &zar shield, past the rendezvous

and easiiliy sz~dis fo C ac.r antýenna, to the area of t"he
exterlor E.?I -rovisions, a full docking <ng.
scade .,. scent z7tar-e noc.:uo was

Ltieat .ISO K-ozston to investi Detailed design studies were
gzate nossi--le -.ornfi-gurations and undertaken at Gr,.zi'xan Aircraft
roatainr- Ior a LL h-andrail. This `Engineering Co rroration f,:or the
extýerior rail on the L:: -od rail _ins-tallation concurrently
oro-vide th'e trans_-er Dat' fro-. u:z revaiously. described CM

tefront h-atch anrean, across thie design stu,,dies. The rail location
frontz fac oftevhce ote -as foý,zd to be feasible as pro-

-okn itrace, wheCre 7;. posed, and -~engireering effort
cret.an~oad :ake he ranitin was corneen4ra-.eA on adop~ting the

'rov. the L.razi, to th--. a> a--, siunnorts to th-e relatively
light;eight construction UJI st-ruc-

Desicgn and olsceezo h L: tuLre to achieve tne racuired rall
ro- son DIa to cdeidlstnthwile at :;he same time

eas-ier th-an on t- e C: -: since teinsuring no th.ermal lea*. o~ath-s
aiuestionls of ae-d.r-iitr nto the crnc:oate
:ere-ces. reent.-". heatz4:-. and
earth landinzc system interfereance Since valuable fuel is required

'to land and robtevery oiece of

1. 2. 9



installed equipment on the U1 ascent The beet test would obviously be
stage, every effort was made to keep to fly týe installation on an actual
the handrail as light as possible. spacecraft, therefore test rails
The total- final installation weighs were in3talled on CM Spacecraft
approximIately six pounds. 017 and 020, scheduled for the

urumanned flights Apollo 4 and
Supports for the rail are locsted Apollo 6. Rails "B" and "F" were

at intervals of about one foot. flown on Spacecraft 017 and rails
Should the crewman wish to stop "B", "DD", "E•", "F", and "0" on
enroute to the CM, his local restraint Spacecraft 020. r=ost recovery
tethers can be attached to either inspection of the rails showed
the rail supports or the rail itself. that they sur'vived the reentrr
Since the LM rail is continuous, the heat with no apparent dayage,
crewman will be able to make the and were in fact very usefull to
transfer along the rail to the CM vecovery team swirmers as they
without letting go enroute. Ho.we~er, worked to install the flotation
for added safety, illuninanion aids device. Figure 13 shows Space-
to provide nighttime visual cues craft 017 Just following solas
were provided by installing radio down, with the swinmmer holding
luminescent discs at intervals along rail "B." Figure 14 was take.
the rail. of Spacecraft 020 by one of the

swin•ners approaching from the
Attachment 3 to this paper water, and figure 15 shows again

illustrates the TY exterior EVA the excellent condition of the
provisions, rails on Apollo 6. The recovery

team member is making good use
of rail "B"3 in figure 15.

DEVEI0PIENT TESTfING OF
VEHICLE EVT PROVISIONS An additional test was conducted

by North American Rockwell Corpora-
The development tests necessary tion to investigate the failure

for the exterior EVT installation mode of the rails in case a para-
were of two general types: chute riser should sueep across

the CM conical surface during
(1) Hardware qualification tests the chute deployment. This could

to insure that the handrails would take place as the CM oscillates
perform as designed under the heat, during normal reentry and chute

shock, and vibration loads encountered deployment or in cases of launch
during the mission, and abort in which the CM tumbles as

sui$:~Z~~Zmen, to veifhic-;;1a the au.1ticibaed athe chutes deploy. sers were
(2) Functional tests of the passed over a segnent of thetransfer path, utilizing fully conical surface containing typical

suited Apollo crewmen, to verify handrails, a'. the anticipated

the adequacy of the equipment and tension Loads, and the rails weredevelop procedures for use during broken off cleanly at tiLeir base
the missions. mounmtings. No snagging was

encountered in these tests.
In the first category, the C4

rails were of primary concern No special qualification tests
because of the close interface with were necessary for the U1 rail
the boost cover, heat shield, and installation other than those
earth landing system during launch normally assoc-ted with thermal
and recovery phases of the mission.
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NASA-S.68-3773

APOLLO 4 SC 017 POSTFLIGHT

FIGURE 13

and vibration qualification of the
LM external surfaces.

APOLLO 6 SK 020 POSIMlUGHT
In the second category of func-

tional testing, the objective vas
to exercise the complete U-4-CM
transfer path in conditions as
close to the zero gravity envwron-

ment of space as possible in order
M to verify that the placement, size,

shape, and strength of the provi-
sions were in all respects adequate
to provide the emergency EIVT capa-
bility. Alchough no single test
medium on earth simulates fully the
vacuum and zero gravity of space,
two methods have been developed

FIGURE 14 which closely approach these con-
ditions and, when employed together

1.2.11
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NASA-S.68.2944

APOLLO 6 SC 020 RECOVERY

FIGURE 15

in a test program, they give a high The U14 mockup permitted che Apollo
degree of confidence that results crewmen to egress the iU4 through
will be similar to those to be the front hatch and translate along
encountered later in space. The the U14 rail to the velhicle docking
first method utilizes a USAF KC-135 interface. The C• mockua. was then
aircraft to fly parabolic flight utilized to complete the transfer
paths to achieve about 30 seconds maneuver, attach personal restraints,
of zero gravity in the cabin area. and perform the hatch opening task.
The second employs an underwater Figure 16 shvws Apollo crewman
test facility to ,- )vide longer Michael Collins translating along
periods of simulated weightlessness, the LMA rail after clearing the
although an cbvious drawback is the front hatch area, and figure 1'(
ever present viscosity of the water shows the crewman opening the C-
which impedes movement and tempts side hatch using rails "D" and "E."
the test subject to swim.

The larger volume of the water
For tests aboard the KC-135, immersion facility pernitted

partial mockups of both the CM and joining full sized 124 and CM
U-4 were installed in the cabin, mockups underwater for a complete

1.2.12
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uninterrupted ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I trnfr iuaio iw of h-sr lriybewe

urewmntperr orted tra isfe exriseaL1ao oritw an onthe si unarit berfaen

with aDoarent ease and rated the the sam'e -DersonaJ. equinpment will
installation as adeauate for its suDpr boh
designed purpose. Figure 18 shows
an A~ollb cre-wman making the trans- T2he combined snacesuit-' ife
fler in t.: underwatler facil-ity at support system developed for the
M4SC Hiouston. lunar surf'ace EXVA is known as

the EMUl (Extravehicular !4bbility
Unit) and consists oý the fol-

Ih~DIVIDUATL CR1IE1. lowing items of equipment'.
EQUIPMENT FOR EWA,

The PGA (Fiessure Grm-eizt
TIhe extravehicular space environ- Assembly) is the basic soacepui-t,

m-ent to be encountered in earth or which like. the Gemini suit contains
lanar orbit is similar, t'hough an integrated multi-layer thermal-
somewhat less severe than that to metecroid protective garment. -1o
be encountered during lunar surface a greater degree than earlier
EVA. in each case, the crewman suits, the PGA is an approximately
will be exposed to the hard vacuum, constant volume suit which allows
direct siunlight, and micrometeoroids. greater general -nob: 'Aty while
On the lunar surface., additional pressurized.
heat ,eill be encountered from reflec-
tions off 'the surface and from TIhe EViVA (Extravehicular Viso.-
craters, and a weak gravity field Assembly) fit~s over the soacesuit
equal to one-sixth that on earth helmret and conta-ins two cc~a ted
will give the cre-wman a vertical visors which may be selected much
reference and the capeb4_lity to like sunglasses tO Drotect from
walk over the lunar surf-ace. in direct. siun glare or reflected
orbit there will be no apparent glare fron, the spacecre'ft or
gravity field acting on the crewmnen lunar surface.
and the heat loads on hsspacesuit

4 will be somewhat less severe. In



r f D-1Y .
4A I

FIGU7 1,~

A air- Ol lunar boots is worn over The C> rovidsanidnedn
'the FGA boots to Drovide firm footing 33-rl 4'e supply of gaseous oxyger
on the lunar surface and r..rovide addi- as a -ýku-D to the PL.SS. A multi-
tional layers oi. Thermal-meteoroid layer tuheýrmal cover for the PILSS
Droteccion. gas connectors protects against

the lunar heat loads.
A Dai'r o; extraiehicular gloves is

substituted for the normal intra- Current plans are to leave the
vehicular gloves. The 7 gloves lunar boots, Cas connector covers,
contain added t~emlmtoodand PLSS on the lunar surface at
protective layer~;. li f t- off1. The OP'S would be

carried into ILunar orbit to serve
The PUSS (Portable Life Support as the source of extravehicular

System) is worn on the crewvrnan 's life supo~rt for the contingency
-ba,.k during luna- su.-Aface FEVA and EV'2, shoul.d it be necessary.

is capable of supply!iug oxygen and
cooling for a tLOur-hour excursion The zPersonal equipment it-.!ms -to
outside t!.: LM. A oackup emergency be provided the crewmsen uniq:uely-)
dev-ice, the 3-PS (Oxygen Purge boystlemr) for the EFVT consi-.t of a sing~le
is worn as an attachtment to the ?LSS. s.aSet:r tether line and four
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personal restraint tethers, t-e;o for
-acn man. The Safety line will be
approximately 2) feet long and will NAASt I#CREW EOU::PMENT FOR EVA
be utilized to provide a oositlive
conrection between the LT crewman and OXYGEN EV

the soacecraft at all times. This PUGOYTMPLS ACTAONRO O
line would be attached inside the OSATAO

L L cainb the fIrst crevnan making c~o o~

the -transfer to the C14. After OXYGEN PLUNGE * CMUIMOS
SYSTEM UBLCLCM UI-TOS.e!1tering the " :C"is r~mn*VT'IATIONAN

wud at-tach his end of the safety - ~~ N

line inside the 2M4 cabin. :ne LMTATRNGE LV

other end of the line w~ould then be -
di-sconnected, from within the -M,
c1abin bytescodce..,a n LUNAR OVRHE-~ seond rewn.an nn OERS,0E AIC4'.TOOL TETHER HOOK
attached to his soacesuit Drior
to his , king the transfer. The
Snort restraint tethers are
fastened at eýach side of the _FICE_, %F 19

crewm~an's wan;t and are adJustable
in lengthI. rThair tour~ose will be
to orovide lo.~al area restraint while manned lunar landing n. ssion,ý. Ic.
1)erforming ,:or-. tasks such a.S hatch this sequence, the "D" ype iniisicn
op~ening or to permit the cre;:man is an earth orbital misE .,n in.
to rest and relax ;:ithoat the neces- wchboth the OSM and IV will
sit', of cont-inuouczlv. graszxnia a -,>er-orm manned maneuvers. Since
ha n dho ld. These s.--all restraint the manned 124 undocks frird theI ethers .:-ll also be usefal for CSM. in a mission of tULs type,

re-an floose -hems. t.he L-VT capabillity mmuzt be opera-
tional1 and ready to suDOort- a

T.he j 4 al i tem of Dersona, -:;u-'. n-ossible contingency transfer by
mentzor he ET i thesma)! hach liht time. Extensive training

otl-ninc too! which` :LS su~uzolied to w.-ill be conducted in various sim~u-
the first crewmnan :,ing "he tran~sfer lated zero gravity facilities
to th'-e C1.1. it is to be used onlyi-.n nrior to the time the "V! type
c.ase thle t'n2.rd crevman inside the 3CP- mission is flown, although the
has not. already opened t;he siae totýal' operational environmen't of

ha hin nrenaratirn for- the FVT. 'thermal vacuum, zero gravity,
and flight hnardware and vehicles

Iiur ) Shows t-he :-ull ange o-- will not be enco)untered until
cr' -n-, equipment t o be lused in L he actual flight. Thus, the ENT

.~oll EA.w-ill be demonstrate' in the! mission
t-ime-line Drior to manned undocking
of1 th e UL1.

PL~-iiEDThe planned in-flight FrVT demon-
stration will occur during the

-he types of missions3 leading up fourth day of the mission, foll' w-
ýo a luniar landini7 midssion hav', ee ing a full day of 1241 checkout and

heres46"a" as types "A" through sG, syst ems -Qrcising with the U-1!
nere typve missions are unmianned and CSM _, .ýked. Undocking, separa-

C5114's, "B type are ururiann,?d m's, ton, rendezvous, and redocking
ucculminating -In "'types being

1.2.15



i -l o cc ar on th e f- -sio -da y .u- ensuin~g activity. Fdllo.:i:.,t

sequent to ',he :EVA. Dre:)-ratio.. actiJvity, t :will
be depressurized and the C2A ci'ew~an

Tihe EVA day wilbegin w,,ith. a w~i egress th'e vehiclie z.hirGL4 the

short veriod of UMI systems chec':-out front hatch Eýr.,d ,%oun, a16
to i-sure that, those vehicle sub- sequence camera on ..e c;oaraing

systems necessary to suonort- -*e uLatoI hnri- hscnr

activity are f'unctioning properly. :flace t*-e transfer oath an

A period of EIVA preparation ;:ilIl w-ill vi ew, tE, crewm;an Is ac z; -tr
follow the vehicle checkýout, and during trans-fer and C.'. ingress and
this -oeriod *will'- be devoted to egress. Thne exrected vi-ew.. is

donning and functionallyv chccking show..n -in fi&:ure .-0. Th1e cre-..a

our, t'he IWA life suooor-t ecuiomentý will then ingý-ressc the L., and
and generally configuring the -ireoare to mar-e a tim:ed transfer
vehi~cle and Dersonnel for the1 to the CM.

tOSA-S.68-3781

_~CM -AS- SEEN BY LM EVA CAMERA

FIGb-RE 20

Concurrent- with 11Ai E-VA tpreparatkion, camiera to oh-e CM sid3 e hatch in suchL
the crewmnan remaining -in tne CM4 will a manner 'that when the hatch is
prepara that vehilcle tIo suDnort the- -fully o-oened 'the canera will view
EVA. He will mnount a 16" = sequence the transfer oath and the ILM egress
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and ingress. The expected vieu- is "he EV.Both the 16 mmca-meras
sI'owr. ir. i~' l The CM, side will be remo'ely controlled by thc-

a tch will be 3p3-ed prior to thiecemereaingithvhcls
irst egress fron the U12 so that thus camera rnrinni-k tima can be

photo coverage wllbe available limitL'ed to those periods when the
for allI activities perf'ormed during EVA crewman is within carmera range.

LUN'lU ARMOUL

±n .iwill be per-formied as a hatch. '-"--e sanrole6 will be i~assed
t4me-`-enQý-to-ena:ýacti.vity ~'unt-er- -;o t'le crewmnan int:;.e CM !o
ruDted te c~te s~c a s st:oware , and tine -E,' cre, --an will
tne mountfng of t:.e camera. _ne retLu:rn to t'-e :11- via the- trans-'ell
crewt:a:.v- ezress th-e 'ý, rans- rails . 7his fir-st, seca-en.e o:
late týo th-e CV si-de hnaton via th-e acUA~. co~w~en-ce at the
UM: r'.d CV 'ýandrails a~id lrsst:ne - beginrinF of a day.light pass and

CM Pollo;.:2n,, P rest period, therminate wiith -the ::rewm.*,an backý
crewna'n -.:11 egress the CIV adtthe U24 tpri lat-form belforle

rez,-e-.-e se-eral, th e rm.al co.to th1,z;,e vc-.:-ýcJ~e enter t--c car- -oortion
samniles located on th-e slz'face o0: of t--, revc-1ution.
ihe CM- and EMin the area near tne
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The _EVA crewman will ue restrained case o0 emergency, and he is addi-
in a standing position on the LM tionally gathering life support
boarding platform during the nightside system performance d'.ta pertinent
pass and will evaluate the various to the lunar surface mission.
lighting aids associated with the EZT
during that time. The creuman in the
CM will actuate the various lighting COllCLUE2lOI1
modes, as necessary.

This paper has been addressed
Following the sunrise subsequent to the recognition of the need

to the lighting evaluation, the EVA for an alternate return nath fronm
crewman will retrieve a thermal con- a space vehicle which has for
trol sample located on the forward some reason losz its capability
surface c' the U-4 near the cornnander's to dock with its sister ship or,"window. This sample will be passed having docked. is incapable of

to the crewman in the U24 and the sutpporting an intravehicular
remainder of the EVA will be devozed cre.. trans-fer. Tn eiter case,
to activities in the vicinity of the the only path of return for the
124 forward hatch. As tne total DVA crew-en is via extravehicular
time approaches two hours, the EVA Lratnsfer. The effo~rts brought
crewman will ingress, the U-4 and the co bear on thirs prolem w;ere
EVA period will be terminated. A ..... ednarticularly a- the mair.lie
period of oost E-VA activities will Apollo contingency transfer, but
conclude this phase of the mission the technology developed is
and will include doffing the EVA step toward EV.A as an operational
equipment, stowing the items ased capabilitv. The authors hope
or coll! cted during the EVA, and jat the hardware and procedures
configuring the vehicles and developed for Apollo E"17 will
personnel for an eat and sleep period, become part of an ever growing

technology aimed toward future
Since current mission planning programs and missions in which

calls for this to be the only planned EVA will be an operational
EVA prior to the surface excursions reauirement rather than a con-
of the luner landing mission, the tingercy procedure.
timeline has been extended beyond
that necessary to demonstrate the
EV"T in an attempt to gather data
from. and .perational experience
with, the hardware intended to sup-
nort tne surface excursions. The
cre.,n, conducting the EVT will
-,ea,- .:e full array of life support
equan-ent to be worn during lunar
surface EVA with the exception of
the lunar surface boots and a
thermal protective cover for exuosed
spacesuit gas connectors. He will
have available both the PLSS and
OPS, although only one of these

units would he used during an actual
contingency EVT. By having avail-
able both units, the crewmnan has a Gemini EVA S=m.nary Report.
redundant life support system in MSC-G-R-67-2
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The develooment and implementation cf the EVA provisions and procedures
oresented in this paper are a result of the comnbined efforts of the Apollo

,ea:., the associate conrractors. and all those associated with the
previoas Gemini EVA exercises. Rather than attempt to list each individual,
-e aatnors wish to gratefully acknowledge the dedicated efforts of all who
nave nelned to provide an Apollo in-flight EVA capability, and express
tnanks for their contributions.
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IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE OF SPACE STATIONS AND SPACECRAFT

D A. BARNES

Advance Systems & Technology - Logistics Support
Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division

McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Huntington Beach, California

SUMMARY. 1here has been considerable discussion of whether or not
in- flight maintenance is a valid requirement Areviewofpast experience
clearly shows tL.,t human error and equipment failure are ever-present,
and have a definite effect on mission success: therefore, the major issue
is not whether an in- flight maintenance capability should be developed, but
rather how this capability can be developed in terms of technical and
economic feasibility. Current and future space maintenance require-
merits are presented, showing the dynamic relationship of these
r e q u i r t .me nt s with reliability, maintanablity, equipment design and
human factors criteria, togethe r with the ultimate effect on mission
success Mi.ssion-oriented maintenance concepts are established for.
each mission category, which include ear:h orbital, lunar orbital and
planeta ry fly-by mizsions. Each concept considers: what can be
replat-d or repaired, what can fail but cannot be replaced or repaired
in-flignt, v.hat effect replacement and repair action tor its omission) has
on mission success or crew safety, and how often replacenment and repair
is required. The four basic maintenance modes presented are: remove-
replace- discard, repair without removal, remove- replace- repair, and
remove- repair- replace Simplicity, improved equipment reliability,
crew saft-y and improved probability of mission success are among the
criteria established fcr each maintenance task. Other considerations
include: crew time available for maintenance, fault detection and isolation
systems, maintenance aids, the requirement for resupply missions and
maintenance techniques neczssary for intravehicular activity (IVA) and
extravehicular activity (EVA). This approach results in in-flight
maintenance pollciesand plans which further assure attainment
of miission objectives.

INTRODUCTION sion factors to be considered. The
selection of mission objectives with

The rapi.d pace of ever-expanding their resultant tasks requires careful
technologies coupled vth the high cost and thorough analyses to be compati-
of research and development (R&D) blev•ith and support the national space
activities in the environment of space program o-.jectives. Also, technical
make it both logical and realistic to and economi: feasibility, along with
conclude that future manned space- crew safety, are prime decision fac-
flight missions will be of extended or tors which are employed throughout
long duration in order to obtain the the mission planning process.
maximum return on the R&D dollar
investment and to minimize the gaps In planning the operation of any
in technology gains, hardware s,'stem, whether it be for a

space or terrestriaL environment, it
The planning of these missions is is e s s en t i a I to identify the factors,/

avery compiex task .%ith many deci- influences which can have a
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significant effect on mission success. tection for long term manned space-
When adverse conditions are identi- flight missions - an IFM capability.
fied, it is ne ce s sar y to provide a Simply defined, IFM consists of all
means of compensating for them. actions necessary for retaining an
Thus, some form of contingency pro- equipment item in or restoring it to
tection must be'made available, a specified condition during manned

spaceflight missions.
The mission planner has four (4)

basic options in the selection of a con- In-Flight Maintenance is a part of
tingency protection approach which an integrated Space-Terrestrial
will assure the required degree of Logistics (STL) System. Figure 1
operational availability. They are: shows the interface and interdepend-

* To overdesign the mission hard- ancy of IFM with the other elements
waTerdtemsgn hof that system. Heretofore, the con-
ware systems ventional support methods have been

0 To incorporate redundancy in the feasible, largely due to the short dura-
mission hardware systems tion of current orbital flights. How-

o To accept some degree of degrad- ever, with increased emphasis being
ed performance placed on manned orbital missions of

* To provide an In-Flight Mainte- extended duration and on preparation
nance (IFM) capability for earth-lunar missions, it is nec-

These options are interrelated and essary to plan the development of a
system capable of supporting these

one approach need not be pursued to operations. The criticality of earth -

, the exclusion of the other three. In orbita1, lunar, and interplanetary
most cases a decision will be made operations, in terms of crew safety,
to employ a mixture of all four (4), support response times, allowable

Sdepending on technology level (state- downtimes of flight hardware, etc.,
of-the-art), system design complex- together with the requirement for a
ity, mission duration, reliability cri- precision interface between space and
teria, crew safety, etc. terrestrial logistics functions, make

it mandatory that an effective
thas e tSTL system plan be developed

not required because of thehigh reli- and implemented.
ability and system redundancy which
will be incorporated in space stations Past experience has also shown
and spacecraft. This might be true that effective support does not just
when considering short term space- happen; it is the result of a reitera-
craft such as Mercury and Gemini; tive planning process. An IFM capa-
however, when dealing with manned bility must be planned, tested, evalu-
spaceflight, that is measured in terms ated, and replanned through many
of months and years, the inescapable iterations before a satisfactory capa-
fact remains that equipment does fail bility will emerge. Therefore, it is
and the probability of human error lical eme ThereforeMitapa

dos xit.Threfrlgia n logical to assume that an IFM capa-
bility will be developed as an evolu-soundjudgemen.t must be exercised to tionaryprocess. The initial capability

strike a balance between two (2) phi- will be relatively simple; however, as
losophical ext-emes - optimism and~'h baanc pont e- empirical data is accumulated, the
pessimism. '-he ha'ance point be- scope and depth of IFM technology will
tween these ex';remes is realism.S~be increased.

This paper 'wvill discuss the devel- A number of space r-.ainteriance
opment and implementation of the most (IFM) studies have been conducted in
realistic approach to contingencypro- conjunction with the prototype

1.3.2
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ADRELIABILIT AND M IX -I OF MISSION SUCCESS REDUCED SUPPORT

S CRITERIA RETURN CARGO PLANI OE W COSTS

EVALUATION T EXTENDED MISSION SIMPLIFICATION
* WASTE DISPOSAL DURATION INCREASED
* OCBOARD MTORAGE T NA TECNNOLOGY RELIABILITY
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ROT'AT ON MIIA AA RS
SITN LIGNT

MAINTENANCE D I

CAPABILITY TY
CREW VESE SYSTEMS

SFIG. 1 - THE SPACE-TERRESTRIAL LOGDST!CS PLAN

development arid testing of a variety required. All too often an attempt is
of space maintenance tools. These made to "reinvent the wheel" instead
efforts have generally produced good of using the technology and other sup-
results; however, they have been frac- port resources that are already avail-

*tionated and have not provided for the able and capable of fulfilling support
development of an i nt eg r a ted IFM requirements Therefore, new capa-
technology and capability which con- bilities should be acquired through an
siders the total spectrum of manned evolutionary process which provides
spaceflight missions. Although some testing and evaluation milestones that
missions may not require ev-ery fa:et progressively measure the effective-
of an integrated IFM capability, the ness of the development approach.
IEM capability should not be fraction- Figure 3 shows the analytical path fol-
ated until it first has been analyzed and low•ed to determine the initial scope
defined as a comniete entity. The of the development effort.
development s eq ue n ce for an inte-
grated IFM technology and capability The approach taken, in this paper,
is shown in Figure Z. for the acquisition of a space mainte-

nance capability is unique in that it:
Early in the development of any

support function, existing capabili- * Considers the total spectrum of
ties should be examined to determine manned spaceflight m~issions.
whether they can be used "as is," if * Provides for the development and
they can or should be modified, and implementation of an integrated
lastly, if a complete new capability is IFM technology and capability.
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IiI
ESTABLISH

DEF:NEIFMIF

CAPABILITY

DEVELOPTIDEVTLOP

SYSTEM IF

F. - V P T A�N IF TECHNO GY A

CAPBIBIInT IFM FrmpA

AND AINAIN DEAND

DEIN ESTABLISH

IFMI
MISSIONPPOLICIE

MISSIEOURNr REUIEMNT

FIG .- EVEOPELTOP ANIFMTECNO OG NDCPBLT

mis•in-YSeTE IM cocpsIvdF r Meorerncorp•a -

* Combines simplicity and sound ters wherein the ens~ling discussion
judgement with sophistication and is presented.
automation.

• ~ ~ ~ EEO InDENTIFYh n TLPln

* Inegraes ith n SL Pln. A requirement either does or wvill
The emaningtex of hispape isexist for short term, extended

Theremaining texoolthsoapesi duration, and 'ong term manned
- arange asfollws:spaceflight.

* IFM Demands I Crew safety is a prime considera-

* IFM Concepts tion in all phases of development
* 1PM Requirements and implementation of an IEM
* Policies and Plans capability.
0 Conclusions 0 Maximum use must be made of
* PReferences the technologies and materials

which presently exist.
• An iFM capability will be devel-

GUIDELINES oped to bridge the gap between

required and achieved system
The number and complexity of tasks reliability.

*involved in the development and imple-. 0 The development of an IFM capa-
mentation of an IFM capability make bility r e qui r e s an integrated
it necessary to first establish the effort of the Design, Reliability,
scope and depth of IFM. The follow- Maitainabilty, Human Factors,
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REQUIREMENT
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REQUIREMENT WH i CAPABILITIEXSTG REQU;REmENTS
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. ~AND IMPLEMENTEYD7

FIG. 3. INITIAL TFM CAPABILITY ANALYSIS

Systems Safety, and the Logistics M ainte nan ce in a sp ac e
dis ciDline s. envi ronment

0 An IfýM capability must be based * To identify the need for an inte-
on realistic requirem~ent~sand not grated IFM capability and IFM
desires. technology.

* IFM planning is an integral part * To d e s c r ; b e the rationale and
of the mission planning process. development p r o c e s s utilized

* A Zero-Gravitv environment is in their acquisition.
assumed for all IFMacticns dis- * To establish the interdependancy
"cussed in this paper. of IFM, Hardware Design, Reli-

* For purposes of this paper all ability, Maintainability, Crew
maintenance performed during Safety, Human Fa c to r s, and
!unar landing and lunar explora- Logistics; and how this integra-
tion missions, and during inter- tion of engineering disciplines
planetary landing and exploration relates to mission .uccess.
missions is initially considered
IFM. IFM DEMANDS

The first step in the developmentof an integrated IFM capability is the

definition of mission objectives whichThe objectives of this paper are: ccreate certain IFM demands. These

* To present a realistic and com- demands are mission-peculiar (MP)
prehensive approach to In-Flight and result from a variety of space
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station/ spacecraft m is s i onl opera - 0 Unmanned Space Stati ons!
tions. The MP demands, in t.u rn, Spacecraft
c re at e maintenance resource (MR)

r demands. IFM demands possess the These d em a nds are functionally
following characteristics: divided as follows:

* Type or Kind * Space Station/ Spa cec raft Pri-
* Magnitude mary Flight System (i. e., Struc-

0 LoctionPropulsion, etc.)

0 EvirnmetalControl and Life
Amore detail~ad breakdlow-n -)f the Support (EG/LS) Systems

demand characteristics is shown in e Sciencific and Biomedical
Figure 4. Epriments

;F Technology Experiments

Miss ion- Peculiar Demands A summary of mission-peculiar

MP demands are generated by the
operation of the following vehicle The generation of mis sion-peculiar
systems:

demands for IFM has been presented
0 Manned Space Stations in general terms of vehicle system
9 Manned Spacecraft operation. More specifically, these

MISSION OBJECTIVES

C R ET NUMBvR or SYSTEMS I PREVENTIVt &MAINTENIANCE DISTANCE

*AVAILABILITY .OR,5ITAL .S.O10 TERMLUA

CAPABILITY 0LU AR SLOWC TEM INELtEAR
SIZ INTERPLAP4ZTARY 0 OTNOUS I 1RANSPORTATIO'4

SUPPOPT EQLUIPMENT SIZE Of SYSTEMS CNVIIIMSMT MAIZAC

OTOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT I 54~L*RSTR YE~ E NVA ROMEN
.MAINTENANCE AID$ MEDIUM AFSTERFZLE SY * Ix VA

*UFE SUPPORT LAG*I] TRANSPORTATION

MAEILSYST EM UF E RESPO.SIVEMESS 0PCAW

SPAREM ER OF LOCATIONS
*REPAIR KITS PARTS SHORT TERM a ~WCI RZAC T--A

* CONSUM&ABLES 0LONG TERM a LOM, LEAD TIME *SZNGLE
B ULK ITEMS "ISUEBIT

TECNNG4OGT 1 SSIOM DURATION

*PROCEDURES [ aSHORT TERM
0TECHNIQES EXTENDED DUJRATIONl

*SFT LONG TEkM

FIG. 4.- IEM DEMANDS
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MISSIONl OBJECTIVESI

MANNED MANNED UNMANNED

SPACE STATIONS SPACECRAFT SPACECRAFT I
EARTH ORBITAL 0 EARTH ORBITAL 0 RESCUE STATiONS
(SHORT TERM) CREW DELIVERY * ASTRONOMICAL

*EARTH ORBITAL CARGO DELIVERY OBSERVATORIES
(EXTENDED DURATIOH) RESCUE MISSION 0 COMMUNICATIONS
(EXTE DRATION)CREW AND CARGO SATELLITES
(LOE G TERM) 0 LUNAR LANDING .CARGO DELIVERY

* LUNAR ORBITAL * LUNAR LANDING AND 0 DEFENSE MISSIONS
EXPLORATION 0 HOSTILE SATELLITES"* INTERPLANETARY (INS!'ECTION.
FLY.BY NEUTRALIZATION-"* INTERPLANETARY DESTRUCTION)
LANDING AND 0 LASORATORIES
EXPLORATI')N e ORBITAL STORAGE"* ESCAPE CAPSULE' AND TRANSFER
MODULE STATIONS

FIG. 5. - SUMMARY OF MISSION-PECULIAR IFM DEMAND GENERATORS

demands are caused by one or more application. Examples of these char-
of the following conditions: acteristics or qualities include

"* Random Failure whether the resource, being consid-

"* Damage (Human or Environ- ered, is:

mental Induced) * Capable of meeting the demand
"* Wearout * Dependable
"* Resource Consumption (Normal a Available

and Emergency) 0 Consumable
* Expendable
* Restorable

Maintenance Resource Demands 0 Reuseable
* Modifiable

Having identified the mission * Storable
demands, the next step is to identify 0 Multi-Utility
the resource demands and to deter- • Transportable
mine how theywill be applied. Main- * Cost Effective
tenance resources consist of technol-
ogy, people, material, and .ervices
which are applied individually and col- rranslation of Demands
lectively to the r i g h t place, at the
right time, in the required amounts The m ean s by w hi c h .ni.sion-
and in an operable condition. These peculiar and resource de:'iands are
resources possess a variety oi char- translated into finite requizemen-s.
acteristics thatmaterially affect their and ultimately into mission-oriented
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IFM plans, are discussed in subse- sary to establish mission categories
quent'sections of this paper. which possess a general commonality

of IFM demands and required technol-
ogy levels. The three (3) basic cate-

IFM CONCEPTS gories are:
* Earth-Orbital

Prior to the development of a speci- 0 Earth-Ounal

fic support capability, it is essential # Earth-Lunar

to define (in as precise terms as pos- * Interplanetary

sible) the nature '.nd structure of themissin, an the Typical missions in each categorymssion to be performed, together aesoni iue6

with the factors and influences which
impact on such a mission, and the
hardware systems required for

its performance. Mission Durations

5 Mission Categories To provide a reference point, the
following mission durations have been

Each mission will not require an established. The earth-orbital mis-
IFM capability of the same type and sion durations are in general agree-
magnitude; therefore, to provide the ment with current planning; however,
required level of support, it isneces- those in the earth-lunar and

MISSION OBJECTIVES

EARTH-ORBITAL EARTH-LUNAR INTERPLANETARY

0 SCIENT.FIC AND 0 LUNAR ORBITAL * FLY-BY MISS;IONS
LABORATORIES * LUNAR LANDING 0 LANDING AND

AND EXPLORATION EXPLORATION
* EARTH RESOURCES 0 LUNAR BASE AND

* ASTRONOMICAL EXPLORATION
OBSERVATORIES * LUNAR BASE AND

* COMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMEAT OF
SATELLITES LUNAR RESOURCES

0 RESCUE STATIONS 0 RESCUE MISS.•OHS

0 DEr'EmSE MISSIONS
* RESUPPLY MISSIONS

0 CREW ROTATION

0 ORBITAL LAUNCH
OPERATIONS

Fl'3. 6.- SUMMARY OF MISSION CATEGORIES
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interplanetary a t e g o r i e s are the Mission Effects Analysis
author's approximations.

* Earth-Orbital A myriad of decision factors have
Short Term: either a direct or indirect effect on

Up to 3 months IFM (see Figure 7), and must be ana-
Extended Duration: lyzed to identify the nature and extent

3 months to 1 year of their impact. A mission effects
Long Term: analysis is performed to make this

1 to 5 years determination. The results of this
* Earth- Lunar analysis provide input data to the more

Lunar-Orbital: detailed process of developing a
TBD mission-oriente.'. IFM concept shown

Lunar La.nding and Exploration: in Figure 8. One of the most critical
Up to 3 months mis sion effects occurs in the develop-

Lunar Base and Exploration: ment of an IFM concept for inter-
3 months to 3 years planetary fly-by and landing/

* Interplanetary exploration missions. The resupply
Fly-By Mission: of these missions is not deemed fea-

1 to 2 years sible, from either an earth or lunar
* Landing and Exploration: source, once the spacecraft has b.een

TBD launched from earth or earth orbit.

CREWSIZE SPACE STAT:ON IFM FAILURESAND ROTAKIOHN OR SPACECRAFT TECHNOLOGY MODE-EFFECT
FREQUENCY OES;N LEVEL ANALYSES

RESUPPLYREIBLTAN
REQUIREMENTSINTAIABILITY

MITSSION

MD FMCONCEPTDT

O D HAR.D9ARE
STRG SirSTEM

L R E~k"OACY ,

PDW*RESCAPE

NAZAR• DS AND | PROUPULSIONl AND UMA

SCRITERIA

FIG. 7. -IFM CONCEPT DECISION FACTORS
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DETERMINE THE DETERMINE ThC
EFFECT OF IFM COMPATIBILITY

ON MISSION WITH MISSION
SUrCESS/CREW OPERATIONS

SAFETY CONCEPTS

DETERMINEDEEMNTHESALHA
WHAT CAN BE IMPACT ON SYSTEM OF
REPLACED OR DESIGN. RELIABILITY. TOOLCF

REPAIRED AAMD VAINTAINABILITY CHOICE

IFM CONCEPTDECISION-*

theseDEERIN "iAion mutETsefEaRMMcaaIlity The oprTio ofD

Si CAN FAIL BUT TEST CONCEPT TECHNOLOGICAL 1RISKUTETH
• CAM•OT BE REPLACED RATIONALE FOR LEVEL AND HOC ITFAIL

j OR REPAIRED 1IN SOUNDNESS CAN BE REDUCED OCET

DEEO FLIGHT

INM CONCEPT IDNIYAD- NLZ

DEFINE ESTABLISH EFFECTS OF SELECT

wih u eu py it REDUCING IFt O Pd R edC

CRITERIA b l is CAPABILITY t A ilReA an

DnN To I.ENTIFY, EVALUATE, IDENTIFYFREQUERNCY THF AND UTILIZE EXISTING] HUMAN FACTORS :SALS

CFo e REQURto la CA ABILITIES, CNT R AN shnIF RQUREENS HERE FEASISLECNCP

OTIMUM4 BALAN•CE ALTERNATi ;FM
BETW7EEN IFM APPRO,.C4ES€ ARE

ANO REDUNIDANCY FEASIBLE

FIG. 8. - MISSION IFM CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Therefore, all support capability for -,v-uldbe oflittlevalue topossess only

these missions must be self- anIFM capability. The operation rf
contained, and the planning andpro- the life support sy stem i s awn essential
visioning of I- to o- year missions, maintenance resource, andwithout it,
without resupply, will require the ulti- the IFM capability would be reduced
mate in effective logistics supporto to nil. Conversely, nothing man has

ever built is immune to failure and
huban error. Furthermore, whenthe

Concept Rationale redundant system fanls, the remaininpsystem is reduced to inherent reli-
The principal decision to be made ability and should another failt re

in the development of an IFM concept occu r (and Murphy's Law usuallyis the relationship of IFIM and hard- prevails), not only has the safety fac-
ware systerm redundancy, cnd thepro- o (provided by r edundancy, beenportionate responsibility to be removed, but now a critical system

assigned to each of these forms of is inoperative and m imissico n
contingency protection. An optinium failure is ionminent.
balance between these two (2)approaches is necessary to assure a IFMA and redundancy are examples
high probability of mission success. of the two (2) philosophical extremes

mentioned in the introductory portion
Neither IFM nnr redundancy can of this paper. Redundancy, a forrn

do the job alone. fEor exam~ple, i.f a of reli;ability, is at the optirni,--tic end
life support system failure occurs. it of the m~ission reliability spectrurn,
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and IFM is at the opposite or pessi- * Special tools are required for

mistic end. It is readily discernible EVA.

that both capabilities are required, 0 Missions are of extended

and the individual merits and limita- duration.
tions of each must be analyzed and * Electrical power requirements
weighed carefully to arrive at the bal- * Limited storage a r e a available
ance point - realism, for spares.

The initial IFM capabilities will be The principal differences between
relatively simple, and will probably these two (2) types of vehicles, from
be limited to the removal and replace- a maintenance standpoint, is the
ment of certain modular ecquipment presence of normal gravity in the sub-
items identified, during a failure mode marine and the availability of mainte-
effect analysis, as being flight critical nance specialists.
items. A certain degree of redun-
dancywill be p,:ovided for these criti- A basic IFM conceptwill be devel-
cal items; how, rer, since redundancy oped for each mission category. Each
is not an absolute guarantee of crew of these concepts will be modularly
s a f e ty and mission success, some constructed to facilitate incorporation
IFM capability must also be provided, and blending of those elements of IFM
A limited in-flight repair capability required to meet specific mission
will be required to augment the demands within each category. This
removal and replacement capability, approach provides an IFM capability
These initial repair tasls will employ which is commensurate to the needs
repair kits containing bulk materials of a variety of missions within a par-
to patch and seal leaks in cabin pres- ticula r category. Furthermore, all
surization, food and waste manage- mission ca t ego r ie s and missions
ment areas, and to repair damage to within each category are analyzed to
electrical wiring. d e t e r n in e the type and degree oi

commonality of mission IFM demands.
The performance oftheselFM

tasks will provide an important means IFM Criteria
of enriching IFM technology with
empirical data which will provide a
more realistic baseline for extending tmcanifelil o em o

IFM capabilities to more demanding - tically fe a i b e to aptyt 4 impht to

applications. Extrapolation is more e s ta bli sh an IFM capability which
effective than pure prediction; there- would duplicate a terrestrial capabil-
fore, we must investigate the possi- ity. Therefore an order of ranking
bility of using existing capabilities musta be established for all otM
and resources "as is" or modifying This rankingis based on thecrit~cality of the vehicle system
them before we attempt to develop aas follows:
totally new capability. For instance,
,ve can draw useful parallels from , Failure!damage whie . has an

"Polaris" type nu c 1 e a r submarine i-mmediate or Lnminent effect on
missions These "inner soace" vehi- crew safety
cdes havernuch in commonwith space •Failure/damage which affects
stations ana spacecraft. Some of v e hi c I e performance and abort
these similarities are: probability

*Faiiure/damage which would
* The requirement ;or an EC/LS result in degraded mission

system performance
*-Environmental protection is 0Failure/damage which would

required for EVA. result only in creatiga nuisance
Screa3i11



Only the first three orders of cri- * All IFMprocedures and tech-
tiralt-!r should be considered in rievel- niques must be in a c c o r dan c e
oping an IFM capability, with crew safety criteria.

• AlllFMprocedures and tech-
The major vehicle systems niques must satisfy human factors

included in each order of r-iiking are criteria.
listed below. * Hardware systems must be

designed to facilitate rapid and
Crew Safety Impact positive detection, isolation and

* Structure correction of in-flight failu r e s

0 Electrical Power and damage.

ElEC/•LS IFM performance times must be

* Escape Capability equal or less than the maximum
* Biomedical and Behavioral allowable downtirnefor hardwaresystems.

Monito ring *ssesAll candidate IFM actions must
be evaluated in terms of techni-cal and economic feasibility.

Probability 0 IFM will primarily c o n s i s t of

4 Stabilization and Control corrective maintenance actions.
Propulsion Wherea requirement forpreven-

* Navigation and Guidance tive maintenance is identified, the0 Displays and Controls p re v ent ive maintenance tasks

•Communications should be performed in conjunc-
tion with normal mission opera-

Degraded Mission Performance tions functions.

" instrumentation and Telemetry
"* Experiments IFM Modes

The following criteria are recom- All 1PM actions are performedby
mended for the performance of 1PM: -utilizing one (I) or more of the follow-

IFM actions must make a signifi- ing four (4) IFM modes:
cant contribution to: (1) improved
reliability, (Z) crew safety, and Remove-Replace-Discard

)mission success. 0 Repair Without Removal

* Tasks must be simplified to 0 Remove-Replace-Repair
* Remove- Repair- Replacepermit their satisfactory

accomplishment bycrew mem- These modes, individually and in
bers with limit e d maintenance

combination, form the basis fortraining and experience.
PM data, procedures, and tech- structuring all :FM tasks. The appli-

nic'~es must be developed to be cation of these modes to the hardwaresystems eus be eeeoe to abe rekoni
compatible with both thelPM systems generation breakdown is
requirement and the maintenance shown in Figure 9. The decision to

skill levels of the crew. use a particular mode has a definite
* Spares and repair kits must effect on the requirements for speci-

bereadilyaccessible tocrew fic maintenance resources (i.e.,
members. Spares, Repair Kits, IFM Procedures

and Techniques, IFM Times, etc. )
* Requirements for sp ec ial tools

and test equipment must be 1PM Technology
minimized.

*Hardware systems should incor- An IFM capability isacompos-
porate fail-safe features. iteand complex structure which
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HARDWARE REMOVE- R.F&.IR REMOVE. REMOVE-
GENERATION REPLAME- I ;N HOUT REPLACE. REPAIR-
BREAKDOWN DISCARD R..MOVAL REPAIR REPLACE

SYSTEm(GENERAL) X

SYSTEW(SPECIFIC) X

SET X

GROUP X X X

UNIT X X X X

ASSEMBLY X X X

SUBASSEMBLY X X X

PART X X X

FIG. 9. - TYPICAL APPLICATION OF IFM MODES

incorporates information and criteria IFM will provide a more realistic
from many engineering disciplines. IFM baseline for new missions and
The impact of IFM on th-t following programs by fempering theory and
disciplines, together with their need predictionswith actual experience. A
to interact with each other, make it typical development flow for IFM tech-
both necessary and advantageous to nology is shown in Figure 10.
accumulate and integrate all areas of
IFM information and experience into
one formalized technology. IFM REQUIREMENTS

0 System Safety IFM requirements are the specific
0 Hardware Design needs for support resources on

0 Reliability the identifkcation of IFIMI den-iands and• Maintainability

* Human Factors the development of mission-peculiar
* Logistics IFM concepts. The requirements are

identified and quantified as the result
of performing an IFM requirements

It is important that, once devel- analysis. The outputs of this analysis
oped, the initial 1FM capability be suf- form the basis for the development
ficienitly flexibie to permit its exten- and allocation of resources, which are
sion to more demanding applications applied individually and in combina-
in support of future manned space- tion to produce an effective IFM capa-
flight missions. The development of bility. The large variety of manned
a teclvnolagy relating specifically te spaceflight missions, together with

1.3.13
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SHARDWARE PERIODIC ,

SYSTEMS IN-FLIGHT
PERFORM•ANCE REPORTS

FIG.E0.FMECTS D LOPACCUMULATE
IN

CREW ' DATA BANIK

PLAN/PERFORM EFRAC

M ANNED A-• CCUMULATE•-- J AEHZE
IISPACEFLIGHT EMI PIRICAL C AT•'EG ORIZE

| MISSION DT- SYSTEM •. EVALUATE DATA!

T . SAFETY

e mIME Modes aONdUT En iromOE
DEVELOPMENT 1 CONCEPTS RESOURCE VEIY

m isin in h pc evrnet

tEXPERIMENTS 
DATA AN EHNQE

H" P U T S C T E R ' I S T S Y R V S
F NIERIOM / MSSON TASKS AND

ENGSIPINEERIN GBJECTIVES EXPERIMENTS

FIG. 10. - IFM TECHNOLOG'y DEVELOPMENT

themany unc e rta intie s ofmanned IFM Modes and Environment
missions in the space environment,

make the establishment and fulillment A decision is made with respect to
of these requirements a very complex utilization of one or more of the fol-
task. To further emphasize the mag- lowing modes, and the applicable
nitude of this effort, the primary out- environment is identified:
puts ef the requirements analysis and 0 Remove-Replace-Discard
the major elements of each are pre- 0 Repair Without Removal
sented in subsequent d i s c u s s i on s.
The analytical pattern for determin- * Remove-Replace-Repair

ing these requirements is shown in * Remove-Repair-Replace
9 * IVA

Figure Il. The requirements deter- * EVA
mination starts with an analysis of
vehicle systems that results in a
detailed definition of IFM tasks, which Maintenance Category
were initialxy defined, in gross terms,
during the concept development phase. There are twvo (2) basic categories
This definition initiates the identifi- of IFM - Preventive and Corrective.
cation, determination, and develop- Although primary emphasis will be
ment of a variety of resources pre- p 1 a c e d on corrective maintenance;
sented in the following paragraphs. where a requirement for preventive
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DFN IFADTEMN NTEGRATE
DEFIKE IFM MDETE MN AND ALLOCATE

TSSIN AND MODEV RESOURCEDETAIL AND IH'A/EVA REQUIREMENTS

PERFORM I M IDENTIFY DEVELOP IFM DEVELOP TEST
MISSION REQUIREMENTS IFM ACTIO S PROCEDURES AND r EVALOUATESN

IFM ANALYSISO ASPREVENTIVE TECHNIQUES AND EVALUATION
CONCEPT VEHICLE SYSTEMS OR CRtEC IY•E , EHN CRITERIA

* ELECTRICAL IETF
POWER IDENTIFY AND TECHNICAL TEST AND

* EC/LS DETERMINE INFORMATION EVALUATE
* ESCAPE IFM TIMES REQUIREMENTS

CAPABILITY
0 BIOMEDICAL ANDSBEHAVIORAL

MONITORING IDENTIFY IDENTIFY
VEHICLE 0 STABILIZATION MATERIAL PERSOINNEL
SYSTEJ AND CONTROL SUPPORT SYSTEM
DESIGN 0 PROPULSION REQUREREMENTS

TO NAVIGATION AND
GUIDANCE

ENGINEERING 0 COMMUNICATI;'d EQUIPMENT CONDUCT
DISCIPLINES 0 INSTRUMENT- REQUIREMENTS TRA•E-OFFS

ATION ANDT TELEMETRY "I

10 EXPE:RIMENTS
IDEHI•IFY

FACILITIES
I IFMREQUIREMENTSI \TECHNOLOGY

FEEDBC
FEEDFEACK ESTABLIS • jFM

REQUPIRIEMETS REQUIEMENT

FIG. 11. - DETERMINATION OF IFM REQUIREMENTS

maintenance is identified, it will be 0 Crew time available for mainte-
integrated with routine mission tasks. nance tasks
Examples of typical preventive main- 0 Safe allowable time for nrainte-
tenance tasks include: nance tasks

"* Removal and r eplac ement of
limited life items Material Support

"* Inspection
"* Servicing The following considerations are
"* Calibration analyzed and resultant requirements
"* Periodic vehicle systems GO-NO are identified.

GO checks * Spares and repair kits/parts,

consumable items, bulk items,
IFM Time Con siderations EC/LS supplies, vehicle propel-lants, pressurants, and routine

operating supplies
Pour types of IFM times are iden- * Quantities of ma t e r i a 1 support

tified and determined, items required
0 Frequency of requirements based

"* Elapsedtime required toperform on failure rates, damage proba-
preventive or corrective mainte- bility, wearout, and shelf life in
nance tasks. a space environment

"* Frequency of requirement for * Weight, volume, and mass
IFM tasks constraints
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* Economic tradeoffs of replace/ case of retrorocket failui c,
repair versus throw-away items de-orbit of waste materials and

o Onboard storage capacity space junk and for emergency
* Effect of onboard storage capacity maneuvering

on resupply requirements e IPM Touls - The requirements
* Envirornmertal sensitivity of sup- include: zcro-reactin tools,

port item multipurpose tools, %-elders,
* Packaging protection minimum torque and internal
* Compatibility of packaging pro- wrenchino tools, and tool- for use

cection with existing packaging with nuclear advices
techrologv * Maintenance Aids and Devices -

I'M requirements include: per-
sonnel and equipment restraints,

Support Eqx - portable lighting equipment, vis-
ual reference indices, portable

The following criteria has been radiation shields for use while
established for support equipment performing IFM on nuclear
requirements: devices, and electrical recharge

"* Eliminate support equipment devices for IFM tool power packs

requirements, wherever feasi- * Handling Equipment - 'Ihe
requirements are limited to thatble, by designing the function or equipment necessary for holdingcaaiiyinto the ve h icl1e sys-eqienncsarfohldg

capability into or maneuvering s upp Ii e s and
temsvehicle system equipment.

"• Utilize existing equipment wher- vehicl system equipment.
ever technically feasible. M Special Purpose Vehicles -

* Modify existing equipment wher- Maintenance shuttles and orbital
ever technically and economically tugsfeasible. • Diagnostic, Checkout and Moni-
f Establish new equipment require- toring Equipment - Requirements
ments only where required, and for this equipment are analyzed
mnts oapailiy wre l required, andto determine: (1) optimum mode
no capability presently exists. of operation (automated, semi-

Examples of supp or t equipment automated or manual), (2) system
rexrmpens level to which equipment should

requirements include: function, (3) types of audio and

*Cargo Transfer Equipment - visual signals and dif.plays
Arms, booms, tethers, convey- r eq u i r e d, and (4) should this
ors, intervehicle collapsible and equipment be incoiporated into
extendible tunnels, pumps, fuel, vehicle systems hardware.
propellant, pressurant discon- 0 Calibration Standards - Require-
nects, etc. ments for standards are analyzed

* EVA Maneuvering Equipment - to determine: (I) types required,
A s t r o n au t maneuvering units, (2) transportability, (3) environ-
hand held propulsion devices, jet mental protection require-
shoes, tethers, etc. ment, and (4) certification

"* Life Support Equipment - Space- requirements
suits, partabie life support sys- * Orbital Repair/Escape Decision
tems, radiation detection System - This system provides
devices, etc. a rapid means of determining (in

"* Mobile Power Units for EVA gross terms) if sufficient time is
maintenance, orbital assembly available to repair a malfunction
and checkout of space stations and in a critical syst em or should the
interplanetary spacecraft; strap- crew evacuate to another part of
on propulsion devices for use in the space station or evacuate the
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space station to the escape ability to perform these tasks in a
module (logistics spacecraft weightless condition, and in some
docked at the staticn). The sys- instances while wearing a spacesuit.
tern would utilize s e n s o r s for However, as in the case of aircraft
.heat, pressure, ztmospheric maintenance in arctic areas, and that
contamination and nuclear build- of undersea maintenance operations,
up, and would operate as a func- these obstacles can be overcome
tion of rate of change or threshold. through the development of procedures
Programming will he developed and techniques, together with train-
to p r ovi de a repair or escape ing and experience.
decision based on the severity of
the input from the sensors, and Procedures and techniques will be
would terminate in audio signals ieveloped to permit crewmembers to
and flashing .,i-:ual displays. perform the necessary IFM tasks. The

means of implementation include the
Facilities following:

* Fault detection and isolation

piThe facilities requirements deal t Recognition of hazards and haz-
principally with two (Z) considerations: ardous conditions

* Onboard storage capability fox * Use of tools, maintenance aids,
material s-'pp o r t and support and other support equipment
equipment items * Control of tools and spares/

* A r ea s for perfor:nan:e of IFM repair kits during maintenance
repair tasks actions

• Economy of motion and energy

Procedures and Techniques while performing maintenance
tasks

IFM tasks are performed by fol- 0 Motion and force translation

lowing an action sequence which gen- * Removal and replacement actions
erally consists of three (3) steps for o Repair actions

preventi,:e maintena nce and five (5) for 0 Post-maintenance verification of

corrective r-Y aintena-zce. Procedures vehicle systems status

and technioues are requib'ed for the
following s-quential ac.ion3: A variety of maintenance action

* Detect and Isolate Failure functions are involved in the perform-
0 Determine. Maintenance Action ance of IFM. Over 100 of these

o Prepare for Maintenance (Pre- potential functions areshownin

%enrtve and Corrective) Table 1 Initially, both the mainte-
0 Perform Maintenance (Preven- nance tasks and the required proce-

tie and Corrective) dures and techniques will be relatively
0 Perforrn Post-Maintenance simple. However, as weproceed

Choc.out (Preventive and from earth-orbital missions to earth-
Corrective) lunar missions, arid ultimately to theinterplanetary category, the mission

durations will increase and so will the
A tyqical IFM cycle is shown in complexity of vehicle systems equip-

Figure 12 ment. This trend to longer missions
will place more exacting demands on

It is recoanized that maintenance the time and skills of the crew mem-
functions are more critical in a space bers to achieve and maintain a high
environment in terms of tolerable sys- probability, of mission success. In
tern downtimens, a-;ailbility of crew the case of interplanetary missions,
memb•_ hers for maintenance tasks, the the point-of-no-return or abort limit
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FIG. 1E. - IFM ACTION SEQUENCE

will be only ,. short period of time manned space flightmissions. A pri-
alter fdepar,'ing earth-orbit. There- mary and secondary in-flight system

* fore, since no resupply capability will for i roviding technical information
be •easible for these missions, after are recommen~ded. The primary sys-

-leavnrg earth-orbit, all support capa- temn will consist of a micro-viewer
bilities will, of necessity, be self- supported by an onboard file of micro-
contained. This situation creates a film chips or tape. The secondary
clear- cut requirement to develop and system will consist of television-audio
implement IFIA procedures and tech- equipment. Both systems would pro-
niquc's which r.aximiz e the crew ,,ide in-flight operations and mainte-
member's IFM capability and mini- nance procedures augr.-nented by
maze hzis limitations. This subject is semi conventional checklists for
discussed further in the Personnel operations, maintenance, and emer-
Systems paragraph. gency procedures.

etThe fo1o.ing factors are con-

'I e :nicalInforationsidered in the developminen t of an

The olumtri limtatons f a in- flight technical information sys-

ter 
RAp 

bilty

I ~~space station or spacecraft combined tmcabity
wvith a weightless environment, make 0 Type of in- flight in fo r m at io n
it necessary to depart from t.he con- r e q u i r e d (e. g., Procedures,

*ventional terrestrial formats of tech- Schematics, Reference tablIe s,
nical info rmation for support of etc.)
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ACTUATE DEVISE IzviHG ORIENT REMOYE STOW

ADJUST DISASSMELE HOLD 0VEiU!AUL RENOVATE STRIP

ALIGN DiSCO.4NECT !::-iAI .E PACKAGE REPAJR SYNCHRONIZE

APPLY 01I~ANTLE INJECT PA'fcH REPLACE TAG

ASSEMBLE DISPOSE INSPECT PIERCE REPLENISH TEST

ATTACH bR.ILL '1NSTALL PLACE RESTORIE THREAD

SOLT ENGACE ISOLATE POSITION REWORK TIGHTEN

£CALIBRATE ENTER ONPOUND RIVET TORQUE

CHANGE ERECT LEVEL PREPARE ROTATE TRANSPORT

CHECK EXAMINE LOCATE PRE' ET SALVAGE T Rim

CLAMP FABRICATE LOOSEN ;'NOBE SEAL TROUBLESHOOT

CLEAN FASTEN LUBRICATE PROCF*SS SCREW TUNE

CONNECT FILE MATE PUNCT1ý,E SECURE TURN

CONSTRUCT FORM MEASURE PUSH SERVICE T14ST

CONTROL GLUE MODIFY PULL SET UNBOLT

COVER GRASP MOUNJT REASSEMBLE SETUP UNCOVER

CUT GUIDE MOVE RECONDITION SOLDER WELD

DETACH ,4AMMER NEUTRALIZE RECORD STIMULATE ZERO

DESTROY HANDLE OPERATE REGUJLATE STORE

TABLE 1. TYPICAL MAINTENANCE ACTION FUNCTIONS

*Type of display format 0 S up p ort requirements for pri-
*Type of primary system, mary and secondary system
equipment

*Automation requirement for pri- The constant change in all technol-
mnarv system ogies made it essnilta h

* F!;unctional independence of pri- technical i n f o r mna t i on systems be
m.a-y system (wvith the exception developed with _= built-in fle-xibility tto

of updating) permi~t rapid and efficient responier
* Means by which primary systemr to changes in mnissioris and vehicle

can be kept current systenms equipment.
0 Source of in-flight technical

information
0 Data size reduction techniques Personnel Svste,'ns

requi~red and avail ibl
Feasib.lity oi using convnioaPer on Is tmsiv en

checklists called "the configuration marnagernent
r e Type of:seconda ry or back-ap sys- of peoplie," and it is E-hrough these

tem required systems that m-an is analyzcd as a
Meth od :~icataloging, stor i ng, resource, his capabilities are defined

and retrieving information and utilizldl, arid, his limaitations arR
0 EVA inform-ation requirem~ents identified and compensated for, either
* EVA information system equip- by training or the s ib s ti tu ti r: of

rnent re~~uiremneris autoirnated in a c hin e functions. Th-z
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k!

n t r o d u c ti on of man into the loop 9 What are the man/machine rela-
'- space flight operations provides a tionships, and how do they relate
deL i sion making capability with to mission succe, s?
greater flexibility than that possessed * What are the operations and
by inanimate systems, coupled with maintenance conacepts, and what
the ability to relate decisions to mis- influences are considered during
sion success. their development?

0 What are the requirements for
Aftern- i:' sion objectives are assigning crew members multi-

defined and an optimal sequence of task responsibilities?
events is established, a task/
equipment analysis (TEA) of the oper- A detailed analysis of personnel
ational requirements, system func- requirements (e. g., Qualitative and
tions, performance standards, and Quantitative Personnel Requirements
operations and maintenance concepts Information-QQPRID is performed
is conducted. This analysis defines which identifies the types, levels,
the man/machine interface, and is the quantities, and performance stan-
basis for assigning each task to either dards for skills which are necessary
man or systems equipment, depend- to accomplish the tasks defined in
ing on whi ch possesses the greater the TEA. In addition to skill infor-
performance capability and practi- mation, the personnel requirements
cality. Those automated functions, analysis provides a basis for manning
which affect crew safety, will be fur- recommendations for user operations
ther analyzed to determine the feasi- and support organizations. These
bility of i n c o r p o r at i n g a manual recommendations include need dates,
override feature and complete inde- user locations, work loads, and
pendence from ground control. work shifts.

Once the operations and maintenance Effective job performancetasks have been defined, they are in a weightless environment for

time-oriented in terms of sequence, extended periods of time depends on
duration, and frequency by perform- a crew member possessing the fol-
ing a time line analysis. This analy- lowing capabilities, characteristics,
sis results in the identification of and tolerances:
problem areas in time-phasing and
allocation for operations and mainte- asignment

nance functions. These problemn areas assignment
are subjected to further analysis. and * Motor capabiiities and anthropo-
nece susary etradeoffrs are made. metric characteristics which arecompatible with the op e r atin g

Examples of the factors considered envi r onment.durigptese anales actore:cd 0 Physiological and psychologicalduring these analyses are:
characteristics and tolerances

• What tasks must be performed which are compatible with the
and why? mission requirements and the

* What are man's abilities to operating environment.
perform m i s s i o n tasks and how
are they constrained with
respect to his role in the space In-flight operating techniques are
environment? developed to enable crewmembers to

* What are the performance perform their assigned duties effec-
standards, and how are they tively. The capabilities, listed above.
measured? apply to both !VA and EVA; however,
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EVA imposes the following additional * Training aids and equipment
constraints on job performance: requirements (e. g., dynamic and

0 Reduced motor capabilities and static mockups, simulators,
greater susceptibility to fatigue l The effect the total training effortcaused by wearing a space suit

* Degradation of visual reference has on IFM, human factors, vehi-

* Criticality of illumination cle design, reliability, maintain-

* Reduced accessibility of equip- ability, and systems safety.

inent while wearing a space suit The ersonntl systems must be
0 Increased radiation hazard tested rsnnnev l sy te mus batetdand evaluated on the same basis

Training requirements are deter- as any other resource. The intro-
mined by comparing existing skills duction of man into the loop of spacewith those required by the sis missions provides many distinct andtasks definedbyiheTEA. After the unique advantages; however, inrequirements are established, it is evaluating his effectiveness with

necessary to develop a means by which espect to IFM, man must only be
considered as a resource. The mar-they can be satisfied. The personneloueigh

training function is anal-yzed and
evaluated so that an equitable approach his limitations will be the measure of
can be establisheQ. Examples of the his contribution to mission success.
factors considered during these analy-
ses are: Integration and Allocation of

• The prerequisites for crewrnem- Resources
bers, and the means by which they
are determine.I (e. g., present After the determination, identifi-
skills, educational background, cation, and developm ent of IFM
physical condition, age, emo- resources has been analyzed, it is
tional stability, character, lead- necessary to integrate and allocate
ership qualities, etc.) the required resources. The

9 The personnel sources which are methodology bywhich this action takes
available (e.g., military and place requires the use of several ana-
naval services, industry, col- lytical tools which include:
leges and universities, etc. ).

* Means by which the per onne 1 * Simulation Models

sources can be expanded (e.g., * Cost Models

new curriculum for high schools, * Systems Analysis Techniques

colleges and universities, etc. . * Judgement in Recommendations
0 The estimated rate of attrition

for mission operations. In r e c e nt years, there has been
* Determination of screening an increasing tendency to over-

methods which should be estab- sophisticate an a I y t i c a I techniques.
lished for the selection of crew This isa naturaloccurrence due to the
members. increasing complexity of vehicle sys-

* The training evaluation methods tems; however, like any tool, each
and procedures which are has its capabilities and limitations
required. which must govern its use. Some

* Training c our s e requirements systemns analysts seem to have over-
(e. g., basic courses for new job looked the fact that while computer

classification, crew training, program models provide a rapid
proficiency retention, upgrading, means of handling large volumes of
in-flight operating techniques for data, a thorough understanding of the
crew members, etc. 1. probJem by the analyst, coupled with
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the ability to define input rcquiremecntsý achieving an IFNI capabil~ty %&hich is
in precise terms. are essential in pro- realistic, effective, Ž economically
duii~ci~fi ra'aIid and effective output feasible. Broadly, the el1e m e nts

involved in this analysis include sys-
Little IFM experience ian an actual tern restraints, d e ci si on factGrs,

spoace environment is available; there- ranking, e valu a tin g. grading, an,'
fore, it Is necessary to synthesize or selecting. All of these facters ar,
simulate "real world" c on dit ion s. anal yz ed statically, as shown in
Systems synthesis is both an art and Fig7ure 13, and then dynamically with
a science. The art is selectin~g the respect to customer goals and cost
combinations to be stizdied, and e stab- effectiveness to answer such ques-
lishing the c r i t e r i a by which final tions as:
system decisions can be made. The
science lies indem-onst rating, by
an aly s is, the physical realizability
ar..d detailed characteristics of selec- 0 What should an IFNI capabilit
ted combinations of subsystems, and consist of?
in this case, IFM resources. in this 0 When should it be initiated?
analytical process, the tool of judge- * What should the schedule be?
ment in recommendations s ho ul1d * What funding level is suitable?
receive the most weight. 0 What development and t e s t i n g

policy should be followed in order
The primre purpose of this paper to meet IFM requirem ents at the

is to recomm~uend an app roach to least cost?

SYSTEM F EIS'OH AKN
RESTRAIRSRNKNGEATSTN

OPERAIONSCOMMON ALT
LOQSISICS COPTBL FSYSTEMI

PROGRA CRTEI VERSATILITY
!AISSION PRIORITY 

_:

F IW O DIN G A VFA I L A BL E 
M A I tIT A IN A B IL IT Y

COMMONALICO 
'MLNAILT i EAVAL8LTA BORT OPERATIONSR 

I I

TIKE PERIOD EFFECTIVITY
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY IUTILIZATION I

aAVAILAS!LITT EFrECTIVTITY EFFECTIVITY
SC14ECULL HIIL l

1MISS10o4 EMPHASIS
CE4TIROEI4C'ES CONFIVEP.CE LVVEL DEVELOPMENT r AXALYTICýAL
5BJDGET OPTIONS CRTCLTONLGY RIKCONFIEPENC

'AND H CITIAL EC~iOLOY RSILTOLERANCE V O L I JT I O ? 4A R Y D EM A DC A I L TI

uISIMN FLEXIBILI~ GROWTH POTENTIAL
ASSIUMPTIONS
VERSATILITY SELLECTIVITY
ST AMDAIROIZAMi DEVELOPMENT ALIGNMENT
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES I RGRAmCOT.

OPERATIONALCOTOGAL
TEClINCLOGY EVOLUTION MANUFACTUi*.,G
ALTERNATE PLANS
PROGRAM SCOPE SHDL

DT CMTONOPER AVAAILAB!U;TY PROGRAM FISCAL
LOGIST lCSSC CONCEPTS OPER MISSION TIME AVAILABILITY BUDGETING
FERS01NNE SC CONCEPTS TIME PERIOD REQUIREMENTS

EMERGEMCIES

FIG- 13 - SY.,STrEM EFFECTIVITY -UTILITY
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0 What equiprnen:s should bedevel- economically feasible, produce the
oped or improved, and in what following results:
sequence to obtain the greatest
.-apz.bility in the least possible permit th cumuation ofthm~e? permit' the accumulation of

meaningful empirical data.

The final a naIyticl-1 step in the System downtime will be

development of an effective IFM capa- minimized by p r o vid n g crew

bility is the definition of an analytical rn emb e r s with predetermined
confidence tolerance. This tolerance maintenance modes for systemconfdene tlernce Ths tlerncefailures or da~xnage.
will de,.ermire the sensitivities of1FM falmres os ef

Im1rproves cost effectiveness
so that any selectivity may be con-
fidently aligned with space program resources

objectives it is apparent that if the Maintains crew safety
approach, presented herein, were * Provides the most effective utili-
considered unity or the total sum of zation of the crewmembcr in his
related parts, the primary resolve of
this analysis is to determine: (1) the

cost of less than unity, and (Z) the * Minimizes human error during

savings that would result from such the performance of iFM tasks
a reduction. Since an interated IFMce with IFM - related tecanoqgies
c-apbility will probably remain on an and disciplines
exO,.rimental basis for some time tocom'. itis ncesary o deermie: M a xi mi z e s the contribution ofC 0,Mle, it is necessary to determ ine: I M t i s o u r s
the rviiimum degree of lFM which is
sat~sfacllory, the least path develop-
ment re'iu: rem,-'ts to make the transi- TFM PlAns
tion fromr exrperimental to operational
status, and ,o what degree unity
is requirt.-. There are three (3) evolutionary

phases through which a new capability
must pass before becoming a reality.

POLIC E:9 AND PLANS To assure an orderly progression, a
plan is prepared for each of the fol-

The final pha.,e ,n the acquisition lowing phases:
of an IFM capability consists of estab-
lishing the necessazr IFM policies • Development
that will govern the performanme of 0 Test and Evaluation
all IFM actions, and thb rwvelopment • Implementation
and preparation of p'i'ans v.hich pro-
vide for policy impler;,entatlon. Each plan should contribute zo the

development of an overall IFM tech-
nology and an integrated IFM capa-

IFM Policies bility. They should be sufficiently
flexible to respond to changes in mis-

To achieve a logical .)rogress:,. sion requirements and vehicle system
towards a common objective - mission ha rdwa re without major perturba-

success, it is necessary to standard- tons Furthermore, IFM plans must
ize performance methods, and thereby aiways be directed towards improving
create a baseline ior, measciring the vth:cle system r eli a b i lit y and the
effectiveness of the approach being probability of mission success. A
taken. The establishment of 1FM poll- surn .iary of plan objectives is shown
cies, which are technically and in Figure 14.
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IFMI POLICIES

S I FM

SPLAN
OBJECTIVES

DEVELOPMENT OF TEST IFM PROCEDURES/ IMPLEMENT IFM
IFM CAPA81LITY TECHN*IQUES AND RESOURCES CAPABILITY

0 IDENTIFY DEIWHDS * ONE G NORMAL 0 EARTH ORBITAL M:SSIONS
ATMOSPHERE TESTS

* DEVELOP A.ID ESTABLISH 0 EARTH LUNAP MISSIONS
CONCEPTS 0 ONE G VACU'JM

ATMOSPHERE TESTS 0 INTERPLANETARlY .tISSIONS
* DEVELOP AND ESTABLISH

REQUIREMENTS 0 SIMULATED ZERO G * IMPLEMENT POLICIES
NEUTRAL BUOYANCY

0 DEVELQ9 POLICIES TESTS

0 SHORT TERM ZERO G
AIRCRAFT TESTS

0 IFM TESTS DURING
ACTUAL SPACE STATION AND
SPACECRAFT MISSIONS

0 VERIFY'REVISE POLICIES

FIG. 14.- A SUMMARY OF IFM PLAN OBJECTIVES

Finally, it is important to remern- CONCLUSIONS
ber that although system redundancy
and a high degree of reliability will Perhaps the most compelling rea-
be incorporated in space stations and son to develop an IFM capability is
spacecraft, human error and equip- the historical fact that a constant
ment failures will occur We have demal. I for vehicle maintenance has
little experience in the actual space existed for well over ,000 years, and

environment; yet, an IFM capability it is notlogical to assume thatwe are
must be deve I)ped which will be now immune from human error and
responsive to m i s s i on needs in an equipment failures. The goals that
environment more hostile to man and have been set in the nat io na 1 space
equipment -han has been previously program can be irnet only by achieving
experienced. IFM planning poses a a high incidence of mission success.
tremendous challenge to the mission Whenever error, failures, or damage
support planners of industry, NASA, occur (and they will) during manned
and the Department of Defense. The spaceflight missions, some form of
effectiveness with which this chal- onboard contingency, protection
lenge is met will, to a large degiee, must be available. The develop-
determine the feasibilityof long term ment and implemet: tation of an
manned spaceflight. IFM capability appears to be
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the mo st realistic answer to The actual developmentand imple-
this problem. mentation of an integrated IFM capa-

bility, such as the one described in
In summary, the following conclu- this paper, will be a difficult task.

sions are presented: It will not happen all at once; instead,

* An IFM capability is required for it will be a progressive effort which
missions of extended or long will undergo many iterations due tom tions of riextend gadvances in technology, changes in
duration to bridge the gap between mission objectives, and other techni-
achieved and required s y s t e m cal, political, and economic consid-
reliability. e rations. Therefore, to maintain a

* The development ofanlFM capa- continuity of effort, it is necessary
bility is both technically and to develop a framework or blueprint
econom--ical feasible. from which a support capability for

0 Manned spaceflight missions are earth orbital, lhnar, and ultimately,
divisible into three (3) categories: in
(1) Earth Orbital, (2) Earth iterplanetary missions can be con-
Lunar, and (3) Interplanetary. structcd. The approach to IFM pre-

* Mission-oriented IFM concepts sented in this paper is an initial step

should be developed for missions towards achieving that goal.

in each category.
* An IFM capability will be devel-

oped as an evolutionary process. REFERENCES
* The p Ia n n e d interaction of the

design, human factors, reliabil-
ity, systems safety, logistics, 1. Barnes, D. A., The Development
and maintainability disciplines of an Earth Orbital Logistics Sys-
are essential to an effective IFM tem, AIAA Paper No. 66-864,
capability. November 1966

* An IFM technology must be devel- 2. Barnes, D. A.. The Development
oped and formalized, of an Earth Orbital Logistics Sup-

* An IFM testing program con- port Capability, Douglas Report
ducted during actual spaceflight DAC No. 56517, January 1967
missions must be incorporated 3. Department of Defense MIL-STD-
in mission planning. 280. Definition of Terms for

0 Future vehicle system hardware Equipment Divisions, April 1956

must be designed for IFM. 4. Departnentof Defense MIL-STD-
7ZLB. Definition of Terms for

* IFM is just one element of an ReiBiit inTainbilty
overall Space- Terrestrial Logis- Reliability, Maintain abiity,

tics System. Human Factors and Safety,

t *Enrichment ofIFM t e c hno o gy August 1966
will provide an empirical data
baseline for a number of other
crew- related tasks and activities
(i. e., (1) Orbital assembly and CREDITS
checkout of space stations, inter-
planetary spacecraft, and astro-
nomical observatories; (2) This paper was prepared under
Orbitaland lunar fabrication pro- the sponsorship of the Douglas
cedures and techniques; (3) Lunar Aircraft Company Independent
assembly of structures; and (4) Research and Development Program -

Rescue missions). Account 81805. 008.
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MAN'S CHANGING ROLE IN EVA SPACE

Peter N. Van Schaik, P.E.

Air iorce Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Space Maintenance and Maneuvering
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

SUMHARY: The results of EVA on the Gemini program were
spectacular "firsts" demonstrating man could leave the space-
craft, survive with no apparent difficulty, and move between
various points. However, toward achieving the dedicated role
of space mechanic, orbital worker, etc., the results were quite
discouraging. Man became tired very rapidly and literally
exhausted after 1-2 hours work indicating that he may not be
able to achieve the capability we originally thought. Man's
role will drastically change over the next 10 years. We will
not expect the astronaut to construct antennas, telescopes,
spacecraft structures, etc. from "nuts dnd bolts". Instead, he
will assemble only major components, retrieve film and experiments,
maintain critical subsystems, etc. This paper will describe
the results of an analysis of a typical 100 foot diameter
antenna which will be assembled in a one G environment to
show the task difficulty.

INTRODUCTION

Although during the last few centrate on the module approach
years the spacecraft being launch- to show man's changing role in
ed are becoming larger and larger, EVA space.
it is still impossible to launch
space stations, large antennas, During the past ten years of
telescopes, etc. in the comoletely space exploration, man has been
assembled position. Based upon envisioned as a space mechanic,
some of the future requirements, orbital worker, and handyman
it appears that antennas may be repairman in aadition to the basic
100-200 feet in diameter. During functions as pilot. It appeared
the next decade, the diameter of that man, if properly trained and
space vehicles will be about 10-20 equipped, could do most jobs better
feet in diameter and therefore than mechanical systems. He
require these large structures to possessed high intelligence, both
be folded or be assembled in space. physiological and psychological
Looking at antennas in particular, talentA, and versatility to under-
there are three basic methods take and complete a variety of
being analyzed to package and tasks in space. In pursuit cf
launch the large antennas into the this objective, many extra-
smaller spacecraft. These vary vehicular development programs
frcm inflatables, to foldable were undertaken including the
t.-jsses, to manual assembled Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit,
mok'ules. This paper will con- Astronaut Maneuvering Unit, Space
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Power Tools, EVA Space Suits, etc. time. In order to establish a
Most of these development eZforts firmer basis for the panel size
culminated with space flights on selection, the results of a USAF
Gemini to demonstrate the Study (Ref 2) with General Dynamics/
astronaut's new capability. Convair are summarized as follows:

The Gemini Experiments first
encouraged EVA with the success
of Colonel White, however, later
flights have severely dampened the
enthusiasm for EVA. The published
results (Ref 1) of the Gemini EVA
program states "EVA should be con-
sidered for future missions where 10*
a specific need exists, and where
the activity cannot be accomplished
by any other practical means."

The intent of this paper there- .2

fore is to show th.'t a specific
need does exist, and that if the
EVA task is properly planned, test-
ed, and the astronaut trained, it
can be an effective tool.

ANTEIUNA DESIGN

The modular antenna concept

appears to be most attractive to
an EVA assembly procedure. This
is based upon the idea that the
modular honeycomb panels are
assembled like a prefabricated
home. It requires alignment and
fastening of similar size panels; Fig 1 - Underwater Assembly at
therefore, requires a minimum of Convair
tools, skills, and time which is
already at a premium. The mass handling part of the

study handled masses considerably
Many antenna studies already heavier than is contemplated for

have been conducted to date, each this paper study. The panel size
using a different size panel as determination, however, is quite
being the basis for analysis and applicable to this assembly analysis.
comparison. For instance, the LTV Actually, the optimum panel size
Study on EVA Effectiveness (Ref 3) was never derived since the three
utilized a 5' x 8' size panel. panels chosen were handled relative-
Obviously the size of panel is ly easy by an astronaut. The panels
very important as it determines the were chosen arbitrarily to span
total number of panels and there- those sizes which may be applied
fore affects the total assembly to modular antennas of the near
time. In order to establish a future. The sizes are as follows:
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Each panel was constructed
with a wood frame and partially
covered by mesh cloth to provide
constant drag on the panel no
matter which way IL --as turned
In the water. The experiments com- /
pkised a test subject (suited) who -$
reached the panel nearby turned it A
90* and elevated it 90 to fit into
the pie shaped holding bracket.
The astronaut was restrained by
the Gemini "Dutch" shoes during tne
task. The fasteners (not part of
study) were simply a dowel pial and
hole. The results of this study " ' 4'
showed the average time to acquire , X
the panel, rotate it, and install
it as follows:

Panel Area Time
(Approx) (ft) (Avg)

5x5 27.5 .54 min

6x8 54.0 .65 min

7.5x10 85.0 .80 min

These experimental results are
the basis for establishing a panel
size for this paper. The intent
was to divide a 150 foot diameter
antenna into large, equal size
sections so the number of panels Fig 2 - Antenna Design (Initial)
to be assembled were held to a
minimum. Initially, a panel 10 ft
x 10 ft was chosen to fill the The detailed data generated
needs of the antenna in Fig 2. from this design is as follows:

Location Circumference (Ft) Panels (Nr) Error (Ft)

5 31.4 3.14 .14
15 94.2 9.42 .42
25 157 15.7 .70
35 220 22.0 0.
45 283 28.3 .30
55 345 34.5 .50
65 408 40.8 .80
75 471 47.1 .10

TOTAL 200.56
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After many trails and errors, it
appeared a slightly smaller panel
was optimum. This was based on
the fact that each row ended in a
fraction of a panel remaining. So
to make each panel the same, and
each row, to come out even, a slight-
ly smaller panel was studied and
shown in Fig 3.

/

I .G I '

-33 P,9-

.PAN6L SiZES USED (
IA/V CO'I/'4'/Z'? 7rETS 5:P4.

Fig 3 - Final Antenna Design

Row Diameter (ft) Circum (ft 2 ) Nr of Panels Length Error
of Panels + (ft)

1 9.0 28.274 3.0 28.275 + .001
2 27.0 84.823 9.0 84.825 + .002
3 45.0 141.372 15.0 141.375 + .003
4 63.0 197.921 21.0 197.925 + .004
5 81.0 254.470 27.0 254.475 + .005
6 99.0 311.02 33.0 311.02 0.
7 117.0 367.567 39.0 367.575 + .008
8 135.0 424.116 45.0 424.125 + .009
9 153.0 480.665 51.0 480.675 + .010

The panel selected in the above table is:

Q. 2 5 9•. "25'"
7.'

- '_ _• ,__ _ .___ __ _
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It is pointed out that the by its very nature will be expensive
actual number of panels would be and mission dependent. In other
240 since the three (pie shaped) words, commitment to undertake the
panels woild re.ain as one solid development of a large antenna
piece. It is 9 foo: diameter and structure will lead to a functional
would fit in most spacecraft as a operating antenna that can be com-
single item. pleted once the assembly is com-

pleted. Therefore, assembly will
become a requirement for mission

PANEL SELECTION success leaving behind any desire
to assemble "to learn what man can

The panels selected are slightly do or not do". Hence, the assembly
pie shaped as the angle would be 1/51 technology must be highly reliable,
x 360 or about 7.1 degrees taper. and therefore simple.
The top and bottom of each panel
will have a slightly different To keep a system simple and
curvature depending on the reliable, especially an EVA method,
location on the on the antenna. it will be necessary to design
Therefore, it will probably be very simple fasteners and keep the
necessary to color code them for number of components to a minlimum.
easy assembly by the astronaut. The antenna described in the pre-

vious paragraphs will involve 240
The panels will be two (2) trapezoidal panels plus a 9 foot

inches thick (Fig 4) and be con- diameter base section. If all
structed of either aluminum or paper panels could be exactly the same
honeycomb with about .005 inch size and shape, it would simplify
thick mylar or aluminum surface. the assembly task. However, this
Each panel will have metallic edges is not possible as each layer or
to facilitate locking into place. circular rows will have a

different radius of curvature

EVA ASSC6eLY requiring specific assembly pro-
--- cedures. However, each row in this

study does have identical panels
2 requiring only that all the panels

be brought to a given ring but the
panels in that row require no
specific order of assembly.

To further simplify the assembly

process, no attempt will be made
to utilize maneuvering and pro-
pulsion devices, portable life

Fig 4 - Selected Panel support systems or power tools.
This is not to minimize the
potential or value of these systems

ASSEMBLY METHODOLOGY as they do have their place. How-
ever, the method to be discussed

The actual assembly and con- here is a different approach than
struction of large space structures some of those previously analyzed.
should be based upon fact and
experience rather than optimism. The much awaited antenna (Fig
This is necessary since the structure 5) is shown in the assembled con-
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Fig S - Assembled Antenna

One important feature of this
antenna is that one seam is

* continuous from the 9 foot radius
to the outer rim at 76.5 feet.
Th~is will be a key feature in the
assembly process. All other Built into this radial seam

joints will follow an irregular and each concentric seam will be
pattern whether another single a lightweight channel track as
seam appears is unimportant. shown in Fig 6.

FIGURE 6-SEAM DESIGN
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In addition to this track
system, it will be necessary to
build a very lightweight work
platform as shown in Fig 7. This
scafford is a platform to hold
the NASA "Dutch" shoes, a light-
weight guard for safety of the
astronaut, wheels which hook into
the track system, and a sponge
rubber like support and drive
wheel.

L

FIGURE 7-SCAFFOLDNG

Fig 7 - SCAFFORD
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The detailed assembly mezhod necessary to guide the stack in the
is shown in Fig 8. In Fig 8(A), proper direction by ropes either
the astronaut attaches himself to tied tc the work scaffold, or by
the 4.5 foot radius track system a simpla bracket hooked to the
and begins assembly by installing circumferential track. it is got
the first panel in place. Fach the point of this paper to make
panel will probably use guide pins any design of each component of
and a locking fastener to hold it the system as long a3 it appears
in place. He moves the station generally feasible.
for panel _wo and installs it.
He continues as in Fig 8(B)
around until the 9 panels are EVA ASTRONAUT TIME REQUIREMENTS
installed. He then mo~yes
vertically (or radially) to the With the rationale of assembly
13.5 foot radius and assembles establisned and a design fairly
the next 15 panels (Fig 8(C) and well fixed, the next scep -All
so forth until all ?40 panels are be to determine the astronaut
in place. All assembly will requirements. This should include
proceed from the backside of the fatigue, ECS, time and difficulty.
antenna to Protect the mirror Obviously, if the assembly task
surface and reduce the burn hazard becomes a physiological
to the astronaut. impossibility, then man would

have no role. So it will be
There are two important necessary to scale the task

features in this assembly (complete antenna) to be reasonable
process which has not been with these factors. First, let's
discussed so far. One, how do we make an estimate of how long it
support the assembler with ECS; will take to assemble the 240
and two, how do the panels get Panel antenna. The General
to the circumferential rows? The Dynamics study showed that the
environmental control and life average time to grasp, rotate
support is simpliest to answer. and install va 85 square foot
The astronaut would use an panel was 0.80 minute. This was
umbilical with the source at the achieved with a relatively simple
pivot point of the antenna. This fastener concept, a Gemini space
would allow 3600 rotation on the suit, and while underwater. Data
circutferential rings without has shown (Ref ) that space will
being entangled. The length of be 1.5 times as slow as underwater
the umbilical would be only about simulation data. Therefore, the
80 feet long which is not un- assumptions for this evaluation
reasonable since the Gemini pro- will be as follows:
gram used 50 feet without too
much difficulty.

The method for raising and
lowering the panels to the appro-
priate ring appears relatively
simple. Since the panels are
weightless, we only have to
worry about the inertias. This
will be controlled or minimized
by "raising" a stack of panels at
low velocities. It is then only
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EVENT IrIF REMARK

Time Per Panel 1.20 (Min) 0.80 x 1.5

(50% Over Estimate)

Time to Translate 0.50 fps

Rest 5 min/30 iJn

The over-all estimate to assemble the aiitenna will therefore be:

240 x 1.2 min 288 min

1881 x 72 x 0.5 ft/sec = 62 min

Rest = 11.0 periods 55 min

405 min

This figure of 405 does not seem tw unreasonable as it means
he will install 20 panels, rest 5 minutes, etc. The detailed back-
ground is as follows:

TABLE

TOTAL
ROW DISTANCE (ft) Ti1E (sec) PANELS TIME (sec) TIME (sec)

1-2 9 18.0
2 29 58.0 9 648 706
2-3 9 18.0
3 85 .70.0 15 1080 1250
3-4 9 18.0
4 141 282 21 1500 1782
4-5 9 18
5 198 396 27 1920 2316
5-6 9 18
6 254 508 33 2340 2848
6-7 9 18
/ 311 622 39 2820 3442
7-3 9 18
8 367 734 45 3240 3974
8-9 9 18
9 424 848 51 3660 4508

TOTAL 1881 (ft) TOTAL TIME - 20826 Sec
DISTANCE or 347 Min

Rest 58

TOTAL 405 Min
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MAN'S CHANGING ROLE This makes it obvious that
although we can reduce the panel

The earlier roles for the size to make individual instal-
extravehicular astronaut has lations easier, the total time
been to construct and assemble required for EVA increases rapidly.
large structures, repair and This indicates that the "nut and
replace malfunctioned components, bolt" concept or fabrication in
and conduct scientific experiments, space will be totally unreasonable
In the construction and assembly due to the amount of EVA time
area, one may ask "How big of a required and the associated
job can an astronaut be expected wcýight penality.
to accomplish In space?" Also,
"At what point does man become The cost of an EVA operation
effective over more automatic of this sort involves two basic
techniques?" These are very elements - one - the pounds per
difficult questions to answey hour of life support expendables,
with any degree of validity, and two - the weight involved in
The experience from the Gemini recycling of an airlock. For the
flights demonstrated that man will average case of a semiopen life
be tired or exhausted in a short support system and a non reclaim-
time from what a-eeax.ed to oe able airlock is as follows:
not too difficu'lt of tasks.
Major Aldrin's final flight on ECS - 8.0 lbs per hour
Gemini XII demonstrated improved
EVA performance if paced at a AIRLOCK - 25 pounds per recycle
slower rate and provided with
frequent rest periods. In addition, assume the

maximum work length is 3.5 hours.
Reviewing the antenna design This is based on Gemini (2-1/2

analyzed in this study, it appears hours) and maximum back-packs
man can assemble this large of a (4 hours). Using this data as
structure without too much before, we obtain:
difficulty. It will, however,
require the astronaut to
physically handle 240 separate
panels, translate about 1/2 mile,
and be out for 6.75 hours of time
(optimistic estimate). This is
all based upon a 9.0 ft x 9.425 ft
panel size. Suppose we make the
handling job a little easier by
reducing the panel size. For
instance:

Nr of EVA
Size Panels Line (hrs)

9x9.4 240 6.75
9x4.7 480 13.50
4.5x4.7 960 27.0

4.5x2.35 1920 54.0
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SIZE NR TIME WT CAL WEIGHT

9 x 9.4 240 6.3 50.4 + (25x2) 100.4

9 x 4.7 480 12.3 98.4 + (25x4) 198.4

4.5 x 4.7 960 24.3 194.4 + (25x7) 369.4

4.5 x 2.3 1920 48.3 483. + (25x14) 736.4

With the types of weight penalities, it starts to become obvious
why it will be necessary to reduce the number of components and tasks.

800

600

400

200-

/

1000 2000

NUMBER OF PARTS

Based upon the previous weight penalities.

discussion, it is now possible
to make some conclusions relative b. EVA support equipment
to the EVA assembly task. These (ECS, tools, locomotion aids, etc)
are: must be designed to be as light

as possible to reduce total
a. The number of parts to system weight.

be assembled must be kept to a
minimum to reduce time and
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c. Considerably more
experimental data is required to
establish man's "apability to
install large panels or. a
continuous basis. The scaffolding
technique can be tested ad-quately
in underwater simulation.

The primary advantage of an EVA
assembled antenna, at this time,
appears to be the stowage or package
volume during launch. However as
the panels become larger, the
ability to store panels in each
available square foot of space-
craft volume becomes questionable.
Therefore, work is needed in the
following areas:

1. A unique panel design
and materials to obtain an
extremely lightweight design which

is competitive with automatic
deployables.

2. Unique fastener and
EVA equipment design to reduce
assembly time and system weight.

3. Experimental tests to
establish firm data on assembly
technique and time required.

4. Space tests verify
experimental dat,,.
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REDUNDANCY VS. MAINTAINABILITY
SOME CONCLUSIONS ON TME CROSSOVER FOR MA.EED MISSIONS

Philip Hodge
Barnett Frumkin

GRUMMA AIRCRAFT ENGINEERTEG CORPORATION

SUMIARY: Short duration missions that use automated redumdant
systems have demonstrated a high degree of success. Manned main-
tenance may be weight effective for long duration missions. A
technique for determining the crossover, the mission time beyond
which a maintainable design is more effective, is described.
The crossover time's sensitivity to variations in maintenance
and automation Parameters are discussed. Analyses show that ma.nned
maintenance becomes weight effective for a typical Earth-orbiting
sDace station when the mission exceeds a few months.

D TIODUCTION space station involved is an earth
orbiting platform that provides

It is generally recognized accomodations for the experimen-
that space vehicles require manned tors, and a stable platform for
raiiitenance if they are to have a the astronony, solar, meteorology,
high probability of success for earth resources and biology cx-
long duration missions. in fact, periments. A vehicle of this size,
without man, high probability of which supports scientific experi-
success may be vunachievable, due ments, is much more complex than
to the inability to foresee all prior space vehicles. From a re-
possible ma•functions and system liliability point of view, it is at
interactions. it has been demon- least an order of magnitude more
strated that manned maintenance is complex, with an equivalent piece
unnecessary for relatively short part count of more than four mil-
missions; that designs incorporat- lion parts. To protect the high
ing such maintenance would impose investment of such a program, the
inordinate penalties. What has mission success goal will have to
not been determined is the parti- be very high, probably .95 or
cular time, or crossover; at which greater.
a maintairable system is more eff-
ective. The need to identify this inherent reliability cannot

crossover was established during meet these requirements. Ontimis-
studies of an earth-orbiting space tic projections of aquipment (ass-
station conducted by the Grumman emblies, black boxes, etc.) fail-
Aircraft Engineering Corporation. ure rates are of the order of one
Since man is on-board to perform to ten failures per million hours.
experiments, monitoring and control To achieve a system mission success
functions, it would blx beneficial goal of 0.95 for a five year mis-
to determine whether 'Ihe vehicle sion the sum of all equipment fail-
design should allow fX: mar- to per- ures rates a-ust total about one
form the maintenance tasks, The failure per million hours. Since
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a single equipment, at best, will dancy techniques use weight as the
meet this goal, it is obvious that dominant constraint.
a system containing several thous-
and equipments will have a much
lower reliability. Figure 1 shows REDUNDANCY
the inherent reliability forecast
for a single equipment and a total Parallel operating redundancy
system. Obviously, there is a requires that all redundant equip-
large gap between inherent relia- ment be on line, simu'taneously,
bility of equipment, and the re- with the basic equipment. The
liability requirements of a long system does not fail as long as
duration mission. Fortunately, one of each required equipment is
there are techniques available to operative.
bridge this gap. Redundancy, in
the form of either parallel op- Standby redundancy does not
crating redundancy, or automatic require the redundant equipment to
switch-in standby redundancy can operate until the basic equipment
significantly improve system relia- fails. This reduces the redundant
bility. In manned missions, a main- equipment's exposure to failure.
tainable system could be provided
using man to perform the repair Figure 2 shows the "theoreticad
actions. weight/reliability curves for Da-

.0__ SYSTEM rallel and standby redundancy.
FGECST OAL A0sumin perfect switching, stand-

0.8 FORECAST (0.95) by redundancy is a more efficient
L i"means of achieving the reliability

0.6 goal. The abscissa, Xt, is the pro-
[//duct of the equipment failure rate[ S4 ME) and the mission time Wt).
I xFOa A.ST•/i-.

0.2 •/REL CONSTANTt
WASSIOi% TIME. YEARS PRLE

FIGURE I RELIABILITY OBJECTIVE/FORECAST

Evaluation of redundancy tech-
niques must be a-ccomplished with
regard to a specifiec design con-
straint. At the early design 0.22 -
stage, many of the design con- FIGURE 2 THE-RETICAL REDUNDANCY CURVES
straints, such as cost, power,
volume, and manpower, are not too The parallel redundancy curve
clearly defined. They are subject has an inflection point (minimum.
to variation, depending on mission slope) at a constant value of .t
objectives and vehicle design. (0.227). The slope is continu-
However, weight of a vehicle is a ousy decreasing from 0 to 0.227
well defined constraint, deter-, and then continually increasing

Smined by the capability of the beyond 0.227. The standby redun-
launcb vehicle to inject a payload dancy curve has a continuously de-
into the required orbital altitude creasing slope as Xt increases.
and inclination. Therefore, trade- Thus, for Xt values greater than
off studies of alternative redun- 0.227 the two curves diverge very
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rapidly. This point suggests a SWITCH CHECK VALVE

practical limit to the economical BASIC

use of the paral.lel redundant EQUIP

technique.

Practical application of these
redundancy techniques departs from
the theoretical. Parallel redun- FIGURE 4 STANDBY REDUNDANCY CONFIGURATION
dancy involves problems of multi-
failure modes of equipment. Such
equipment must be arranged in a liability is not time dependent.
series parallel configuration to Man may be considered as such a
protect against each mode of fail- mechanism. By installing separ-
ure and results in complex net- able connectors and some system
works of equipment. Figure 3 shows isolation equipment, a maintain-
a typical series-parallel configu- able system can be designed in
ration. which malfunctioning units are

simply removed and replaced with
spare parts.

In practice, a combination of
techniques may be required. Re-
dundancy may be required, if the
allowable downtime is insufficient
for the maintenance tasks confi-
dent performance. However, the
redundant system can be designed

FIGURE 3 SERIES-PARALLEL CONFIGURATION
to permit replacement of the pri-
mary equipment while it is operat-

In addition, not all. equipments ing in a redundant mode.

lend themselves to operating re- ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
dundancy techniques. In many
cases, system characteristics
change when one or more of the over between a maintainable and a
parallel redundant equipments are ovsaintainable st f a

inopertive.nonm-intainable system for ainoperative, specific design requires a de-

Standby redundancy is highly tailed analysis of each component
dependent on the reliability of of the system. The analysis con-

the switch and sensor mechanism. sists of calculating the best

The switches (or valves), consider- (lightestweight) nonmaintainable
configuration for each component

ed to be continually operating, for various time periods. This
:ave a time dependent reliability. implies a trade-off between op-
Increasing the reliability of an
automatic standby system results stand redundancy at aufix
in a complex network of switches ~ standby redundancy, at a fixedin acomlexnetorh f sitces reliability or mission goal. The
and sensors controlling the stand- total weight for the non-aintain-
by redundant equipment, as shown able configuration is obtained by

in Figure 4. calculating the individual weights

of each component cortfig7arationStandby redundaucy can be in- for each time period, resulting in
yoked, if the switch can be re- a weight versus mission time curve.
placed by a mechanism whose re-
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A similar curve is computed for the standby redundancy with automatic
maintainable case by detecmining switching. To derive the main-
the weight of spares, isolation tainable system weight versus time
valves and connectors, tc achieve curve, auxilliary equipment such
the same reliability goal. as manuals and tools, isolation
Figure 5 shows the general shape valves or relays, and connectors
of the curves and crossover point, are defined. The spares required

are calculated based on 7 and M
values. A weight penalty is also

NON introduced to account for imper-
MAINTAINABLE fect repairs. The composite curve

is shown in Figure 
7.

_ _ _ _cs ssIE

FIGURE 5 MAINTAINABLE VS NON-MAINTAINABLE
WEIGHT VS MISSION TIME SWITCIIES -

This component level analysis - - --

requires that the system under TIME
study be completely defined, which
is not feasible during the early FIGURE 6 NON MAINTAINABLE
phases of a space vehicle's de- WEIGHT VS TIME

sign. This complex analysis is
also ti.me consuming, therefore a
simpler and more general technique
was developed, which is outlined T L

briefly below, and described in t
detail in the Appendix. This tech- SPARES & INHERENT SYS WT
nique determines the approximate M
time at which an automated non-

maintainable redundant system TOOLS & •UAI.
weighs more than a man maintained
system. INDUCED FAILURES _

TIMF

A gross system level analysis FIGURE 7 MAINTAINABLE SYSTEM WEIGHT

is performed by identification of VS TIME

functional equipments and their
approrimate failure rates and The maintainable and nonmain-
weight.. From this basic system tainable curves are then both
definition, an average failure plotted as in Figure 5 to determine
rate (7,) and :aximum number of re- the crossover time.
placeable units (M) is determined.
Using 7, M, switch weight and Each crossover curve is obtain-
failure rate, a nonmaintainable ed by fixing the following system
system weight versus time curve, parameters:
Figure 6, is generated assuming
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Both redundant parts do not have
to be designed into the op-

Reliability Goal erating system.
System Weight
Average Inherent Basic System ArzriTCATION

Failure Rate
Grumman has conducted studies

Nonmaintainable covering earth orbiting vehicles
for missions of up to five years.

Valve or relay failure rate A typical vehicle is equipped for
Valve or relay weight stellar and solar astronomy, meteo-

rology, biology and earth resources
Maintainable investigation. It provides living

accommodations for the experimen-
Connector weight tors, and a stable platform for
Number of isolation valves the experiments. This space
Connector failure rate station would have an upper limit
Weight of manuals and tools of approximately 220,000 lbs. (due
Percentage of faulty repairs to Saturn V launch vehicle con-
Isolation valve failure rate straints) and house between nine

and twelve men. To provide these
These analyses considered man basic functions, the vehicle con-

normally on-board the vehicle as sists of the following subsystems.
part of the mission or experiment
package. If man were not on-board, Power Generation and Distribu-
his introduction solely for main- tion
tenance purposes would have a pro- Environmental Control/Life
nounced effect on the crossover Support
time. He and all his bupport equip- Navigation and Guidance
ment would have to be included in Stabilization and Corntrol
the maintenance penalties. In this Propulsion and Reaction Control
case, a thorough analysis to de- Data Handling and Communication
termine the crossover must consider Instrumentation
such factors as: Controls and Displays

"o interchangeability - One incorporated in subsystem de-
spare part can replace many sign are innovations to minimize
similar parts throughout consumable requirements such as:
the vehicle, thu Y 2reducing a) Oxygen recovery from
spares weight. Carbon Dioxide

b) Water reclamation from
"o Support by logistic re- humidity condensate and

supply, if vehicle is in urine
earth orbit, thus lowering c) Control moment gyros for
on-board spares weight. removal *-f cyclic distur-

bances
"o Flexibility in level of d) Magnetic unloading for re-

replacement. moval of gravity gradient
bias torques

"o Versatility in flight pro- e) Use of waste products as
file. fuel in a resistojet pro-

pulsion system
o Simplicity of design since
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Using the above defined vehicle technique outlined in the Appendix
as a typical long duration manned were generated and are listed in
spacecraft, an analysis was conduc- tables I and iI. Upper and lower
ted to determine the crossover bounds were also generated so that
time. The paramete.- values, rep- a sensitivity analysis could be
resentative of this vehicle, re- conducted on the assumed likeliest
quired to apply the analytical values.

TABLE I

SYSTEM AND NON - MAINTAINABLE PARANETERS

System LOW LIKELIEST HIGH

Rel Goal .9 .95 .99

Total Components or Functions 1000 2000 4ooo

Average Component Failure Rate (FaH 5 x 10-6 05 2 x 105

Average Component Weight (lbs) 10 10 10

Non Maintainable Penalties

Switch Weight (lbs) 1 2 3

Switch Failure Rate (Fail1 10 -610
FHr.-7 -6-

TABLE II
MAINTENANCE PARAMETERS

LOW LIKELIEST HIGH

Connector Weight (lbs) 2 1 2

Connector Failure Rate (Fa) 2.5 x 10-7 10-6 4 x 1O-6

Tools and Tech Data (lbs) 20) 1000 i4OOc

Isolation Valves 100 200 4o0

Isolation Valves Weight (lbs) 1 1 1

Induced Failures 10% of Expected Number of Failures
Fail - 6-

Isolation Valve Failure Rate (-F-) 10-6 10-6 10-6
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The crossover times established And if we assumed "likeliest"
by varying maintainable penalties maintainable system penalties:
ncn-maintainable penalties and Connector wt. 1
system complexity using the tech- Connector fail rate 10
nique described in the Appendix Tools and tech data 1000
are shown in Table 3. Isolation valves 200

Isolation valve wt 1 6
For example, suppose we had a Isolation valve fail rate 10

system with "low" parameter values: Induced failures 10%
Reliability goal 0.9
Components 1000 6 We would enter Table 3 at the LOW
Avg Fail Rate 5 x 10 system requirements, and the 1 lb
Avg Comp Wt. 10 Switch weight (third row down), and

at the LIKELEST maintainable pen-
And if we assumed "low" non- alties (second column), and find

maintainable penalties: that the crossover time is 330 -hrs.
Switch wt. 1 That is, if the mission time was
Switch Fail rate lO1 scheduled to be more than 330 hrs.,

a maintainable system would be
more desireable.

TABLE 3 CROSSOVER TIME - HOURS

Switch Wt
Maintainable Parameters

Sw Fail Rate
System Req IALw Likeliest High

50 180 2500

S70 285 5000

- 90 330 48.000

e 40 100 550

S50 130 1000

75 200 5000

- -0 10 75

S0 20 110

- 0 30 700
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CONCLUSION ON THE CROSSOVER If the mission duiation is more
,han a few months the only combina-

Analysis of the results show tion of parameters whic.h would in-
that a mission duration of a few vite a non-maintainable design is
weeks is enough to make a main- as follous:
vainaole design "yield dividends".
Fi.gure 8 is an isometric represen- System - Low reliability goal
tation of the results showing the and complexity
bounds and trend of the crossover Maintainable Parameters - High
time. The surface represents the Non-N!kintainable Parameters -
mission length at which a maintain- Low
able system becomes identically
equal in weight to a "non-maintain- A sensitivity analysis conduct-
able system' If the mission dura- ed by varying a single parameter
tion is to exceed this time then a at a time concluded the following:
maintainable design will result in
a lighter vehicle. A. Crossover time decreased

if any of the following
parameters are increased:

System Reliability Goal
System ComplexityA • Switch Weight
Switch Failure Rate
System Failure Rate

B. Crossover time increases
if any of the following
parameters are increased:

-.Connector Weight
Connector Failure Rate
Tools and Technical Data
Isolation Valves

9 Induced Failures
•T.solation Valve Failure
Rate

The authors conclude that for
any manned spacecraft, a maintain-
able system is "optimal", if the
mission is to be for more than a
couple of months. A best long du-
ration vehicle will include some

i•o. E, automated redundancy in critical
?:ýs,?P.• isystems with short allowable down

times to overcome man's deficiency
of requiring time to make repairs.

FIGURE 8 CROSSOVER SURFACE
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Following is a tabular sum-
APPENDIX mary of auxilliary equipment:

PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINATION OF Automated Standby
CROSSOVER TIME

Switches
As noted in the paper, a gen- Wiring and Plumbing

eral technique was developed to Checkout Instrumentation
determine the approximate time at Spares Environmental Control
which an automated non-maintain-
able system weighs more than a man Manned Maintenance
maintained system. The procedure,
t+gether with the assumptions and Tools and Manuals
approximatioi.s are outlined below: Connectors

Checkout Equipment
The fol..wing "basic inherent Isolation Valves and Relays

functional system" must be identi- Man (Time and Skills)
fied from preliminary analysis.

a) The total number of equip- In order to derive the cross-
merits or potentially re- over time it is necessary to de-
placeble units required to velop a plot of system weight
perform the objectives of versus time for each of the above
the mission. A replaceable mechanized systems and obtain the
equipment could be a single point of intersection. The above
component such as a Sabatier lists were reduced by deleting
Reactor in an EC/LS subsys- items that were commcn and/or of
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insignificant weight. Thus, the _
trade-off was an automated stand-
b.y systera with switches versus a g2,2 2 ---"H2
man maintained system with pen-
alties for tools, connectors, _.

isolation values and relays.
FIGURE 10 STANDBY REDUNDANT SYSTEM-

MINIMUM 1SWITC)HES

Non Maintainable Automated System
The reliability expression,

The automated system is illus- assuming that all switches must
trated in Figure 9 where each operate and that at least one of
equipment and spare is protected each standby unit is in operation,
by a switch which consists of a is as follows: 3

package of electrical relays or N
hydraulic valves, depending upon Rel = (Rel Switch i
the subsystem. N

- - - T r e_ýit' (X.t)x
i=1 X=o

BASIC INHERENT SYSTEM ki number of spare standby units
2A for ith serial unit

2 i = failure rate of i serial unit

L 1K K t = time of operation

FIGURE 9 STANDBY REDUNDANT SYSTEM-
MAXIMUM SWITCHES N = number of serial standby units

in basic system and can vary
The number and weight of from 1 as in Figure 10 to M

switches increases as the level of as in Figure 9.
implementation decreases. On the
other hand, the spares and weight To reduce the enormous number
decrease at a lower level of redun- of combinations possible to achieve
dancy, due to the standby units the same reliability, the goal was
lower failure rate. An analysis apportioned equally between the
was, therefore, conducted to de- switches and spares. Therefore,
termine the optimal level of = N (2)
switching to give minimun system (Rel)z (Rel Switch)NiZ ki =

and spares weight to achieve the N ki e"•it (ý x t)x
system reliability goal. The IT F,0 'k
minimal number of switches is

shown in Figure 10 which illus-
trates the case of a completely An estimate (T) of the aver-
redundant system. If any one age equipment failure rate is
equipment fails all the units on generally obtainable early in the
line in that system are useless. preliminary design and believed
The maximum switch case was illus- more accurate than Phe individual
"trated in Figure 9 above where a equipment estimates, thus, a
failure of one equipment does simplification was made in calcu-
not affect any others. lation of the number of spares

required to achieve the reliabil-
ity goal.
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The number of spares must be N
an integer for an individual unit, But T = I X /N
but the system average or expected
value need not be. If it is Terefore:
assumed that spares are a con- Total spares = N(A-T T + B)
tinuous and linear function of
Nt, which is a good approximation Where N represents the number of
in the high reliability range for switches in the basic inherent
Xt, greater than 0.2, see Figure system and (C) is the average
!l, then the spares required can failure rate of a piece of equip-
be calculated as follows: ment or group of se-ial equip-

ments. For a specified relia-
J'vmber c srpares_= Ai(Xit) + Bi (3) bility goal A .nd B are determined

N and total sl :es weight, a sumir'g
Total system spares =*~ spares all equipments approximately

equal in weight, is equal to

(Inh. Sys. Wt.)x(Alt + B)

The total number of switches
SR, required is equal to the total

number of spares plus N.

Number of switches = N+N(Art - B)
0

3 .The required reliability of

each switch is determined from
R, >R2 3 eq. (2)

0.2 -Req'd switch r'ei.
FIGURE 11 SPARES VS lt (4)

if many of the standby units (Rel. Goal) 2--+N(A~t+B))
failure rate multiplied by time
(40, are less than .2 a linear The switch is assumed to con-
regreassion line can be established. sist of a series of values or re-
Equation (3) with A and B con- lays, each with a single mode of
s'ant for all 1, is used in cal- failure. If a awitcha element has
culating spares for all units, if an exponential failuzre Censity
all 'units have the same reliabil- function, and a zwitch is composed
ity goal. Thus, of a group of elements in parallel

N operating redundancy (I out of S
Total spares =ii Ai ( t) + B. must operate), then the following

expres-ion determines the inzuber

N of e I,,_-its per switch to achieve
= A.E Zit NB the .=±iabil~ty goal of the switch.

And if t = constant for all equip-
ients taen: N Rel switch 1-(1-e
Total spares = AtZ NB

II. l• 1.



log (!-Re,:. )The .:-um weights, W, v W.
or S = .- ---- _ were then plotted against mission

log (1-e- swt) time t, -1, t to establish the

Where ion-maintainable system curve as

Failure rat,.e of valve cr Tsho',,, in Figure 6 in the paper.
sw Thre two curves connposing the total

Tie mcurve are shown with I roken lines.
Re!. Sw. determined from ea.(4) 'The switch weight grows with. t.me,

similar to parallel oerating re-

( he t w dundancy shown previously, where-
The totas system weight asit as the spares weight has a contin-

+ spares + basic system) for a par- uously decreasing slone similar

ticulav time, reliability' goal, aver-
ag, component failure rate, a.4d N to standby redundancy.

switches in inherent basic system
is now determined. Man-Maintained System

Total Wt. = S(NtN(•t-B)) 'Sw.E1.Wt.) The man-maintained system
- (N; +(ATIC ) (Sys.wt.) qeight and parameters, assuming

man on board as part of the 4is-

By varying the number of switches, sion exeriments, were defined
N, in t'he basic inherent system, a as follows:
curve was developed for a specific a) The total replaceable
mission ti-me from which the minimal eauipments wera identified.
system weight could be determined.
Figure 12 is a plot of system weight b) The nluroer of isolation
versus number of switches with W1 , valves recuired to allow
WV, .W, corresponding to the mini- for on line repair and
mum weights for time t,, t. t re- replacement..
spectively. As time increased the
n'*=ber of switches at which the sy- c) The total replaceable
stem weigiit was minimum also increas- units were then equal to
ed. the stm: of a) and b).

d) The weight of inherent
system was calculated and
increased by a total con-

13 nector weight. Each on
line and spare unit was
ass'umcd to require a con-
nector, to allow for the

0 I maintenance action.

I e) System failure rate was

W _ increased to account for
S I the added connectors and

, ! >t>II isolation valves.

L' ' f) A fixed (independent ofNUNIBER OF SWrrCIES mission time) tools and

manuals weight was gener-
FIGURE 12 WEIGHIT VS NUMBER OF SIT'CtES aced.
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g) A percentage of the expected B N
number of repair ea-tions Wnere X X ; - N
were considered to be bad. " 1 i i . connector

Tne system schematic is shown in 'isolation valve

Figure 133.

ISOLATION CONNECTOR N = Number of replaceable equip-
VALVE ments

B-N !h=mber of isolation valves

MAINTAINABLE SYSTEM If K is the number of spares per

o o~ • -Wo• Ion line equipment calculated by
use of T then

Total weight = (K 4 1) (System

-L-7]- o'DJ C Weight) + (Manuals and Tools
SPARES wt) + % of expected number of

_ -repairs (BEt) with system
FIGURE 13 MAINTAINABLE SYSTEM WITH weight defined in () above.

SPARES

On-line standby equipment may The general shape of the re-

be required for some critical sulting curve is shown in Figure 7
systems, where the probability of with a breakciown of the composite.

completing the repair in the The crossover time is determined
allowable down time is low. But from the intersection of the re-
this would merely change the spare sultant graphs of Figures 6 and 7
unit's location and would not and typically shown in Figure 5.
effect the weight significantly.
In fact, most systems have relative- This technique may be applied
ly long allowable down times in not only to spacecraft, but any
which man mut accomplish the re- vehicle or equipment requiring a

pair action. Therefore, to achieve tradeoff between manned mainten-
the mission goal sufficient spares ance and an automated redundant
must be allocated. The probability system. The crossover time gen-

of not running out of spares for erated is not exact and thus

a piece of equipment with exponen- should only be used as a guide.
tial failure density function is If the mission time is near the
calculated by use of the cumulative crossover time further detailed
Poisson expression with parameters analysis may be necessary to
defined previously. arrive at the optimal system.

Prob. of equipment operating
k e-It (Xt)x

As in calculation of the spares
required for the non-maintainable
case, the linear approximation was
made with

B
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SPACE SYSTEMS MALFUNCTION ISOLATION

by
Roy B. Carpenter Jr.

Space Division

North American Rockwell Corporation

SUMMARY: One of the pacing factors associated with the

in-space maintenance (ISM) problem is the need to know
when systems are operating correctly, and how to provide
diagnostic facilities when the systems are malfunctioning.
This paper illustrates how to determine what system param-
eters to monitor without exceeding the bounds established by
reasonable expectancy.

INTRODUCTION superfluous weight or tim.e-consum-

ing activities.
All manned space fiights, so far,

have been conducted safely without Since the average spacecraft has
resorting to maintenance in flight, literally millions of parts,it follows
The unknowns surrounding man's abil- that each one, theoretically, con-
ity to perform maintenance in space tains the possibility of failure.
have been a strong motivating factor However, experience has shown
in taking other approaches. The prob- that we must only be prepared for
lem has been proliferated by the those malfunctions that actually

desire to stretch out these missions occur; yet we tend to want to bring
in deep space and in the time domain, the whole store with us to meet
Consequently, it has become more any eventuality. Experience has
and more obvious that some form of demonstrated that there are prac-
In-Space Maintenance (ISM) must be tical limits, established by effec-
planned. 1,2 tiveness criteria and/or weight and

storage space limits. How then
To implement soch a program, it can the space-mission planner

is necessary to provide adequate on- determine what to evaluate and how
board information on systems per- many things to monitor without

formance and follow specific guide- exceeding the bounds established
lines. Correct operation must be con- by reasonable expectancy?
firmed by a performance monitor and
diagnostic data must be provided The usual approach to test sys-
whenever a malfunction occurs. The tern design is to poll all of the sub-
information must be timely so that system engineers and ask what
restoration can be safely accomplished they think should be monitored and
within time constraints, but must not where the test points should be

unbalance the spacecraft or crew with placed. The tendency is to took at
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everything and the result is an in- failulre manifestation-. When this
flight test system which approaches is achieved. an ISM plan can be
the size and weight of the rest of the evolved and implemented, based on
mission systems. A technical deci- probability and logic, rather than
sion must be made to reduce, to a an incoherent, random process.
manageable level, the number of
parameters monitored. A random T'he procedure involves use of
approach can present a frustrating reliability data, not in the absolute
dilemma while a logical process can realm, but as a relative figure of
save much weight, time, and program merit. This ISM identification
funds without impairing the probabil- technique is illustrated in Figure 1.
ity of mission accomplishment.
Therefore, one alternate solution is The analysis starts with a reli-
to eliminate all ISM potential from ability assessment of the systems.
the mission and make the functions First, each part or assembly is
sufficiently redundant and reliable so listed in order of unreliability.
as to cancel out the need for diagnos- Then the failure modes and mani-
tic equipment. The space programs festations are determined. After
to date have essentially operated on that a complete ISM plan can be
this principle. However, the time devised by using these factors as
has come with the extended mission a guide.
studies when this can no longer be
used; the ISM must be properly The failure manifestation helps
planned to assure reasonable proba- select the performance-monitoring
bilities of mission success. requirements, the diagnostic

equipment, and subsequently the
safety and training requirements.

PREDICTING THE ISM This results from our ability to
specifically identify the potential

A logical way to resolve this pro- failure, its modes and manifesta-
blem was identified during a recent tions. And this makes it possible
study of space mission duration exten- to preselect the best or most logi-
sion problems. The basis for the cal manifestation to use.
approa, h was the "unreliability index,"
the "failure manifestation, " and the The failure mode analysis
"failure mode" data. By using these already has been shown as a use-
data the "expected" maintenance action ful tool, first for selecting the best
is identified specifically and the func- level to spare, the required spares
tions with acceptable risks are elim- complement, the tools required,
inated from further maintenance con- as well as the supporting design
siderations. requirements and constraints. 3

Consequently, the performance The unreliability index provides
monitoring and diagnostic equipment the necessary visibility into the
can be designed to deal only with those LSM requirements. By ordering
"expected" failures and the primary the comr-onents, as indicated by
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PERFORMANCE
iC S .. ..L TH E l M O N ITO R

DIAGNOSTIC

ORDER PART Ro FAILURE EQUIPMENT
MANIFESTATION SAFETY

S WG PUMPREQUIREMENT
940TOR .91 THE TANN

2 TEM P CO NT .96 FAILURE

3 CHECK VALVE JTHlE REQUIREMENT

REQUIREMENT

SAMPLE
PROBLEM INOPERATIVE--w CABIN TEMP-*l MOTOR"---*REPLACE

W/G PUMP * EQUIPMENT FIELD MOTOR
OVERHEAT OPEN ONLY

"* WIG TEMP
RISE

* CHANGE IN
CURRENT DRAIN

* NO COOLANT FLOW

R PERFORMANCE DIAGNOSIS
MONITOR
SENSE COOL- SENSE MOTOR

578RE13822 ANT FLOW CURRENT

Figure 1. LOGIC FOR MEETING MAINTENANCE PROBLEM

the example of Figure 2, the weakest for ISM's tends to neutralize some of
links, or the most failure-prone corn- the effects of uncertainty in the actual
ponents appear at the top and the least reliability and the resulting mission
likely appear at the bottom. Then an is less sensitive to these uncertainties.
acceptable risk level is established,

not necessarily for the entire mission Figure 2 lists the data storage unit
or system, but rather for the individ- as the weakest link in the communi-
ual functions of each mission system. cations and data system, and by draw-

H' ing a line at the acceptable risk level,
The level of assembly at which the items requiring maintenance are iden-

risk should be equalized depends on tified specifically. A, others are
the specific mission/system. For ruled out by definition; that is, we
the example chosen, the black box have inferred that they are within the
level is used; that is, each item is a acceptable risk. Therefore, for this
separate and identifiable box, and its example, the ISM requirements to
reliability is expressed as a bar to achieve or exceed 0. 999 per compo-
the nearest order of magnitude. Each nent are as indicated in Table 1.
additional segment of the bar repre-
sents the effects of a spare stored These data indicate that the data
under optimum conditions. Providing storage system may fail up to three
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ORDER COMPONENT CONTRIBUTION TO SYS MISSION SUCCESS
0.9 0.99 0.999 10.999910.9999910.999999

1 DATA IA 1 2 3 4

2 PCM TELEMETRY - 1 21 3

3 UP DATA 2__T__3

4 S-RAND AMP2
S (TWT) _____

5 AUDIO CENTER 1 2

6 VHF/AM
TRANSCEIVER _

7 CENTRAL TIMER 2i

8 UNIFIED S-BAND
S RECEIVERI

9 SIGNALI9 CONDITIONERI
0 PR EMODfULAT ED

1PROCESSOR

IMULTIPLEXERJ1 IOR SWITCH

S78RE13823 I"1 EQUAL RISK LEVEL R=0.999

Figure 2. FUNCTION UNRELIABILITY AND THE SUPPTG
ISM REQMTS COMM AND DATA MGMT - BOX LEVEL

times while the central timer would These then are the keys to solving

fail only once, and that the multi- the problem. The next activity

plexer (MUX) "will not" fail. We required is the identification of
now "know" what will fail and how how they will fail, the failure mode,
often. These are the basic constit- how we know it failed, and the
uents to a logical approach to failure manifestation.
malfunctic.a isolation and correc-
tion plan. Table 1. ISM REQMNTS FOR

COMMUNICATION AND
MGMT SYS

PLANNING FOR THE ISM ORDER OF EXPECTED

FAIURE SYSTEM COMPONENT NUMBER OFFAILURE _ _ISM ACTIOIS

Two things are evident from the 1. DATA STORAGE UNIT >2 -c3
latter analysis: 2 PCM TELEMETRY c 2

3. UP-DATA LINK <2

4. S-BAND TWT <1

1. What will fail-the scope of s. AUDIO CENTER <1
I. VHF/AM TRANSCEIVER I

the maintenance program; 7. CENTRAL TIMER I
S. UNIFIED S-SANUD RECEIVER <-1
I. SIGNAL r.ONOITIONER <<l

Z. How often they will fail, or II. MULTIPLEXER 0

what is most likely to fail. TOTAL NUMBER EXPECTED <13
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The Failure Mode Analysis Again, from the example of Figure 1,

examines each "unreliable" com- the pump motor is known to be the

ponent in much the same way the most unreliable component. Table 2

component vas identified as poten- presents some of the expected mani-

tially unreliable in the first place, festations of such a failure, by class.

i. e., the analysis is to determine Table 2. FAILURE MANIFEST,
what part of the assembly fails GLYCOL PUMP MOTOR
first and by what probability ratio. FAILURE
In the example of Figure 1, the

glycol pumnp was identified as a CLASS " MANIFESTATION

potential ISM candidate. The t 0 O OW

failure mode analysis indicated PRIMARY 2. CHANGE IN CURRENT DRAIN

that the motor would fail first by 3 N CURA T DRA IC

a ratio of 100 to 1; and further,

the motor field was most likely to SECONDARY 4 GLYCOL TEMPERATURE RISE

fail open. s CABIN TEMPERATURE RISE

TERTIARY S EaUIPMENT TEMPERATURE RISE
One problem to face, not a part ~ TE ESN

of this paper, is the decision as to 7. OTHER REASONS

what assembly level to make the
maintenance action. It could be
the glycol pump assembly, the Failure manifestations can be sep-

motor, or the motor field. 4 In arated into classes as indicated in the

this case, the motor was the most table; any one of these could indicate

practical level at which to make the a pump failure. To avoid unnecessary

repair. diagnostic activity, it is n'icessary to
single out those manifestations which

We now know: would be peculiar to pump motor fail-
ure only.

1. What will fail Selecting the appropriate manifes-

2. How often they will fail tation(s) to use as an index of failure
is a critical decision, as shown in

3. How they will fail Figure 3. Given the failure modes
and manifestations of all probable

Since the subject of this paper Is events, an analysis of these data is

how to isolate the malfunction in a made to ferreL out common traits of

dynamic situation such as encountered manifestations. For example, in

in manned space flight, we must next Table 3, part of a thermal control

identify the method cf flagging the loop is illustrated in simplified

"look points" or determining where form. In three of the four potential

the tests points would be most situations, failure will result in

effective, complete or partial loss of coolant
flow. Therefore, this could not be

The Failure Manifestation is the used only for isolating the failure

tool which will permit logical isolation to the pump. However, it may be

of the malfunctioning component. desirable to monitor flow since this
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SELECTION
OTHER CRITERIA DIAGNOSTIC

IDENTIFIED ISM * COMPLEXITY EQUIP/
S DT I DATA • TIME ROUTINES] ISM DATA I * WEIGHT

FAILURE MODES

COMMONALITY MANITON

FAILURE I ANALYSIS AAYI

[MANIFESTATIONS

SSi EQ.UIREM ENTS

Figure 3. SELECTING FAILURE ISOLATION PROCEDURE
AND SUPPORT EQUIP

Table 3. SAMPLE MANIFEST ANALYSIS, THERMAL CONTROL
LOOP, PART OF ECS

ASSEMBLY/ PRIMARY PECULIAR POINTS
FAILURE MODE MANIFESTATIONS MANIFESTATIONS DIAGNOSTIC
1. GLYCOL PUMP 1. NO COOLANT FLOW 1. CHANGE IN

(MOTOR FIELD 2. CHANGE IN CURRENT DRAIN CHECK
OPEN) CURRENT DRAIN 2. NO VIB OR CURRENT

3. NO VIB OR ACOUSTIC
ACOUSTIC OUT'PUT OUTPUT

2. TEMP CONTROL 1. NO COOLANT FLOW 1. NO CURRENT
VALVE (FAILED 2. NO CURRENT FLOW FLOW CHEC'

CURRENT
CLOSED) 3. NO MANUAL 2. NO MANUAL DRAIN

RESPONSE RESPONSE

3. RAD ISOLATION 1. NO COOLANT I. NO CURRENT
VALVE (FAILED FLOW THROUGH FLOW
CLOSED) THAT SECTION CURRENT

2. NO CURRENT

FLOW

4. GLYCOL TEMP 1. IMPROPER TEMP 1. IMPROPER TEMP
SENSOR (NON- INDICATION INDI"TION ON CHECK
RESPONSIVE) 2. LOWER CURRENT ONE 6ir THE REDUNDANT

DRAIN SENSORS ONLY SENSOR
3. GLYCOL TEMP 2. LOWER CURRENT

EXCURSIONS DRAIN
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will be a single manifestation which Selecting the Diagnostic Routine
can be used to indicate a failure has involves the establishment of a logical
occurred. This would then initiate approach to isolating a given malfunc-
the neec for further diagnosis. tion. The proposed approach is based

on the premise that the performance
Selecting the Performance monitor (PM) already has indicated

Monitoring Points involves a set of that failure has occurred somewhere
criteria different from the diagnos- within a system and/or function, and
tic routine. The performance checking the PM is the first step.
monitor must be simple, yet include The diagnostic routine should indicate
all of the "expected' malfunctions. the subsequent path to follow in iso-
Itn job is to sound the alarm indi- lating the malfunctioning component
cating that a malfunction has to the level selected for the repair or
occurred. To simplify the system, replacement action.
reduce weight, time, power con-

sumption, etc., it is desirable to To be most effective, the diagnos-
monitor those functional manifes- tic routine should start with the com-
tations which are common to the ponent that is most likely to be the
most "expected" malfunctions. cause and then proceed toward the
Therefore, in the selected example, least likely. As a case in point, con-
it would be desirable to sense the sider that the relative failure potential
coolant flow since stoppage is com- of the sample function is as given in
mon to many of the identified fail- Table 4; the diagnostic routine for
ure modes. this example would then be as reflec-

ted in Figure 4. Once it has been
Selecting the Diagnostic Points established that the glycol is not flow-

and associated supporting equip- ing, the pump motor would normally
ment requires consideration of be checked first, because it is most
somewhat different criteria, Coin- likely to fail. The next three compo-
plexity, time, training require- nents are checked in order of signi-
ments, weight of equipment and, ficance until the potential malfunctions
most important, the peculiarity have been exhausted. Any other com-
of the manifestation are the influ- ponents in the function need not be
encing criteria. As indicated in checked since, by definition, the
the example of Table 3, the current failure must be one of the selected
drain associated with the specific components (within the acceptable
item for cases 1, 2, and 3 seems risk level).
to be the best or only peculiar mani-
festation. As a case in point, con-
sider the glycol pump, where the Sensitivity to Inaccuracies
most probable failure is an open field
in the motor. This is manifested by Perhaps the most pertinent
zero current drain and a positive indi- question relating to the use of
cation of the open field. The same is reliability data, and therefore the
true of the radiator isolation valve acceptance of this approach, relates
since the open coil of the solenoid in turn to the known inaccuracies
would draw no current. associated with the input and data.
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Table 4. RELATIVE FAILURE POTENTIAL, GLYCOL LOOP
COMPONENTS (EXAMPLE)

ORDER COMPONENT HAZARD
RATIO

1. GLYCOL PUMP 1000

2. TEMPERATURE CONTROL VALVE 100

3. RADIATOR ISOLATION VALVE 10

4. GLYCOL TEMPERATURE SENSOR 1

OTHERS INSIGNIFICANT

PERFORMANCE
MONITOR
ALARM

4
CHECK GLYCOL

FLOW

YYEESS RCECGET FLOWING TEMPRTR REMAINING ALTERNATIVE

CHECK GLYCOL CURRET TEMPERATURE C RADIATOR

+NO ,N NO

MOTOR iI SOLENOID i

Figure 4. DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINE, GLYCOL FLOW, PART OF ECS
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Reliability data is known to be sus- "what if's" the program would never
pect in the absolute realm and, at come to fruition and the vehicle would
best, good to about one place, even never get off the ground. Practicality
in the relative realm. However, must come into play, and practicality
its value in this particular applica- will be implemented in a technical

tion is more in the relative sense manner by establishing an acceptable
than the absolute, and, further, one- risk level (perhaps associated with
place accuracy provides the miss- the weight limits of the booster) and
ing intelligence. This becomes then designing to meet these objec-
obvious by referring back to Figure tives.
2 where variations in the reli.abil-
ity between Items 1 and 3 range Two factors influence our confi-
from 0.6 to 0.92, and yet two ISM's dence in a given design, the length of
are scheduled for each. Further, time the components have been con-
it takes an inaccuracy of over an sidered state-of-the-art, qualified,
order-of-magnitude to impose a or space rated, and th, reliability
requirement to schedule an addi- assessment associated with the indi-
tional ccmponent for ISM. vidual components. These are,of

course, closely associated, or at

It becomes equally evident for least should be. Given that an accept-
larger inaccuracies provided the able risk level has been set foi the
expected rc*'ability is better than mission, and the components used in

the selected equal risk level for the design are known to be space -

the function. rated or qualified, it has been shown
that small inaccuracie3 in the reli-

Where honest doubt exists as to ability estimates have little effect
the component level at which to on the ultimate mission reliability of
equalize reliability and the optimum a maintained system.
risk, the effects of selecting a
lower risk (higher reliability) The gains to be derived from a
seems to have little effect on the maintainable manned space mission
spares level or the ultimate space- concept are evidGnt. Equally evident
craft weight. It simply adds a fe,, are the gains to be derived from a
components to the bottom. of the logical design of the ISIvI concept,
list to spare and perhaps an extra particularly where performance
spare for one already on the list. monitoring and diagnostic elements

are to be planned. Logic takes the
CONCLUSIONS AND place of unassessed chance when

CONFIDENCE ASSESSMENT the logic is reasonable, understand-
able, and implementable. Suxch is

While the methodology presented the case for isolating the elusive
herein seems logical, someone is malfunction when the plan presented
sure to bring up Murphy's Law. It herewith is given serious
is usually prefaced by: "But what application.
if..." If we accounted for all the
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SPACE MAINTAINALILITY ANALYSIS
OF THE

APOLLO TELESCOF-7 MOUNT

Stuart M. Peck
and

Anne B. Folsom

Quality and Reliability Assurance Laboratory
George C. M, arshail Space Flight Center

Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama

SUMMARY: The objectives of this study were through an
analysis of an operational program (1) to verify that the
concept of maintainability in space is feasible, (21 to deter-
mine what repair tasks could be performed, and (3) to
evaluate the increase in program reliability attainable by
perforrn;ng in space maintenance and-repair.

INTRODUCTION Space maintainability, as we
shall call these techniques, should

Long duration manned missions be established as a basic discipline
require the use of many complex upon which designers can and must
systems which must operate property rely to attain maximum program
from one to several years. Reli- reliability. It is desirable to gain
ability, therefore, is extremely, acceptance and use of space mainte-
important. It is too costly to attempt nance as quickly as possible. The
to obtain all of the necessary reli- best approach to gain this acceptance
ability through use of product im- is to verify the space maintenance
provement methods. C rrespond- techniques on an operational program.
ingly, the use of redundancy to in-
crease reliability is limited by con- PROGRAM SELECTION
siderafions of weight, volume, and

systen, complexity. F..ilures in One of the earliest opportunities
components and systems will un- to implement space maintainability
doubtedly occur during long missions; is in the Apollo Applications Program
as systt.#.. operating time inc7eases. (AAP), a series of primxrily scien-
even more failures can be expected. tific missions, a follow-on to the
There is a practical means to attain Apollo man lunar landing program
a maximum probability of mission which will make the most of Apollo
success, as a supplement to using hardware. One AAP payload is the
highly reliable hardware an3 impos- Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM), a
ing tight quality control during manu- system of precision telescopes for
facture. This is to prov-ide a cap- making solar observations. The
ability for performing maintenance objectives o- 'te ATM are to acquire
and repair in space. precision scientific data on the
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structure and behavior of the sun 1. Electrical Power - provides
for 56 days and to evaluate man's power to support systems.
ability to perform for an extended experiments, and LM
tirn e in a space environment the
complex experiments necessary to 2. Pointing Control - provides
acquire this data. the orientation and stability

necessary for successful
This mission will require two ATM operation

Satu.rn IB launches: one to launch
the ATM, the other to launch the 3. Display - provides monitor-
crew to operate the experiments. ing and control capability of

the housekeeping systems
The NASA-Marshall Space and experiments

Flight Center (MSFC) is responsible
for designing the structure and the 4. Telemetry - provides data
support systems of the ATM; docu- transmission from the sup-
mentation was available early. The port systems and experiments
ATM was, therefore, chosen for
analyses to determine whether an 5. Command and Communica-
in-space repair capability was tion - provides RF and voice

feasible and, if so, what repair communication between as-
capability should be planned. tronaut and ground stations

SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION 6. Thermal - provides neces-
sary cooling and/or heating

The ATM includes six experi- for support systems and
ments and the necessary support experiments
systems to operate them and to
record and transmit the data. The 7. Instrumentation - monitors
ATM structure is a rack on which and measures parameters
the support systems are mounted of interest of the housekeep-
with a barrel or canister attached ing systems and experiments
inside the rack in which the experi-
ments are housed. An Apollo Lunar Selectel Experiments are:
Module (LM) ascent stage is perma-
nently attached to the ATM and pro- 1. SO-52 White Light Corona-
vides a shirt sleeve environment for graph
the astronaut operating the experi-
ments. (Figure #1, Artist's con- 2. SO-82 A & B Ultra Violet
cept of the ATM) Corona Spectrograph

Support Systems on the ATM 3. SO-54 X-ray Spectrograph
are: Telescope

4. SO-83 Harvard College
Obs e rvato ry
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5. SO-56 X-ray Telescope electric-al power, pointing control,
display, telemetry, command corn-

6. H-Alpha Telescope I munications, thermal and instru-

mentation--were considered.
7. H-Alpha Telescope 2

As an actual operational payload

The ATM presents three sizable was being studied, it was desirable
limitations to the implementation of that the analysis be completed prior
an in-space repair capability. First, to finalization of design and begin-
all ATM systems are exposed to the ning of hardware fabrication. It was
space environment; therefore, any also desirable that the analysis con-
repair must be an extravehicular centrate on tasks which could most
activity, requiring the astronaut to feasibly be performed and on repair
perform all maintenance in open which would contribute most signifi-
space, hampered and protected only cantly to the success of the mission.
by his space suit. Second, the con-
ceptual design was complete; prehm-, Initially, therefore, each system
inary design was far advanced; in was evaluated by four criteria to
some cases, hardware procurement decide whether a more detailed
contracts had been let. Third, the analysis should be performed. These
ATM had been designed to obtain the are (1) Mission Criticality, (2) Astro-
required program reliability through naut Safety, (3) Minimum Design
redundancy, not through maintain- Modification, and (4) Supporting
ability in space. Development.

Besides theze inherent 'imita- Mission Criticality: Criticality is
tions in the ATM, an additional determined by the impact a mal-
limitation was placed on the selec- function has on the mission. If
tion of repair tasks. Not only must a malfunction of an item will result
the task verify that repair in space in loss of life or personal injury,
is feasible, but the task must also the item is placed in criticality cate-
significantly increase the probabil- gory 1. If a malfunction of an item
ity of ATM program success, will result in an abort or major

degradation of mission, the item is
ANALYSIS placed in criticality category 2.

All other malfunctions will result in
Under these limitations, a the item's being placed in criticality

snace maintainability analysis of category 3. No items on the ATM
tý- ATM was begun. The experi- are rated in criticality category 1.
ments were not considered in the Only items rated in criticality cate-
analysis because the location of the gory 2 were considered in the analy-
cxperiments inside the canister sis. As the components of the dis-
made the experiments' accessibility play and instrumentation system
to a pressure suited astronaut diffi- were classified in criticality cate-
cult. Only the support systems-- gory 3, these systems were not
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considered for repair. used to collect the data for each
system to the black box or compo-

Astronaut Safety: Maintenance and nent level. Jn some cases the design
repair tasks which would subject had not progressed to th,' point that
the astronaut to significantly greater the data was available.
hazards than the inherent danger
involved in performing the original After the matrix had been filled
ATM mission were excluded. This in, the data was analyzed individu-
criteria caused two subsystems in ally and collectively by a group of
the electrical power system to be engineers familiar with the systems
excluded. and knowledgeable of the environ-

ment and conditicns under which the
Design Modifications: Design for repair would be performed. This
repair must not require changes analysis determined (1) qualitatively,
that would affect the operation or whether the probability that a mal-
function of a component. Only mod- function resulting in an abort or a
ifications such as a change in major degradation of the mission
fasteners and connectors, installa- would occur was sufficient to justify
tion of handles, or rounding sharp planning for in-space repair, and
co-ners would be allowed. (2) whether th,, needed repair could

be feasibly performed by an astro-Supporting Development: Develop- naut. As an aid in determining re-

ment is required techniques or hard- nu.A nadi eemnn e
maren wish reqied ntehnues or harde pair feasibility, a detailed procedure
ware which have not evolved or are wsfruae nmrtn tpb

still in the concept stage. Any de- s tep eacheaction str a fo

velopment must be accomplished at each askiun onsideration.

a minimum cost, as an in-house

activity, and without impacting the As a result of this analysis, a
schedule. preliminary selection of repair tasks

was made. Table I lists the tasks,
As a result of applyi.ng these the modifications needed on the corn-

criteria, the electrical, pointing ponents and on the ATM structure,
control, and telemetry systems the number of disconnects to remove
were chosen for detailed considera- the item, the estimated additional
tion. Loss of the electrical power weight, and the requi ed develop-
system and/or pointing control ment.
system will abort the mission.
Loss of the telemetry systerm will Further evaluation of the repair
result only in loss of data. The tasks listed in table ! narrowed the
level of repair t.• be considered selection. Tasks listed in table I

Swas black hz:x replacement; to per- which were eliminated are replace-
"form lower level repair as an extra- ment of the distributors, manual
vehicular activity is impractical. switching to the redundant control

computer, and rep .ement of the
digital computer. Th-- replacement
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ATM SYSTEM SUB-SYSTEM

ITEM, EFFECT PROB. IS ITEM IS ANOTHER ITEM LOCATION DESCRIBE HOW IS ITi-EM
BLACKBOX OF OF REDUNDANT? DOES AVAILABLE TO ACCESSI- OR
COMPONENf FAILURE FAILURE REDUNDANCY REQ PERFORM BILITY CONNECIED

ASTRONAUT FUNCTIC•t. ELECTRI-
ACTION? H OW PLACED IN CALLY
IF SO WHAT? SERVICE? MECH

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT REQUIRED SPARES REQUIRED TIME SrILLS HAZARDOUS O14ER
FOR, ACCESS, ISOLATION, TO PERFORM REPAIR REQUIRED RE 'JIRED CONDITIONS
REPAIR AND TO PERFORM TO " ERFORM
CHECKdUT. TASK TA;.

WT. SIZE WT. SIZE

I *

Space Maintainability Analysis Matrix

Figure 2
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of the distributor was eliminated RESULTS
because of the difficulty in deter-
mining why a protective device failed. Four repair tasks considered
Manual switching to the redundant feasible and worth imptementing are:

control computer was dropped when
a design decision was made to per- i. Replacement of the charger-
form this function automatically, battery-regulators (CBR)
Replacement of the digital computer
was eliminated because the finct-'n k. Capability to jumper between
of the digital computer could be a Aolar panel and a CBR
performed in a degraded ma. er by (figure 3)

the astronaut and because the prob-
bility of failure of the computer was 3. (Cpaoility to juir per between

f'RIGINAL CABLE DISCONNECTED ". " / ,''

SOLAR,- 'N V CHAkGEF ,-

SOLAR BATTERY -
SUPPLY ( REGULATOR

MA'. FUNCT ION

JUMPER CABLE
INSTA,.O BY ASTRONAU-I

ORIGINAL CABLE i•".Xx- ' DISCONN'ECTED

xMALFUNCTION

A repair f twc power supply circuits thiat have different malfunctioning
units is shown. Result of repair is to place oack into operation an
equ-valent -i one power supply =rca_.t. The example depicts the situa-
ton of a malfunctiong CBR and - mal:*.:ctaoning solar supply. Comb;n-
ing the goýod units pz--vaxdes one opexation..d power supply circuit.

,qrnper between Solar Panel and CBR

Figure 3
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two major units of the CBR. Each CBR is approximately
(This task was later elimi- 21 x 17 x 4 inches, weighs approxi-
nated for consideration rn-tely 87 pounds and consists of
because necessary design a battery and the electronics to

changes were more exten- recharge the battery from the solar

sive than anticipated.) source, to provide a constant power
(figure 4) output to the load, and to monitor

the CBR operation.

4. Replacement of the tape
recorders. The recorders The CBR's are the heart of the
are an item of the automatic power system. The original design
storage and playback unit, consisted of 24 CBR's of which only
a telemetry sub-system. 18 were requ'red for successful

CBR -1
CHARGER BTEYLOAD

REGULATOR

SOLAR XMAL-
SUPPLY UNCTION

|11 II • JUMPER
CABLE

LONG JUMPER JUMPER CABLES
CABLE INSTALLED PART OF NORMAL
BY ASTRONAUT J ATM HARDWARE

SHORT

BATTEY JUMPER ECABLE

SOLAR MAL-
SUPL FUNCTION'

,,•CF.ARGER LOAD
CBR#2 • '/"BATTERY REGULATOR

A repair of two CBRs that have different malfunctioning circuits is shown.
Result of repair is to place back into operation an equivalent of one CBR.
The example shown depicts the situatim of one CBR having a malfunctioning
charger circuit which places entire CBR into an inoperative state and a
secona CBR that has a failu:e in the battery. Combining the good parts
of each CBR results in providing power to supply ATM load.

Jumper between Major Units of CBR

Figure 4
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operation. The additional CBR's (2) to provide on-board spares.
were designed-in redundancy in
cý -.e one or more malfunctioned. VALUE OF SPACE MAINTAINABILITY

Because the weight of the ATM What is the value of the recom-
had to be reduced, and space was mended repair capability in terms
not available on the rack to mount of increased probability of program
all the required components, the success? To determine this valie,
number of CBRs was reduced from a reliability evaluation was per-
24 to 18. Therefore, the original formed. Figures 5 and 6 and talle
designed-in redundancy n: longer 2 depict the benefits of space main-
exists. At present, at least 16 tainability.
CBRs must operate. If the power
requirements increase, all 18 CBRs Figure 5 shows the probability
(no redundancy) will. be required for of both 18 CBRs and '16 out of 18
the ATM to operate successfully. CBRs operating for 224 days with
The probability that all 18 CBRs will and without the capability of replace-
operate for the 56-day mission is ment during the mission. The level
approximately three percent. The of probability depicted in figure 5--
power system is mission critical-- that all 18 CBRs or 16 out of 18
the successful operation of all other CBRs can be maintained in operating
systems depend on the proper opera- condition by replacing a malfunction-
tion of the power system. ing unit is based on two spares being

available. If more than two spares

The tape recorders are not a are available, the level of probabil-
mission critical item. Their loss ity can be raised. A third spare
will not result in the loss of the almost doubles the level of probabil-
mission, but will result in the loss ity that 18 CBRs can be maintained
of support systems and experiment in operation for 224 days. The

data. Past history indicates that checked area indicates the increased
tape recorders have a high probabil- probability of all 18 CBRs operating
ity of failure. Because the tape if replacement is provided, whereas
recorders are not mission critical, the striped area indicates the in-
replacement should be considered creased probability of 16 out of 18
only if the capability to replace the CBRs operatii,' if replacement is
CBRs is to be provided. The devel- provided. If res.,pply of spares is
opment of the tools, equipment and available on a periodic basis, a
techniques necessary to perform the desired level of probability can be
repair cannot be justified to replace sustained indefinitely. If every 60
only the tape recorder; but, if the days the supply of spares can be
CBR's are to be replaced, !hen the replenished, the probability that all
only additional requirements to re- 18 CBRs will operate successfully
place the tape recorders are (1) to for 224 days is the same as for 56
mount the recorders to be easily days. Without the repair capability,
removable by an astronaut, and the probability that all CBRs will

11.3.10
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or.:rate for !':ln an additional 60 the necessary weight is estimated
day is nil. at 250 pounds on the ATM and 400

pounds on some other element, prob-

In figure 6, the striped and ably the Multiple Docking Adapter.
checked areas show the gain in This means a trade off decision
reliability of recorder operation between the gai. in reliability through
utilizing the repair technique with in-space repair and the extra weight
two and three spares available, which must be placed in orbit to
respectively. As the reliability of irnnlement the repair.
the recorder to be ased on the ATM
was not available, table 2 was pre- REPAIR SIMULATION
pared giving the reliability for 56,
112, 168, and Z24 days f"jr a given Mock-up of an ATM panel and
mean time between failure (MTBF). of a mobile work station were con-

structed so that removal and replace-
Although repair may significantly ment of a CBR can be simulated w'th

increase the probability of program a five-degree-of-freedom simulation
success, the capability to perform under shirt sleeve and space suit
inspace repair requires additional conditions. The objectives of this
weight. For the three repair tasks simulation are (1) to check clear-
considered feasible on the ATM,

10I ACTIVE, 1 REDUNDANT, 2 SPARES1.00--"-

1 .90-
1 ACTIVE, 1 REDUNDANT, 1 SPARE

.80-

.70- 1 ACTIVE, 1 REDUNDANT

,u .60 .-

•" .50

.40 - .

.30 -

.20-

.10.

0 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 70 .81 .90 1.00

R (OF 04E "ZECORDERI

Probability of Successful Recorder Operation with repair capabUii

Figure 6
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RELIABILITY VS. MTRF

DAYS DAYSDAYSI
MTBF(HOURS) -6 __p|4(56) R(! 12) "[ R(15•8) R(224)

100 - I_ _ - - - ýj
. 130- 1"45X10

6  2.10X10
1 2  3.04XI01

8  4.42X 0-24.

200 1.21x 10,3  1.45Xo 1 0- _ 1.76X10"9  2.10xIO1" 2

_ 300 ,._vX~o'_ 1.2,XIO"
4  ,.,3xIo'6 ,.SX1 O

3.47X10,
2  1.21Xi10,3 4.19X 106 1.45X;0

4
6

50Soo __I .068563 .004701 .960322 [ .000022
600 .106459 .011334 .001206 .00oo 28700 14.,6607 C?.1493 _.ow31i .000462. , 800 .186374 .034735 .006474 .001207

fL.. 903 .224625 .050456 , .011334 .002546

1000 1 .261846 .068563 .017953 I 004701
2000 .511709 1 .261846 .133989 .068563
3000 1 .638910 1 .408205 - .)61846 166632
4000 ..714632 .511709 . .364961 ."261846

Soo0 764300 .53;154 .446469 _.341236

__________,___ L

Reliability vs. MTBF
Tabel 2

ances for removal of CBRs, (2) be developed to select the most
deatermine optimum work position of meaningful repair tasks and to assure
the astronaut at each location, (3) that the capability to perform these
to determine the best position of the tasks will exist during mission opera-
mobile work station at each location, tion. To accomplish this, space
(4) to assess the difficulty of remov- maintainability should be established
ing the bolts under zero G in a space as a program requirement from the
suit, and (5) to determine the use- design concept phase through mis-
fulness of a specially developed tool sicn completion. Documentation
in removing bolts. These tests have should be developed setting forth
not yet been performed. space maintainability- program pro-

visions necessary to carry out this
CONCLUSION requirement. A document, "Sp .ce

Maintainability Program Pro-4sior!-,
Space rmaintainability can is under development to ertablish

greatly augment the probability of common requirements for appi-ing
program success. Therefore, this technique, for selection oi re-
space maintainability is a technique pair tasks, and for impien .en..ing
on which design must and should the selected main•.tena-nce and repair.
rely. But if design is to rely on
this technique, then a means must This study of an operational
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program has provided insight and
knowledge as to the problems, tech-
niques, and procedures for imple-
menting space maintainability into
future programs. However, the
most important contribution is a

verification that program reliability
can be significantly increased, from
10 to 30 times or more, through the

use of in-space repair and mainte-
nance.
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HUMAN WORK PERFORMANCE IN SPACE

Otto F. Trout, Jr., and Paul R. Hill

NASA Langley Research Center
Langley Station, Hampton, Va.

SUMMARY: Methods of manual performance of extra-
vehicular and intravehicular work in ,ipace are being
investigated by means of simulation techniques in order
to develo-p locomotion and restraint aids, equipment
design data, and manual task procedures. Simulation and
flight experiences to date have provided insight into
problem areas for application to maintenance, repair,
and assembly tasks during space-flight operations.

INTRODUCTION

How does man accomplish use- supported by the actual EVA
ful work in space, what are his flight experience of the Gemini
capabilities, and how do we design program. Simulation techniques,
spacecraft systems for the effi- especially neutral buoyancy, have
cient performance of manual given us a powerful tool for the
operations under weightless condi-, detailed examination of many
tions? In order to answer these EVA and IVA operations and have
questions, NASA has been con- furnished valuable insight into
ducting advanced research and human work performance in space.
development on man's EVA and
IVA capabilities. Conceptual
studies of future space vehicles ANALYSIS AND DATA
have also indicated that the eco-
nomical accomplishment of Two major factors degrade
extended flights requires a thor- the astronaut's ability to work in
ough understanding of human work space: first, the lack of traction
performance as well Ls engineer-, due to gravity and, second, the
ing data on man's biomech anical reduced mobility, dexterity, and
capabilities, physiological iimi' - tactility caused by the pressur-
tions. energy expenditure, and life ized suit. Considerable prog-
support requirements. Therefore, ress has been made in providing
in support of future missions, traction and developing new
human factors research has been operational procedures through
in progress for several years. the use of simulation techniques.

Progress in developing more
Data are being developed by the

use of simulation techniques

hii. i 1



suitable pressure suits for work- Body attitude in yaw and roll are
ing in zero gravity has been slow. then controlled by simultaneous

application of force with both
Traversal to the worksite is hands. Better control of rotation

necessary at the beginning of any about the handrail can be
EVA task. Figure 1 shows a achiieved if its cross section is
pressure-suited subject making oval or rectangular rather than
egress through a transparent circular. Locomotion proce-
model of a space-vehicle air lock dures which proved successful
during neutral-buoyancy tests. during the neutral-buoyancy
Ingress-egress operations through simulation training were equally
air locks with various length- successful in space. Where
diameter ratios have been investi- handrails can be provided for
gated tc determine performance traversal about the exterior of
envelopes and modes of operation. the spacecraft, they are superior
Locomotion and turnaround in the Lo reaction propulsion devices,
air lock are accomplished by which are less efficient and
bracing between surfaces. require storage and preparation
Figure 2 shows the experimentally outside the spacecraft.
derived length-diameter perform-
ance envelopes between possible Two approaches are available
and impossible operation with the for the performance of work
suit configuration shown in tasks One is to place the
figure 1. astronaut in a coplaner orbit,

provide him with a reaction pro-
Means of locomotion about the pulsion unit for maneuvering,

exterior of the spacecraft have traversing, and materials
been investigated, including transfer, and provide him with
magnetic shoes, Velcro foot pads, torqueless tools for his opera-
ladders, handholds, and single and tions. The second approach is
double handrails. Traversal by to provide him with adequate
means of handrails has proven traction to accomplish the task
more practical than the other in place.
methods investigated but is not
without difficulties. Figure 3 For certain tasks, only a
shows the astronaut traversing small amount of traction is
along a hpndrail under water in necessary. Figure 4 shows a
preparation for the Gemini XII test subject assembling compo-
mission. Operations of the nents of an antenna while
subject with his body parallel to operating from a semi-free-
the handrail were complicated by floating mode. Light tasks not
a tendency to rotate about the requiring sustained application
handrail and by difficulty in main- Of force can be performed effec-
taining body attitude parallel to it. tively in this manner, since the
In this case the procedure devel- subject can intermittently
oped was to operate with the body correct body attitude and tra-
perpendicular to the handrail. verse by grasping elements of
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the structure. This method has tether have been tried. Rigid
the advantage of requiring no waist tethers are generally less
other means of traction, but a advantageous than the flexible
safety line is necessary to prevent straps since they restrict move-
the subject from drifting from his ment about the worksite and are
worksite. By slow and deliberate bulkier to carry.
operations, the astronaut car.
minimize the loads imparted to Neither of the working modes
the structure. Thus, it mnay be previously described are satis-
possible for him to assemble factory if it is necessary to
lightweight structures in space apply large sustained forces.
which would not te able to Stronger, more rigid restraints
support their own weight on tne are then necessary. One salu-
ground. tion is to restrain the feet in

some manner to approximate the
Where greater traction is standup working mode at earth

required for the application of gravity. A number of different
moderate forces or for the inter- restraints have been investi-
mittent application of large gated, including Velcro foot
forces, the astronaut's body mu.'t pads, foot stirrups, toe traps,
be restrained in some manne:. ski footholds, and rigid foot
Figure 5 shows the Gemini X11 restraints. Figure 6 shows the
aStronaut using a ratchet wrench use of the familiar "Dutch
on a bolt during neutral-buoyancy shoes" on the final Gemini
tests while restrained with a mission. This type of restraint
double waist tether similar to a allows the astronaut to apply
window washer's belt. While large sustained forces or work
using this restraint, he corrects freely with both hands on more
body position by grasping a fixed intricate tasks. He is able to
object or handhold and by con- control his movement backward
tacting the surface of the space- for 900 and to either side for
craft with his hands and feet. 450. However, he is restricted
This restraint system is not to a fbied worksite. Weightless-
practical unless the astronaut can simulation experiments have
contact the spacecraft wall with indicated ehat the traction pro-
his hands to control the pitch vided by this restraint system
attitude of his body, and is not enables a man to manipulate
suitable for tasks requiring the masses up to several hundred
use of two hands on a continuous pounds. This restraint system,
basis. Excellent correlation was however, has the disadvantage
obtained with the neutral-buoyancy that it must be moved each time
simulation of the task and the the ,vorksite is changed or else
Gemini XII flight, since move- an additional set of restraints
ments are sufficiently slow to be must be provided.
influenced very little by the damp-
ing effects of Lie water. A The concept of a stationary
number of variations of 'he waist worksite is illustrated in

I
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figure 7. The astronaut assem- 150-pound mass by this method.
bles the components of a major A better, but not entirely satis-
structui e from a fixed work plat- factory, technique is for the
form. The structure is manipu- subject to carry the mass on his
lated to new positions and back. Figure 10 shows a
reattached to the worksite as summary of energy expenditure
necessary to continue assembly measurements during typical

transport tasks, derived from
For even larger assemblies in portable metabolic measuring

space, components could be equipment carried in the back-
managed from an articulated cage pack. Similar measurements
similar to a "cherry picker." are being made on various EVA
Figure 8 shows experiments with tasks to determine the
a cage type of system from which workloads.
the subject was able to work effec-
tively under simulated weightless Since all but a small percent-
conditions. He braces himself age of the astronaut's time will
within the cage and is restrained be spent inside the spacecraft,
by a waist tether which prevents research is being conducted on
him from floating out. the various IVA work tasks.

DIring IVA the astronaut's capa-
Experiments in weightless bility and dexterity will be

simulations and during the Gemini greatly improved if he is not
flights inde-afe that most common required to wear a pressurized
handtools ca:, be effectively used suit. Floating a.way from his
if they ci,, be manipulated with the worksite will be less of a
pressurized glove and if suitable problem if the walls and equip-
restraints axe used to provide ment are close enough to provide
traction. Means of retaining both traction.
the tools and fastening devices are
requi'ed, and therefore the The principles for manual
number of tools and parts should performance of IVA tasks are
be kept to a minimum. Experi- similar to those for EVA work.
ments with captured quick fasten- Figure 11 shows a neutrally
ers and self-alining devices buoyant test subject free-floating
indicate that the assembly time while working in the interior of
can be reduced by a factor of up a mockup. Many light short-
to 10. duration tasks can be performed

by this mode of operatioit.
The transport of large and bulky Conveniently located handrails

masses has been explored by and closely spaced walls enhance
simulation techniques. Manual the astronmut's ability to
transport of masses while tra- locomote, maneuver, and main-
versing on a handrail is difficult tain his work position. The
because both hands are required free-floating work mode is not
for locomotion. Figure 9 shows suitable for tasks requiring
the test subject moving a sustained forces or for intricate
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tasks requiring the use of two Figure 15 shows the IVA test
hands simultaneously. subject going through an exer-

cise routine while suspended by
As illustrated in figure 12, the a waist tether stretched between

use of the waist tether for IVA two walls. This method of
did not have any advantage over exercising in a weightless state
the free-.floating mode when trac- has the advantage that only minor
tion could be attained by contact- disturbance.s are imparted to the
ing or bracing against interior spacecraft, even when the exer-
walls. Small rooms or compart- cises are vigorous.
ments are advantageous in space-
craft since they aid in working, The use of tools in IVA tasks
traversing, and maneuvering, is similar to that in EVA except
Utilization of cabin space can be that they are easier to manipu-
more efficient than under gravity late without the pressurized
conditions since the astronaut is gloves. Tools and objects within
not restricted to an upright the cabin need to be retained
position- when not in use but need not be

tethered as in EVA, since they
For lengthy IVA tasks at a can be recovered.

ficed worksite or for intricate
tasks requiring the simultaneous
ase of both hands, foot restraints CONCLUDING REMARKS
have proven advantageous.
Figure 13 shows a test subject Since each man-hour in space
using a set of flexible rubber toe will cost thousands of dollars,
traps while working at a bench. it is necessary that human
This mode allowed him to work !actors data be made available
on intricate tasks with a dexterity to the designers in handbook
similar to that at earth gravity. form, task procedures thoroughly
Velcro foot pads were not satis- developed and rehearsed,
factory because they tore loose support hardware tested, and
when the subject leaned backward time lines developed by simula-
and tried to right himself. tion techniques well in advance

of the space flight. In addition,
Figure 14 shows the subject the astronauts should be trained

working at a control console through the use of simulation
while seated in a chair with a techniques to complete each
safety belt during simulated assigned EVA and IVA
weightlessness. This mode was operation.
satisfactoiy for working at a
control console for long periods A 4-minute movie will be
of time provided the controls were shown to illustrate some of the
within his reach. In addition, tasks that have been discussed
intricate assembly-disassembly in this paper.
operations on small equipment can
be accomplished in this mode.

11..
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Figure 12.- IVIA waist restraint. I

FIgure 15.- IVA foo-t- restraints.

Yigure 14- Chair and safety belt.

Figure 15.- Exercise mode.



THE MECHANICS OF WORK IN REDUCED-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS

E. C. Wortz, Ph.D.

Garrett/AiP.•search, Department of Life Scicnces
Los Angeles, California

SUMMARY: Research data on weightless and lunar gravity
perforn.ance are considered on a single continuum of
reduced traction. Apparent contradictions in the
effects of reduced gravity on upper torso work and loco-
motion are resolved. It is concluded that reduction in
tractior: systematical ly reduces the efficiency of work
for all reduced-gravity conditions.

INTRODUCTION the effects of these environments
on energy expenditures indicate 3

The thesis of this paper is that corresponding increase in the meta-
work at reduced gravity is a con- bolic rate for tasks performed in
tinuum of effects that are consis- simulated weightlessness and other
tent from earth gravity through levels of simulated reduced
lunar gravity to weightlessness. gravity.''0,1 1 On the other hand,
Consequently, the problems of work results of research on energy
to be expected at lunar gravity or expenditures at various levels of
weightlessness can be elucidated by reduced gravity '2-,5 conversely
tests at other levels of reduced indicate a reduction ir metabolic
gravity, as well as by simulation rate for walking at simulated lunar
of the anticipated gravity condi- and other subgravity levels. Walk-
tions. Since neither lunar gravity ing, loping, and running tests
nor weightlessness can be simulated during simulated lunar gravity 5-22

with perfect fidelity, the finding confirm these m, etabolic observa-
of systematic effects with reduction tions by demonstrating improvement
in gravity adds confidence to the in these activities.
general effects that might be pre-
dicted. The results of these experi-

ments are summarized by Prescott
The space walks have demonstrated and Wortz'' and Wortz and Piescott 2

that human performance capability in and are presented in Figuire i. As
space is dramatically different i-rom shown, energy expenditures fre: a
that on earth. In general, the -.!ven upper torso task are system-
astronauts have observed that tasks atica i'-,-, creased as th. ievel of
in weightlessness are significantly simulated gravity (..e.. tracLior,-
more difficult than they are on ;s reduced. When no external work
-earth. Terrestrial studies using a .s inoiv-ed, ho.e-.-er, as. ig tne
variety of sim:ulation techniques case of ca~isther.ics, reuced t.-c-
have yielded siinlar findings. The tion does nct aeffec met_ oic rate.
effects of reduced gravity and On t;ie other hand; the enery cost
reduced friction environments on of !nco.aoti. or- is systemat;cally
human performance are generalIly to raduced ,hen traction is :.--,ced.
reduce w'ork capabiiities and increase The systen-atic ,ncrease i:n energy

task timies.'.'o Tests to d-e"t-rm.-".:e . .--.:ture' .- r upper torso 'rk

11 .2.,
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r
40 aoo ~ cntb accolnplished or a supple-

.I ___ menital so,.rce iiu'ir be flou-d for tl~e
counterforce. in reduced-gravity

Ot ~r~ envi ron'ients. _ýsupplemental
UPEMAO AIHEK couniterforce is supplied by several

means. The m~os- conm-non technique
____ N, Z1P.M for both I-. and weightiess situa-

'Lion:, s to use one arm. to acccm;a-

-30 \ J , I plish the task and the second arni
to tr~.nsmit the reactive force to

10 a load-sustaining object, e.g..
the spacecraft. Other means of

uA- 50L ~accomplizhing this load transrnis-
Sion, as5 reported by Wortz, et

-6 al,' 0 are by using various tether-
-70 i nq systems, %-edging the body into

an opening, and using the
LE~ crSM~TE Gskeletal structu;.!e co~nbi natio

with a tether '-n the "lineman' s
FIG. I METABOLIC RATES FO1R VARIOUS positLion.'

TASKS UNDER SIMULATED
REDUCED GRAVITY The energy balance for upper

torso work under all tractive con-

as tacton i reucedandtheditions way be expressed by the

decrease in to'tal energy expenditure equations below.

for locomotion at reducea gravity
are seemingly contradictory. AQn( E J =

Discussion or Lm= + Qwc + Qwr

A simp,"ifit-d view of the am.-.:an- + Q s+ Qn
ics involved reveals that thi- major
alteration oc-curring in reduced- where 6,= retabc.1ic cost of
gravity enviror-meerr.s is a reduction wo rk
ir tracrtion. iraction is partially
reduced under lunar grav;ty condi- Qw= annunt of enerqv
tions and completely elimninated in utilizedJ in oerform,-
weightlessness. The functional ing usefuil work
utility of traction in per forming
% work is.as the primary source of C = energy spent in
the counterforce (counteractive or wc supp!,ina the counter--
reactive) during -work. If' the ac?,,ve force
counterforce is reduced, ther.
accordi r.a zo Newton' s thi rd l av.11r energy requ red to
the amount of work that can 'be restore the body to
accomplished mlust also be reduced. the prework. position
If the task is constant, however,
and the tractive environmnent is QS = energy stored as body
altered to a point s~ch that the heat
1nomtal cou-iteractive force supplied
by traction is less than the ewvrk Q = net heat loss
to be done, then either the task Qr

111.2.2



Consequently, as traction is TABLE I
reduced for a given task. the mus-
cular energy required to supply the TYPICAL MEAN VALUES OF PAa/MR
counterforce must increase to main- task
tain the mechanical conditions
necessary to accomplish the work.
In other words, the cotal energy T•- of ]•.et~ -1t

required to accomplish the same FoIe-- root CA.
task is increased as traction is I I - - .,-

reduced.~. Sine he S efficie,, ey of

reduced. Since the efficiericy of I
work is E =,/A~m, the efficiency . . .

of work is reduced as traction is ' .

reduced.

In the investigation of prob- '. to•°c• o o.9i.

lems of working in weightlessness,
an experimental advantage occurs in
tiat it is relatively easy to
measure the action and reaction The alteration in metabolic
energy involved under these condi- rate for the accorrmolishment of a
Stions as compared to that under given task in weightlessnes:. should
earth gravity conditions. In a refiect the additional energy
current program for NASA under Con- required to supply the reati.ve
tract NAS 1-7571. AiResearch has force by means of the musculo-
instrumented task equipment to skeletal system over and above the
rieasure the energy level involved energy required for the task
in the action and instrumented itself. The appropriate design of
various restraint systems to measure tethers and restraint aids to
the energy seen in reaction. If we transmit the required reactive
divide the action energy. M A into force, however, should result in

two portioni--that involved in use- metabolic levels that are no higher
fui work. M , and that consumed than those for earth gravity condi-

-task tions. When aids are not available
otherwise. hA -- and compare for the transmission of the neces-

other sary counte-force. the work cannot

MA to the reactive ioad MR. we be done. For example, Wortz 2
task reported that subjects at simulated

"have a method of evaluating tasks lunar gravity conditions could not
and restraint systems. If MA A exert a lateral force of 15 ft-lbtask while pulling a cable to lift

MR = 1.00 for a given task in a weight.

restraint system. the work is beinc With respect to locomotion in
efficiently performed if MH /HR reduced gMravity eivironment sev-

ttask eral parameters such as gait, sur-

< 1.00; there is work being per- face characteristicsu and limb

formed that is not part of the task, segment velocity are relevant.

and the task or restraint is ineffi-

cit-nt. Table I illustrates some of Figure 2 presents data on energy

the data obtained under this pro-
gram.
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o = NAS I 7053-M~rLINED PLANE -3000 requ: rem2nt-3. at 1/6 g. This
12F SIMULATOR '-G scmie%'hat indicates the preferential
11-7 S REF 12 ':&C, IOSUBJECTS - 2500 tradeoff for mobility over weight

10 - - REF 14 1/6 G 6 SUBJECTS I at 1/6 g.

3 9- a REF 20 1,6G 2 SUBJECTS -,00
8 8 a RE7 24 IG /R 2

""/ AnO ,',nG G2C 500

56- y 9 -I I---

L-I ?4 --, 2000--

10I - 2 8 - S3 81- o.. -,,% G WALKING

2 AND RUNNING 500 MK IV •-006 - -A,.
0 A,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 m 4
VELOCITY, K,'HF. < / .

.1 1 , 1 9 I I K r
0 1 2 3 4 1 6 '7 8 3 - 2C NAbA

VELOCITY. MPH - 2 / -- ILC REF 25 SjBnO
.- A5L REF 14

FIG. 2 ENERGY COST OF WALKING AND I *---MARK IV REF 20

RUNNING IN MUFTI ON THE 0 a 2 3 4K K/HR

HORIZO'ITAL AT I AND 116 G ______ "____MPH

expenditures for locomotion while o0i 2

wearing street clothing at I y and

at simulated lunar gravity (approxi- FIG. 3 ENERGY COST OF WALKING AT
mately 1/6 g) in various simulators. I G INERGY RESS URIZEDA SUI T
It is apparent that the energy I G IN A PRESSURIZED SUITON THE HOPIZONTAL
expenditures fi.r lunar gravity are
substantially lower than 1-g walking
data indicate. F~gure 3 presents a - 3000

summary of the data taken from 12 -- KUFHNEGGER NAVYMK W. i1CU0NED0P0AN
0 = AtRESEARCH RX 2. INCLINED PLANE

studies of walking in pressure suits I I- =AIRESEARCH Rx2. GIMeAL16 DC)I-. A, RESEARCH ASL INCLINED PLANE 25,00

at I g. It these data are compared 0 A AIRESEARCH A5L. GIMBAL 46 DO()

with the 1-g shirtsleeve walking D AIR[SEARCH GA CINCLINEDPLANEr a -I AIRESEARCH G 4 C TOSS(6 DOF)

data, the enormous penalties of the i 9- N=O_6s (u6OECTS 2000

pressure suit in I g become readily a - HASI1703

apparent. For example, at 3 km/hr. -

the metabolic cost of walkino is 6 -- Sapproximately 2.5 kcal/Tiin. With 5I -- 6•• ISUBJECTS REF 204
• u 7 /_ m,,••F? " "6SoBectr[•l¢ 1000•

pressure suits. on the other hand. • - .- 6SIBJECTS.REF14
the cost varies from 5.5 kcal/min

to 10.5 kcal/min, depending upon 6 SUBIECS REf. SoI
the suit worn. At conditions of r -sBii~~i
simulated gravity, FiGure 4 however,

the metah'ic cost for locomotion in 6 7 S 9 10 1 I12 13

pressure suits at 3 km/hr is reduced VILOCIT KI/HR
to a range of 2.8 to 4.6 kcal/min, o , 2 -3 , 8 I

0 I,2 3 ALOC y,, p 6-

depending upon the suit worn. It is

interesting to note that the RX-2 FIG. 4 ENERGY COST OF WALKING AND
suit, which had the highest metabolic

cost at I g due to its substantial RINE ST ON T HRI-

weight. has one of the lowest energy ZONTAL
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Thus a si,;illiifiec' view of Q REDUCED GRAVITY SIMUJLATION

walIki ng in reduiced ciravi ty may be '0 AEDUCEO GRAVITY SIMULATION 'ZTH:!G .13

to consi der the task as bei ng ana Ic- ;ýSDE 70 RETURN THE SUBJECT Tn I
0J1`KBER IN BOX INDICATES POUNDS OF VEIGHT

gous to carrying wei ghts wn le walk- CARRIED BY A 'tS LB SUBJECT

ing. As gravi ty is reduced, the -60 ___ _____

Weight carried ;s conseque;ýtly___
r-educed, )nd the energy expended for
the task is similariy reduced. An 0_ Z
effeýctive methiod of testing thisc;
conceiot i, tc reduce tractior. s imu- e0_ 5 3

Sa t ing reduce'f g rait y,, an d to add0

weights to tbe subj- ect :o return him ~N
to 1-g weight. This was accom-
CDlished in a ser",es of company- ____ __

funded tests at Garrett/AiResearch .-

with the six-degrees-of-freedom netI
sui t simulator previously tG 1/2 G 1/40 G f/6

reported.''," 1 The indep'er'jent SXIILATED REDUCTION IN GRAVITY -Z6

variables were levels cf snimiiated
traction, the walking .,eloci ties, FIG 5 METABOLIC RATES FOR A !4.0-

and he eigts hat he ubjctsMPH WALK AT SIMULATED
and he eigts hat he ubjctsREDUCED GRAVITY, WITH AND

carrled. The subjects were placed WITHOUT WEIGHTS
in the simulator and allowed to
stand on a scale, while counter- producing walking metabolic ;a3tes
weights were added until they were that are lower at reduced gravity
at the desired level of traction, than at 1 g.
as indicated by the reduced weiqht
on the scale. Lead weights were S-imi lar daca were found i n a
attached to the subject for thecurn NAApoam ins
wei ght-carrying tests. The mean Physical Capabilities on the Moon,"
,ialues of metabolic rates for 10 udrCnrc A -03 tr

subjctswerethe asertanedfortion of the tests in this program
1, 1/2. 1/4, and 1/6 g; at these involved investigating the effects
levels, weights were carried to of carrying packs of different
-etui., the subject to i-g weight. w~eights. The results of tests on
T.ný( comparison with 1-g data can the inclined plane simulator while
t -t be represented in termis of per- carrying packs of 12.5, 140. and

,:s-ge change in metabolic rate 66.6 lb with masses or earth
amthe 1-9 condition. Figure 5 weights of 75, 240. and 400 lb,

iil -,2,rates the data for the 4.0-mph respect;vely 'and we'aring the G2-C
v-alk. Th~e fiqure shows that, as the suit, are shown in Figure 6. Little
si.-iuiz:e6 level of gravity is diffw->ence is seen between pack
reduceti. a pronotinced decrease in we-iqhts for velocities up to
ene.-gy e>xrs,,ýdiwtre occurs. When iO km/hr. In all probability, the
weights are. 6dded to the subjects to added traction provided by the
return 1Themr to trteir original (pre- pak coentdfrth icesd

sincreasein -Weto onlyc ratocurs cost of carrying these weights. In
uncrasein ~et.~j.iicrateoccrsaddition, it should be pointed out

despite the s~htrilincrements that the high energy expenditure
in the tIotal weight being transported. casdbthretily moie
The results shown ;n Ficiure 5 sub- IG2-C pressure suit masks many
stantiate the concept t~7wt.ight effects that might be seen in a

redutio is prmarym.''r~mir. more imobile suit or in mufti.
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DATA FROM CONWRACT NAS 1-7033 400 LB PACK 3000
AVERAGE ENERGY EXPENDITURE FOR S1I( SUBJECTS I

12 G-2-L FRESSURE SUII
INCLI'IED PLANE LUNAR GRAVITy SIMULATOR

, LB PACK

10-
-2/0 LB PACK

-2---

!400

1 500,- 3C

2So

, I I i ,I I I I
2 4 8 tO 12 I.

$ -42268
VELOCITY, K$rHR

FIG. 6 EFFECTS OF CARRYING VARIOUS PACKS

The factors of traction are efficiency at i/6 g. The higher
also significant; this is amply cost (per kg) for the A5-L suit
demonstrated by a significant over the RX-2 sL.;t ;ndicates an
decrease in the efficiency of walk- increase in efficiency of w-.ork
ing, even though the total energy for walking with the heavier unit.
expenditu. ;- dramatically reduced.
This condition is cogently shown by
Robertson and Wortzli and illus- CONCLUSION",
trated in Figure 7. Figure 4 had
shown a-dramatic reduction in Nothing mechanically novel is
metaboli: rate from I g to 1/6 g involved in sol\,:ng the problems
for subjects walking whiie wearing of work in weightlessiness or other
the RX-2 a.id A5-L pressure suits. reduced-gravity conditions.
Figure 7, on the other hand, illus- Because the mechanics of w, ork at
trates these data in terms of the reduced gravity is straightforward.
lunar weight of the subjects; the the appropriate engineering appli-
metabolic rate is plotted in terms cation of statics, kinematics, and
of body weight for the lunar dynamics should permit the casign
gravity conditions. The higher of load tran-mission devices that
cost of waiking at !/6 g (per kg on will improve the efficiency of
the lunar surface) indicates a sub-- work to allow metabolic rates
stantial reduction in walking equal to, or lower than, those

required for the task at i g.
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-045-- f. The reduction in energy
expenditures for locomotion

/6-G INCLINED PLANE at lunar gravity conditions
t 1/6-G GIMBAL is primarily a weight carry-

10 31 AS L -)

-o R ing phenomenon and analogous
03 -to locomotion while carrying

less weight.
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MAIN/SYSTEM LOCOMOTION CONTROLLER CRITERIA
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIQL VEHICLE - PHASE 2

Jon G. Rogers. Ph. D.

NASA, MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Huntsville, Alabama

Summary: The program objectives were to define the minimum human factors

requirements for steering, navigation and caution warning systems for a small
open cockpit lunar driving vehicle.

INTRODUCTION Center (MSFC) has been conducting
design studies in support of manned

Based on Mercury & Gemini lunar transportation. One proposed
successes, NASA is now looking system is the Mobile Laboratory
ahead to post-Apollo space missions (IMOLAB). This vehicle would be
a•l requirements so that adequate capable of traveling the lunar
preparation can be made for future surface carrying two astronauts in
programs. An important phase of an environmentally controlled cabin
America's space program planning with power and provisions for a
is lunar inhabitation and exploration, two-week scientific journey. As P.
Beyond the scientific significance of more economic alternative to the
lunar investigations, the moon has MOLA B, a smaller, less refined
often been mentioned as a possible Lunar Local Scientific Survey
"way station" for advanced extra- Module (LSSM) has been proposed.
terrestrial missions. This implies This one-to-two man, open cockpit
permanent facilities, including LSSM would have a shorter range
scienfific laboratories, storage than the MOLAB but would be less
facilities and personal living quarters. complicated. It would weigh less,
This also implies some form of lunar cost less to develop, and be avail-
transportation, for from the time the able for service at an earlier date.
initial lunar exploration party arrives
man will need some method of In anticipation of this information
traversing the lunar terrain, requirement the George C. Marshall

Space Flight Center (MSFC) has
In anticipation of this requirement, been conducting preliminary design

the George C. Marshall Space Flight studies in support of manned lunar
exploration and particularly the
I.SSM.
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The human engineering of any 1. Locomoticn Controllers

lunar surface system is viewed as
extremely critical. The terrain No system has eml:loyed a broader
composition, visual environmental range of concepts during the design
characteristics and the psychophy- development phase for lunar roving
siological stresses to bE encountered vehicles than the vehicle controller.
by the first humans to traverse the Wheels, tillers, dual and single
lunar surface are presently unknown. sticks and foot pedals have all been
In addition to these factors, lunar suggested. Right-and left-handed
gravity, use of pressure suits for operations have appeared with switch-
long periods and the need to be able ing functions located on the controller
to respond quickly to emergencies to operate skid steering and forward-
make it important that the man- reverse modes. They have incorporated
machine combination of a lunar roving proportional and fixed speed velocity
vehicle system represent the most controls; automatic and locked throttle
efficient design possible. In order devices; proportional closed-ioop and
to obtain maximum vehicle-operator open-loop fixed steering rates. and
performance, a highly efficient crew- various integrated control, throttle
station must be developed. Crew and brake innovations. Neutral dead-
station criteria must be based on an oands have varied from a few degrees
assessment of the effects on human to 450. This multitude of design
performance produced by conditions concepts was initially reduced during
which will be encountered on the moon. the mission-vehic!e systems analysis
Definition of crew-station criteria can phase and are reported in Experiment
onLy be achieved by real-time, high- 1.
fidelity mission simulation prior to
actual lunar operations. To assure 2. Navigation Aids
that criteria thus derived are valid,
careful attention must be given to Although the lunar terrain is abun-
identification of appropriate variables dant in rocks, mountains and craters,
and development of experimental it presents a degraded cue environment
design techniques and procedures, if relative to earth stimuli. Recent lupar
meaningful results are to be obtained. roving vehicle research studies have

shown that without adequate navigati-
In order to insure relevant areas onal aids the chance for a successful

of research a comprehensive mission mission and safe return are drasti-
and systems analysis was completed -ally reduced because subjects become
to: disoriented and "lost". Additional

data were obtained which show that the
1. Establish baseline mission addition of topographical terrain maps

and system requirements and with marked courses is still not
adequate, even fer distances of about

2. To analyze in depth the mission- 1/3 of a kilo uaeter. Although the
vehicle-operator-system functional addition of d'rectional gyro and odo-
interface. meters aided in the navigation of lunar

roving vehicles, the operators still
The specific experimental test became disor-ented and "lost". During

programs reported here were deter- an actual mis:ion even a single "lost"
mined from the results of the mission condition cannot be tolerated. The
system analysis. conclusion reached from past experi-

ence is that it is possible to become
"lost" on the lunar surface unless
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sufficient sophisticated Lsvigational control layer-type projector that
aids are provided, projects the image on a 12-by-16 foot

screen.
3. Cauticti-Warning Systemr

The construction of the lunar terrain
Present lunar roving vehicle caution- oeit model was based on Ranger VIII

warning (C/W) system concepts use a photographs with a scale of 1 to 150.
transmitted tone. picked up by the This scale was selected to accommo-
Portable Life Support System (PLSS) date terrain sensors and to correlate
receiver as an alerting signal, combined with the visual picture with the dyna-
with visual displays. (either electro- mics of the simulated vehicle as it
mechanical indicators or lights). Con- reacted to the terrain sarface fcatures.
siderable doubt still exists as to the Original lunar terrain area used was
optimum caution-warning system stimuli, easily driven, presenting no real

obstacles or navigation cues. There-
Approach The Experimental Approach fore, modification were made on the

consisted of static computer-based visual basic terrain map belt by adding
simulation. The visual simulator was an several distinguishing terrain features
Air Force SMK-23 Aircraft Visual in the form of hills, peaks, ranges
"Traveling Simulator modified by the and fields of rubble.
Marshail Space Flight Center, Computation
Laboratory, Simulation Branch. The EXPERIMENT I
modified SMK-23 consisted ci a television LOCOMOTION CONTROLLERS
camera and model unit, and a projector-
screen which presents a view of the lunar It was previously noted that a
terrain to be traversed to the cockpit number of candidate vehicle controller
simulator operator. The three-dimen- concepta have been proposed. An

sional terrain model is supplied on a large attempt was made, therefore, in the
roller belt, 4 feet wide by 26 feet 10 inches first experiment to select a represent-
long, with the ends attached so that it ative sample of the various steering
provided continuous motion. An area of and throttle conditions and combinations.
lunar terrain 600 feet wide by 4000 feet The various steering and throttle cond-
long is represented in a scale of one to itions are listed below:
150.

Steering
The television camera scans the three-

dimensional belt model with an optical 1. Wheel - 2400 lock-to-lock
4 pickup that provides roll, pitch and yaw. po~ver assisted.

To alhow for the close approach of the
optical(camera lens) to the terrain model, 2. Wheel - 4 turn lock-to-lock,
the initial element in the optical chain mechanical.
is only about 2 millimeters in diameters.
The depth of field of the optical system 3. Stick controller - Discrete
permits a minimum viewing distance for Operation Mode.
terrain objects of 12 to 20 feet, and a
maximum viewing distance of approximately 4. Stick Controller - Proportionvi
2000 feet (at the end of the belt). Operation Mode.

The picture obtained from the camera Throttle

and model unit is provided by a video link 1. Stick Controller - Discrete
to an Eidaphor projector, which is a Operation Mode.

W23.



2. S-ck Controller - Proportional L.rought to a reasonable level but at
Operation Mode. the sacrifice of requiring more turns

of the wheel to accomplish an equiva-
A brief description of the selected lent travel of the vehicle wheels.

controls, their mode of operation and
reason for inclusion in the experimental c. Stick Controller-Discrete
program is given below. Operation Mode: The stick has long

been used as a method of controlling
i. Steering aircraft. The Apollo spacecraft uses

a stick controller. Of all control
a. Wheej - 2400 lock-to-lock, devices reviewed, the stick controller

power assisted: Of all possible steering (with variations) was the one most
devices this is perhaps the most obvious often suggested. In addition, and in
one for investigation since by far the contrast to the wheel, a stick controller
greatest number of vehicles that man can be mounted to the side of the
operates are controlled in this manner. operator leaving the area in fro.t of
Thus, a maximum amount of positive ihe driver clear for easy access to and
transfer of training would be obtained. from the LSSM vehicle. The discrete
In addition, this concept has been pro- operation mode refers to the method
posed on several open cockpit -ehicie in which the hand controller transfers
design studies indicating popular support the operator's inputs into vehicle
for this type of controller. The wheel wheel motions. To accomplish a turn-
operates in %norm1al fashion with a full ing maneuver, the hand grip must be
travel of 240 which corresponds to a full moved to its full right or left position.
turn capability of the vehicle wheels. The Any movement less than maximum
power assist reduces the operators work retains the control's sensors within
load. the "deadband" region. Once the

control stick reaches the full throw
b. Wheel - 4 turn lock-to lock, position, the vehicle wheels begin to

mechanical: Inpart, the rationale for turn in the appropriate direction. To
inclusion of the mechanically operated terminate a turning movement the
wheel in the experimental study coincides operator returns the grip to a "neutral"
with that listed for the power assi, ted position. The vehicle wheels remain,
wheel; namely, the familiarity ane. pre- however, in the turn angle occupied
vious practice possessed by an LSSM at the time of control neutralization
crewman with this device. Also, this and will remain in that position until
concept has been suggested in previous the grip is moved to the opposite
design studies but primarily as a backup maximum position wherein the vehicle
mode. This means that a mechanical begin to turn back toward a "center"
wheel, with its fairly high reliability position. The advantage of such a
factor, could be used in case the primary design is the reducted inadvertent
steering device failed. With complete control actuations committed by the
mechanical operation from steering vehicle operator due to severe vibra-
wheel to vehicle wheel, the possibility of tions and vehicle movements that are
a steering system malfunction is greatly anticipated for an LSSM type lunar
reduced. The fact that the system is vehicle.
purely mechanical relegates it to one of
a backup mode however. Force require- d. Stick Controller Proportional
ments can be reduced b,' incorporating Operation Mode: Configuration,
into the steering system a gear reduction location and operational advantages of
device. Thus, the operating force can be the proportional stick controller
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steering device are all identical with the (14 degrees) at which time the vehicle

discrete controller desigi. The major accelerates to its maximum speed
difference between the tV o concepts is in (approximately 10 Km/hr.). The
the mode of operation. in contrast to th,ý adi antage of such a design is two
discrete mode wbich requires a full right fold: a) elimination of inadvertant
or left displacement of the control before throttle movement by the operator
any vehicle wheel movement is initiated, due to vehicle vibrations apd, b) the
any movement of the proportional control ability to hold the vehicle at a fixed
yields a corresponding movement of the speed with relative ease. This latter
vehicle wheels. Thus, the proportional factor may be of real significance
steering controller corresponds in oper- since a previous study conducted on
al ion to the common automobile steering MOLAB vehicles indicated that the
v ieel. As with the discrete controller, most efficient operating speed in
all movements of the proportional cont- terms of vehicle expendables was a
roller are transferred to the vehicle speed approximately one-half that of
drive train electrically so that the the vehicles maximum velocity. The
operator's physical work load required disadvantage of such a design is the
for vehicle control is nominal. The difficulty of maintaining some speed
advantage of a proportional controller other than those provided in the
steering device is its common operating discrete modes.
mode with other control devices which the
LSSM operator has long been familiar b. Stick Controller Proportional
{i. e., automobile, aircraft). The prime Operation Mode: Configuration and
disadvantage lies in the ease of inadver- location of the proportional throttle
tent control actuation by the vehicle control is identical to the discrete
operator (with resulting fuel consumption throttle design. The difference bet-
and constant vehicle steering corrections) ween the two is in method of operation.
due to vehicle vibrations anid movements. The proportional hand control functions

the same as the standard gas pedal on
2. Throttle an automobile. Any increase or de-

crease in stick displacement yields a
a. Stick Controller-Discrete co:-responding increase or decrease

Operation Mode: Operation of the in vehicle velocity. The advantage of
discrete throttle control is similar to the a proportional throttle control is its
discrete steering device; namely, some commonality in operating procedure
fixed distance of control morement is with other velocity control devices
required before any output si.,Iial is which the LSSM operator has long
directed to the vehicle propulsion system. been familiar. Principle disadvan-
Several discrete throttle design concepts tage lies in the ease of inadvertent
were suggested and reviewed. The one control actuation by the vehicle operator
selected for this experiment provided due to vehicle vibrations and move-
three discrete power positions: a) 0 Kin/ ment.
hr, b) 5 Km/Hr, a, d c) full throttle
(approximately 10 Km/hr.) The throttle Subjects The 12 male subjects
stick controller operates in the following used in Experiment 1 ranged in age
manner. At rest, the throttle rmains from 21 to 36 years and were re-
in the vertical (neutral) position. When presentative of the 80th through the
the throctle is moved forward to half 95th percentile man. All subjects
its maximum travel ( 7 degrees), the were right handed and possessed
vehicle accelerates to 5 Km/hr and then normal, uncorrected vision. All
remains at that speed. The throttle must subjects were experienced motor
then be moved to its full forward position vehicle operators and all were of
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college level educational status. All Equipment Vehicle Simulation
subjects had previous space suit exper- Systems: NASA/MSFC personnel
ience, each was in good health and through- effected vehicle simulation system
out the training and testing period each chp-acteristics by integration of a
manifested an atLitude or cheerful coop- physical, fixed base, cockpit system
eration. characteristic of ISSM type vehicles

with a computer-generated vehicle
Design A 2 4x 3 factorial design with response capability predicted on a

repeated measures was employed The mathematical model of a MOLA-1
levels of the variables were as follows: type lunar roving vehicle. Altho, h
Power (proportional vs. discrete), power the two vehicle designs are not identical
and steering relationship (integrated and the particular MOLAB model choosen
not integrated), wheel turn radius (240 for this study was very similar to
lock-to-lock, and 4 turns lock-to-lock), proposed LSSM configurations in
Steering Control (proportional and dis- terms of motion equations, suspension
crete) and Rate (Self paced, 5 KPH and system design, wheel base, number
10 KPH). All subjects received all of wheels, steering operation (Acker
combination of conditions with the excep- man) and overall vehicle design. As
tion of powei. Each subject received a result, vehicle response character-
only one pxoer condition. Each subject istlc, were sufficiently developed to
completed a total of 12 course segments. provide realistic simulation of the

lunar driving tasks for an open cockpit
Dependent Variables vehicle.

Mission Variable The simulator cockpit structure is

Distance of modular construction designed to
permit ready exchange of the steering

Time and throttle control units without inter-

Speed fering with the remaining units (i. e.,
control panel, seats etc.) of the simu-

Dynamic Vehicle Control lator. The static simulator base
Human Energy Ouput provided a mounting platform for the

control panel and requisite steering
Independent Variable Description and throttle controls required for

each experiment. Two adjustable
Mean Driving Distance per Segment aircraft-type seats with associated

of Experimental Traverse restraint harnesses, were placed
a Tin normal positional relationship to

the display/control systems.

Mean Vehicle Speed
With each steering-throttle control

Variability of Speed combination seating was arranged
Mean Number of Steering Movements to permit maximum comfort for each

vehicle operator and was adjusted
Vehicle Deviation from the Desiredveiloprtradwsdjtd

prior to each test trial. Control of
Course eye position was not required since

Mean number of Throttle Movements the vehicle is an open cockpit concept
with the subjects field of view, re-

Heart Rate gard:ess of seat position, limited by
the physical dimensions of the simu-
lator projection screen rather than
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by the subjects eye polsition. During The steering wheel was located
an experimental trial the subject occupied directly in front of the subject on
the left seat, the experimenter the right the seat centerline and tilted 450 up
seat. Thus, the experimenter was with respect to horizontal. A force
clearly able to observe both the subject of 6 pounds at the rim was rcqiired
and the image screen simultaneously. to turn the 14 inch diameter wheel

under all conditions in which the ;' Y.el
The display panel used f"or all steering was used. This force corresponus to

throttle test trials consisted of a corn- that proposed for actual ISSM type
pass, high-low gear indicator, high-low vehicles regardless oal wheth:' the
gear switch, a 0 to 20 kilometer-per- system were straight mechanicai
hour range speedometer and a forward linkage or power assisted. The wheel
and reverse switch, was constructed sc that a minor ad-

justment could alter the wheel from a
The stick control was mourited on a 2400 full turn design to one requiring

pedestal which extended from the sub- 4 turns lock-to-lock to accomplish
ject's seat forward to a point beyond the the same vehicle wheel turning cap-
stick. The ipedestal top was 27-1/2 ability. The relationship between
inches from the simulator floor, a wheel location and seat position was
height which permitted the subject to established for each subject to pro-
comfortably rest his arm on the pedestal vide individually selected positions
during the experimental trials. The of maximum comfort. This univer-
grip was located 18 inches to the right sally resulted in a seat position which
of seat centerline and approximately 19 provided a slightly less than fully ex-
inches forward of the seat backline. tended arm when the subject placed
These dimensions were selected based his hand on the wheel at the 12 o'clock
on previous design studies for open position. This provided .,,e subject
cockpit vehicles and placed the grip with sufficient clearance between
controller in a position such that the himself and the wheel while remaining
operator arm fatigue was not a factor within the space suit extention capa-
during the experimental traiis. The bility.
grip was a standard-form finger alr-
craft-type design with a maximum 140 Since the objective of the experi-
travel in the forward direction and 100 ment was to evaluate various steef ink
in the backward direction from a straight- and throttel control designs durinig
up neutral position. A backward motion simulated lunar driving operations
of the stick served as a brake only. All it was important to eliminate t-r hold
vehicle velocity co*itrol was regdlated constant other driving tasks wbIch
by forward motion.; of the stick regard- might mask the effect of the locomo-
less of whether the vehicle were in a tion controller on driver performance.
forward or reverse mode of travel. One of the potentially greatest sourc, s

of driver confusion was that of navi-
When the stick served as the steering gation. Thus, it was considered

controller, the maximum angle of travel important to provide the vehicle
was 20 to either side. Thus, in the operators with sufficient test course
discrete mode of operation the control identification se that they would have
had to be moved through a full 40C angle no difficulty in following the test
of travel to terminate one turning motion track. Black lines were drawn on
and initiate another in the opposite dir- the terrain belt to identify the test
ection. traverse and small sponge rubber

blocks, (each marked to identify to
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the driver on which side of the block outside and to the left of the vehicle
the cuurse traveled) were stationed at simulator. Thus, the suit operator
each turn on the test course. was in visual as well as verbal comm-

unication with he subject. The console
Test Course Selection Three tspst panel contained flow regulation devices

courseE were selected which were to for control of pressure and adjustment
serve as the traverses over which each of temperature sensing was achieved
of .be subjects had to drive the LSSM via instrtion of a theristor at the out-
vehicle. The courses were established let of the E,;it gas flow and read directly
with the intent of being equal in length from a display.
and difficulty. To verify this fact each
course was measured and found to be Computer Support General Thir-
approximately .S00 meters in le'ngth. pose Analog Computers, EA1231R, &
A very experienced non-subject vehicle EA1221R, and AD256 were used for
operator thn drove each course at max- modeling and simulation of the dynamic
imum vch•.cle speed (with the integrated responses of the proposed vwhicle sys-
controller) and covered each in approxi- tems. Supporting equipmient aJLd ex-
mately tight minutes. Thus, ft was pansicn groups to impleme),t the capa-
established that the three cour., ýs were bility included a DR-20 Resolver, CCC
approximately equal in length and Digital 116, amplifiers and attenuators.
difficulty. Although no attempt w'as A detailed description of computer
made to equate right and left turns, operation is provided in another re-
final course selection yielded a close port (ref NAA report) and will not be
approximation to this standard. Courses repeated here.
were coded as A, B, C to facilitate
experimental design development but Simulator and Program Verification
the subjects were provided with no maps Prior to the initiation of any experi-

or other course identification system. mental trials, a series of calibration
and validation exercises were per-

The communication circuits were formed to ensure the attainment of
simple in nature and designed to provide maximum possible simulation validity
sufficient communication channels to and data reliability. The simulator
facilitate study execution without dis- performance characteristics in terms
tracting subject attention. The only of vehicle speed, turning rate and
individual in communication with ten radius, locking, etc., were established
subjects other than the experimenter to correspond as closely as possible
was the suit operator and this was for to expected LSSM vehicle dynamics.
safety reasons. However, the suit
operator was instructed not to speak to Runs were executed using all con-
the subject once the experimental trial trol and calibration systems to check
had begun except in the event of some the input characteristics of the corn-
physiological emergency. puter in terms of amplitude, rates,

times, accuracy of responses and
Pressure Suit Systems The pressure simulation veracity. Various terrain

suits used were U. S. Navy issue high- are-as were used to examine the effects
altitude Mark IV full pressure suits of topngraphy on input/output ratios
fitted with Mercury gloves. Pressur- of the computor and their readouts.
ized runs were made aM 3. 5 ]•sia with The primary purpose of these efforts
suit temperature at 75 F + 5 . Suit was to increase the probability of
pressure and temperature were con- collecting reliable, accurate and
trolled at a console parnel located just valid data with which to compare
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subject performances as a function of
steering and throttle design concepts.

Once the test courses had been estab-
lished it was necessary to verify that
each was sufficiently marked to guarantee
that test subjects could follow them with-
out becoming lost. This was necessary
since it was important that subject per-
formance differences due to locomotion
controller design not be confounded by
extraeous data acquired while the sub-
ject was covering lunar terrain not in-
cluded in the test course. Accordingly,
twelve non-subject operators drove the
vehicle over one or all of the test tracks
to establish that a naive subject could
successfully follow the selected traverse.
Results indicated that the courses were
sufficiently identified and thus ready for
the experimental test runs.

Procedure The procedures may be
divided into three basic categories accord-
ing to the goals of each: 1) training of
subjects and operators, 2) testing and
3) subject calibration.
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SRESULTSq FXPERTVF.NT IT

1I. Locomotion Controllers NAVIrATTON REOITTRENTNS

14heel vs. 1and Controller - Previous studies utilizing the

When averaged across all other SHK-?3 Lunar Driving Simulator
•!conditions, the hand controllers have shown that subiects becone
!!Iwere slightly superior to the disoriented ("lost") after a brief

wheels in terms of average time neriod of drivinR. This is because
to drive a segment. Subjects when the lunar environment nresents a

steering with a hand controller, degradation of visual cues relative
drove faster and varied less than to familiar earth stimuli. Rince
did those who steered with a wheel. even a single lost case involving

an astronaut on the moon would he

lRand Controller, Proportional intolerable, an attempt was made
vn. Discrete Steering - The pro- to test several navigation aides

nortional stick vielded the fast- with a view to determining minimum
est trial time with least varia- requirements for comnletelv safe
bility per segment of any condition. navigation.
The discrete stick yielded longer
trial time and required more power The navigation aides investivated
movements and steering movements, were:

Wheel, 2400 vs. 4 turns lock 1. Man and comnass (Window)
to lock - The 2400 wheel resulted
in the second fastest trial time ?. Digital readout of rastinos -

per segment of any condition. In %'Trhinps units, man and coi'nass
comparison with the 4 turn wheel, (nTflTTAT.).
the subjects using the ?40* wheel
drove faster and with less varia- 1. X-Y nlotter, man and comnass
bility. The worst condition was (X-V plot).
the 4 turn wheel.

4. Aides ill. 2. and • without

2. Power - Pronortional vs. the comnass (C0•ASS rATL).
Discrete

All navigation aiees w.re examined

The proportional Power con- under three senarate ordered sneed
dition was slightly better than conditions:
the discrete power condition when
averaged across all other conditions 1. rull throttle (apnrox. lo KPIT)
with the proportional power con-
dition there were fewer gross 2. Half throttle (annrox. i KP11)
power movements and more fine
r. i r movements than with discrete 1. Self-naced
n',!er.

The design was a 3xlx3 factorial
decien with reneated measurements.
The levels of the variables were
as follows: Source of 'osition
Information (window only, diiital
readout, X-Y nlot), comnass
(operational, failed), sneed (full
throttle, half throttle, self-naced).
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Each sub'ect was tested tinder all 1. Mans were made bv construct-
combinations of conditions. This ing a nolaroid nhotoRranh mossaic
involved IR runs for each subhect of t!e terrain belt on a scale of
(i.e., A runs for each of I sessions). IROO to i. These mans were utilized
The order of presentation of positive under all exnerimental conditions.
information was selected to maintain
annroximate balance of order effects. 3. A nansl containing a dieital

readout (Estings - "orthin~s¾,
The dependent variables for this comnass and sneedometer (0-?0 vP1J)
study were the same as those for was constructed and nlaced 4C* to
the locomotion controller study, the right of centerline Just forward
with two changes: of the integrated locomotion con-

troller.
I. PR data was not taken as

the subjects were not in space 4. An X-Y nlotter (varirlotter)
suits and the nhvsical task was was nlacee directly in front of the
identical for all runs. q in nlace of the steering wheel

used in the previous study. The
2. A running count of all "lost" mans for the assipned courses were

cases was kept for each run. nlaced on the nlorter for aJl con-
ditions, with the nlotter active

Lost criteria: only during the X-Y nlot condition.

a. S was either to the right The data from this study are currently
or the left of his assigned course undergoine analysis. Preliminarv

and made a steering correction of indications are that X-v plot is the
at least a 2-second duration which "best case" in that no S ever became
compnounded his error. lost while drivinR with this aide.

"The digital aide Is slightly better
b. S was on course, but passed than the man and comnass alone, but

the Point where he should have both thesc aides nroved Inadenuate
turned to the extent that he as the S's b'ecame disoriented and
couldn't get to his new course leg lost an average of once every inn
without either encountering an meters. rurther research is now
obstacle or running the vehicle underway investipating a r.ore
into the limits of the terrain sophisticated digital deyice. The
belt. X-Y plot condition clso scemed Lo

c. q turned either too early be best case in rerms of i'need and
or too late, making a crash un- accuracy of comnletinp assigned
avoidable, driving tasks.

d. S told F that he didn't 'XPFER~IMET ITT
know where he was.

CAUTION /1ARNTNf
The apparatus for this study was
the same as for the locomotion Present lunar roving vehicle cau-
controller study, i "h the follow- tion/warning (c/w) svstem concents

ing exceptions, use a transmitted tone combined
with visual displays as an alerting

1. Only the inteprated hand sienal. Considerable doubt still
controller was used (In the exists as to the ontimum caution/
nroportional steering, nronortional warninp system stimuli.
power mode).
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An investigation of the nroblem tone) at two different ordered
should attemnt to answer the follow- inee6s (A KPH, self-naced). Thus,
ing questions: each q drove six different courses,

one under each combination of
1. What should the nhvsical qual- caution/wirninp condition and speed.

ity of the altering signal be? The PLv9 warnings were nresented
randomly under all conditions.

?. Is the signal compatible with
the Anollo caution/warninp svwtem? In order to make the S's task realis-

ticallv difficult, communications
3. Can the crewman dlifferentiate were maintained with an "astronaut"

between the signal renresenti.n9 in the '"nar module. At various
vehicle malfunction and the signals tin-es during the run, the subject
used to indicate a PUS1 malfunction? was asked questions such as "Fxnlorer,

this is 11cme Base. 'That is your
4. W~hat should the duration i-d course?" or "rxnlorer, this is

reset concepts he? 11',me Base. '"hat is your snee1?'
The S's taskq for each run were:

5. Vhat specific malfunctions
should be displayed, and how? 1. To drive the assigned course

safely and as accurately as possible
6. Should information, in additi;:- while maintaininR the ordered sneed.

to the basic maifunctlon notice, he
nrovided (verbal audltorv nesqag-e ?. To recognize and react to
explaininp malfunction and correct- vehicle and life qunnort malfunctions
ion required)? qulc'lv and accurately.

The caurion/warnine devices Investi- 3. To answer questions from the
pated were: coin.and module nulcklv and accurately.

I. Voice - a verbal warning. The denendent variabics for this
study were the sane as those for

2. Lig.ht - an annunciator light. the navisgatInn study, with 1
chankcq :

3. Tone - a 75n cns - Inn cns
siRnal (at 6n dh, alternating at I. "Lost" cases were not a faýtor
1/2-second intervals) coupled with because all z's used the X-Y nlotter,
the light. mar. and cmpnass for navigation

an-I knew at all times where they 1ere.
In addition to the above devices for
alerting the . to a vehicle mal- ?. Peaction tine to vehicle and
function, there was a 1~0f cps signal life sun)ort malfunctions were
(L'requencv varied ?n'/ 15 tiries her measured to the nearest 0.1 second.
second to give it a warbllnp sound)
which was used to identify Portable 3. Accuracy of response was
LMfe Support System (OLSS) malfunctions.recorded.
This tone is currently being u;ed
at MSC, Ho'iston as the PLSS warning. The annaratus for this study was

the same as for the navipaci'n study,
The design was counterbalanced so with the following exceptions:
that each S drove under all caution/
war-tinp conditions (voice, light,
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I. The digital readout Panel was "didn't notice" the light. ThIs
removed as all navigation was accomp- nhenomennon of not noticing 011d not
lished with the aide of the X-Y occur tinder the tone or verbal con-
Plotter. ditions and may have imnlications

for the safety of the astronaut
2. A Panel containing a series during an actual lunar mission.

of eight caution/warning annunciator
lights, comnass and sneedometer was
placed just forward and to the left CONCLUSIONS AND RECOKMFNDATIONS
of the X-Y plotter 2W off centerline.
(this Position is within the normal 1. Locomotion Controller Vxperiment
30° cone of vision).

The ontimai controller/nower com-
3. A panel containing two 1 1/4 x blnation apnears to be the nronor-

3/4 buttoms labeled "RESET" and "PLSS" tional hand controller with pro-
was placed at a 45* angle to the left nortional nower. T1his system,

of the X-Y Plotter, within easy however, was not greatlv superior
reach of the subject. By Pressing the to the ?Ian* whpel with nronortional
appropriate button, the subject nower. Tn thai: a wheel If not the
terminated the c/w signal and stonped nrimarv system is the backupi system
the timer which was automatilcallv in all vehicles nronosed at this
started at the onset of the signal, time, the win* wheel might be the

best alternative.
4. A panel containing a series of

momentary contact noise-free switches The 4 turn wheel Proved to be a very
was installed alongside the experimen- marginal .qsstem both in terms of
ter i:, such a way as to be out of the rime to drive the course and subject
subject's sight. ,Itch this nanel, energy exnenditure. It would seem
the experimenter instigated the on the basis of this studv that
desired vehicle and life sunnort mal- fewer turns locv-to-lock should be
functions and automatically started reouired.
the timer.

2. "'avigation RenuIrements
S. A variable frequency signal

generator was used to generate the Tt annears that use of the K-v
"desired vehicle and life support mal- nlotter for navigation would result
4function tenes. in maximium safety for the astronaut

and this Is of nrirne Importance.
The data from this study are currently The nlotter, however, retilres
underizcapng analvsis. Prellminarv additional equinment Including a
indications are that reactions to the small commuter and associated
tone condition are slightly faster than circultry. This adds to both hard-
reactions to verbal warnings on the ware weight and complexitv, whlzh
light alone. This difference is not in turn leads to a hipher nrobability
great however (about 0.3 sec.). As of equinment malfunction. Research
the average reaction time was approxi- is now In nroeress to examine the
mately 1.6 seconds, it is worthy of noteut!litv of a more sonhlisticated
that on several occasions, under the digital readout device. Tf it can
lipht condition, the subiects missed be shown that this new enuinment
the warning for as long as 13.5 seconds.is adenuate for the task, its
The subjects later said that they were reduced weight and low complexitv
preoccup ied with the driving task and might make it more desirable than
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the X-Y plot as the nrimarv
naviyational aide. Tt mipht also be
considered as a backup to the X-Y
plot if the research indicates that it
is not sufficiently accurate -or
primary use.

3. Caution/Warninp

It annear• rhat tge nf t-hp 7rn Cns!

2?O.lf cps alternating tone cotiled
with the light is the riost rapid
and consistent method of notifying
the astronaut of a vehicle malfunction.
The study has also shown, that the
astronaut would have no iiff-icultv
in distiTgulshing this tone from the
151M1 cps "warbline" tone associated
with life support malfunctions and
thus is highly compatible with exist-
ing Apollo hardware. In addition,
the vehicle caution/warning tone could
he nroduced by the same equipirent used
to ecnerate the life support warning
tone with minimum modification and
would thus minimize hardware weight,
complexity, and development costs.
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SELF-ROTATION OF ASTRONAUTS BY MEANS OF LIMB MOVEMEnTS

Thomas R. Kane

Professor of Applied Mechanics
Stanford University, California

SU1MARY: When an astronaut is in a state of free fall
(weightlessness), any motion of one part of his body
relative to another causes a change in the state of
motion of the entire system. Some investigations
concerned with the exploitation of this fact for the
development of practically useful self-rotation tech-
niques are discussed.

INTRODUCTION points of the body--and it is pre-
ferable to explore questions con-

Gymnasts, trapeze performers, nected with the optimum size and
and divers offer living proof of the placement of such weights ana].yt-
fact that relative motions of body ically, rather than during an
parts can have profound effects on orbital flight.
the over-all attitude motion of the
human body in free fall and, further- With these ideas in mind, a
more, that human beings are capable number of my students and I have
of performing certain relative mo- sought answers to the following
tions of body parts in such a way as questions:* (I) How can an astro-
to repeatedly obtain well defined naut in free fall move various
results. This observation leads parts of his body relative to each
rather naturally to the thought other in such a way as to bring
that it may be possible to use pre- about both a desired change in
determined limb motions to control orientation and a prescribed dis-
the orientation of an astronaut in position of body parts ? (2) Start-
space. However, the attitude con- ing from rest, how can one move the
trol problems faced by the astronaut limbs to obtain relatively pure
are so different from those encount- pitch, roll, and yaw motions, and
ered by gymnasts, etc., that their what can one do to make these
solution cannot be found merely by maneuvers as effective as possible?
applying old and familiar techniques. (3) How do litmb motions and propul-
Furthermore, new techniques cannot sion devices interact ? A fornal
be devised experimentally in con- answer to the first question was

* ventional ways, because gymnasts, given in a recent paper. 1 The
etc. do not remain in a state of frec second and third questions are dis-
fall for sufficiently long periods of cussed in the sections that follow.
time. Hence one must ultimately re-
sort to orbital experiments, but the
value of these can be enhanced con-
siderably by first studying certain
questions analytically. For example, -i

it is obvious that the effect of a
given limb motion will be modified in part, by NASA Research Grant

NGR-05-020-209.by attaching weights to various
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PITCH MOTION arms move in such a way that tiese
axes are not parallel to the %itch

A pitch motion of the torso and axis. The optimum orientation of
legs (here regarded as a single, the cone axis is one in hich this
rigid body) can be produced by ro- axis lies in the roll plane and
tating the arms symmetrically, each makes an angle of about fifteen
arm moving essentially on the sur- degrees with the pitch axis. This
face of a cone. (This maneuver was is a rather comfortable position,
discussed both by Kulwicki 2 and by even in some EVA suits, and reori-
McCrank and Segar. 3 ) To study such entations as large as twenty-five
motions, the governing differential degrees (and twice that, if five-
equation was written for a system pound weights are attached at the
comprised of three rigid bodies, wrists) can be obtained in a single
The solution of this equation yields cycle of arm motion.
a relationship between the reorien-
tation (in degrees) per cycle of arm
motion, the geometric and inertia ROLL MOTION
properties of the rigid bodies, and
the three angles that characterize The simplest way to obtain
the arm motion, namely the semi- roll appears to be to move the
vertex angle of the conical surface arms on identical conical surfaces,
on which each arm moves and two but keeping their axes par-?le! to
angles which locate the axis of one each other, so that the arm mo-
cone. (Symmetry considerations per- tions are now unsymmetrical rela-
mit one to locate the axis of the tive to the torso. This lack of
second cone.) Details of this anal- symmetry complicates the analysis
ysis will be published in a forth- considerably. In fact, it becomes
coming Technical Report of the De- necessary to solve a set of three
partment of Applied Mechanics, Stan- simultaneous, nonlinear differen-
ford University. Fig. i, which tial equations in order to deter-
shows some of the results of the mine the reorientation per cycle
analysis, deals with the case in of arm motion. Such an analysis
which the cone axis for each arm is is described in detail in Technical
parallel to the pitch axes. The Report No. 182 of the Department of
three curves in the figure zorres- Applied Mechanics of Stanford Uni-

pond to three sets of inertia prop- versity. Fig. 2 shows the number
erties, the first being applicable of cycles of arm motioi, required
when the torso and legs occupy the to produce a given roll reorienta-
same relative position as when a man tion for various semi-vertex angles
is standing at attention, the second and with the axes of the cones
representing a "tucked" position, parallel to the roll axis. Of
and the third accounting for changes course, the maneuver can once again
in the inertia properties associated be rendered more effective by add-
with holding a five pound weight in ing weights to the arms; but, ii.
each hand. Not surprisingly, it doing so, one pays a penalty in
turns out that both the use of the following way: The desired roll
hand-held weights and the tucked motion is inevitably accompanied by
position enhance the effectiveness undesired pitch and yaw motions,
of the maneuver. Perhaps less ob- and these tend to become more pro-
vious, but fortuitous, is the fol- nounced when the roll reorientation
lowing fact which emerges from the per cycle of arm motion is increased.
analysis: The maneuver can be made Even without additional weights,
more effective by choosing the axes these parasitic pitch and yaw rota-
of the conical surfaces on which the tions can have values of forty to
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fifty degrees. A practical resolu- has been demonstrated experiment-
tion of this dilemma is to follow up ally. However, the body movements
the roll maneutrer with correcting required to produce such a large
pitch and yaw maneuvers, both of reorientation may be so arduous as
which are essentially "pure." to render them unsuitable for exe-

cution by an astronaut, particu-
larly one wearing a space suit.

YAW MOTION Ultimately, only an orbital exper-
iment will permit one to assess

A cyclic, two-part maneuver the relative advantages of this
that produces yaw reorientations and and other yaw maneuvers.
that may be performed either with
the legs or with the arms was sug-
gested by James Jones of NASA, Ames PROPULSION DEVICES
Research Center, and proceeds as
follows: With the legs placed as The simplest conceivable pro-
when taking a step in walking, i.e., pulsion device is one consisting
one to the front, the other to the of a single thruster that exerts
rear, each leg is moved on the sur- a force of constant magnitude -

face of a cone whose axis is paral- a direction that is fixed relative
lel to the yaw axis and which has a to the body on which the force
semi-vertex angle equal to the semi- acts. If such a device could be
angle of leg spread; and each leg used, perhaps intermittently, to
is permitted to rotate about its propel an astronaut through space,
own axis in whatever way is neces- its simplicity would be its
sary to avoid twisting. The second greatest esset. But, even if
part of the maneuver consists of this mode of propulsion is not
bringing the forward leg to the used intentionally, it would be
rear, and vice - versa, and the en- desirable to understand how limb
tire operation then can be repeated, motions interact with such a pro-
Fig. 3 shows the reorientation per pulsion system, for it is possible
cycle obtained in this way for that a malfunctioning of a mor-
various semi-angles of leg spread. sophisticated astronaut mareuvering
(A similar maneuver can be performed device leads to unintentional use
with the arms, and its effectiveness of this simple technique, and limb
has been demonstrated by gymnasts.) motions might then provide the only

means of achieving even partial
A second method for obtaining control. We have, therefore, be-

S yaw motions is to bend the torso gun to study this problem analytic-
relative to the legs successively ally, and, while our investigation
in various planes passing through has not been completed, a few re-
the yaw axis, which is the human sults can be reported.
analog of the righting maneuver per-
formed by a cat that lands on its Considering a system of two
feet after being released from rest rigid bodies which are connected
in an upside-down position. (A de- at one point but are otherwise
tailed discussion of this -opic free to move relative to each
will appear in a forthcoming issue other, one can readily see that
of the International Journal of rectilinear motion is possible
Solids and Structures.) One cycle only if the bodies are oriented
of this maneuver can produce a re- relative to each other in such a
orientation of as much as one hun- way that the line of action uf the
dred La- eighty degrees, and this thrust passes through the mass
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center of the system. For a given
orientation of the force vector re-
lative to one of the bodies, there
may exist two, one, or no orienta-
tions of the second body such that
this condition is fulfilled. Con-
sidering only planar motions, one
finds that, when there exist two
configurations which are compatible
with rectilincar motion, then the
motion associated with one of these
is stable whereas that associated
with the other is unstzble; and
when there exists but one such con-
figuration, the associated rectilin-
ear motion is always unstable.
Finally, still for planar motions,
it is found that the body to which
the force is applied can rotate at
a constant rate in inertial space
when the second body performs an
oscillatory motion relative to the
first body iii the neighborhood of
the position associated with recti-
linear motion.
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SPACE TOOL POWTLR SOURCE SAFETY INVESTIGATION
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SUMMARY: A study was accomplisaed to define the
hazards associated with poen~ially useful power
sources for spacetool applications. It was found
that all power sources offer some specific hazards.
it has been recomnnended that the brushless L.C.
electric power drive be developed to further de-
crease its potential as a hazardous device for use
in spaceflight.

INTRODUCTION included in this report are:

A previous study compared vari- 1. Safety considerations for
ous space tool power sources with
respect to power/mass requirements.* power.
This report presents the results of
a continuing study directed primarily 2. Fire and blast hazards.
at the safety and reliability of the
possible power sources to be used as 3. Toxicological hazard.
a multi-purpose driving unit for
hand-operated tools. 4. Special tool hazards.

The potential power sources are Conclusions with recommenda-
divided into two basic safety groups, tions are drawn as to the safest
those involving fuels and/or power and most reliable power source for
cycles which are normally consid- ace use.
ered to be inherently extra-hazard- space use.
cus ana those involving fuels and/
or power cycles which are normally INITIAL SELECTION
considered to be of low inherent

hazard. Other areas of discussion All the potential power sources

*Space Tool Power Source Investi- can easily be placed initially into
gation. Internal Note R-ME-67-4. two basic safety groupings.
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1. Those power sources involv- It is pos.,ible that this cate-

.ng fuel arid/or power gory of power source could qualify

cycles which are normally for specialized EVA such al a high

considered to be inherently power/mass emergency tool. How-
extra-hazardous. ever, as long as the power source

may be used within the cabin,

2. Those power zources involv- these extra-hazardous systems

ing fuels and/cr power should be eliminated from the

cycles which are normally candidate list. This conclusion
considered to be of low in- and the considerations in arriv-
herent hazard. ing at it are in agreement with

that proposed by Roth. 2

The inherently extra-hazardous
class includes all the solid and The initial selection leaves
liquid rocket prope'llar oxidizer as potentially useabie power

combi-iations and the mo prupellants sources only the normally low-

such is hydrazine and hydrogen hazard power systems. This cate-
peroxiee. gory includes gas (air) powered,

electric powered, and hydraulic

These high energy materials are power systems. 3 All three of
inherently hazardous since they are these systems are used on Earth

highly reactive, frequently unstable, ai tool power sources.
and relatively toxic with very low

threshold limit vaiues (TLV). Low Several previous space tool
alLowable concentratiou percentages power sources haqe used dc electric
apply to these materials as sepa- motors.4, 5 The characteristics of

rately stored fuel or oxidizer this type electric motor are very

compcn_2ntz and as reaction products. favorable for use as a tool power

Their maximam allowable ccncentrations source. The dc electric motor's
(I•MAC) frem a flammability-limit stand- high efficiency, high power-to-

point are also low. As highly re- weight ratio, and torque/load
active agents they may be ignited characteristics make it one of
by low-energy ignition sources; the most suitable electric motors

some are hypergolic. They usually for hand tool use. In addition,
combine or disassociate at high spacecraft electric power systems
temperatures; therefore, the re- usually include several dc prime
action chambers, and frequently the power sources. This is true be-

exhaust products, must be carefully cause of the basic dc nature of

and completely isolated from astro- these devices, i.e., solar cells,

naut proximity. These extra- thermoelectric, batteries, and/or
hazardous power sources have been fuel cells. The dc motor is a
developed for specialized space use natural choice since it can use

and previously have been used on power directly from these prime
manned space flights. However, the spacecraft power sources.
location requirements for thrust

engines, spacecraft attitude con- Previous considerations have
trollers, extravehicular activity eliminated all the exotic high-

(EVA) manueering units, and other energy gas cycles. This leaves
special uses are much less severe the low-energy, pressure-work

than the location and use require- type gas cycle as used in all
ments placed on the space tool power terrestrial gas (air) powered

source. hand tools. These motors use air
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at lhne pressure developing power their use in space flight poses
across a work-surface area; little several urusual problems of some
or no work is obtained by gas ex- potential danger. These specialized
pansion and the gas reaches the problems can be reduced to three
exhaust port at practically line categories:
pressure.

I. Fire and blast.

True turbine motors do not oper-
ate well on this power source. 6 They 2. Toxicological contamination.
have even lower starting torques
than turbine motors operating on 3. Safety hazards peculiar to
more effective turbine power cycles, the type of tool.
Except for very specialized light
loads, high-speed gas-powered tur- The three types of power sources
bines are not considered to be will now be considered within these
valuable as o space power system. three potential hazard areas.
Only two ty' ;, the piston and the
rotating vane, remain as of major
importance. The piston motor is Fire and Blast
generally heavier and bulkier, and
is usually not offered in tools Two very different use environ-
under 373 W to 559 W ( 0.5 to 0.75 ments apply to the proposed tool
hp). The vane-type gas pressure power source, EVA or intravehicu-
motor will be the major gas motor lar activity (IVA). In EVA use,
considered in this report. the accidental fire or blast

hazard is much reduced from that

In the early stages of investi- found for similar tools in terres-
gating the safecy aspects of trial use. 2 ,7 This is primarily
pneumatic power sources it was felt a result of the unavailability of
that a closed fluid workiivg cycle a natural supply of oxygen in the
might offer several safety advan- space vacuum environment. Most
tages over the pneumatic. There- liquid or gaseous fuels or oxidizers
fore the safety aspects of hydrau- will be vented naturally and dis-
lic tool power will also be persed by this very low pressure.
considered. Also, a decrease in pressure usually

narrows the flammability range and
Hydraulic systems are mainly increases the auto-ignition

power transmission devices and are temperature. 8

not prime power sources. TVe hy-
dr'.ulic system will have to be Another factor which will re-
driven by a gas or electric prime duce the chance of orbital EVA
power source and it will have some fire is the unusual "zero-
of the advantages and disadvantages gravity" gravitation field. Zero
associated with the chosen prime gravity, in the absence of in-
power source. duced relative velocities, will

reduce the mixing process to
either a random low-velocity mix-

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR GAS, ing or diffusion-controlled mix-
ELECTRIC, AND HYDRAULIC POWER ing. Either process is less

effective than mixing driven by

Even though the three remaining displacement convection between
candidate power systems are consider- "heavier and lighter" liquids and
ed safe in normal terrestrial use, gasses.
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The normal terrestrial con- It has been shown that fire
vection-burning process can also hazards increase in space flight;
be affected by zero gravity. Spald- tberefore, the major liucreased
ing lists the equation for the burn- fire hazard in space flight must
ing of fuel vapor droplets in air, 9  arise from the special conditions

25] of IVA and not EVA.[Mdc = (45B) 0.75 [(gdl)0.2
k Several extensive studies have

been accomplished aimed at de-
where M = Vaporization rate per fining the extrp hazards intro-

unit face area. duced within the space cabin in
space flighit. Final and exact

d = Droplet sphere diameter answers to these questions must
await combustion experiments

c = Specific heat scheduled for future flights. It
is known that pa3t flights with

k = Thermal conductivity 100 percent oxygen cabin atmos-
pheres were relatively more hazard-

B = Transfer number, a fuel ous than an Earth environment.
function Not only may more oxygen be avail-

able but the lack of a diluent
g Acceleration due to atmospheric gas also contributes

gravity to the shortened time scale and

higher temperature of Lombustion
a = Thermal diffusivity found in cabin fires under 100

percent oxygen atmospheres.
Even though the equation indicates
so, the conclusion obviously cannot No attempt will be made here to
be made that the burning rate is reassess or restate these extensive
zero when g is zero. R th suggests studies except to accept the en-
an equation of the fcrm vironment as a potentially more

positive fire risk and to refer-
Mg = No C + f (g)) ence prior test data as it

specifically applies to operation
The function f (g) would be relative- of or to materials of construction
!y small compared with unity, and the of the space tool power source.
subscripts g and o refer to gravity
and zero-gravity cases. In any case
the lack of normal convection current The Power Tool as an Ignition
per se will reduce the major natural Source
oxygen replenishment mechanism
found operating in an Earth atmos- All power tools have certain
phere (convective) fire. conunon potentials as ignition

sources. In this function the
The extravehicular environment tool woild serve to ignite another

is considered by most -uthors as a fuel or combustible. This is the
natural fire extinguisher for fires major terrestrial danger consid-
that may break out even inside the ered for constructing and using
cabin. The procedure suggested is nonsparking tools in higatly com-
to depressurize the cabin to the bustible or explosive at. ospheres.
exterior vacuum in case of internal The problem may be more severe in
cabin fire. space cabin atmospheres. Minimum
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ignition energies are lowered with under dry atmosphere conditions,
increased oxygen partial pressure.10a can create an electrically iso-

Huggett et al. showed slightly low- lated surface which could store
er ignition energies for some common an electrostatic ccarge.
materials required in space cabin
atmospheres as compared to ignition Frequently aluminum products
in air. 1 1  are processed through one of the

12 anodizing processes. Anodizing
According to Voigtsberger and processes control the formation

Roth 2 the spark energies required of aluminum oxide on the alumi-
to ignite common clothing materials num surface; usually it is done
may be decreased more than one to give the surface a harder,
thousand fold in pure oxygen to more wear resistant finish of
levels similar to those of electro- from 25 to 26/4m (I to 3 mils)
static sparks from the human frame, thickness. The "hard coat"
Th2 rate of burning after ignition process is a special anodizing
of some common space cabin materi- process which gives a surface
als may increase by five fold on from 177.8 to 3 04 .8um (7 to
replacing air with oxygen. Propa- 12 mils) or more and is especially
gation of flame maý be much faster long-wearing and abrasion-
in the gas phase.l There are resistant:.
certain ignition source modes which
are corw-on tc every tool regardless Such coatings pose a hazard
of the type of power source. These and should be avoided to reduce
are discussed in the paragraphs the electrostatic spark hazard
below. from aluminum surfaces. Further,

should aluminum be perferred be-
Electrostatic Sparks. in cause of its other properties to

general, the grounded all-metal another nonsparking alloy, such
tool housing would not be expected as beryllium-copper, which does
to build up or hold an electro- not exhibit the tendency to auto-
scatic charge in normal use. oxidize to a dielectric surface,
Electrostatic spark potentials can then special surface finishes
be accumulated only on parts of a should be developed for the
device which remain electrically aluminum housing. Such surface
isolated for a sufficient period, finishes wculd coat the alumi-
Under certain conditions aluminum num wirh a thin, conductive,
alloy housings, as migh" le used nonsparking, non-auto-oxidizing
in all types of tool housing could material. Care must be taken in
become electrostatically dangerous. such a coating process to insure

that the coating is applied
Aluminum is a chemically reactive directly on the aluminum base

material, especially with respect metal. An equally dangerous
to irR combination with oxygen. capacitive spark source can be
The aluminum oxide product is highly created should a conductive coat-
adherent to the base aluminum, is ing be placed over the aluminum
chemically inert, haid, dense, oxide coating.
mechanically strong, and serves to
pcoteŽct the base aluminum from The vane air tool has another
f-irther oxidation and other chemical type potential electrostatic hazard.
attack. Aluminum oxide is alac a The rotatirg vanes themselves are
dielectric material. Its fornmation usually manufactuied to phenolic-
on the aluminum surface, especially impregnated linen-fiber naterial.
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This material can generate electro- triggers the chemical reaction
3tatic sparks which would discharge (flame) in a very small sphere of
vane-to-housing. The high moisture the combustible mixture. For
conditions of most delivery air in some time it has been known that
terrestrial maintenance shops would continuation of the flame front
serve to reduce or eliminate such and development of a general. fire
a conditions here on Earth. In a will depend on whether the small
dry atmosphere the high rotational initial sphcre can propagate with-
speed might help compensate for che out being extinguished. 2 The
low insulated surface (vane) area electrode gap may act as a quench-
and an electrostatic spark hazard ing agent on this small flame.
would exist within the air tool, Figure I shows the dependence of
Development of conductive vane the critical (minimum) energy for
materials or conductive surface ignition on the gap length.
coatings would eliminate this
hazard in the air tool. From this graph it can be seen

that gap lengths shorter than the
Switch Sparks. The electric motor minimum will require greater spark

as a primary space tool power source, energies to propagate combusion.
or as the power drive in a hydraulic A spark gap will begin to dissi-
system, would have whatever ignition pate its energy almost immediate-
hazard is offered by sparking at an ly in the case of "break" sparks,
on-off motor switch. The gas power the left hand branch of the curve.
source does not offer this particular in this case the close spacing of
hazard. By definition such sparking the operating contacts may serve
can occur only between the contact to quench the process. This in-
points in the switch. The problem dicates that "make" sparks will
of the ejecta-spark, or ejected hot be more dangerous than "break"
particle, as an ignition source is sparks. There are other factors
treated separately in this report. operating in break sparks in motor
The physical arrangement of such circuits, however, which makes the
electrodes is such that the practi- energy available in motor circuit
cal danger of a fire being initiated "break" sparks more than that
by this spark is offered only to energy available to the switch in
ignite that fuel supply which can be "make" sparks. These effects will
brought to the spark, i.e., passed be considered later.
between the electrodes. Gaseous
fuel-oxidizer mixes meet this re- The minimum ignition energy
quirement and will be treated as the also depends on the fuel-air
only probable fire threat offered ratio for any given combustible
by the switch spark. The major mixture (Figure 2).

space flight atmospheric variables
of the type of gaseous composition, The relative diffusivity of
the percentage of oxygen, and the the fuel is also a control on the
total pressure affect both the mini- minimum ignition energy. For a
mum electric gap length required to homologous series of hydrocarbon
ignite a given gaseous fuel-oxygen fuels the minimum ignition energy
mix and also the minimum voltage for shifts toward higher stoichiometric
the production of the spark.' 1 15 fuel-air ratios.

Short-time sparks supply the A practical demonstration of
energy necessary for ignition in the wide variation of minimum
a few microseconds. This energy ignition-gap length on oxygen
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covcentration for two common gaseous shows a plot of Vb versus the
hydrocarbon fuels (gasoline and produce pS.
ethyl ether) is shon in Figure 3.
As the percentage of oxygen in the The minimum breakdown voltage
air is varied from 20 to 75 percent, of 330 volts, occurs at pS = 9.117
the minimum spark gap for ignition N/m 2 -cm(2 x 10-3 atm-cm). This
of gasoline decreases from 0.089 mm general curve of Paschen has been
down to 0.001 mm. These test results reproduced by the data of more
show the minimum spark gap required recent investigators. 1 6 Recently
to ignite a gaseous fuel at atmos- Germer 17-19 investigated very
pheric pressure decreases by a closely spaced electrodes down to
factor of more than 10 when the a spacing of I x 10- 5 cm (1O00A).
oxygen concentration is increased He found arc ignition below
from 20 percent to above 75 percent. Paschen's minimum of 330 volts,

even down as low as 50 volts. Arc
Figure 4 shows the effective in- ignition at these very close spacings

crease of the fire-ignition hazard is explained as resulting from very
with increasing oxygen concentration. high field concentrations occurring
It decreases with decreasing total at surface asperity peaks.
pressure. From atmospheric pressure
101.35 x 10 3 N/m 2 absolute (14.7 psia) Most electric tools in the range
down to 19.99 x 10 3 N/m 2 absolute of consideration of this report
(2.9 psia) the minimum ignition will use power circuit voltages
energy decreases by a factor of 10. much lower than Paschen's mini-

mum ignition voltage and even
The data of Figures 3, 5, and 6 considerably lower than the 50

taken together indicate that in the volts fou'd at extremely close
current space cabin atmosphere and spacings by Germer. The conclu-
those found on projects Mercury and sion is that "make" sparks in
Gemini, the overall result of in- tools using 30 volts or less do
creasing the oxygen concentration to not constitute an ignition hazard
100 percent and decreasing the total from the "make" spark switch source.
pressure to 24.13 x 103 to 37.92 x
10 3 N/m 2 absolute (2.5 to 5.5 psia), An interesting aspect of com-
decreases the minimum spark ignition bining the information from the
energy by an overall factor of 12 data obtained from Figures 3,4,
to 70. and 6 is presented in Figure 5.

Considering a cabin atmosphere of

In considering the development of more than 80 percent oxygen con-
sparks at switch contacts there are tent and a minimum gap length in
two separate and different conditior': this atmosphere which will ignite
The 'make" spark and the "break" most low molecular weight hydro-
spark. The "make" spark, or break- carbons 0.0025 cm (0.001 in.) we
down potential, Vb, is a function calculate and plot the curve of
of the type gas and the product, 5S, Paschen's breakdown potential
where 6 is the density of the gas versus gap-pressure. This com-
and S the gap.width. Considering pesite curve shows several im-
the temperature to be constant, we portant facts relevant to the
may replace this produce with pS, operation of electrical switches
where p is atmospheric (or soace under space cabin and space flight
cabin) pressure and S is electrode conditions:

* gap width. This similitude law is
known as Paschen's law. Figure 6 1. The electrical breakdown
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FIGURE 5

ARC BREAKDOWN POTENTIAL AS A
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gap length is a minimum in the the breakdown of insulating films
100 percent oxygen atmysphere at originally found covering the con-
between 39.99 x 103 N/m absolute tact surfaces. This breakdown is
(5.8 psia) and20.68 x 103 N/m2  accompanied by local conduction,
absolute (3.0 psia). This intense locali~ed heating of these
pressure range is precisely that conducting points, and melting of
range in which past and present the fritting spot with subsequent
spacecraft atmospheres have been formation of the molten conducting
operated. bridges. 1 5 The actual conducting

area is small and the current
2.Pressures lower or higher than density in the areas is very high.

the range 20.68 x 103 to 39.99 x Contacts carrying only a few
103Nim2 absolute decrease the amperes, such as a switch cutting
danger of development and igni- the power to an electrically power-
tion of '"ake" sparks. The ed hand tool, may have current
lowest pressure (EVA) is can- densities of the order of 108 a.nps/
sidered a much lower risk. The cm2 . The importance of this high
reduction of "make spark' risk current density passing through
at high pressures suggests that the resistance is not found in its
the solution should be a hermeti- electrical resistance, which is
cally-sealed pressurized switch. usually only milliohns, but in its

thermal capacity. Most of the
3.ReduciLg the electrode voltages energy lost in passin- through the

below 330 volts, especially be- contact surfaces is lost as heat
lou 50 volts, practically elimi- energy (1c Rc) generated in the
nates "make" spark risk. immediate vicinity of the con-

ducting aspherities. Because of

The "break" spark is fundamen- the small thermal capacity the
tally different from the "make" spots exist at higher temperatures.
spark. There are two major differ- The second stage of tae process
ences which apply to the conditions of fritting, called "B" frittiL, 6 ,
just preceeding the creation of the operates in such a way as to keep
"break" phenomenon as compared to the bridges molted. If the current
the " make" condition: increases, "B" fritting generally

results in the molten spots in-
l.The surfaces are in mechanical creasing in size to maintain nearly

contact. the same value of constriction

resistance and to carry the extra
2.Some parts of the surfaces are current. 1 5

carrying the circuit current
Under breaking the contact we

start with the molten conducting
Considerable work has been done briages and begin to reduce the

on the natuxe of contact of these normal load. The area of con.:act
3urfaces. 15,16,20 The actu,.- area decreases and consequently the
of mechanical contact, ever. r-r the constriction resistance, current
smooth.est surfaces, is at m,)sc about density, and temperature increases,
0.1 percent of the mechanical con- and the material in the bridge
tact surface. The conducting spots vaporizes as the switch opens.
or constriction areas are thin high- The opening switch thus creates
ly-conductive bridges. The bridges its own high-temperature, highly-
are formed by a process called frit- conductive, vaporized metal, or
ting. "A" fritting generally means plasma path which constitutes the
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beginning points for the drawn wherc Ec is ,h' last voltage
spark or qrc. Once such a high- across the . ch contacts. After
temperature vapor path is formed ignition the circuit varies as:
it will draw out a spark or arc
until either the current or volt- dI

age goes below a value necessary E = IR + L V (IS)
to maintain the conducting path.

These shortest-arc minimum values
are n'~nas mnimm ar curentwhere V(I,S), the spark voltage,

(Im, and minimum arc voltage (V.). is a function of I and arc length

Both of these important limits de-
pend on the cathode material;.Values of Imand Vm for typical The presence of capacitance and
switch ontf materials ial inductance in most power circuits

msy lead to arcing and sparking in

I V circuitZ otherwise operating below
m m Imand Vm. The inductance may

Amps Amps. provide voltages higher than the
Carbon 0.01 15-20 prime supply voltage and pulse

Silver 0.45 8-12 currents higher than Im may be

Copper 0.43 12 drawn from the capacitance.

TungstLn 1.0 10-15 Ejecta Particle Sparks. Sevei:al

These minimum values are within types of hot incandescent particles

a range which can be developed in may be created and ejected by tools:

a dc space tool power cizcuit.The conclusion is that "break" Metal strike sparks. "'Sparking"
spark aren ssibe in that"brealowand'hon-sparking" metal tools have
oltage space tool power circuits long been considered in explosive-oltge pac tol poer ircitsor potentially dangerous atmos-

and constitute a potential ignition or ontially dnero ateos-hazard. pheres on Earth. There are two
major cnances for developing

The extinguishment '.f the break- metal strike sparks in space,

spark hazard is possible if we could striking the tool housing and

reduce either the current or voltage metal sparks generated in the i,-

before contact separation below the pactor mechanism of some tools.

minimums. It should be recognized The U. S. Department of

that in power tool. systems a further CoTmerce has done research of the
consideration must be made, These sparke h as in an os-

circuits contain inductance and sparking of metals in an atmos-
capacitance, and in dc systems under- phere which has some relevance to
going a transient (switching) condition space cabin atmospheres. In thissuppy hiher work the sparking characteristics
the ip~jctance serves to supply higher and the ignitability of flaramable
transient circuit voltage values than

occur during stcady electrical con- mres were teunder in-ditins. Eventhogh te pwercreasing concentrations of oxygen.d it ions . Even though the po wer T e r s l s o h s e t rcircuit cculd be designed and The results of these tests are
circu-_ culd e deigne andsummarized in Tables I and 'IT.

operated below the minimum arc
current (Im), on switch opening the These tests showed that metals
inductance would operate to pre- safe frcsn strike-sparking, flammable,
vent any circuit changes, and arc and e.plosive high-oxygen atmos-
would ignite at: io E-Ec pheres include maganese bronze,

wa phosphorus bronze, aluminum

R
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I

bronze, commercial brass, aluminum, materials/design ccmpron, ise, should
and beryllium copper. Unsafe metals this become necessary.
include carbon steel, carbon tool
steel, stainless steel, and monel Incandescent carbon wear parti-
(nickel copper). cles. In some space power tool

machinery we have situations where
A fortunate result from these carbon elements are in sliding

tests is that aluminum and high- contact with metal surfaces. This
aluminum alloys frequently used occurs in the electric motor wh&-re
in the tool housing are non- carbon brushes run against metal
sparking with respect to st-ike- or slip rings or against metal commu-
abrasion-generated metal sparks. tator segments. In gas (air)
Since regular prediction of metal powered tool motors the vanes may
strike-sparks from a tool housing be carbon or they may be of phenolic-
under use by a man is impossible, linen composition which can pro-
the only approach that can be duce small fragment& with high
accepted is to manufacture the carbon content. The question is
housing of such non-sparking whether these particles may become
materials. incandescent and serve as a poten-

tial ignition hazard.
The condition in the impactor

mechanism is more predictable than The literature search shews
in the tool housing, is more con- only two cases translatable to
trollable in design, and can be potential space cabin hazards.
tested for possible sparking after Oni case is poor commutation of
construction. Most impactor the electric mvtor. Poor commu-
mechanisms have relatively flat tation zan be caused by vibration
anvil/hammer surfaces,with little of thz' brushes, mehbanical and
abrasion and surface shear occurr- electrical deiects in the motor,
ing in %,se. Simple substitution high altitude effects ir the bri-jh,
of non-sparking alloys may be possi- etc. Under poor commutation,
ble since the hardness of non- streamers of hot particles thrown
sparking aluminum-bronze alloys cut from uiideT the brush are
(Rockwell B93) compares favorably observed. These are organic
with the steel materials (B90 to imDmegnations in the brush
B92) sometimes used. However, only material which are heated 'y
the tool designer in the original sparking anc. aicing auring the
design process can adequately deficient commutation. A similar
evaluate the substitution of these mechanism was observed by Buckley•i
specified non-sparking alloys in whose grouo investigated sliding
the i'.qactor section. Other factors carbon wear surfaces on metal
under the designer's control include both with and without an electri-
maximum impact pressu- (the im- cal potential across the carbon-
pactor surface area), the shape of metal interface. Fires in
the impactor surfaces,and the geo- combustible mixtures were gener-
metric impacting conditions. Using ated by incandescent wear particles
all the available design conditions in these tests, but only whern an
the impact mechanista can be made electrical potential was placed
safe from metal strike sparking. across the carbon-metal interface,
Test procedures 3imulating IVA and For incandescence, the values of
EVA use under long term normal and voltage and current had to be
possible failure mode should be used above 106 Vac and 0.3 ampere.
to verify the adequacy of any An electric power tool in normal
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use would carry more than this from their oxide lattice crystal
minimum current, but dc power tools formation by the very active
would not be expected to carry this aluminum atom. The oxides of
order of voltage magnitude. The manganese, chromium, vanadium,
hot incandescent ejecta particles lead, and nickel are also capable
observed in electric motors under- of "thermite" reaction with
going poor comnutation may be caused aluminum. Aluminum reacting with
by momentary surge voltages gener- iron oxide is the reaction which
ated by the motor circuit induc- offers the greatest hazard poten-
tance and capacitance, which can tial since iron alloys and alumi-
operate during transient high-load num are frequent materials of
electrical conditions and create construction within the space
surge 1,oitages above this mini- cabin and power tools,
mum. Under this condition the brush
may be operating as a special case The oxide of iron forms normally
of the "break" spark found in the on most steels and, since the
ordinary switch, reaction product occupies con-

siderably n'ore volume than the
Electrical power tool motors are unreacted iron, has little ad-

known to offer the hazard of hot herence to the underlying base
incandescent ejecta particles from metal, the oxide is usually found
the carbon-brush metal interface, scaling off as small particles.
The gas powered vane motor is nor The oxides of iron progress from
known to show this source of FeO to Fe 3 04 and finally to F-4203,
ignition hazard when operated with all of which will react. Such
compressed ai.r. small particles, when struck by

or against aluminum could become
Solid state reaction sparks. incandescent thermite spark sources.

There are two solid-state chemical That ý.oact is sufficient to ignite
reactions which are possible with- these sparks was quite well point-
in a space cabin. These solid- ed out by Kingman et al. 2 2 , work-
state reactions would not be ing with aluminum paint on rusty
directly dependeit on t'e oxygen steel. These investigators found
atmosphere and would therefore be no difficulty in striking ther-
an equal risk as a spark ignition mite sparks of sufficient in-
source within or without the cabin. candiveness to ignite combustible
The two reactions are: gases. All that was found neces-

sary was two reacting components
Fe 2 03 + 2AI--A1203 + 2Fe + 4H and sufficient impact zo start

(Excz--erm) the reaction. Sources of energy

such as electric sparks, hot sur-
Ni + l--NiAl + /AH (Exotherm) faces,friction, and shear would

also initiate the reaction in air.
These tqo reactions are considered The most expected reaction would
not only because they are thermo- be between Fe304 or Fe 2 03 alumi-
dynamically capablc of producing num. The typical exotherm is:
incaw.escatýt particles buc also
because the solid phases necessary 3Fe 3 04 + 8AI--.P4Al 2 03 + 9Fe +
ft,r the reactions may be found 93_kcal
throughout the construction of the kg mole
spacecraft. The iron oxide reaction
with aluminum is characteristic of Based on this exotherm the reaction
several metals that can be replaced can be classed among the hfgh heat
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fuel reactions and such small in- The nickel aluminides are form-
candescent particles would be a ed as a metallurgical solid-state
definite ignition hazard. reaction •om pure niqkel and

aluminum. The reaction is highly
Visibie areas of rusty steel, exothermic and small partizles can

such as those with which these become incandescent. This materi-
researchers wdrked are not ex- al is used as a substrate bond
pected inside a space cabin, coat in sprayed metal systems;
However, some quantity of oxida- part of its unique ability as
tion product from the several such a universal bond coating is
steels present could be expected that it arrives on the metal sur-
and the presence of larger areas of face in such a highly active exo-
aluminum would also present a sit- thermic condition. When pure
uation favorable for the reaction, aluminum powder particles coated
Such situations might be found with pure nickel are sprayed
where the aluminum housing of the through an ordinary flame spray
hand tool (gas, electric, or hy- gun the metal particles ar2 ob-
draulic powered) might be struck served to be of maximum incan-
against a steel surface. The descence beyond the hottest part
ordinary impact metal-sparking of the flame. They are found, in
cknaracteristics of aluminum fact, to increase their tempera-
against iron are considered to be ture after passing through the
a "safe" or "non-sparking" combi- flame because of the high exo-
nation (discussed elsewhere in this therm of the Ni-Al solid state
report as metal "strike" sparks); reaction. A temperature of 9220K
however, slight iron rust would (1200 0 F) can initiate this exo-
change this. therm but no information is

available indicating the impact
While oxygen does not enter di- sensitivity of the reaction. 2 3 , 2 4

rectly into this reaction, the
oxygen atmosphere would be con- A complete metallurgical solid
ducive to formation of iron rust; solution series is formed betwee-.
thus the cabin atmosphere is in- 100 percent aluminumr toward 100
directly involved in forming one percent nickel. This metallurgi-
of the reactants. cal formula is usually written:

Other areas where this reaction (I-X)AI(s) + X Ni(s)--Al( 1 y_)+,L H
might offer danger in tool opera-
tion would be inside the air tool where X = Atom fraction of the
rotating mechanism and at the anvil- component
haxmmer interface on ordinary impactor and S indicates reaction in the
mechanisms. The vane-to-housing solid phase
interface in the air tool usually H Enthalpy change in
finds the vanes running a tight fit cal/g-atom
with high rotational speed against
the aluminum tool housirg. In the Ni-Al series four inter-
particle of Fe203 would hav oppor- mediate pahses are known; all
tunity to find sufficient alumi- combinations are highly exother-
num and initiation from impact/shear mic. Any combination above 0.1
for thermiterefcrm of steel. Here mcle fraction of either material
an aluminum flake could find both in the order exceeds 16 736 joule!
impact and iron oxide particles on g-mole (4000 cal/g-mole) in value
the impact surfaces. fortH. For most exothermic
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solid-state pure metal reactions enter directly into either thermite
16 736 to 25 104 joule/g-mole or Ni-Al reactions. Once initiated,
(4000 to 6000 cal!g-inole) is a they occur euqally well in any
high exotherm. The formation of atmosphere, in any inert gas, or
nickel aluminides fines a miximum in the space vacuum (EVA) condition.
exothermn between 0.4 to 0.6 mole Their direct reaction hazard does
fraction of nickel reacting with not depend on the presence of
aluminum, with the peak exotherm freely availble oxygen. However,
going over 58 576 joule/g-mole oxygen and the hard vacuum will
(14 000 cal/g-mole). affect the physical aspects of

these reactions. First, the iron
Aluminum is a common space cabin oxide reactant which is expected

material, but free nickel is not to be the only probable thermite
as coxonon. Nickel is sometimes used reaction is formed from free atmos-
to r'late aluminum which is to be pheric oxygen. The ignition hazard
soldered or have a low temperature of this particular thermite reaction
oraze accomplished later. A spark depends on the prior atmospheric
drawn to such a housing would raise oxygen history of the iron rust
the temperature of the reactants source.
and initiate the self sustaining
exothvrm. No data on the action Since these solid-state reactions
-f these two materials under impact are hazards as ignition sources the
is availabli from the literature, total risk involves the potential
Compari: " the thermodynamic data of for developing a fire in other
the reaction, the reactants, and the fuel or combustible materials. The
products of the nickel-aluminide presence of free atmospheric oxygen
to the thermite reaction suggests will determine the potential effec-
that Ni-Al would be an impact- tiveness of these hot particles as
sensitive reaction. As such it fire starters. In the space vacuum
would operate much as the strike the risk of fire from ignition by
spa-ks for sparking metals or for these particles is much lower;
impact generated thermite sparks. perhaps the only risk here is the
In the range of approximately potential burn-through of the
equal mole fractions, especially pressure suit.
when small '!akes of either materi-
al were co be brought into intimate The oxygen exposure histroy of
contact with the other reactant, the aluminum reactant in both re-
an in-andescent spark source could actions will also operate in a
result which would be capable of very special way to influence the
serving as an ignition source. potential hazard. The represen-

tation for these reactions is
ihe pure chemistry and metallurgy usually written as the chemical

of these two different solid-state reaction:
reaction ignition hazards give only
a part of the true picture. The Fe20 3 + Al•
conditions of 100 percent oxygen in
the space cabin atmosphere and the or
EVA use of space power tools bring
up additional physical considerations Ni + Al--'
which will now be considered.

These type formulae alone imply the
Atmospheric zonstituents do not physical conditions:
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are removed with only small

... '-•'.* energy levels, can be penetrated
:Fe 2 03 + Al; rather easily, and do not serve

to influence the reaction strong-
Iron rust particle Pure alumi- ly. They are effectively de-num reactant stroyed by heating to a few

hundred degrees. The aluminum
particle oxide film is quite different

from these other adsorbed films.
or The forces bonding the A1 2 03 with-

in itself and to the base metal'• I •are quite high and very stable.
Ni + Al The oxide surface is chemically

"inert and a highly refractory
Nickel reactant Aluminum re- material. It is not broken or
particle actant particles penetrated easily and if pene-

trated will reform almost immedi-
These are not true physical states ately in the presence of oxygen.
of materials under the usual Earth-
bound or space cabin atmosphere re- There is no large volume change
acting conditions. A more precise for aluminum oxidizing to aluminum
physical picture would be: oxide; therefore, there is no in-

herent scaling off of the oxide
film as occurs during the formation

e20 Al2 of rust and othei oxides. The
, + result of increasing the energy

level (heating, etc.) in the pre-
Iron rust particle Aluminum re- sence of atmospheric oxygen is to
with adsorbed film. actant particle increase the diffusivity reaction

with aluminum of oxygen through the A1 2 03 film;
oxide film & and consequently increase the
adsorbed film. depth of the protective alumina

film. In the research by Pilling
or and Bedworth, 25the actual reaction

,.i ;• ".• of metals with oxygen in forming
j-N i , Al or not forming a protective film

is indicated. Metals fall into
Nickel reactant Aluminum re- two categories; the category to
material with actant materi- which aluminum belongs is among
adsorbed film. al with oxidized metals which do not ignite until

aluminum film & after they melt. Melting and re-
adsorbed film. sultant liquid mobility causes

rupture in the protective oxide
These sketches represent the more film; effective high-temperature
correct physical conditions of combustion (rapid oxidation) is
the atmospheric reactants, also suppressed by the adherent

alumina film and does not proceed
The adsorbed films are only until that film formation process

lightly held with forces on the is disrupted. The basic reactivity
order of Van der Wall's bonding of pure aluminum metal is much
levec. The most tightly held of higher than the reactivity found
these wo:.,ld be the polar adsorb- and expected in Earth atmosphere
ants such as water. These films use. This reduction of apparent
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reactivity and the performance and operations conducted inside the
uses of aluminum on Earth is de- cabin or in Earth atmospherc.
pendent on the peculiar combination
of properties of the aLuminur, Hot Surfaces.
oxide surface, and the n.3ral at-
mosphere in which we ordinarily Gas and hydraulic power. A
use aluminum, survey was made of the minimum

plate ignition temperature for
In the space vacuum we may have various combustible fluids and

the physical conditions: gases which mighc be expected
within the space cabin. This

survey showed that under the
Fe20 3  + Al maximum oxygen concentration ex-

pected in any space cabin the mini-
or mum ignition temperature for hot

surfaces would be 461 to 4780 K
Ni + Al (370 to 400 0 F). From this the

maximum safe surface temperature

for any exposed tool surface
Here pure aluminum surfaces would was considered to be 408 to
not torin or reform the protective 4220K (275 to 3000 F) in this
film. Under conditions of hard report.
vacuum the thermite and exothermic
metallurgical reactions could pro- The continuous flow of fluid
ceed with: in both hydraulic and gas power-

ed tools reduces the potential
1. Lower initiation P"-rgies tool housing surface tempera-

than these same re:c,. ns ture rise well below the ignition
in Earth atmospheres. temperature during normal operation

of the tools. These two types of
2. Higher reaction rates than tools also show safe performance

these sr,ne reactions iii Earth under high-load or stalled-loading
atmospheres. conditions. Gas and hydraulic

powered tools offer no hazard as
Considering that these exotherms potential hot-plate ignition

are equal to or above the energy sources under either normal or
levels for many fuel-oxygen com- overload operation.
bustion reactions they should be
investigated as carefully and Electric power. The electric
apyroached with as much caution as tool has no internal flow of fluid
the increased' risk of fire in 100 which will carry off heat. The
percent oxygen. Under space tool generates heat from two major
vacuum, in drilling through alumi- sources, frictional heat in bear-
rum with a steel bit or in cutting ings and brushes and electric
or shearing aluminum sheet with high- power res.stance heat (1 2 R).

iron alloy blades, in chiseling, Heat dissipation is by convection
hammering, and other maintenance to the atmosphere and by radiation.
operations, whether iv powered or Space conditions affect frictional
hand tools, the extra reactivity heat, developed mainly in the Lrushes,
of non-oxide aluminum surfaces can and both major methods of heat dissi-
offer a greater potential hazard pation. The interrelation between
for producin. incandescent solid- these factors is complex; there-
s'.ate reaction sparks than the zame fore, the several vacuum tests on
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previous dc electric power tools copper is also over this tempera-
and the well documented performance ture, the indication is that these
of brushes under vc-uum were con- motor brush temperatures were high-
suited to determine whether the er than the safe surface tempera-
maximum hot-surface temperature of tures for hot-surface ignition.
422 0 K (3000F) could be expected The brush leads and solder are
under vacuum conditions, near the top of the brushes away

from the running friction surface.
USAF report TDR-63-4227 docu- It can be expected that the fricti on

mented the vacuum tests run on a surface, the area on which the
186-W (0.25 hp) electric impact friction h'-t and resistance heat
tool developed by the USAF for losses are developed, attained a
space uses. Tool housing tempera- higher temperature than did the
ture was measured at six points on soldered end of the brush.
the tool housing and an atmosphere
of near vacuum was held 6.7 x 10-3 The Martin Company also de-
N/m 2 (5 x 10-5 mm Hg). The test veloped other electriL power
was run for over 2 hours on a duty tools for NASA and for experiments

cycle of A seconds on and 3 seconds on the Gemini flights. Tool
off. A locking device prohibited housing temperatures were measured
the output shaft from rotating, during vacuum tests in both develop-
which simulated a maximum load ment programs. Operations were
condition. During the two-hour usually conducted so that the tool
test the thermocouples showed a was overloaded beyond its expected
maximui rise in temperature from use. Case temperatures did not
around 292 0 K (65 0 F) to 353 to 355 0 K exceed the 344 to 355 0 K (160 to
(175 to 180 0 F). 180 0 F) levels and show that the

overall motor housing is not normally
During this test several problems a hot-surface ignition problem.

were noted concerning the operation Problems were encountered in the
of the commutator brushes. In- same area of motor stalling, un-
creased arcing was observed in all expected low speed operation and
tests. In some tests the brush excessive electromagnetic radiation
arcing was considered eicessive and (interference). Th:se problems
the test was halted because of it. were traced to the motor brushes.
Motor brushes were replaced with No information as to the tempera-
brushes developed by Stack,)ole ture of the brushes was given in
Carbon Co. especially for exposed these two tests.
high-altitude use. These brushes
also arced noticeable during the The higher brush temperatures
vacuum tests. Although the tests and erratic brush operation ex-
were not halted by test personnel perienced in all these tests can
because of visible arcing, the motor be expected. All the available
did run erratically during tests literature on brushes shows that
using these special Lrushes. special problems are inherent in

brushes operated at high altitude.
Inspection after the motor stalled These special problems have had

showed that the copper brush leads considerable attention since the
had softened during the test and early 1940's. Since then regular
the brush solder had also melted, operation of large numbers of motors
Since most solders melt at tempera- on aircraft at high altitudes has
tures above 408 to 422 0 K (275 to been common and the problem and
300 0 F) and the softening point of solutions have been ý.tudied.
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The major basic changes in high- under vacuum operation.
altitude operation of brushes comes
With increased arcing resulting Under stalled rotor or other
from low gas pressure (already dis- failure mode of operation the
cussed in the "switch sparks" section tool housing surfaces would be-
of this report) and the increaseý in come excessiuely hot, but only
friction of sliding solid lubricants after several minutes under
operated at very low pressures. The stalled conditions. Since the
basic studies have shown that solid tool will be hand held in use,
lubricants depend on small amounts continued long-time operation
of certain adsorbed impurities to at stall can be avoided. The
show the low friction characteris- effects of shorted windings and
tics. 1 5 ,20, 2 8  even stall overload can be avoid-

ed by fusing the tool. The
Carbon brushes, with th2 proper pressure suit and other pro-

solid-state lubricant adjuvants, tective outer gear and operation
show normal friction coefficients within a vacuum will prevent the
of 0.1. in high altitude operation, astronaut from easily sensing a
where all water of hydration is tool housing temperature rise.
driven out of thc irushes, the Therefore some additional de-
friction coefficcrnts will sudden- fice(s) should be built into
ly increase to values 5 to 10 times the tool to indicate tool hous-
normal. The result is catastrophic ing temperature to the astro-
wear, excessive heat, and general7 naut during use.
poor operation of the brushes. 2 9

The potential (voltage) drop The Power Tool as a Source of
across the brush-collector inter- Fuel
face is also subject to small changes
in the constriction resistance, Metal Fuels. The major mass
which is in large measure a function of material is composed of the
of the condition of the solid films metals of which the tools are
formed at the interface. Thus, manufactured and the metal struc-
constriction resistance becomes tures O'L which the tools are used.
important in deternining the elec- Even :hough metals are not general-
trical temperature generation. In ly classed as fuels, we must be
the case of high-altitude operation, concerned with the fuel potential
the temperature is dependent on of metals in combustion reactions.
only small changes in the constriction From the standpoint of heats of
resistance. This dependence is shown combustion, metals compare favor-
in Figure 7. ably with recognized fuels.

Table III shows the heats of
Considering that both friction combustion of several space-

heat and electrical heat generated craft materials compared with
at the brush-collector interface several fuels.
are higher and that either heat
source may exceed the maximum safe In determining the relative
ignition temperature (also con- value of a material as a practi-
siderins thgt convective heat cal fuel or as a hazard as a fuel,
transfer in the vacuuai iz: practi- other properties must be consider-
cally nil), it should be expected ed. The reaction products of the
that the brush troubles evidenced combustion reaction have a large
in the tests are to be incurred influence on the characcer of the
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TABLE III. HEATS OF COMBUSTION

Combustion At. or J/k& BTU/lb
Fuel Products Mol. Wt. Fuel Fuel

Carbon (C) CO CO 12 32 768 400 14 100

Methane (CH) CO,, 1H20 16 55 776 000 24 000

Acetylene CO 12 0 26 48 804 000 21 000
(C2 11 9)

Beryllium BeO 9 67 396 000 29 000
(Be)

Magnesium MgO 24 25 564 000 ii 000
(Mg)

Aluminum Al203 26 3R 212 000 13 000
(Al)

Titanium (TO) Ti 0 47 15 803 200 6800
2 3

Iron (Fe) FeO 56 4 648 000 2000
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reaction. Combustion of the common ture combustion of molten alumi-
fuels listed above, such as carbon, num. Therefore aluminum is not a
methane, and acetylene, produce practical safety hazard,
gaseous combustion products which
do not interfere with the access Titanium is similar to alumi-
of oxygen to the remaining hot fuel num. Although the oxide re'ction
surface. Magnesium is a metal fuel product is not as adherent, it
which has a solid combustion product will tend to protect the metal.
(MgO). The cubic oxide crystal Research on titanium combustion
particles formed, however, are not in 100 percent oxygen showed that
compatible with the hexagonal titanium would ignite spontane-
crystal structure of the basic ously under static conditions in
metal, and evolve from the com- pure oxygen and at pressures of
bustion in a cloud of smoke 24.13 x 105 N/m2 (350 psi) or
composed of small white particles, more, but only if a fresh surface
This process is very similar to is created, such as by scraping
the combustion of the carboaaceous the surface. Under dynamic
fuels listed above, and no inter- conditions, such as material
ference is offered by the MgO rupture under stress, the same
product to the further combustion condition applies, but down to
of the parent metal surface. pressures as low as 34.47 x !04
Magnesium is therefore a threat N/m2 absolute ý50 psia).
as a metal fuel. This particular
reaction is well known and usually The practical value of any
is a major consideration in pro- metal fuel, then, is complex
jected aerospace uses of magnesium. and will depend on the heat of

reaction; rate of reaction;
Aluminum's reaction with oxygen ignition temperature; stability,

has been mentioned previously, physical, and chemical nature of
!tc reaction product is tightly the reaction products; dissoci-
adherent to the base metal and ation pressure and heat capacity
serves effectively to block fur- of the reaction products; and
ther rapid oxidation at normal the specific conditions under
temperatures. The temperature of which the fuel and oxygen are
aluminum must be brought well above supplied. For solid metal fuels,
the melting point of 933 0 K (1220 0 F), no special differences in their
or to about 1273 0 K (1832 0 F), in the conbustibilities can be found
highly molten state, before the in space flight except for the
aluminum oxidation reaction will potential for a much higher re-
proceed as a self-supporting action rate in 100 percent oxygen.
oxidation reaction; i.e., before Safety considerations as are
combustion will proceed. While usual in aerospace work should
aluminunm, from a chemical stant- be sufficient in selecting metal
point, is as reactive as magresiun, materials for power tools.
and aluminum will supply more heat
per pound of oxidized metal, be- Powdered metals offer a very
cause of the basic nature of its different degree of hazard as a
combuszion aluminum is not a fuel supply than do solid metal
practizal fuel. As a safety hazard, fuels. Powdered metals dispersed
combustion of significant amounts in air form explosive mixtures
of aluminum will not proceed unless with ignition temperatures much
tnere is another large combustion lower than those of the corres-
reaction preceding the high-tempera- ponding bulk metals. 3 0 Since a
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relatively high ignition tempera- ignition-safe even in 100 percent
ture is the one common character- oxygen. Dry molybdenum disul-
istic which puts most solid metals fide will not burn in air, Lit
out of the class of a practical incandesces slowly in oxygen.
fuel hazard, the drastic lowering Under these conditions the binders
of ignition temperatures in the are expected to be the fuel cen-
finely divided metal powders brings tributor and may be controlled
powdered metals definitely into the by specification to the MoS
high-hazard category. Higher re- supplied. Tri-cresyl phospate is
actior rates when exposed in 100 accepted by the Canadian Fire Re-
percent oxygen atmospheres will search Organization as the lubri-
add to this hazard. In addition, cant for work in oxygen, even
under zero or subgravity conditions though it will burn blowly under
the larger particles of metal will 100 percent oxygen. The quantity
tend to "float" and remain a part required in small plectrical power
of the dispersed metal powder, with tools is so small that this lubri-
no natural falldown of such parti- cant does not present a fuel hazard.
cies. Therefore, any process which
produces small metal particles will There are several military
be accumulative toward a hazardous standard and commercial standard
situation. Production of metal types of wiring insulation which
chips and metal powder by tool are accepted as nonburning or
operations, unless complecely con- generally considered noncombusti-
trolled, will bring about a definite ble. Some of these materials will
safety hazard. Such operations will burn in 100 percent oxygen. Those
produce a dispersed metal fuel with that will burn include polyvinyl
inherent high heat release and in- chloride, glass fiber and asbestos.
herent high rates of reaction, a fuel PVC is typically one of the class
which can be ignited by common igni- of safe materials in air but un-
tion sources. Such dispersed metal safe in 100 percent oxygen. The
fuels should be considered as a glass fiber and asbestos materials
hazard equal to highly combustible are not inherently unsafe; they
gaseous mixtures. will burn only to the extent that

they contain certain binders added
The Electric Power Tool as a in their manufacture which will

Source of Fuel. Provided the power burn in 100 percent oxygen but
tool is manufactured of metals will not burn in air. Teflon and
ordinarily reasonably safe as fuels PTFE appear as good noncombusti-
under 100 percent oxygen(i.e., not ble electrical insulators ilong
made of magnesium), then the only with specially made glass or as-
potential fuel supply from an elec- bestos materials.
tric tool will be contained in the
content of the lubricant and the The mass of fuels represented
wiring insulation, by the electrical insulation is

large enough so that it does offer
The amount of lubrication re- a threat as a fuel. Insulation

Quired in an electric power tool must be carefully selected and
is small and under normal circum- tested under 100 percent oxygen
stances solid lubricants :re used. conditions so that this threat is
Polytetron fluorethylene (PTFE) removed from the tool in its orig-
and Teflon represcat almost com- inal design stage.
pletely nonflainable lubricating
materials. These materials are The Gas Power Tool as a Fuel
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Source. Provided the gas power friction and the resulting
tool is manufactured of metals charring of the vane-blade.
ordinarily reasonably safe as a
fuel when used under 100 percent 3. An additionalpower drop
oxygen (i.e., not manufactured of which is caused by the
magnesium), then the only potential char and dirt, which is
fuel supply from the gas toel will no longer flushed out.
be contained in the lubrication
required. 4. There is scoring and ex-

cessive wear by accelerated
The requirement for .ubrication abrasion.

in the air tool is critical to its
operation and is a continuous "flow 5. Further damage is done by
through" type requirement. The worn blades riding at an
last item in the air line feeding angle and gouging the
the air supply to the tool will be housing liner or by blades
the lubricant reservoir and injector, breaking and chipping off.
Additionally, the tool may have its
own internal lubrication reservoir. The minimum amount of oil
Most of these systems operate with usuage appears to be two drops
the amount being supplied giving per minute 0.0024 m3 /s (25 cfm)
an "oil-wet" exhaust condition, when being used. Approximately
being properly lubricated. This 0.00316 m3 /s/W (50 cfm per horse-
excess oil is carried off with the power) is required in the small
exhaust air and diluted into the fractional size motors. For a
terrestrial shop atmosphere. motor with 186 watts (0.25 horse-

power), about 0.0057 m3 /s (12 cfm)
Lubrication in the gas tool per- will be used near load speed, or

forms several vital functions other an oil usage of one drop per
than reducing friction and wear9, 31 3 2  minute per tool. If only a small
The liquid lubrication medium is used percentage of this amount of ordi-
as a thinline liquid pressure seal nary lubricating oil accumulates
running at the vane-housing inter- in some prt of the tool, it will
face. it also assists in removing represent a very hazardous fire
heat directly from the sliding vane- situation. At some point the oil
metal housing friction surfaces,and must be exposed to the 100 per-
it flushes out particles in the motor. cent IVA environment, unless the

gas exhaust system is completely
Oil is vitally nccessary for de- sealed and vented overboard. Such

7eloping power in the air tool. an oil vapor in 100 percent oxygen
This is illustrated by following the is one of the most volatile f,;el-
progressive deterioration sequence oxidizer mixes available.
of an air motor running without
lubrication: The gas power tool offers a

fuel supply hazard that is in-
1. First, there is a drop in herent in the relatively large

speed and power inmediately amount. of "flow through" lubri-
upon losing the pressurc cation. The safety hazard is
sealing function in the offered as pooled oil within the
motor. tool or as a vaporized fuel-

oxidizer mix within the cabin.

2. The cylinder liner heatz as
.a result of increased blade The Hydraulic Power Tooi as a
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Fuel Source. The hydraulic power brazed, pressure-tested hydraulic
tool will have whatever fuel joints be considered, and that no
hazard is offered by the type of flexible hydraulic lines be allowed
prime power used, whether elec- inside the manned compartment.
tric or gas drive. In addition,
it will have its own special poten- The concl-sion is that probably
tial contributitn to the fuel hazard. the most serious fire hazard is

offered by the hydraulic power
The major contribution to a source. From a safety standpoint,

combustible fuel supply in all the this source is probably too danger-
types of power tools considered ous for conz;ideration.
would easily come from the hy-
draulic power source. The amount
of fluid circulating would cause Toxicological Hazard
a major problem if damage to the
tool occurred. Ordinary leaks The Electric Power Tool as a Toxic
that are standard in such equip- Producer - The electric power tool
ment would be excessive within a has two conditions under which it
closed ecological system. The will produce potentially toxic
condition of being able to collect substances, ozone produced at the
easily at a single point and to vent brush-commutator interface, and
this effluent from ordinary leaks pyr-olysis products from overload
would not be as readily accomplish- faii.-e or electrical fire in the
ed in the hydraulic system as it tool.
was for the pneumatic.

The production of ozone from
Research has shcun that the oxygen fed through an electrical

conditiops in space cabins greatly arc is a well-known phenomenon.
increase the danger of conflagration The increased susceptibility toward
should hydraulic fluid be let into arcing and sparking at the brush-
the cabin. Frrm this research, commutator interface at low at-
Figure 8 shows that all hydraulic mospheric pressures is also well
fluids decrease in spontaneous documented. These two facts would
ignition temperature (S.I.T.) when support the potential for the brushes
the atmospheric oxygen content in- in an ordinary electric motor to
creases. This decrease ia from produce ozone during use.
S.I.T. of 644 to 6720 K (700 to 750 0 F)
for most high-temperature hydraulic The Martin Company, in develop-
fluids at normal oxygen -.acentra- ing the electric-drive iultipurpose
tions to 519 to 5330 K (475 to 500 0 F) Space Tool for both the NASA and
at high (space cabin) oxygen con- USAF prograns, tested their tools
centrations. These so-called high- for ozoce production. These tests
temperature fluids ignite at about w sceriend ere not comlete
the same temperature as the standard enough to give assurance that •i
fluids under the hign-oxygcen condition. such electric tools, or event t. se

tested, were sufficlently ftee of
The combination of high ptobabil- production ox harmful arounts of

ity and the consequences of a hydrau- o;.one. 5his remnirks a liLtle-
lie system fuel fire was consijered defined problem. which ,nust be fully
to be too great to allow the use of proven by test before any open-
hydraulics within the space cabin.2 brrush motor is declared 4ufficicntly
Another USAF study (as yet incom- free of ozone production to be safe
plete) recomiended that only solid, from this hazard.
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The pyrolysis products from many Apollo volume) will represent a
electrical wiring insulations are systemic toxic level.
more dangerous than the small fires
which produced them. While .he The gas power tool produces a
fire may be small, the contribution toxic condition inherent in its
within a small-volume closed ecologi- present design and operation.
cal system by pyrolysis if the wind-
ings of only one motor would add The Hydraulic Power Tool as a
to, approach, or exceed the threshold Toxic Producer - The hydraulic
limit values set for these producti. power tool will have the hazard
Most toxicological thresho'd limit inherent in the type of prime
alues are based on 8-hour expobure power driver. in addition, it

for a working week. Toxicologists will have the added hydraulic
agree that these values must be fluid from small leaks. For
drastically reduced withinl tixe space present hydraulic systems this
cabin. Here the exposed continu- would amount to a quantity
ously, and the accumulative effects added of approximately one-fourth
of many toxicants never btfore that produced by the gas power
placed simultaneously must be con- source.
sidered. In addition, the environ-
mental control systems have only
limited capacity to remove solids Special Tool Hazards
and certain gases, and may be over-
ioaded with only small amounts of In addition to the hazards
unexpected toxicants. listed above, these power sources

offer c~rtain special hazards.
Part 1 of the Space Cabin Atmos-

pheres study is devoted entirely The electric tool may offer the
to oxygen toxicity. Under the electric shock hazard. The past
exposure conditions of spacefight, electric tools, which were oper-
especially long duration 100 per- ated under 15 volts, do not offer
cent oxygen, even oxygen becomes a prectical electrical shock
suspect as a toxic gas. The addi- hazard. Deciding precisely at
tive effects of toxicants plus the w at voltage we get into this
relatively small real time experi- type potential hazard may be diffi-
ence for humans under such conditions cult, but if operated under 30 volts,
reqLires the reduction to zero or it seems that no practical hazard
near zero for foreign toxic i-aterials. exists.

-' The electric tool may produce The hydraulic tool offers a
ozone at the brush-commutator inter- special hazard. The hydraulic
face in amounts which can be danger- fluid is operated at high pressures;
ous and under fire-failure mode the if such a high-eOrsure line is
pyrolysis of electrical insulations broken, the high pressure spray
may be a greater hazard than the fire of hydraulic fluid near the break
itself. is found to have a much lowered

spontaneous ignition termperature.
The Gas Powered Tool as a Toxic The effect is very similar to diesel
Producer - The lubrication added injection ignition. This increased
to the tool appears as a toxic risk adds to the large fire hazare
irritant even in small amounts, already discussed concerning this
and in accumulated running of a type power tool.
sin,,le tool over one hour (in the
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SUM&MY AND CONCLUSIONS not a hazard to the air tool but
may occur with any tool system

This study has shown that hydrau- where the two reactants are
lic, electric, and gas power sources brought into intimate contact.
offer safety hazards when used as
space power tools. The major disadvantage pecu-

liar to the gas tool is found

The hydraulic power system must because of its high, continuous
be driven by either an electric or liquid lubrication requirement.
gas power source and will therefore This lubrication reprebernts a
have the inherent disadvantages of fire hazard if acLumulated into
the chosen prime power source. The a small "pool" condition and
hydraulic system offers a major offers a major hazard as a vapor-
fire hazard, especially should a ized fuel expended into the 100
failure occur in the hydraulic percent oxygen cockpit environ-
supply system. Because of this ment.
hazard it is recommended that
hydraulic systems not be con- Dispersed lubrication accumu-
sidered where there is any IVA lating within the environmental
requirements. control system is also a toxi-

cological hazard.
The gas power tool offers several

hazards. Any tool housing manu- There are also several hazards
factured of high-aluminum alloys peculiar to the electric power
will have a natural insulating, tool. Unless the electrical
auto-oxidized surface or may have wiring is chosien for its heat-
any extra thick anodized surface failure mode under 100 percent
of alnminum oxide. Even if the oxygen conditions, the wiring may
aluminum is electrically grounded, offer both a small fuel supply
this surface film will be potentiElly hazard and a larger hazard in its
effective in allowing an electro- emission of toxic pyrolysis pro-
static spark tzi build up. ducts. The metal case may strike

sparks unless "safe" metals are
There are two solid-state re- used in its manufacture. The

actions which can occur to create on-off switch may serve as a
incandescent hot particles. Both spark ignition source, especially

reactions involve aluminum metal, on the break-circuit condition.
One reaction is aluminum with iron
oxide (rust); in the other alumi- Several hazards occur as a
num is reacting with nickel. Both rcsult oif the requirement for
will operate in either the pre- carbon brushes carrying current
sence (IVA) or absence (EVA) of through slip rings and commu-
gaseous oxygen. Both reactions may tators. The brushes may create
be initiated at lower temperatures the toxicant o-'cne; brush arcing
and may react at faster rates in and spark:ing iýl create radio
space because of the lack of free magnetic interference (RPI or EMI).
oxygen to form a protective film. This arcing may also serve as an
Any drilling, cutting, or shear- 1:nition source for gaseous com-
ing of an aluminum/steel combina- !-,stis~ieL or severely arcing
tion will involve this potential bfu';hes may eject incandescent
reaction. carbon particles. The hot brush

surfaces may, also serve as igni-

These solid state reactions are tion sources. Brushes running in
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vacuum will be generally unreliable 1. The development prog'am
and have high or catastrophic wear. 2 8  must resolve the major

safety hazards without

Both the electric and gas power sacrifice of tool per-
tools offer some hazard when used formance or tradecffs
in space flight. Some research that will introduce other
and development must be accomplished hazads.
if these tools are to be considered
as a completely safe power source. 2. There should be high confi-

dence in the end result of
This b-udy has shown several the development program

hazards peculiar to tools, and also before it is undertaken.
several Lhat are important hazards
not specifically limited to power 3. There should be no other
tools. These hazards will be listed outstanding deficiencies
again since they may apply in many in the power source chosen
aspects of space flight, for development which would

effectively prohibit its
1. Production of free metal powder real value for use on active

and chips in an IVA environ- missions.
ment, especially if the en-
vironment is 100 percent This study has been conducted
oxygen, produces a highly within the considerations of safe-
combustible mixture that cai ty and reliability. From a safety
be ignited well below the standpoint all the inherently
bulk ignition temperature extra hazardous high-energy fuel
of the metal, cycles have been eliminated. A

previous study showed that even
2. There are two dangerous heat- using maximum-energy cycles the

envolving solid-state reactions gas power source was at a dis-
of aluminum with iron oxide advantage when compared on a
(rust) or nickel metal. These power versus fuel weight basis.
reactions may be initiated at With safety considerations !imit-
lower energies and have fast- ing gas tools to only ltw energy
er, more energetic reaction pressure-work sytems t, dis-
rates in the hard space advantage is increased. From the
vacuum, standpoint of weight requirement,

there is a practical question of
3. Grounded aluminum structures whether such a power source could

may present an electrostatic c a-cepted.
spark hazard because of the
ever present alumina or in- Positive predictions of the
sulating film on the aluminum improvement of the gas tool for
surface. use in space flight are also diffi

cult. Where we have extensive
statistical background of use of

RECOM-MENDATIONS electric motors in many protected
and exposed locations on high

Neither the electric nor the aJ'±uu. aircraft, we have no
gas power tool is sufficiently safe. equivalent background on air motors
In deciding which one of them will other than terrestrial shop use.
be improved there are three major Where the difficulties with the
considerations: electric motor have been extensively
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researchcd and basically well de- 1'wc development options offer
fined both practically and theoreci- some confidetice in being able to
cally, the development program for make the necessary improvements
that gas power tool would have in the electric power tool.
neither large amounts of practical
information nor be based on deep One method would be to adapt
theoretical knowledge about the the higher freauency ac induction
processes invol,:ed. motors, for space tool power source.

Such a motor would operate on 300 Hiz
Suggestions to make use of some or higher ac power, Its advantages

sl, ecial advantage of the gas tool are known in ordinary shop use to
in order to increase its positive be sufficient to shift some shops
value are also difficult. It has to this type tool in spite of the
been suggested that such a tool use requirement for a frequency changer.34,35
oxygen as the gas, and to supply It would remove most of the problems
the vented gas to the cabin atmos- associated with a brush-commutated
prare as the human oxygen supply. dc motor but would introduce the

human oxygen requirement is much problem of obtaining and using a
ti. than the tool gas use require- type rf electric power not developed

-L:. On Gemini flights only 47.17 kg by th- prime space-electrical systems.
(104 lbs.) of oxygen was carried In- It would require a frequency changer
cluding reserves for 2 men for 14 and would also introduce the elec-
days. 3 3 The long-term average use trical shock hazard.
is expected to be 0.9 kg (2 lb.) of
oxygen consumed per day for each The other electric-i develop-
man. Figure 9 shows typical per- ment option would be to adapt a
formance curves of a gas power tool new type of brushless dc motor,
of hand tool size (approximately previously developed by NASA for
186 W or 0.25 hp). The flow-rate satellite and space power appli-
requirements show that with 50 per- cations, to a configuration and size
cent on-off duty cycle only a few for use as a power tool drive.
minutes of tool use would produce
enough oxygen to satisfy the daily This development was previously
requirements of the astronaut. A accomplished by NASA and the Sperry
more economical gas use may be Farragut Company. 36,3" The ob-
effected through a development jective on the original program
program but it is doubtful whether was to develop a very small low-
a gas power source can be brought wattage motor for special use in
into energy balance with the gas hard vacuum space conditions. It
useage requirements of the human is true dc motor and its unique
body. Any such scheme of use of properties and dpsign are based
the gas effluent from the tool in- on a photosensing solid-state
side the cabin brings the tool. commutator iystem. In this de-
directly in-o the environmental con- sign the rotor is a permanent
trol system loop and will generate magnet while the stator contains
additional problems. the windings. A small light

shield is attached to the rotor
The electric power source offers which rotates around a stationary

a favorablt contrast for possible lamp. The lamp is operated under
improvement Should the major safe- derated conditions and a light
ty hazards be eliminated the electric beam passes out through the lighL
tool has other very favorable charac- shield. Photodiodes in the station-
teristics fo- use in space flight. ary commutator section sense the
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position of the rotor. Signals may allow the switch to be main-
from the phorodiodes control a taitt-d aL alt tifmes below both
solid-state amplification and powar the critical minimum voltage and
switching system which enargizer mit~imum curtenc .wcessary Lo

*the propel- stationary armature produce the "break"' switch spaik.
coils. The input dc power in rhis wol21d completeiy elioninate
thus switched and connutated with- the switch as an ignition source.

* ~OUL transfer through a brush or
sliding contac~t and without trans- This motar to date has seen
ferring Lo a rotating electrical severa. spacialized applications

component. s-itice the first Low wattage
(fractional) borqepower) wrod.-12

This syF~tem will eliminate the w-a~. developed. Therfe have been
brush )roblems~ of arcing and at least four different sizes
-sparkir!;', the notential to pzo- designed for several different

*du'ýe ozone, the hot-brush surface :.ses on satellite systems. Al-
ignition hazard, higl friction though no design suitable Zor jst-
ar~d wear, and general low relia- as a tool power drive has been pro-
bility of the brush corirnutator duced, thea original concept has
system. been scaled up to a 746 W4 (I hp)

motor pump drive.
Because of the unique design,

othe: qafeity improvcments c~n also There should be no major limit-
be accompl-.ished. Since the station- ing reason why this type motor can-
ary armature windings do not rotate, not be produced in a size, power,
it is practical to consider encasing and torque range suitable as a
thetse windings an~d pressurizing the power tool drive. Since the
case wizh an atmosphere safer than solid-state cmmnutr-.cor w~ill be
10-0 percent axygen. Such a hermeti- heavier anC will occupy moi

Acally sealer! mo-Cor would have -a volume than the brush tonxnutator,
* rzuh lower fire hazard frcnx the de.Aign attention should be given

electrical insulation but in case of to the roszibiiity that some of
fire could be built to contain the the coxqautatcr system be pla-ed
ý?yrolysis products. Thus even at the bource of power; i.e., in
iunder failure-mode operation, the the rool ba-tery housIng for --
motor w.ould fail-safe with respect Portable svyseren or at *the Dcwer
to its pot'_ntial toxic (fire) plu g i-n a ship-5unplied system.
hazard.

The photodiodes and the power
Solid-atate devices are used diodes produce some heat and this

*thioughout the ma-in powzr circuit. must be conducted away since
This allows the consideration in~ the these devices do not ope-rate
destp-n to use -a low-po%;er solid- prore-rlY at temperatures above
state "gate" s.zitching sub-circuit 36-i0 K (2000F). KeePing thesc-
at the on-off motor switch. if Isolid sLate d-tvices con" may b-L

accomplished, solid-state switch- the only design ddifficucy, but
ing uould allow the motor to be it. should not be a limitirty de-

controlled by a po-wer circuit sign condition.
where the order of =..anituda for
voltage and current wou.ld be 0.5 to ge-eral other features nhoule
0.75 V and 200 tu. "Go mA. Accorm- be incluied in the motor develop-
plishirig these low switching values ment and design. The motor should

and isolating this switcing cir- have a si.mple rystemi to indicate
cuit from the main power circuit Itousiag and internal temperatures.
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This maN be a self-pow:erea circuit aluminum surface and
(thermocouples) with a gauge indi- effectively ground poten-
cator built into the rear oZ the tia! c-pacit:ative spairk
case, or temperature indicating development.
painc. may be used. Several tempera-
tures points should be measurcd so 2. Investigate che solid-stat-
that localized heating would be reactio,.s of irotn rust witb
registered, aluminum and nickel metal

with alui inurm while under
The power circuit should be the conditions of hard spaze

protectcd with P fusing system so vacuun.. Quantita:ive values
that sustained electrical over- can be placed on the tempera-
load would not be possible. ture of ir.itiation and the

rate of reaction by a re-
Co] lateral with safety iuiprove- search method such as

ments in the motor, it is recorxmend- differential thermal analysis
ed that studies be undertaken to: while under vacuum conditions.

Whatever methcd of atalysis
1. Investigate the ability of is used it should be based

the insulating alumina film, on providing ain atommically
formed on grounded aluminum, clean unoxidized aluminum
to store an electrostatic reacting surface. it should
charge. Auto-oxidized and provide practical and quanti-
various anodized aluminum tative theoretical answers
alloys, including the heavy to the development of in-
hard coat process, should be candescent sparks when per-
investigated. Should the forming drilling, cuzA-ing,
practical hazard from such and other operations in
electrostatic sparks be space on aluminum with
pro•_-n through this investi- rusted steel tool surfaces.
gation, then conducting coat-
ing of nonauto-oxidizing
metal should be dcvcloped.
This thin coating would nodi--
fy the surface of the alumi-
num so that effective insu-

lating films would not form
and the surface could be
electrostaticaiiy grounded.
Such a coatting would not
appreciably alter the favor-
able properties of wcight,
strength, and .- afe strike-
spark characteristics of the
basic alz,--Lurn. It is
suggested that the coa-.i,
cc.ubi be a 2 p-rcen2
bciyllium ccppcr coating
applied by flame spray or
vacui, moralizing. In de-
velopinm the coating a pro-
cess must h•e used which will
place ic onto the conductive
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SUMMARY: Manipulators have application for tasks
such as docking, tethering, grapplung, mass transfer.
refurbishment, and repair. Advantages of manipulator
systems include astronaut effectiveness and safety,
continuous EVA with operators working in shifts, and
remote operation from space or ground stations. At
r.'esent, no mampulators are space qualified; however,
there is an adequate technology base to undertake their
development.

JNTRODUCTION Surveyor VII Moon-DDigger corrected
an equipment failure and saved a val-

The potential capability of space uable experiment. This manipulator
man;.,u.b.tors was dramatically demon- application of Ehe Moon-Digger was
strated in April, 1967 when the Moon- not conceived until after the failure
Digger on Surveyor III successfully had occurred on the inoon.
touchrd, tapped, pressed and trenched
the sur,--ce of the moon, This drag Recent studies for NASA and
shovel is - simile mechanism having the Urited States Air Fo:-ce indicate
only four sten-controlled motions, that manipulators may etiectively

Crude as it is, it scooped lunar soil perform extravehicular tasks i-n

samples and depositen them within a space. Time and motion studies by
quarter-inch accuracy. the Argonne National Laborazories

(ANL) (Reference 1) have shcwn that
The true value of space manipula- simulated space tasks can be accom-

tors -- the utilization of man's adap- plished by a shirt sleeve operator
tiveness, and ingenuity -- was demon- using a master/slave manipulator
strated in January, 1968 when the about equally well as an astronaut
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in a 3. 5 psi space suit. In either ap- c) Cost, weight or p.j bability
proach, the time was about triple that of success advantage is den-
required to do the task directly by onstrated
hand. 4) Manipulator systems should be

The basic concepT of space con- considered 'or ground controlled

trolled and ground cornrolled manipu- unmanned missions when.

lator systems is illustrated in Figure a) Cost-effectiveness is demon-
1 (see next page). This shows a slave strated relative to deploying
manipulator system on a remote maneu- a manned system or relative
vering unit controlled from either a to total sate'lite replacement
master station in an SIVE Workshop or
a master station on the ground. In ad- b) Hazarvous missions are in-
dition to these two concepts, this paper volved
will also discuss electric manipulator.- 5) Man-equivalent manipulator -TV
positioned by a boom (e. g., Cherry systems similar to that shown in
Picker or Serpentuutor*' and through- Figure 2 appear to be optimum
wall manipulators, for both manned and unmý,rtned

missions
The Air Force Aero Propulsion

Laboratory sponsored "Remote Man-
ipul-ýors and Mass Transfer Study"
(Contract AF33615-67C-1322) by the
General Electric Company (Reference
e., id arrived at the following con-
clusions:

1) Space er ground controlled man-
ipulz.iors for space missions are
technically feasible wvithin the
present state-of-the-art

2) Electric master slave manipula--41:
tors based oit designs now used
in nuclear laboratories can be
developed for flight on manned
vehicles in five to ten years

3) Manipulator systeim s shculd be FIG. 2 - MANTIPULATOR-TV SYS-
considered rather than astronaut TEM O0 REMOTE MAN-
EVA in space controlled manned EUVrERING SATELLITE
missions when:

a) Extra-hazardous environ- 6) Immediate developii~ent -s re-
ments or tasks are involved quired for:

b) Endurance is required a) Time, motion and energy
versus task data for mission

*Articulated boom being develoy-ed planning and pre1irnL.zir-y
by NASA/ MSFC system design
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b) Transmission time delay ef- kinematically determinant within the

fects data for control system manipulator's working area. The
design and operator training controls are deceptively simple.

Corresponding master and slave

The above conclusions result from joints are independently servoed
an analysis of work elements in earth together so the torque developed by

orbit tasks and a conceptual design their actuators is proportional to
study of manipulator arms to accom- the position error between each
plish these tasks. Weight, power and master and slave joirn.. Hence, the

thermal analyses of the arm design linking structure is the only control

shown in Figure 2 show that this sim- interaction between the joints of

ple, passively cooled design can meet the manipulator arms.

the specifications established by the
study for a synchronous satellite re- The terms "telefactor" and "tele-
furbishment mission. The feasibility operator" have been proposed by
of ground ronnfrol for this system was Bradley (Reference 4) and Johnson
strengthened by experimenta1. trans- (Reference 5) to describe remotely
mission time delay work done in sup- controlled master/slave mechanisms.
port of this study by Professors W. H. Since the manipulator-TV system is
Ferrell and T. B. Sheridan of the Mas- Figure 2 has man-equivalent reach
sachusetts Institute of Technology. and working force, it can be described
Their previous work (Reference 3) as an androidal teleoperator, or an-
had shown that two dimensional mani- droid for short. Thus, the term
pulation with transmission time delay robot can be saved for its seemingly
DeLwebL, i nat.,r n--' •• ,'ould be inevitable future use.
accomplished predictably with an
open-loop (unilateral) move and wait There are two basic types of
strategy. During the recent subcon- manipulators:
tract, they demonstrated that their General Purpose Manipulator
conclusions are valid for six degrees-
of -freedom manipulations as well. A man-controlled device with

seven or more independent
MANIPULATOR TECHNOLOGY motions; one for grasping,

three for translation motions,
This paper is concernedwith man- three for angular motions,

controlled manipulators as cntrasted and redundant motions as re-
to programmed robots with rtificial quired for work site access
intelligence. The manipulaior-TV or dexterity
system shown in Figure 2 is not a ro- . Special Purpose Manipulator
bot, but is a slave mechanism repro-
ducing a human operator's hand and A limited motion manipulator
head motions. Forces and torques with less than six degrees of
applied by the operator to the master freedom at the terminal de-
arms are also reproduced-dt the slave, vice
and vice versa. Only the boperator's
hands are involved. This is done by The general purpose manipulator,
linking the mechanism's joints to be such as the E-2 type electric mani-
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pulator shown in Figure 3, is used fror b) Unilateral: Unilateral manipu-
tasks that require adaptability and can- lators are not reversible. Forces
not be reasonably automated, i.e. ,for and motions at the slave are not
tasks requiring human judgment or transmitted •o the master. There
dexterity. The special purpose mani- is no force or motion feedback
pulator is used for simple, potentially between the output and input.
programmable tasks or when the
transporter or vehicle carrying the From system weight and reliabil-
manipulator can provide the missing ity considerations, it is concluded
degrees of freedom, that the manipulators for space ap-

plications will be limited to manual
and/or all electric types for the
foreseeable future. An example of a
manual through-wall manipulator is
shown in Figure 4 being used for
docking and tethering experiments.

This tape and cable connected mas-
ter/slave manipulator is the most
widely used model for "hot" labora-
tory work. The bulkhead sealing
problem in space vehicle applications

FIG. 3 - E-2 ELECTRIC MANIPULA-
TORS USED BY GENERAL ,
ELECTRIC IN SPACE SIM-
ULATION STUDIES

There are many varieties of ex-
isting manipulators and potentially
an infinite variation of new ones. How-
ever, they tend to separate into two
groups:

a) Bilateral: Bilateral manipulators
are reversible. A force or mo-
tion applied at the input (master
handle) will produce through the
control system and mechanisms
of the manipulator, a force or
motion at the output (slav- hands).
Similarly, ii a force or mtionis FIG. 4 - M-8 MANUAL MANIPULA-
applied at the output, it will pro- TORS USED BY GENERAL
duce a force or motion at the in- ELECTRIC FOR DOCKING
put. SIMULA.TION
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may be easier to solve with manual mands of 0. 1 and 2. 0 seconds
manpulators using ball-joint bulkhead which result .n motion increments
pivots. However, ball-joint type of of about three inches. The only
manipulators have motion reversal feedback to the operator are still
and require larger working volume at pictures. These have good resolu-
the master. tion, but require nearly one minute

to process. Step control is unique
Electric master/slave manipula- to the Moon-Digger which is the

tors can be bilateral or unilateral, first, and thus far only, space man-
The bilateral M/S manipulator is the ipulator. The typical panel-control-
most versatile and best performing of led manipulator has individual rheo-
all manipulator systems. The unila- stats to control the rate of each arm
teral M/S is next and offers potential motion. Because their first cost is
weight advantage for space controlled lower than an equivalent master/
systems and stability advantages for slave, they are the most commonly
ground controlled systems involving used electric manipulator in "hot"
transmission time delay. The uni- laboratory work. Another example
lateral master station requires no of on-off control is the General
force feedt ck actuators which account Electric manipulators used cn the
for nearly half of the weight of a bila- Aluminaut submarine. These heavy
teral M/ S system. However, the uni- duty, hydraulic powered manipulators
lateral MIS system energy consump- are controlled by joy-stick actuated
tion will be much higher because (1) switches on the operator's console.
force levels are inde~erminant, (2) The joy-sticks provide directional
better TV is required and (3) more correspondence and are so arranged
time is required to complete a task. that the operator does not have to
Control station weight can be even take his eyes off the slaves to see
further reduced by using panel control w hat he is doing at the console,
rather than ma4tr/slave. On-off or
rate controls for each slave motion T he bilateral electric master/
can be individual or coordinated with slave manipulator clearly has the
a joy-stick. Many tracking type tasks, most significant role in future space
such as docking, cannot be reliably manipulator applications. Be-
performed with unilateral panel con- cause of its cost, it is not used ex--
trols and those tasks that can be per- tensively in nuclear laboratory work.
formed take typically ten times longer Fowvever, its design technology is
to accomplish. Although their perfor- highly advanced and those units that
mance is poor, panel controlled sys- have been put in service have dem-
tems can have an overall advantage onstrated good reliability and life.
for simple missions. And if commun- All existing electric master/slave
ication bandwidth is limited, they may manipulators are based on designs
be the only alternative, developed by the Argonne National

Laboratories. A version of the ANL
The Surveyor Moon-Digger is a Model E-2 shown in Figure 3 is now

panel-controlled special purpose man- being used by General Electric for
ipulator. Each of its four motions are space task simulation, transmission
individually controlled by step corn- time delay experiments, and data

link development.
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The E-2 manipulators have a 7. 5 in Figure 5. The ANL results were:
pound capacity and kinematics which
appear to be nearly optimum for both [1Time Hindac

manned and unmarined missions. --•k Procedw e (Minutes) F actor

AA Drectly in Shirt Sleevee 7 1.C

MANIPULATOt CAPABILITIES arcty Pipressurized 20 2.9
Apollo Soft Suit

With Model-$ Mnipidators 24 3.4

The task performance of remote While In Shirt Sleeves

rmanipulators in space has to be extra-
polated from ground experience. Ex-
tensive experience in nuclear "hot" The same tools were used in al.
laboratories during the past 20 years
has ranged from very simple to very
complex tasks. Task time with bilat-
eral master/slave manipulators has
been found to range from 3 to 10 times
the direct- hand time. The time factor
ranges from 30 to 100 with unilateral
panel - controlled manipulators. These
hinJrance factors are for assembly
and repair tasks. When used for
transport tasks, such as cargo trans-
fer, manipulators can actually reduce
by-hand time if they have reach or
force capability exceeding inan's.

Rules-of-thumb, though conven-
ient, must be used with caution. The FIG. 5 - TASK BOARD TIME AND
wide range given for hindrance factors MOTION STUDIES WITH
indicate the importance of the task it- M-8 MANUAL MANIPU-
self. In this context, simple tasks do LATORS
not necessarily yield a low hindrance
factor (HF) and complex tasks do not Most existing terminal devices
necessarily yield a high HF. Much have only one degree of freedom and
better correlation is obtained by therefore cannot change the position
classifying tasks as positioning (wrist of an object in their grasp without
and terminal motions) or transport assistance from another arm, bench,
(shoulder and elbow motions). Posi- fixed object, gravity, or inertia.
tioning tasks will tend to have a high Another degree of freedom in the
HF; transport tasks low. The highest tongs or a third finger would be re-
HF will be encountered in tasks re- quired to increase the negligible
quiring dexterity and tactile sensiti- dexterity in existing terminal devices.
vity. Also, tactile information is useful

to detect slippage of objects in the
Task board work by ANL (Ref- manipulator's grasp. However,

erence 1) has been repeated and con- better dexterity and tactile feed-
firmed by General Electric as shown back does not appear to be necessary,
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or even desirable, if •he tools andthe The optimum terminal velocity
wcrk are designed for manipulator of master/slave manipulators, at
operation. no load, has been determined by

ANL tc be about 30 inches per sec-
COMPARISON OF POTENTIAL -nd. The panel controlled manipula-

SPACE MANIPULATOR CONCEPTS tors have au optimum velocity of
only four Jinches per second Pccord-

It was concluded from an analysis ing to Seidenstein (Reference 6).
of space task work elements (Reference
2) that the max-rmum force capacity Using the above force, reach and
required for space manipulators will response data, design estimates
be about 15 pounds. This is about the were made to compare the five
normal maximum force utilized by classes of manual and electric space
machinists and aircraft assembly work- manipulators in Table 1. The light-
ers. When higher forces are required, est weight system is the manual
a lever or powered tool is normally through-wall manipulator which
employed. Astronauts and androids utilizes a ball-joint for a bulkhead
will follow the same practice. pivot. rhis system is probably not

acceptable for most manned missions
The ideal work volume* of a stand- because it is questionable that in-

ing operator is about 20 cubic feet. dexing car be used to reduce master
With body motions and awkward over- working volume. The l:ghtest weight
head positioins, the working volume of electric manipulator is panel-con-
a one to one master/slave manipulator trolled, but as already pointed out,
is extended to over 60 cubic feet. This it is task limited and very slow.
will be permissible for space mnanipu-
lators where the master station is on Elimination of force ýeedback
the ground. But if the master tati.on motors in the master arms reduces
ig in a space vehicle, volume will be the master weight of the unilatecal
too precious and it will be necessary M/ S system by almost 100 pounds
to utilize index motions to extend the as compared to the bilateral M/ S
reach of the slave. Argonne National system. However, the weight ad-
Laboratories suggest that the minimum vantage of the unilateral MIS system
effective working volume of the mester is countered by the lach of visual a,,
is about frur cubic feet. ID this is in- well as force feedback when the slave
compptible with the space vehicle, then is attached to a fixed object. In this
a unilateral, panel controlled manipu- situation, the force level and power
lator must be used. These require consm.niption can range from zezro to
about one cubic foot for the controls full stail without indicaticn.
and the operator's hands. They are
also much lighter than bilateral mas- The heaviest, but most versatile,
ters but, as discussed later, they re- manipulator is the electric bilateral
quire as much is ten times the time master, slave.
and energy to perform a task and can-
not perform many tracking and "blinid"
tasks.

*All work volumes refer to two arm
volumes.
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SPACE SYSTEMS C. Marshall Space Flight Cen.ter
(Reference 7). Manipulator design

Based on the excellent. perfox- studies for the "Space Taxi" were
mance record of manipulator system.s conducted for LTV by the Argonne
for eartlh application, such as handling National Laboratories (ANL), who
radioactiv,, elements in hot labs, in- in 1967 published a consultant sup-
dustrial mass transfer, and prosthe- port study "Manipulator Systems for
tics, the possibility of extending their Space Applications" for NASA (Ref-
application to space missions looks erence 1).
quite promising.

The me chanic-ally ccnnected or
Several concepts for space manip- manual manipulator offers the light-

ulator systems have been investigated. est weight and highest reliability for
These include: through-wall applications. However,

it requires large working volume at# Space Vehicle with Through-Spacl ehicl Z5the master,and the slave must be
located in close proximity just out-

* Space Station with Boom Posi- side the operator's compartment.
tioned Manipulator Electrically connected and powered

e Remote Maneuvering Unit with manipulators overcome these geo-
metric restrictions and offer extended

Manipulator reach and force capability at the slave.

Space Vehicle Extended slave reach is obtained in
wihThrough-wall Manipulators electric master! slave manipulators

by biasing (i. e., indexing) selected

Through-wall manipulators have M/S motions or by adding index motions

been proposed for extravehicular tasks By this approach, sla---ý working

from manned vehicles since the late volumes of over 200 cubic feet can be

1950's. A survey of these concepts covered with only four cubic feet of

was published in 1962 by the Air Force working volume at the master. The

Aeromedical Research Laboratories weight and power consumption of

(Referernce 8). The first comprehen- electric M/S manipulators are con-

sive vehicle and mission study invol- siderably greater than for an equi-

ving through-wall manipulators was valent manual system. Therefore,
made by Lockheed-California for the each mission must be analyzed to

Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory determine which system is optimum.

.i n 1964 (Reference 9). The terms Argonne National Laboratories esti-

",.strotugI and1Shutle" were used in mated the weight for 25 pound force

this study. In an independent study, capacity manipulators with 96 inch

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company reach for LTV's "Space Taxi. " They
coined the acronym SCHMOO for Space concluded that two manual arms would
Cargo Handler and Manipulator for weigh about 150 pounds whereas the

Orbital Operations (Reference 10). equivalent electrical system would
The term "Space Taxi" was used for weight 535 pounds exclusive of power

a one-man vehicle concept studied by supply, cabling and heat rejection

Ling-Tempco Vought (LTV) for NASA's subsystems.

Advanced Systems Office at the George
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An equivalent switch controlled by the Space Systems Organization
(unilateral) electric manipulator sys- of Elhe General Electric Company.
tern would weigh only half as much as
the bilateral master/slave. As al - A summary of the system weight
ready discussed, however, the task and power requirements are tabulatea
performance is so poor that it is not in Table 2.
recommended for the Space Taxi-type
of application. Remote Maneu iering Units

with Manipulators

Space Station
with Boom Positioned Manipulators This concept is also illustrated

in Figure 2. It cou~d be used to aug-
In this concept, an articulated ment an astronaut's capabilities

boom serves as a locator for the ter- through control from within the space
minal device. The terminal device station. It could also be used in un-
contains the two working manipulators, manned operations through ground
video, docking arms, decoder, pro- control via a communications link.
cessor, harnessing, and structure.
Control for the boom and terminal The mission capability of the
device is from within ;,he space sta- RMU--with-manipulator concept in-
tion. Power and control would be via cludes all those of the boom version
cables through the boom. Several plus operations on nearby satellites
boom concepts appear feasible for this either already orbited or launched
application. One is the "Serpentuator" from the space station. These op-
concept being developed by H. Wuen- erations would include rendezvous,
scher of the NASA Marshall Space docking and stabilization of the re-
Flight Center. Another is a three fueling and component replacement.
inch deployable boom being developed

Table 2
BOOM POSITIONED MANIPULATOR

SYSTEM WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY

Power Weight
Subsystem Watts Lbs

Video 17.0 26.5

Manipulators (two) 40.0 46.0

Manipulator Amplifiers (switching type) --- 35.0

Docking Tethers (thr--ýe) nil 50.0

Communications 12.0 14.0

Harnessing --- 16.0

Structure --- 32.0

TOTAL 78.5 210.0
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The advantages of this concept are . Electric Unilateral Master/
that its sphere of operations and mis- Slave
sion capabilities are much greater
than the boom version. The system Sle

contains the following subsystems: lave

two bilateral electric manipulators None of these have been developed fox
with passive docking tethers; head earth orbit missions, elthough the
directed TV; propulsion to perform panel-controlled Surveyor Moon-Dig-
rendezvous and docking; attitude sta- ger has demonstrated the space wor-
bilization powerful enough to stabilize thiness of articulated mechanismz.
the RMU plus the satellite being work- All of these are presently used in nuc-
ed on; communications relay; power; lear and underwater applications and
and thermal control. must meet stringent reliability and

maintainability requirements.
Typical weights and power re-

quirements for an RMU-vith-manipu- The kinematic and human factor
lator system are shown in Table 3. design requirements for all five types

are well known and are di-ectly ap-
SPACE MANIPULATOR DESIGN plicable to space designs. In existing

manual and electric master/slave sys-
The five types of manipulators tems, an overhead or inverted elbow

that are likely candidates for earth configuration is used to minimize phy-
orbit space missions are: sical interference with the operator.

e Manual Master/ Slave This configuration also gives good ac-
cess to restricted work sites (e. g.,

* Manual Ball-joint through hatches and in recesses) be-

* Electric Panel-controlled cause the manipulator is in the cone
of vizion. The kinematic relationship

Table 3

RMU WITH MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
WEIGHT AND POWER SUMMARY

Power Weight
Subsystem Watts Lbs

Video 33.0 52.0
Propulsion 25.0 22.0
Guidance and Control 83.9 56.8
Communications 21.8 28.9
Power - - - 165.0
Thermal Control - - - 5.0
Manipulators (two) 40.0 81.0
Docking Tethers (three) nil 50.0
Structure - - - 95.0
Harnessing - - - 45.0

TOTAL 2'i3.7 600.7
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of links and pivots has evolved with tions for missions up t. the station-
experience to minimize parallel oi'nt ary synchronous orbit have been es-
lock-up (gimbal lock) within the normal tablished. These specifications are
wcrking positions. Force and torque based on the following rationale:
capacity of existing masteri slave units For Manned Missions:
are usually man-equivalent, although
some manual units are designed for o The reach (without indexibicj
heavy duty work where the operator should be no greater than1 the
uses two hands on one manipulator reach of an EV astronaut.
(usually because he has forgotten to This is to insure that t-scks
bring in the proper tools), are designed so that they can

be accomplished by the EV as-
Most manual and electric master/ tronaut in the event of manipu-

slave manipulators are of the "tendon" lator failure.
design wherein cables or tapes are e The force capability should b(
used to transmit most of the motions, adequate to operate astronaut
A variety of tape and cable anchor "hand" tools but should not ex-
and pulley guide designs have been ceed that of an EV astronaut.
developed over the years. Cammed This force capability is esti-
pivots have also been developed to mated to be 15 pounds.
maintain constant cable length and
tension over wide ranges of pivot e Design should be for vilatý,ral
actions, control with provision ffk;r uni-

lateral position control and
Because inertia and friction re- unilateral rate control.

duce manipulator effectiveness and * Response should be high enough
cause operator fatigue, existing de- to make the operator the limit
signs utilize aerospace design tech- ing factor in determininr f•sJ
niques to reduce weight and increase speed. This means no 1o0d
efficiency. As a result, much of the velocities oý 30 inches per se-
design practice for ground systems cond for bilateral control. Op-
vwill be applicable to space. The most tirnum unilateral (on-off) no
significant weight saving seen for load velocity is about four in-
space systems is the elimination of ches per second.
counter weight for weightless earth-
orbit missions. Anthropometric relationship

between "hands" and TV "eye"
Preliminary Design Study should be provided to utilize

Specifications operator's natural and learned
responses -- particularly his

The USAF/GE study (Reference propriocept;on.
2) concluded that a single general
purpose electric manipulator can be provided whenever above capa-
developed to meet the requirements bilities must be augmented.
for most anticipated manned and un-
manned missions. Tentative func- P Control should be possible from
tional and environmental specifica- both spacecraft and ground -nas-

ter stations.
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For Unrmanned Missions: synchronous orbit. The principle re-

* Reach, force and response quirements established for this mis-• Rech_,forc andrespns•sion are:

should be no greater than the
operator's. Tools and proce- Base-line Mission:
dures will be provided when 1 Doc:k and tether slave vehi-
these capabilities must be aug- cle to cargo craft or refurbish-
mented. ment kit

* Manipulator system should 2. Transfer and restrain refur-
be as small and light weight bishment cargo to slave vehicle
as possible to be compatible
with low cost boosters and to 3. Dock and tether slave vehicle

simplify integration with trans- to communication satellite

port vehicles. 4. Open hatch and make visual

* Generally, task speed can be and electrical inspection (elec-
sacrificed in urrnanned mis- trical. connector)
sions to reduce system weight 5. Replace electronic module:
and complexity, particu.1arly
where solar recharging is a. Six captured screws
practical. b. Two electrical connectors

* Interchangeability with man- (pigtail)
ned systems should reduce 6. Check out and release comrnun-
development costs and im- ication satellite
prove emergency or backup
position for user programs. Duty Cycle:

In summary, the universal gen- I. The system should be capable
eral purpose manipulator system is of repeating this operation at
essentially equivalent to an EV astro- least ten times over a two year
naut. It would utilize the same tools period
used by an astronaut and would follow 2. In the M/ S mode, each actuator
the saane work procedures with the must be capable of holding max-
exception of those dictated by astro- imnum forces for at least 30 se-
naut endurance or exposure limita- conds (after thermal equilib-
tions. rium) without exceeding a

motor rotor temperature of
A preliminary design study of 2200 F

manipulators for an unmanned ground
controlled system was made as part Data Link:
of the USAF/GE study. This appli-
cation was selected because it en- 1. Transmission time delay will
compassed all conceivable hardware range from 0.24 to 1. 0 seconds,
and operational problems for either depending on location of syn-
manned or unmanned missions. The chronous slave vehicle to
mission selected was the refurbish- ground mast !r station. When
ment of a communication satellite in not in line-ol-sight, communi-
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cation will be via one or two simplicity. The approach is practical
relay satellites, only because it was determined that

the specified duty cycle could be met
Results of with passive heat re-ec.ion from the

Preliminary Design Study actuators wfthout exceeding the tem-
perature limits of the motors. If a

Figure 2 shows the arm configur- circu]atory coolant was required, the
ation developed in the design study. "tendon:' design would simplify actu-
The slave kinematics are shown in ator cooling since the actuators could
Figure 6. Master kinematics are be grouped together on a common
identical with the exception of the first heat sink in the torso. The tempe, -
shoulder index joint which is used to ature distribution in a stalled shoui-
extend the reach of the s]ave or to der joint actuator is shown in Figure
avoid obstacles. The second shoulder 7. These temperatures were reached
joint has an index bias at the slave for after more than one minute of stall,
the same purposes. The shoulder starting from a 320 F equilibrium
joints are principally for transport condition. The calculations used
motions; wrist joint for positioning the emissivity and absorptivity values
motions. In Figure 2 an additional (after over two years in orbit) of the
torso index motion is provided to allow silicone acrylic paint used on the Geos
the android to work on equipment in satellite. No-load equilibrium tem-
the RMU. peratures are 321F in the sun, 1720F

between sun and large reflecting sur-
The main departure from conven- face, and -400 F in earth shadow.

tion in this design is the use of servo- This latter temperature is, of course,
actuators at the pivots ratner than in intolerable. However, it can be kept
the torso with tendon connections to to a reasonable -650 F by an isometric
the pivots. The pivot actuator ap- exercise producing 18 watts in the
proach provides significant weight and joint. For long periods in shadow,
reliability advantages because of its

25 Actuator Function Principal
No. M/S Indz:: M/S motion

1 - Shoulder x

5 2 - Shoulder x x Z

, 3 - Shoulder x X

64 - Elbow X Y
5 - Wrist x 0}z
6 - Wrist x 9x
7 - Wrist x 7

8 - Terminal x Terminal

MIS - Master/Slave Servoactuator

FIG. 6 - KIN'EMATICS FOR SPACE MANIPULATOR
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it rill probably be necessary to en- tation of the specific bilateral con-

close the android. trol system is not critical and will
have little effect on the total weight
and power requirements of the slave
manipulator tabulated in Table 4

below:

-I,, '"Table 4
WEIGHT, VOLUME, AND POWER

OF ONE MANIPULATOR ARM

FOR BASE-LINE MISSION

Weight

Arm 23.0 1bs

Amplifier 17. 5 lbs

Total 40.5 lbs

Volume

Arm (stowed) 1680 in. 3

Amplifier 460 in. 3

Total 2140 in. 3

FIG. 7 - HARMONIC DRIVE ACTUA- Power

TOR TEMPERATURE DIS- All Joints Stalled
TRIBUTION (unlikely) 1330 watts

Another departure from existing Expected Peak

N IS manipulator design practice is (<0. 1% of time) 400 watts

tý,e use of DC servomotors. AC Average 20 watts
motors are used in the master and
slaves of present M/S manipulators CONCLUSIONS
and they are driven by a common am-
plifier. Radio controlled manipulators Existing manipulator concepts can
will, of course, require separate mas- meet most foreseeable space mission
ter and slave power supplies and ser- requirements. The major technology
voamplifiers. Position error is corn- problems in the space application of
monly used to provide the force feed- manipulators are in the control link.
back. However, the higher 2riction of On-off controlled manipulators have
harmonic drives (than spur gear drives) been radio controlled, but thus far,
may dictate that slave motor current this has not been tried with master/
or actual output force be sensed and slave manipulators. Existing teleme-
fed back for replication at the master. try equipment is more than adequate
The actual selection and implemen- on a bandwidth basis for both command
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QJICK-RELIASE FASTENI:R FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

Wayne L. Martin
Billy M. Crawford
William N. Kama

Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories
and

John Herman
Aero Propulsion Laboratory

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

SUKF!ARY: Human performance requirements for eleven hand-
operated fasteners were detemr4.cned experimentally. Two
situations were investigated: (1) simulated zero-gravity and
(2) normal gravity conditions. A six degree-of-freedom air-
bearing 4evice was used for zero-gravity simalation. Data
analyses showed eff-cts of fastener design and gravity
condition to be significant in terms of five dependent
measures. There was also a significant interaction between
the fastener design and gravity condition effects.

INTRODUCTION

"ccessibility is essential to alternative design configurations
maintainability. if you can't get for quick-release, hand-operated
to it, you can't fi)x it. It'I access panel fasteners fcr space
almost as simple as that. The system applications.
matter is complicated somewhat by
the fact that certain individuals Hand-operated, quick-release
are less apr. to acqui..sze to fzsteners for access panels are
"envirommental barriers"' than preferred to other types under
others. Among the more extreme norma] maint er.ance conditions.
examples is that of the anonymous The advantages they afford should
te -hnician who removed and replaced be even more important in the
1B-52 giu.signt components without ex. ura-terrestrial environment.
" Cnotingl the damage to metal web- For example, hand-operated fas-
bing which he deliberately smashed teners reauire no tools, so the
to ga½n the required access. 3  astronaut's tool kit may be re-
Less deter•mded individuals, on the duced in size and weight. Qlick-
other 1ui•d, tend to ignore or avoid release fasteners also simpiify
maintenaice tasks which present the task-even sirnmrle tools are
forz.idable access problems. Be- difficult to grasp and manipulate
lieving that the more effective under pressurized suit conditions.
so.Luticn to such problems is PReduced fastener operation times
usaally foumd in improved design also would help min-imize exposure
rather- than modified person-nel of the astronaut to extra-
selection. incentive, or training vehicular risks.
prograims, we have given our atten-
tion, i.: this instance, to acw.use the advantages are
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[apparent, this investigation -was inches. Floor (dimensions are '26 x
not designed to prcve the des ir- 30 feet.
abil] ty of quick-opening, hand-
O~erated fasteners for use in The work pa3nel, In front of
space, Instead, "he Primary the subject in Figure 1, iJs sus-
objective was to develop and apply pended from a 20-foot span of
engineering and human perfor- bridge crane. Thf. work panel
m~ance criteria for selecting from assembly is instrumented to permit
a variety of designs for such '*-simulation of .ho reactions of a
ternors. Independent variables 2 free-floating mass to forces
primary Jmterest were: (1) fas- applied to it; howaver, the
tener design and (2) gravity con- assembly was maintained in a
dition (simulated zero-gravity vs. stable pos-ition 4hogotti

one gravity). The principal investigation, Stabilizatior of
dependent 1rariJable-, were:: (1) time the work panel was based Orn the
required to perform (.asks involving assumpTtion that the niasc of th.e
different fastener designs, (2) space vehicle involved would roe
forces and torqrues exerted during larg-e relative to thai. of ~~n
these tasks, ard (3) -user opinions thence.. react~ions of t~hc~ vehicle
with respect to ease o-f fastener itself to forces applied by the

operaion.workez- during the t ask would rnot
be great enough to sipiifisantly
affect h1is pel-fornanc,9. (M.OMe

APPARATUS detailed descrjmi,-on§ off the sim-
ulation facility are included in

The apparatus shown in Figure references 1 and p.
i. was used to simulate maintenance
requ rements under zerc-gravrity The work paneJ structure was
conditions. The support cradle equipped with 6 strain gages which
into which the subject is secured sensed focrces and tcrouies ecertedd
can be adjusted to accorumodate against it in the 3 pr..nciz&a axes
a rela4.ively wide range of (X, -;, and z)J. Skrain gage qiis-
anithropometric dimensionb. It placements were 'asom nt
also affords six degrees of freedom elect_ýinal signals by means :Žf
in motion -under near-frictiornless bridge circut;ý,s. ý)).ýtniuts of the
conditions. Gimbals rotat in g on briýdge circuits were :.rzte
ball bearings provide rotational to an 8-cha-nnel7 Beckman str4rý
movement in !the roll and pitch chart recorder, ý-c that the -forces
axes. Translation in the yaw axis and torques In. -,he 'i pr~ncin-..

*is facilitated by air bearings, axes were recoraed flnQeDeriaentiy,
The static balance reouired fzr the andO sirmiltaneously.
vei ical noxis is maintai-ned by

*means of a piston and ýyJ-_'naer The bri dge bal~aicing nietwork
mzCh:snisrn supplied with apprcpri,- waS, mounte.-d aot tne relar of the
ately rtagalated air pressure. Free work P 'unerl The -for,-e
movement in the horizontal ol~ane is and toraue mieasurement circuitr_-,
provided for by the air oearaJng was callibrated perioadicaLlly b0y
pads at the base of the tripoci iniposinr known fOrcez, andc toroues
supporting t.he simulator. Wken to the work- panel. During ',he
supplied with air pressure. these -.nitied phases of the experimentL

pads ~ ~ L rieaQoia~l .~ these force:- ?nd torql.es werp
inches above the epoxy f-loor. The mesrdb en fa linear coil
f loor is level to -within fi.0005 ->PrJ-g Lehnss. ater, ~
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FIGUREE i

ZERO CGAVITY SIMULATION FACILITY INrC-LUDTING WORK PANEL
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calibration technique was improved data were obtained. Operational
upon by substituting dead weights requirements associated with each
and pulleys for the spring fastener are summarized briefly
mechanism. in Table 1. Although complete

detailed specifications were avail-
Although the subject's body able in most cases, they will not

and legs were secured to the simu- be cited here. In general, the
lator support cradle, he was free specifications complied with
to move his head and work with his standard military requirements.
hands and arms with relatively un-
restricted freedom. However, two The work panel includes a 10-
28-inch tethers kept the subject inch x 10-inch access opening
from drifting beyond reach of the equipped with a 12-inch x 12-inch
work panel while performing his cover panel. The cover panel was
task. The tethers were attached secured in place by two identical
to a safety belt at the subject's hand-operated fasteners. The two
waist and snap-hooked to eyelets fasteners were separated by 11
on the work panel superstructure. inches in all but two cases.
Anchor points were separated by Fasteners 2E and 2A were 12-3/8
approximately 12 inches at the inches and 13 inches apart,
subject's waist and 24 inches at respectively. Separate cover
the work panel. The te~hering panels were provided for each of
provisions were similar to those the 11 different fastener typoes
used by Seeman et a] in studyTing investigated.
space maintenance problems. 4

Eleven different fasteners SUBJECTS AID PROCEDURE
were selected for study in the
following manner. Approximately Ten paid volunteers from a
100 manufacturers of hand-operated local university served as sub-
fastening mechanisms weie surveyed jects for the investigation.
to obtain samples cf applicable, They were all males and averaged
off-the-shelf test items. Subse- 21 years of age.
quently, 13 manufacturers submn tted
a total of 21 items for evaluation. Each subject was required to
Ten of the 21 fasteners were operate all 11 fasteners in per-
eliminated prior to the collection forming a representative access
of experimental data. Some were task under two conditions:
eliminated because they were (1) "simulated zero gravity" and
essentially duplicates of others. (2) "one gravity". The one-
Others were rejected because of gravity situation, alternatively
repeated mechanical failures during referred to as the "static
preliminary tests. Still others co~vditior," served a3 an experi-
were not subjected to experimental mental control with which perfor-
evaluation because they could not mance in the "simulated zero
be mounted in a manner that would gravity" condition could be
permit a valid comparison of per- compared.
formance data.

One half (5) of the subjects
Figure 2 shows the disassembled began testing with the zero-

components of each of the 11 fa:. gravity condition and the other
teners for which experimental half began with the static
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TABLE 1

SU1.•.ARY OF OPERATIONAL REQUIRZ4EMETS OF HAND-OPERATED FASTENERS

FASTENER OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

S!B Push in wing head to overcome spring tension and
cur c to lock. Turn , ccw to unlock.

1F Turn wing head 1 cw to lock. No detent. Turn
1. cw to unlock.

2A Adjustable pawl positioned by lever. Lever
is cammed so that depression brings pawl in
contact with back edge of access opening.

2C Cam lock. Turn wing head cw to lock. Turn
Sccw to unlock.

2D Captive screw with pointed tip inserted into
tapped hole. 43y turns required to fasten as
well as unfasten.

2E Adjustable pawl, positioned by pawl positioning
key. Knob adjusts pawl for various panel
thicknesses and compresses pawl to back edge
of access opening.

2H Push button releases friction lock.

4B Operationally the same as 2C.

5B Operationally the same as 2C.

6A Captive screw with blunt end inserted into
tapped hole. 3 turns required to fasten as
well as unfasten.

7A Snap-slide type. Slide thrown outboard and
snaps under stud.
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FIGURE 2

HAND-OPERATED FASTENERS USED IN THIS STUDY
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condition. These two sequences of familiarized with the functional

environmental conditions will be characteristics and purpose of the

referred to hereafter as the simulator. This required about

"simulator-static" and "static- 15 minutes. During this familiar-

sirdulator" sequences, respectively. ization period, the subject gained
experience with respect to the

Tests conducted under the first instability of the simulator

condition of each sequence were primarily through two types of

separated from those of the second activity:- (1) pushing and pulling

condition by an interval of with his hands against the work

approximately 3 days. The 3-day panel and (2) shifting his r-n'er-

interý-al was necessa.'y because of-.gravity through arm and .an,!

subject- were available onlyz for movements.
a limited period of time each
day, e.g., one or two hours, For the initial condition
which was not suffi.cient for only (whether static cr simulator),
completion of the entire experi- there was additional practice in
ment. The delay also assured each fastener operation just. prior to

subject adequate rest time between the first recorded trial for each
test conditions. fastener. At this time, the sub-

ject was asked to practice

The task used in this study removing and installing the panel
involved installation and removal until he was sure that he could
of the access cover panel. Under operate the fastener properly.
test conditions, each subject On the average, this practice
performed the complete task three constituted 2 to 3 complete remove-

consecutive times with each fasten- install operations per fastener.

er type. The order in which the
fastener types were presented was Times were recorded separately
randomized for each subject. for the "install" and "remove"

phases of each trial and later

Prior to testing under the combined for purposes of analysis.
initial condition, each subject
was instructed as to the purpose of In the standard starting
the experiment and provided the position before each trial, the
opportunity to become thoroughly subject held the panel cover, by
familiar with the design and means of the attached fasteners,
operation of each fastener. All just in front of the access
the cover panels were laid out opening. When the subject
befo,'e the subject so that he could signaled that he was ready to
operate each fastener as many times begin, the experimenter started
as he desired. This was done to a stop watch. The watch was
minimize the progressive effects of stopped by the experimenter when
learning during the test phase of the panel was in place with both

the experiment. Testing did not fasteners secured. Before re-
begin until the subject indicated moving the panel, Zhe subject held
that he understood the operational his hands just in front of the
characteristics of each fastener. fasteners, indicated that he was

ready, and began the removal
Prior to testing under simulated operation. The experimenter

zero-gravity, the subject was fitted started the watch again at the

into the support cradle and subjectt's read-" signal and stopped
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it when the cover had been removed, the force and torque data seemed
unwarranted, these measures were

After each subject had com- combined to derive estimates of
pleted all the tr'ials under both related physical quantities in the
experimental conditions, he *.ias following manner. First, the peak
asked to rank the fasteners from 1 (maximum) force (F) and torque (T)
to 11 with respect'to ease of exerted during each trial were
operation. determined for each axis. Estimates

of "resultant force" (Fr) and

"resultant torque" (Tr) were then
RESULTS computed as follows:

Analyses of varianae were
applied to the human performance Fr = 4F x +Fy Fz (F)
data to identify significant y
effects. For analysis purposes,
the fastener design and gravity Tr Tx 2 + Ty 2 + Tz 2  (2)
conditions were treated as fixed
factors since there was no intent
in either case to generalize In turn, the resultant force
beyond those levels for which and torque estimates for each trial
data were obtained. Subjects, were multiplied by the associated
on the other hand, were treated as trial time (t), in seconds. These
a random variable to permit gener- two products were tented, respec-
alization on the basis of the data tively, "resultant momentum" (Mr)
sample. Preliminary tests showed and "resultant angular momentum"
no systematic trials effect or (M.a). Thus:
gravity condition sequence (i.e.,
"simulator-static" vs. static- Mr = (Fr) (t) (3)
simulator") effect; hence,
procedural measures taken to Mra = (Tr) (t) (4)
minimize practice effects were
regarded as effective. Despite physical "impurities"

the two momentum values seemed to
be reasonable indexes of t~e

Task Times amount of effort associated with
fastener operation in this

The analysis of variance investigation.
summary for task tfimes is shown in
Table 2. Note that all effects The summary analysis of variance
except the fastener X gravity for the resultant momentum
condition interaction were data is sboun in Tabl- 3.
statistically significant. Figure Results of the other three
3 depicts graphically the effects analyses involving force or
of fastener design and gravity torque measures were aLmost
condition in terms of operation identical in terms of significant
time. effects.

force and Torque Measures theFigures 4 through 7 show
the effects of' gravity condition
and fastener design for de-

TBecause the effort required pendent measures involving force
for a more rigorous treatment of or torque, i.e., Fr; Tr, "i, and Mra.
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TABLE 2

SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FASTENER
OPERATION (INSTALL-REMOVE) TIME DATA

Degrees
Source of of Sums of Mean Significance
Variation Freedom Squares Squares F(df) -_

Subjects (Ss) 9 4298.14 477.57 10.85(9,440) 0.01
Gravity

Condition (A) 1 1262.43 1262.43 13. 4(1,9) 0.01
Fasteners (B) 10 21630.57 2163.06 21.C'3(10,90) 0.01
Ss x A 9 831.94 92.44 2.10(9,440) 0.05
Ss x B 90 9256.01 102.84 2.33(90,440) 0.01
A x B 10 886.50 88.65 1.1)(10,90) N.S.*
Ss x A x B 90 7195.67 79.95 1.82(90,440) 0.01
Within Replicates

(Trials) 440 19349.98 43.98

"TOTAL: 659 64711.24

*Not Si 'nificant

TABLE 3

SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR RESULTANT
MOM!J1TUM DATA (DIVIDED BY 1000)

Degrees
Source of of Sums of Mean Sionificance
Variation Freedom Squares Squares F(df) <

Subjects (Ss) 9 4.66 0.52 4.63(9,440) 0.01
Gravity

Condition (A) 1 3.59 3.59 13.82(1,9) 0.01
Fasteners (B) 10 10.14 1.01 5.86(10,90) 0.01

Ss x A 9 2.34 0.26 2.33(9,440) 0.05
Ss x B 90 15.57 0.17 1.55(90,440) 0.01
A x B 10 3.23 0.32 2.28(10,90) 0.05
Ss x A x B 90 12.71 0.14 1.26(90,440) N.S.*
Within Replicates

(Trials) 4.40 49.71 0.11

TOTAL: 659 101.41

*Not Significant
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Lower ranks indicate greater ease
I /of operation. A Spearman rank-
/20 I difference correlation coefficient

2 of 0.75 (p.-.Ol) was obtained
l /6A between the subjects' judgments

18/ and operation time averaged across
20 both gravity conditions. Spear-

16- man rank-difference correlation
U coefficients were also computed

GA between the subjects' rankings of
I_ F the fasteners and each of the four

2E
z2A indexes involving forco and torque
* measures. Coefficients obtained

for resu]tant force and torque
0 0 -i were not statistically significant.

2A/ They were -0.38 and -0.18 for
8-2C force and torque, respectively.

2C I- For resultant momenttum and
-B________---_ resultant angular momentum, the

.58 coefficients were 0.63 (p.-.O5)
and 0.69 (p-c.05), respectively.

---- A A complete set of intercorrelations
?A___ 2H between the various dependent

21 2H I .. ... 1.,"
STATIC SIMULATOR measures is shown in Table 5.

Figure 3. Effects of Fastener
Type and Gravity Conditicn on Experimenter Observations
Operation Time.

The experimenters also made
certain specific observations

Subjective Estimates during the experiment which are
nut directly reflected in the

Mean ranks, based on subjects' recorded data. A compilation of
judgments of ease of fastener these observations, by category,
operation, are shown in Table 4. is show-n in Tabl, 6. The fact

that fastener 211 failed twice may

Mean be of particular interest since
Fastener Rank it tends to be one -f the better

fasteners in termo of other
2F (Push button with handle) 1.3 criteria. Both f-ilures were
7A (Snap slide) 1.7 due to shearing c'f t!,e stud.
2A (Pawl with lever handle) 5.1 Fastener 2H was also subject to
5B (Winghead cam lock) 5.8 mechanical bind problems.
2E (Pawl with knob) 5.8
4B (Winghead cam lock) 6.2 Note that operation of the
1B (Winghead cam lock) 6.7 pawl-type (2A and 2E) fasteners
2C (Winghead cam lock) 7.2 frequently involved alignment
6A (Captive screw) 8.0 and positioning problems.

2D (Captive screw) 8.3 Fastener 2E also produced more
IF (Winghead cam lock) 9.9 "false positive reports" than any

other fastener. The term "false

Table 4. Mean Ranks Assigned by positive reports" refers to
Subjects to Indicate Relative Ease instances w:hen the subject indicated
of Use for Each Fastener. that installation had been effected
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although it had not. second lowest, for 2H. ýor
resultant angular mo-,entutm, scores
for 2H• and 7A ran-ked first. and

DISCUSSION second, reopeztively.

Of primary concern for the Fer the resultants force
purposes of this study are the main measures, ?A retained its high
effects of gravity condition and ranking, second, but 2H dropped to
fastener type and perhaps, the last; hence, 2H~s good standing
fastener x gravity condition inter- on reaultan, momentum was due
action. The two main effects were solely to low operation time. The
statisti -ally significant for every lowest resultant force score was
dependent measure. The fastener x obtained for fastener 2D, one of
gravity condition interaction was the screw ty.e fasteners.
statistically significant in terms
of the force, torque and momentum In terms of resuLtant torque,
measures but not in terms of the two best scores were obtained
operation tij.-. for fasteners 4B and 2D, in thaL

order, while fasteners 7A and 2H
dropped tc third and sixth

Gravity Condition Main Effects respectively. it may be important

to note that although fastener 4.3,
Mean operation time was a cam lock mechanism recuiring one-

approximately 30% greater for the quarttr turn to operate, was not
simulated zero-gravity condition, especially favored by the subject s
i.e., 11.64 seconds for zero--gravity (mean rank = 6.2), it ranked no
vs. 8.88 seconds for normal gravity, lower than fourth on any of the
However, the momentum data, which other criterion data.
reflect force and torque as well as
time, suggest that amount of effort Fastener 2D, on the other
required for fastener operation hand, did not show such sonsistency.
may be almost twice as great for Fastener 2D, a screw type device,
zero-gravity as for normal gravity, ranked above average on force and
Mean resultant momentum measures torque measures but fell to last
were 155.57 and 303.14 for the place on the basis of time scores
normal gravity and zero-gravity and subjects' rankings. This
conditions respectively. Corre- pattern, which is a-so characteristic
sponding values for resultant of rankings obtained for fastener
angular momentum were 3888.40 a-d 6A, a second screw type fastener
7936.22. included in the sample, is con-

sistent with the subjects' tendency
to place a prem.um on short

Fastener Des'.gn Main isifects operation time rather than low
force requirements.

Fastener 2H, the push-button

friction lock, and fastener 7A, With the subjects' apparent
the snap slide device, proved emphasis on time, the negative
superior to all others in terms of correlation between force require-
the time and momentum dhta. The ments and subjects' rankings may
lowest mea. operation time was be traced tc the fact that, sor.e
obtained for 2H; the second lowest, fasteners (not4bly 2H, 7A and 2A)
for 7A. The lowest resultan-. were designed to lbe operated by
momentum icore was for 7A; the impulsive forces, while others
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were designed for operation by CONCLUSICtIS
repetitive, low-level forces,
e.g., 6A, 2D and 2E. The Spear- Results of this investigation
man rank-difference correlation support the following conclusions.
between time and resultant force
was, in fact, -0.34. 1. Fastener operations in

removing and inBtalling azcess
Fastener 7A is exceptional in cover Panels required, on the

h.at ",ts design allows a pair of average, 30% more time under
such fasteners to be mounted so si.ulated zero-gravity conditions
that simultaneous operation acts than ruder normal gravity.
to cancel transmitted forces.

2, Torque and force require-.
The foregoing considerations, ments, combined with operation

in combina'.ion, account for the time as an index of level of
fact that time was found to be a cffort, suggest that performance
better predictor of subject requirements for a fastener

preferonccs than t~he resultant operation ta.k are almost twice
momentum index which reflects both as great under simulated zero-
time and force. gravity as under normal gravity.

Another general observation 3. Two fasteners, one eqouipped
cf the experimenters was that several with a push-button friction lock
fa:steners fared poorly because their and the other a snap-slide
design features di'1 not include mechanisrm, showed rdefirnite
positdive visual cues as to functional advantages over the nine other
Ftatus, i.e., locked or v.xiocked. fasteners included in this

iniestigation in ternis of operation
time and subject preferences.

Fastener Desigii-Gravity Conaition Although operation time was
Interaction slightly lower for the push-button

device, resultant force and tcrque
The significant inte-i-ction measures cast the snap-slide

between fastener design and gravity fastener in a more favorable light.
condition support.s a basic notion

with respect to the relationship 4. Operation time was more
between task difficulty level and highly correlated with subjectst
zero-gravity effects, i.e., the more fastener preferences thani were
difficult the task under normal indexes of the forces, torques
gravity conditions, the greater the and momentum associated with
performance decrement under zero- fastener operation.
gravity. (See Figures 3, 6 and 7
especially.) It also should be noted
that weightlessness is only a small RECOMMENDED RESEARCH
portion of the stimulus complex
encountered by the astronaut in the Additional research on hand-
actual task of space maintenance, operated fastener design is needed
The incroased perform.a ce requirements to evaluate the effects of

identified in this study may very well encambrances imposed by pressure
interact with the remain-int stimulus suits such as are required for
environment to increase demands extra-vehicular space operations.
on the astronaut even further.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH STUDIES ON

TOOLS FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR MAINTENANCE IN SPACE

Lawrence B. Johnson, Ph.D.

Raff Analytic Study Associates
Silver Spring, Maryland

SUMMARY: The joint engineering/experimental
program objective is to evaluate space-tool
mitten concepts by the development of bread-
board models. These models were used by main-
tenance operators in a series c.f small experi-
ments that were designed to offer inputs to the
evolving tool design.

INTRODUCTION
board models of space-tool

Raff Analytic Study mitten concepts. The desig-
Associates has conducted a nation "space-tool mitten"
research program on space has been selected to include
maintenance concepts and tools both developed tools, the
for the National Aeronautics space mitten and the tool
and Space Agency ipc mitten. Each of these tools
December of 1966. ±,e,.i The is a multipurpose power tool
major purpose of this multi- that was designed to function
phased research program was to as a wrench or screwdriver.
develop tool mitten concepts The tool mitten is an impact
for possible use in extra- tool (Figure 1) that was

* vehicular activities (EVA) and designed as a cylindrical
to review existing literature metal structure having storage
on maintenance performance sites for tool attachments
decrements resulting from emplaced within annular wells
weightlessness anu pressure toward the face of the tool.
suited conditions. I will Tool attachments can be ex-
only discuss the tool mitten changed by merely pulling a
development phase of our work particular attachment out of
today. its well and then mating it

to the chuck of the tool
mitten. Each attachment is

PURPOSE restrained by a flexible
metal clockspring and slip

The purpose of the ini- ring. The space mitten
tial experimental and (Figure 2) originally planned
engineering effort was to for bare-handed operation,
develop two operating, bread has its motor near the main-

tenance worker's elbow and
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2. TOOL WELL(STORAGE SITES)
3. FLEXIBLE METAL CLOCKSPRING
4. PHILLIPS HEAD SCREWDRIVER

FIGURE 1 -- TOOL MITTEN (Breadboard Model)

i

.1

i. MOTOR
2. SWITCH
3. DRIVE TRAIN
4. GEARS
5. CHUCK

FIGURE 2 -- SPACE MITTEN
(Breadboard Model)
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I2

1. SCREWDRIVER ATTACHMENT
2. HEX SOCKET ATTACHMENT

FIGURE 3 -- TOOL CUFF
(Breadboard Model)

was not developed as an impact stud, expands and hinds the
tool. It was designed for socket. To remove the socket,
manual and power applications, the operator backs off on theA tool attachment storage site nut, thereby allowing the nut
cailed a tool cuff (Figure 3) to release the engaged socket.
is used as an accessory to the Allen head, slotted, and
space mitten for the storage' Phillips scre~wdrivers are held
of hex sockets and screwdriver in place by the scueeze action
attachments. of the inner walls of small

chambers that bind the screw-
The tool cuff operates on driver attachments. The re-

the principle that the tool moval of the screwdriver
attachments will be stored merely allcws the internal
separately from the tool. How- walls of the cylinder to
ever, the storage and removal relax, thereby releasing the
of tool attachments will tool.
require the use of the power
tool. The storage sites for Two maintenance task
the impact wrench sockets are assemblies, a maintenance
tapered studs containing split panel and a maintenance task
captured nuts. Each tapered cylinder, were developed for
stud retains a single tool use !n five of the six experl
socket; as the socket is em- mental evaluations. Both the
placed and torqued, the split maintenance pane". and the
nut is driven down over the maintenance task cylinder were
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employed in the static (sta- cdated with pressure suit
tionary) mode during testing. wear and weightlessness.
However, the maintenance task Since the space worker will
cylinder (Figure 4) was also be somewhat restricted in
suspended from a spring mobility and dexterity, one
(dynamic mode) that permitted solution to efficient tool
restricted five degrees of design is to combine several
freedom. Further, the mainten- operations into one, thereby
ance task cylinder was modified relieving the worker for
during Phase II to accomodate a critical activities yet re-
simulated spacecraft hatch that taining the one-handed opera-
had thirty-six 1/2-inch hex tion concept. An example of
bolts placed 2-1/2 inches spar% this goal is the design of a
around the periphery of the space-tool mitten that not
hatch. The task cylinder was only provides the space
also designed to be used tc worker with suit-glove pro-
evaluate the ease with which tection, but also allows for
operators could work within rapid tool attachment
confined spaces. Figure 5 exchanges. Further, these
shows one side of the task tools are designed to allow
cylinder and the egg crate the operator greater access
dividers that permitted depths to work areas by the
of 6, 9, and 12 inches and relocation of the tool motor
overall square dimensions of away from the working end of
3x 8, 12 x 12, and 16 x 16 the tool, thereby achieving

inches. less bulk in the forward end
of the tool.

STUDY GOALS
AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES The plan of the research

program, conducted by Raff
It is apparent that the Associates under Contracts

goal for developmental EVA NASW 1537 and NASW 1590, was
tools must be to alleviate to evaluate the space-tool
performance decrements asso- mitten concept by performing

1. METAL BAR
2. SPRING
3. SPACE MIT1f22N

FIGURE 4 -- MAINTENANCE TASK CYLINDER
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1. EGG CRATE DIVIDERS
2. SCREWDRIVING PIATE
3. HATCH COVER INTERFACE

FIGURE 5 -- "EGG CRATE" DIVIDERS ON
MAINTENANCE TASK CYLINDER

a variety of human factors fiberglass shell to made th-
experiments. The experiments tool lighter in weight.
were aimed at gaining an in-
sight into the design of tools The basic philosonhy of
for a space maintenance worker the evaluation program was to
performing extravehicular main- identify and correct design
tenance and assembly tasks in deficiencies in the initial
a zero g environment. The breadboard models by using
design objectives for this pro- human factors experiments and
gram were: (1) tc develop a engineering analyses. These
space tool for bare-handed research studies were
operation; (2) to develop a performed in order to develop
multipurpose power tool; (3) firm requirements for an oper-
to allow for rapid and effi- ational prototype space tool.
cient tool exchange procedures;
(4) to offer suit-glove pro- Even though engineering
tection; and (5) to permit one- developmental and experimental
handed tool operation. In the efforts are generally per-
course of our design and eval- formed sequentially, experi-
uation program, Raff Associates ence has shown that the two
personnel added a number of efforts complement each other.
othor objectives cr concepts as However, it was not always
follows: (1) locatc the center possible to separate the
of mass at the operator's hand; rationale for re-tooling on
(2) utilize a self-contained the basis of mechanical or
power source; (3) design for electrical deficiencies, or on
less tool bulk in the front end the requirements of the human
of the tool; and (4) develop a operator for comfort, safety,
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and visibility. Therefore, the tool cuff.
some compromises in riporous
experimental control were made.
Sometimes compromises were made EXPERIMENT 1
because of emergency tool and This experiment was con-
maintenance task assembly re- ducted to evaluate operator
pair. performance when using either

The experimental program the tool mitten or space mit-
consisted of five small experi- ten to perform a number of
ments identified by the follow- tornueina tasks. The mainten-
ing designations: (1) Space ance task was to tighten five
Mitten and Tool Mitten Evalua- hex bolts of the same size in-
tion; (2) Manual Tool Evalua- to a metal bar containing im-
tion; (3) Hatch Test; (4) bedded welded nuts. There
Screwdriving Test; (5) Access were five hex bolt sizes
Area Study. In addition, a ranging from 3/4 to 7/16
qualitative critical evaluation inches. Further, the subject
was made of the performance of either performed this task
maintenance workers using the while the maintenance task
space mitten with the tool cuff cylinder was stationary (static
and using the tool attachments mode) or when the cylinder was
of the tool mitten. suspended from a triangular

The most recent effort, support (dynamic mode).

Phase III, of the research and Performance was measured
development program was a basic in terms of the time taken to
engineering development of a
prototype, impactor type, multi- complete the tightening task.

purpose space tool. The device The results indicated that

features a fiberglass shell and there was no significant dif-

human engineered internal con- ference between the perform-

trols. An artist's conception ance of the two tools when the

of this device is shown in maintenance cylinder was in
Figure 6. Figure 7 depicts the the static mode. In fact

space-tool mitten about to re- there was only a slight three
trieve a tool attachment from percent superiority in the use

of the space-tool as comnared
with that of the tool mitten

4 in the static mode. On the
other hand, the performance
with the tool mitten took 37
percent longer than the task

111 performance with the space-
tool in the dynamic mode.

OLn reviewing the data for
a particular tool under static

1. CHUCK and dynamic modes, it was
2. FIBERGLASS SHELL noted that operator's perform-
3. MOTOR ance with the space mitten
4. BATTERY (Not Shown) increased from 13.9 seconds to
FIGURE 6 -- SPACE-TOOL MITTEN 24.1 seconds (approximately a

(PROTOTYPE)
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1. SPACE -TOOL M.CTTEN
•. TOOL ATTACHMENT

STORAGE S ITES I/
3. FIBERGLASS CASE

A"

FIGTIRE 7

73 percent increase). On t*e experience were used. The
other hand, when one .;onsiders task for these subjects was to
the performance time under tighten 32 of the 36 1/2-inch
static and dynamic modes for hex bolts distributed around
operators using the tool mitten tne periphery of the hatch
the increase from 14.3 to 33.1 cover that was attached to the
seconds was an approximate 132 maintenance task cylinder.
percent increase! The task cylinder was either

in a static or a dynamic mode
These results clearly during this experiment. The

indicate the superiority of the experiment was planned as a
spane mitten under these tasks 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design in
conditions when the worksite which the variables were: (I)
is unstable. No significant task cylinder in either the
learning effects were observed dynamic or static mode, (2)
during the three trials that space mitten versus tool
were require6 in either mitten, and (3) subject 1
tightening or loosening of the versus subject 2. The study
five hex bolts, was conducted ae a complete

factorial with the assignment
of the experimental conditions

EXPEPIIMENT 2 by Latin square randomization.
Each subject participated in

This experiment was nine blocks of the experiment;
basically a validaticn of tbe each block consisted of four
previously described experiment. trials of two tools with each
For this particular experiment, tool used in the dynamic and
two subjects with maintenance static modes. Unfortunately,

IV.4.7
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some of the bolts became cross The same two experienced
threaded or damaged during the subjects were used in this
experimental trials. However, experiment. The task of the
due to the randomization pro- subjects was to tighten five
cedure these problems were recessed Allen screws with
rather constant for all expe~ri- screwdriver bit sizes 3/16,
mental treatments. 1/4 and 5/16 inches. For this

particular experiment. the
The results of this experi- excessive torque of the tool

ment indicated essentially mitten was reduced by an auto-
equivalent performance with the transformer that lowered the
space mitten and tool mi.tten voltage from 120 to 70 volts.
for the hatch fastening opera- This procedure prevented the
tion while the cylinder was in tool from damaging the nuts
the static mode. Although, the and bolts as it had in previ-
analysis of variance did not ous experiments. This experi-
reveal a statistically signifi- ment was conducted as a 3 x 3
cant difference between the factorial design with Latin
performance of the two tools in square randomization of experi-
the dynamic mode, the data in- mental conditions.
dicates that the tool mitten's
performance time was 19 percent The result- indicated that
longer than the space mitten's the space mitten was signifi-
performance time. It is inter- cantly nore efficient than the
esting to note that the decre- tool mitten or hand operated
ment in performance resulted in crank. The two operators
a 241-percent increase in time. took approximately bl-percent
On the other hand, performance longer to complete the task
with the tool mitten resulted with the tool mitten than with
in a tremendous 321-percent the space mitten. Further,
time increase. These results the use of the hand operated
tend to substantiate those crank resulted in a !4i-per-
findings noted in the earlier cent time increase for the
experiments. It appears that performance of these screw-
the dynamic cylinder mode as a driving task, as compared with
simulation of a frictionless the space mitten.

work environment offers a
reasonable fascimile. It appears from this

experiment that such multi-
puroose functions are well

EXPER1,7h0T 3 within the realm of capabili-
ties for the next generation

As part of the overall of space-tool mittens.
research plan to evaluate the
multipurpose features of the
space-too! mitten, a brief EXPERIINhu 4
experiment was conducted to
investigate the capability of This experiment was con-
the space mitten and tool ducted to investigate the ease
mitten to operate as a screw- in which various tools could
driver. In addition, a speeder reach simple worksites areas
handle or crank was used in the when accessibility to areas
in.Testigation. becomes a problem. The subý
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;jects' task was to use a tool and the location of the tool
(space mitten, tool mitten, attachment around the peri-
Allen key, or crank) to mate phery of the tool cause visi-
with t1c five Allen screws that bility and control difficul-
were located on a metal plate ties.
within the access opening. The
subject was not required to We further noted that tool
complete the screwdriving attachment exchange was
operation but merely to be able extremely difficult. For
to mate the tool with the five example, the retaining ring on
fasteners. The "egg crate" the chuck remained auite stiff
dividers allowed the subjects during the evaluation and
a variety of access apertures. caused operators to use aTIe particular pairings of great deal of force in com-

access depths and access areas pressing the retaining ring
were randomly assigned to the while placing tool attachments
ninE experimental rlocks. Each on the chuck. Further, the
experimental block consisted of tool attachment exchange is
four trials with each of the made even more difficult be-
four tools. The subjects gave cause the length of the tool
their preferential rankings of is such that the operator is
the four tools during each of unable to effectively use his
the nine experimental blocks, opposite hand to make the tool
Thb results of this preferen- exchanges. One problem was
tial ranking indicated the related to the tremendous out-
following: The Allen head put torque that was quite ex-
wrench was preferred over the cessive for the maintenance
other three tools followed by tasks required in the program.
the crank, space mittcen and Because of the high torque,
tool mitten. These rankinzs nuts, and bolts often became
are based upon median rankings cross threaded during the
over all conditions. experimental series.

This exDeriment suggests The space mitten was much
that for screwdriving opera- smaller than the tool mitten
tions in which recessed hex since its overall diameter
head tools are used, conven- was reduced by having the
tiona! ;ools, that is, Allen motor toward the end of the
head wrenclhes appear to be more tool. Further, the intro-
suitable. The choice3 of a duction of a canted handle
power tool for this functiun that still allowed the opera-
must iý-cessarily depend upon tor positive control of the
the frequency and number of tool resulted in some reduc-
these operations that are re- tion of the overall diameter.
auired. The canted handle was dis

placed about 15' from the
vertical and had a cross

ENGINEERING EVALUATION sectioned T-shaped handle.
The narrow end of the T fitted

The tool mitten previously easily into the V of the
illustratei is auite bulky and grasping hand. It is thoupht
unwieldy. The motor location that in later des±gns of tce
in front of the operator's hand space mitten, the front
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structure should *i'e reduced in .t *ns not been derer-.1neci
size to further I.Jnirove visi- whether will w 11dntlrnue to
bilitvy and control for th1'e develoD the cu~rrent snace -t'ool
operator. It is also felt that mitt-en for rig-orous simulation
further reductions in ei 1ght and actual fligh esso
and size can '-e accom~plished develop an entirel,: new mitten
while still allowin7 -the opoera- concept. We feel at this
tor adeauate freedom of motion junct-ure 'that we have demon-
during tool use. strated a valid concept in this

space -tool mitten.
SPACE-TOOL M1,1IT'TE?1

The potential advantacges
FollowJing the experir.,ental/ of our -concepts are as followts:

research program jiust discussed.. (1) potentially a hare-handed
Raff Associates dev-eloped the -tool operation, (2) mul'ipur-
tool shown earlier, in Fitgures o po)se power tool, (3) rao-d
anid 7 calle-d the space-tool tool attachment exc'nan-e- (
mitten. This device emb-odies suit-irlove protectlon, ()one-
mrany of the findings and con- handed operat-ion, (&-etr
cepts that were develoODC~ of mass at th-e operator's '-and,
duringr the experiwentsl pro- (7) less tool "-ulic -in th';e
gram. One innovati''on was a front. end of th-e tool and()
tool that was developed with a fiberc-lass housingý-s for space
fiberglass shell inl order to tools. Further, we believe
reduce the weicrht. Yurther, that ourf me'thodology. of !VratinF
the space-tool mitten is en!7`ineerin;7 argo experi'itental
powered by a silver cadm;_1um restiýOnq is also ouite -.alid
battery that runs an approxi- for contributincg to o7erall
mate 1/4 -horse-power electric des ign i.-prcvements.
motor. The silver cadmium re-
chargeable batter', is honsed on We believe that wve are
the side of the tool arid is in movlnýF -.n the rio-nt d-~rection
a position to, callow cu~ck for- for ~'etter s'ace tool designs.
ward loading battery exchan-,e.
The tool has a 3/8-inch chucK
and will accept a variet:'y of R'EFFRET-CES
hex sockets and screwdriver
attachnients. The tool cuff 1. Johnson, L. B. . Phase I
associated wit'h -the space-tool Report: A Revie~i ýTh -
mitten is also made of fibcr- Ma ntenar..e Pe-riFo-armance
glass and operates on t~he same De______9--eu'fTýF
essential principles described TfYtsnesand
earlier. Raff Associat.es feel rT surd'elft '611 Ttons,
that at the present t.ime we are (RaffnalyT-ic Studyi
at an interim, step in Ithe Associates, Inc., Report
development of the space-tool No. r-6-23). 27 FebruarV
mitten. We have not formally 1-967.
evaluat'ed this second genera-
tion space tool, but we see the 2. Johnson, L. B., E. R.
need for an evaluation program W4-lcom~b, S. J. Raf f, And
under sirnilated zcro-ga and P. TV. Havener, Phase T

pressure suited conditions. Final Report: fFeN n~
Program on Tools-fo-r
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Fut ure Mained S~pac'e

_I c_ ssoc. ia tes -Inc. .Report No. 6ý-2L-). NASA'-
CR-8c5556, 27 Mar'cl, 1967

3. Johnson. L.B anti Havener,
P.. Pnase 11 FinalReport: --E~xperj- -

R-eear S LUdles on lTools

-enha n-c:e i n S-D c-,-9ff
A~na75v-ti-'c tIE Y ASsoviates,Report 69,NASA-CR-
91052, 31 A ugust 1{s7t
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I
COLD CATHODE WELDING FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS

Marvin L. Kohn
Industrial Products Department, Hamilton Standard
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

and

Carlan W. Silha, l/Lt, USAF
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
APFT
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433

SUMMARY: A program was performed involving design, fabrication
and test of two manually-operated cold cathode electron beam welding
tools. One tool produced a disc-like electron beam for welding
tubing, and the other, a planar beam for welding sheet metal. B3oth
tools fit on a single handle.

INTRODUCTION tion-keeping crew never is imperiled.

Such structures must be capable of con-
Recent advaacements in space tech- taining a life-sustaining environment. Un-

nology require methods to be developed less a "shirt-sleeve" environment is main-

for sound, leakproof joints in extrater- tained within the structure, many complex
restrial structures. Anticipating these situations will result. 'Shirt-sleeve" en-
needs for "space fabrication" can provide vironments in space or on the moon must
an insight into the growing importance of also be enclosed within a hermetically-
this area of fabrication technology. For sealed container to ensure retention of
example, large boosters become ineffi- air.
cient with increasing booster size, re-
quirinD, the weight and/or volume of the Although many mechanical methods
payload to be limited. The effects of this exist for the preparation of "leak-tight"
limitation can be bypassed by sending the joints, not one of them can equal a metal-
payload aloft in segments and assembling lurgical bond heremetically. The mnade-
it in space. Smaller and less powerful quacy of mechanical joints is related to the
boosters also could bc used to power large leakage which remains after completion of
payloads over very great distances if the even the bEst joint. When a large struc-
payloads originated from sources having ture is fabricated using mechanical joints,
less grsvity than earth (e. g., from an or- the total leakage of all the joints can result
biting space station or from the moon). in a significant loss of atmosphere. This

atmosphere must be replaced to ensure the

Complex space or moon stations will L !-ty of the inhabitants. If the loss, due
have to be manned, and be of high strut - to s. :uctural defects, becomes sufficiently
tural integrity so that the safety of the sta- larg,.• affc-t the "normal" resupply
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scheduie, then the effective cost of the The electron beam produced by a cold
tructure increases, and can easily be- cathode device can be shaped in a pattern

come greater than the first manufacturing fixed by the cathode configuration. This
cost. Thus, a method must be provided unique characteristic provides the basis
for in situ fabrication by welding of such for the inherent simplicity of the tool
structures. whereby heat energy is transferred to

the workpiece in a pattern fixed by the
In addition to the need for a welding cathode configuration. This feature of

method for primary fabrication are the the electron beams produced by cold
requirements for repair and maintenance cathode discharges was developed pri-
welding. In both cases the structural in- vately !-y United Aircraft Corporation.
tegrity of the assembly and the retention T advantage of this "extended geometry"
of a habitable environment are of para- electron beam for extraterrestrial, joining
mount importance to crew safety. There- is obvious: a few simple cathode configu-
fore, any fabrication repair or normal rations c~m provide a great degree of
maintenance procedure must include this joining versatility without requiring sig-
capability for fusion welding. Thus, it nificant operator skill.
will be necessary to provide metals joining
equipment for the use of astronauts during In addition to welding, the materials
extended missions. joining tool has been used to prepare a

brazed lap joint. Other programs now
Normally, welding is a highly skilied underway at United Aircraft have shown

trade that frequently requires many years that cold cathode electron beams can be
for development of high-caliber proficien- applied successfully to heat treating and
cy. Therefore, relating an astronaut's also to float-zone growing of single crys-
skill to this requirement results in three tals.
possible alternatives:

a. Train the astronaut to perform the ELECTRON BEAM GENERATION
welding task,

Electron beams in cold cathode devices
h. Train skilled welderi to be" r- are the result of abnormal flow discharges

astronauts, or in low pressure gaseous regions. The
cathodes are at high negative potentials

c. Devise a welding process that is while the remainder of the system is
manual, yet sufficiently automatic maintained at ground potential. The low
so that little training beyond the pressure (approximately 0. 1 to 1 Torr,
most rudimentary indoctrination depending upon the gas, is required to
will be required. provide gas atoms for plasma formation.

If the quantity of gas atoms (e. g., the gas
Obviously, the third alternative is most pressure) is too high or low, the abnormal

desirable because it permits every astro- discharge producing the directed electron
naut to function as a skilled welder when- beam will noi form.
ever the need arises. This is the primary
philosophy behind the use of an electron During operation, the ambient gas is
beam produced by a cold cathode as the transf. -ed into a plasma by the potential
heat source for extraterrestrial welding, difference between the cathode and ground.
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The positive particles in the plasma are beam are heated by it, and as a result,
attracted to the cathode and strike it this method of beam operation is undesir-
causing secondary emission of electrons able.
from its surface. Also, some neutral
particles and photons will strike the ca-
thode causing additional secondary einis- EQUIPMENT DESIGN
sion electrons to be formed. The secon-
dary emission electrons, and also the The design of the material joining tools
electrons formed as a result of the plasma was based upon basic operational and phy-
formation, are directed away from the sical requirements. Essentially these
cathode with a velocity related to the po- were:
tential of the cathode with respect to
ground. a. Operating potentials should be 5. 0

kv or less to assure elimination of
X-radiation.

CATHODE TECHNOLOGY
b. Annular butt welds shall be made in

The basis of the beam shaping charac- 3/8-inch diameter tubing.
teristics of the cathode is related to the
formation of equipotential surtaces about c. Full penetration is required in
the cathode, approximately parallel to the 0. 060-inch wall, 3/8-inch diameter
cathode surface. The electrons in the stainless steeltubing.
b-Iam are accelerated in o direction nor-
mal to the equipotential surfaces; there- d. Windows shall be provided to per-
fore, electron beams will come to focus mit observation of the welding.
at the geometric center of curvature of the
emitting surfaces. This focusing char- e. The cathode and shield of the annu-
acteristic is relatively insensitive to lar tool will be split to provide maxi-
changes in voltage and pressure so long mum usefulness of the tool.
as the discharge operation is in the high-
voltage abnormal glow mode. f. Fixturing will be provided in the

annular tool to hold the tube halves
The beam shape can be altered to meet in the beam and to adjust the joint

the exact requirements of an application into the beam focus.
by the use of cathode shields. This tech-
nique has been used in the linear tool to g. Workpiece seals will be made of
control the length of the beam. The criti- metal to preclude vulnerability to
cal factors in the use of shields are their degradation by high temperatures.
size, shape and placement. Shields
placed close to the cathode cast a shadow h. An adjustable cathode shield will be
upon it, preventing its bombardment by provided on the linear tool to pro-
the plasma, thereby precluding beam duce linear beams no longer than
formation. These shields prevent cathode six inches, nor shorter than 0. 030
emission and are not heated by the beam. inch.
A second method of effecting changes in
the beam is to physically block the beam. i. The ambient gas will be admitted to
In this method, the shields blocking the the cathode area through the high-
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voltage poting. linear Tool Design

,. Interlocks will be provided to pre- The linear tool shown in figure 2 is con-
rent activation of a properly wired siderably simpler than the annular tool. It
power supply * until the tools are consists of a chamber with an open bottom;
safely closed, or are in full contact the cathode is at the top of the chamber to
with the work. produce a beam whose focal line is in the

plne of the bottom of the chamber. In ad-
k. The handlk will contain the gas- sup- dition, an adjustable shield system pro-

ply, the gas supply valve and regu- vides- variations in beam length. The
lator, and the high voltage feed- weight of the linear tool is 4.5 pounds.
thrugh.

1L The handle will be oriented at 30" to Two large windows are located on the
the plandle wil te worientoprded at 3 opposing longcfacs of the-tooi chamber.
the plane of phe work to provide a Originally, Lexau * ,as considered for the
comfortable operating position, windows because mdie.tions-were that it

would withstand the operatim•n aditions of
the tool and not lose mmnspar•mec How-

Annular Tool Design ever, the Lexan soft edand deformed
under the temperatunes xeached. during

The stainless cbamber, shown in fig- sustained operation. AItbongh it probably
ure 1, is 6 inches in diameter, and 5 1/2- could be used for maw ,:ekling taslcs
inches long; a 900 segment of tbe chamber Lexan was not suitabie for -welding Leavy
forward of the high-voltage feedtbrough gage or hbgh melting-point Tnntefials, noi
opens to permit placing the tube segments could it be used for brazng or general
within the cathode. The window location heating. A clear grade of mica was "ob-
provides an unobstructed view of the oath- tamined, it was not adversely affected by
ode and work. A simple, four-leaf shutter cathode operation, and performed satis-
assembly is used at the workpiece access factorily.
bhle in the chamber to reduce the flow of
g&s from the chamber to the low-pressure
surroundings. In this design, two ieaves Handle Design
of the shutter are in the basic chamber,
and two on the movable "door" segment. The handle design was based upon pre-
Two fixture adjustments are provided, the vious work at Hamilton Standard, Its size
first tightens the fixture about the tube, ar-u and shape in effect had been tested pre-
the second moves th efixture to align the viously in Hamilton Standard 's Man-Rated
joint to the beam focns circle. The ,;eight altitude chamber by a pressure -suited test
of the annular tool, including the fixture s-ubject using a tool with a similar handle
but excluding-the handle, is 9.5 pounds. at an ambient pressure of 2. 6 x 10-5 Torr.

* The power SUPPy- used during-this pro- A low-pressure, gaseous environment
gram was_ ot designed-for on/off control is required in the region of the cathode
from the trigger of-the tool. A power sup-
ply designed specifically for the Materials * Lexan is a proprietary plastic manufac-
Joining Tool should have this circuitry. tured by the General Electric Company.
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FIGURE 1. ANNULAR TOOL, OPENED, SHOWING CATHODE AND TUBE IN PLACE

imTmlo

FIGURE 2. LINEAR TOOL WITH HANDLE ATTAUHED
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to supply atoms for ionization and subse- and titanium tubing, and also copper,
quent beam formation. Terrestrial cath- stainless steel, itanium and Hastelloy W
ode devices use a bleed valve to introduce rod and wire were used for welding tests
a gas to the cathode area while the system as shown in table 1.
is being evacuated to produce a dynamical-
ly balanced pressure. The tool will oper-
ate in a similar manner: the space envi- Annular Tool
ronment will act as the pump while the
seals, using simple metal-to-metal con- Initial tests were performed to evalu-
tact, will provide the fixed leak. A small ate the device as a welding tool. These
gas cylinder, a v~ive, a pressure regu- tests verified the speed and ease of making
lator, and a bleed valve (all included in butt-weld joints in tubing, rod and wire.
the handle assembly) comprise the gas All material was cut square and, except
supply system. when prohibited by test requirements, was

cleaned prior to welding.
The gas system shown with the handle

in figures 1 and 2 consists of a small, 75
ml., gas cylinder which can be pressur- Weld Capability
ized to 400 psig. Downstream of the
cylinder a toggle valve is used for on-off The first test sequence was to study
control; the toggle action facilitates easy the weldability of the four different tubing
operation for an astronaut wear ing space materials indicated in table 1. All weld-
gloves. The remainder of the pressure ing was performed using argon as the
system, in order, consists of a neecle shieldiag gas. The arrangement of the
valve, a pressure regulator and a second annular tool in the bell jar for these tests
needle valve. The first needle valve acts is as shown in figure 3.
as an anti-surge valve protecting the re-
gulator from suddenly receiving the full Satisfactory welds were made in stain-
impact of the gas pressure within the less steel, copper and titanium; whereas,
bottle. Without this, the regulator oscii- aluminum could not be joined satisfac-
lates, and the entire contents of the gas torily. Typical welds in these materials
cylinder are lost through the regulator are shown in figures 4 and 5. The sam-
relief port. The second needle valve is ples shown in figure 4, titanium, alumi-
used in conjunction with the pressure reg- num, ýtnd copper, were all made in an
ulator to provide gas pressure and flow argon atmosphere; the stainless steel
control. Operation of the system will be samples shown in figure 5 were made in
limited to a 200-psig charge within the argon and air as the ambient atmospheres.
gas cylinder to ensure that the system is
operated safely under the upper operating Additional attempts to weld aluminum
level of each of the components. were performed using nitrogen, helium,

and air atmospheres. These were not
successful. In addition to normal cleaning

WELD0ING TESTS procedures, the aluminum samples were
degreased in rnethylethyl ketone (MEK),

A comprehensive series of welding abraded using emery cloth at and near
tests were performed using the annular the faying surfaces, and then washed a
tool. Stainless steel, aluminum, copper, second time in MEK. However, this treat-
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TABLE 1. TEST MATERIALS

SIZE, INCH

ALLOY AND DESIGNATION O.D. WALL THICKNESS

TUBING

STAINLESS STEEL, AISI 304 3/8 0.-65

COPPER, OFHC 3/8 0.065

TITANIUM, C.P. 3/8 0.049

ALUMINUM, 5052-0 3/8 0.049

WIRE AND ROD

STAINLESS STEEL, AISI 304 0.125 -

COPPER, OFHC 0. i25 -

TITANIUM, C.P. 0.044 -

HASTELLOY W 0.035 -

SHEET

STAINLESS STEEL, AISI 304 - - 0.060
STAINLESS STEEL, AISI 304 - - 0.030

ment did not provide any improvement in aluminum with this tool should be reeval-
weldability of the aluminum. It has been uated during manned testing by a pressure-
hypothesized that the difficulty was be- suited test subject in a man-rated altitude
cause the beam did not break up the sur- chamber.
face aluminum oxide. When aluminum
samples were heated, the aluminum metal Welded tubes were sectioned, mounted,
(encased in an oxide sheath) was heated to and polished to provide an examination of
greater than its 1, 100 - 1, 200F melting joint quality. Photornacrographs of the
range while the aluminum oxide on the sur- weld joints in copper, stainless steel and
face with a melting point of 3, 722F, re- titanium are shown in figure 6. The pho-
mained solid. However, the oxide layer tos verify the presence of full penetra-
was sufficiently thin to be easily deformed tion weld joints. More detailed examina-
while the aluminum was molten, explain- tions are shown in figure 7. The base
ing the puckered surface of the weld zone metal mici ostructure of stainless steel,
seen in figure 4. shown in figure 7a, is typical of stainless

steel; the elongated voids are relatod to

The formation of aluminum oxide pro- the tube-drawing operation. Figure 7b
ceeds so rapidly that it is impossible for shows the weld metal with the outer sur-
an aluminum surface to remain free from face of the tube at the top of the photo-
oxide unless th,. surface is mechanically graph. Large dendritic grains are ap-
abraded in an oxygen-free, inert atmos- parent only at the outside surface indi-

phere or in a vacuum. Thus. welding cating that that surface cooled slower than
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TITANIUM ALUMINUM COPPER

FIGURE 4. WELDS IN TURING MADE WITH THE ANNULAR FOOL

ARGON AIR
ATMOSPHErRE ATMOSPHERE

FIG IRE 5. WELDS MADE IN STAINLESS STEEL TUBIr,'G

MADE WITH THE ANNULAR TOOL
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A. OFHC COPPER TUBING

B. STAINLESS STEEL TUBING

C. TITANiUM TUBING

FIGURE 6. PHIOTOMACROGRAPHS OF WELDS IN COPPER, STAINLESS STEE,

AND TITANIUM TUBING, 15X MAGN:VICA<ION
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A. STAINLESS STEEL BASE-METAL

B. TAIN LESS STEEL WEL D METAL C1

C. TITANIUM WELD METAL

FIGURE 7. PHOTOMIC::OGRAPHS OF STAINLESS STEEL
AND TITANIUM 250X MAGNI FICATION
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the inner portions of the tube wall. in air are shown in figure 8a. Note
This was the result of the heat sink ef- especially the broad, shallow melted
fect of the tube material. The titani- region. This can be seen at higher
urn weld metal shown in figure 7c is magnification in figure 8b.
acicular alpha, a structure which
,ommonly occurs in titanium weld In tests to determine operating pres-
metal. sures and gas flow, a solid 3/8-inch

diameter stainless steel rod was in-
serted in the cathode. The tool was

Effect of Atmosphere operated at five different air pressures
and three different helium pressures;

The second evaluation was to deter- the beam current and voltages were
mine the effect of each of four different measured and the results plotted as
atmospheres on welds in stainless steel shown in figure 9. In figure 9a, the
tubing. Of the four gases tested, air, highest pressure reported for corn
argon, helium, and nitrogen, only air pressed air is 0. 148 Torr, approxi-
did not produce good welds. A tenden- mately 0. 050 Torr less than the lowest
cy toward incomplete penetration in the helium pressure. The power at the
welds was encountered when welding in upper end of each of the curves was
air. Furthermore, the air caused oxi- approximately 1, 000 watts where melt-
dation of the weld which undoubtedly ing of the rod occurred. This test
had a deleteridus effect on weld prop- indicated that three to four times more
erties. helium than air will be required to

"produce a given beam power. Further-
The average energy required for more, tests performed previously have

welding with each of the four gases was shown that air, argon, and nitrogen
determined;" •ese data are r-'ported in operate at approximately the same
table H. Tbb data for air are suspect pressure level.
because of 0'e inability to completely
penetrate thkough the sample. The in- Nitrogen is interstitially dissolved into
complete piefietration of the welds made titanium causing embrittlement of the weld.

TABLE II. EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERE

NUMBER OF AVERAGE ENERGY INPUT,

GAS SAMPLES KILOJOULES

ARGON 7 21.54

AIR 6 14.42

HELIUM 7 13.39

NITROGEN 4 15.83
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Thus, neither air nor nitrogen are Effect of Material Condition
satisfactory welding atmospheres.

Helium is less satisfactory than argon The fourth evaluation involved making
because of the high pressure required welds in stainless steel and titanium tubing
for proper beam formation. There- In conditions which are representative of

fore, argon was chosen as the pre- those found in actual structures. The two
ferred environment, alloys were welded in three different con-

ditions: oxidized, painted, and greased.
All welds appeared to be sound; however,

Low Power, High Speed detailed tests were not performed to ex-

amine for brittleness, formation of non-

A series of samples of titanium and metallic inclusions, or for the presence
stainless steel were welded using mini- of excessive interstitial alloying elements.
mum power and minimum time to deter-
mine the effect of power on welding speed. The surface contaminants were accom-

These data were compared with other pUshed by:

samples, and the power was plotted
against the time to make the weld, as a. Heating, in air, to 750F for 1 hour,

shown in figure 10. These data are re- or
presented by a scatter band because of the

variables affecting precise measurement b. Painting one-half of the tube surface

of welding time: with black acrylic sprs.y paint, or

a. The time at which welding was c. Coating one-half of the tube surface
deemed complete was based solely with silicone vacuum grease.
upon operator judgement.

Welds in titanium and stainless steel
b. The time required to raise the power tubes oxidized prior to welding are shoa.n

to the desired weld level and to turn in figure 11. The outward appearance of
it off was controlled manually, and these welds was similar to those welds
therefore was not reproducible, made in tubing that had not been oxidized.

The surface of the titanium tubing had a

Referring to figure 10 indicates that, to tannish-brown oxide which was caused by

some limiting value, the time required to heating; this appeared to have been re-
make a weld is inversely proportional to moved by welding.
the power. It is apparent that a wide
range of power and time can be used to Samples which were painted and greased

make satisfactory weld joints. If the data before welding are shown in figure 12. The
used to plot figure 10 are examined in de- greased titanium sample on the left of fig-
tail it can be seen that the energy (the ure 12 had the grease burned off the weld
product of power times time) to make a zone and an area adjacent to it. It is as-
weld reduces as time diminishes. In a sumed that this occurred before fusion.
space flight when power is at a premium, The grease seems to have been completely
it is desirable to use high power to mini- removed from the surface of the tube over

mize welding time. the entire region of beam impingement,

and not only at the region of melting. The
paint shown on the sample at the right in
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FIGURE 10. EFFECT OF POWER ON TIME TO MAKE ACCEPTABLE
WELDS IN TITANIUM AND STAINLESS STEEL
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TITANIUM STAINLESS
STEEL

S2~

FIGURE 11. STAINLESS STEEL AND TITANIUM SAMPLES OXIDIZED
IN AIR AT 750F PRIOR TO WELDING
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TITANIUM STAINLESS STEEL
GREASED PAINTED

FIGURE 12. TITANIUM AND STAINLESS STEEL TUBES, GREASED
AND PAINTED PRIOR TO WELDING
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figure 12 responded in a manner similar Brazing
to the grease.

The scope of the program limited the
metals joining tests to welding; however,

Linear Tool a test was performed early in the tool
evaluation to determine its applicability to

The weld tests with the linear tool were brazing. The tool, using a linear cathode,
performed to study the usefulness of the was used to prepare a lap braze joint.
tool for linear welding. Weld tests on Two sheets of copper were lapped over
0. 031-inch and 0. 062-inch stainless steel each other with an AWS type BCuP brazing
in butt weld configuration were undertaken, alloy sandwiched between them. The as-

sembly was heated to the liquation point
and an apparently good brazed joint was

Butt Welds produced.

The technique employed in making welds
with the linear cathode, exposing an ex- CONCLUSIONS
tended length of weld joint to the beam,
could not be used to produce acceptable The annular materials joining tool can
welds without further development. This be used to butt weld tubing to 3/8-inch
probably was the result of small differ- O.D., 0. 060-inch wall, and wire and rod
ences in power across the active length of from 0. 030 to 0. 125-inch diameter. Ef-
the cathode. One part of the joint started fective use of the linear materials joining
to melt first, and by the time the entire tool was limited to spot welding in 0. 030-
joint had been heated to fusion tempera- and 0. 060-inch stainless steel. Stainless
ture, the molten metal in the first region steel, copper and titanium were success-
to melt had balled up, producing a gap at fully welded; however difficulties were en-
the butt. This gap prevented the forma- countered in welding aluminum. A hypo-
tion of a good weld over the full joint length. thesis has been presented explaining that

this difficulty results from the rapid rate
This hypothesis was proved by using the at which the aluminum surface is oxidized.

cathode to make a very short weld. The As a consequence, it is anticipated that
length of the weld, diminished by closing aluminum is weldable by the materials
the shields, was small enough to reduce joining tool in the "high-purity" vacuum
the beam to almost a point impingement, of space.
but large enough so that a short line of
weld would be discernible. Such welds are The tools require a low pressure
shown in figure 13. The upper, 0. 031-inch gaseous atmosphere for beam formation.
thick, specimen was welded with a cathode Of the four gases tested during this pro-
having an effective length of 0. 300 inch; gram, argon is preferred for welding,
the lower specimen, 0. 062-inch thick, re- however, any of the gases tested can be
quired a larger, 1. 250 inch, effective used to produce an electron beam by this
cathode length. The thicker material re- method.
quired approximately 2kw of beam power to
produce the full penetration.
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0.031 STAINLESS STEEL

0.300--INCH SHIELD SPACING
ARGON ATMOSPHERE
300 MA
3800 VOLTS

126.0 SECONDS

0.062 STAINLESS STEEL
1.250•-INCH SHIELD SPACING

ARGON ATMOSPHERE I
325 MA •

6100 VOLTS
25 SECONDS

Il

FIGURE 13. TACK WELDS MADE WITH THE LINEAR TOOL
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EVA FORCE EMISSION CAPABILITY IN SIMULATED ZERO GRAVITY*

D. G. Norman and E. S. Miller

General Electric Company
Missile and Space Division
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania

SUMMARY: This paper describes the results of an experi-
ment designed to evaluate and quantify man's ability to
generate impulsive and sustained forces in an extravehi-
cular, zero-gravity environment. The work was performed
by the General Electric Company as part of a study for
the collection of human engineering data for the mainte-
nance and repair of advanced space systems which was
sponsored by OART at NASA Headquarters and directed by
the P&VE Laboratory at the Marshall Space Flight Center.

INTRODUCTION a. Given a force generation
requirement, what are the

One of the most basic demands accessibility and restraint
to be made on man by space sys- criteria which must be im-
tems, present and future, is the posed on the workspace
requirement to exert forces of envelope?
various types and directi3ns.
The need to remove and stow, b. Given a specific workspace
assemble and disassemble, and in- envelope and restraint,
stall various structural compo- what are the force genera-
nents, as well as the need to tion capabilities of a
move himself will require the space-suited astronaut?
applications of forces by the
space-suited astronaut. The
experiment described here is OBJECTIVES
designed to evaluate and quantify
man's ability to generate impul- The systematic variation of
sive and sustained forces under restraint conditions while meas-
a variety of conditions which uring maximum impulse and sus-
simulate various modes of tained force generation capa-
restraint and accessibility. bility will provide the space-
The resultant data is of special craft designer with comparative
importance to spacecraft data on the relative values of
designers, since it provides the specific types of restraint sys-
answers to two essential ques- tems. Varying the orientation
tions: and location of the force

receiver will also provide
*The research reported in this

paper was carried out under Con-
trac't No. NAS 8-18117, for the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center.
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comparative data to evaluate the EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

relative effects of accessi-
bility and variations of the work This experiment was concerned

envelope on man's force applica- with determining the effects of

tion capabilities. Although many zero-gravity on the force-pro-

of the restraint conditions to be ducing capabilities of subjects

tested would appear unreasonable as a function of the type of

in certain situations, this restraint and simulated condi-

experiment is designed to gener- tions of accessibility. in this

ate sufficient information to study, the restraints were varied

assist the designer in specifying in the number of energy sinks

and designing new and better provided to the subject and the

restraint systems than those location of these energy sinks.

presently available. The design Additionally, the accessibility

of an optimum restraint when a conditions were evaluated by

desired force emission capability changing the location and ori-

is required will be possible on a entation of the force receiver

quantitative basis if the appro- relative to the subject. The

priate data is available. Also, subjects performed all tasks

since the astronaut will be pro- wearing an Apollo State-of-the-

vided with a restraint system Art spacesuit pressurized to 3.7

which controls and limits his psig. Zero-gravity was simu-

movements, the availability of lated by the technique of neutral
force emission capability data as buoyancy submergence described
a function of force receiver lo- in a paper entitled A Method for

cation and orientation will assist Obtaining High Fidelity Under-

the designer in the solution of water Simulation of Man Space

the man/machine interface prob- Activities by Goldstein and
lems. Therefore, the major objec- Alvarado and presented at AIAA

tives of this experiment were to: 4th Annual Meeting and Technical
Display, Anaheim, California,

a. Measure and evaluate the October 23-27, 1967. The experi-
effects of restraint sys- mental apparatus was designed
tem on impulse and sus- and constructed to provide effi-
tained force-producing cient selection of the experi-
capability in zero-g mental condition combinations by

an underwater technician. The

b. Measure and evaluate the experimental condition combina-

effects of. force receiver tions consisted of eight types
orientation on impulse and of restraint (including no

sustained force-producing restraint), three force receiver
capability in zero-g distances, three force receiver

angles, and two handle orienta-

c. Measure and evaluate the tions. Maximum impulse and sus-
effects of force receiver tamned forces were obtained from
location on impulse and each of four subjects for each

sustained force-producing experimental condition.
capability in zero-g
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Impulsive forces were defined as EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES
the peak forces exerted during a
1.0-second interval, while sus- Man's ability to emit foices
tamned forces are defined as the in a zero gravity environment is
minimum force maintained over a influenced by several variables.
4-second interval. The required Some of the most important are:
forces were applied in push, (a) type of restraint system;
pull, left, right, up, and down (b) force profile required; (c)
directions at all force receiver position and location of the
locations, body relative to the force

receiver; (d) orientation of
Prior to the initiation of force receiver; and (e) type of

each experimental sequence, the space suit worn and pressuriza-
subject was attached to one of tion conditions. Variations and
the restraint systems and sta- combinations of the above have
bilized in front of the force been included in the experiment
receiver handle. The handle had protocol to the extent limited
been previously set at one of by practical, budgetary, and
the experimental distances and equipment considerations. The
angles and at a selected orienta- range of each variable is briefly
tion. When all personnel were discussed below.
ready, the experimenter initiated
signals on a test director's Selection of restraints to be
panel which displayed on the sub- used in this experimental pro-
ject's cue panel the required gram was made based on the fea-
direction and type of force to be sibility and probability of being
exerted. After a 2-second cue available for future manned space
time a "go" signal was displayed flights. Consideration was given
to the subject, who was instructed to factors which influence the
to exert the appropriate force crew performance profile, such
until the "go" signal extin- as the number and location of
guished. After a suitable rest attachment points, rigidity of
period, new cue signals were dis- energy sinks, and freedom of
played to the subject and the movement. Selected restraints
above procedure repeated. After include:
performing 12 trials or required
force exertions (sustained and a. None
impulse forces in all six direc-
tions), the handle orientation b. Handhold
and/or distance was changed and a
new sequence of 12 trials begun. c. Two-point waist strap
An experimental session consisted
of 96 trials, and the experiment d. Gemini-type Dutch shoes
required 192 sessions to complete
the data collection across all e. Handhold and waist
iP.;perimental conditions.

f. Handhold and shoes
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g. Waist and shoes The handhold of the force
receiver was oriented either in

h. Handhold and waist and shoes the horizontal plane (0 degrees)
or vertical plane (90 degrees).

The type and direction of the As previously stated, Apollo
applied forces were chosen to ob- State-of-the-Art suits are uti-
tain data covering all directions lized in the conduct of this
of force application. Directions experiment.
of application include: (a) push;
(b) pull; (c) left; (d) right; Six subjects were used in
(e) up; and (f) down. The left, this experiment, four exten-
right, up, and down directions sively and two as alternates.
also have direct applicability to Three of the subjects were
torque generation. Both 1-second selected to represent the 50th
impulsive and 4-second sustained percentile and three the 90th
forces are included for each percentile in height from the
direction. Anthropometry of Flying Personnel

published in 1950 by Hertzberg,
Although an almost infinite Daniels and Churchill. The

number of force receiver locations actual subject descriptive data
are possible in the volume en- is presented in Table I. They
closed by the subject's reach ranged from 25 to 29 years in
envelope, it was necessary to age (mean of 31), from 140 to
limit this variable to the plane 178 pounds in weight (mean of
described by the horizontal sweep 163), and from 5'10" to 6'0" in
of the man's arm and his reach. height (mean of 5'11"). All
Utilizing a line drawn perpendi- subjects had high school diplomas
cular to the right side of the or equivalent, one had 2 years
chest as the 0-degree reference of college and three had college
point, two additional locations degrees in engineering. All sub-
at +45 degrees (right) and -15 jects were experienced SCUBA
degrees (left) were selected. At divers and had been pressure
each of these locations, 3 dis- suit indoctrinated. All subjects
tances forward of the sagittal had passed the Air Force Category
axis were chosen to sample the III flight physical and had nor-
range in variations in force- mal vision in both eyes.
producing capabilities and in-
clude:

a. Near (elbow angle approxi-
mately 90 degrees)

b. Medium (elbow angle approx-

imately 135 degrees)

c. Far (elbow angle approxi-
mately 180 degrees)
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TABLE 1 SUBJECT DATA
EXPERIMENT APPARATUS

Sub. Wt. Ht. Educ. The underwater experiment
No. Age (Lbs.) (In.) (Yrs.) apparatus (Figure 1) consisted

of a force receiver that con-
1 37 170 72.55 16 verted the forces applied by

the subject into electrical
2 33 178 71.50 14 output signals, a framework to

support the force receiver and
3 39 150 70 12 provide the proper restraints

to the test subject, and a
4 30 140 69 16 panel to display to the test

subject the desired force dir-
5 25 165 72 12 ection and type. In addition

to this equipment, a paniel was
6 25 178 70 16 provided to enable the test

director to give instruction
to the test subject in the

Pressurization Method water.

Two methods of providing the
required 3.7 psig pressure in-
side the space suits were uti-
lized. The first was provided
*by an air pressurization system
attached to an underwater back-pack. Inlet and exhaust hoses •\

were attached to the suit to
provide air flow for cooling __

and CO2 removal. The second was
provided by a water pressuriza-
tion system located in the under-
water backpack. This configura-
tion provided continuously
pumped water into the suit through
a single umbilical and dumped it
through preset, parallel dump
valves. The two pressurization
methods were included as an
experimental variable to provide FIG. 1 - EXPT. 84A UNDERWATER
an initial determination of the APPARATUS
differential effects, if any,
of the two pressurization modes.
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The force receiver hardware force application is shown by
consists of a cylindrical shaft, illumination of the appropriate

anchored at one end with the arrow (left, right, up, or down)

handle affixed to the other end. or legend (push or pull). At

Force application is measured the end of the cue interval, a

by bending deflections in the "go" light is illuminated for a

cantilevered shaft in the Y and period of 4 seconds for the sus-

Z axes and deflections of a tained force command and I second

calibrated spring in the X axis. for an impulsive force. The test

Deflection is measured by three subject applies maximum force for

orthogonally placed differential the duration of the "go" signal.

transformers and is relatively
small (approximately 0.200 in./l00
lb in the X axis and 0.250 in./l00 EXPERIMENT SCHEDULING
lb in the Y and Z axes). The

force receiver is mounted on a The magnitude of the number

carriage which may be adjusted in of experimental conditions

the Y-Z and X-Z planes to vary selected for investigation in

elbow angle and horizontal loca- this experiment required that

tions, respectively. The carriage great care be exercised in the

is mounted on a rigid frame which scheduling and organization of

also provides attachment points the test sequences in order to

for the subject to the various minimize the possibility of

restraints, systematically biasing the
resultant data. The experiment

During the conduct of the was originally designed for 36
experiment, the test subject is operational days with 768 trials
attached to one of the eight on each day. The four subjects

restraints, and the appropriate were to be tested in each of

experimental conditions are set the 3456 experimental condition

up by a technician who remains in combinations twice, making a
the water with the test subject. total of 27,648 data points
Instructions as to force direction or trials. The randomization
and type are programmed by the of the variables and the required

test director through his control schedule revisions are discussed
panel and received by the under- below.
water test subject on his cue

panel for a 2-second cue period In order to preclude the
prior to the force application occurrence of such extraneous or

command. The type of force to systematic biases as transfer-

be applied is denoted by appro- of-training and order-of-presen-

priate illumination of either tation effects on the reliability

the "impulse" or "sustain" leg-
ends, while the direction of
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of the data, it would be desirable e. Receiver orientation and

to rLndomize the sequence of all receiver distance remained

the experimental condition corn- constant within each block
binations. Numerous practical of 12 trials, but were

considerations, however, made com- randomly assigned across

plete randomization impractical, blocks of 12 trials.

is a relatively indeterminant num-

ber of changes in subject, suit f. Within each block of 12

pressurization, restraint type, trials, every combination

etc., would extend the schedule of force type and force

beyond all reasonable bounds. directioLi occurred. The
order of presentation was

I, actuality the condition random within each block

combinations were arranged into of 12 with the restriction

sessions with 96 force applica- that within each four

tions or trials each, resulting trials (i.e., I through 4,

in a total of 288 sessions. A 5 through 8, and 9 through

working schedule of eight sessions 12), two sustained and two

a day, with each subject partici- impulse trials occurred.

pating in two sessions each day,

wzas planned. The following were Rest periods were system-

the constraints placed on the atically distributed throughout

randomizing, or scheduling, of the session to minimize fatigue

the experiment: effects.

a. Pressurization method re- The original experimental

mained constant throughout schedule was revised in a number

a day and was alternated of ways due to operational con-

each w3rking day. straints and problems. These
primarily resulted in a change

b. The order of the four sub- in the running order of subjects

jects was random for the and the number of replications
first four sessions and of each trial point. The com-

repeated for the second pletely random order of test

four sessions each day. subjects was restricted such
that two subjects (1 and 2) were

c. The receiver angle remained scheduled first during each day

constant within each ses- because of their availability

sion, but was random across only from 7:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.
sessions. The other two subjects (3 and 4)

always ran last because of their

d. Restraints remained constant availability from 9:30 A.M. to

within each half session 6:00 P.M. In addition, the

(48 trials), but were ran- limited availability of Apollo
domly assigned across half State-of-the-Art pressure suits

sessions. required that the two 90th per-
centile subjects (I and 3)
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alternate with the two 50th per- and 90th percentile in height.
centile subjects (2 and 4) to Subsequent statistical analysis,
reduce session changeover time. presented in the Results and Con-
These revisicns resulted in only clusions Section, confirmed the
two possible subject running validity of these decisions.
orders - 1,2,3,4, or 2,1,4,3. It
was decided to use one running When the above decision to
order for 2 days, then alternate combine experimental conditions
with the other running order for was made, it was found that 84
two days. This schedule was gen- percent of the data for the first
erally kept for the first four replication had been collected.
sessions of each day. In addition, approximately 14

percent of the daLa for the sec-
The original protocol design ond replication had been col-

called for two replications of lected. However, for the re-
each experimental condition com- maining portion of the data, a
bination for a total 288 sessions. revised session format would be
Due to the considerable number of required. In the new session
delays resulting from equipment format, restraint would remain
failures and personnel problems, constant for only 24 trials as
it was decided to terminate the compared to 48 new trials in the
experiment after obtaining only original sessions. Otherwise
one replication of each condition the session format remained un-
combination and evaluate the fea- changed. Approximately 14 per-
sibility of pooling some of the cent of the data was collected
experimental conditions, speci- under this new session format.
fically pressurization method
and subjects. Finally, when the computer

reduction of the data was com-
Combining the data collected pleted, it was found that some

under the conditions of water and data was missing due to instru-
air pressurization modes appeared mentation problems or excessive
to be justified on the basis of noise on the analog tape. This
face validity from the test direc- missing data, approximately 2
tors constant visual monitoring of percent, was collected during
the oscillographic tapes. Addi- makeup sessions using approxi-
tionally, it was felt that the mately the same session format
subjects percentile groupings with more frequent changes of
could be combined. This pooling the experimental variables. The
of the subject factoL also deletion of individual trials,
appeared, from "eye-balling" the for one reason or another, com-
data, to be justified on the basis bined with the variation in the
of the subjects not representing number of replications discussed
a 50th and 90th percentile above, resulted in a variation
grouping on the basis of force from 6 tc 12 in the number of
emission capability although they trials for each experimental
did represent the 50th (or 65th) condition combination in the

data printout.
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INSTRUMENTATION on Channels I through 3 of an
Ampex Model CP-100 recorder, with

The instrumentation utilized the remaining channels used to
in this experiment was designed record identifying information
to provide for both computerized for the computer and verbal com-
data reduction as well as the ments made by the test director.
capability for real-time moni- Channels 4 and 5 contain the
toring of the data by the test trial identification numbers as
director. These capabilities listed on the session format
were provided by the use of mag- sheets. The "go" signal, which
netic tape and oscillographic was recorded on Channel 7, was
recordings of both the instruc- a 4-second or I-second full-scale
tions to the test subject and the deflection that served to indi-
outputs of the force receiver cate a commanded force as sus-
transducers. In addition to tained or impulsive, respec-
recording the applied force in tively. Channel 8 identified
the command direction, the forces the command force direction by
in the other two axes were also coding as one of six discrete
recorded to provide a measure of voltage levels, ranging from
the error forces. Figure 2 is a zero to full scale. Channels 9
block diagram of the instrumenta- and 10 recorded the IRIG "B"
tion used. time code and the force receiver

handle orientation.

The abort signal recorded on
Channel 11 was used to indicate
to the computer that a particu-
lar trial should be discarded
from the data processing. This

------- was done to prevent erroneous
9 data from being incorporated in

the data output and to save un-
necessary computation time. A

i-i: digitizing signal (Channel 12)
._. -served as a command signal for

the A-D conversion beginning 2

seconds before the "go" signal
and ending 1 second after the
termination of the "go" signal.
The data was later digitized
during this 7-second (for sus-
tained forces) or 4-second (for

FIG. 2 - INSTRUMENTATION BLOCK impulsive forces) time period at
DIAGRAM a rate of 100 samples per second.

Channel 14 was used to record
The outputs of the force verbal comments by the test

receiver transducers were recorded director. Channels 6 and 13
were unused spares.
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Real-time viewing of the data DATA REDUCTION
was provided by an eight-channel
oscillographic recorder. The in- The data collection and re-
puts to this recorder were ob- cording system was described in
tained from selected playback the previous section. The impor-
heads of the'analog tape recorder tant output of this system is
so that the test director could the analog tape which contains
continuously monitor the status all force data as well as iden-
of pertincent recorded data. This tifiers of particular session

was especially important in order conditions. These tapes formed
to detect zero-level shifts in the input to the data reduction
recording channels. system, as illustrated in Figure

S3.J

A key element in the instru-
mentation system was the force In the analog-digital conver-
transducers. These were the sion process, the following
linear motion differential trans- channels were digitized:
formers, electromechanically pro-
portional to the displacement of a. Axial force data
a movable core. The output of
the transducer had infinite reso- b. Horizontal/vertical*
lution over its specified range force data
as displacement of the movable
core on either side of a null c. Vertical/horizontal*
point produced an increasing force data
voltage directly proportional to
,te distance moved. d. Trial number, units

Calibration of the instrumen- e. Trial number, tens
tation system was performed each
day prior to the start of the f. Go signal
first experiment session. This
consisted of attaching accurate g. Force direction
weights to a holder which was
attached to the force receiver h. Force receiver orientation
handle. Weights were added in
5-pound increments to 20 pounds, i. Abort signal
and then 10-pound increments to
80 pounds. The calibration was Digitizing was performed by
performed for all three axes. command of the 7-second (for
During the calibration, the exci- sustained forces) and 4-second
tation voltage of each transducer (for impulsive forces) digiti-
was adjusted so that, after am- zing pulse on Channel 12. A
plification, the output at full sampling rate of 400 samples per
scale deflection was 1.0 volts second was used; however, since
and was linear over the full the analog tapes were played at
range. a speed 4 times greater than the

*Depends on force receiver
handle orientation.
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record speed, the effective sam- of the following sequential oper-
pling rate was 100 samples per ations:

a. Th.e digitized data was
Itumerically converted into
forces in pounds.

b. "Header cards", containing
|k O A OTAL D .. .... identification data not

included on the tapes,
(day, session, subject,

"SLY 0"W WIT &R"Wopressurization method,
receiver angle, and
receiver distance), were
read into the computer
and combined with the pro-

per data;

c. Data output was in blocks
of 12 trials, with a com-
plete set of identifiers.

FIG. 3 - DATA REDUCTION BLOCKDIAGRAMPossible error messages were
also printed out where applica-
ble, and an editing feature wassecond. Low-pass filters weresppled. Lowass filterls, erept available for use where necessaryapplied to all channels, except t orc o ros h dn

Chanel 0, o eimiateas uchto correct for errors.' The iden-Channel 0, to eliminate as muchtifiers and appropriate defini-
noise as possible from the analog tions used in the program are
tapes. The filters had a cutoff presented below:frequency of 100 cycles per sec-
ond, but the effective cutoff was For sustained forces:
at 25 cycles per second due to
the 4-to-i ratio of playback speed

a. In the correct (commanded)to record speed. Neither the sam- force direction:
pling rate nor the filter cutoff
frequency created any problem
with respect to loss of data. 1. MAX is the largest force

during the entire
The digitized tapes then formed 4-second period the GO

the input to the first of two com- light is on.
puter programs, known as the Daily
Output Program. The objective of forc e snc lle st
this program was to provide a force encountered during
printout of the force data re- the last 3 seconds of
corded for every trial in the the GO-signal unless the
experiment. The program consisted force changes sign
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(i.e., goes from positive 2. MIN is the smallest
to negative or vice- force in either direc-
versa), in which case the tion of an axis while
minimum force is defined the GO-light is on.
as zero.

After all the data from the

3. FIN is the force at GO- experiment had been processed by

signal cutoff, this program, a composite output
tape was prepared. This tape

b. In the error axes: consisted of all the information
necessary to identify the condi-

1. MAX is the largest force tions for all experimental trials
in either direction of an and all the data associated with

axis during the middle these trials. This tape then
3 seconds of GO-light. formed the input to the second

computer program, the Averaging
2. MIN is the smallest force Program. This program provided

in either direction of an the capability to average various
axis during the middle 3 combinations of experimental con-
seconds of GO-light. ditions. In particular, the

following conditions may be aver-

For impulsive forces: aged either separately or in any
combination:

a. In the correct (commanded)
force direction: a. Subject

1. MAX is the largest force b. Pressurization method
that occurs for the 1
second that the GO-light c. Receiver angle
is on and I second after-
wards; i.e., for a 2- d. Keceiver distance
second period.

e. Receiver orientation

2. MIN is the smallest force
which occurs during this f. Restraint
period.

A sample of the printout from
3. FIN is the force at GO- the Averaging Program is shown

signal cutoff. in Figure 4. The asterisks (*)
next to Subject and Pressuriza-

b. In the error axes: tion Method indicate that these
were the common factors for which

i. MAX is the largest force all data points were considered;
in either direction of an i.e., the data listed is an aver-
axis while the GO-light age of all the points which exist
is. on. for all four subjects utilizing

both the water and air suit
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pressurization methods. The num-
bers in parentheses to the right
of the data indicate the number of . ............. ..............
trials contained in the average L. -'
for the particular combination of -

force type and force direction ... ... -

and of the other specified condi- • ' ' .. ...... .. .. .. ..
tions . ,.. . . .. l:.: .. . : .....

The meaning of "Range" in this
data is best illustrated by exam-
ple. In the first column of data
in the lower table on Figure 4, -....... *. ..,,
it can be seen that a Sustained-
Push force occurred six times ... .. ... " ... eta
under the conditions listed. For If: . 1 V. "
each of these trials, the Daily 3,%':, i," ":" : : .........
Output Program noted the minimum
force which occurred, as pre-
viously defined. The Range shows FIG. 4 - AVERAGING PROGRAM
that the minimum force for this SAMPLE PRINTOUT
condition ranged from 20.22 to
56.09 pounds, with a mean of Program described in the previous
39.64 pounds. The interpretation section and are provided in a
of the remaining columns is simi- tabular listing in the final
lar. technical report provided under

Contract NAS8-18117. This
Although the composite tape listing, consisting of approxi-

contains error forces, only the mately 100 pages of tabulated
command direction forces are pre- information, provides all the
sented here. Furthermore, only design data collected in this
the maximum forces in the impulse study. However, the tabular
mode are presented. A graphic listing is not the most effi-
presentation of the mean and cient mode of data presentation
ranges of all experimental data for use by designers. The value
is given in Appendix A. of the data collected can only

be realized by presentation in
as efficient and utilitarian

RESULTS manner as possible. The re-

sulting graphical presentation
The primary results of this summarized the total data into

experimental program are the 12 charts with 6 graphs on a
means and ranges of the forces page. These are presented in
exerted under specific combina- Figures A-1 through A-12 in
tions of the experimental condi- Appendix A.
tions. These means and ranges
were derived from the Averaging
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in addition to the primary
design data discussed above, sta- .". - -

tistical comparisons were made : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
across parameters of the experi- . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
mental variables to determine the - -..

existence and direction of signi-
ficant relationships. The data
used for the statistical compar-
isons were the overall mean
forces determined across experi-
mental conditions and are pre- . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sented in Table 2.

Nonparametric statistical
analyses were considered appro- TABLE 2 SUMMARY DATA -

priate for the analysis of these MEANS ACROSS ALL VARIABLES
data because of the inability to (IN POUNDS)
meet the assumptions concerning
the underlying distribution of Signed Ranks Test. This method
the population of variables was utilized to compare the
required by parametric analysis. following parameters: overall
Certain assumptions are also means across force types (sus-
associated with most nonparametric tain and impulse), mean forces
statistical tests; i.e., that the across pressurization methods
observations are independent and (air and water), and mean forces
that the variables under study across receiver orientations
have some underlying continuity, (horizontal and vertical). In
but these assumptions are fewer situations where K related sam-
and more easily met than those ples of basically nonparametric
for parametric tests. Moreover, measures on at least an ordinal
most nonparametric tests apply scale are taken, Siegel recom-
to data in an ordinal scale, and mends the Freedman Two-Way Analy-
some even apply to data in a sis of Variance. This method
nominal scale. The primary ad- was utilized to compare the
vantage of the nonparametric tests following parameters: mean
is that they can be used when the forces across subjects, mean
sample size is small. forces across receiver angles,

mean forces across receiver dis-
Two nonparametric statistical tances, and mean forces across

analysis methods were selected for restraints.
the data analysis. In situations
where matched pairs of measures
occur in two groups and the mea- Sustained Versus Impulsive Forces
sures are in an ordinal scale,
Siegel, 1956 recommends the use The results of the Wilcoxon
of the Wilconon Matched-Pairs Matched Pairs Signed Ranks Test
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indicate that the sustained mean Horizontal Versus Vertical Handle

forces were significantly differ- Orientation
ent from the impulsive mean forces
at the 0.01 level of significance. The results of the Wilcoxon

Sustained forces were those force Matched Pairs Signed Ranks Test

magnitudes that could be main- indicate that the sustained mean

tained over a 4-second interval, force for horizontal and verti-

Impulsive forces were the peak cal handle orientations did not

magnitudes that could be exerted differ significantly.
in a 1-second interval.

In general, it appears that

In general, it can be seen handle orientation has little

that Push/Pull impulsive force effect on force emission capa-

emission capability is approxi- bility in the Push/Pull and Left

mately 2k times as great as sus- directions. Also, it appears
tained Push/Pull force capnbil- that a vertical handle orienta-
ity. Secondly, impulsive force tion increases the capability to

capabilitj in the Up/Down, exert Right direction forces.

Right/Left directions is approxi-
mately twice as great as sus-
tained force capability in the Mean Forces Across Subjects

corresponding directions.
Finally, Push/Pull impulsive The results of the Friedman
force emission capability appears Two-Way Analysis of Variance
to be about twice as great as the Test indicate that the sustained
Up/Down, Right/Left force capa- mean force emission capability

bility. across subjects differed signi-
ficantly at the 0.05 level. The

data indicate that the impulsive

Air Versus Water Pressurization mean force emission capability
across subjects also differed

The results of the Wilcoxon significantly, but at the 0.01
Matched Pairs Signed Ranks Test level. Subjects 1 and 3 corres-
indicate that the sustained mean ponded to the 90th percentile
forces for air and water pres- grouping and Subjects 2 and 4
surization modes did not differ corresponded to the 50th per-
significantly. The data indicate centile groupings on the basis
that the impulsive mean forces of stature.
for air and water pressurization
modes also did not differ signi- In general, however, the
ficantly. force emission capability of

the subjects did not follow

The general conclusions re- these percentile groupings.
garding Push/Pull and impulsive Subjects 2 and 3 generally

over sustained force advantages exerted the greatest mean forces,
presented above also apply here. which indicate a differential
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force capability within subjects degrees, and 180 degrees respec-
for sustained and impulsive tively. The results of the
forces. Subject 3 exerted the Friedman Two-Way Analysis of
greatest impulsive forces, but Variance Test indicate that the
Subject 2 generally exerted the sustained mean force emission
greatest sustained forces. capability across receiver dis-

tances did not differ signifi-
cantly. The data also indicate

Mean Forces Across Receiver that the impulsive mean force
Angles emission capability across

receiver distances did not differ

The results of the Friedman significantly.
Two-Way Analysis of Variance Test
indicate that the sustained mean It appears from the data that
force emission capability across as the distance between the sub-
receiver angles did not differ ject and the force receiver in-
significantly. The data indicate creases, the ability to exert
that the impulsive mean force Push forces decreases. Con-
emission capability across re- versely, as the distance between
ceiver angles also did not differ the subject and the force
significantly. receiver increases, the ability

to exert Pull forces increases.
It appears, however, for both Additionally, there appears to

sustained and impulsive forces, be a lesser tendency for the
that the capability to exert both Up/Down and Right/Left force
suistained and impulsive Push/Pull emission capability to increase
forces increases as the location as the distance between the sub-
of the force receiver is moved ject and force receiver decreases.
away from directly in front of the
subject. However, this tendency
appears to reverse for the other Mean Forces Across Restraints
directions. That is, the Up/Down
and Right/Left sustained and im- The eight restraint conditions

pulsive force emission capability were ncae (no restraint); hand-
tends to decrease as the force hold; rigid waist; Gemini dutch
receiver is moved laterally from shoes; che combinations of hand-
in front of the subject. hold and waist; handhold and

shoes; waist and shoes; and hand-
hold, waist, and shoes. The

Mean Forces Across Receiver first four, excluding the no-
Distances restraint case, were single-point

restraints. The last four were

The three receiver distances considered as multiple point
were Near (15 inches), Medium restraints. The results of the
(19 inches) and Far (24 inches) Friedman Two-Way Analysis of
and roughly corresponded to the Variance Test indicate that the
elbow angles of 90 degrees, 135 sustained mean force emission
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capability across restraints dif- better than the single-point
fered significantly at the 0.001 restraints. The handhold and
level. The data indicate that shoes combination permits the
the impulsive mean force emission greatest impulsive mean force

capability across restraints also emissions in all six directions.

differs significantly at 0.001 Finally, the handhold and waist

level, is generally the poorest of the
multiple point restraint condi-

In addition to the statistical tions for impulsive force emis-
analysis, the data also appears sions.
to indicate the following design
implications. It appears that a
force cannot be sustained in a CONCLUSIONS
no restraint condition. Sec-
ondly, the single-point restraints The conclusions resulting from
have differential value for dif- this experimental program are
ference force directions. For divided into two general groups.
sustained forces, the waist In the first are those conclu-
restraint is best for Push/Pull, sions that can be drawn from the
the Gemini Dutch shoes are best data analysis and results. The
for Up/Down, and the handhold is second group contains those con-
best for Left directions. In clusions that resulted from the
addition, all single-point operational experience of con-
restraints are about equal in ducting an underwater experi-
their inability to provide an mental program of such a large
assist for Right direction forces. magnitude as Experiment 84A.

The handhold, waist, and shoes
restraint combination resulted in Data Conclusions
the greatest Push/Pull forces with
the waist and shoes combination The following major conclu-
very close behind. The handhold sions are summarized from the
and shoes restraint combinations findings reported above in the
resulted in the largest mean sus- analysis and results section.
tamned for the Up/Down and
Right/Left directions. Finally, a. The statistical analyses
the data would indicate that were performed on means
Right direction sustained forces derived across experi-
should be avoided whenever possi- mental conditions and
ble. should not be used to gen-

eralize to the individual

For impulsive force emissions, case. The reader should
there is very little difference go directly to the specific
between the means for the single- condition combination pre-
point restraints, including the sented in the graphical or
no-restraint case. Also, all the tabular format to obtain
multiple restraint conditions are the pertinent design data.

I . .



b. The handhold and shoes differ greatly (5 to 12
restraint combination re- pounds differential range)
sulted in the greatest across the multipld-
Up/Down and Left/Right sus- restraint conditions (hand-
tained and impulsive force hold and waist; handhold
generating capability, and shoes; waist and shoes;

and handhold, waist, and
i c. The handhold, waist, and shoes).

shoes restraint combination
and the waist and shoes i. The space suit pressuriza-
restraint combination re- tion mode did not differ-
sulted in the greatest entially affect the ability
Push/Pull sustained forces. of subjects to exert forces.

d. The waist restraint was the
only single-point restraint Operational Conclusions
in which a significant
sustained (above 10 pounds) The following operational con-
mean Push/Pull force could clusions were drawn from the con-
be exerted. siderable number of experiences

and observations noted during
e. The handhold restraint pro- the conduct of this experimental

vided the capability for program:
sustaining significant
(above 10 pounds) mean a. Planning of extensive
forces in only the Left/ underwater pressure-suited
Right directions. operations should include

a 100 percent contingency
f. The shoes restraint pro- time factor.

vided the capability for
sustaining significant b. Extreme care should be
(above l(' pounds) mean exercised to insure the
forces in only the Up/Down cleanliness of the neutral
directions. buoyancy facility, espec-

q lally to minimize the fre-

g. The mean capability to exert quency of ear infections.
impulsive forces in a no-
restraint condition did not c. Neutrally buoying space-
differ greatly (4 to 14 suited subjects for an
pounds differential range) upright, nontranslational
from the capability pro- operation is a relatively
vided by the single-point simple and easy task.
restraints (handhold, waist,
and shoes restraints). d. The water pressurization

mode was more efficient,
h. The mean capability to exert from a subject preparation

impulsive forces did not and experimental session
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changeover time-saving
standpoint, than the air
pressurization mode.

e. Future water pressurized
suit operations should
include a face mask that
can accommodate a communi-
cation system.

f. The possible hazard re-
sulting from the physical
reaction of a pressure-
suited subject exerting
forces under minimal
restraint conditions should
be carefully considered
when selecting restraints
for space operations.
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APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENT 84A - FORCE EMISSION
GRAPHICAL DATA PRESENTATION

In this Appendix are pxesented the summarized data on astronaut force emis-

sion capabilities under simulated zero-gravity conditions. The data are provided

on twelve pages with 6 graphs on each page. These are presented in Figures A-i

through A-12. Descriptive data is provided on each page to permit. the reader to

select the appropriate experimental conditions to answer specific force capa-

bility design questions. Table A-I is a Summary Data Chart Index that specifies

the experimental condition combinations included on each page.

Table A-i. Summary Data Chart Index

Force Receiver Receiver
Type Angle Orientation

Figure Title (F/T) (R/A) (R/O)

(degrees)

A-1 Summary Data Chart No. 1 Sustained 0 Horizontal

AL-2 Summary Data Chart No. 2 Sustained 0 Vertical

A-3 Summary Data Chart No. 3 Sustained -15 Horizontal

A-4 Summary Data Chart No. 4 Sustained .- 15 Vertical

A1 -5 Summary Data Chart No. 5 Sustained 45 Horizontal

A-6 Summary Data Chart No. 6 Sustained 45 Vertical

A-7 Surnrnary Data Chart No. 7 Impulse 0 Horizontal

A-8 Summary Data Chart No. 8 Impulse 0 Vertical

A-9 Summary Data Chart No. 9 Impulse -15 Horizontal

A--9 Summary Data Chart No. 10 Impulse -15 Vertical

A-lb Summary Data Chart No. 11 Impulse 45 Horizontal

A-12 Summary Data Chart No. 12 Impulse 45 Vertical
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STUDIES OF PILOTING PROBLEMS OF ONE-MAN FLYING UNITS

OPERATED IN SIMULATED LUNAR GRAVITY

Donald E. Hewes

NASA Langley Research Center
Langley Station, Hampton, Va.

SUMMARY: Current interests in small flying units to extend the
range capabilities of lunar explorers coupled with a serious lack
of information on the flight behavior of such vehicles have stimu-
lated a Series of studies of the handling qualities and often pilot-
ing problems of this type of vehicle by the Langley Research
Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
This paper briefly reviews earlier experimental studies of small
earth-based vehicles and illustrates several configurations that
have evolved in recent preliminary design studies of possible
small lunar flying devices. These configurations include back-
mounted, stand-up, and sit-down arrangements that are being,
or soon will be, evaluated in the Langley studies made possible
by the recent development of lunar gravity simulation techniques
that permit the use of full-scale man-operated flying test-bed
vehicles. The general nature of these fundamental studies as
well as a few of the preliminary findings are described in this
paper.

INTRODUCTION series of pertinent flight investi-
gations some of which have been

Much attention in the field of made possible as a result of the
advanced planning for future lunar successful operation of the lunar
missions has been focused on landing research facility (LLRF,
small manned flying devices as a ref. 1, fig. 1) and new techniques
means for extending the range being applied to it at the Langley
capabilities of the lunar surface Research Center of the National
explorers. Although several such Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
devices have been studied over the tration. In these studies, pilot
past several years with various evaluation of the flight behavior
degrees of effort, there has been of full-scale test devices are
little information obtained con- being obtained under conditions
cerning the handling qualities and of "real-live" operations in
other critical piloting character- simulated lunar gravity during
istics of such devices, due pri- take-off, landing, and near
marily to the lack of practical hovering flight maneuvers, using
methods and facilities with which research pilots experienced in
to undertake meaningful investi- lunar gravity simulations. The
gations of experimental opera- information gained from these
tional hardware, flight investigations should be

directly applicable to the design
The purpose of this paper is to and development of specific lunar

discuss briefly a recently initiated flying units, and should help
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approach maximum assurance of handling evaluation was per-
astronaut safety in the perform- formed; however, the maneuver-
ance of the flying activities. ing capabilities of the vehicle and

system were very limited.

RECENT DESIGN EFFORTS AND The design studies listed in
PRIOR FLIGHT EXPERIENCE tables I and II, and depicted in the

accompanying figures, illustrate
A brief summary chart is pre- the many possible approaches

sented in table I, in order to show which can be taken to integrate a
the relation of the current Langley pressure-suited man with any of
studies to recent design studies of several different propulsion,
small lunar flying devices as well control, and landing systems.
as to prior efforts with experi- The overall objective of the
mental flying vehicles akin to current Langley studies is to
these lunar designs. These vari- explore these various approaches
ous devices are categorized with using test-bed equipment which
respect to the stance of the pilot, are representative of the various
general location of the main design concepts and whose sys-
thrusters and the mode of attitude tems can be readily modified in
control. A list of some of the an attempt to identify character-
physical characteristics of the istic handling qualities of each
lunar designs is given in table II, type. Of course, subsequent
and -.s accompanied by sketches efforts can be directed toward
and photographs in figures 2 refining our knowledge of those
through 7 to illustrate the various system approaches which appear
configurations. most promising. Those Langley

studies related to the differing
The geneses of most of the design approaches are listed in

actual flight experiments are in the final column of table I and
the pioneering works of Wendell are described in the following
Moore of Bell Aerosystems who discussion.
developed the flying belt concept
(ref. 2), and Charles Zimmerman
of the Langley Research Center PROJECT ICARUS
who conceived the balance reflex
or kinesthetically controlled flying The current Langley study of
platform (ref. 7). Although most the backpack propulsion unit,
of these flight experiments were which probably represents the
more or less successful, the minimum-sized flying system,
information gained was only that can be used for lunar loco-
exploratory in nature and, of motion was initiated with the in-
course, applied only to flight house design and construction of
behavior in earth gravity. One the experimental hardware
exception, however, is the project (depicted in fig. 8) about 2 years
involving piloted flight in simu- ago. This project, nicknamed
lated lunar gravity carried out at "ICARUS" (after the mythical
Langley Research Center in about minimum flying systerr that
1962 using a simple sit-down con- suffered system deficiencies due
figuration with manually operated to the lack of updated technical
air jets for pitch and roll control, information) was based in part
and foot-operated air jets for yaw on the earlier design studies
control (ref. 12). Some pilot carried out by Bell Aerosystems
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for the Langley Research Center LWS is shown in figure 9. The
and discussed in reference 3, as subject and propulsion unit are
well as on their experience with supported by separate cables
the flying belt system which had attached to two lightweight
been developed with funds from trolleys free to roll along an
the Army. overhead track that is parallel to

the 200-foot-long walkway on
Exploratory studies of man's which the test subject is stand-

self-locomotive capabilities in ing. The walkway is displaced
lunar gravity using the Lunar from directly beneath the over-
Walking Simulator at Langley, head track so that the cables are
revealed that loads up to 500 earth at approximately 9.50 from the
pounds could be carried on the vertical. In this manner the
back with relative ease (ref. 14); component of the weight of the
consequently, a target weight subject and his flying unit equal
somewhat below this value was to their equivalent lunar weight
selected. The completed unit, is acting in the plane of motion
which includes a built-in life- so as to simulate lunar gravity.
support system for the pressure- The subject with his flying unit
suited subject, weights about is free to rotate in pitch but is
300 pounds with 110 pounds of restrained in roll and yaw and,
hydrogen peroxide for a maximum also, he is free to travel 200 feet
flight time of about 3 minutes. in his fore-and-aft direction and
Existing off-the-shelf hardware 30 feet in his up-and-down direc-
was used inasmuch as this expert- tion. For the initial flight
mental unit was not intended as a attempts, tether cables are
finalized space-qualified system. attached to the flying unit and
The unit consists of two main are handled by ground crewmen
hydrogen peroxide fuel tanks and who keep the cables slack except
two nitrogen pressurizing tanks in the case of an emergency.
which feed two independently con-
trolled thrusters, each mounted on The specific objectives of
the end of an arm pivoted near the phase I are: (1) to evaluate the
pilot's shoulder. The thrust level feasibility of the new flight tech-
and direction of each thruster are nique involving the inclined-
controlled by motions of the arm plane lunar gravity simulator,
arid hand adjacent to each thruster. (2) to determine if the pilot can
The manually operated controls use his legs effectively to
are readily adjustable through a replace a structural landing gear
range of linkage settings giving that would otherwise be
the pilot a selection of control required, and (3) to evaluate
sensitivities. pilot handling qualities in this

flying mode of limited degrees
This project is divided into two of freedom for both "shirt-

phases, the first of which involves sleeve" and pressure-suited
flight attempts with three- conditions. Several test ses-
degrees-of-freedom motion in the sions have been completed and
pitch plane only, as provided by the initial results indicate that
the previously mentioned Lunar the technique is feasibile and
Walking Simulator (LWS). A that the pilot can use his legs,
photograph showing the installa- at least in the "shirt-sleeve"
tion of the test unit on the back of conditions, quite effectively to
the test subject suspended in the absorb the landing impacts.
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The second phase of the ICARUS vehicle by the constant-tension
project will involve testing the unit unit. Cable angle sensors
with six degrees of freedom using attached at the top of the cables
a vertical suspension technique cause the bridge crane to stay
similar to that which had been directly over the rocket-powered
developed for the next project to vehicle so that the cables remain
be described. The objectives of vertical at all times.
the second phase effort are: (1) to
explore in depth the handling quali- The basic vehicle was flown
ties of the back-mounted unit, and first in earth gravity at Bell
(2) to determine the significance facilities and then in simulated
of the differences between the two lunar gravity at Langley by two
testing techniques experienced pilot subjects. The

conclusion was drawn that lunar
flight with such a vehicle was

PROJECT POGO feasible although a number of
shortcomings with the particular

Project POGO, which has been design and hardware were noted.
already completed, is an explora- Furthermore, it was found that
tory study undertaken jointly by lunar gravity provided a gener-
the Marshall Space Flight Center ally favorable effect by slowing
and the Langley Research Center, down all of the vehicle's
using the experimental POGO fly- responses to pilot control inputs
ing device provided by Bell Aero- so as to give him more "think
systems and space suits provided time" while performing low alti-
by the Manned Spacecraft Center. tude, near hovering maneuvers.
A photograph of the experimental Although use of pressurized
unit flown in simulated lunar "soft" and "hard" type space
gravity using the lunar landing suits produced some unfavorable
research facility is shown in effects, no major problems were
figure 10, and a complete descrip- experienced as long as the suits
tion of this project is covered in were fitted properly to the pilot
reference 4. This stand-up unit and the vehicle was fitted prop-
represents a somewhat larger erly to the suits. Because of
size vehicle than the ICARUS unit the exploratory nature of this
and incorporates an elementary project no instrumentation was
type landing gear. All controls provided, and no detailed studies
are manually operated. The fly- of the handling qualities were
ing unit is mounted in a gimbaled- undertaken.
whiffletree system attached to an
overhead constant-tension unit
suspended on cables from the PROJECT OMPRA
servo-controlled traveling bridge
crane of the LLRF. The gimbaled This project, utilizing the
support system permits the hardware shown in figure 11, is
vehicle to rotate with the three directed toward the study of a
degrees of angular freedom, and waist-mounted propulsion sys-
the constant tension unit allows tem and was developed pri-
the vehicle to travel vertically marily for zero gravity space
over a distance of about 10 feet applications. Downward firing
obove the ground. A force equal thrusters have been provided,
to about five-sixths of the total however, so that the system can
system weight is applied to the be adapted to the lunar gravity
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application. The system utilizes to the bridge system which nor-
clusters of cold gas thrusters mally operates with a 12 000-
operated in either on-off or pro- pound vehicle.
portional fashion through hand-
operated electronic control sys- Special attention to the pro-
tems with optional use of different blem of lunar-gravity simulation
types of stabilization systems. is required for the case of the
The pilot and propulsion unit are kinesthetic control configuration
gimbal-supported from a cable because for this control concept
system which is attached to the the body weight is shifted to pro-
Rendezvous and Docking System duce the desired control
(RDS, ref. 15) through a constant- moments for the pitch and roll
tension unit which either fully or axes. The weight of the pilot
partially supports the suspended must, therefore, be reduced to
weights. The RDS uses cable his equivalent lunar weight in
angle sensors in the same manner order that the resulting control
as the LLRF so as to track the moments produced by shifting
flying unit and keep the ct'ble ver- his body relative to the thrust
tical. The status of this project vector will be of the proper mag-
is that the hardware, built under nitude. Consequently, five-
contract by Bell Aerosystems, is sixths of the pilot's weight must
currently being installed and be suspended independent of the
checked out for system vehicle. Various schemes for
performance. achieving this unusual require-

ment are currently being evalu-
ated so as to find an arrange-

PROJECT FLEEP ment that will have a minimum
interference with the pilot and

This fourth project involving a the flying unit. Flight testing of
vehicle intended to be representa- this unit is expected to be under-
tive of larger flying units is cur- way in about 1 year. The objec-
rently in its preliminary design tives of this project are, of
and fabrication stages at Langley. course, essentially the same as
A conceptual sketch of this flying those of the previous projects.
test bed is illustrated in figure 12,
showing the stand-up version used
to study the balance reflex LUNAR LANDING RESEARCH
(kinesthetic) as well as other con- VEHICLES
trol system concepts. It is antici-
pated that the unit will be con- Although not mentioned pre-
vertible to a sit-down version for viously in this presentation, the
evaluation of the other possible recent and continuing studies of
configurations. The unit will be the Apollo lunar landing mission
tested using the LLRF to achieve using full-sized lunar landing
six degrees of freedom within a research vehicles operating in
flight envelope of about 360 feet simulated lunar gravity provide
long, 42 feet wide, and 150 feet some very useful information
high. A special servo-controlled relative to their "little brother'?
vertical cable system to support counterparts, inasmuch as these
five-sixths of this approximately larger vehicles are involved in
1300-pound unit will be attached lunar "flying" while they are

being landed. One of the
research vehicles is the LLRV
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(fig. 12) which had been flown CONCLUDING REMARKS
originally as a research vehicle at
the Flight Research Center Emphasis has been placed on
(ref. 16) and was more recently studies of handling qualities and
flown as a training vehicle at MSC other piloting problems as
until being completely demolished applied to general types of lunar
in the recent crash. A second flying units. However, the tech-
type vehicle is the one continuing niques and experience developed
to be used at Langley with the in carrying out these particular
LLRF (ref. 1, fig. 14). The LLRV studies should also be directly
weighed about 4000 pounds and was applicable to the training pro-
equipped with a pilot's compart- gram for the astronauts involved
ment in a sit-down configuration, in the actual lunar flying activi-
whereas the LLRF vehicle weighs ties with the newly developed
about 12 000 pounds and is devices.
equipped with two interchangeable
cabs; one a sit-down version
(somewhat similar to the LLRV), REFERENCES
and the other a stand-up version
duplicating the flight commander's 1. O'Bryan, Thomas C.;
portion of the Apollo lunar and Hewes, Donald E.: Opera-
module's manned compartment. tional Features of the Langley
Both research vehicles incorpo- Lunar Landing Research
rated sophisticated control sys- Facility. NASA TN D-3828,
tems which had different modes of February 1967.
operation.

2. Anon.: Small Rocket
This type of vehicle, of course, Lift Device, Phase II. Bell

will provide our first experience Aerosystems TCREC Technical
in actual lunar flying during the Report 61-123, November 1961.
Apollo mission and, consequently,
will provide the initial opportunity 3. Economou, Nick, et al.:
for correlation of simulated lunar A Study of Personnel Propulsion
gravity flight experience with that Devices for Use in the Vicinity
of actual lunar flight. It should be of the Moon. Bell Aerosystems
noted that the buildup for the Company. NASA CR-365,
Apollo mission involves cross Vol. I, January 1966.
training of the astronauts and MSC
pilots in LLRV-type vehicles and 4. Levin, K. L.; and
the LLRF vehicle which should Satterlee, C. E.: Flight Test of
provide pertinent information in a One-Man Flying Vehicle -
this correlation. A further con- Vol. I - Final Report - Flight
sideration is the fact that the Test Program. Prepared by
Langley and MSC pilots and astro- Textron's Bell Aerosystems
nauts who have gained experience Company for NASA Marshall
in simulated lunar flying with Space Flight Center under
these vehicles will be able to Contract NAS 8-21042, NASA
apply this experience to the CR-90012, July 1967.
evaluation of the smaller vehicles
which are of more direct interest
in this particular paper.
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5. Nelson, R. G.: Flight Test 11. Sanford, John W.: Design
of a One-Man Flying Vehicle - Study of a One-Man Lunar Trans-
Vol. II - Final Report - Mission portation Device. Journal of
Applications Studies. Prepared by Spacecraft, Vol. 3, No. 1,
Textron's Bell Aerosystems January 1966.
Company for NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center under Con- 12. Boisseau, Peter C.;
tract NAS 8-21042, NASA Schade, Robert 0.; Champine,
CR-90006, July 1967. Robert A.; and Elkins, Henry C.:

Preliminary Investigation of the
6. An Engineering Study and Handling Qualities of a Vehicle in

Preliminary Design of a One-Man a Simulated Lunar Gravitational
Propulsion Device for Lunar and Field. NASA TN D-2636,
Free-Space Environments - Final February: 1965.
Report. Prepared for NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center by 13. Anon.: Study of Manned
Hamilton Standard, Division of Flying Systems - Final Report.
United Aircraft Corporation. Prepared by Bell Aerosystems
PDB 6414, May 21, 1964. Company for NASA Marshall

Space Flight Center under Con-
7. Zimmerman, C. H.; Hill, tract NAS 8-20226, June 1966.

Paul R.; and Kennedy, T. L.:
Preliminary Experimental Investi- 14. Spady, Amos A., Jr.;
gation of the Flight of a Person and Harris, Randall L.: Effects
Supported by a Jet Thrust Device of Pressure Suits and Backpack
Attached to His Feet. NACA Loads on Man's Self-Locomotion
RM L52D10, 1953. in Earth and Simulated Lunar

Gravity. NASA TN D-4464,
8. Parlett, Lysle P.: Hover- April 1968.

ing Flight Investigation of Two
Methods of Controlling a Man- 15. Hatch, Howard G., Jr.:
Carrying Ducted-Fan Vehicle of Rendezvous and Docking
the Flying-Platform Type. NASA Simulator. "A Compilation of
TN D-841, June 1961. Recent Research Related to the

Apollo Mission." NASA
9. Gill, Wilbur J.: Airborne TM X-890, October 1963,

Personnel Platform. Hiller Air- pp. 187-192.
craft Corporation Summary
Report No. ARD-236, Contract No. 16. Bellman, Donald R.; and
Nonr 1357(00), June 9, 1959. Matranga, Gene J.: Design and
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10. Townsend, M. W., Jr.: a Lunar Landing Research

Stability and Control of Unducted Vehicle. NASA TN D-3026,
Stand-On Helicopters: Prelimi- September 1965.
nary Theoretical and Flight Test
Results. Prepared by Princeton
University under Contract
DA-44-177-TC-393. Report No.
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TABLE I-SUMMARY OF ONE MAN FLYING UNITS AND DESIGN STUDIES OF LUNAR FLYIN UNITS
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Doeewtpug, was@s 0.6 24 - 5.7 - - i --
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Figure 1.- Photograph of the Langley lunar landing research facility
(LLRF).

AUXILIARY TANKS INSTRUMENT OPERATOR
(EXTEND I RANOG PANEL STATION
MISSION$)

.. TOWOID /| II'T'JI lMPI \

- • , / RECUE \
STATION AUXILIARYTAN ,R FULPAYLOAD

EXPULSION

MOTOR £ PROP. ITYPI DEFLECTOR YAWqCONTROL HOUSING CONROL

MOTOR JET

FOLDED CON DIOUEATON

Figure 2.- Sketch of the Hamilton
standard one-man location system Figure 5.- Drawing of North American
developed for Manned Spacecraft Rockwell's one-man lunar transpor-
Center (ref. 6). tation device (ref. 11).
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Figure 6.- Drawing of the Bell Aerosystems lunar flying vehicle
"sit-down" configuration developed for Marshall Space Flight
Center (ref. 15).

Figure 7.- Photog:aph of one-man test vehicle used in evaluating servo-
controlled suspension system for lunar gravity simulation (ref. 17).
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Figure 8.- Photograph of the Langley lunar flying backpack mounted onI~e rerearcli pilot wearing a pressurized space suit. During testi'light:ý a personnel life support system will be housed within the
backpack assembly.
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Figure 9- Photograph of ICARUS flying unit and subject mounted in the
Langley lunar walking simulator. The subject is shown in the "shirt-
sleeve" condition.

Figure 10.- Photograph of the Bell Aerosystems "POGO" lunar flying
research vehicle as tested at the Langley lunar landing research
facility. Me operator is wearing a pressurized space suit and
life support backpack. Vehicle is partially supported by the
whiffletree attached to the overhead constant tension unit

(ref. 4).
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Figure 15.- Photograph of the lunar landing research vehicle (LLJV)
flying at Flight Research Center.

Figure 14.- Photo-raph of the Langley lunar landing research facility
showing the research vehicle with a "stand-up" pilot's compartment
in the flying attitude. The pilot's compartment simulates many of
the features of th e Apollo lunar module.
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APPLICATION OF CONTROL MOMENT GYROS
TO ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNITS

H. E. Freeman

LTV Aerospace Corporation
Missiles and Space Division

Dallas, Texas

George DeSonne

The Bendix Corporation
Navigation and Control Division

Teterboro, New Jersey

SUMMARY: The basic requirements for stabilization and control
of an astronaut maneuvering unit (AMU) for free-space operation
are defined. Use of reaction jet control in present AMU sys-
tems is described. The application of control moment gyros
(CMGs) to AMU attitude control and stabilization is discussed
in detail. A final system concept is selected and justifica-
tion for the selection is presented.

INTRODUCTION extravehicular propulsion are
heavily dependent on the "assumed"

Stabilization and propulsion mission.
devices, to increase the utility
of an extravehicular astronaut, NASA/MSC, working with short-
have been under study since 1959. tethered EVA missions in the
Many concepts have been defined, vicinity of a spacecraft, has
and a few have been carried into developed a hand-held propulsion
experimental hardware for flight unit employing completely open-
test in the AF KC-135. Two such loop, manually stabilized, con-
devices have been carried into trol. The Air Force propulsion
orbit on the Gemini spacecraft; laboratory assumed an orbital
the operational devices were the assembly and repair mission
NASA Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit requiring untethered flights of
(HHMU) and the AF/MSD Gemini approximately one mile with up to
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit (AMU). four hours of independent oper-
Only the HHMU was flown in space, ation. This mission resulted in
and the flights performed were the design of a stability aug-
limited in scope. The require- mented backpack unit typified by
ments for an extravehicular pro- the Gemini AMU. NASA/MSFC assumed
pulsion device therefore, are not missions requiring extended work
firmly established by flight test. periods and the handling of large

Also, no firm requirements for objects, which resulted in the
"mission-dependent" extravehicular definition of maneuvering work
activity (EVA) have been estab- platforms and taxis employing
lished at this time. In the manipulators.
absence of a firm mission require-
ment, the design criteria for The Missiles and Space Division
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of LTV Aerospace (MSD) developed astronaut to maneuver within a

the Gemini AMU and several experi- few feet of his parent spacecraft.

mental vehicles, all employing
stability augmented propulsion If EVA transfers to a distant

systems. In each case, several target are required, it becomes

stability augmentation techniques desirable to correct velocity

were studied and traded off errors normal to the line of

against mission requirements, sight without twisting the body

system weight, system performance, and losing sight of the target.

and the state of the art of the This capability can be achieved

candidate systems. A monopro- by adding translational jets in
pellant propulsion system pro- the other two axes. During long
viding stabilization, attitude transfers, where the target

and translation control, and appears as a point, it becomes

attitude rate limiting, and which difficult to differentiate between

was referenced to strapped down line-of-sight deviations caused

rate gyros, proved to be lightest by drift off the line-of-sight

and most easily implemented in and those caused by an attitude

each case. However, the state change of the astronaut. Such

of the art is changing constantly deviations can be positively

and the same tradeoffs, if made identified as drift off the line-

today, might provide a different of-sight if the astronaut is

answer. This is particularly true inertially stabilized.

in the case of control moment
gyros (CMGs). Their energy con- The Air Force AMU, prototyped

sumption is closely related to for Gemini flight testing, was

the state of the art and is designed for orbital assembly and
almost independent of the momentum maintenance tasks requiring long

transfer they are required to transfers. Therefore, it was

provide in a "cyclic" system. designed with multiple-fixed
thrusters and stability augmenta-

In 1967, MSD joined with the tion to permit pure (uncoupled)
Navigation and Control Division translation and attitude control,
of The Bendix Corporation to study and stabilized coast. A mode-
the application of CMGs to a select switch was made available
"backpack" type AMU. This paper to the astronaut to permit evalu-
reports the result of that study. ation of unstabilized flight.

Although the Gemini/AMU was not
flown in orbit, it was accurately

AMU CONTROL REQUIREMENTS simulated and flown by both
engineering and flight crew

An extravehicular astronaut, personnel in a simulated rendez-

operating away from the surface vous and docking maneuver. These
of his spacecraft, must have a simulations provided a means to
means of propulsion and a means evaluate AMU control require-
of orienting the propulsion ments. Control parameters
thrust vector. In a practical evaluated by engineers and pilots,
sense, this means he must be able and later validated by the Gemini
to control pitch, roll and yaw, flight crew included: trans-
and be able to generate a force lational acceleration; angular
for translational acceleration acceleration; translational
and deceleration in at least one rates; angular rates, and
axis. These "minimal" control stabilization deadbands. The
provisions should permit an EVA
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evaluated flight techniques became too high, theyapplied
included: open-loop accelera- retrograde thrust.
tion command control; attitude
stabilization with angular rate Various AMU missions and some

command and translation accelera- of the simulation data were analyzed

tion command control rendezvous to determine the amount of fuel
with a simulated Gemini by estab- consumed in generating and nulling

lishing a closing rate and cor- translational velocities, and in

recting to stay on the line-of- generating and nulling rotational
sight; and rendezvous by a modified rates. For the Gemini AMU, fuel
bird-dog technique. consumption was about equally

divided on the average. It is

A translational thrust of about important to note that fuel con-

five pound , producing approximately sumption is a function of rates,

0.4 ft/secl acceleration, was rather than distances or total
selected. This thrust level, angles traversed. Therefore, both

coupled with constraints on thruster the total fuel used for a mission
location associated with the and the distribution between
geometry of the man, produced translation and rotation can be

angular accelerations on the order changed by varying the rate.

of 10 deg/sec2 in roll, 13 deg/sec 2

in pitch, and 23 deg/sec2 in yaw.
These values were controllable and successfully accomplished; how-

appeared satisfactory. Angular ever, more time, effort, and fuel

rates, on the order of 15 to 18 were required to accomplished these

deg/sec, were selected as optimum rendezvous.

for the AMU. Note that these rates
are substantially higher than
Mercury and Gemini rates. Trans- CURRENT REACTION JET SYSTEMS

lational rates, originally esti-
mated at 5 to 10 ft/sec, seldom Most of the AMU devices designed

exceeded 4 ft/sec on 200-foot to date employ reaction jets for

transfers and were most frequently stabilization, attitude control

1 to 2 ft/sec. The stabilization and translation. This choice is

deadband was set to what was con- based primarily on the fact that

sidered a low practical limit of a reaction jet system is an

approximately +2 degrees, by pilot absolute necessity to produce

preference. The original transfer translation and to counteract any

technique set up for long trans- noncyclic torques imposed on the

lations (i.e., coasting down the system. Momentum exchange systems

line-of-sight making corrections that can produce cyclic torques

normal to the line-of-sight) was must therefore be supplemented

largely abandoned by the flight with a reaction jet system and

crew in favor of a modified bird- results in a greater total system
dog technique for the 200-foot weight and complexity. Also, all
transfer. They started from a of the systems to date have used
station-keeping (no closing a single set of thrusters for both

velocity) situation and applied translation and attitude control.
small amounts of thrust which
directed them toward Gemini. As In the Gemini AMU, which is a
they drifted off, they oriented typical reaction jet system,
themselves toward Gemini and again multiple-fixed hydrogen peroxide

applied thrust. If closing speeds thrust chambers are arranged
symmetrically around the EVA
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system center-of-gravity. When ing the angular momentum in
flown "open loop," the commanded inertia wheels or by rotating the
thrusters come on at rated thrust angular momentum vector of gyro-

producing a pure translation or scopes. Rotating the momentum

attitude acceleration at a con- vector, the control moment gyro

stant value. When flown in concept, is most adaptable to an
"automatic," translation is AMU application and is the only

unchanged but attitude commands momentum exchange system that will

are cut off by control electronics be discussed in this paper.

at a preselected rate which is
derived from a rate gyro signal. In the previous section, it was

When the control is returned to noted that a gyroscopic momentum

neutral, the control electronics transfer system is completely

sense an error signal and fire additive to the required mass

appropriate jets to stop the expulsion system. It must, there-

rotation. This same control fore, have significant advantages

operation provides attitude hold to warrant its consideration as

about all three axes. In the part of an AMU system. CMGs have

Gemini AMU, the control elec- four significant advantages which
tronics were pulse-ratio mod- might motivate adding them to an

ulated to provide both pulse AMU system, depending on the
rate and pulse duration pro- :pecified mission.
portional to the error signal,
thereby producing a proportional
effect with simple off-on thrusters. Fuel Economy - Cyclic Maneuvers
Manual control was configured to
bias the control electronics by The "fuel" consumed by a CMG
the full command rate. This system is electrical energy. Total
system could be changed to energy required, after initial
"proportional-rate" control by "run-up," is a function of windage,

adding proportional hand con- bearing friction, gyro motor
trollers. An integrating circuit efficiency, inverter efficiency,
is employed in the control elec- and the loading and efficiency of
tronics to convert the rate gyro servomotors used to torque the
"aignal to a deadband angle. gyro gimbals. Energy associated

with maintaining gyro speed is

The Gemini AMU system was virtually independent of the number
based on the assumption that the of times the gyros are used to

astronaut could frequently update generate and subsequently negate
his attitude reference by visual equal and opposite control torques.
cues. Total drift in the system A system can be devised using
could be as high as 6 deg/min. manual gimbal torquing and free
This system characteristic posed gimbal response for stabilization,
no problem in the simulations, thereby eliminating electrical
and limit cycle operation was gimbal torques. Given a mission
never a factor. The AIU limit with a specified duration, AMU
cycle periods of 30 to 60 seconds system moments-of-inertia, angular
far exceeded the time between rates required and total number of
commands. cyclic attitude maneuvers, and

given the current state of the art
in CMG and battery technology, a

CMG CONTROL CONCEPT CMG system weight can be determined.
Given a system geometry from which

SAn AMU can be rotated by chang- thruster moment arms can be derived,
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and given a propulsion specific and resulting in angular rates from
impulse and tankage weight per 0.16 to 0.29 deg/sec. This results
pound of fuel, the weight of an in a practical limit on the size of

all-jet system can be determined, the limit cycle deadband.
Obviously, the system performance
point at which CMGs become. weight High pointing accuracy has not
effective is sensitive to the been required on AMU missions defined

effective specific impulse (Ip) to date.
i.e., fuel and tankage weight/
total impulse. For instance, Absence of Expelled Products
stored high-pressure gas has an Isp
around 60 seconds, and tankage If a mission requires rotational
weight at least twice the gas weight maneuvers without expelling gas,

for an effective Isp of 20 seconds. such as the Apollo Telescope Mount,
Hydrazine diluted 25% to reduce the CMG is an obvious choice. No

plume temperatures has an Isp of AMUNmissions of this type have been

175 seconds and a tankage weight specified to date.

of one-third the fuel weight for an
effective Isp of 130 seconds. The Another factor that may favor the

crossover point is also sensitive addition of CMGs to an AMU system is

to the state of the art in CMG the possibility of reducing total
design which is currently evolving jet thrust requirements, to the

more rapidly than monopropellant point where a less toxic propellant
technology, or a propellant with lower plume

temperatures may be used. Factors
generally unfavorable to adding CMGs

Fuel Availability include increased complexity, gyro
cooling requirements, and the time

Electrical "fuel" can be derived and power required to run-up the
from solar energy, atomic power gyros.
plants, and fuel cells, all of which
yield high total energies for the
total weight orbited. None of these CANDIDATE CMG SYSTEMS
energy sources are applicable
directly to an AMU, but in a multi-
mission system, the parent space- Design Requirements
craft might use them to recharge the
ANTU batteries. In conducting this study, which

was directed toward first deter-
mining the momentum storage control

High Pointing Accuracy system configuration, and then its

mechanization and integration into
By precise control of the torque, an existing AMU package, a study

applied to a CMG gimbal, the total plan was developed as shown in
momentum transfer can be precisely Figure 1. The study commenced
controlled. In comparing a CMG with a definition of control
system to an all-jet system, the requirements and physical con-
controllability of momentum transfer straints. These definitions
is compared to the jet's minimum- included:
pulse-bit. For instance, in the
Gemini AMU the minimum impulse from
a peroxide thruster was 0.05 lb-sec.
Two thrusters were fired consuming Roll Axis - 22.0 slug ft 2

approximately 0.02 pound of fuel
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MiCtch ANI ZA- 2ONFIaURATiONe

p~q | Ilkl~•4• yPRtE LIMINARIIY

MECHANIZATIt MEbHANICAL MEoIGN
CO.N st RATI BON d6. TCA DE.OF SyTU eWEg

""t l so LINE" SyRll4M

REVISE ELECTRONIC OpU r CONTROL
ME'CHANIC.AL DISW RtEOUIREMIENTS C0WYRANALYSIS

DA•TA StIMU.LATION

MIECKANIITATION OF

AIAM9 RESULTS

FIG. c -nroU/CMG STUDY P/AN

Pitch Axis - 22.0 slug fta 2 5 Astronaut Body Drift Rate
(Stabilization Mode)

Yaw Axis - 7.0 slug ft2 < 0.1 deg/sed

2. Desired Astronaut Body 6. AMU/CMG System Weight
Rotational Rates Allotment - 40 lb max

(Augmented control via 7. AMU/CMG System Volume

reaction jets wil9 always Assignment - 7.0 inches x
provide a 15 deg/sec 7.0 inches x V8.0 inchesrotational rate)

8. Mission Time - 4 hours

Maximum - 15 deg/sec about
each axis 9. Available Power (nominal)-

+28.0 Volt DC
Minimum - 5 deg/sec about

each axis 10. Power Regulation Range -
24.0 - 32.0 Operate to

3. Desired Astronaut Body Specifications
Acceleration - 10 deg/sec 2  22.0 - 34.0 Transient

Operation
4. Control Stick Travel -

+5 deg (all axes) 11. Power Penalty Factor -
15 watt-hr/lb
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12. Reliability Goal - Not were selected without any restric-
assigned, but must be con- tions on cross-coupling effects
sistent with 0.995 for or whether electrical or mechanical
overall AMU Package gimbal torquing was to be used.

The candidate momentum storage

13. Operating Temperature configurations are presented in
Range - +20 0 F to +I200 F Table 1. It is significant tonote that all configurations which

14. Operational Life - 300 hours employ double gimbal control moment
gyros also use and/or require an

15. Orbital Workshop Atmospheric electric drive for gimbal torquing.

Composition - 20% to 100% 02 This is due to the difficulty
encountered in transmitting torques

16. Orbital Workshop Atmospheric across a gimbal pivot mechanically.
Pressure - 7.5 psi Coifigurations which employ single

gimbal control moment gyros can

utilize either mechanical or

Momentum Storage Configurations electrical gimbal torquing. In
addition, they can provide gyro-

Utilizing the astroiaut body scopic control torques to the

inertia data and the desired astronaut body when used in the
rotational rates, seven control "free mode" where the normal
moment gyro configurations were gimbal torquing mechanism is

postulated for possible AMU appli- deactivated. These configurations

cation. These configurations can provide the desirable feature

employ both single and double of passive stabilization.

gimbal control moment gyros, and

TABLE 1 - MOMENTUM STORAGE CONFIGURATIONS

Column A Column B
:.fprrolle, e Hochanical or H/gyro ft-lb-sec 11/gyro ft-lb-secI:•,• f •urC Io Axes l.lect rica1 Drive

I 5"/sec 15"/sec 5°/sec 15°/sec
11 t, sc~c..c 2 N M. E. 1.15 3.46 •1.15 3.46

2Y 1.15 3.46 1.15 3.46

2 Z 0.36 1.10 0.36 1.10

2. 3 SC>1C 2 X\ M.E. 1.15 3.46 2.00 6.00

1 z 0.73 2.20 0.73 2.20

3. 4 SCMC, 2 XY M,E. 1.15 3.46 1.63 4.89

2 N 0.36 1.10 0.36 1.10

4. 3 DECCHE 3 XYZ E 0.73 .2.30 1.11 3.33

5. 2 I'Cc.!c 2 XYZ E 1.15 3.46 1.67 5.00

6. 2 SCCG on XYZ E 1.15 3.46 1.67 5.00
a Single
C irb a Platform

7. 1DcM! 1 X. E 2.30 6.92 3.26 9.78

2 SGCMG 2 Z J 1.15 4.56 2.32 6.96

NOTE: 20% increment in H provided to accommodate +60* gimbal angle restriction.
Values in t•e tables are computed based upon the parameters:

Tx - 1v - 22 slug ft
2  

1, 7 slug fr.2

w. (max) - w (max) - w (max) - 5/sec. 15*/sec
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The momentum storage capacity 1. All-Mechanical System
that is required of the gyros in
each configuration was calculated The all-mechanical sys tem,
using two approaches. The results has three modes of operatio::
shown in Column A assume that con- passive mode (attitude hold),
trol is exercised about one axis command mode (command body rates),
at a time. The. values listed in and caged mode.
Column B are independent of prior
control action and counterpart To achieve attitude hold,
momentum storage about any other the control stick is left at its
control axes. The calculations, null (detent) position, and the
in both cases, are based on the SGCMG scissor pair tends to move
desired maximum and minimum body in such a manner as to reduce body
rates, and allo- a 20% excess in rate along its controlled axis.
storage capacity which is associated Should the scissor pa'r reach its
with the desirability to restrict maxim-m momentum storage capacity
the gimbal angles to _+60 degrees. (60 degrees), the reaction jets

fire, and the scissor pair is
desaturated, moving away from its

Control System Mechanizations 60-degree position.

To allow a consideration of When the pilot moves the
both mechanical and electrical control stick out of its detent
gimbal torquing schemes, and to on a specific axis, the cabling
provide a passive attitude stabi- is clutched into the scissor pair
lization mode, a control moment controlling that axis, and the
gyro configuration compatible pair is manually positioned by
with these objectives was tenta- the control stick. If the scissor
tively selected for the AMU/CHG pair reaches its saturated posi-
system. This configuration employs tion, the jets will fire until
a scissored pair of single-gimbal the control stick repositions the
CM~s about each control axis SGCMH pair off its stop (60-degree
(configuration 1 in Table 1). position). A thumb switch is

also provided to declutch the con-
The AMU/OAG system should be trol stick from the scissor pair

a3ble to perform three distinct at any control stick position.
operations: This declutching allows the con-

trol stick to be brought to null
1. Control body rates without moving the scissor paix.

2. Roll a body attitude When the pilot commands
position caging, the scissor pair Is

mechanically torqued to its null
3. Eliminate the torquing position and it is mechanically

effect of the CMGs by held in that position.
holding the SGCMG scissor
pair at a null or caged 2. All-Mechanical Analog System
position.

This -:rical system is
Five basically different imple- similar to the all-mechanical

mentations meeting these three system. However. a position servo
requirements are appraised for and gear train are used to replace
relative complexity and system the wechanical Linkage to the
behavior, control stick. It is also used
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as a substitute for the dynamic mechanism is not required because
feedback in the all-mechanical control stich, position is a direct
system. measure of body command rate;

when the stick is at null, the
With the control stick at rate is commanded to zero.

its null position, the scissor
pair is declutched from the Caging is accomplished by
torquer motor and gear train; using the SGCMG scissor pair
system behavior is then identical position angle as an input signal
to the all-mechanical system in to the torquer motor. This
the passive mode. commands the scissor pair to null,

Caging is accomplished 4. Combination Torqoe Balance/
electrically by means of a sole- All-Mechanical System
noid and caging cam. Note that
this and other caging schemes are Because the torque balance
applicable to most of the systems and all-mechanical systems have
surveyed here, and may be inter- many of th- same components, by
changed. providing the appropriate switch-

ing, one system may be readily con-
3. Torque Balance System verted into the other. This may

be helpful for a laboratory corn-
The torque balance system parison of the two systems.

can be conveniently described by
considering three modes of system 5. Actively Stabilized System
operation.

In this electrical system,
For an attitude hold over- the input to the servomotor is the

ation, the control stick is at difference between the control
its null position, the scissor stick and rate gyro outputs. The
pair is declutched from the control stick commands body rates
torquer motor and gear train, and directly proportional to cont-ol
system behavior is identical to stick positioný The high forward
the all-mechanical system in loop gains ailow zero body rate to
passive mode. be commanded accurately, elimina-

ting the need for a clutch in
When the control stick is passive mode operation.

moved off its null on a specific
axis, the scissor pair controll- Caging is achieved by
ing that axis is clutched to its grounding the position servo input.
torquer motor through a gear This commands the sclssor pair to
train. The torquer motor drives null.
the scissor pair until th* 4-m'_ _ _

command torque just equals the 6. Combination Jet and CKG
gyroscopic torque. Since the System
gyroscopic torque is proportional
to body rate, a given input torque When the stick is at null,
is used to command a particular the system is in the passive mode
body rate. as described in the all-vechan!cal

eystem. When the control stick
If the control stick is moved off the null positio-,a

position is proportional to input the scissor pair is electricaUy
tormue, a thumbswitch declutching caged and reaction jets are used

to obtain comsanded rates.
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Table 2 provides a comparison number of gimbaled rotor arrange-

of the candidate systems by ments, to assist in the selection
emphasizing system implementation of a control moment gyro mecheiical
differences and pilot interface configuration. The momentum
effects. It also outlines the storage range study covered units
relative system complexity anw the capable of developing reasonable
difficult design areas associated body acceleration torques in a
with each system mechanization, package size suitable for a black-
From these comporisons, the torque pack application.
balance system was selected for
the ASMUiCHG application based on Mechanical Design
system complexity, implementation
requirements, p:lot interfacing, There are many factors which
system performance and power influence the selection of the
requirements, AMU/CMG prototype system. These

include availability of state-of-
the-art hardware, cost, maintain-

COMPONENT OPTIMIZATION ability, and incorporation of
features to permit adjustment of

Introduction system gainb and performance
parameters.•

Studies were conducted on a

TABLE 2 - COMPARISON OF CONTROL CONCEPTS

I . To • fe c 1.. It." fc8l1 1. rtc ...- I 1 1. Ft."t .;- e.d 11-4 I
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W*. "o ,a il.1; t-- 2. 2-ttd . C-.1• I.,mT I . at c 't
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S5dh ctloitd ly 1 i tait y cat 1. • Igtaitiottl rot, 1. tid oi cyr - y a iilUr I-

f@tllrt a pvlr. l tdn •t..as to intate ad~ flc. irtattas p.r rt. gtne sa nCv frtu lla -

s.fitical k a. .Stiaccslc 2. tstiAZ cst-l 1 stfimet cast. 2.S tf4tl 1. t Sc- Icc ttr.

ft 554* SI i au *lsa a . . i t.tlla aca tb stl- c. alitl urtlcl
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t" V tean - t io I Cf I I od erz t r_ .4 f ...,-,

a0 1 1 rootc.hafaic. - -I .sfs1.5 - I 1 .. Ii 1 coot I-S

-9.~ 1". "a I &.1.rt r• - - . tS •r I t I- • ,-I . , or t1 • 1-1 to .. I.z,.-

or I:1
0 0 `r too sc l Itett•-

ti.o. s Ifli l

Skilirs l bt sc lee 1.52. tasI ScaC•lt. le!

$CD Calai c1

U." h2-1

S a tatacP-c6 . T- 1' joaa c
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The selection of rotor pro- in spite of the somewhat heav!er
portions, size, weight, speed, rotor required.
and material involves the inter-

relation of several factors. To a

minimize weight for a required mu CLAJ-W.= - VArnJJL
moment:urn, a large diameter rotor, a MS He• 5%1

with a corresponding large radius 7.

of gyration operating at high I I
speed is indicated. However, j /
rotor size is restricted by package - 7
size considerations. Figures 2 I
and 3 present power losses for 1
gyro rotors operating in con- /
centric ond cylindrical housings. /
The values indicateJ are con- -- toii / a

servative, since worse case gas
pressure and bearing friction
were assumed. Power loss is not
only proportional to speed but z /
increases exponentially 

due to 
/

windage drag. Based on these
factors, a more favorable equiva-
lent weight may be achieved by -,,m
selecting a lower operating speed

I ,t' , -ce ROTO- I 
IR, ]

LOSSES (MAX.) - CYLINDRICAL

* ----- IHOUSING SINGLE ROTOR

AEmf 
iR 

I•S 
no. in

!! | , 
T he in d ik zio n m o to r c ho s e n

i ~i -/operates 
slightly below synchronous

[ ijspeed, the actual value of speed

.1 .;.-L -. being determine.1 by the particular

I •/ 
motor characteristic. Motor

-~n IM He-a

- operating speed determines the
- 2' 

required rotor inertia which leads

HOSN SIGE.OO

to a rotor dimter. 
Table 3 and

2_I[mU 1*v' 
ipgure 4r present tht 

relo t ison ships

- aoi1of weight• to momentum for typical

rotors with safety factor values

•'• of 2.5 and 4.0. The curve repre-J b e i n g s e n t in a t h e o r e t ic a l s a f e t y

o-,m factor of 1 c is included for

-IF - ____________ ____________reference 
only, since it represents

4 
the limiting case based on pub-

mwinrequ ired ro~d tor iessi va hlues ado

FIG. 2 - WINDAGE AND BEARING the selected rotor d mteraea. The

SLOSSES (MAX.) - CONCENTRIC

i HOUSING SINGLE ROTOR

f 
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TABLE 3 - PARAMETRIC DATA - CMG ROTORS

GOwr Pot Informatic On , l, -, - - - r- - - - - r -,.
-'.- - 1 6 ~ llS.? ii R/MS.F. K fRtf ,

1: It til...) ft-lb-ott Rantlio W (Str..s:• ft-lb-..c atio . (Stt.0) ft-lb-s., | to TV-
"," 17 m: 1.37 1.21 ".M2 2.571 0.86 0.762 55,250 A-1. 0.6h 0.601 4 3,100
I.i I.S1 11.26 0.840 50.300

1.) 3.9$ 1.79 0.918 46.200

1.3 2.4,0 3.92 1.57 67.9m0 2.46 0.989 42.500 1.95 0,784 3J.700
1. 0 2011 3.32 1.07 392 500

1.5 3.82 2.30 1.13 36.00N
1.6 4.63 9.00 1h95 55.2(.) 5.63 1.21 34,500 4.66 C.960 Z .),30V,

1. 7 5.5, 6.96 1.25 32.500

11.8 6.59 9.03 1.37 50.700

1.9 7.76 17.70 2. 46.500 11.20 1.91 29.100 .J 2166 . 23. 000
12.0 9.05 13.810 1.54 27,700 i

S2.1 10.46 16.70 1.60 26.300
2.z€ 12.03 32.10 2."6 40.200 20.10 1.67 25.100 is 15'0 1.32 19.9!0
2.3 13.75 24.20 1.76 24.0Q010

2.4 15.59 28.50 1.83 23.000 !

2.5 17.62 53.70 3.04 35.400 33.60 1.91 22.100 lr 26.50 1.50 .7 )

GYOIT11001 17S-RM

i, y i4.0 i Pd- •• I2°10MI LI
4 11

l- ~l•- • ~ L-. -

1 2 3. 0 .00 RF M I _4 ,
12 \101 I~ tI .. ~.

ao I pr~•ofi!.I rm

10 -- 10 -~

I.

W-5 -d . RPM 
-9.54 RP

t g*4 1---

arepresented in 4 igm- 6 a a U eatring ad senvo ear-box

employs a o cissoned pair of r- motor uad ccutch. A permament-
arnte roeors, spin motoFre malnet DC motor toAsrvo the
bea sings, lebxai honsings * and ganlotis through a four-pass gear

flex-le4 devices supported in a train and electromagnetic zlutch.
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4-! I

-3.5-inch diameter rotux would be
"1.8 and the windage and beaving

MOTR losses, according to figure 2,

1AUTM- M _would exceed 7.0 watts, thus
, M - •- u .... eliminating this deeign from

7 '.'00efurther consideration. A control
-- gyro module, consisting of a pair

___ of identical gyro assc,'ixblies,
L _v whose momentum vectors together

S- ... effect attitude contrci about a
, 1 --!-- -l -single body axis, is shown in Fig-

'- ' . .- ure 7 and schematically, in:1z -- Figure 6. Figure 8 present3
weight versus momentum storage
values for the scissored pairs
shown. It should be noted t.at

FIG. 8 - WEIGHT OF GYRO momentum values reflect the
ASSEMBLY PER PAIR VERSUS momentum stored by a pair of

MOMENTUM PER PAIR gyros. A value such as 4 ft-lb-
(SINGLE AXIS) sec, thterefore, is representative

of a pair, each of which produca•
""4 2 ft-lb-spc.

"" -,,., - - CMG SYSTEM SELECTED21117Baseline System
Based on the candidate systemsSconsidered and the open

optimization studies, a system
! :1 _Ki I w ihich utilizes six single-degree-

)V/ I ! i of-freedom gyros, in scissored
pairs about each of the control

axes, and which is mechanized in
*f the standard torque balance manner

Swas chosen as the baseline system.
In makix'g this choice, control

II . m;,et gyro configurations, gaiiich1- 1.iI- I Ie"ployed double giuba1 devices,
-were el-inaed because they did

- -i--i-Inot perzit the desirable feature
Z 3 4 s a , 4 • 0 a of passive attitude stabilization.

"Td- In addition, the double gimbal

FIG. 9 - WEiGHT VERSUS MOMENTUM gyro configurations, in genera-.,
STORAGE - DOUBLE GIMBAL CMO employ s•=ger momentum units rnd

these would have resulted in a
package design which exceeded the

spzeed conbnation in a projected specified outlines. The rcisscrd-
in iog 9mattr&hteve. F3r cea pair concept was chosen from the
in Figure 9 the 6ut t inlu de reradning configurations because
is projected out to include aoftSIeet cirs-oplg

nowlntt of 0 f-lb-ec.Theof l.ts inherent low crosa-co~uplingSmomentum of5 10 ft-lb--3ec. 1•eC between control axes.

stress safety factor for this
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Electronic Requirements tion, for the integrated circuit

operational amplifiers, is

The electronic requirements generated fram a regulated power
for the chosen AMU/CMG system are supply in the CMG electronics
presented in Figure 10. The box. AC excitatin, for re-
block diagram consists of the solvers, and the keying signal
following electronic circuits" for the demodulators, is tapped

off the oscillator in the inverter
Motor Dri'-a Amplifier and amplified through a drive

a&-plifier to provide sufficient

Gain Amplifier driving power. The power losses
of the electronic rircuits are

Demodulator presented in Table 4. The ccm-
struction of the CHG Electronics

Puls•.ng Circuit will be potted (epoxy enc.psu-
lated) modules amploying soldered

DC Power Supply printed circuit board colstmc-
tion. Module -nterconnectionII AC Power Supply are made via a uring harness.
Table 5 gives size and weight

Stat.L inverter infirmation for the proposed
circuits.

The on-ly power excitation needed The output of the gimbal angle
by the CMG system is +28 VDC. limit switches interfaces with the
Gyro spin motor excitation is jet thr-uster logic alectronics
52 volts peak-to-peak, 3-phase which controls the operation of
and 600 Hz. This excitation the Jet thrusters. The jet
is generated by the CMG inverter. thruaters are used for desatu-
The +12 VDC and -12 VDC excita- ration of the CM system when

! FIG. 10 - FUNCTIONAL BLOCK( DIAGRAM - AMU-CMG ELECTRONICS

| V.2.15
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TABLE 4 - CMG ELECTRONIC POWER LOSSES

CM Spin Up CMG - RUN M C RUN
Circuit quantity Po Comiand No CoRand milium

Cood onded Rate

"Gain Amplifier 3 0.15 W 1.15 W 0.15 'H

Demodulator 3 0.30 W 0.30 W 0.30 W

DC Power Supply 1 0. 53 W 0.50 W 0.50 W

AC Power Supply 1 0.60 W 0.60 W 0.60 W

Pulse Circuit 6 --- 0.99W

Motor Drive Amplifier 3 0.30 W 0.30 W 62.37 W

Static Inverter 1 25.00 W 16.00 W 16.00 W

TOTALS: 26.85 W 17.85 V 80.9i W
, ,, , i --

TABLE 5 - PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (SIZE AND WEIGHT)

Vol. Wt. Total 3  TotalCircuit (in-) (ib) Quantity Vol (In,) Wt. 11b)
Motor Drive Amplifier 30.0 1.35 3 90.0 4.05

II

Gain Amplifiers .84 0.04 3 2.5 0.12

Deuodulators 2.G 0.09 3 6.0 0.2:"

Pulsing Circuits 2.0 0.09 6 12.0 0.51.

£7C Power Supply 5.8 0.26 1 5.8 0.26

AC Drive Amplifier 6.4 0.29 1 6.4 0.29

Static Inverter 60.0 2.50 1 60.0 2.50

TOTALS: ]82.7 in 3  8.C3 lb

the stored momentum is used up. where
Stick commands and node switching I total SGM pair
come from the hand controller. 2 gitoalS inertia
The +28 VDC power excitation comes
from either a battery on the D total added system damping
backpack or from power supplied 2
through an umbilical from the 1 body inertia about the
orbital workshop supply. I1 LbodnUeri a outs

The torque balance system
chosen is presented in Figure 11 H - total' my(4t f t--'-age
in the passive mode. In this case, caaily (4 ft-Th-sec)

the dynamic response of the body
rate, with respect to the system, ... SCC scissor pair angle
takes the form:

F - total J..--ction seen at

, a cam a SGU paair g•m.al(.-F - si (1)
"' 12 i I + 52 " S - LaPlace transform variable
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FIG. 11 - AHU/CMG TORQUE BALANCE SYSTEM - PASSIVE MODE

D2, the damping added to the sys- is not monotonic but increases
tern in passive mode, is chosen to with a; beyond some value of a,

provide critical damping when tbtý determined by initial conditions,
scissor pair is near its stop. cos a decreases faster than
Without damping a steady-state increases with a. For these con-
limit cycle exists. ditions, the c,•atrol torque must

be decreased tc increase body rate,

The steady-state body drift Thia represents vq uncontrollable
rate level is calculated from the situation in which the scissor
above equation usirg the fina! pair tends to ride into its stop
value theorem: cnce a increases above o certain

angle.
F&V(t) steady-state - Cos (2) The system may be made con-

troilable by introducing a vari-

able gain in the forward loop of
the form K cos a. This forces

If a constant disturbance occurs, the control torque to decrease
ty torqae decreases with a. In

steady-state, the torque balance
D a equation (neglecting friction)

2 becomes:
HCos a

K 6a H w- (3)
In the torque balance system, s(

the gyroscopic feedback toz-4ue is
w cos a. In steady-state, this where

torque is balanced by the input
control torque. However, wB cos a 6 a control stick position
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K constant gain gear ratio due to power dissi-
pation), it takes one-tbird of a

The body rate is now directly second for the system to reach
proportional to .he control stick 90% of Its commanded raLe in
position. pitch and roll.

It car. be shown that a con- In the caged mode, the SGCMG
siderable error can be tolerated scissor position angle is used as
in measuring cos a for use iu the su input to the torquer P.,plifier
forward gain. If the LaPlace to torque the scissor pair to
transform of the linearized null. The torquing gain is chosen
dynamic equations derived from large enough to torque the scissor
Figure li is taken, the result pair within 0.5 degree, when the
is: body rate is at 15 deg/sea. When

the scissor gets to this angle,
"(4) it is mechanically constrained,

S•so an underdamped system response

ib considered acceptable.

For the parameters employed in A digital computer simulation
the system, this represents an of the AIIJ/CMG torque balance
overdamped response whose major system was performed. Figure 13
time constant is determrined by presents the system response to a
N, the gear train ratio. The control stick "step" input of
smaller N is. the faster the rime 2.5 degrees. This corresponds
response of the system. However, to a commanded 7.5 deg/sec body
the smaller N becomes, the higher rate. Due to the high friction
the- power dissipation in the level in this mode: there is a
torquer motor. For N - 68 (close body rate uncertainty of approxi-
to the lower limit placed on the mately +0.8i6 deg/sec.

TD
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Figure 14 illustrates the body An improvement in rate reso-
rate experienced by the astronaut, lution can be achieved by adding
ir he shouLd (age the gyros when a high frequency sinusoidal sig-
lie i.• not holding onto a massive nal to the torquer amplifier
object, or if he uses reactior input. This signal reduces the
jets fcr attitude control. For effective friction at the gimbals
simplicity, only one axis (X) is of the scissor pair.
shown. Beav-sp of the low damp-
ing. the simulated system takes The major reason for the body
approAimately on02 second to reach rate resolution problem is the
steady Ftate. In the actual sys- low forward loop gain due to
tem, the scissor pzir will be friction in the torque balance
mechartically held at zero as soot, system. The compliant system,
a3 it reaches this point. shown in Figure 15, has a high

forward loop gain. Because the
The major defirciecy of the servomotor and gear train are in

torque bala.ace aygtcz in command this high gain loop, the motor
mode is its rather poor body ratc and gear train friction is
resolution. The high friction in effectively removed.
this mode can lead to a body rate
differing from the coumaaded rate In the torque balance system,
by as miu• as 1.2 deg/sec. the gyroscopic tcorque, equivalent
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FIG. 15 - AMU/CMG CONTROL SYSTEM - ,C1EMAI'iC DIMReA

to a load cn the motor, is just MTBF (Hours)
balanced by the command torque at
the motor inpst. In the coupliant Fixed
system, the gyroscopic torque is Ground Space
measured by a compliant element,
scaled, and compared to the con- Torque Balance
trol stick command at the servo System 6247 10,410
amplifier ivput. The amplifier
gain is chosen to make the differ- C smplia9t
ence between the command rate and System 5959 9931
actual body rate arbitrarily smwU.
If the :vimmand stick is at null, Packaging
the body rate is commanded to
zero with a close enough tolerance Several possibilities were con-
to eiiminate the need for de- sidered during the course of
clutching the motor and gear train arriving at a suitable CMG system
from the scissor gyro pair. installation concept. Modular

units could be distributed about
If the body rate resolution the AMI packboard or be grouped

associated with the standard to form a tightly integrated
Wrque-balance .A!XUCMG system arrangement. The latter was deemed

pre7es :o be objectionable to the advisable, since such an assenbly
astronaut, a mechanization utiliz- could employ point-to-point hard
ing Ube compliant system features wiring, and simplify checkout and
=ay be employed. This latter qualification as a subsystem.

system is a bit more cemplex but Sealed constructionwas chosen iv
it wlll provide the required body view of the measure of protection
rate resolutio0n. afforded electrical and mech~anical

components, the ability to main-
tain adequate heat rejection, and

Ietliability atteudant safety considerations.
in the ultimate application, where

Reliability predictions for the an AMU will be exposed to hard
torque balance and compliant sys- vacuum situaticns, the seal will
tems were made using an applicable afford protection tc the gear
computer program. The mean time train and bearings, thus reducing
between failure (PZ3F) predictions lubrication problems, and improv-
for the two configurations are; ing the life of motor commutators.
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Figure 16 shows the package momentum of 4 ft-lb-sec per pair;

construction features. Dimensions inverter module; control elec-
for an assembly with 4 ft-lb-sec tronics; pressure relief valve;
momentum storage per axis, where electrical connector, and gasket-
rotor speed is nominally 36,000 sealed cover. Table 6 gives a
rpm, are 5.75 x 7.50 x 16.44 inches. detailed weight breakdown for the

With the addition of viscous AMU/CMG system.

dampers in each axis, the overallweigt wll aoun to38.7pouds.The estimated power drain from
weight will amount to 38.7 pounds. the +28 VDC battery is 149.8 watts

during spin up mode, and 60.75

Weight and Power Summary watts during CMG run with no
command. The peak power drain is

The estimated weight of the 196.41 watts. Power drain includes
AMTU/CMG sstem is 38.69 poundsf the power requirements for the
heM system is 38.69 pn inverter, control electronics,

The system, as presented in
Figure 16, consists of: a chassis yro spin motors, gimbal drive
bedplate; 3 gyro scissored-pair torquers, and clutches. Table 7
subassemblies with a total angular presents a power summary of the

CMG system.

AMM I N) MOTOR DRIVE MOTOR DRIVE r MOTOR DRIVE jXTEG----TO • AMPLIFIER A MPLIFIER AMPLIFIER

7M . 0--I - II

_ _I 0

FIG. 16 -AMU/ ASSEMBLY

_.
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TABLE 6 -AMJ/'CMG WEIGHT TABLE 7 -POWER SUMMARY TABLE
BREAKDOWN (DISSIPATION IN WATTS)

Qiaaly] Description Vokight 42pcrA22o 444c..

1 IChasis 3.26 1 1 - a',
Cover 1.30 1es. t*A,.. ra ('C :.. ta

-A j yro Scissored ?air 25.3$ c.... Rta.. i 1 i.
IAaoomblies at 8.45 eachk * Spiamtor JO 0 277.0 27.0

1 Inverter 2.50 1 static ijr.ter Z-1.0 16. 0 1. 6)

I Relief Valve 0.10 2cib.4. 5'.k. 0.

1 Connector 0.10 3 ,I AmplIlfr .

- Vrdatare 0.25 0.1.O - s 0. )p

Cale Ii
038.9,msIA Ole 411. --- 0.'o .6

386 '4,mdq T ir AV lria e. -. 05 r2
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2A 0 a..i.. --- -- I 6
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AUTOMATICALLY STABILIZED
MANEUVERING UNIT

(ASMIJ)

R. B. Seely

Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation
Project Engineer, Space Maneuvering Devices

Downey, California

SU••.ARY: Various types of equipment has been proposed
to allow powered maneuvernLg by an astronaut on Ektra
Vehicular Activity (EVA) missions, Complete evaluation
of these devices on the ground is extremely difficult,
if not Impossible. The Automatically Stabilized Maneu-
vering Unit (A$1.U) was designed and developed to
facilitate comparative evaluation of various powered
astronaut maneuvering techniques in a controlled
experiment at true zero-g within an earth orbital
laboratory. The unit allows evaluation of "fixed-
thruster" type maneuvering equipment utilizing three
selectable attitude control and stabilization modes;
it can also provide propellant, power and flight data
instrumentation for evaluation of devices which utilize
thrusters that are "aimed" by the astronau 's limbs.
The ASI4. can operate in a self-contained Y. Ae, or with
a parent-craft propellant/power umbilical; it can be
used by shirt-sleeved and/or space-suited astronauts.

I TRODUCTION simulations was brought into sharp
focus during the Gemini-EVA

During the past several years efforts. As stated in the intro-
many widely different approaches have duction to Reference 1: #"Oe of
been proposed for providing an astro- the most difficult aspects of

Snaut with a powered maneuvering developing an extravehicua•r
capability for his Extra Vehicular capability was simulating the
Activity (EVA) tasks. The definition extravehicular environment.
of operational EVA tecbhiques for Zero-g aircraft simulations were
future U.S. manned space programs valuable, but the results of the
hinges unon true evaluation of these simulations were occasionally
maneuverizg unit concepts as to misleading. .... The novel charac-
their capabilities and limitations teristics of the extravehicular
in an absolute, as well as compara- environment and the lack of com-
tive sense. Attempts at performing parable prior experience made

this evaluation by analytical and intuition and normal design
II ground simulation techniques of approaches occasionally inadequate."'i

various types have met with only
limited success. Evidence of These experiences clearly
unsatisfactory correlation between indicate the need for a controlled
actual EVA and these analyses/ experimental evaluation cf the

* I V.3.1
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various powred maneuvering urlt and equal thrust vectors separ-
concepts in a true zero-g earth ateic by a moanent arp; if the
orbital laboratory. In order to two fobrcet. 6.1- not equal- or not
minimize the weight and cost of exat-tly parallel a resultant

Sthe hardware needed for such an undesirable translation is ai~o

experiment it is essential that a introduced.
uati-mode device be utilized which
can represent several maneuvering Though the astronaut, Like
unit concepts without duplication any spacecraft, is veightlesa .ýi
of equipment. Recognition of this orbit, he is not massless, a:d
need promtored the design and develop- so has both linear and argular
cent of the Automatically Stabilised inertias about all six degrees
M@.neuvering Unit (ASM). of freedom. Where the usual

concept of a spacecraft is an
In order to properly relate the essentially rigid body, this is

ASIM design feature; to the intended not the case when the astronaut
mission, this paper first briefly himself is the spacecraft. From
reviews the various maneuvering the vehicle engineer's point of
unit concepts and the difficulties view, he is more closely equiva-
related to their evaluation by lent to a 180 pound mass of jelly
analysis and simulation. This is than to any known rigid body
followed by a description of the concept. His loosely articulated
ASIMU vehicle and its development joints, his space suit with the
program, built-in constraints, his life

support, conmunications and
THE PROBLEM maneuvering equipment, his camera,

his tools and other dangling
The design of any device intended appendages all make determination

to provide an astronaut with a power- of his =iract center of mass (CM)
ed maneuvering capability must be and of his inertias quite problem-
consistent with the dynamics invol- atical. The elusiveness of these
ved. In the free floating environ- fundamental parameters makes con-
ment with the EVA astronaut moving trol of the astronaut-spacecraft
about near his spacecraft or going a unique problem where the trade-
from one space object to another, offs developed for essentially
the astronaut himself mmst be con- rigid vehicles cannot be directly
sidered as a space vehicle which is applied.
subject to all the classic laws of
motion. In classic theory, to The various types of powered
accelerate this body in a given maneuvering devices approach
direction, one has to apply a force this contrcl problem in differ-
vector (i.e., a jet thrust) in the ent ways. Two general categories
desired direction. In order to can readily be identified: (a)
obtain pure translation this force units whose thrusters are posi-
(thrust) vector must pass through tioned and aimed as needed by
the center of mass thus avoiding the astronaut's limb movements,
generation of torque(s) which, if and (b) equipment with thrusters
not countered, would cause unde- which are essentially fixed as
sired rotation of the bs.1y. In to location and orientation
order to obtain pure rotation, on relative to the astronaut s body.
the other hand, the rotation must The latter devices contain auto-
be generated by a balanced force- matic stabilization equipment, -

couple consisti-g of two opposite the former do not.
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Thrusteis Aimx-' bythe Astrýflaut F:xe ,Thgusters

A typical examplc of these "Ja- An example of the fixed-
vices is the Hand iillc. Maneu7erlng thrvnter ty-p- eqripment io the
Unit (H.w4) utilized by Lt. C*o]. Air Force's ?1bdul!r lAneuvcring
E. White on his hystoric Gejdrd Unit (ZT') which was carried
IV "Space Walk", other designs (but not used) on the Gcmiiln-
mount th- thru3ters on the astrý,- IX-A flight, These devices are
naut's fingers or on the shoes of usually in the form of a back-
his space suit. These ?.nits pack. in addition to their
utilize a minimum number of thrust- basic maneuvering equipment they
ers (the HM4. has only three) may contain the life support, and
which, by proper positioning and teleocamunications geex (modular
aiming, car produce accelerations or integrated). Six.ce the
in six-degrees-of-freedom. Due thrusters are fixed, a minimu
to the low rumber of thrustars of eight arm required for attain-
(and related plumbing), and as a ing control in six degrees of
result of ýL•itting the automatic freedom (most- units have 12 to
stabilization equipment, these 16 .hrusosrs for better fuel
devices are somewhat simpler, ecunoqv, control waid raudandancy).
lighter and smallea? than the fIxed- Tha larger number of thrusters
thruster equipment. and related plumbing and tho

addition of the automatic atti-
Omission of the autom:ic bude control .,quipment rosults

steý.Ibiization featLre, places a in a soir-awhac. i-.reaseel complex-
conwiderably incrýsed physical ity, weight ayl size of the
and mental r•zn or the astrenaut. pzrnIulsion and ".'ght control
Li utilizni g th•.,e units for trans- equiuaent.
lation . ,astronaut mur, . position
and si. te thrusters (by moving The physioal ard umntz.
hit; lU.: ") such that the resultant efPort requirmd t,) maneuver with
thrut vvctor passes through hUs thesi units is considerably less
CM w-,th its d1irection toward or since (a) in response to trans-
away from h• •rget for acceler- lation and/or rotation zomands
ating or deoe.r:.tizg respectively, essentially pwur accelerations
If he misseA his elusive G1., he are produced eliminating the
will rotate until Pae introduces an need for subsrquant reitarative
oppouing torq,ýe with tis thruster(s). correctiors, Wb) the strenzoas
Since these devi'es ca.%-,ot produce limb movements of positioning
pure torque couples, hA• corrective and aiming the tihrusters are
accion will alsc -in'roduce a trans- elmiriAted, and Wc) the astro-
lational acceleration thus result- naut'z atcitude remains esxeri-
Lig •i c change of flight dir,-ction. tiallý, sta1•le during tht coasting
A repetitive series of corretivp phase of his flight with-Yt
thruster aiming/firing sequcnces, corrective action on his .part
will thus becaae ne-essarr. Cche (automtic "hands-off" stabili-
the desired flight path is estab- zation).
lished, the astronaut will "tumble"

unless he periodically aimes and Zbst fixed-thvuster t-ypG maneu-
fires his thruwter.(s) to obtain vering ncit c-wepts also pro-
corrective torques, vide a capability of dea.t'ating
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the automatic stabilization system Control Moment Gyro (IC~r) Systlems

thsallow-ing direct opon-loop
torque-eomrnkanas -,!o be issued to The Control Moment Gyro (CMD)
the throasteres whea :ieedsd. This t-ype system utilizes the angular
made, ruferred to as Itmanual model' miomentum of its wheels 4o pro-
is utilized at the work site or duce the primary control torques;

wens~r~ attitude hold Ar not, thr-uster produced torques are
desied.utilized only when the moment=m

I capacity of the wheels is ex-
Two genoral tyjpes of automatic hausted. Since almost all dis-

niyso (a) con
Ratoed G ro R)Sythemse C infitypnes system give coal-

Theni9 Plate Gyro CRUI) ty~ype Itnii ntiuous, proortometum stabriea
sa~nsystems, an()Coentroaly de-t tion iuthou wheels is bans-banlgslf
picte (iIG tigue 1,utlisst he. oeplernion.d winth ralitte, of

velticl1. covtr-ol torques. In the taneous, the astronaut does not
'&bsenc3 of astrcnauat ccomands the have to pre-estimate the time
system automatically fires the when his rotation cc'm~nd should

appropriate -&ruster ccmbination be terminated in arder to~ achieve
whenever the t.. alar rate or atti-. the desired attitude; his rota-
tude error excee-ds th.-e predeter- tionL stops essentially when his
min-ad deadband values. The system commiand 5.s terminated, The CMG
firiis the thrusters in a cyclic devices are also uniquely suited

"tang-he-ng" xasnrzr in response to to coping with the non-rigid
the rate e,7ro feedbatk signals. nature of the astronaut. Comn-

parison can again be made to the
Whna rotation&Ia command is bowl of jellyv. W~hen disturbed,Itissued by the astronaut. the sy-stem it oscillates in a somewhat

fires the approp~iate thrusters harmonic fashion about a null.
to produce the required ý7ehicle PC equipmient would call. for jet
torque. When t~ie iato fe,*dba--_k corrections for both plus: and
signal of the rate gyro6 eq-wals t.he min-as errors as they occur,
uom&iided rate, ths thrusters csrsa whereas the 0Guses Jet.5 only
tc fire. whein the accumulative null has

shifted beyond its capacity to
IWher the actronaut termin~ates absorb the disturbances.

thek rotation ccmatnd the system
auttc-MUfllY firess the re;Dtired Conventional C110, systems
tlarustairs to P~roftco de,,-lezatian tvtilize rate gyros for feed-
tcrq-e until ti~e ro~t~ion ceases. tack sensing purposes as sche-
The astronaut mot' Proi-astimate matically shown in Figure 2;
'the time he ahould tezuinate ].ssomne CMG systems, such asthe
cmwnaa to assure that he face~s in unique Dual ?urp-Ae Gyro (DPC-)*
the desired direction vien the system, utilize che momentum
roainceases. mheels for both torque producing

*Ratent applied for.
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and rate sensing functions as de- devices are well suited fTr first-
picted in Figure 3. The DPG order testing arid training pur-
ai roach eliminates not only the poses. While four and/or five
rate gyros, but also the feed- degrees of freedom can be pro-
back electronics. The DPG system duced by the addition of air
is described in a later section in bearing typs gimbals, the non-
more detail, rigid body of the astronaut

cannot be balanced to tha level
Evaluation and Trade-Offs of accuracy required. These

simulators cannot produce true
The maneuvering unit concepts six degrees-cf-freedom fric-

discussed in the foregoing vary tioriless conditions without
as to complexity and weight. In distorting the center-cf-mass/
general, the more complex units inertia/mass relationships to
offer increased ease and quality such ar. •etent that the simula-
of oper•ation requiring less physi- tion becomes invalid. These
cal and mental effort on the astro- devices also tend to "rigidize"
nautIs part. the non-rigid body by having to

snpport and balance the astro-
The concepts also vary regard- naut in the one-g field. Thus

ing the quantity of propellant a complete simulation of the
required for a given mission. The complex behaviour and control
hardware weight penalty of some problem of a non-rigid body in
concepts thus tends to be offset by space cannot be attained by the
the reduced prorellant consumption. moving base simulator approach.

The relative as well as absolute b. Zero-g KC-135 flights
merits of these devices is totally are handicapped by the short
dependent upon the txtent to which duration of the zero-g condi-
these trends hold true in actual tion. As reported by Gemini
zero-g space use. The need to EVA astronauts, the difficulties
conserve the astronaut's limited arz physical efforts experienced
energy capacity for useful tasks on actual EVA missions were much
at the work site was well estab- greater than those noted in
lished by the Gemini EVA experi- KC-135 flights. in describing
ences. To what extent, and at what the Gemini IX-A EVA mission,
cost in weight, the various maneu- Reference l states: "While
vering unit concepts attain this outside the spacecraft, the
goal has been the subject of num- pilot discovered that the fam-
erous analyses and simulations. iliarisation tasks and evalua-
The same is also true of the pro- tions required more time and
pellant- consumption vs hardware effort than the ground simula-
weight trade-off. The analytical tions. .... The tasks of pre-
and simulation techniques have met paring the AMU required much
with little, if any, success in more work than had been ex-
these areas for the following pected .... Several corrective
reasons: measures were initiated for the

problems encountered during the
a. Moving base laboratory Gemini IX-A EVA. .... Also,

simulators which utilize air bear- underwater simulation was ini-
ings operating on precision floors tiated in an attempt to simulate
yield excellent frictionless motion the weightless environment more
in three degrees of freedom. These accurately than zero-g aircraft
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simulations." 1  In the same docu- themselves or jointly, give a
ment, describing the Gemini XI true and complete reproduction
EVA, it 3 3 stated that: "The of an EVA mission involving
zero-g aircraft simulations had powered maneuvering.
wat sufficiently duplicated the
extravehicular. envirormment to Thus additional evaluation
demonstrate the difficulties of of the various powered maneuvering
the initial extravehicular tasks.- 1  techniques in an earth orbital
Thus, while KC-135 flights are a laboratory appears to be
valuable tool in the overall necessary for selecting the most
development cycle of EVA maneu- msitable concept for future
vering units, they fall short of operational use. The need tor
acwcately reproducing the actual such a reiterative process
EVA conditions, in the development of an opera-

tional maneuvering unit is depicted
c. The correlation with true in Figure 4. This conclusion has

zero-g conditions is much better in prompted the development of the
the came of neutral buoyancy tests. ASMU which allows this evaluation
This observation is, however, of the basic concepts without
limited to simulations where unnecessary duplication of hard-
essentially no maneuvering is ware.
involved. The hydrc-dynamic and
viscous drag effects render such AN APROACH TO THE SOLUTION
simulations invalid when the
pxrmary evaluation concerns trans- In order to obtain the most
lational m/or rotational maneu- meaningful data for evaluation
vers. of the various maneuvering unit

concepts, and to do so with
d. Neither purely analytical minimum weight penalty, the

studies, nor computer simulations design of the ASMU was based on
can evaluate physical and mental the following ground rules:
efforts of astronauts without data
regarding typical profiles and a. The equipment must allow
energy-costs of the movements, evaluation of all basic concepts
degree and energy-cost of mental (i.e., the fixed-thruster
effort and anxiety, etc. These approach with RG, CMG and "manual"
methods cannot determine the effect stabilization, as well as equip-
of the non-rigid astronaut on fuel ment utilizing thrusters positioned
consumption without a typical model and aimed by the astronaut);
of the non-rigid body as it behavea
in true zero-g frictionless space. b. The various concepts must
As previously indicated however, be evaluated under essentially
such empirical data cannot be ob- identical conditions to achieve
tained in moving base simulations, normalized data;
KC-135 flights and/or neutral
buoyancy tests. c. Hardware common to var-

ious units should not be dupli-
Thus moving base simulators, cated:

KC-135 flights and neutral buoyancy
simulations provide valuable infor- d. The unit must provide a
mation and training for certain capability of operating in a
fragments of an EVA mission. None totally eelf-contained mode as
of these methods can, however, by well as with umbilicals to allow
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evaluation of thq disturbances The unit is secured to -he
caused by the un~ilicals and to astronaut by two adjustable
provide extended mission duration shoulder clamps, an adjustable
with alternate flexibility. buttocks-gauge and a waist-

harness. Neutral buoyancy tests
e. The unit must be refur- illustrated in Figure 9 were

bishable in the orbital laboratory utilized to develop techniques
to allow repeated use in various for donning/doffing of the unit
modes, by an unassisted astronaut at

zero-g.
Vehicle Design The externally located Pro-

The basic configuration of the pellant Supply Subsystem consists
ASIU, as illustrated in Figure 5, of the pressure vessel and all
is that of a backpack with two high pressure elements of the
side-arm controllers. This con- propellant distribution system.
figuration was chosen to allow This integrated approach provides
representative evaluation of the a low pressure interface with the
fixed thruster type maneuvering backpack proper via a unique
units. The backpack was care- quick-disconnect coupling. By
fully contoured to fit both space- replacement of the Propellant
s•ited and shirt-sleeved 10th Supply Subsystem with a fully
through 90th percentile astronauts charged one at. the low pressure
utilizing techniques shown in interface the ASMU propellant
Figures 6 and 7. The lightweight tan thus be refurbished in a
aluminum structure of the back- safe and rapid manner within the
pack proper, shown in Figure 8, is orbital laboratory.
of a beam-stiffened box construc-
tion where the structural shelves The ASMU provides six degrees
and webs are also utilized for of maneuvering freedom and can
mounting components of the sub- operate totally self-contained.
systems. It can also be used with its

propellant and part of its elec-
The control arms of the unit ,rical power furnished from the

can be locked in three positions: orbital laboratory via umbilical
in the operating position shown and hardlines respectively. In
in Figure 5, in a 900 up position either case four operational
for stowage and in a down posi- modes are selectable to provido
tion to provide maximum access at performance representative of the
the work site. The rotational and basic maneuvering unit concepts
translational -ontrol handles are to be evaluated: (a) fixed
on the right-hand and left-hand arms thrusters with automatic RG
respectively; functional mode con- stabilization, (b) fixed thrusters
trol switches and displays are with automatic CMG stabilization,
located on both arms in easy reach (c) fixed thrusters with '-manual"
within the field of view of a stabilization, and (d) thrusters
space suited astronaut. Alternate aimed by the astronaut utilizing
concepts for cmmand/control with- the HMMJ, jet-shoes, jet-fingers
out the use of control handles are or any similar unit. For the
being atudied in an attempt to last mode the unit provides the
liberate the astronaut's arms and MI-U or other similar device with
hands for performance of work tasks, its propellant and with its flight
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dynamics instrumentation including as shown In Figure 12, as well as
related telemetry and power. in KC-135 zero-g flights.

The unit contains fi- 3uIb- The DPG system was selected
systems: flight control/t•,babl:l.- over other CW4- devices for the
tion, propul.sion, electrical pc4er, AZ'•iU application Ln light of the
displays and controls, and data follswing advantages inherent in
management. itis unique mechanization:

a. It utilizes its momentum
Fll_ ht ControLStabiljation wheels for two simultaneous func-
Subs-ste_ tions (hence its name); the same

wheels provide the vehicle con-
The flight control/stabilization trol torques by momentum exchange

subsystem is a culmination of in- and also sense vehicle rates for
depth research and development self-contained feedback purposes.
work in the specialized field of Thus the need for rate gyros is
controlling and stab lizing maneu- eliminated in the CMG mode.
vering umits. Numerous analytic
studies and hmdware development/ b. Since the large momentum
testing efforts we7.a conducted in wheels pr_.vide the rate sensing,
regards to various RG and CMG type th-eir inherent low sensing thres-
systems in order to evaluate their hold and drift assures superior
applicability to th* problem of attitude hold and stabilization
stabilizing a highly i:on-rigid characteristics without sophis-
body in space. ticated sensors and/or electronics.

The selected mechanization for c. The system requires no
the ASMI. is illustrated in Figure 10. electrical teedback loop, suzrming,
It utilizes the unique Dial Purpose shaping, filtering or other com-
Gyro (DPG) type system for the GMIG putational functions. The feed-
mode of stabilization. In addi- back is attained mechanically by
tion it -also provides essentially the unique utili2ation of tne
conventional types of RG ard "manual" gyroseopic characteristics of ,he
stabilization modes. The thruster- momentum wheels.
torque cmmands produced in any one
of these modes together with the on/ d. Improved reliability is
off translational thrust commanus, provided by the inherently redun-
are processed in the jet select dant nature of the system (2
logic for firing of proper thruster wheels per axis; any one of the
combinations. six wheels can fail without

significant degradation in per-
C1G Stabilization Mode Using the formance).
DPG S•stem

e. Simple, reliable mechani-
Several generations of DFG cal linkages can be utilized with

hardware have been built, tested, the system for input commands,
and demonstrated over the past eliminating the power demands of
four years. The concept was electrical torquing.
tested on three degree of freedom air
bearing tables, as shown in Figure
11, on three degree of freedom air
bearani type mxving base sim-ulators
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DPG Mechanization resectively.

The DPIG utilizes two gyro Stabilization by DPG
wheels per axis which are mech-
anically coupled with sector The objective for stabiliza-
gears. The gimbals have limited tion is that momentim should be
a-gular travel with nominal values exchanged from the DPG to offset
of 445 o. When the gimbal angle is the momentum of the vehicle so
zero, the net angular momentum is that the total momentum of the
zero, which eliminates gyroscopic system wUll equal zero; i.e.,
cross-coupling as compared to a
single mro per aixis concept. The HVehicle ~ HDPG
wheels operate very efficiently
within evacuated and hermetically The vehicle rate about the cens-
sealed inner gimbal housings. The ing axis causes the gyros to be
sealed gimbals are mounted in turn slewed in inertial space. They
within a hermetically sealed outer precess about their gimbal axes
housing structure which is filled so that the spin vector will tend
with silicone oil for damping. to align with the applied torque
Command t:rques are applied to the vector of the vehicle rate. The
gimbals t.hrough a bellows mech- combined components of the two
anism which transmits the torque motor spin vectors will be sub-
-Aie maintaining the hermetic tractive to the vehicle angular

seal integrity. A mechanical rate vector and bring the vehicle
linkage system connects the ASMJ rate to zero. This action is
control handle to the respective accomplished without cross-
DPC for three axis control. This coupling to other vehicle axes
arrangement requires no power for as the two spin vector components
commanded turns and results in along the original spin axis are
vehicle rates which arc propor- still equal and opposite, their
tional to handle position. Fur- sum thus remaining zero. If the
ther featlres of the DPG design initial vehicle rate were so large
include electric caging solenoids that it causes the DPG wheels to
and desaturation switches to turn precess to their limits of _+450,
on thrusters via the jet select then the jets are switched on to
logic when the momentum *heels reach further reduce vehicle rate. As
saturation, the vehicle rate reaches zero,

the jet torque processes the gyros
The two gimbaled rotors are off their switch and re-establisdes

mounted so their spin vectors are momentum exchange control.
coincident but opposite.1y oriented
in space. The gimbal axis of each Command Turn by DPG
rotor is parallel to the other and
mechanically constrained to rotate When a torque is applied to
oppositely. The third axis normal the gimbals of a DPG, the wheels
to both the spin axis and the precess and add their spin vector
gimbal axis is designated as the components to the vehicle control
sensing and control axis. This axis. The conservation of momen-
arrangement is illustrated in turn law requires the total system
Figures 13 and I4, which shiv how momentum to remain unchanged so
a DPG stabilizes a vehicle dis- the vehicle rotates oppositely to
turbance and hoir a command torque the applied srAn vector momentum.
will cause rotation of the vehicle
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The amount of DPG momentum the RG electronics network; the

transferred is: network sum the command signals
*ith the negative vehicle rate

HDpG = 2 HG sin 0 feedback signeas of the rate gyros,
imposes a rate deadband to the
resultant error signal and, when

here: G is rtor gimblante othe deadband value is exceeded,
0 is the gimbal angle of issues thruster-torque conmands
tilt (precession). to the jet logic. The thrusters

will fire until the vehicle rate,
The formula for vehicle rate as indicated by the rate gyros,

is: essentially reaches the commnded
magnitude. The vehicle rate per-

-2. (sin 0) =0sists uritil the command handle is
returned to null; since the

where: (4y is vehicle rate command signal I.s now zero, while

Iv is ve.hicle inertia tho rate gyros poduce a signal
in -axcess of the rate deadband,

and thus the electronics network initiates

2HG (sin 0) opposite thruster-torque commands.
'jv = The thrusters wi2l fire until the

Vehicle vehicle rate is rkduced to essen-
tialiy zero. Whenever the command

signal is zero thi, electronics
Upon release of the command network adds an a& titude feedback

torque, the system automatically loop to the rate ._-eedback; this
re-exchanges mcmentum to restore is obtained by eli ctronically inte-
the vehicle rate to zero. The grating the rate 1:yro outputs and
dynamics of the system are govern- applying a suitab: e deadband to
ed by pro-selection of the damping the resultant sigral. This addi-
fluid viscosity as required for tional feedback reduces the drift
stability, of the vehicle thus providing

improved "attitude hold".
RG and "Manual" Stabilization Modes

In the "manual" mode the
In the RG and "manual" stabili- command signals prod-ced by the

zation modes the DPG units are caged handle pickoffs produce direct
in their zero degree gimbal posi- thruster-torque commands to the
tions: thus their net angular jet select logic. The thrusters
momentum is zero and they do not will fire as long as the astro-
affect the performance in the other naut continues to issue the
modes. The rotational commands are command. In order to stop his
issued via the same control handle rotation the astronaut must
as that used in commanding the DPG's. comnand opposing thruster-torques.
Although the DPC-I's are caged, the Thus the task of maintaining his
couiand handle has sufficient free- attitude and nulling his rate is
dem of motion to actuate electrical transferred to the astronaut in
pickoffs which generate rotational the "manual:, mode.
command signals which are propor-
tional to handle position. PropUlsion Subsystem

In the RG mode these rotational The propulsion subsystem of
command signals are processed by the ASMU utilizes gaseous oxygen
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propellant to allow safe operation degree-of-freedom (DOF) control
within the orbital laboratory with- of the ASMU are produced by 16
out contamination of the controlled solenoid operated thrusters.
atmosphere. The subsystem, illus- These thrusters are arranged in
trated in Figure 15, consists of two sets, each set being supplied
tuo basic parts: (a) the inte- by a separate distribution sys-
grated propeilant supply subsystem tern. While for normal operating
which contains all high pressure mode all 16 thrusters are utilized,
elements and is removable via a complete 6 DOF control can be ob-
low pressure quick disconnect inter- tained at somewhat degraded per-
face, and (b) the low pressure dis- formance in the backup mode with
tribution system which feeds 16 one set of thrusters deactivated.
solenoid operated thrusters and Each of the two distribution sys-
also provides propellant to the tems is controlled by an isolation
HMAU via a quick disconnect, solenoid: actuation of either

solenoids controls both the oxygen
Integrated Propellant Supply System flow to the respective distribu-

tion system and the electrical
The Propellant Supply System power to the thruster solenoids

(PSS) consists of a spherical in- supplied by it.
conel pressure vessel for storing
gaseous oxygen at 6000 psi. Of the 16 thrusters 8 produce
Housed within the neck of the vessel a nominal thrust of 2 pounds each,
is a gas supply assembly which con- while 8 produce 1 pound each.
tains seven elements (including Four of each size are supplied
all high pressure elements): by each of the two distribution
pressure regulator, fill valve, systems. The large thrusters are
bleed valve, burst disc, check used to produce fore/aft, yaw and
valve pressure gauge and a pres- pitch accelerations, while the
sure transducer actuator. The smaller ones furnish up/down,
latter device engages a load cell transverse and roll accelerations.
in the ASMU backpack (whenever the Two of the large thrusters are
PSS is attached to the backpack) located in the end of each side-
permitting monitoring of remain.- am , while the remaining 12
ing propellant pressure without an thrusters are located in the
electrical backpack-to-PSS inter- backpack proper.
face.

Runted in the low pressure
The pressure regulator reduces manifold are two check valves;

the oxygen pressure to 165 psig these control the flow of supply
upstream of the disconnect fitting oxygen from the PSS and from the
permitting safe exchange of the ASIM/orbital laboratory umbili-
PSS by an unassisted astronaut in cal for self-contained and umbil-
the orbital laboratory. The unique ical modes of operation respec-
quick disconnect mschanization pro- tively. The manifold also
vides interlocka to prevent acci- contains a pressure/temperature
dental uncoupling of the PSS. transducer to provide fli&ht data

regarding propellant consumption.
Low Pressure System A relief valve located in the mani-

fold protects the low pressure
The translational acceleration system. A separate oxygen line

forces and the rotational acceler- is rrovided from one of the two
ation torques required for 6 distribution systems to furnish

V.3-11
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propellant to the HH M via a quich- Eleventh Annual Report to the
disconnect fitting. Aerospace Profession, the Society

of Experimental Test Pilots,
Electrical Power Subsysten Lancaster, California.

The electrical power subsystem
of the ASMU, illustrated in Figure

16, supplies the power demands of
the ASMU subsystem elements via
two busses. One bus supplies all
the intermittent duty components
from the battery of the ASMU. The
other bus supplies the continuous
duty elements (i.e., DPG motors,
rate gyros, flight data subsystem).
The latter bus draws its power from
the battery of the ASMU when the
unit is in a self-contained flight
modes at other times the bus is
supplied with power from the orbital
laboratory via hardlines. Transfer
of the bus from/to ASMU battery
power is automatic as a function
of power being applied via the
hardlines. This arrangement con-
serves th-e ASM' battery power while
preventing the transient surges of
the iLtermittent duty components
from reflecting upon the power
supplry of the laboratory.

The inverter utilized for
driving the DPG mmaentum wheels
is of a unique design resulting
in approximately W% efficiency
during wheel runup as well as
during steady state wheel opera-
tion at synchronous speed.

The battery is rechargeable
w0hile in the AS14U and can also be
readily removed for exchange.
Replenishment by either method
can be accomplished within the
orbital laboratory.

REFME-NCES

r 1. Sumwary of the Gemini Extra-
vehicular Activity, by Edwin E.
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VOICE CONTROILER FOR ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT

M. B. Herscher and T. P. Kelley
Advanced Technology

Defense Electronic Products
Radio Corporation of America

Camden, New Jersey 08102

R. G. Clodfelter D. R. Petroski
Space Technology Branch Bionics Branch

Support Technology Division Electronic Technology Division
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory Air Force Avionics Laboratory

SUWIA4RY: The requirement for an alternate to the hand
control of astronaut maneuvering units has been recog-
nized for some time. The object.ve of this program has
been to design and implement an experimental limited-
vocabulary speech recognition device for use as a voice
controller.

INTRODUCTIO14 astronaut can assume command of the
AMJU, if required, through the voice

For several years, the Air Force link. There are other advantages
has been developing and testing con- associated with using a voice con-
cepts for extravehicular space main- troller on the A4U or with an RMU
tenance and maneuvering. Although (Remote Maneuvering Unit), however;
efforts to date have achieved ini- the potential cargo transfer and
tial objectives, the typical astro- rescue pay-offs are sufficient to
naut manewvering unit (AMU) requires support exploratory development of

Sthe use oa both hands for operation. a voice controller. It should be
noted that it is rnot intended, at

Air Force interest in utilizing this point in time, to replace or
a voice conu'r:'lllr to command the eliminate hand controllers from the
AtilU was gnerarted priLarily from the AMU. Hand control coulO remain the
pay-off of hands-free operation in primary mode of control Uith the
cargo transfer operations. Voice voice controller used only during
control would enable the astronaut cargo transfer and rescue. Tt is
to use his hands to carry the cargo, also possible that the voice con-
The sa7.ngs in the time associated troller could become the primary
with, and the weight cf, a cargo at- mode of control with a simplifie4
tachrent device would more than off- hand controller as a back-up mode.
set the additional weight of the The operational. approach is yet to
voice controller system which is pro- be determined by simulation studies
ject3d to weigh less than 5 pounds. using the experimental voice con-
Another advantage of the voice con- troller.S~troller is associated with rescue.

The use of a voice controller
Once a voice controller is pro- with a maneuv.ering unit was first

vided on the AMU, a space station simulated on Bell Aerosystem Cot-

V.4.1
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E
pany's Visual Simulation Facility unit can be constructed.
as part of the Dual Maneuvering Unit
0(D,1) progran (AF33(615)-3529). Although the experimental mod'ýl
Simulation tests of the DM1U in both controller is about the size of a
manned and remote modes of operations small suitcase, it incorporates de-
were conducted to evaluate perform- sign principles which allow the
ance characteristics using a voice space unit to be less than 100 in 3

controller to initiate and terminate in volume, weight less than 5 pounds,
DV-1 translation and rotation corn- and consume less than 10 watts. The
mands. Performance in terms of fuel experimental unit will recognize the
expenditure did not differ in these activate word, "command", from con-
limited initial tests from results tinuous speech and can be used with-
obtained while using the standard out adjustment by three predeter-
hand controllers. Simulation of the mined speakers. This voice con-
voice controller was most easily troller will be tested with both
implemented by employing two opera- manned and unmanned maneuvering
tors. Operator No. 1 represented the units by the Air Force Aero Propul-
astronaut and Operator No. 2 repre- sion Laboratory at WPAFB, Ohio.
sented the voice controller. Assuming these tests are success-

mful, several problems associated
SThese tests, together with LTV with operational deployment of a

Aerospace Corporatior's demonstra- voice controller remain:
tion of the VWCON (VOice COiltroller),
established the feasibility of using 1. The present voice controller
a voice controller with a maneuver- model will accommodate an Apollo-
ing unit. The effort described in size crew. What about a last-min-
this paper with RCA, under the spon- ute change of astronaut personnel?
sorship (Contract F33615-67-C-1960) Ideally, this problem could be
of the Air Force Avionics Laboratory solved by substituting a new recog-
and the Air Force Aero Propulsion nition card into the voice control-
Laboratory, was initiated to provide ler. A set of these inexpensive
an experimental model of a voice con- cards could be prepared in advance
troller. for each probable astronaut.

The d6 , \opment of a successful 2. What about the ba'°ground noise
voice cont.oller for an astronaut environment to which ttie voice con-
maneuvering unit requires a real- troller will be subjected? If thp
time speech-recognition system that characteristics of the noise and
can recognize a limited vocabulary the coummuications system are ac-
in continuous speech for a few curately known in advance and are
speakers with high accuracy and that reasonably invariant, this problem
can ultimately be constructed with could be handled.
a minimum of volume and weight. The
weight and volume restrictions re- 3. What effect will the different
quire a speech-recognition system spacecraft and space suit atmos-
whose hardware is not so complex pheres have on voice recognition?
that the voice controller applica- These problems were not studied
tion is impractical. On the other in detail during the development
hand, a crude recognition technique of the experimental voice control-
that has poor recognition and false ler, but they were considered.
response characteristics will be un- Although the specific recognition
satisfactory no matter how small the logic must be changed to accommo-
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date different atmospheres, the ba- point to be noted here is that the
sic syste.m is satisfactory. De- resonant frequencies generated are
tailed attention ca, be deferred to constantly changing. The phonemes*

the development of the space quali- which are generated by the steady-
flied voice controller, state and transitional sounds often

exhibit differing acoustic charac-
The follmoing oections describe teristics, depending upon the posi-

the approach to speech recognition tion of the phonemes within the
that has been developed by RCA and words. Arproximately 40 phonemes
used in the experimental voice con- constitute the basic sounds of
troller. spoken English and are shown in

Table 1. The variances of phonemes
AA4CHTNE RE•OCNITfIOr OF SPEECH resulting for contextual considera-

tions are ca.Lled allophones. The
In recent years, the automatic rapid stringing together of pho-

recognition of speech by machine has nemes gives the resaltant acoustic
been the goal of many investigators. 1  signal.
Past attempts to i-mplemaent such a

system have had limited success The literature contains very
pr~ilarily due to the complexity of little work on the recognition of
the problem. Although speech is a continuous sDeech -- that is, with
highly complex signal, it may be re- no pause between words or sounds.
garded as a seauence of articula- Obviously, a means of recognizing,
tory events. In -order for a hu-man in real time, a limited vocabulary
to comipletely recognize and co!ipre- in continuous speech must be em-
bend speech, the incoming signals ployed in a practical AMT 7of.ce
must be processed at many levels - controller. The results cbtained
e.g., at acoustiz, linguistic, and in the recogrition of isolated
semantic levels. The majority of speech cannot be extrapolated to
studies of the automatic recognition predict recognition scores for con-
of speech by machine have concentra- tinuous speech, because none of
ted on recognition at the acoustic these techniques is suitable for
level since this level has presented real-time recognition of continu-
the greatest obstacles. ous speech. The problems of recog-

zizing continuous speech require
Acoustically, sper h can be con- special considerations, in addi-

sidered as a successi ... of spectral. tion to those necessary for the
steady states and transitions. recognition of isolated speech.

.qThese relations arise from the pro-
perties of the human vocal tract.
In speaking, different positions of
the tongue, lips, and jaw give the
vocal tract different shapes. Each
shape then rives rise to a distinct "•Phonere - the smallest unit of
: frequency spectrums, and each change speech that, in any language, dis-

Sof sýhape gives rise to a spectral tinguishes one utterance from ano-
transition. Vocal cord vibrations ther, such as /p/ in pin and /f!
give rise to voiced sounds, a-d in fin. (Diagonals // enclosing
noise-like sounds are produced by a letter or letters indicate the
the movement of air across the edges phoneme represented and not the
of the teeth and by partial closure letter itself.)
of the vocal cords. The important
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TABLE 1. ELEMENTARY SOUNDS (PIIONiEMES)
WHICH OCCUR IN ENGLISH

Phon•*tV' Symbol Key Word Phonetic Symboi Key Word

1. Simple Vowels 4. Plosives

I fit b bad
ifee d dive
E kt g give

A but t toy
not k cat

o law
U bookUok 5. Nasal Consonants

3 bird m may
n1 now
. slag

2. Complex Voweb,

6. Fricatives
PaPin I

o go z zero
SU house 5vision
ai Ace v very

iU few h hat
f fat

6 t7hing
S shed3. Semivowels and qatds s sat

j yo1'
w• We

a 7. Affricatives1 Late

r rate ti church
d3  judge
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It is an oversimplification to tion iesults that are accurate as
consider continuous speech as being the quality of speech to be analyzed.
coaposed merely of a sequence of sep- Three basic types of features are
arately produced sounds. It is ira- used: broad class features, ccmmon
portant to be aware that, in contin- basic features, and unique phoneme
uous speech, sounds can easily modi- features. Briefly, broad class
-y surrounding sounds so that the features are relatively insensitive
waveform of a sound produced in con- to localized noise and may be the
tinuous speech can differ markedly only information that can be pro-
from the waveform of the same sound vided under poor caimunication con-
produced in isolation. Even for ditions. The comon basic features
isolated words, many sounds are modi- are those which are common to very
fled by preceding and following similar phonemes, for example,
sounds. !f,s/, but which do not differenti-

ate between these phonemes.
There are many additional problems

in recoanizing continuous speech. A detailed listing of the types
Sounds can be eliminated, added, com- of speech sounds found in each of
bined, or substituted for one ano- the class feature, common basic
ther. The stress and intonation of feature, and phoneme classes is
the speaker cause variations in shown in Fig. I. It should be
spoken words. Consequently, the very noted that some overlaps of vari-
uncontrolled nature of continuous ous sounds occur within a class.
speech produces many difficulties These overlaps primarily are a re-
when one attempts to automatically suit of the variability of those
recognize sounds strung together with sounds found in continuous speech
no pauses between the sounds or words. from many speakers.

RCA Advanced Technology's research
in s~.ech ana_,s-is proceeded from MACHINE RECOGhITION OF THE LMU-VOICE
studies 2, 3 , •,6of speech processing COICROLLER VOCABULrARY
!A the human auditory system to the
develowment and design of a speech- For most limited-vocabulary ap-
rtocognition system utilizing a unique plications and, in particular, for
forni of logic shown to be highly ef- the AMUI vocabulary (see Table 2),
ficient for pattern recognition. only the broad class features and
The processing technique employed in a few common basic features are
the speech-recognition studies has necessary for recognition. This
been named analog-threshold logic simplification results from the

S(ATL) because the element has an out- fact that, in the A:'1J vocabulary,
put proportional to the algebraic no pair of words differs only by a
sm- of its inputs once this sum ex- single phoneme, so that no critical
ceeds a thresholdo Networks of ATL phoneme decisions are required.
elements can abstract both the Since both the class features and
-sence and magnitude of sign-.ficant cosmon basic features can be ab-
gstiny-state t-d transient features stracted with greater accuracy than
from ths speech signals. To facili- can be obtained from a phoneme-by-k tate machine recogniti5n of sounds phoneme decision process, it is
in continuous speech, a hierarchical neither necessary nor advantageous

organizatu on of feature. ibstraction to utilize the phoneme decisicn for
nerworks is utilized which provides limited-vocabulary application. In

S•he capability o1" acoustic recogni%- fact, because of the substitution
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical. organization of feature-abstracti~on
S~ networks.

ETABLE 2. VOICE CONTROLLER VOCABULARY phenomenon (the speaker sNibatitutes

Sone phonex'e in a word in place of
CO;I4,4Afl W;ORDS the correct one such as /z/ for Is/),

the accuracy and reliability of the
1. Cormr and 8. Hold recognition can be seriously deteri-

orated. Thus, the miCoimawn possi--e

2. Stop 9. Open processing should be used to provide
the discrimination necessary to

3. Forward 10. Pitch separate the various words in a
limited vocabulary. On the other

4~. Back lU. Yaw hand, under operational conditions,
the input to the voice controller

5. Right 12. Up is the same as the input to the nor-
mal communications channel, so that

6. Left 13. Down A24U comands and normal conversa-
ti.on will be interspersed on the

7. RoUl 14. Translate same channel This commonality . -

quires that good discrimination be
provided against words in ordinary
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communications which are similar to the energy is rising with frequency
the -AU vocabulary in order that un- (+dE/df). The reEions where energy
acceptable false corwianding of the is decreasing with frequency (-dE/df)
Jll be prevented. This problem is are called broad negative slopes.

samesuhat simplified by requiring The logaritln of the analog value of
that a key word, such as "cmmand", the energy in a narrow portion of the
precede each legitimate command to spectrum (channel) is referred to as
the A•U. Now only this key word lor of local spectral energy.
must be distinguished from all other
words that may occur. Thus, all
words are ignored except the key
word, the A?.1J vocabulary being recog- |
nized only when preceded by the key
word. 30"

In practice, the experiimental cc M,.'

voice controllar will have two modes • I
of operation: a "command" activate -,
-mode and a "fast-' mode. In the "com- w
:,,lnd" activate mode., all con'.rol C

functions w±ll be prefixed by the I
spokOn word "comnand" foll-nied by o .I 0 0 e 2 M
the desired P~mction (e.g., "Comn- •'.EoUEY (0

.mand,, pitch up; command stop"). In
the "fast" mod~e, the prefix word
"cor-aand" is not used. In each of Fig. 2. Idealized characteristics

the iodes of operation, some com- of the vowel sound in the
plex commands, such as "roll right", word .bed•.
must be recognized by tVe voice con-
troller.

Following the primary feature-
The feature-abstraction networks abstraction process described above,

employed in the A.'U voice control- it is necessary to combine these
ler abstract from the time varying abstracted features in sequence-
spectrwu of the input speech signal recognition logic, a different fea-
features in the form of 1) combina- ture sequence for each voice control-
tional and sequential logic arrange- ler vocabulary word. Fig. 3 shows
ments of what are referred to as the class feature sequences which
primary features, 2) analog ratios characterize each word in the voice
of the priimary features, and 3) controller vocabulary. As a speci-
higher-order logic based on the re- fio example, the sequence logic for
suits of the first two types of the word "commad" is shown in
features. The AMU vocabulary is Fig. 4. An output from logic ele-
recornized with only thlee primary ment S6 indicates recognition of
(feaP res: broad posntive slopes the word icommand". Recognition of
ea(PSr)s broad negative slopes (NSB)s the remainder of the vocabulary i3

and log of local energy (EN). These obtained using similar sequence
features are further described by logic.
FiC. 2 which sshows the spectral
energy distribution of an idealized

S vow-el. i.road positive slopes are
thosp regions in the spectrum where
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AMU Vocabulary Word Class Feature Sequence

COMMAND Pause- unvoiced stop -. frontj middle vowel-- vowel-like
#1 consonant - front/middle vowel - vowel-like consonant

STOP Unvoiced fricative - unvoiced stop - middle/back
vowel - voiced stop

I

FOFRWARD Unvoiced fricative - complex middle/back vowel - v-wel-
like consonant- back vowel -. voiced stop

BACK Voiced stop - front vowel - unvoiced stop

RIGHT Vowel-like consonant -. complex vowel - unvoiced stop

LEFT Vowel-like consonant - front vowel - unvoiced
fricative - unvoiced stop

ROLL Vowel-like consonant - complex vowel

HOLD Unvoiced fricative - complex vowel - voiced stop

OPEN Complex vowel -. unvoiced stop -. unstressed vowel - nasal

PITCH Unvoiced stop - front vowel - affricative

YAW Complex front vowel - back vowel

UP Middle vowel - unvoiced stop

DOWN Voiced stop - complex vowel - nasal

TRANSLATE Unvoiced stop - vowel-like consonant - front/middle vowel -.

vowel-like consonant - unvoiced fricative - vowel-like
consonant - complex vowel - •blort pause

Fig- 3. Class feature sequences characterizing
AMU vocabulary words.
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UNSTRESSED
VOWEL

PAUSE Itm - a

VO vo VO VO
V/VL P P P P

VNLC VNLC VNLC VNLC
UVNLC UV"LC UVL.C

vo a VOICING ONLY
P 4 PAUSE CLASS FEATURE

VNLC & VOIC)O, NOISE- LIKE CONSONANT RESET INPUTS

UVNLC 9 LWVOICF.D, NOISE LIIWE CONSONANT

V/VL a VOWEL/v(WIEL-LIKE

(A) COMMAND SEQUENCE RECOGNITION LOGIC

Y

x Y
x S

I

SYMBOL FOR SEQUENCE NOTATION INDICATING X BEFORE Y
LOGIC RESPONDING TO X WITmOUT THE OCCURENCE OF I N
BEFORE Y THE INTERVAL AFTER X AND BEFORE Y

(B) SYMBOL AND LOGICAL EQUIVALENT OR SEQUENCE RECOGNITION ELEMENT

Fig. 4. Feature sequence logic for "command.- Following the feature-abstraction logic, it is necessary
to include sequence-recognitiot: logic for each word in the AMU vocabulary. The elements labeled S. in the
sequence recognition logic shown above are cascaded to recognize the sequence of phonetic events com-

E1  prising the word "command." The reset inputs are the class features which should not occur between the
two events in the sequence.

V
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THE VOICE CONTROLLER SYSTEM serve as inputs to the processor.
In the processor, the time-varying

The previous sections have des;- frequency features are combined to
cribed what functions are required achieve recognition of the speech
to recogniz . the voice controller elements required for the AMU vo-
vocabulary. This section describes cabulary. Also in the processor,
the manner in which these functions these abstracted speech elements
are obtained, are combined in proper sequence to

give final word recognition. The
The block diagram of the br'sic final section, the display and in-

voice controller system is shown in terface, gives a positive indica-
Fig. 5. In very general terms, the tion of word recognition. The dis-

RECOGNITION
NETWORKS

DEMULTIPLEX-I IBROAD SLOPE

STORAGE
FULL-WAVE MULTIPLEXED
RECTIFIERS BROAD SLOPE

SLCW-PASS ABSTRACTOR
I FILTERS
IBANDPASS

FILTERS MULTIPLEXER

EQUALIZERT
:DISPLAY•

AMU-*S~INTERFACE

DEMULTIPLEX-
LOS ENERGY

STORAGE

PREPROCESSOR

Fig. 5. Block diagram of L14U voice controller system.

system functions in the following play function of course is not re-
manner. Speech is transduced from quired in operational use, but only
acoustical energy to electrical serves as a convenient method of
energy by the microphone. The fre- monitoring system performance.
quency spectrum of the speech input
is shaped in a gross fashion in the In more Epecific terms, the func-
equalizer. The preprocessor section tioning of the system is as follows:
which follows the equalizer performs The electrical output of the micro-
a detailed analysis of the frequency- phone serves as the input to the
time content of the equalized speech equalizer. The equalizer is re-
signal. In particular, t:ue-varying quired to flatten the irregular fre-
spectral shapes are abstracted and quency characteristics of the micro-
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phone and to provide preemphasis. On a shared-time basis, this multi-
The equalizer also provides an im- plexed broad slope abstractor derives
pedance match between the micro- gross (broad) measurements of the
phone and the filter bank as well first derivative (slope) of energy
as supplying the necessary voltage with respect to frequency and quan-
gain. From the equalizer, the sig- tizes this measurement into three
nal is fed into a bank of filters, possible outputs with binary indica-
This bank of filters includes L4. tions. that a broad slope is or is not
low-Q bandpass filters which are present. This broad slope infosna-
used to separate the speech signal tion is subsequently der-uiziplaxed
into it!s tine-varying spectral orm- and stored using onl3, digital logic.
ponents. In order to facilitate In the second parallel chamel eman-
measurements of the time-vary-ig ating from the logarithmic amplifier
spectra, the outputs of the bandpass which conta:ins the 15 log-energy
filters are individually rectified values in serial form, a simple but
and lowpass-filtemd. (An addition- highly accurate demultiplex and
al full-wave rectifier and lowpass storage operation is performe6. The
filter are used to process the final stored outputs from the two
speech waveform itself. resulting in parallel channels serve a3 inputs to
a total of 14 filtered channels and the recogiition networkc. It is in
one unfiltered channel at this point the recognition networks that the
in t%•e -system.) All )$ channels of elements of speech are finally recog-
speech data are mr,)itiplexed into one nized. This recognition is accomp-
common logarithmic amplifier. A lishpd generally as followso. Products
logarithmic amplifier is used both and ratios of channel energtes (and
to conpress the dynamic range of tha their time variations) for a specific
input signal to a range more manage- speech element are obtained by com-
able for the recognition networks bining the outputs of the log energy
and to provide very desirable ampli- storage networks in high-gain dif-
tude normalization of the input sig- ference circuits with thresholds.
nal. The amplitude normalization The gain of the circuit As ouffici-
is accomplished by virtue of the fact ently high that the oatput is quan-
that the basic recognition operation tized, i.e., the output of tih6 cir-
is a differencing operation. Taking cult is a high level when the input
the difference between two logarithma- difference exceeds the threshold but
tized quantities is equivalent to ob- the output is a low level wben the
taining the ratio of these quantities input difference is below the thresh-
before the logarithmic operation. A old, These digital outputs are corn-
ratio of two quantities is naturally bined with the digital broad slope
invariant to simple amplitude changes information in various digital logic
such a6 those caused by a change in functions to result in final recogni-
gain. tion of a speech element. Several

of these speech clement recognitions
The speech signal is multiplexed are then combi'ied in sequential digi-

into a single logarithmic amplifier tal logic resulting in the recog-n-
in order to circumvent the impracti- tion of the desired word. Finally,
cality of matching 15 logarithmic indications that this recognition
amplifiers over a wide dynamic range. has been accomplished is given on the
The logarithmic amp•lfier feeds two visual display
parallel branches. The first of

2 these parallel branches contains the The experimental voice controller
multiplexed broad slope abstractor. is built in a generally modular form-
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with The module divisions rhown in 5. Martin, T. B., Zadell, H. J.,

Fig. 5, i.e., microphone, prepro- Cox, R. F., and Nelson, A. L.,
cessor, proc•tssor ard display. The •.recognition of Continuous
"ircuitry centebined in both the -e- S:)eech by Feature Abstraction,7t
precessor and prccessor is built on AFAL-TR-66-189, May, 1966.
4-inch by 6-innh circuit boards,
which plug into two prefabrircated 6. Martin, T. B., Zadell, H. J.,Sstandard 19-i*n:h circuit card nests. Nelson, A. Lo, Schanne, J. F.,

The circuits have been designed with "Continuous Speech Recognition
the ult!•ati" n.3'%trjzatloj. •-d and Synthesis," AFAL-Th,-67-210,
space oliallfication requirement in Oct.. 1967,
mind so that, -herever practical, de-
sipns Nhich woulc oreclude this mini-
aturization -nd space qualification
have been discarded.

A substantial Dart of the design
and experiment&l work on the MU4U
voice controller ;=as pe-for.a•ed ty
J. I. Martin and J. R. Earger, of
RCA, Advanced Technology.
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UNMANNED RENDEZVOUS. STATION-KEE PING AND POCIUNG
FOR EXTRAVEHICULAR? SPACE ACT! VITIEL"/

Dr. N. N. Puri, A.! . Lambert, and J. F. Gido

General Ele(-tric Company
Space Systems Organization

King of Prussia, Pernn-jylvania

Summarv: Rendezvous, station-keeping, and ciocking requirements are
identified for a potentially important class of space mission, nF,.rn'-ly,
refurbishment of passive (i. e., noncoopereing) sate'lites tn synchivonous
carbit. An unnmanneri zystem for performing this ni~ssion (called ARMS
for Application of Remote Manipulatorz in Space) is described. ConcepLs,
techniques. and computer simnulation results for closed-loop unmanned
rendezvous and station-keeping are presented. Soft docking and an-
choring with noncooperating satellftee. using a remotely controlled
manipulator system, are discussed in terms cf requirements for the
baseline mission.

INITRODUCTION' launches prohibitive, an unmanned
system which uses remoiely con-

The feasibi~!ty of performing trollable tnanipulaiors and has a
simple work tasks !n space has been WigOl versatile man-euvering cap-
demonstrated by both man and re- ability could be employed. The
motely controlled machines. The successful operation of such a systein
-%ctivilies of the extravehicular as- depends largely on the ability to
tronauts, the success of the Surveyor reiidezvous and dock with passive
Moon-Digger program, and the re- (i. e., noilcooperating) satellites. In
Lently announced Russian achieve- addition, station-keeping, or stand-
nients in effecting ground controlled off control will be a necessary
rendezvous and docking provide capability for many applications.
cr-Ždibillty ior postulating highly so-

j phisticated space tasks for both man It is the purpose of this paper to
tand man-hine. present a brief summary of the in-

house effort conducted by General
IAnalyses of certain space missions Electric Company in the areas of

have established the desirability of unmanned rendezvous, station-
3Fusing man-ecrdvalent systems for keeping and docking with passive

performing extravehicular work tasks satellites. This work was done as
on satellites previously placed in part of a broader activity, called

orbit. Where safety hazards exist or ARMS (for Application of Remote
where work of a routine nature would Manipulators in Space), however the
make the cost- of dedicated manned results are adaptable to many other
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designs and mission requirements. correspondenc.. manipulators, func-
This paper describes the ARMS tionally similar to those on the slave,
system concept and a suitable mission are also provided. The master
for establishing reudezvous, station- operates these devices and the action
keeping and docking requirements. is duplicated by the remote slave
Preliminary designs for meeting manipulators. -2

these requirements are presented,
along with computer analysis results. Th,,, tender is essentially a

maneuvcrable spacecraft which pro-
vides tbree basic functions as

ARMS SYSTEM CONCEPT follows:

The ARMS system was conceivwd a. A communications relay

for the purpose of providing ma:;'s between the master and

ability to do work in space without slaves.
necessitating his presence directly at
the scene. Figure 1 shows the prin- b. A space station "home" for
cipal elements of the ARMS system. the slaves when they are not
These include a master station with in use.
human operators, one or more or-
biting "slaves," a "tender" satellite c. Gross orbital changes beyond
and various work stations (satellites the capability of the slaves.
upon which work is to be performed).

The concept of applying re-
The slave is essentially the motely controlled manipulator systems

mechanical counterpart of an un- of the type described has been sug-
tethered extravehicular man. It has gested for space work in the past.
a gimballed vidco camera subsystem, However, lack of development in
force feedback/position corresIx~ndmce the field -f hilateral electric mani-
manipulators, q highly ver.st.Vile ma- pulators, notably for versions suitable
neuvering 6ubsystem, plus necessary fur uee in space, has irmpeded the
attitude control, communications, development af these systems.
electrical power and thermal control Lat6ly however, government and
subsystems. Figure 2 shows a university interest has increased and
stylized conceptual configuradion of excoeragenma. tui iidustry is being
the slave vehicle, generated. 3, 4 It is believed qihit

'ncreased interost and activity plus
The master station is located on a bAckgrour,) of mo than 2.) yeL,-s

the earth or in an orbiting space in development of manipulatrs for
station, The operator, working in hot lWbs, prosthetic dcvices and in-
a shirtsleeve.environneni, has P. dustrial mass transfer applic.tioz;s
head-aimed television system which wUi1 ultimately ler-d to operational
allows him to move the slave's video systems such as ALUMS.
camera in a natural manner and
obnerve the space scene as the flave
"sees" it. Force feedback/position
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St•;.~ -,•,

- -C7~ WORK S TA TION

/ • t

-,. •' 5"SLAVE"

.•~~ ~ -iwl,°
TENDER

MASTER STATION

Figure 1. "ARMS" System De~cription
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MISSION DESCRlIPTION A stated goal for future satellites
AND REQUIREMENTS is long-life. 1lzwever, achie-.enient

of operational IifCtimces of say. 6i t(*
Pot-ential missions for an ARMS 10 yfears can iead to a self-defeat-Mng

system are probably as numerous and situation caused primarily by pay-
varied as manne~d extravehicular load obsolescence. Thus, in-orhlc
missions. Table 1 is a partial listi , replacement of payloads (and ex-
of such applicable missions. pendibles replenishment, if required)

could transform L healthy but obsolete
Table 1. Partial Listing of satellite into a new and effective
Applicable ARMS Miss-ons mission system at a significant cost

savilng. Synchronous crbit missions
[o iate~llite refurbishment are selected because of (1) the

0 Refuel. resupply ard repair probable high population density in
this orb4~ regime in the post-1975

* Mainte1 'ance of manned and period (which significantly effects the
unmanned u bservato ries economic justification of the system),

Salvae, rtrievl an re-(2) the low -AV rze.quirements for

deplo yment of RTC fuel mut-atlieservlcing and ,3)th

capsu-les, payloads, solar reduced logistics burden on ground
arrays etc.support and comiuniie~tions systems.

* Assembl)y of large stiuctures Figure 3 illustratcs the role of

0 Perform/support EVA and 1I.A the ARMS svstem in the payiaad re-
tass o manedspae satins fturbishment miszion. It is assumedi
task onmannd sace tatons that the space elertents (slaves and

0 Astronanit emergency rescue tender) have previously been placed

* Luar nd panearyex;.oraion in orbit. Typically. the work station
I (particul:ýr satellite to be refurbi.it-c..

A reurbihmeill.misiý)rwasis one of several sync-hronous conm-
A reurbihmeit m~sb~wasmunlcationn; satellites that form n

selected for deta'Lled investigation of network around the earth. The
the ARAIS concept becauise this mission mifsion scenario Is '%: follow-s: an
could be readily planned, the nature of unexpected breakthmiigh in com-
the manipulator tasks could be d~efined naunications technology, occurring
rathev precisely in term~s of their after the satel!itc system had been
capability, system requirements andesalheilobotehentr
definition ecould be estaMlvshpd, and the nestworkinh will! 2yoears. Ith enis,

economics of the m~ission concept ntheeorek ine aLth2t yera.the tian

could be easily examinea. T he teeoe tcddta ahrta

specific refurbishment mission chosea~ renlace the existing, Dinctionally
for investigatior.z of rendezvous operational, satellites or live wit-h an

station-keeping and docking involves oI.solete systemn. a refurbishment
planed eplaemet o themisionprogram for replacing the outmoded

payloads of unrnanned satellites in pyod ol ciiitd

synchronous, circular, equatorial
orbit.
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i T. V. CAMERATURRE
WORKING
MANMPULATORS(2)

DOCKoea ,AMMUaLATORS (3)

Figure 2. Slave Configuration

WEPQEZVOUS

0r OBSOLE-T SATELLITE

RETRIEVAL OF• : OMDIHCATION

KI

SOR3rT 
CHANG.E

MANEUVER

Figure 3. Refurbizment Mission
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The mission sequence begins station of up to 10 percent of the
with the launch of a modification kit nominal stand-off di3'ance is per-
on a small launch vehicle and its in- nmitted. An additional requirement

jection into orbit in the vicinity of the is that the tender s1~ould be capable cf
ARMS system. The modification betng relocated, relative to the work

kit contains the new communications station, both in range and aspeco.
payload and fuel for replenishing both

the work station and the ARMS systemn. When the station-keeping mode
The modification kit may be equipped is in operation, the slave departs

%with rendezvous and docking aids (in from the tender and transports to the

the form of beacons, docking collars, work station those portions of the
etc.) but the work stations are assumed modification kit required for re-
to be not so equipped and are properly placing the mission payload and re-
termed passive, plenishing the fuel supply. Closure

to within a maximnum of three feet.

At pointO) in Figure 3 the ARMS but not touching the work station, is
system is shown to have acquired the specified. The time to accomplish
modification kit and completed its this is not criticai for the baseline

initial rendezvous. A slave has left mission, but may be important for
the tender, docked with the kit and is other missions, Thus, a nominal
about to return with it to the tender. closure time of 2-5 minutes from a
When the slave and kit are secured distance of 300 ft is indizated. The
to the teAder, the initial phase of the relative closing velocity at the
mission is completed. The next phase, terminal point is critical however.
shown at point®), consists of ma- for docking 'o most work stations
neuvering ARMS plus the kit to the and is specified to be a maximum of
designated work station. This may 0. 01 ft/sec within the renaezvous
involve an orbit plane change as distance of 3 ft.
shown in Figure 3 (exaggerated for
clarity) as well as a large orbit angle At the completion of the terminal
change. Maneuver accuracy required rendezvous phase, the slave's docking
for this phase of the mission Is rather manipulators are extended and the
broad; a miss distance of a few "hands" grasp suitable anchoring
thousand feet is acceptable. points on the work station. Analysis

of typical large communications
The next phase is 'endezvous to satellites indicate that the docking

stand-off distance. The ARMS system torques should be severely limited
is maneuvered to a range of between (to less than 1.0 in. -tb in some cases)
200 and 500 feet from the work station to avoid damaging the delicate antenna
to set up the conditions illustrated at structures, It is noted that thrae
point). After the required stand-off docking manip.!itors are specified
distance is achieved, the tender for firmly supported the slave while
must maintain both its range and the working manipulaors perform
spatial relationship with the work theii" tasks,
station for extended periods (up to a
few days, if necessary). A range The final phase of this mission
variatibn between tender and work is the return to the tender. Again,
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care must be taken to avoid damaging WORK R
the work station upon departing. The STATION SLAVE
slaves dock with the tender and the
mission is completed.

GUIDANCE AND CONTROL STUDIES S

r
Analytical guidance laws and

implemenmation methods for terminal
-_endez-'ous and staion-Pecping are RTH!S
presented in this section. These are PENTER
based on the ARMS system concept
and typical mission described abuve, Figtare 4. Position Relatiornshps
but may be readily applied to a broad
range of configurations and mission For the mission parameters
requirements. Previous work in the considered here, it is most reasonable
area of terminal rendezvous guidance to consider differential gravitational
has been primarily involved with effects as small disturbances. Thus
e!iminating relative motion by arresting the resultant equations of motion are:
the line-of-s.ght rate and thrusting 2
along the relative range, In most d2R T (1)
cases, throttleable engines are assumed. dt2 m
The rendezvous guidance philosophies d
and implementation schemes presented where: T Slave'z thrust capability
here, however, are based on constant
thrust engines having multistart S e-•' = M = Slave's mass
capability. The unique operational
task of station-keeping has not been Equr~tion 1 is quite useful for
previously studied in detail comparable distances, R, of up to several

A with rendezvous, so that effective
models for the station-keeping dynamics terms oi c dt suitabe for

; in terms oi coordinates suitable for
are not available. Two approaches guidance implementation. There-
for achieving station-keeping areSdescibed erefore, let F be a unit vector In the
described here,

range directin (line-of-sight) so
that R = Rr, F be a unit vector

Anormal to the range direction, andSA. Terminal R~endezvous-
define a third unit vector, Cy = B x F,

AGto complete the coordinate set..1. Analytical Guidance Laws

•- If Rt is rotating with angular
The equations of motion are developed it H ih rotatin th angular

in trmsmostsuiableforguidncevelocity cZ with respect to an inertialSin terms most suitable for guidance
S~frame, it is readily shown that:

and control implementation. Figure 4
shows the relative positions of the
slave and work station.
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(R -(iw' r+ (Rwn+ 2 le~) If (Ac)ma •Aa and if Kcr + > 0,

i~ dt
S+ RU~ :, r)Equation 4 reduces to:

2 - 2*1 dt

,.. P o n
0

wl~ere the dot notation is used for where Ro is the initial reiative range,

scalar derivitives. and en is the initial line-of-sight
-dR rate.

When w = 0, R and , are aligned
n Then R2 x"n decays to zero with

and a collision course is assured. time constan t 1 and , -. With

Therefore the variables of interest VI

are R (relative range) and w (line-of- good w' control (i. e.. x - 0) thus

sight rate). Combining Equantions 1 achieved. Equation 3 reduces to:

and 2 results in:
2 1 _= Ar (7)R- "-Rw 2 ().r-A . (3)

n m r
and

Rn + 2Rwn = ( '-- A (4) b. One Engine Method

The absence of radial thrust
These are the general equations modifies Equation 3 to:

of motion for terminal rendezvous. S2
Two guidance laws are now considered. R - Rw = 0 (8)
The first is based on reducing w to n

nothat Rn2 decays exponentially. It is now assumed that A• iszero so ta w

Tito thrust engines (for Aca and Ar) such as to bring wn to some constant

are used. The second employs only value. w., in a very short time.
one engine (for A-) to build w to a Then Equation 3 is further modified to
value such that Rwn reduces the R - Rwc^ = 0. Ii is chosen such
range R exponentially, that w,, = -R 0 Ro-! it may be shown

that R (t) = R0 e- wct.

a. Two Engine Method Thus, R(t) and R (t) decay. and
rendezvous may be achieved. This

This method is based on the may be obtained by the application of

application of a control thrust, A., thrust A., given by:
such that:

AU2 K R(w + (9)

A 1; wn n RA• = - IK Rw (5)nn
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Substituting Equation 9 into The thrust on-time at level
Equation 4 gives Aal is:

S-Ku(Wn+ R) (10) Ai to, if KR ci
ni tc K i A1,if(2

2. Thrust Profiles AitcIKORi'n A 1l if (12)

A computation cycle, tc, is d,•fined 1Kc Ri wn. A - 1
such that information about range (R),
range-rate (1k) and line-of-sight rate The thrust on time at level Aa 2

(ýen) is updated every tc seconds. is:
Within the time period t., the appro-
priate engines are fired for variable A. =t.IKRi . A -1, if
durations ranging from 0 to tc. Ic nK1 2 i
Analyses have shown that line-of-sight K A -1 8
control (A~thrusting) should be done or wn
with two thrust levels in order to 1 2 2
achieve good control. Range control A. 0, otherwise (13)
(Ar thrusting) can be adequately ef-
fected with a single thrust level. A a > Ao(2 are the two thrust levels,

and quantities 61 and 62 (less than
unity) are chosen from consideration

a. Two Engine Method of the minimum on-time of a thtiuster.
It is apparent that the smaller the

The line-of-sight control thrust computation cycle time t., the more
profile is expressed as: accurate will be the control.

Aat (t) =- (sgnw) A., for The range control thrust profile
n.

I is determined from consideration of
factors such as fuel consumption and

t.< t < (ti + A.). and time-to-rendezvous. If the rendezvous
1 1

* (11) time, Tf, is specified and if a minimum

AC (t) 0, for fuel path is desired. the thrust profile
and resulting range versus range-rate

(t. + A.) . t < (t + profile solutions are shown in Figure
+ 15 (a) and (b). respectively.

where: t +1- ti = tc, the computation In Figure 5 (a), the period T is

cycle time, and A., the time for which equal to:

a thrust Aa is applied for the ith T0 1 (T R
computation cycle. i =1, 2,3 1 2(f m 1/2

2 m2
RH

40
[(f+ A A. (Ro 2Af
S rm Arm r° 2rm
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,-T 1 T 2 T

IIII/~i"

-A

S2 3 A =c 1rr

! Figure 5. Th1rust and Range Versus Range-Rate Profiles for Two Engine Approach

Coasting period, T2 , is equal to: by tho Path 0-1-3-4. and consists of
applying maximum negative thrust

A rT-T -R( I

T =Tf- 1. oI-I°r -)(15) until point 1 is reached, such that
and m I1

m 1 mArr

m ~position and velocity at point 1, andKIn practice it would be safer to (less than unity) depends on the
apply positive thrust earlier than at minimum on-time of the thruster.
point 2 (Figure 5 (b)) such as at Thus the thrust profile is expressed
arbitra~ry_ point 3. A thrust as

R3R

Ar.._ R < Ar will effect ren-. Ar (t) =-Ar , 0<t'.T1

Ar (R R

3 m
dezvous with the same amount of fuel (17)but will take longer to accomplish. 2re(te = for Tw E t ppoT2

The scheme, proposed, however,assumes tat rendezvous time is not where: T1 is given by Equation 14 anof

critical, and utilizes time modulation T2 is found from:
of the thruct-on period to obtainequivalent thrust levels A AhtArt

r 3r T I3 Arm = 211(t) (18)

p tconstant leael thrust engines. This
method has the advantage that the If ( 3 is unity, the rendezvous
rendezvous point is approached with a time is Tf. For smaller values ofSsmaller acceleration, and hence, a3, the rendezvous time is larger
errors due to thrust level uncertainties than Tb. From point 3 until rendezvous
are smaller. The approach is shown is achieved, the radial thrust profile

is:

V.5.10
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If JAiA 1 1 < 64. then

A X.(tý Arm for A I =t,ýJA .A 2'IifiAAI'll

t < t -(t. + A.) and A, = 0, otherwise (23)
ti Ai)(19)

A. (=) 0, for A > A stre the two thrust levels and

64 and5 (constants less than unity)
(ti + A+) < o; (ti+l) are chosen from consideration of

minimum on-time.
where: t =til- tiand

Sensor limitatfons give- a
,. = t R. (2 R. A ) mimmum threshold region in the

1 c i rm R- -A plane (sen Figure 6) and '-t is

desirable to reach ffds region so
that when the thrusters are shut off,
both R and k are acceptably smnall.
The slave is given an inItial velocity

Ro so that the star"-ng point is as
b. One Engine Method close to the rendezvous paith as

possible.

Implementation of the two-level R

thrust A# of the one engine scheme is as 6
as follows. Let i

Ai (2kRi - K CRi) wni K R (20")

1~6 11 R
Then -4...~

A0

A (t) -(sgn A) A ,for L ...... '

m RENDEZVOUS

t i+ Ai) and (21)

A
A (t) =0, for Figure 6. One Engine

j :Rendezvous ProfileS • ~ ~(t. +Ai) < t <: (ti
1 1 i+1

3. Implementation

where:
A schematic view of the slave's

A tc' if'A,> A, rendezvous guidance implementationl concept is shown in Figure 7. The

A, =tc JA, A1-1, if translational thrust directions are
c 1computed from the rangefinder
JA i A- 64 (22) tracker's gimbal angles and rates if

t the slave Is held inertially fixed.
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Thc Lhru.st engines can readily be distances involved for the ARMS
vec.tored i. tie required directions mission are of the order of several
by rnears of ýhe working manipulators. hundred feet, solutions are presented

for the more general case of distances
If the slave's aftlude is held of several hundred miles. Thus,

inertially fixed, the tracker's gimbal gravitational effects are not-neglected;
angles f6, 0) geometrically locate the however secoitd order perturbations
range vector ?" with respect to the (higher order harmonics) are not con-
inertial framne. Furthermore the sidered significant.
angular velocity vector, @., can be
expressed in terms of 5 and a, s3 The linearized equations of motion

are given by:
w ~(5 cos64O~(24)

nd 2R +2-2-
[R3R (RS R) s=Iand 2 S In

dt
n14Cos e

/ =SinI ( ),9>0 (26)
nor 2 -3

8=ir (sgn 4)- Sin- 1  COS < 6<0 w e
IA = GM = Gravitational Parameter I

(25)
G = Universal Gravitational

where 8 is the angle between n and the Constant
• O9 gimbal axis.

M = Mass of Force Center

The direction of a can be located by a
rotation 5 = (. -) about the A convenient coordinate system

2direction, Te control thrusts Ar for bodies in circular orbits is showndiretion Thecontol t rust ArIn Figure 8.
and Aa will automfktically be applied WORKnFirI
in the correct directions if the slave's STATION
working manipulators are slaved to Z
the tracker's angles and the normal 1
thrust engines serrced to the angle 0T RD STENDER

B. Statio.-.Cseving

Stztion-kcepir4 is the continuous
(or bounded) maintenance of the relative i
posit.on vector between two bodies in EARTH'S CENTER
space. Without stationz-keeping guld-
ance, the gravity gradients between the
two badies wl'i cause drit, even though
the orbital pirarneters appear almost Figure 8. Station-Keeping
iumericplly identical. Although the Coordinate System
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In this coordinate system the A N -

equations of motion reduoe to:

IKc(- E '4)+Ki 8(30)
x and

aX-3a Y= y 27)1: A 1E =' =0O, I EIF - ý 5• + Z=Z where: c, =eforl'Ej< CS

TX TyT

where: AX - AA C ='e (sgnC), fom q r!;6

where 4E Y ,I, Z and -zS 13 a positive
The selected thrust laws for

cohetrnt determind from mdii•un
statice-keeping are given as: allowabie vele-city. Qwmtity 69 to

x =chosen from definition of allowr'jleAx --K xXX)-.ix x ( s)K.X F-tsnd-off errors.

A -(Ky 3 2 y -KY A second aipW ach for dcvekpment

KorI statiore-keeping guidance laws is

z = z (Zs) - K• Z (28) ba2ed on an analytical model of station-
kec•ping guidance conceived by means of

The various K's are chosen for the state-space theory of astrodyeamics.
stability and desired response •, 6, 7,8,9, 10, 11 Figure 9 illustrates
characteristics, and X8 , YS, ZS the application of this method, involving
represent the station coordinates, the basic parameters RLS (relative
Utilization of Equations 27 and 28 range along the lone-of-sight) rnd X

Sresults in a stable system which wtW (direction Pngle re-.crred to the local

acquize the work station from wny horiz on of the powcred vehicle).
reasonable set of iuitial cnnditions[to yield the steady-state results: LCL

X=xs, A=o T,• 3 SATELLIT,
Y 5' @"= 3)°7

y=Ys. 0 vo

[ZZ Z =O VAT 1 10,

In order to conserve fuel, tha IF
choice of a dead-band thrutijlng IEflL

approach seems ideal (especially 00e '-- L-
where precise station-keeping Is not To*=
essential). Thus Equations 28 and CANT
29 are modified to give:

Figure 9. Alternate Station-
Keeping Conaept
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Station hecVrmg rt-tay be provided The times to rendezvous are 175, 71,
k-I the following guidatnce laws for and 31 seconds, respectively, for
two-tlmejisional. xrotion in the orbital initial rates of 10, 20, and 30 ft/sec.
;'IX .nhuigtk ag~ aelt For the same initial closing velocity,
and the power~ -rehbL:Ic the rendezvous time for the two-engine

scheme is smaller but fuel consumption
a =r D =acceleration applied is high.er than for the one-engine

alo.ng radius R F0 approach. Figures 12 and 13 show the
(31) rendezvous paths in the orbital plane

a =2XFD = acceleration containing the work station and ARMSXF applied normal to system.
the radius and
in the orbital plane. Station-keeping results are shown

(32) in Figure 14, and indicate that the
d effect of cross-axis coupling and

where: D d- (R sill) 1 (33) gravity gradient differences are negligible
for the elose- t n (300 feet, nominal)

Sensd dts cnsits o~ treestandoff situation. The simulation
inpus: to rlatie rage RL~,fj~ shCws that a dead-band of 5 feet in each
loca dirctio ange (y )f~ side is rc 3ily attainable. This is well

relative mraig vector, and the ir_-rtftal0If ~eseiie 0preterro
azigular rate (AF) of the po,-ered hieiiadstc.
vehicle aw-ut the f~rce cw~ter D~~N IHRMT

M.,DUPU LATOR SYSTEMS

COMPT~IRESLTSThe advantage of a bilateral, or

Coni~rr vrifcatms f te 'orce-feedback,"1 master/slave mani-

propoaed terminal reuide2vaus andltr iae s ~a t nksI
statox~I~epin int~os wre er-surprviS~gly easy to ý)arfarm tasks from a

forync'1. rem-ote ~ocathen. Tbe humat: o-perator
functions eieiirvly within his natural

Fig~r~ 0(t ~os rage ersa iAicv of izefersacc- Furthermore, no
range-ratp profilles for terminalci e otnsaerjuednth

endzvos sin tb~waste? stp.too sit-ce the basic cxentrol
ngin appo~ct. m in:a1 rn~esysteni Pý tbe operator's own natu~ral

is&% approach. 17h ie.Kal rxný

wav ass--med to be 300 feet, and sf~s~ hsmse/lv
rste~of 1, 20 an6~ ft~ imanipuls~ors could beo very readily

wereused Aaslxiii n (b ~fa~fi~cd to weet the rujulrements for

are 56, 4.2. vi-d 26~ seconds, re~pec- ~cpllte o
tively, for the 'rltial r~tes of I~) 20. tiiica nctiIg sapst ilitoimet for
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Figure 14. Station Keeping6-Position Error Versus Velocity

Table 2. Rtequired Capabilities .The essential elements of the ARMS
for Docking/Ancho ring system for docking and anchoring to

the work station are (1) a video system
0 Visu~al observation of activity for steroscopic ranging and imaging,

ii •Preise ontol o reote(2) bilateral multi-joint electric mani-
9Precsetiontrlng emt pulators, (3) an RF link for two-way

communications•, and (4) a trained oper-
* Force feedback, or "feet" ator working under natural conditions.

An attitude sensivg and control subsystemS Suitable terminal devices forisa um d_handlingis assumed .

•Compatibility with a wide variety Sensory feedback to the operator is
•iof work station configurations essential to all remote operations. For
i]and constraints performing the task of docking in space

it appears that observation and force
SA man-equivalent android, such reflection are sufficient sensory In-

Sas the ARMS system's slave, comes formation. Visual observatio n is
quite close to being an optimnum achieved utilizing the slave's dual TV

Smanipulation system for docking and camera system. Control is effected
Sanchoring. by having the master operator equipped

S~with a head harness so ftt as he moves
S~his head the slave, gimbals Wathfully follow

I _______ --.-- V._______9



the motion. This has been physically the master to slow motion. In either
demonstrated to be qzaite natural and case, operator training and ability are
results in a reajistic feeling of critical factors. Conclusions which
visual presence. may be made at this time are that

time-delaycd manipulation is feasible
Once having achieved closure and that the use of feedback makes the

with the work station, the master task much easier to perform.
operator can now remotely attach
the docking menipulatcrs to the
work station. Since the slave CONCLUSIONS
manipulators duplicate the motion
of the master, it is only necessary for An unmanned remote manipulator
the operator to, in effect, "reach out system (called ARMS) for doing useful
and grab." By virtue of the ability space work tasks has been described.
to observe and to feel the forces All aspects of fhis system are essentially
involved, the operator could effect state of the art, although some com-
a very gentle docking. By properly ponents, such as the slave manipulators,
setting the force feedback levels, are not presently available as qualified
the energy involved in the docking space hardware. The basic groundwork
"impact" could he smoothly absorbed has been laid, however, and it is be-
by the operator just as if he v~as lieved thiat an operational ARMS system
directly involved. In addition, the of the type described could be flown
structural design of the docking within 4 or 5 years.
manipulators would be such as to
assist in ab.orbing docking energy. A baseline mission for the ARMS
The terminal devices for docking system, one of many possible missions,
manipulators need not be significantly has been presented. This mission,
different from those of the working refurbishment oi obsolete payloads
manipulators ji. e.. parallel jaw of synchronous orbit satellites, is
tongs). considered to be feasible and cost

effective. The baseline mission was
One facet of remote docking used to formulate requirements for

control which may be a potential unmanned rendezvous, station keeping,
problem is that of time-delay. The and docking, although the resulting
time-delay condition exists because of concepts and techniques are applicable
the spatial separation between the to a wVde variety of mission and systew
master and slave. Considerable requirements. Terminal rendezvous
study has been done, and is being and station keeping using closed-loop

, ntinued, in determining suitable control techniques have been described
operating pxocedures. Two considering alternate approaches.
methods are recei•ing study emphasis. Preliminary results of computer
These are (1) a "move and look" method simulations are encouraging and lead
in which the master performs his to the conclusion that the techniques
motions in discrete steps, observes can be demonstrated within the next
the corresponding motion of the slave, few years. The unique feature is that
and ther moves again, and (2) provide of utilizing constant-level thrust engines,
a high feedback gain which then limits but time modulating the thrust-on times

V.5.20



in order to approximate the effect of 5-9. "Derivation of Analytical Methods
throttleable engines, which give Rapid Convergence to the

Solution of Optimized Trajectories."
Soft docking and anchoring to Final Summary, and Phases 1-3 Reports on

passive satellites have been described Contract NAS8-20360 (GE/MSD Reports
utilizing man's natural sensing and DIN 67SD4315, 4318, 4304, 4300),
motor ability to control a remote June 20, 1967.
docking/anchoring manipulator system.
The system provides visual and force 10. S. P. Altman, "The Hodographic
feedback information to the ground Theory of Newtonian Mechanics," Recent
operator for ease of docking. The Developments in Space Flight Mechanics,
problem of time-delayed operation is Voluma 9, AAS Science and Technology
believed to be a minor one if proper Series, 1966,
operational techniques are employed.

11. S. P. Altman, "Orbital Hodograph
Analysis," AAS Science and TechnoloM
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HANDS-FREE PRECISION CONTROL FOR EVA

Thomas L. Keller
Harry T. Breul

Research Department
Grunwtan Aircraft Engineering Corporation

Bethpage, New York i1714

SUMMARY: Extensive research into the use of the human
foot-balancing reflex for control of vehicles in the
one-g environment has led to an extrapolation of the
concept to its use for Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA),
the maneuvering of free-floating spacemen- An ex-
ploratory program in which zero-gravity was simulated
for three degrees of freedom in the horizontal plane
has proved the basic utility of the idea and provided
a model for the preliminary design of a prototype, EVA
control system.

BACKGROUND eral experiments with free-
flying platforms of various

The use of the human bal- sorts. There were, for ex-
ancing reflex for vehicular ample, the ducted-fan machine
control was publicly pro- of Hiller, 2 the stand-on
pounded by Charles Zimmerman helicopter of DeLackner
of the IACA in the early (the "Aerocycle" tested by
1950's. His central thesis Princeton University3 ), and
was that the learned pattern several research-oriented
of reflexes used by a person devices built by the ACA. 4 , 5

in standing is essentially
the same as that required to Since that initial pe-
balance a force-vector sup- riod of activity, engineer-
ported platform, and hence ing interest has waned,
should be directly applicable probably for lack of defini-
to the control of hovering tive information on optinum
type vehicles. This concept usage of the human balancing
and its simple but dramatic reflex, and the concept has
demonstration by Zimmerman1  made only sporadic appearan-
piqued the imagination of a ces in one or another embodi-
great many aeronautical engi- ment; for example, the
neers and led shortly to sev- "lunar scooter" studied by

Work supported in part by NASA Contract NAS 2-2595.
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North American, 6 and the "Jet- orientation that neither en-
Shoes" developed by NASA - cumbers his hands nor re-
Langley. 7 . 8  Gruman Research• quires him to fight his un-
however, has maintained a yielding pressure suit.
constant enthusiasm for the Adaptation of the natural,
concept and has kept a small body-orienting responses of
but steady effort going in the feet and legs to tne
the study of its application modulastion of appropriately
to various classes of vehicle located thrusters appears to
and its significance to the be a weay to provide this
fundamental unders-tar-ding of means rel--bly, cheaply, and
human vehicular control be- simply. The prese docu-
hbavior. This work, partially ment- describes some pelimi-
supported by the NASA, is de- nary work in this direaction.
scribed in Refs. 9 through
12.

CFIRONOLOGY OF
A fairly extensive di • THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SYSTE-n

cuss-ion of the adantages and
poterntial applications of the The development of a
balancing-reflex concept is system for adapting nao.imL,
given in Ref. 9. Of the neuromuscular, body-orient-
item=s mentioned there, one of ing responses to the connrol
the most timely is the appli- of body-orienting thrus.ters
cation to propulsion and -on- for spacemen is, almost b v
trol of the free-floating definition, exploratory ead
spaceman. experimental in nature. The

pacticular problems and pit-
The difficulties encoun- falls likely to be encoun-

te-reý by% a spaceman in at- tered cannet be predicted
tempt7i to do any signifi- and so the work must proceed
cant arzi•t of useful work in a stepwise manner, each
out••ide his vehicle are- b-y step directed by the experi-
now well documented; they enc_ •bt-ired from the pre-
ciearly stem from his inabi-1- ceding uues. -le followizg
ity to establish aaic maintain tii-scmssion is a c--ronc.logy
a xequized orien=taion of his o. chbe steps that have -led,
body_ w-,th raspeCt L-0 a "tar- in- the present case, to a
get: object wvitho= remortiLng workahle EVJA control con-

to the use of crlimsy =-- figurraion.
straining devices, d e=_-re'ity
preempting :and hold&, and
debilitating -body cam=- Simuulars
tion-s. Clearly., what the
spazeean needs is a zasn- Many ways of simul.atir>
ably pwer-fuil and delica-te zero-g have been usee or

means- of corttroliiLg h•s- body suggested, but cf course all

V1



have drawbacks of one kind or I) YAW

another. Water immersion,
for example, produces large
viscous forces and is not
completely free of gravity
effects, cable suspension be- -

comes involved with complica-
ted pendulum dynamics, and so
forth.

For the resources at C__
hand, the most practical com- - PTO4
promise with reality appeared o -

to be a three-degree-of-free
dom simulation based on fric-
tionless motion in the ac.o i-
zontal plane. The particular
combination of degrees of
freedom obtainable in a plane
(two translations and one ro-
tation) is reasonably defen-
sible for explorator:y work in Fig. 1 The Rotational Axes
zero-g simulation. It does
provide a logical sort of tion. The special floor on
consistency, a representation which the scooter glides is
of the complete job of "get- made of epoxy plastic poured
ting around" in space (albeit over a concrete base, and is
two-space rather than three). about 30 feet square, a more

or less arbitrary compromise
Of the three possible between desirability, avail-

configurations for planar mo- ability, and expense.
tion of the human body, the
one involving pitch rotation Although the scooter
(see Fig. 1) appeared to be could have been adapted to
the most appropriate for ini- the standing position for
: ial exploration. Thus the examining yaw, it was not
simulator or "3cooter," as it practical co do so. There-
came to be called, took the fore, a separate yaw simjla-
form of an articulated bed, tor, a simple rotary device,
carrid by two levapad (kair- was built for this purpose
-htartng) supported tripods, (Pee Fig. 3).
upon which a person reclines.
Although d signcd .rimr ily In all of "he explora-
to accommodate a man lying on tory work carried out to
his side as shown 1n Fig. 2, date, the experimenters have
the device can be adapted served as the primary flyers
e:adily to the supine posi- and evaluators. Namerous
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Fig. 2 The Basic Sccoter

others, including experienced
pilots, however, have flown
the simulators in various
control configurations, and
their impressions coinci.de
generally with those eN-
pressed in the follejing sec-
tions. No astronauts have as Fig. 3 Yaw Control
yet participated. Simulator
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The Original Control Con- Grumman research philosophy
figuration Lad established as a design

goal: natural (unconscious),
The one-g, balancing- precise control of the body

reflex concept, in its most in space. An immediate arJ
elemental form, makes use of clear symptom of the problem
a single, supporting thruster was a complete absence of
whie.h, with the aid of grav- any feeling of "balancing,"
ity, gives the flyer control in the automatic sense which
of five degrees of freedom. is typical of one-g jet-
It is the very essence of platform flying. Conse-
elegant simplicity. Thus it quently there was no deli-
is not at all surprising that cacy of control. The rea-
extrapolation of the idea to sons for this (obvious in
zero-g applications should retrospect) also be.iame
center on basically the same quite clear. First, the
configuration. This was in amount of thrust needed for
fact the case for the initial fairly spirited maneuvers
effort at Grumman, and the was very small (less than
idea still prevails in the five pounds), hence the sys-
NASA Jet-Shoes work. 7 , 8  tern gain, i.e., angular ac-

celeration per degree of
ankle deflection, was ex-
tremely low, orders of mag-
nitude below the optimum for
one-g balancing (as estab-
lished by Ref. 9). Second,
thrust was required only for
brief periods, Nence pitch-

i):•cUkj., 1 ing responnes did not in-
exorably follow ankle mo-
tions, as in the one-g jet

platform, and there could be
no sustained "feel" of the
system.

Besides the basic bal-
ancing problem demonstrated
by the brief series of ex-
periments with the jet-
platform configuration, a
more subtle difficulty began

Unfortunately, the very to come to light. The orig-
first simulator trials demon- inal thinking had been that,
strated quite clearly that in the absence of gravity
the simple configuration (combining vectorially with
could not provide what the thrust for forward motion;
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"walking" mode), translations concerned themselves with

would be accomplished pri- the swimming-mode visual
marily in a "swimming" mode problem.

(head or feet first), with
up-and-down thrust controlled
by knee flexing. It began to Control Configurations Two
be apparent, however, that and Three
people have a natural inhibi-
tion against traveling any Following such abject
distance head-first or feet- but eye-opening failure of
first; a flyer insists that the simple concept to behave
he must be able to look in in zero-g even vaguely ac-
the direction of motion, and cording to objectives, a
if he cannot, as when he is certain amount of back-
inside a space suit, he be- tracking seemed to be neces-
comes not only apprehensive, sary. The thinking had been
but faulty in his judgment of along the lines that the
direcuion and speed. simple jet, somewhat elabor-

ated, might serve the com-
In light of the clear and plete control and propulsion

inescapable conclusion re- function, as it does in
garding adherence to the one-g. It now appeared,
Grumman objectives, some coir however, that control of the
mentary on the apparent sue various degrees of freedom
cess of the Jet-Shoes con- would have to be separated
cept 7 , 8 i, in order. As far and. perforce, evaluated one
as can be determine I, the at a time. Pitch control,
NASA personnel have adopted which is the most closely
a quite different, but associated with balancing,
equally valid, set of ground seemed to be the appropriate
rules. They, too, appear to function to look at first,
have uncovered the same basic and the scooter was there-
problem early in their ex- fore reworked to provide for
perimentation, but they have a pair of crosswise (fore-
chosen to sacrifice the high and-aft) thrusters, located
degree of control finesse in- near the feet, and con-
herent in natural balancing trolled, roughly propor-
in favor of the extreme simr tionally, by a valve actu-
plicity of Jet-Shoes. Their ated mechanically by ankle
objective has become simply deflection. Photographs of
to provide the spaceman with the -onfiguration are shown
a cheap and reasonably ef- ig. 4.
fective way of getting from
one place to another, not to The previous experi-
give him precision control ments had clearly brought
when he gets there. As far out the need for higher sys-
as .s known, they have not tem gain, but just how high
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Thruster

i5

Fig. 4 Ankle Pivot and
Thruster Arrangement 6UM 3

for Configuration 2

it should be was moot. For f
one-g flight Ref. 9 had es-
tablished an optimum gain in
the vicinity of .1 g accel-
eration at the feet per de-
gree of ankle deflection, but
conceivably this value might
not be in any way related to
the requirement for zero-g
flights. A simple side ex-
periment using the research
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apparatus of Ref. 11, suit- The lessons learned from
ably modified (Fig. 5), indi- the second configuration led

to trial of Configuration 3
in which the single- force
was replaced by a couple,
and the system gain was
quadrupled by increasing the
thruster moment arm and al-
tering the control-valve
linkage. The results of
these changes, measured in
terms of prior experience,
were spectacular; pitch atti-
tude control became entirely
natural and effortless, per-
mitting angular displace-
ments to be made with pre-

Fig. 5 One-g Simulator as cision, and "tumble" recov-
Modified for "Zero-g" eries to be executed smartly.Trials Roll control, briefly inves-tigated with the flyer lying

cated that the .1 g per de- on his back,. looked equally

Sgree value was probably valid. good. Friction and dead

It turned out, however, that zone in the linkage, how-

achievement of this value on ever, had been increased by

the zero-g sinulator, with- the gain-changing altera-

out the introduction of in- tions, and the dramatic

ordinate amounts of friction elimination of other faults

and backlash, was almost im- now caused these to stand
e - out very clearly, especiallypossible. Therefore acom dead zone, which had never

promise value of about .01 g really been encountered be-
per degree was set up. Re- xore in any of the one-g

sults were encouraging; a balancin expe of

feeling of balancing, though balancing experiments of

weak, was now clearly evi- Refs. 9 and 11.

dent. But it was a-so evi-
dent that the gain wz.s still
far from satisfactory, aiud Confourtion
that there was a maneuvering Configuration
problem in which the unbal-
anced forces produced by the suits achieved for pitch
thrusters during moderate ro- control alone, it seemed ap-
tational maneuvers buit up a crol aoneritaseendiap
disconcerting spurious trans- propriate to turn attention
lation, t. the two translational de-

grees of freedom: fore-and-
aft and up-and-down.
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There has been general certain forms of human be-
agreement, dating back to the havior can be pointed to in
one-g jet platform work of its support, e.g., the ten-
Ref. 9, that "squatting" dency of a highly involved
might be an appropriate mech- observer of some action to
anism for control of up-and- "urge" an object toward a
down thrust. Here, :•1.ward desired goal by leaning.
acceleration would b.% the The latter arrangement, on
natural and expected response the other hand, is an exact
to extension of the legs, and analog of the clear-cut,
downward acceleration to re- vertical motion case, w.iere
traction; the proper direc- the legs also propel the
tion of response is clear and torso in the desired direc-
unambiguous. There is, how- tion.
ever, a question about how
the body deflection should be This philosophical con-
measured for transferral to a troversy is perhaps resolved
thruster control valve. The by considering that even in
simplest arrangement seemed the baby-walker case the mo-
to be to pick up knee flexing tion that in an ac-
at the appropriate joint in tion is a lean in the de-
the simulator bed. sired direction. It is this

unconscious, precursor typeI In an analogous fashion, of muscular response that
waist-bending appeared to be would be expected to provide
an appropriate mechanism for the most natural mechanism
the control of fore-and-aft for control of the body.
thrust, but in this case the For Configuration 4, then,
choice of direction of the the body-lean philosophy was
response depends strongly on adopted. Waist flexure,
one's point of view. If one measured between the thigh
thinks in terms of leaning and torso, was picked up for
the upper body (buttocks transferral to the air valve
fixed to the ground), then mechanism by a lever extend-
forward bending should pro- ing between the upper and
duce forward motion. But if lower halves of the simula-
one adopts a "baby-walker" tor bed. A system gain of
point of view in which the about 11 pounds of thrust
feet are fixed to the ground (or 11300 g) per degree of
and the torso is propelled body deflection was selected
back and forth by the legs, for both I inslational con-
then backward bendivg (back- trol modes on the basis of
ward thrust of the legs) practical valve-linkage con-
should produce forward mo- siderations.
tion. The former arrangement
seems to have a more elemen- Simultaneous operation

tal psychological appeal, and of all three cintrol modes
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this cross-coupling effect,
and it was interesting to
note that dead zone (detri-
mental in the prior experi-
"ments) now seemed to be help-
ful for reorientation after
a period of momentary con-
fusion, raising the question
of whether some sort of
tangible neutrals might be

.- fl~fa 4 [desirable.

It was quite clear that
pitch control remained good
or perhaps even improved a
bit when the flyer became
preoccupied with his trans-
lational controls, which
plainly demonstrated the
value of "natural" neuro-
muscular mechanisms in this
application.

became fairly successful Although very little
after a little practice, but body motion could be seen,
a single, glaring deficiency the translational control
interfered with natural con- gains were judged to be far
trol. The manner of picking too low, even lower than the
off waist bending required rotational gain, and there
that thigh motion be reserved was a distinct feeling of
exclusively for fore-and-aft disharmony between the
control, thereby precluding modes.
the use of true squatting for
up-and-down control. Unfor-
tunately, pure knee flexing Configuration Five:
turned out to be a highly un- A Success
natural substitute for squat-
ting; unless the flyer put Configuration 5 might be
his mind to it, he invariably considered a kind of culmi-
squatted for up-and-down com- nation, because it represen-
mands, causing a most discon- ted for the first time, a
certing, concomitant, fore- truly workable system for
and-aft response., An occa- spaceman maneuvering. On
sional tendency to become the simulator, the control
confused in the use of the valve linkage geometries had
translational controls can been modified to eliminate
probably be attributed to cross coupling between

'V.6.10



squatting and waist bending,.and provision had been made

for centering springs and de-
tents on all three controls.

not permit aiy appreciable N
increase in the system gainsover those used in Configura-tion 4, so the same questions ii

concerning gain and gain
harmony remained, but it
turned out that the elimina-
tion of translational control
cross coupling provided such
a dramatic increment in
naturalness that the gain
problem lost much of its im-
mediacy; the system, even fr
gains, became workable.Thh scooter as shown ina i

Fig. 6 was fairly extensively

AN

~f

Fig. 6 The Scooter Arrzanged
for ProportionalControl

Configuration 5flown in simulated space task
maneuvers, and a number of
impressions aboot its fly-
ability under various condi-
tions emrged:
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1) All three iaodes of 2) Centering springs on
control (ankle deflection, the controls are, in general,
squatting, and waist bending) beneficial; they make it
can be handled quite nicely, easier for the flyer, es-
but with varying degrees of pecially the novice, to find
apparent naturalness. The neutral. Detents, in the
relatively low .- ains of the form of preloads on the
translational nodes almost springs, are also useful. A
certainly contribute to certain amount of care in the
their lower quality, but selection of spring rates and
there is a powerful experi- detent loads must be used,
mental artifact that must however, lest the flyer's
raise serious doubt about natural coordination of hip
any hasty judgment of con- and knee flexing in squatting
trol naturalness. This has be upset and, more criti-
to do with the jguno of the cally, lest the subjective
control jets, which ir loud, values of system gain be re-
disconcerting, and often duced.
downright confusing. Be-
cause maneuvering is typi- It turns out, in this re-
cally slow and deliberate, spect, that a flyer's inter-
the motion cues (visual and pretation of gain seems to be
proprioceptive) by which a based on some over-all feel-
flyer should operate, are ing of "effort" required to
weak and easily swamped by obtain a given response.
strong aural cues. Unfor- Thus gain ought really to be
tunately there is a very expressed in terms of "accel-
strong urge, especially in eration per unit of effort,"
the novice, to try to use but it is not clear just how
the jet noise cues for fly- a flyer senses accelerations
ing. Th's can, in fact, be or how he defines "effort.
done for very simple maneu- Apparently, "effort" repre-
vers, but the sounds become sents some combination of
hopelessly confusing in corn- force and displacement, but
plex situations, and the just what combination is
flyer who has begun to rely quite unknown. Its mathe-
on them often finds himself matical describing function
in a panic, unable (momen- undoubtedly is one in which
tarily) to figure out what the relative contributions of
to do. It requires a strong force and displacement to the
effort of will for the nov- subjective impression of gain
ice to ignore the sound and change drastically with the
attend only to the proper spring rate, ranging from
signals. Once he has learned all-displacement at zero
to do this, however, his fly- spring rate to all-force at
ing becomes much more in- infinite spring rate. A de-
stinctive. termination of this function
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for the various control modes about the meaning of "eff--t"
could become the objective of in the operation of the
some interesting additional trol system. The expert-.6
experimentation, objection to the effort re-

quired to manipulate the
Comparison of thL flying springs appears to be based

characteristics of the not so much on muscular
scooter with and without cen- "laziness" -
tering springs is of sowe forces (a pound or two) are,
interest. It turns out that after all, far lower than
the novice is much more comr- people handle routinely with-
fortable, and maneuvers more out complaint - as on some
skillfully, with springs, sort of "control quickness'"
but the experienced flyer factor; in other words, "ef-
apparently does equal'.5y wel! fort" seems to refer more to
either way, and, in fact, if subtle difficulties with the
there is appreciable dead response characteristics of
zone in the control ýystem, the system (including the
may actually prefer no neuromuscular part). If this
springs. Probably, as pre- is in fact the case, the gen-
viously discussed, this is eral study of gain previously
because the expert is able suggested becomes all the
to ignore the sound of small more intriguing, and possibly
residual jet flows resulting quite important to the design
from his imprecision in of optimum systems.
neutralizing the valves.
Such flows, though of negli- 3) Control power levels
gible effect on maneuvering, required for useful maneuver-
are quite audible, hence ing are remarkably low. Max-
difficult for the novice to iau. thrusts and torques typ-
ignore, and likely to cause ically used on the scooter
him to go through a great (although more is available)
deal of unnecessary struggle are about 5 pounds and 15
to eliminate them. Thus he foot-pounds, respectively
prefers the springs. which which translate to about 2
permit him to shut off his pounds and 4 foot-pounds in
jets completely simply by the real spaceflight situa-
relaxing. The expert, on tion, where the thruscers do
the other hand, tends to be iot have to move the consid-
annoyed by the springs be- erable mass of the scooter.
cause they demand more ef- Such low values are certainly
fort, particularly if there significant to the design of
is a large dead zone to be a practical system.
pushed through before the
jets come on. This line of On-Off Control

nclosely There are two, potential,
to the previous discussion major advantages to the use
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of on-off operation in the proportional control experi-
present application: ments were used, and the "off"
thruster control may be sim- zones of the controls were
pler, and fuel specific im- made fairly large. The fly-

Spulse may be greatex. Thus ability of this arrangement
the flying qualities of on- turned out to be much better
off control systems are of than expected, but several
some importance to the over- deficiencies stood out quite
all picture. clearly. For one, the "off"

zones were far too large,
The simulator was modi- giving a subjective impres-

fied for on-off control ex- sion resembling unduly low
perimentation by the addi- gain in the proportional sys-
tioa of a solenoid-operated tem. Secondly, there was an
air valve behind each annoyingly large hysteresis
thruster nozzle, and short in the switching arrangement,
throw, low force, snap which created the effect of
switches at each body motion requiring a positive effort
pickoff point. Nozzles of to shut off a thruster once
various diameters were pro- it had been turned on. Be-
videci for each thruster to cause of the flyer's neuro-
permit examination of the muscular time lag this put a
effect of thrust level, noticeable lower limit on the
Views of the scooter as it minimum duration of a thrust
was thus set up are shown in burst (perhaps • second),
Fig. 7. resulting in constant over-

controlling and "limit-cycle"
type of behavior during at-
tempts at delicate maneuver-
ing. And thirdly, 102

pounds of thrust was much too
high, clearly aggravating the
h•,steresis problem and es-
sentially precluding preci-
sion control. This thrust
level also caused a peculiar

Fig. 7 The Scooter in Its dynamic instability, charac-
Final Th Confuration Iterizei by a high frequencyFinal Configuration (2 cps), li,-tit cycle type of

Initial trials of the oscillation in the waist-
on-off system used thrust bending mode whenever the
levels of 101 pounds for flyer arched back against the
the translational modes, spring just to the edge of
and a torque level of 15 switch closure. This phe-
foot-pounds for the pitch nomenon was not particularly
mode. Centering springs debilitating because it oc-
and detents as in the curred only rarely and could
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I
be stopped by simply relax- T~bl.,

ing, but it does illustrate
a potential problem with on- Akle. Knee Wa is

off systems that could very Off Zone 4.7-r it de :t 1 -

well dictate such factors as friction pit Ni1 Nil

thruster location, centering Turn Torque 1 6 n.-tb + 45 I..-b t 40 Ih.-lb

spring sizes, and "off" zone a-of _,i.t.e 4 in.-lb ,.
minima. Detent Toque ± in.-lb 2 30 Ln.-lb Nil

Thruster Effort ± 15 ft-lb 2) lt Lt 2 lbt,

Following these experi- 1"5ctor Slugs

ments, the "guilty" parame- . of Inertia 42 Slug-ft 2scooter4Ma

ters were readjusted to the -

levels shown in Table I.
Flight with this configura- theless been shown to be
tion turned out to be re- practical.
markably good. Delicate
maneuvers could be made with Several subjective im-
precision, and the flying, pressions regarding the rela-
though done in a style no- rive behavior of on-off and
ticeably different from that proportional control systems
of the proportional control have evolved:
system, was quite natural.

1) The character of the
As in the proportional flying of the two systems is

Scontrol exvperimentation,cclearly differe:•t. The pro-
configurations with and portional system beems to
without centering springspotnasyemem opromote simultaneous operation
behaved quite differently. of the various controls with
As before, springs benefit- a consequent feeling of con-
ted the novice more than the tinuity and smoothness during
expert and called for reduc- complex maneuvers. On-off
tion of the dead zones (in controlling, on the other
this case the "off" zones). hand, seems to be done pri-
But, unlike the proportional marily sequentially, so that
case, springs seemed to be maneuvering becomes a series
preferred by both expert and of discreet operations. (Of
novice. A strong tendency course, the actual fl.ght
toward limit-cycle type of path is smooth and essentially
operation without springs is as precise as that of the pro-
Sthe probable explanacio•, portional system.) The feel-

.ing of smooth continuity in
* Although the basic con- proportional flying is par-

. trol parameters (thrust, ticularly striking and pleas-
off" zone size, and control- ant inmediately after transi-

centering strength) have ad- tion from an extended period
mittedly not been optimized, of practice in on-off control
on-off control has never-
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This may, however, result need to get a job done
as much from the character quickly may overbear economy
6f the jet sounds - which at some point. Thus the va-
change from a cacaphony of rameters that govern fast
brain stabbing blasts to a maneuverability ought even-
modulated hissing -- as tually to be examined ia de-
from actual motion effects, tail. It is clear, here,

that control power is a
2) Fast maneuvering is strong parameter up to a

done more confidently with point, but that human factors
the proportional system, such as ability to judge and
This undoubtedly stems from predict, and neuromuscular
the availability of larger lags must enter the picture
thrusts that can be used as sooner or later.
"safety margins" to compen-
sate for any misjudgments On balance, proportional
in speed. With the on-off control appears to be gen-
control only one level of erally better than on-off
"braking" is available and control, but not so much bet-
the flyer must therefore be ter that some engineering
more skillful in his selec- consideration such as simn-
tion of braking points, plicity of thruster actua-
particularly if he is try- tion might not specify the
ing to operate as smoothly use of an on-off system.
as possible. Of course if
the maximum proportional
thrust were not larger than Yaw Control and the Current
the on-off value, this con- Design Thinking
clusion would be invalid,
and in fact the proportional For some time the Grumman
flyer might have M idea has been that body-twisr
trouble with fast maneuvers is the appropriate natural
if "running out of control motion fox controlling yaw.
power" comes as a surprise. It could Lot be proved, how-

ever, until the recent com-
The whole question of pletion of the yaw control

the desirability of fast simulator (Fig. 3). To use
maneuvering is complicated ttis device the pilot stands
by the fact that velocity on the platform and is
is equivalent to fuel in- strapped to the "T" bar.
crement, and it is there- Body-twist, which commands
fore desirable from the motor output torque, is mea-
economy standpoint to keep sured as the angular dis-
all motion as slow as pos- placement between the plat-
sible. On the other hand, form and the bar, and the
factors such as the limits motor drives either the
of human patience or the pilot's feet (via the plat-
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form), ox his body (via the
metal bar).

T%.,o important results

were dara~tically demonstra-
ted during preliminary ex-
periments with this simulaton
First, yaw control is just as

natural as pitch and roll con-
trol. In fact, the pilots
who have "flown" the simula-
tor have not required any
learning. The other impor-
tant result is that driving
the feet provides the pilot Fig. 8 Design for EVA
with more natural force feed- Control System
back than driving the body,
and thereby results in a much lateral translation would be
more instinctive and precise needed only for close-in work
control. This result led to and in small amounts, and
a brief reevaluation of pitch therefore could be adequately
contrzl on the scooter, with effected by use of a "backing
pitching torques applied to and filling" technique in-
the feet. Here again, apply- volving yaw and fore-and-aft
ing torques to the feet was control. This idea is ad-
found to be superior. The mittedly a speculation that
results of these preliminary would have to be demonstra-
experiments indicate that a ted, but in any case lateral
free floating spaceman's con- translation • be added to
troi mechanism should apply the design at a certain cost
forces and torques directly in complexity.
to the feet and legs.

An interesting feature of
This philosophy has been the design shown is that all

S applied to •he preli~inary thruster valving functions
design of a prototype. flightSare carried out in the comn-
system. An artist's concep- pact mechanism between the
tion of the system -..s it is feet, and that, essentially,
currently envisioned is shown the feet become the agents
S in Fig. 8. I provides the for all control. This ar-
rive seprate modes of con- rangement, besides being ap-
trol that have been discussed pealingly simple, eliminates
(pitch, roll, yaw, and fore-S~ some of the control harmony
and-aft and up-and-down problem that ensue from
translations). The rationale picking off body deflections
for excluding lseral transla- higher up.
tion is, basically, that
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QUESTIONS AND SPECLUTATIONS strate the simultaneous use
of the three rotational con-

The experimentation car- trol modes.
ried out to date has proved
a basic concept, but there
remains a nutber cf possibly Are Six Degrees of Control
crucial, unanswered ques- Freedom Necessary?
tions. Some speculative dis-
cussioa of these follows. This question can be

asked in connection with
ideas not only of human

Are More Than Three Degrees capacity, but of mechanical
of Control Freedom Practizal? complexity. Under the as-

sumption that complete con-
T•his is tU crucial ques- trol of rotation is vital to

tion, and it is not likely to the performance of space
be answered with any finality tasks and is relatively easy
until a complete system can to accomplish, the question
be tried, either in flight or becomes, "Are three degrees
in a complete-motion simula- of translational control
tor. There are some encour- freedom necessary?" At one
aging signs, however. For point during the experimen-
instance, there is the tation described in thLs re-
clearly demonstrated natural- port, the question WdS
ness of pitch, roll and yaw phrased, "Could, for in-
control alone in one-g and stance, control ot vertical
"zero-g", and there is Zim- translation be successfully
merman's demonstration that eliminated?" The answer
pitch and roll can be com- turned out (not too unexpec-
bined without upsettii.g tedly) to be an unqualified
their instinctive operation. "No;" the mechanical process
These lead easily to the of "backing and filling," or
speculation that control of "tacking," (using pitch ro-
all rotations simultaneously tation), to effect a change
can be just as natural and in vertical position prcved
instinctivL as control of to be unacceptably clumsy.
one alone. If this can in- But it might be speculated
deed be shown, there is room that the same process using
for a good deal of optimism X rotation to effect a
that control of at least fig'e laea translation might
degrees of freedom will be not be at all clumsy, because
little, if any, harder than yawing (as in body twisting)
the presently demonstrated is quick and easy, and re-
three. Thus it seems that quires little space. This
the crucial experimer.t for philosophy has, in fact, dom-
the near future must demon- inated the preliminary design

thinking to date. Definite
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proof of the concept mu3t be For the stranding sirua-

obtained, however, before any tion, one can think in terms
serious, detailed designing of a simple, emergency backup
of a prototype system can system (such as the presant
proceed. "space gun"), or in terms of

retrieval of the stranded
spaceman by his buddy in the

Does a Space Suit Interfere? mother vehicle. A certain
amount of training in the use

One of the principal of a space gun could be re-
artifacts of space suit tech- quired, however, since the
nology today is stiffness. spaceman might well be left

Therefore, any activity of a with a rotation to be gottenrid of before he could at-
spaceman that requires ex-
tensive flexing of his body tempt to return to his vehi-
must be looked at askance, cleo
and it is only natural that:
doubt should arise in this For the berserk-system
respect concerning a control case one thinks primarily of
system that requires flexing automatic and manual system
of the hips, knees, and cutoffs. A rotation cutoff
ankles. The present experi- would most likely have to be
mentation has shown, however, automatic, because very nasty
that the gains preferred in spin rates can be built up in
this system are so high that fairly short times. it should
there is very little visible be possible to devise some
flexing of the body, even sort of rotation sensing
during spirited maneuvering. mechanism, perhaps based on
The speculation here, there- centrifugal or Coriolis ef-
fore, is that the foot and fects, which would respond to
leg control concept, far the emergency but not tc or-
from being incompatible with dinary operations. Transla-
space suit operation, is in tion cutoff could probably be
fact particularly appropriate done manua~lyo
to it.

WShaMMtRY OF SyJsR CONSUStIONS

What About System Safety?concept of

Two kinds of unwelcome precise, hands-free control
system failures are conceiv- of spaceman maneuvering by
able: one in which the sys- exploitation of instinctive
tem dies, leaving the space- muscular responses of the
man stranded, and one in feet and legs ir practical.
which the system goes berserk.
Of course, the latter would 2. Accurate, natural con-
usually lead to the former. trol of gravity-free motion
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NASA PROGRAM F0R ADVANCED
SPACE SUIT DE•E*PQIaWT

Elton M. Tucker

NASA Yenr.•a Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texan

SU24MARY: A space suit development philosophy has been formulated
through which a unified, coordinated NASk suit development program
will yield hardware design concepts capable of supporting any de-
sired mission involving orbital or lunar surface actirities in either
an intravehicular (IVA) or extravehicular (EVA) mode.

These missions will require at least three different, distinct
space suit configurations, including: (a) an emergency, intrave-
hicular suit for use inside the orbiting spacecraft; (b) an EVA
suit optimized for orbital use; and (c) an EVA suit optimized to
meet the stringent demands of lunar surface expl:,ration.

INTRODUCTION experience gained during the
Mercury and Gemini flights end

During the latter phaser of from a review of space suit
the Gemini missions, adequate it- state-or-the-art technology to
fl;ght operational data had been properly accommodate the dual
accumulated to permit a thorough requirements, it has been de-
analysis of the man/suit system, termined that future develop-
.Its strong points and its weak ment programs should consider
po3ints. the use of special-purpose

suits, tailored specifically

This data, along with exper- to the intended mission re-
ien-!e gained in ground-based quirement; i.e., intravehicular,
simuLýt-ons, and mission analy- orbital EVA, and/or surface
sis, formed the basis for exploration.
establi:L,-hent of the present
NASA space suit development Generally, comfort and low-
philoscohy. bulk characteristics desirable

for NVA use, are divergent re-
Up to and including the quirements from those associ-

Apollo progrsm, primary con- ated low torque high range
sideration has been given to characteristics for optimized
providing a single spuce suit mobility. For the Gemini
which is configured to :'acccrd- mission, the prime considera-
modateI the crewman for 'ot-41 the tion was given to providing a
intravehicular and extravebhl.ular suit capable of long-term com-
portions of the mission. From forxtable, unpressurized wear.

VLL
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"This conceut required a swii: -IThAVEH.ICUIAR (IV) SPACS SUIrr
S(FIgure 1) with minimum number

of "hard" components which ar,-- Space suit systems for use
mally result in body pressure specifically inside a spacecraft
points and discomfort. Yis*d may be designed to a signifi-
ccmponents, which are generally cantly different group of de-
associated with optimized velopment objectives than those
mobility and minimum toucque used for EVA suits and combina-
frequently result in a comfort tion EVA/IV s-its. The IV space
compromise for long-duration, suit is intended to function
unpressurized wear. primarily as an item of survi-

val equipment fPr use during

A space suit developm•nt inflight emergencies. For this
philosophy has been formnulatcd use the system must provide
through which a unified, coor- adequate unpressurized comfort
iinated development program wil. to permit a crewmen at least
yield hardware designs capable 8 hours continuous wear, while
of supporting any desired mis- on an alert or standby status
sioA involving orbltal or lunar and while performing such
surface activities in either an critical maneuvers as lift-off,
intravehicular or extravehicular rendezvous, docking, and re-
modr;. These missions will re- entry.
qut" e at least three diffcrent,
general space suit configarations General design objectivesJhich include: for IV suit dlevelopment in-

elude the following:
a. Intravehicular space suits

a. Sysrem should apprcach
b. Orbital EiA space suits shirt-sleeve mobility and com-

fort in unpressurized mode.
c. Surface exploration space

suits b. Must be acceptable for 8
hours continuous wear while on

Consistent with this space an alert or standby status.
suit develolmient philosophy, the
XkSA has established and is pre- c. System must provide
sently pursuing the development adeqwiate mobility to permit
of a suit technology base in the proper control and operation
three mission categories. Dt:- of a depressurized spacecraft
velopment attention is also under emergency conditions.
being devoted to ancillary
equipment requirements and needs, d. Suit must provile a
such as glove optirnization, body habitable environment while
cooling techniques, closures, pressurized and operating at
etc. presszres up to 5.0 psig.

c. Suit desi&m shall permit

VI.I.2
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intermittent donning and doffing In an effort to advance the
for completion of a mission of state-of-the-art in IV space
one year duration. suit design, considerable atten-

tion is presently being given
To meet the prime design to a mechanical pressurization

emphasis being placed on suit space suit system. The concept
reliability, comfort for long- (Figure 3) is one in which the
term wear, low weight, low bulk required pressure loading is
and quick donning characteristics, applied to the surface of the
two intravehicular concepts are skin through the use of a com-
presently being pursued. bination mechanical-pneumatic

system. The force application
is achieved through the use of

Full Pressure Suit System: inflatable tubes located against
the skin and by an outer, porous

As an extension of a concept restraint layer. UJnder normal
developed for the Gemini VII operating conditions within a
manned mission, developments are pressurized cabin, the tubes
in process for a light weight, are deflated and retracted away
low bulk, full pressure space from the body to provide a very
suit system. Using state-of-the- comfortable loose fitting con-
art design and fabrication con- stant wear garment. During
cepts, an IV space suit (Figure depressurized operation of the
2) is being configured which spacecraft, the tubes are in-
makes maximum use of fabric or flated by gas supplied from the
soft suit design techniques and spacecraft ECS. The pressurized
elimin tes, where feasible, hard- tubes fill the void between the
-dare components. The torso from restraint garment and the skin
the groin line up to the shoulder and apply a mechanical force
area consists of a link net to the surface of the skin. The
restraiit layer over a neoprene skin at this time serves as the
coated bladder layer. The legs gas barrier to contain body
and segments of the armv are fluids.
constructed using an outer cover-
ing of high strength, high tem- Breathing gas is supplied
perature, nylon restraint fabric to the crewman through the use
over the coated bladder layer. of a full pressure helmet,
Elbow and knee mobility is ob- sealed from tbe vacuum by a
tained through the use of con- neck seal. In order to provide
volutes and fabric break points. a balanced system of forces
Shoulder mobility is obtained between the lungs and the
through the use of the link net mechanical external forces, the
restraint/mobility layer. breathing air to the helmet and

the pressurization gas for the
inflation tubes are referenced

Mechanical Press,_-ization Suit to a common pressure source.
System:

VI.1.4



Movable visor dome helmet

Linknet shoulder joint

Linknet torso

Molded convolute joint

Outer cover
Pressure sealing
slide closure

Fabric break points

Full pressure - l.V. suit configuration.

Figure 2.
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Although the concept is not It is observee from the
entirely new, there are still type-s of potential missions for
numerous unknowns relative to an orbital EVA space suit, That
long-duration use of the system. a suit with a very refined
In particular, the hazard of long- mobility system will be a firm
duration exposure of the body requirement. Complicating the
surface to the vacuum of space is achievement of this goal will be
not fully understood as it re- a requirement for minimum stow-
lates to the physiology of the age volume consistent with the
man. use of spacecraft with very

limited pressurized stowage
space. In order to achieve min-

ORBITAL EVIA SPACE SUIT imum stowage volume, it is felt
that "soft" construction tech-

To date, all extravehicular niques will be necessary. Soft
activities have been performed systems will permit the suit to
under near earth orbital condi- be folded back into itself in
tions. Much has been observed a flat pattern to facilitate
relative to the performance stowage.
capabilities and limitations of
suits used for these missions. Several candidate systems
A review of potential flight are presently under development
plans for earth orbital EVA through sponsorship of various
operation indicates the need to Government agencies. Advanced
provide the capability for sup- suits under development by NASA
porting a number of different are full pressure fabric systems
types of EVA missions from utilizing const.nt volume mobil-
those of the past. Some typical. ity joint design techniques.
types of operations which may be The system shown in Figure 4 is
required include: representative of a general con-

figuration believed to be neces-
a. Rabrication and erection sary to meet the mission require-

of space stations ments. Specific features in-
elude:

b. Vehicle inflight main-
tenance a. Constant volume convo-

* lutes located in knees, ankles,
c. Crewman rescue elbows, and between bearings in

shoulder and hip joints
d. Retrieval of experimental

test panels b. Constant volume "stove
pipe" multiple bearing shoulder

e. Inspection, capture, and and hip mobility joints
repair of orbiting satellites

c. A two-axis waist joint
f. Emergency vehicle transfer in assembly with a single plane

rigid waist disconnect.

Vi.1.7
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I €Shoulder
rotary

bearioags

- Single-plane
body seal
closure

: i (two axis)

S'~--Thigh rotary bearings

Constant volume
rolling
convolute joints
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Figure 4. - Eva constant volume-space suit
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Developments are also being of hard structure space suit
pursued to provide a single-layer designs.
restraint bladder system. Recent
technology advancements in the Design goals for the surface
use of metal fabrics and metallic exploration space suit encolmpss
7arns provide optimistic hopes such general characteristics as:
for the system. The use of elas-
tomer impregnated metal fabrics a. Multiple don/doff cama-
and yarns may permit the use of bility to accommodate large num-
entirely new techniques for bers of excursions.
attaching hardware items to the
gas bladder. Early developments b. Suit must be don/doffed
indicate the feasibility for by wearing crewman, unassisted.
welding hardware to the pressure
vessel, providing reduced weight c. Abrasion resistant pres-
and improved reliability. sure vessel which will not de-

grade when in direct contact
with the abrasive lunar surface

SURFACE EXPLORATION SPACE SUIT during a fall or during kneeling
operations.

To accommodate long-duration
lunar exploration EVA missions, a d. Body mobility system must
suit providing the maximum capa- approach that for nude range and
bilities in mobility, reliability, have less than 1.0 foot-pound
impact resistance, and service torque for each joint with
life must be provided. In that negligible spring back forces.
much of the exploration equipment
will possibly be delivered to the e. Items of high wear must
lunar surface, aboard unmanned be repairable during the mission.
equipment transport vehicles,
increased weight and storage f. Stowage volume should be
volume can be tolerated. minimized.

The state-of-the-art in suit g. Suit should be capable
design presently dictates the use of operating at pressures from
of a hard structure suit assembly 3-5 to 7.0 psig.
for long-duration missions. The
capability to produce an effec- To achieve these design
tive, reliable mobility system for goals, two series of hard struc-
all segments of the body in combi- ture space suits are currently
nation with a high-impact resist- under NASM sponsored develop-
ance pressure vessel makes a hard ment.
structure space suit attractive
for multiple, excursion, long The AX ser.es hard structure
duration exploration missions on space suit is a detailed study
the rough, abrasive lunar surface. in multiple bearing joint tech-
Exceptionally long service life nology with primary emphasis on
is a demonstrsPted characteristic a requirement that the total

I
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suit system be producea without The suit as designed appears
the uzc of fabrics. The mobility to offer one of the most durable
"syltem ccnslsts entirely of rota- and effective mobility systems
ting pseu oconic (stove pipe presently available for long
joints) Lmd metal bellows. duration lunar surface ezplora-

tion.
Considerable stuiy has been

made relative to stove pipe
joints and techniques for cpti-
"mizing the location and orienta-
tion of the various bearing ccm-
ponents and associated hardweare
items. Ibllowing fabrication
and evaluation of the initial
suit A•--I wcrk has begur, on
design of the second generation
system.

Mhe RX series hard structure
space suit has reached the final
phases of research and develop-
ment activities and is now con-
sidered to be flight aualifiable.
Should the system be programmed
for use in a manned mission,
there are a 'ew desirable modifi-
cations which would be made.
These needs have been identified
' and e•aluated during the suit

system design verification test-
ing. The latest model PX-5
(Aigure 5) utilizes several ccm-
binations of constant volume

Sjoint mcb-lity technologies.

Single axIs rolling convo-
lutes ere utilized !o;i the knee
and elbov Joints. Two axis
Joints using rolliing convolute
techniques are provided for the
waist and ankle joints. Multi-
directional Joints for the
shoulder use rolling convolute

: ~techniques and the hUp joints

make use of the stove pipe
rotary bearing design concepts.
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ADVANCED PORTABLE LIFE SUP-PORT CONCEPTS

Thomas W. Herrala and James G. Sutiton

Advanced Systems Group
Hamilton Standard Division
United Aircraft Corporation
Windsor Locks, Connecticut

INTRODUCTION for future missions. As an indication of
present status, the Apollo Extravehicular

Manned space programs for the next Mobility Unit (EMU) is described and its
half century will likely be aimed at such intended applications discussed.
objectives as-

Candidate concepts for "next gener-
a. Development and establishment of ation" EVA life support systems are then

orbiting research and applications presented and trade-off studies conducted.
laboratories. Finally, conclusions are derived relating

to projected state-of-the-art advancements
b. Continued exploration and exploitation in future EVA life support systems.

of the moon following the initial
Apollo landing.

PRESENT ETATTU
c. Manned exploration of one of the near

planets, probably Mars. The Gemini Program, throv4gh t1 e
accumulation of 12 hours and 25 minutet

The complexity of such future manned of EVA, established the basic feasibility
space missions will make ever-increasing of extravehicular activity. While Vr 'St oi
demands upon the crewman and his equip- the Gemini EVA operations were success-
ment. In particular, the field of extrave- ful, limitations such as the inability to
hicular activity (EVA) will consist of mmay perform EVA tasks without the proper
diverse missios, each imposing its own body restraints, the mobility rergtrictions
unique set of requirements. imposed by the design of the space suit,

and the limited cooling capacity of life
EVA equipment, as presently defined, support systems using gaseous cooling,

consists of the following systems: were identified.

1. Life Support System The knowledge of EVA acquired through
the Gemini program has been incorporated

2. Suit System into the operational procedures and equip-
ment design of the Apollo program.

S3. Maneuvering System Figure 1 is a schematic representation
of the Apollo Extravehicular Mobility Unit

This paper addresses itself primarily (EMU) which is a functionally integrated
to the performance and operational char- system designed to allow the Apollo crew-t acteristics of EVA life support systems men to perform such extravehicular activ-
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ities as exploring the lunar surface, ga- fill fitting, pressure regulator assembly,

thering samples for return to earth, and primary oxygen pressure transducer and

emplacing scientific instruments on the oxygen flow sensor. The piimary oxygen

lunar surface for gathering and trans- tank is a cylindrical stainless steal vec-

mitting information to earth, set which operates at a nominal pressure
of 900 psla and contains 1.12 pounds of

The EMU life support system is corn- oxygen for metabolic consumption and a

prised of the Portable Life Support nominal leakage of 200 scc/min from the

System (PLSS) and the Oxygen Purge EMU. The pressure regulator is a single-

System (OPS), shown in figures 2 and 3, stage device maintaining suit inlet pres-

which were designed and developed by sure at 3.85:t 0.15 psia. The primary

the Hamilton Standard Division of the pressure transducer provides a tele-

United Aircraft Corporation. metered signal of primary oxyger, tank
pressure and the oxygen flow sensor pro-

The primary purpose of the PLSS is to vides a warning signal in the event of

condition and replenish the atmosphere excessive oxygen flow.

inside the space suit and to cool the suited-
crewmen. The PLSS maintains space Gas circulation is provided by a centri-

suit inlet oxygen pressure at 3. 85 ± 0. 15 fugal fan which produces a constant venti-

psia and controls inlet gas temperature, lation flow of 6 cfm. The contaminent
carbon dioxide, odor, particulate contain- control canister, whicha contains a filter,

ination, and moisture levels inside the three pounds of lithium hydroxide and five

suit, for average metabolic rates of ounces of activated charcoal, maintains I
1,200 to 1,600 Btu/hr and short term acceptable carbon dioxide, odor and par-

peaks of up to 2,006 Btui/hr. In addition, ticulate contamination levels. The can-

the PLSS cools the suited crewman by ister is a radial flow device in which gas

supplying and circulating cool water is introduced to the center of the cylindri-

through a network of tubes built into the cal cartridge, flows first through the char-

space suit undergarment in such a way coal, then through the lithium hydroxide

that the tubing comes into contact with and last through the filter material and

the skin. The skin is cooled by direct is collected at the periphery.

conduction, and the mean skin tempera-
ture is lowered to a level where little, if Thermal control is maintained by a

any, perspiration occurs. porous plate sublimator. Water is sup-
plied to the sublimator at 3. 7 psia from

E Each of the two PLSS units carried to a water reservoir. The water enters the

the lunar surface is rechargeable from sublimator between the surfaces to be

spacecraft suppiies to allow multiple ex- cooled and the porous nickel plates. The

cursions. The PLSS is designed to oper- other side of the porous plates are ex-

ate for periods of up to four hours with- posed to ambient space vacuum conditions.

oult recharging, with three hours for The water flows into the pores in the

nominal missions and one hour reserved porous plates, is exposed to the vacuum,

0for contingency operations. and freezes when the vapor pressure ap-
proaches the triple point. Heat is then

The high pressure oxygen subsystem rejected by sublimation of the ice directly

consists of a primary oxygen tank, oxygen to space.
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Moisture collected by the ventilation J. Feedwater pressure
stream is condensed on the gas side of
the por•us plate sublimator. As the k. PGA inlet C02 partial pressure
condeasate leaves the sub,,•mator, it
passes through an elbow which t%,ro.ws 1. EKG
the droph Ls against the duct walls. As
the condensate flows along xhe duct Two-way communication between two
wall, it is trapped by a wick-tkpe water aEtronauts on the lunar surface, between
separator and collected, one astronaut on the lunar surface and

one in the lunar module, and telemetry
The prime mover for the liquid trans- of critical parameters !s provided by the

port loop is a positive displacement dia- PISS EXtravehicular Communication
phragm pump which circuiates a constant System (SEVCS). The PLSS power supply
flow of 4 lbs/min. Comfort control is is a silver-zinc battery consisting of
accomplished with a sublimator bypass eleven cells in series, Battery capacity
loop and a manual diverter valve. The is 240 watt-hours with a nominal term-
diverter valve allows the suited crewmen inal voltage of 16.8 volts. The PLSS
to select one of three inlet water temper- w6igfis 78 pounds and has a volume of
..ture settings, according to the amount 5,303 cubic inches.
of effort he is expending.

The Remote Control Unit (RCU) is chest-
The PLSS contains numerous sensors mounted to prnvilde adequate astronaut ac-

and transducers to monitor PLSS perfor- cessibility and visib:lity. The RCU con-
mance and status of the suited crewman. tains 211 PISS elect.-ical controls and dis-
The following parameters are monitored plays. The RCU weighs 4 pounds and has
and telemetered: a volume of 60 cubic inches.

a. Primary oxygen pressure The Oxygen Purge System (OPS) is an
em..ergency system designed to provide

b. Pressure garment assembly (PGA) backup protection for the suited crewman
.pressure ip .he event of a PLSS f-mctional failure

or for crew transfer in the event of a lunar
c. Liquid cooling garment (LCG) inlet module docking failure. The OPS is an

water temperature open loop flush flow system which provides
30 minutes of oxygen at a flow rate of 8

d. LCG differential temperature pounds/hour to the crewman's helmet.
This flow rate provides sufficient oxygen

e. Battery current drain for breathing, respiraiory product wash-
out, visor defogging and EMU external

f. Battery terminal voltage leakage.

g. PGA ventilation f!w The OPS consists of two spherical tanks
which hold a total of 4 pounds of useable

h. Primary oxygen flow oxygen at 5,880 psi, a single-stage pres-
sure regulator which maintains suit inlet

i. Sublimator gas outlet temperature pressure at 3.7 ± 0.3 psi, a heater to
maintain suit inlet oxygen temperature

V1.2.5
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between 30 and 80 F, a temperature sen- c. Ventilation flow 7 cfm
sor connected to an automatic heater

4 controller, and a silver-zinc battery to d. Suit inlet vent flow 550 to 850F
provide power. temp

SThe OPS weighs 40 pounds and has a e. Suit inlet dewpoint 50°F max

volume of 1,400 cubic inches. For normal
use, it is mounicd on top of the PLSS; f. EVA system external 200 scc/min
when being used independently, fo- vehicle leakage
transfer, it is worn as a chestpack by the g. Metabolic expenditure 400 - 3,500 Btu/
crewman, range hr

In snuzinary, the Apollo EMU PLSS h. Average metabolic 2,000 Btu/hr
provides oxygen supply and pressuriza- rate
tion, thermal control, huri±Mdty control,
contaminant control, and commn.unications i. EVA equipment 1,000 Btu/hr
and telemetry for EVA missions up to thermal load
four hours in duration. The OPS provides
emergency oxygen supply and pressur- j. Environmental heat 250 Btu/hr
ization for periods up to thirty minutes. leak in
While future EVA life support systems
mwst still supply these basic fuxiztions, k. Environmental heat 350 Btu/hr
future mission requilements will demand leak out
that these life support systems be less
encumbering, require less vehicle stor- Although there are many combinations
age volume and weight as the number of of processes and components that would
EVA missions increase, and permit satisfy the performance requirements
increased operational J1exibility in outlined above, we have selected for con-
planning and performing EVA missions. sideration in the trade studies only those

appropriate for "next generation" EVA

life support systems.

FUTURE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The three l.ife support subsystems that

The well being of the suited crewman have the greatest impact on the EVA
and the success of the mission will depend equipment requirements and vehicle con-
to a large extent upon the ability of the life str2'nts are the thermal control, oxygen
support system to m.aintain a predefined supply, and carbon dioxide control sub-
environment throughout the EVA mission, systems. Therefore, each of these areas
Performance requirements for next gen- will be discussed in detail. Concepts
eration EVA :ffe support systems are within each of the areas will be compared,
projected as follows: con sidering both life support system and

spwa,•e vehicle parameters; the resultant

a. Suit pressure 3.7 - 5. 0 psia curves of subsystem equivalent weight
and volume versus EVA mission duration

b. Suit inlet C02 4.0 mm Hg max and vehicle launch weight and volume
partial pressure penalties versus number of EVA mis -

sions are presented at the conclusion of
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each subsystem discussion. In addition vapor then passes th rough an expansion
to future concepts for life support sub- valve and is condensed. As in the pre-
systems, present technology items are vious system, cominort control is accom-
identified for reference and to indicate plished with a bypass loop and a manual
possible improvements, temperature control valve.

The radiator itself is physically a sep-
Thermal Control arate component from the remainder of

the life support system. It is deployed
Figure 4 shows schematically three at the EVA worksite by the suited crew-

candidate thermal control subsystems, man and is connected to the life support
Figure 4A shows a subsystem very simi- system by umbilicals. It is easily trans-
lar to the existing Apollo EMU PLSS ther- portable and may even be carried to and
mal control subsystem. The crewman is from the work site by the crewman prior
cooled by supplying and circulating cool to and after each EVA mission.
water through a liquid cooling garment
which is in direct contact with the crew- Figure 4C shows a system employing
man's skin. Thus the skin is cooled by forced evaporative cooiing within a water
direct conduction. The coolant is circu- vapor permeable suit. Expendable water
lated by a positive displacement pump is fed into a cooling garment composed of
which is powered by a lithium halide bat- a network of wicking material. The crew-
tery. Heat is rejected to vacuum by a man's metabolic heat production forces
porous plate sublimator. Expendable wa- evaporation of the water in the wicking
ter is stored in a water reservoir and material which is then evacuated to vac-
supplied to the sublimator by back pres- uum through the water vapor permeable
suring the bladder in the water reservoir, suit. Expendable water is stored In a
Comfort control is accomplished with a water reservoir and supplied to the wick-
sublimator bypass loop and a manual tem- ing material by back pressuring the blad-
perature control valve. The temperature der in the water reservoir.
control valve permits the crewman to se-
lect any desired temperature setting (with- Trade-off studies for thermal control
in a predetermined range), according to subsystems equivalent weight and volume
the amount of effort he is expending. versus mission duration, and vehicle

weight ant volume penalty versus number
Figure 4B shows a heat pump/deployed of EVA missions are shown in figures 5

radiator system which utilizes the crew- and 6 respectively.
man as an evaporator. A coolant (such
as Freon F-113) is circulated through a
cooling garment which is in direct con- 02 Supply/CO2 Control
tact with the crewman's skin. The crew-
man's metabolic heat production is re- Due to the dual nature of some of the
moved by forced evaporation of the cool- candidate -ubsystems, 02 supply and C02
ant. The vapor is then compressed by a control subsystems have been combined
high-speed centrifugal compressor which for joint evaluation. Candidate 02 Supply/
is powered by a lithium-halide battery. C02 control suthystems are shown schem-
The hot vapor passes through a radiator atically in figure 7. Figure 7A depiots a
which rejects heat to deep space. The subsystem similar in concept to the exist-
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ing Apollo EMU PLSS 02 supply/CO2 con- changer where the water vapor is condens-
trol subsystem. Gaseous oxygen is stored ed and separated. The separated water
at 10,000 psi and pressure regulation is is fed into the thermal control subsystem
accomplished by a single-stage pressure and the oxygen is supplied to the suited
regulator which maintains suit inlet pres- crewman. Pressure regulation is accom-
sure within a predetermined range. Suit plished by bleedoff of the excess oxygen
ventilation Pfow is introduced into a con- generated.
taminant control canister containing
lithium hydroxide. Carbon dioxide is The final 02 supply/C02 control subsys-
absorbed by the lithium hyiroxide thus tem. concept is shown in figure 7E. Gaseous
maintaiping P.c eptable C02 partial pres- oxygen is stored at 10,000 psi and pressure
sure levels. regulation is accomplished by a single-

stage pressure regulator. C02 control is
An all-chemical 02 supply/C02 control maintained by a molecular sieve which

subsystem is shown schematically in fig- utilizes a regenerable solid adsorbent.
ure 7B. Suit ventilation flow i's intro- Suit ventilation flow is introduced intc the
duced into a canister containing lithium desiccant bed where water vapor is re-
peroxide. The carbon dioxide Rnd water moved by adsorption. Flow continues into
vapor react with the lithium peroxide bed the C02 adsorption bed and adsorption con-
resulting in the absorption of the C02 and tinues until the bed is saturated (a Dre-
the generation of gaseous oxygen. Pres- determined time). At this time, automatic
sure regulation is accomplished by bleed- valving isolates the saturated beds from
off of the excess oxygen produced, thus the process stream. The saturated beds
maintaining suit pressure within a speci- are then exposed to vacuum resulting in
fled range. desorption of the water vapor from the

desiccant bed and C02 from the CO2
Figure 7C shows a subsystem utilizing adsorbent bed. At the completion of the

LiOH for C02 control and sodium chlorate desorption cycles, the automatic valving
candles for 02 supply. C02 control is returns the beds to an "on line" condition
maintained in the same manner as des- and the cycle is repeated.
cribed for the LiOH/gaseous 02 subsystem
(figure 7A). Sodium chlorate candles are Two operating sets of beds are provided
a high density solid oxygen source which so that continuous removal of C02 occurs.
provides gaseous oxygen by initial ignition The adsorption cycle is equal to the desorp-
and a controlled burn rate. Pressure reg- tion cycle. After completion of each EVA

ulation is accomplished by bleedoff of the mission, the molecular sieve is also de-
excess oxygen generated, sorbed thermally.

Figure 7D depicts a subsystem utilizing Trade-off studies for 02 supply/CO2
LiOH for C02 control and hydrogen perox- control subsystems equivalent weight and
ide for 02 supply. C02 control is main- volume versus mission duration, and ye-

tained as described previously. Hydrogen hicle weight and volume penalty versus
peroxide is stored in a storage tank in li- number of EVA missions are shown in

quid form. H20 2 is supplied to a chbmn.er figures 8 and 9 respectively.
where it is catalytically decompo~ed ink-
water vapor and oxygen. The prdlucts
of the reaction pass through a heat ex-
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forced evaporation and the heat pump/
deployed radiator subsystems offer the
optimum candidate thermal control sub-
systems. The heat pump/deployed radi-
ator subsystem is only applicable for
EVA missions in which there is a dis-
crete worksite where a radiator may
be deployed successfully. The optimum
candidate 02 supply/CO2 control sub-
system for programs with a low num-
ber of total EVA excursions :.; an all-
chemical subsystem utilizing lithium
peroxide.

As the total number of EVA excursions
increase, regenerable subsystems

= (molecular sieve for CO2 control) and
subsystems utilizing a minimum of ex-

pendables (heat pump/deployed radiator
subsystem) become more advantageous.
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SPACE-SUIT THERMAL CONDITIONING TECHNIQUES
FOR FUTURE EXTRAVEHICULAR MISSIONS

C. L. Coffin

Battelle Memorial Institute
Columbus Laboratories

Columbus, Ohio

SUMMARY: Battelle Mamorial Institute - Columbus Laboratories is
conducting a ccncieptual study on new approaches to space-suit
thermal conditionifig. This study, which involves the application,
combination, and extension of known conventional and unconventional
techniques, has the objective of identifying the most promising
techniques that ca! be foraseen today, irrespective of current
hardware practicability.

INTRODUCTION

Space suits used for extra- thermal isolation from the envir-
vehicular activities serve to pro- onment for longer periods of time,
tect the astronaut from hostile en- and in some cases to extend the
vironments, while permitting him to capability for rejecting heat to
perform relatively complex funct- a higher ambient temperature.
ions with minimum physiological Consequently, the thermal-condi-
stress. The current-generation tioning schemes that will be em-
extravehicular suit is essentially ployed in future extravehicular
an extension of tne aircraft full- space suits will most likely re-
pressure suit, wkbich is comprised quire the development of new tech-
of a helmet, t-:erall garment, nology to ensure that the needed
Sgloves, and boots, with metabolic advances in the state of the art
heat removed by flowing, ventilat- do occur. The extent to w+hich
ing gas over the surface of the such advances can be made will un-
body. However, for the compar- doubtedly be a major determinant
atively high metabolic heating in the type of extravehicular
rakes that normally accompany activities that will be feasible
extravehicular maneuvers, the for future lunar and interplanet-
effectiveness of cooling by gas ary missions.
ventilation al.one has been found to
be rmrginal at best. Extra- To aid in establishing guide-
vehicular activities associated lines for future research-and-

Swith future extended lunar and development activity, Battelle-
interplanetary missions are ex- Columbus is conducting a concept-

" pected to increase the thermal ual study aimed at generating new
performance requirements, of space approaches to space-suit thermal
suits well beyond those for pre- conditioning. This study involves
sently planned earth-orbit and the application, combination, and
lunar missions. Therefore, it will extension of known conventional
be necessary to prov'ide increased and unconventional techniques,
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with the objective of identifying INVESTIGATION GUIDELINES
the most promising schemes tl:at
can be foreseen today, irrespect- For this study the primary
Lye of their current hardware functions to be performed by a
practicability. The three primary typical extravehicular space-suit
areas of investigation are (1) thermal-conditioning system are to:
physiological response, (2) body-
heat transfer, and (3) system-heat * Comfortably carry away
rejection. A premise fundamental metabolic heat and any
to this study is that the totally attendant surface moist-
effective conditionirg system must ure from toe astronaut
include and utilize the normal
thermoregulatory mechanisms of the 0 Thermally protect the
human body. This deviates some- astronaut from his
what from the more conventional environment
approach to environmental control-
that of treating the human body as 0 Provide appropriate
a "black box" influenced by, but heat sinks and/or heat
separated from, the environmental sources.
control system. This integrated
approach, although not totally new, In view of the simplicity,
adds an important dimension to high degree of reliability, light
thermal conditioning of the astro- weight, and compactness of electri-
naut in the extravehicular operat- cal-resistance heating devices, it
ing mode. Closing the loop through is assumed that only resistance
continuous feedback of physio- heaters would be employed where
logical reaction to a conditioned auxiliary heat sources are re-
preaction appears to be a neces- quired. Consequently, for the
sary prerequisite for the devel3p- subject study the main emphasis is
ment of the advanced thermal-condi- on investigating schemes for cool-
tioaing techniques that will be ing che astronaut.
required fo- future extravehicular
activities. As previously noted, the pri-

nary goal of the study is to
This paper outlines the ap- identify promising concepts that

proach being used to conduct the appear to warrant further research
current Battelle study and reviews and development, without regard to
the progress to date. Since the present hardware practicability.
subject study is continuing, any Thus, the initial phase of the in-
conclusions in this paper, either vestigation is not concerned with
stated or implied, are preliminary the problem of how to incorporate
at this time, andthusare the the candidate thermal-condition-
subject of further analysis and ing schemes into a given space-
evaluation. It is boped that, suit design. For the most part,
although the subject study has not it is anticipated that space-suit
yet been completed, this paper will design will have changed signi-
serve to stimulate further thought ficantly by the time that any of
and interest toward developing the the candidate systems are reduced
advanced space-suit thermal condi- to hardware. In addition, it is
tioning concept that will be re- highly likely that advanced
quired for the ambitious extra- thermal-conditioning-system con-
vehicular activities envisioned figurations will be instrumental
for the future. in determining how future-
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generation space suits will be de- higher than for the same tasks in
signed. a natural, unconstrained environ-

ment. For example. previous re-
In view of the broad nature and search studies have shown ratios

long-range objectives of this study, as high as 5 or 6 to 1 with current-
specific mission, requirements are generation space suits. Consider-
not considered per se. Instead, ing that advances in the art of
each of the candidate thermal- space-puit design expected for the
conditioning concepts is being future will most likely reduce
evaluated on the basis of its par-- the physical encumbinca and,
ticular performance limitations as thus, the metabolic heating rate,
well as its most favorable per- this ratio for a given work task
formance range. This should ulti- should be lower for future extra-
mately permit classification of vehicular activities. However,
these concepts in such a manner for this investigation a maximum
that those showing the most potent- metabolic heating rate of 3750
ial can be selected for a given Btu/hr for strenuous extravehicular
extravehicular mission for the activity is used for the upper
specified environmental conditions. limit, without regard for possible

space-suit structural design im-
The three primary areas selected provements. This value of 3750

for investigation are (I) physio- Btu/hr, which represents the max-
logical thermal response, (2) body imum cooling load for the thermal
surface heat and mass transmission, conditioning schemes being con-
and (3) system-heat rejection. sidered, was selected as a rep-
Although this study treats each resentative value through review
of these areas separately, it must of the literature and discussions
be recognized that they are closely with other researchers currently
related, so that the eventual active in this field. For nominal
evolvement of potentially useful sedentary activity the lower limit
advanced thermal-conditioning was taken to be 500 Btu/hr.
techniques requires integration
into total-system concepts. A number of previous studies

of human performance in a space
environment have established the

PHYSIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS acceptable-comfort mean skin-
temperature range to be from

The three primary physiological 86 to 94 F. These thresholds
considerations for space-suit were defined on the basis of in-
thermal conditioning are (1) meta- duced metabolic heat generation
bolic heating rate, (2) skin sur- by shivering at 86 F and excessive
face temperature, and (3) sweat- sweating at 94 F. Consequently,
or moisture-removal rate. A -rjrth this study is concerned with
consideration of utmost impf-;ance thermal conditioning techniquesis the natural thermoregulatory with the potential for maintain-

mechanism, which is essentially ing a mean skin temperature be-
the integrating factor for the tween 86 aud 94 F.

I first three.
The third primary physio-

Metabolic heating rates for logical consideration is the sweat
performing physical tasks in a rate, both active and insensible.
pressure suit are significantly It has been determined that
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high active sweat rates in con- BODY-HEAT TRANSFER
junction wfth high body temper-
atures induce undesirable physio- Any thermal-conditioning
logical st-zs~es in humans perform- techniques ultimately selected for
Ing in a space environ- it. One space-suit environmental control
major conaeqience is t; high con- must, of course, employ one or a
tinucus latent cooling loads will combination of the basic modes,
in tiue dehydrate the body. On i.e., conduction, convection, or

the otner nand, a zero sweat rate radiatxon, to transfer heat to and
requirement for the body thermal from the astronuat's body. Many
conditioning appears to be un- of the thermal-control schemes now
necessary, and relatively low envisioned would be configured
active sweat rates are generally with the major system components
considered to be desirable. With external to the suit, most likely
regard to sweat rate as P. thermal- back pack, with fluids cycling to
conditioning performance criterion, and from the body region to effect
the fundameaital concern is that conductive or convective heat
there is ?rovision for adequate transfer. Radiation heat transfer
ccoling capacity to remove skin to the suit wall may also be em-
surfaice moisture at a comfortable ployed in conjunction with either
body temperature for any reasonable of these modes.
sweat rate. The maximum sweat rate,
or conversely, the maximum moisture- The heat-transfer modes nor'.liy
removal rate, has been estimated available for human comfort con-
to be 3750 Btu/hr for this study, ditioning in the terrestrial en-
which corresponds to an equilibrium vironment will be either absent or
heat dissipation of 3750 Btu/hr, constrained in the extraterrestrial
with total latent evaporation. It environments considered for this
is recognized, of course, that the study. Radiative heat transfer
actual sweat rate varies within from the surface of the body is
and from individual to individual, restricted when the body is en-
so this maximum value represents a closed in space suits having the
composite. wall temperature approximately

equal to body surface temperatures.
Table 1 summarizes the major Convective heat transfer is re-

thermal performance criteria dic- duced both by the absence of
tated by physiological considerat- gravity-induced buoyancy effects
ions for the thermal conditioning and by the comparatively low pres-
schemes be;.ng considered in this sure of the gas normally used to
study. surround the body. Therefore, it

does not appear feasible to pro-
vide thermal conditioning by

TABLE 1. THERMAL-CONDITIONING- attempting to reproduce the normal
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA terrestrial environment.

Heat Removal Rate-500 to 3750 Btu/hr The environmental-control
technique that has been used for

Nean Skin Temperature-86 to 94 F previous manned extravehicular
activities is ventilation cooling,

Moisture Removal Rate-O to 3750 Btu/ whereby heat and mass transfer are
hr effected by forced convection.

With this scheme, the majority of
the cooling load is latent,
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resulting from sweat evaporation, of such a scheme is the potential
Ventilation cooling has the ad- for obtaining comparatively high
vantage of being able to utilize heat-transfer efficiencies.
the natural thermoregulr.tory However, since the conduction
mechanism for body thermal control. approach does not make ase of the
However, as previously noted, this sweat mechanism for body thermal
dependence on the perspiration control, the thermoregulatory
mechanism can be a severe disad- ,aechanism is in effect inhibited,
vantage at high metabolic heat andthereforehas little influence
rates if high body temperatures in controlling internal body
are required to produce excessive temperature. Consequently, al-
sweat rates. though the absence or reduced

rate of sweating may offer a
Results from previous studies decided physiological advantage

indicate that environmental cor- from the standpoint of low physio-
trol by ventilation cooling alone logical stresses at comparatively
is restricted to metabolic heating low metabolic heating rates, the
rates below 1200 Btu/hr with suit complete obviation of the sweating
pressures of 3.5 psia. Consider- condition could be a serious dis-
ing that metabolic heating rates advantage for the high metabolic
may well approach 3800 Btu/hr for heating rates normally produced by
future extravehicular activities, extravehicular activities. In
ventilation cooling by conventional this regard, the liquid-loop
means appears to be impractical. conductive-cooling techniqus pre-
However, even when the body is sently appears to be limited to
maintained at conditions that do heat removal rates in the range
not induce appreciable active from 2000 to 2500 Btu/hr.
sweating, some perspiration re-
moval (including insensible) will Cooling the body passively by
normally be required. Consequently, radiation to the space-suit wall
techniques that rely on a primary appears to offer an inherent de-
mode of heat transfer other than sign simplicity. However, it has
forced convection may still require been determined that for a radiation
some gas ventilation for sweat gap existing between the body and
removal. Ventilation-gas cir- the wall of the space suit, the
culation may also be employed on maximum theoretical heat-transfer
a localized basis to the high- rate is about 1100 Btu/hr, the
sweat areas such as armpits, groin, limiting condition being potential
hand palms, and foot soles. ice buildup on the inner wall of

the suit. Therefore, the use of
Cooling the body by conduction a passive radiation gap alone

can be induced by the use of a appears limited to comparatively
coolant loop with elements in con- low metabolic heating rates.
tact with the skin. This approach
establishes comfort conditions From the above considerations
essentially by maintaining the skin one might assume that the most
temperature within a specified practical extravehicular-activity
range through nearly constant thermal-conditioning techniques
heat-transfer rates. One technique must rely on a combination of
now being developed uses a liquid the basic modes for effective
circulating from regional body- body-heat transfer. For example,
heat exchangers to an external it is reasonable to expect that
heat sink. The main advantage the most workal le system will be
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one that combines sensible and Basic Cooling Processes
latent heat removal on a localized
basis at various points on the The basic physical processes
body, in which case the judicious considired for this study are
zoning of the condLuctive and the those that, when incorporated
cornective heat-transfer modes into a system, are capable of
would be in order. effecting a reduction in the sys-

tem temperature with respect to
its surroundings, thereby placing

HEAT-REJECTION CONSIDERATIONS the system in a position to ab-
sorb energy (i.e., heat) from

Under most conditions, it will these surroundings. These basic
be necessary to reject heat from cooling processes can be catagor-
the space-suit thermal-condition- ized under three major headings,
ing system directly to the environ- each of which describes the
ment or to a heat sink. Ultimately, principal change of state re-
the heat must be removed by sponsible for inducing a system
radiation. conduction, convection, to lower its temperature below
sublimation, or evaporation. For that of its surroundings. These
survival in environments having an major headings, along with
equivalent ambient temperature appropriate examples and sub-
higher than those normally en- divisions are as follows:
countered on Earth, the use of a
powered refrigeration system must 1. Mechanical Changes
be considered. Refrigeration of State
-techniques selected must provide
extended-temperature-range a. Single-component-
capability and adaptability, low system phase
heat-rejection requirements, com- changes, including
pactness, light weight, low power vaporization, melt-
requirements, and zero-g operation- ing, sublimation,
al capability, and solid state

For the current study, the b. Binary-component-
identification and preliminary system phase
assessment of candidate refri- change, princi-
geration systems was preceded by pally vaporization
a brief examinats.n of the basic
physical processes that can c. Expansion with
potentially be employed to reject transfer of ex-
heat. A brief discussion of these ternal work, in-
basic processes is presented in cluding gaseous
the following section preparatory phase, liquid
to the discussion in succeeding phase, and solid
sections of some of the refri- phase
geration approaches being con-
sidered in this study. d. Expansion with-

out transfer of
external work, in-
cluding vortex
action and gas
throttling
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2. Chemical Changes of * Expansion of a lioaid
State with transfez of ex-

ternal work
a. Dissociation re-

actions * Vortex action (Panque-
Hilsch tube)

b. Solution effects
* Throttling of a gas

c. Sorption effects (Joule-Thompson effect)

3. Electrical and/or * Thermoelectric (Peltier
Magnetic Changes of devices).
State

a. Thermoelectric Convertional Refrigeration
Cycles

b. Thermoelectric-
magnetic The cycles being investigated

are-grouped under two headings
c. Thermomagnetic. according to the degree of avail-

ability of the energy that is
It is generally accepted that any directly supplied to motivate the
refrigeration cycle suitable for cycle. Cycles receiving moti-
heat rejection in a space-suit vational energy in a form that is
thermal-conditioning system will totally available for doing work,
employ one or a combination of such as mechanical or electrical
these basic cooling processes. energy, are grouped under the
Consequently, they essentially heading "Explicitly Driven Cycles".
represent the rudiments for all Cycles receiving motivational
advanced thermal-conditioning energy in the form of heat that is
schemes. not totally available for doing

work, are grouped under the head-
On the basis of a preliminary ing of "Implicitly Driven Cycles".

assessment, the following cooling
processes appear to warrant the The discussion of each of the
primary consideration for space- conventional cycles in this section
suit heat rejection. It is centers around the efficiency of
emphacized however, that at the the particular cycle. This is
present time no single process because cycle efficiency offers a
has been totally ruled out. convenient means for performing

a preliminary assessment, in that
* Vaporization (single- efficiency directly relates heat-

component systems) rejection capability and power re-
quirement to a given cooling re-

* Sublimation (single- quirement. It is important to
component systems) note, hcever, that efficiency is

but one of the standards that must
0 Vaporization 'binary- ultimately be used to compare can-

component systems) didate systems and that other
salient features may actually con-

• Expansion of a gas with tribute more toward determining
ttansfer of external the long-range potential for a
work particular sy3tem.
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Explicitly Driven Cycles provide for maximum efficiency of
thermal devices. The requirement

Vapor-Compression Cycle. for attaining Carnot-cycle effi-
Because the explicitly driven ciency is simply that the heat-
vapor-compression cycle is the! rejection and- absorption processes
basis for most air-conditioning must be isothermal, with connect-
systems (and also for the vast ing processes that are isentropic
majority of existing refrigeration or the cyclic equivalent. The con-
systems), it becomes for this in- necting processes can be made
vestigat!on a practical basis for effectively isentropic through re-
comparison with other cycles. The generative heat exchange within
comparisons should then reveal the cycle. This principle is the
which cycles from a thermodynamic basis for the Stirling and Ericsson
viewpoint appear to offer possi- cycles, which ideally operate at
bilities for significant improve- Carnot-cycle efficiencies. The
ments. basic difference between the

Stirling- and Ericsson-cycle pro-
To be concise, the vapor- cesses is that, for the Stirling

compression refrigeration cycle cycle, the regenerative heat ex-
forms the basis of the refrigeration changes are considered to occur
and air-conditioning art, because it at constant volume, whereas, for
is the closest practical approach the Ericsson cycle, these exchanges
to Carnot-cycle requirements yet take place at constant pressure.
devised. This close approach is due
primarily to the employment of a The applicaLion of these prin-
condensable working fluid that in- ciples to an actual refrigeration
herently provides for heat-absorption machine has been limited, primarily
and-rejection processes that are because of technological problems.
for the most part isothermal. However, it is considered highly

unlikely that this regenerative-
In considering this cycle cycle approach will continue to be

specifically for use in a space- rejected merely because present
borne thermal conditioning system, technology has not yet solved all
it is noted that the mechanical the problems connected with this
vapor-compression system, which is type of machine. Although this
very efficient under normal ter- approach is presently considered
restrial conditions, may lose to be inferior to that of the vapor-
capacity rapidly as the heat- compression cycle, it is conceivable
rejection temperature is extended that future technological develop-
above the normal range. Also, ments in mechanisms, lubricants,
many of the refrigerants currently an6 heat exchangers will improve
being used in vapor-compression this situation to a point where
machines have unacceptable long- the regenerative Stirling cycle
term chemical stability at temp- can equal or possibly surpass
eratures above 400 F. Therefore, vapor-compression equipment on an
further evaluation may show this efficiency basiv. Furthermore,
cycle to have limited application when it is considered that
to space-suit thermal conditioning. Stirling-cycle machines maintain

cepacity substantially better than
Stirling and Ericsson Cycles. do vapor-compression machines at

The Carnot cycle is not the only elevated heat-rejection temperatures,
combination of processes that can they may well hold promise for

future space-suit thermal
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conditioning. cooling using small, high-speed
equipment may eventually offer con-

Brayton Cycle. This type of siaerable promise.
refrigeration system is based on a
thermodynamic cycle of processes Joule-Thomson Cycle. Perhaps
known variously as the Brayton the best way to present the Joule-
cycle, Joule cycle, or air cycle. Thomson refrigeration cycle is to
Although the vast majority of make a comparison between it and
commercial and military aircraft the Brayton cycle. As shown in
depend either entirely or to a Figure 1, both cycles require a
large extent on air-cycle refri- compressor, expansion device
geration systems for personnel and
equipment cooling, applications
of this cycle to other air- Heat exchanger
conditioning practices have been
rare. This is primarily because
the Brayton cycle, when reduced Throttle
to actual practice, is sLtject
to certain irreversibilities that Motor Cmpressor
drastically reduce its potential.
The most significant irreversibility
is that accompanying the expansion
process. During expansion, tur-
bulence and,therefore, irrever- Cooling
sible heating effects first reduce load
the work extracted from the gas

and, second, reduce the refri-
gerating effect, since the gas Joule - Thomson Cycle
leaves the expander at a temp-
erature higher than ideal. The
compression processes also suffer Heat exchanger
irreversibilities which require
that the actual compression work Motor
be larger than the ideal quantity.
The reduction in refrigerating
capacity and increas= in net work Expander Compressor
required naturally reduce the
coefficient of performance and,
therefore, increase Power require-
ments.

CoolingConsequently, the comparatively load
]ow efficiency and resultant large _ oW
power requirements of the cycle pre-
vent it from competing with the vapor- Brayton Cycle
compression cycle for normal ter-
restrial air-conditioning appli-
cations. FiGURE I. ARRANGEMENT OF

However, for space application, COMPONENTS FORMING
and particularly for extravehicular
systems where low weight and com-
pactness are of the utmost import- AND BRAYTON REFRIG-
ance, closed Brayton-cycle ERATION CYCLES
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and two heat exchangers. The basic electric cooling devices do not pre-
difference between the two cycles is, sently find wide application in
then., the means provided for ex- air-conditioning practice is their
panding the working fluid from the inefficiency of operation when com-
high- to low-pressure regions in pared with other types of equipment.
order to facilitate a temperature
decrease. In the case of the Whereas a figure of merit of
Brayton cycle the expansion is presently available thermoelements
accomplished in a machine that is approximately (3.2 • I0-3)(C)-I,
extracts some, but not all of the a figure of merit of (10 • 10-3)

work that is ideally available. (C)- is often quoted as being the
A Brayton-cycle expansion process value needed to make the Peltier
is, then, partially irreversible, device competitive with vapor-com-
and the work that is extracted is pression equipment. This obviously
considered to be returned to the will require a major breakthrough
compressor, thereby reducing the in advancing the state of the art.
net work input required to moti- This is not meant to imply that a
vate the cycle. The expander in a figure of merit of (10 • 10- 3 (C)-l
Joule-Thomson cycle is a throttling must be attained before the thermo-
valve; therefore, the expansion electric device appears attractive
process is totally irreversible for space-suit thermal conditioning.
and no work is extracted. Assuming Considering other attriLýtes of
for the moment that both cycles these devices, it seems reasonable
operate over the same pressure to assume that somewhat lower
range, it becomes obvious that the figures of merit will make them
Brayton cycle is the more efficient competitive in the future.
of the two.

To be at all effective a Joule- Implicitly Driven Cycles
Thomson cycle must operate over a
much greater pressure range than The preceding discussion dealt
is normally required for a Brayton with what has been termed explicitly
cycle. Higher pressures mean higher driven cycles, that is, those refri-
temperatures and, therefore, further geration cycles that are considered
deviations from Carnot-cycle re- to be directly motivated by energy
quirements. It is quite evident in a totally available form such as
that a temperature decrease obtained shaft or electrical energy. The
by a totally irreversible process discussions to follow are concerned
does not provide an effective means with what has been termed implicitly
for rejecting heat. Therefore, in driven cycles, or those vfrigeration
spite of its apparent simplicity, the cycles that are directly driven,
Joule-Thomson cycle may not be com- or motivated by energy in the form
petitive with the Brayton cycle for of heat. Since heat energy is not
space-suit thermal conditioning. totally available for doing work,

a heat-motivated refrigeration
Peltier Devices. Thermoelectric cycle is actually a rather subtle

devices are certainly mechanically combination of refrigeration cycle
attractive as means for rejecting and heat engine. Expressed another
heat in space-suit thermal condi- way the available eniergy needed by
tioning systems, and therefore the refrigeration section to pump
appear to be worthy of continued heat from a lower temperature to
inzerest. However, it must be sink temperature is derived from the
recognized that the reason thermo- heat-engine section, which absorbs
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heat at a temperature above sink refrigeration device, primarily
temperature and ultimately rejects because it is forced to absorb its
the unavailable and unused avail- motivation heat energy at a rela-
able portions to the sink. tively low temperature, a condition

that does not allow for a high ther-
Absorption Cycle (Two-Fluid mal efficiency of its engine section.

Type). For the purpose of Absorption systems do have the
this discussion, it should be re- advantage, however, of operating with
membered that an absorption refri- low-temperature heat sources that
geration cycle is in effect a vapor- would normally be considered as waste
compression cycle. The distin- heat. In this regard, it is con-
guishing feature between them is the ceivable than an absorption system
means employed to change the state used in an extravehicular-activity
of the refrigerant vapor from space suit might be solar motivated.
evaporator to condenser conditions.
In a mechanical vapor-compression Recent conceptual studies at
cycle (that is, an explicitly driven Battelle-Columbus have produced an
cycle), the refrigerant vapor is absorption-system cycle capable of
removed from the evaporator and is rejecting heat at substantially
delivered to the condenser at a higher temperatures than current
higher pressure and temperature by state-of-the-art systems. There
a mechanical compression device, is reason to believe that a system
such as reciprocating- or centri-fu- of this type may hold promise for
gal-type compressor. The absorption future space-suit thermal condi-
cycle accomplishes the same increase tioning.
in pressure and temperature by first
absorbing the refrigerant vapor in Absorption Cycle (Three-Fluid
solution with a second liquid having Type). Figure 3 is a simpli-
an affinity for the vapor. The fied diagram for an absorption
absor!,ing solution, rich in refri- cycle that eliminates the need for
gerant, is then delivered to a region a refrigerant throttling valve and
of higher pressure where it is sub- a mechanical circulation pump,
sequently heated to drive the refL.- although the basic operation of this
gerant out of solution and into the cycle is identical to the preceding
vapor phase at condenser conditions. absorption cycle. The feature that

distinguishes this cycle is the use
Figure 2 shows a schematic of an inactive gas in the evaporator-

arrangement of the components form- absorber section. The gas is
ing the basic absorption refri- termed inactive because it neither
geration cycle. The condenser, acts as a refrigerant working fluid
throttling valve, and evaporator nor as a thermal-engine working
appearing to the left of Line AA in fluid. The primary purpose of the
Figure 2 perform the same functions inactive gas is to depress the
as in a mechanical vapor-compression vapor pressure of the refrigerant in
cycle. The components to the right the evaporator-absorber section while
of Line AA, i.e., the absorber, permitting the entire system to
heat exchanger, generator, liquid operate at essentially the same

pump, and liquid-pressure-reducing total pressure.
valve, all help to perform the
vapor-compression process. Thermodynamically, this cycle

does not offer advantages over the
In general, an absorption two-fluid absorption cycle pre-

system is not an efficient viously discussed.
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FIGURE 2. SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF COMPONENTS FOR
THE BASIC ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION CYCLE
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is transformed, by the expansion
nozzle, into the mechanical kinetic
energy of a high-speed stream. The
eodrgy high-speed stream leaving the nozzle
entrains refrigerant vapor from the
evaporator, and together they enter
the diffuser section of the ejector.

Evaporator 1Inactive Vapor-The diffuser decelerates the com-
Refrigerant * gas only liquid bined stream in an attempt to re-

: separa-cover is much of the mechanical
and inactive , ): ?or kinetic energy as possible and
gas Ctransform it into a pressure head

Weak SoIUtion sufficient to allow condensation of
J the vapor at condenser temperature.

Once condensed, a portion of the
Absorber refrigerant is conducted to the

meF evaporator via a throttling valve
otorJ to complete the refrigeration

Rich solution cycle. The remaining portion of the
"condensed refrigerant is pumped
to the vapor generator to complete

Burner the thermal-engine cycle.

FIGURE 3. SIMPLIFIED DIAGRAM OF AN r genera,,
ABSORPTION CYCLE EMPLOY- - J "
ING AN INACTIVE GAS IN THE "e
EVAPORATOR-ABSORBER i Ejector

SECTION U
From the mechanical standpoint, it Condenser
is extremely simple and, therefore, Brner
somewhat crude in the manner in
which some of the processes, such
as absorption, are effected. This
normally results in a machine that
is rather large for a given capacity.

Ejector Cycle. The ejector Throttle valve
refrigeration cycle, shown sche- pump
matically in Figure 4 is another
implicitly coupled heat-motivated Evaporator
cycle based on the vapor-compression II
cycle. In this cycle, the com- "b F

pression of the refrigerant vapor
from evaporator to condenser con-
ditions is accomplished by an
ejector. As shown, the moti- FIGURE 4. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF
vational heat is added to a portion THE EJECTOR REFRIG-
of the liquefied refrigerant in a ERATION CYCLE
vapor generator. The resulting
vapor is conducted to the ejector
where a portion of its enthalpy
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The large amount of turbulence does receive its motivating energy
present in an ejector makes the in the same manner, i.e., through a
device extremely irreversible and heat exchanger. The explicit sep-
therefore provides a very inefficient aration of thermal engine and refri-
way to compress the refrigerant gerator permits the engine section
vapor. Because of this extreme in- of a double-loop cycle to absorb its
efficiency, the ejector cycle has not motivating heat at as high e temp-
yet found wide application. erature as is practical. This

feature provides the double-loop
Double-Loop Cycle. A double- cycle with a definite thermodynamic

loop refrigeration cycle is simply advantage over the absorption cycle.
a mechanical vapor-compression
refrigeration cycle driven by a While the double-loop cycle
Rankine-cycle thermal engine. A offers an opportunity to improve on
schematic sketch of a double-loop the efficiency of direct heat-
arrangement is shown in Figure 5. actuated refrigeration cycles, it

has not found wide application. The
Vapor generator reason for this, when compared with

Expander an absorption-cycle system, is thatA (motivating/ its gain in efficiency normally does

ht not justify the added complications
introduced by the mechanical-
expansion and- compression devices.

Condenser 0 .-
_I Less Conventional Cycles and0o " Devices

\QR(heal sink) Devices

C The following discussion
X relates to possible new refriger-Sation techniques being considered

for extravehicular space-suit ther-
iCompres- mal conditioning. These techniques

I I I sor can be classified either as cycles
(both explicitly and implicitly

QA (cooling driven) or as systems. The suc-
Throttling ceeding discussion is directedvav effect) edn

primarily to their competitive

Liquid pump position at the present time.
Further evaluation and anslysis will
be necessary in order to determine

F;GURE 5. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF which, if any, of these techniques
A DOUBLE-LOOP RE- hold the potential for future
FRIGERATION CYCLE development.

While the double-loop cycle Azeotropic Cycle. In the three-
does not present quite as subtle fluid-type absorption refrigeration
a coupling of thermal engine and cycle previously discussed, an in-
refrigerator as does the absorp- active gas was employed in the
tion or ejector cycles, it is evaporator-absorber section to ae-
included in the discussion of im- press the equilibrium vapor pressure
plicitly driven cycles because it and. therefore, the vaporization
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temperature of the refrigerant, appears to be no advantage to be
while allowing the entire system to gained. In actual practice the
operate at essentially the same total liquid may offer some piactical ad-
pressure. The use of an azeotropic vantages over a gaseous working
solution permits a similar arrange- fluid.
ment.

A regen. -- -.- rmodynamic
The boiling temperature of the cycle would app.- *" offer the most

azeotropic composition of a lower opportunity for - •pplication of
boiling-point binary solution is a liquxd workir., _id. The actual
below that of either pure component machine could qu.te poscible be de-
for a given total pressure. In signed on the order of the displacer-
other words, the presence of the one piston type employed by previous de-
liquid depresses the boiling point velopers during their work on
of the other, and vice versa. If Stirling-cycle engines and refri-
one liquid is now considered as the gerators. One property that might
refrigerant working fluid, then the prove to be an advantage is the
other assumes the same function as usually higher coefficient of ther-
the inactive gas in a normal three- mal conductivity of liquids as com-
fluid-type absorption system. To pared with that of gases. This,
elaborate some1"1at, the azeotropic of course, would be an aid to heat

* solution is plh zd in the evaporato; transfer.
in which a portion of it vaporizes
until it comes into equilibrium with It is emphasized that the corn-
the vapors of its two components. parative advantages and dlsadvan-
The evaporator is copnected to an ab- tages of liquid and gaseous working
sorber that circulates a solvent fluids have not yet been evaluated,
having a preferential affinity for and the use of liquids for refri-
only one of the components, i.e., geration cycles is mentioned here
the one considered to be the refri- with the hope that someone may
gerant working fluid. Once ab- recognize an advantage and somehow
sorbed into the liquid phase and put it to good use..
removed from the presence of the in-
active component, the refrigerant can Fog Cycle. By operating a cycle
be desorbed by the addition of heat totally within the quality region of
and condensed in its pure state at a condensable working fluid, it is
a higher temperature than exists in ideally possible to achieve Catmot-
the evaporator. The liquid refri- cycle efficiencies and therefore
gerant is then returned to the gain at least a theoretical ad-
evaporator via a liquid trap to vantage over the normal vapor-
maintain the azeotropic composition compression cycle. However, it re-
and to complete the refrigeration mains to be seen whether this theo-
portion of the cycle. The absorbing retical advantage continues to aid
solution follows the same procedure the cycle when irreversibilities
as in a normal absorption cycle, are considered. The fog-cycle

concept is an interesting one and
Liquid-Phase Working Fluids. certainly appears to warrant further

The use of a liquid as the working consideration as a means for re-

fluid in a thermodynamic cycle jecting heat in extravehicular
may offer some interesting possi- spa-.e suits.
bilities for rejecting heat in space
suits. Although from a purely
thermodynamic point of view, there
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Heat Pipe. Possibly no single in temperature, few if any have re-
other thermal-control concept has ceived the range of interest that
generated as much interest as has has been accorded the vortex tube
the heat pipe in the past 5 years. (also known as the Hilach tube,
The passive nature of the heat Ranque tube, Ranque-Hilsch tube,
pipe, in conjunction with its rela- vortex refrigerator, T-tube, or
tively high heat capacity, has ?laced separator tube). It was invented
this device high oi the list of and patented in the early 1930's
candidates for any space-oriented by H. G. Ranque, a French metal-
thermal control application. eon- lurgist, and brought to the atten-
sidering the current interest in and tion of scientists in thi3 country
the research activity centered by Rudolph Hilsch in 1947.
around the heat pipe, it is only
natural that this approach to ther- Although several types of vortex
mal control be applied to space- tubes existl the counterflow design
suit thermal conditioning. shown in Figure 6 is the most pre-

valent. The basic idea behind all
There appear to be possible con- types, however, is to establish a

figurational advantages associated tangential velocity in the gas.
wiith the use of the heat pipe for In the case of the counterflow
heat transport in a space suit. type, this is accomplished by an
For example, it may be possible to inlet nozzle that enters -he main
utilize the external surface of the tube tangentially at the outer peri-
suit as a radiator for waste-heat meter. The remainder of the device
rejection, with the space-suit wall consists of an orifice plate located
acting as a variable-conductance directly to one side of the nozzle
heat-transfer device. This con- and a throttling valve located some-
trolled thermal conductance could, of what downstream and to the opposite
course, be effected by incorporsting side of the nozzle.
heat-pipe devices as an integral
part of the suit shell. Theoretical The observed operation of this
and experimental studies have shown device for various positions of the
this approach to be feasible, and throttle valve is as follows:
there is indication that the fabri-
cation techniques that are needed to With the valve wide open, all of
reduce this to practice are presently the gas that enters by way of the
being pursued. nozzle exits at the hot end, with

no change in temperature. The for-
The 'Aeat pipe can also bc -: mation of a vortex within the tube

•i;dered as a possible link in a reduces the static pressure along
heat-rejection scheme that is based the axis of the tube, inducing gas
primarily on some form of powered to be drawn from the cold end through
mechanical-refrigeration system. the orifice and out of the throttle
For example, a system such as space valve at the hot end, with still no
suit-to-'iquid loop-to-Stirling appreciable temperature change. As
refrigerator-tc heat pipe-to the throttle valve is closed, the
radiator appears to be potentially gas flow from the cold end first
an efficient and versatile means ceases, then reverses, direction.
for rejecting heat in a space suit. When this reverse occurs, it has

been observed that the stagnation
Vortex-Tube Cycle. Ot all the temperature of the gas leaving the

ways known for producing a decrease hot end rises above it. For a fixed
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FIGURE 6. COUNTERFLOW-TYPE VORTEX TUBE

exhaust pressure and a given geo- is a velocity field where the tan-
metric configuration of the tube, gential velocity increases with a
the temperatures at t;-e hot and cold decrease in radius. As the vortex
exits vary with the percentage of the moves axially along the tube,
total gas flow leaving the cold viscous forces tend to establish a
exit and the stagnation pressure constant angular velocity, or, in
and temperature of the gas at the other words, the slower par i-iues
inlet nozzle. A comparison between are accelerated at Lhe expense of
•.ie enthalpy increase at the bot end the faster ones. This kinetic-

* with the enthalpy decrease at the energy transfer from the faster par-cold end shows that the two are ticles along the inner portion of
numeriL-ally equal. The vortex tube the tube to the slower particles
is then a constant-enthalpy device along the outer perimeter of the
that somehow exchanges energy tube tends to increase the temp-
between the resulting hot and cold erature of the outer layers and lower
gas streams. that of the inner layers. The

resulting temperature gradient then
The mechanism by which the vor- begins to reheat the inner layers,

tex tube operates has never been ex- expanding the gas and forcing it
plained to everyone's satisfaction. out the central hole in the orifice
The most logical explanation, plate. Naturally, it is held that
however, seems to center on the ex- the kinetic-energy transfer radially
change of kinetic energy due to outward is greater than the heat
viscous shear. In brief, the gas flow radially inward.
initially entering the main tube
establishes a vortex in which angular A possible refrgeration .o-stem
momentum is conserved, that is, employing a vortex tube as the means
the velocity times the radius of for accomplishing a decrease in
each particle is a constant. This
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temperature is shown in Figure 7.
30

OR1-20
F1R~ Compressor

Vortex tube ORA39C7F

1 -20

002 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FIGURE 8. TEMPERATURE AND
FIGURE 7 THE VORTEX TUBE COOLING-CAPACITY FOR

AS APPLIED TO A VORTEX TUBE
COOLING CYCLE

thus far has been found to be most
Thus far, the vortex tube has not inefficient, and the use of a gas

found application in air-conditioning other than air as the working fluid
practice, primarily because of its does not appear to offer any reason
inefficiency. To demonstrate this, for altering this situatioa. For
consider Hilsch's data for a tube example, experiments have shown that
operating at 6 atm delivery pressure, carbon dioxide is only slightly more
as shown in Figure 8. The lower efficient than air, while hydrogen
curve is a plot of the temperature is somewhat less efficient. On the
of the air leaving the cold end of other hand, the static nature of
the tube, as a function of the ratio the vortex tube should be appealing
of cold air flow to total air flowc,. to the designer of space-suit thermal-
The upper curve is a plot of the pro- conditioning systems and, should
duct of g and the temperature drop advances in the art bring about
T - T. This curve shows that the increased efficiencies, it is con-
maximum cooling capacity available ceivable that in tine this device
does not occur at the lowest temp- may receive serious consideration
erature attained, but at some for space-suit thermal ccnditioning.
slightly higher temperature at which
the proportion. of cold-air flow to Water-Vapor Electrolysis Cell.
total air flow is greater. In this One of the primary goals to be pur-
case, m.&xim; i cooling occurs at sued in developing space-suit thermal

= O.b. The temperature at j. 0.6 conditioning schemes is the possible
was -2• C, for a total temperature utilization of the functional life-
drop of 39 C (70 F). support-system components for reject-

ing heat. One device that appears
As noted, the vortex-tube cycle, to offer promise as a means for in-

employing air as the working fluid., cluding the heat-rejection function
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Rs an integral part of the space- A number of laboratory versions
suit life-support loop is L..e water- of the phosphoric acid water-vapor
vapor electrolysis cell. It is con- el-ctrolysis cell have been built
ceivable that this device can be used and tested at Battelle-Columbus for
for the environmental control func- research on space-cabin life-support
tions of dehumidification and heat systems, sponsored by the National
rejection, in addition to supplying Aeronautics and Space Administration,
treathing oxygen. Ames Research Center, under Contract

NAS 2-2156. A typical laboratory
The water-vapor electrolysis module is capable of operating at

cell with phosphoric acid, shown any rate of oxygen generation up
schematically in Figure 9, is to a one-man rate (2 lb 0O,/man-day)
essentially a special type of or higher. However, for in assumed
oxygen generator designed to utilize power pei.,'ty of 300 lb/kw, the
directly the water vapor contained nominal design operation is at the
in air. As shown by Figure 9, water 1/2-man rate (2/3 lb 02 /day) at the,
vapor in the air, flowing through the optimum current density of 20 amp/fe
"cell and across the anode, is ab- for minimum system weight. The
sorbed in the electrolyte, and unit is designed for a noviinal
oxygen simultaneously generated at operating voltage of 28 volts for a
the anode is added to the air stream. battery of 12 cells in series
Hydrogen collected at the cathode (2.34 volts/cell average).
can either be used in a separate
hydrogenation system for carbon di- Although the primary purpose cf
oxide reduction to water or vented the water-vapor electrolysis cell
overboard. is currently oxygen generation, the

unit is also a dehumidifier, since
the water used for electrolysis is
extracted from recirculated air.
Therefore, it is easy to see how

+ - the water-vapor electrolysis-cell
concept can be extended to space-

H2  suit thermal conditioning, consider-
ing that the metabolic-heat-generated

water vapor can be continuously re-
moved from the loop by electrolysis.
In addition to providing a means for

Screen electrode heat rejection, the water-vapor

vapor electrolysis cell would also generate
supplemental oxygen for actronaut
breathing. The water output from

Air man by respiration and perspiration
flow normally provides more than enough

water vapor in the air for electro-
FIGURE 9. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM lysis tv satisfy man's oýxygen-

OF "P2 0 5  WATER VAPOR consumption needs.

ELECTROLYSIS CELL From a configur-cional stand-

point, the water-vapor electrzlysis
cell offers some interesting possi-
bilities. For example, it may be
possible to construct the cell as
an integral part of the space suit

I
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so that it is in close proximity with In addition, acknowledgment is
the astronaut's skin. This would made of the helpful euggestions and
permit direct diffusion of water pointed discussion provided by
vapor into the cell matrix, thus Dr. A. B. Chambers, G. Lyman, and
eliminating the need for a high Dr. T. Wydeven of the Environ.
rate of air circulation within mental Control Branch, Biotechnology
the space-suit enclosure. Division, NASA Ames Research Center,

Moffett Field. California.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE

PORTABLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

R. Norman Prince William J. O'Reilly

Crew Systems Division Project Engineer
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center Space Environmental Systems

Houston, Texas AiResearch Manufacturing Company

SUMMARY: The Portable Environmental Control System (PECS)
program began with development of two prototype units
which were successfully subjected to systems testing.
Test results, experience gained during the Gemini program,
and analysis of early AAP mission requirements have justi-
fied the continuation of the program. This second phase
of the development will result in fabrication and verifi-
cation testing of a prequalification prototype reflecting
a substantial upgrading in performance capabilities and
optimization for earth orbital or lunar missions.

INTRODUCTION PECS progranm development, from
its inception to its present posi-

PECS is an ýxample of an advanced tion, is summarized in the PECS
technology program conducted for both geneology shown in Figure 1. The new
immediate and long-term applications, technology i.puts developed within

the framework of the program and
This program, which began in late supplied from contractor re-ources,

1964, was designed to advance the as well as the experience gained from
state of the art in portable life the Gemini EVA, are shown here in
support equipment. Under the spon- calendar relationship to the program.
sorship of the NASA Office of
Advanced ResCarch and Technology, and New technology areas of special
the technical monitorship of the Crew note were: (1) utilization of the
Systems Division of the Manned brushless dc motor, (2) the develop-
Spacecraft Center, which was concur- ment of a high-effi,clency~magnetic
rently directing development of the gear, speed reduction concept, and
Extravehicular Life Support System (3) the study and development of
(ELSS) for the Gemi-ni program, the solid oxygen supplies (sodium
PECS program, contracted to the chlorate candles) for extravehicular
AiResearch Manufacturing Company, A applications. The results of the
Division of The Garrett Corporation, Gemini EVA experience became avail-
soon achieved a good balance of able late in the first phase of the
advanced thinking, tempered or PECS program and were a major
abetted by actual flight experience, influence in problem definition for
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Figure 1. PECS GenecIogy

subsequent development underway loop with a I i q.Lo-¢-_la,ed' ya.r~-nt.
today. primarily in the requirement In addition to a•orting the
for greater heat rejection '3500 Btu/ metabolic heat ,From •he liquidf-cooled
hr maximum; 2000 Btu/hr average' and garment, the iiquiid loop cuc-ied and
for maintenance of a comfortable suit condensed moisturn• from the oxge-
env:ronrrert for the EVA-ready astro- loop and mai,nt-ained a uniform, tenpera-
na3yt in the p-ressur_-Kd spacecraft ture for gas produ:d by the sodium
cabin. chlorate (NaC*'0-) --oxygen cenerator.

ý3
The oxygen loop inc:luded tve fan

AdditionallyS the experierce driven by a brushless, photoelectri-
gained by Goth NASA and piResearch wcally cormiutated dc motor. emergency
during the Gemini EVA program was ejector pump, suit pressure control,
Jsed in the ,more wrk-a-day aproach CO and odor control bed, condenser.
to the PECS design philosophy and an6 condensate reservoir. Primary
packaging detail 's. and emergency oxygen were supplied

from a NalCIO 3 oxygen generator

PROTOTYPE PECS SYS-TEMT DESCR1PTION system which bled oxygen at a fixed
rate directly into the oxygen cir-

The PECS consiss off two culation loop. Power and oxygenThePEE cosi ~s f toprinzi-

pai Fluid circu-lction systems; i.e., could De supplied alternatively b-,

water for leat reicz~on and oxygen. umbilical. A fully serviced proto-

for respirat--on. SýUjt pressurization. type weighs 69. 4 lb with a volume of

and carbon dioxide control. The PECS 1450 cu in. Complete recharge

prototype "Figur-es 2 and 3) watar requires five NaCi0, candle/igniter

loop cons.isted el a pump mag re-Tcally assemblies. water, LIOH and can;ster.
coupl.ed to the fa .,otor, evaporator. and battery- recharge for a total of
evaporant reservoir. ano an accumula- 20 lb. A hand-held control unit.
tor, all of wizr-ch compieted a closed shown in Figure 4, provided system

control and status monitoring.
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Coolant tern- 50 t5 0 F
perature at
suit inlet

PCO2 (first 7.6 mm Hg
2.5 hr)
(last 10.5 mm Hg

Emergency 30 min
oxygen
(nominal)

PREQUALIFICATION PECS

Gemini EVA Background Experience

Experience gained during Gemini
Figure 4. Hand-Held Control Unit extravehicular activities and sup-

porting tests showed early estimates
of metabolic energy expenditures of

Initial Performance Requirements 1400 Btu/hr (nominal) and 2000 Btu/
hr (peak) to be quite low. Heart

With certain exceptions, the per- rate measurements correlated to
formance requirements for the initial ground simulations data indicate
PECS development were based on average energy expenditures of
criteria established for Apollo approximately 2000 Btu/hr, with
extravehicular eqt ipment design. peaks up to 3500 Btu/hr.
These requirement. are as follows:

Another problem resulted because
the Gemini Extravehicular Life

Mission time 4 hr Support Systen (ELSS) rejected heat
by means of an evaporator-condenser

Heat load that required exposure to a vacuum
for operation. During the final

Metabolic 1500 Btu/hr stages of extravehicular preparations
average prior to cabin decompression, the

spacecraft ECS hoses were removed
Metabolic 2000 Btu/hr from the suit, and crew members were
peak left with little or no cooling. This

was further complicated by certain
Environmental +250 Btu/hr tasks, difficult in nature, that the

crew performed working against the
Ventilation 3.5 ACFM constraints of a fully pressurized
flow rate suit. Under these conditions, iaeta-

bolic heat was stored by the crew
Liquid loop 140 lb/hr until the evaporator-condenser
(H2 0) flow rate became operative, i.e., was exposed

to a vacuum.
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Mission Considerations exceed the capacity of expend-
able contained in a life sup-

Proposed AAP missions were port pack, whereas an
analyzed to determine design require- umbilical supply to tl.e pack
ments for' future EVA life support permits utilization of exist-
equipment. This analysis considered ing valving and pressure
the basic mission operations asso- regulation components.
ciated with the various combinations Furthermore, use of an
of spacecraft, airlock mcdule/docking umbilical supply to the life
adapter, orbital labs, and planned support pat:k will preclude
scientific experiments. Also con- the need for a separate,
sidered were the contingency opera- umbilical-fed prebreathe mask,
tions of transfer of crewmen between the more complicated suit
undocked vehicles; reser.ice and purge equipment and proce-
activation of a dormant environmental dures, and the complex trans-
control system; failure of a cabin to fer from a mask to the suit
pressurize, and requirement to loop while maintaining an 02
egress the parent vehicle, ingress purge.
an unpressured compartment, and per-
form necessary corrective action; 2. Pre-egress checkout of the
retrieval of damaged or fouled EVA EVA equipment has become more
equipment; and initial checkout of complex. During this period
vehicle environmental control the metabolic heat generated
systems. by increased activity may be

removed by an umbilical-
It became apparent from these supplied coolant, tnereby,

considerations that even greater use precluding the type of prob-
of the umbilical, combined with the leems encountered during
self-sustained capability, should be Gemini that would require
made. Typical instances are: cabin decompression before

the life support system heat
I. System operation from exchanger (evaporator or

umbilical-supplied expendables sublimator) could handle the
during pre-egress preparations metabolic heat load.
to conserve self-contained
expendables for EVA. If an 3. Missions conducted on umbili-
EVA is to be conducted from a cals effect a substantial
vehicle with a two-gas oxygen/ reduction in post-EVA system
nitrogen atmosphere, the crew- reservicing.
man must prebreathe pure
oxygen for approximately 45 4. During umbilical missions, if
minutes prior to cabin decom- the umbilical becomes
pression. The oxygen for this entangled or is damaged, the
period must be supplied as a self-contained expendables
purge flow which exceeds allow the crewman to discon-
closed-loop makeup flow. nect from the umbilical to
Oxygen for this purpose would complete his mission. When

V!



a pure umbilical system is the life limits of a bail-out
used the emergency system is bcttle type system that is
sized quite conservatively to emrFoyed as a backup to a pure
allow little more than a ul. I ical system.
return to the parent vehicle.
If the umbilical is damaged 8. The self-contained capability
or fails, the astronaut could may also reduce spacecraft
complete his scheduled mission modif!cations and duplication
or at least return the umbili- of systems in space station
cal for inspection and repair modules necessary to support
while relying on the system's umbilical EVA or contingency
sel f-contained expendables. transfers between vehicles

dur;ng emergencies. A space
5. With an umbilical, the system station may have a particular

may be operated to provide module for EVA support which
full cooling, ventilation, orovides for an umbilical
etc., in a pressurized cabin, system. Weight, volume, cost,
such as a workshop, where it etc., preclude using this same
is desirable to conduct zero umbilical and its subsystems in
9 experiments that require all spacecraft that rendezvous
simulation of actual EVA, with the space station.
i.e., pressurized suit, etc.
As previously indicated, an
evaporator or sublimator
could not be utilized for
this type of activity. Increased Performance Requirements

6. Emergencies occurring during This evidence for increased per-
EVAu s conducted without an formance capacity and flexibility

was coupled with data from design
severity by permittih~g the verification testing of the PECS
crewman to return to thec ttprototype-s, and the second phase of
vicinity of the spacecraft the program began. based on substan-whnere he could attach an-here he icoul at acy na in tially upgraded performance re-
umbilical, thereby, ;ncreasing ir ts ncung
"the extent of his expendables
until he could ingress and EVA IVA
repressurize the spacecraft
cabin. W;ssion duration. hr

7. Although a self-contained Heat load
system is larger, it will Mietabolic average, Btulhr 2000 2000
permit umbilical-free trans-
fer from a tumbling vehicle Metobolic sustained, 25%O 2500
to a rendezvousing vehicle. Btu/hr
This system will surpass the Hetabolic peak IiO-.ain 3500 3500
performance capabilities and duration), Btu/hr

V1.4.6



Environmental, Btu/hr 4250 +250 parallel to the fan to
reduce pressure losses across

Ventilation flow rate, ACFM 7 7 an irioperative fan. The

Liquid loop (H 20 flow rate), 275 275 eje-.tor is automatically
lb/hr actuated as a function of loss

or reduced ventilation flowCoolant temperature of suit 41 +41/-i 41 ý4/-4*' ra te.
inlet, OF

PCO2 (normal and sustained), 0.5 0.5 d ulcanlR rncle
PC2  d. A dual-channel RF transceiver

mm Hg with m'itiplex TM capability

PC02 (peak and emergency), 2.0 2.0 was incorporated.
mm Hg e. A separate emergency' battery
Emergency, min 30 30 was provided to power the

redundant pump, the secondary
transceiver mode. and controls

*Based on umbilical water inlet temperature of
37 0 F and displays.

f. Because of the extreme dif-
Prequalification PECS System ference in oxygen requirements

Description ddring nominal operation and
peak activity levels, the

Using these req-,s rements, the NaCIO3 oxygen generator
"PECS was reanalyzed and the follow- imposed a voltirwe and weight
ing changes were established for penalty. Theefore, -'s
continuation of system development system was replaced with a
for a prequalification prototype 75O0-osig oxygen supply
S(Figures 5 and 6): system composed oF separate

but interchangeable enegency
a. A full umbilical operational oxygen storage and regulation

capability was provided, modules. Oxygen resupply is
i.e.. H20 02' power, coraunl- done by module replacement or,
cations 2 and bi or:edi cal where the facility exists, by
ationtr andidirect recharge.

telemetrydca ad yse
b. Provision for a redundant H 0 g. The biomedical and system

2 performance parameters were
pump and motor actuated by a increased to include the
loss o0 pressure heal across followina:
the pria.r.ry pump was incor-
porated. I. Suit pressure

c. The ejector pump, which 2. PECS outlet PCO2
previously had been in series
with the fan, was relocated 3. Primary oAygen pressure
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I

4. Emergency oxygen pressure 14. Condenser gas outlet tem-

perature

5. Battery voltage
15. Feedwater quantity

6. Electrocar'diogram
16. Oxygen partiel pressure

7. Impedance pneumograph

POP weight and volume are esti-
8. Low ventilation gas flow mated at 102 lb and 3200 cu in.,

S• respent i velI y.
9. Auxiliary pump activation

Reservicing the PQP expendables
10. Battery current includes replacement of the primar/

oxygen modules, water refill,
II. High primary 02 flow replacement of the LiOH bed, and

battery recharge for an estimated
12. LCG inlet H20 temperature resupply weight of 36 lb. This does

not include replacement of the

13. LCG Delta T emergency 02 module.

I4'

I " Ik

,--- ---- --- ---- ---- --- --rdl-• .......

LJ

-0 - -- --. J I !

Figure 5. Prequalification PECS Schematic
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= FiquJre 6. Portable Environmental Control System

Pazkar~ing volume pe se was broadened to con-

sideration of minimizing the critical
The prototype PECS system incor- dimensions of the man.-pack system.

porated much of the same design

philosophy that was used in the The critical man-pack dimensions
* Gemini EVA program, i.e., wherever considered were the distance from

S possible, components and subsystems the front of the crewmants suit to
were shaped to fit the constraints the back face of the pack and man-
of a somewhat arbitrari ly selected center to pack corner. The compara-
space. Iterations were made of the tive results of this approach are
enti re pack until the maximum shown in Figure 7. Profilie (a) shows
packaging density was achieved, these dimensions for the prototype

IWeight, accessibility, and maintain- PECS and profile (b) for the pre-
Sabil!ity were secondary to the mini- qualification PECS- the front-to-
Smization of volume, back dimensional increase is 1.3 in.

despite the fact that thie total heat
SFor the prequalification PECS load is increased 33 percent and the
i system packaging, a modification to maximum instantaneous heat rejection
Sthis approach was considered. The rate was increased 75 percent. More-
S narrow concept of minimum pack over, the man-center to pack corner

S~shows a decrease of 0.8 in.
I

i
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Referencing Fic,ýre 5, the heatI.
14.8R transfer subsystem consists of:

S21.5 a. Intet :ooler

b. Evaporative heat sink

c. Gas loop heat exchanger

PROTOTYPE PECS d. Water reservoir

a. Intercooler

As stated, the intercooler adds
to the system flexibility in that

4.0 R the suited EVA crewnan now has cool-
ing capability during in-cabin check-

22.8 out and EVA preactivities. The
concept is valuable since it elimi-
nates the time constraint for
uncooled p-eparations prior to the
actual EVA mission itself.

PREQUALIFICATION PECS

b. Evaporator

Cigure 7. Combined PECS-PGA Envelope The evaporator is wick-fed, with
a plate and fin construction similar
to that used on the Gemini and

Heat Transfer Subsystem Apo!lo ECS. The evaporator control
is a wax-powered valve system which

As discussed earlier, one of the controls the coolant loop tempera-
ture between the limits of 40O°F anddesign goals of the prequalification 45OF by means of water feed ard

PECS was increased flexibility and
conservation of spacecraft expend- evaporant pressure control. These

ables. These goals are accommodated temperature limits are maintained
in the heat transfer subsystem, over the heat rejection range of 50

primarily by the addition of the to 3700 Bt:, per hour. Higher
intercooler, which provides (1) in- iquild-cooed garment temperatbrys
cabin cooling for the EVA ready are selected by the astronaut by
creuman, before egress to space means of a mixing valve.
vacuum, where the heat is then
rejected tc an evaporative heat sink;
and (2) the utility of the spacecraft
heat sink (radiators) on umbilical
missions, thus reducing the need for
water '(an expendable) as a heat sink.

VI.4.10
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c. Gas Loop Heat Exchan-ger Operation of the hand-held control
unit relies on a fairly sophisticated

The gas loop heat exchanger electronic logic circuit which was
removes sensible and latent heat developed only to breadboard status.
produced by the man metabolic pro- The evaluation was conducted using
cess and by the chemical process of subjects in pressurized EV suits;
the carbon dioxide reaction with lighting intensities were varied to
the LiOH bed. The water condensed simulate day and night conditions.
in the latent heat removal process
is subsequently fed to and These test results have been
re-evaporated in the system heat incorporated in the studies presently
sink. For umbilical operation the underway, to develop the prequalifi-
condensate is stored in the water cation PECS control and display unit.
reservoir. A chest-mounted unit is currently

favored because of difficulties
The gas loop heat exchanger is experienced in one-handed operation

designed for a maximum heat rejection and the need for controls and dis-
of 1756 Btu/hr. plays visibility.

d. 14ater Reservoi r
NEW TECHNO'_!GY

The water reservoi r stores evapo-
rant water used during self-contained A major ccasideration in the
EVA missions and sLores water con- PECS program was the mi:nimization of
densed from the gas loop during the use and!or volume of expendables.
missions where the intercooler is In support of this effort, two areas
used. The reservoir has a window of technology were investigated and
for verifying the adequacy of the devehoped.
fill procedure.

I. The development of the
rotating component subsystem,

Control and Display Subsystem which included a photoelectri-

The hand-held contro, unit cally commuitated, speed-

pictured in Figure 4, developed as contror aed, brshless dc

part of the PEtS prototype, was motor; gas cope ressor; mag-

evaluated by NASA astronauts and netic speed reduction and

human factors personnel. These dis- coupoing drive trAiem and
play: indicate system status by wayof incliding supporting electron-
backlighted windows with superimposed ics are-Irv one package.

lettering identifying the perticclaa
parameter. The controis arc either
m;nual-action (linear or rotary
motion) telefex cables or electrica!
toggles and momentary pushbuttons.

V
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2. The development of a solid cent, in contrast to estimated
oxygen supply (NaCl0 ) of low efficiencies of 40 t6 50 percent for

conventional gear trains deliveringcontainment yield wi-:h an the same power at similar speeds and

oxygen re.lease rate matched reduction ratios.
to metabolic requ"rements.
The estimates of metabolic Also, power is transmitted to the
rate variation, compiled from liquid loop pump by a magnetic
the Gemini program, coupled coupling similar to that used on the
with data obta~ned from the Apollo EC/ISS water-glycol pumps. The
PECS prototype program, magnetic coupling eliminates the
indicate that sodium chlorate requirement for dynamic shaft seals
candles are not, at present, and, hence, results in a completely
a competitive roncept. How- static sealed liquid system.
ever, the continuing develop-
ment of high-mobiiity sLits
and increased understanding a. Trade Studies
of efficient performance of
EVA tasks should reduce the Trade studies early in the PECS
metabolic range variation to program determined quantitatively
the extent that solid oxygen the weight and volume savings of the
supplies are competitively dc brushless motor., as compared to
superior, the conventional ac motor inverter

system, These comparisons are sum-
Both of these developments are marized in Figures 8 and 9. For

discussed below, study purposes, separate motors were

used for the compressor and puiv;
Rotary Component Subsystem although the design point described

is not that of the present PECS
Minimizing the battery require- system, the trends are the same. On

Inent (one of the four pack expend- the basis of battery design specific
ables) was the main motivation for energies (3.0 w-hr/cu in. and 35
adopting the photoelectrically corn- w-hr/lb), the volume increase is
mutated, brushless dc motor concept. 11.7 cu in./lb of weight increase.
In addition to the higher effi- The penalty studies were based on
ciencies (and smaller battery) the following flow rate and pressure
obtained by the use of the brushless rop conditions:
dc motor itself, additional reduc-
tions in power were achieved by Water 250 lb/hr at 5 psi
incorporating a magnetic gear- pressure rise
reduction train. In this approach,
one motor drives both the gas loop Air 5 cfmn at 3:in. H20
compressor and the l]quid loop ptnp, pressure rise
each at their optimum efficiencies.
The magnetic reduction gear system
itself has an efficiency of 78 per-

VL.4.12
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10
PUMP, 250 LB/HR AT 5 PSI (13.9 W)

COMPRESSOR, 5 CFM AT 3-4N. G20
(11.7 W)
BATTERIES, 35 W-HR/LB -.00

8 PUMP, 250 LB/HR AT 5 PSI (6.9 W)

COMPRESSOR, 5 CFM AT 3-IN. H2O (5.7 V)
BATTERIES, 35 V-HRILB

0 6
- 6

I--

> - 6TOTAL

SFIXE__rBADTER I ES. E 4

2 -2/ BAT TERIES

VSHR MISSION DURATION, HRWI

0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 68

Figure 8. Electrical-Energl System Figure 9. Electrical-Energy System
Weight (AC Motors) lWeiaht (Brushless DC Motors)

I
As shown in Figures 8 and 9, for tS:tt eliminates sliding contact

an 8-hr mission, the brushless dc brushes and the accompanying fric-
motor system is 3 lb lighter than tion, arcing, an.z wear. As a result,
the ac motor system. For repetitive the motor has a 'onger life,
missions the expendables difference virtually no radio-frequency inter-
is, of course, additive, and can ferenc-., and a high efficiency-to-
amount to substantial weight savings. weight ratio. A simpified schematic

of the solid-state commutation cir-
cuits is presenlted in Figure 10.

b. The Brushless Dc Motor

For the PECS application, a
The photoelectrically commutated brushless dc motor would weigh

brushless dc motor is a relatively about the same as a comparable ac
new development that eliminates the motor inverter and would occ.;py less
usual dc votor brush problems. The space.
function of the conventional brush

commutator is duplicated by a solid-

state electronic switching system

VI.4.13
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SUPPLYAMPLIFIIER SP

Figure 10. Simplified Solid-State Circuit Schematic, Brushless DC
Motor with Photoelectric Commiutation

In the brushless dc motor, the stalled current. conditions. The
rotor is a permanent magnet field ironless stator design allows irrore
and the stator resembles a conven- space for copper and accounts for
tional at-mature winding without a the imp~rovement in efficiency.
mechanical commutator. A series of
matched solid-state light emitters A cutaway view of the construc-
arnd detectors are mounted within the tion of a typical brushless dc motor
housing. A cup, which is rigidly is shown in Figure 11; the complete
attached to the rotor, rotates PECS machine, including the magnetic
between the light emitter and reduction gear and coupling, is
dete4itor. Holes in the cup allow shown in Figure 12. Figure 13 i; a
specific detectors to be energized photograph of the compressor-motor-
when the rotor field is aligned with pump system used in the PECS proto-
a specific stator coil. The light type system.
detector signal is used to switch a
power amplifier w..hich excites the
specific stator winding with rated
direct-current-voltage. The rotor
magnet is air-stabilized and will
not be demagnetized by transient or

V1.4.14



c. Magnetic Reduction Gears and
ARWIATU$E ($TATOR) Coup i i ng

ROTOR The magnetic reduction gears
OUTPUT SHAFT contribute to the overall machine

efficiency. In addition to this
SIGNAL OUTPUT /increase in efficiency achieved by

LEAD)S the gearing, the use of the magnetic
clutch, which is similar in concept,
provides a safety feature not avail-
able in direct, shaft-driven systems.
Should the liquid pump seize, due to
bearing failure or ingestion of

foreign material into the pu.p

I THR SHUTTE impeller, the torque on the magnetic
-SFrAFER coupling will increase until it

exceeds the design value (4.2 in.-oz).

LIGHTO SENSITIVE When this occurs, the magnetic drive

E will declutch and the resultant
torque on the, motor-side, magnet

Figure 11. Brushless DC Motor

i and Cupo nn

RECI

4.

Figure 12. Comiplete PECS Machine Including MaGnetic Reduction Gear
I, and Coupiing

Vl.4.15
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Figure 13. Compressor-Motor-Pump System Used in PECS Prototype System

wil. approach zero. Thus a failure taminating the oxygen environment,

in the liquid pump will not cause is eliminated. The volume and weight
the motor and gas compressor to stop. advantages that accrue from minimiz-

ing power requirements by running

Magnetic gears are directly both the pump and compressor near

analogous to conventional gears with peak efficiency while using a single

teeth; the difference is in load motor are realized without sacrifice

transmission. Where conventio:-l of part of the advantage to cover
the friction losses which results

gears transmit loads from tooth to
tooth, by physical contact, the mag- from driving a poorly lubricated

netic gear train transfers the load gear train. The braking torque of
by magnetic field interaction of the magnetic reduction gears has
opposing magnet "gear" poles with no been designed for 2.1 in.-oz. The
physical contact. The elimination of starting and running torques are

mechanical contact enhances the value 0.8 and 0.2 in.-oz, respectively.
of magnetic gears for this applica- In case of a momentary overload
tion. The difficult problem of that might cause breakaway, a pir

lubricating gear teeth without con- cog mechanism has been provided in
the reducing gears.

VI.4.16
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PERF~CEd. Performance of the PECS PRE"ULIFICATION PECS
Comp re sso r-Mo tor- Pum CO•PPESSOR-MOTOR-PUM-ASSEMLY

Cnampressor, rpm 30,000The performfnce of the PECS Ppr pm

Rotary Comnponents Group is shown , rpm
below. Although performance figures Gas flow rate, cfm 7.0 at 3.7 psla

are given for a nominal 24 v, the Gas pressure rise, 7.0

performance of the machine can be
expected to be substantially the Vater flow rate, lb/hr 215

same over the range of voltages Water pressure rise, psi 7.0

shown. For example, the performance
variation, in terms of efficiency vs qpotor efficiency, 75

rpm and shaft torque, is shown in
Conpressor effi clency, 65

Figure 14. The data were plotted percent

from tests of the PECS prototype netic gears effi- 78

system. cie,:cy, perce.at

Magnetic coupling effi- 90
ciency, percent

Overall efficiency, 25.9
percent

Voltage variation 17.6 to 30.0

P:wer, watts 30

*lIncludes bearing and windijes losses

• . 26,000
/-SPEED

24,000

22,001

;- so0 20,000

o 9 L 18,000oo

16,000-

-- 70 14,000

I.J-- r--EFF I IENCY
ei

3.0

20 z

4 0 L . . .1.

AA

f 0.23 0.50 0.75 1.0
TORQUE, INCHES-0IJNCES

SFigure 14. Brush!e#ss DC Motor Performance Curves
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Sodium Chlorate Candles

The relatively high concentration
of available oxygen contained by
sodium chlorate has stimulated the
development of the chlorate candle
as a competitive source of breathing
oxygen for use in restricted environ-
ments such as submarines, airplanes, =, ,,f.to.1 ....

;and, most' recently, space application0

(Table 1). L
TABLE I

OXYGEN SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS Figure 15. Differential Thermal
- G-. .. Analy-zer Date for

t~aC103 LOX. 175,00 Pure NaCpO3
11*or'•; ca t Per fomance -

5 eight, 1 )2'P ore 0. -0 .
Density, lb 0 2 /cu ftz 70.1 71.3 30 J NaCiO5 (Solid) - NaCt0 3 (Liquid)

Devices for generating oxygen by The onset of rapid decomposition.
which is exothermic, takes place atthe pvrolysis of sodium chlorate have 478°C (892°F) and the overall reac-

been described in the U. S. Patent on:tion is described by the equation
literattre as early as 1888. More
recent studies on oxygen candles have
been conducted under the sponsorship
of the Naval Research Laboratory, NaClO3 (Liquid)

Washington, D.C., the Aerospace - NaC1 (Solid) + 0 (gas)
Medical Research Lataratories, and 2 2

presently by the NASA M~anned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas.

The endothermic reaction occurring
at 799 0 C .1470 0 F) represents the

Chemi stry fusion of sodium chloride:

Analysis by differential thermal NaC1 (Solid) -- NaC1 (Liquid)
analysis shows that conversion of
chemical oxygen into molecular oxygen
(Figure 15) occurs in the following
sequence. Pure sodium chlorate melts
at approximately 2600 C (5W00F) and
appears as the endothermic reaction:

VI.4.18
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The endothermic reaction follow- @A1 MltW. TO ftI$O .IOFAON

ing the fusion of sodium chloride , 1,tW0DIM,,,N , ,MPM
has been shown to represent the vola- Q,. , ) -',l-,.60a C

tilization of NaC 1. This latter point . 1 , .,O.

is illustrated by thermal gravimetric
tests (not shown) that show initiation
O' weight loss (i.e., the occurrence
of submlimation) at temperatures "Eof 7Uoof KU f

slightly below the melting point of ' 1 -3 (T,

sodium chloride. Heat management, o ,t,. 2 .ii Q- -.. S31
therefore, becomes a significant
factor if aerosolization of the NaC1
is to be avoided, i.e., the maximum t•,,,,OAI
temperature of the candle should be r.ao 3 Ifo.,, cM,

maintained below the melting point of T'OU'O"N EAPA=R

the salt to avoid excessive production 9O.-. Yz25c.

of NaCl vapors.
OVOUK HEAT LM

., ic -

Since the heat of decomposition
of NaClO is insufficient to sustain Figure 16. Thermal Balance on NaCIO3

3
a thermal balance (Figure 16), addi-
tional heat (fuel) must be contin-
ally supplied to the system. For
this reason, a powdered metal such
as reduced iron. is usually mixed
with the chlorate and, upon ignition, f " "TR---- --------

undergoes oxidation to produce the
heat required to sustain a self-
propagating reaction. Barium
peroxide is also added to the mi :ture
to serve as a catalyst and, in addi- CAMLE

tion, can combine with any halogen CAMs-

evolved to f.urther ensure the purity
of the product oxygen. Filaer is SuLEVE

usually incorporated into the
mixture so that it may be compounded

into a rod-like shape for (1) struc-
tural integrity and (2) physical
retention of the burning front. A
typical configuration for a chlorate
candle oxygen generator is shown In
Figure 17.

Figure 17. Chlorate Candle Asseib-ty
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a. Program Background surge and storage capacity to coin-pensate for irregular taidle burn

Investigations of the literature rate, deficiencies in thermal manage-

and an examination of existing hard- ment, and scrubbing equipment to

ware indicated that the oxygen gen- remove contamination present in the

eration requirements for the PECS evolved oxygen (Table 2). Further,
wouid not be satisfied by existing the rate of oxygen evolution for the

state-of-the-art chlorate candle PECS candle should be designed to

technology. For example, the match the metabolic rate of one

sodium chlorate candle sys,4enhs used astronaut, which is an order of
onboard submarines have available magnitude less than previous require-

ments.

rABLE 2

SODIUM CHLORATE CANDLE
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

k;. S. Navy
Submarine PECS

Specification Requirements

Burn duration, min 40 - 60 60 -"70

Maximum oxygen flow, lb/hr 5 x avg 0.631

Ignition match No. II coated- electrical
foundry nail

Oxygen purity, volume percent * 99,98

Co.taminants

Water vapor, Mg/L 10 0.05

Ch torine, Ppm 10 0.1

Carbon monoxtde, Ppm 25 5.0

Acetylene (C2 "2 ), Ppum * 0.02

Ethylene (C2 " 1), Ppm 4 0.2

Ethane (c2H6 ), Ppm * 2.0

Nitrous Ox;de (N2 0), Ppf 1.0

mHalogenated cbmpounds 0 O.1

Methane (CH'.), PpI 25

C3 and higher hydrocarbons •.0

(C6 H,, equf-valtnt), Pp-

Carbcn d;oxide (CO2 ), PP" S.0

Other, Ppm 0_._ l

V2ot specified
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b. PrototypJe Generator Studies subjected to design verification
testing. The logic system, shown

During the early stages of the schematically in Figure 19, autoniati-
PECS Program, formulations for the cally sequenced the candles in series
candle an- ignition train and manu- fashion to provide a constant flow
facturing methods were. established, of metabolic oxygen for the mission.

The effects of candle diameter, gas The control logic also provided
pressure, and thermal soak tempera- protection against the contingencies
ture on the linear burn rate were of ignition or candle burn failure,
investigated to determine the optimum by automatic progression and ignition
configuration for thermal control. of the next candle. One candle in
A prototype five-barrel oxygen gen- the generator subsystem was designed
erator (Figure 18) with vacuum to provide an emergency flow rate of

jacketing and radiation heat shields 0.7 lb/hr and was manually ignited.
was designed, fabricated, and

I:

4!

Figure !8. Prototype Five-Barrel Oxygen Generator
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CURRENT STUDIES

"- --'- - Manufacturir-:q

During the current prequalifi-
cation PECS program, a reviu~t of the
major candle fabrication proceý.•es
was undertaken in an effort to

_____----(I) further increase the equ,;,V:snt
stored oxygen density -and
"(2) increase the uniformity of the
cae-d!zs produzcd. (During the PECS
prototype program the stored density
was 52 lb per cu ft with a variation

Figure 19. PECS Control Logic of ±5 percent.)

Techniques and equipment for
compression molding, cast;ng, and

One of the major goals of the extrusion (Figure 21) were evaluated
prototype test was to achieve uniform for their ability to reproduce a
oxygen production. Typical results, uniformly dense candle structure. Of
taken during the test series are the three processes examined, hot
shown in Figure 20. Oxygen outlet compression molding was selected as
temperatures were in the ran~e of a first choice. This method was
90 to 130 0F. Clean ignition, how- successfully employed in the labora-
ever, proved a definite problem due tory to fabricate candies possessing
to the use of commercially available a density in excess of 98.5 percent
electric matches, not designed for
this application.

.........

05! %:

C P . HIK• IPIK

4M4WLE NO. Iýr 11

Figure 20. Pressure vs Time Curve
for Oxygen Generator
Verification Test Figure 21. Oxygen Candle

Processing Techniques
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of the theoretical value for this contaminnants. Present efforts hay'

formulation and compression strengths also been directed to determine the

exceeding 10,000 psi. The theoreti- feasibilit•y of utilizing a canned

cal oxygen density of the formulation igniter (pyrotechnic heater) to

used (NaClO3 86.5 percent; BaO2  effect a single stage ignition

4 percent; Fe 3.5 percunt; glass

fiber 6 percent) is 59 lb/cu ft.
This process was selected as superior MISSION IMPACT ON OXYGEN

to the casting process which had SUPPLY CONCEPTS
inherent problems of porosity and

settling of the constituents. Pre- The uniform oxygen production
liminary tests utilizing the extru- rate of the sodium chlorate candle
sion method show promise that this istideally suited loraee a

technique could supersede hot
constant, or near constant, masscompression ,rolding, because of itscosatornrcntn, as

higerpress molduiong, recapabilfity rate of supply of oxygen is required.higher production rate capability

and lower tooling costs. However, The volume advantage of the soLdThehe develpmen adanag ofequired.
further development is required. oxygen supply concept diminishes,

however, in proportion to variation
in oxygen flow rat, required during

Ignition Train a specific use cycle. The compara-

tive weight and, more importantly,
The poor reliability and contami- volume advantage of the chlorae .

nation problems experienced with the candle subsystem is shown for the
electric match ignition prompted a PECS in Figure 22, as a function of
reeý,amination of the entire ignition the change in the metabolic rate of

system;, i.e., the igniter, start the EVA crewman. The abscissa of

pellet, and ;,jniter cone. An exami- the two curves (a) and (b) is given
natl._n of various electrical igniter in terms of delta (or the variation
products, showed that a charge in) me.tabolic rate. The absolute
composition, consisting of zirconium metabolic rate at the delta base
iron oxid: and diatomaceous earth, point of zero, was taken as 500 Btu
produced the least amount of gaseous per hr.

0.160 2D

10.50 700 PS! CO2  4 HR MISSION N CO-
-, ____ 2 2,000 BTU/HR ca I a-

INTEGRATED 1
$A _j 0.140 AVEFAGE) 7500 PSI CO

C, 0.130 LOX* S

. 0.oo , 120 ,IOO I j~c '2
0 0 ,0500 0 2 ,0 2500 0 -500 1.000 1,500 2,000 2,5000

DELTA METABOLIC RATE, bTrJ/t0 DELTA IETABOLIC RATE, BTU/IHR

*DOES NOT INCLUDE 9-?OUND BATTERY

Figure 22. Parametric Comparison of Oxygen Requirements for PECS
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Referencing curve (b) of Figure c. Constant mass flow delivery

22, the maximum metabolic rate at variable pressure (15 to
variation considered in the proto- 500 psi'
type PECS program, was (2000-500)
or 1500 Btu per hr. As shown, the d. Programmed delivery variation
candle concept still exhibited a (by varying candle cross
volume advantage, even though the section)
metabolic rate varied by a factor
of four. The results of the Gemini e. Oxygen storage space is
EVA program indicated, however, that irregularly shaped (if
a metabolic rate variation by a variable mass flow delivery
factor of seven (3500-500) is possi- is acceptable)

ble; at least under then existing
EVA technology. The prequalification f. Uncontrolled temperature
PECS was therefore designed conserva- environment (-200 to +300*F)

I tlvely to ineet this metabolic rate
Sivariation and, hence, the smaller

(high pressure gas) oxygen supply CONCLUSIONS
concept was adopted.

. The versatility of ti-e self-
In the PECS program the use of contained Portable Environ-

chemical oxygen supprieor has beeo mental Control System has
chemical toxusen sup s hask beek been enhanced through ircor-
confined to use on a back- pack poration of uribilically
system. Decreases in the variation supplied u milites for pre-
of the oxygen use rate are r'equired brea on-b or c rln
to optimize the sodium chlorate gen- adeathicin-or coA n

erator for thi- ype application. and near-vicinity EVA.

This is logical bv rimproved space
suit design (to reduce work expended The greates i avin te
in overcoming opposing suit forces) d ne ireat ing orkS ~design ,3re increasing irork
and by EVA task design, such as was loads, based on previous EVA
successfully done on Gemini XII. eprnc, as d th inorpo-S~experience, and the incorpo-

Solid oxygen supplies also have ration of provisions for
utility elsewhere in manned space mission contingencies.

exploration provided that, as in all Improvements such as the
increased efficiency' ofi a fanconcepts, the use is tailored tc the andrpumpdre n by a sin

capabilities of the concept in and pump driven by a single
question. Typically, the chlorate photoelectricafly conin~itated
candle concept is quited for appli- motor and hgh pack.gir-3
cations having wome or all of the densities have worked to off-

following requicicicr'ts: set the above factors.

a. High densty (59 !b of oxygen
Ver cu ft)

b. Indefinite, zero loss,
standby(hard vacuum preferred)

SV!.4.24
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3. At present, a sodium chlorate rates will, however,
oxygen generator is not the re-establish the NaClO3 gen-
optimum oxygen supply concept erator as a competitive
from the standpoint of weight concept for extravehicular
and volume for self-contained life support systems.
c.xtravehicular astronaut life
support systems, where there 4. The sodium chlorate candle,
is a large differential as presently developed, is
between nominal and maximum applicable as an oxygen
oxygen consumption rates. source where high-storage
Reductions in these differen- source where high-etowate
tials, through suit tech- density storage, coupled with

long standby in a hostile
nology advances and/or the envi ronment is requi red.
development of a means of
varying oxygen production

A

i
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FIRE PRSISTANT SPACESUITS

J. A. Wrede and J. E. Crawford

Aerojet General Corporation, Space Division
El Monte, California

SLUMMARY: Metal fabric has been efficiently joined by spot welding
and suitably coated to provide Impervious, flexible composites for
general application to inflatable high efficiency pressure vessels.
A very significant advantage of the coated metal fabrics for space
applications requiring flexible structures is the retention of the
structural integrity of the system in extremely high temperature
environiments.

The preliminary spacesuit study included the evaluation of several
elastomeric sealant/metal fabric material combinations. A silicone
rubber was selected as the elastomeric sealant displaying the best
combination of required properties. Several flexible, cylindrical
pressure vessels were fabricated from Karma fabric and were interr.-
ally coated with +he silicone rubber to simulate a spacesuit limb.
The cylinders v-re pressure cycled t; proof pressures over 200
times with no measureable change in leak-tight integrity. Also it
was demonstrated that the cylinder could withstand a "burst" test
at a pressure of 34.2 psig for over 15 minutes with no observable
structural degradation or permanent deformation.

New materials systems and tech- 4:)n to inflatable iligh efficiency,
nologies have been investigated for structural pressure vessels such
solutions to the problems associat- as re-entry vehicles for the re-
ed with high temperature and fire covery of both manned and uw-'rnned
resistant flexible pressure vesseL; payloads and as blast and radiat-
such as space suits. The material ion resistant enclosures. Other
system utilizes a high temperature applications include high speed,
metal fabric, joined by a series of high %q" decelerators and re-entry
spot welds, and an impregnated or dreg devices, etc. A principal

Scoated elastomeric sealant. The advantage of this technology for
spot weld seams are very flexible flexible and inflatable structures
and have consistently demonstrated is the retention of the structural
joint efficiencies of 85-95 percent, integrity of the system at temp-
even at temperatures over 900 de- eratures well above even the melt-
grees Farenheit. ing point of "S" glass (1535

degrees Farenheit). Figure 1, a
These materials systems and graph of normnlized fabric tensile

techaologies have general applicat- strengths vs. temperature,

I
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illustrates the significant advant- nealed condition metal filaments
age of metal fabrics for flexible have an elongation more than twice
structures which must operate in as great as Fiberglas, w1hich per-
high temperature environments. mits the redistribution of high

localized stresses. Disadvantages
Metal fabrics have many distinc- of metal fabrics 1 nclude a lower

tive advantages for these applicat- strength to weight ratio at room
ions. In addition to their high temperature and some reduction in
temperature resistance, the thermal flexibility.
conductivity of the metal fabric
assures dissipation of the beat from The selection of the particulr.r
local hot spots, thereby reducing impregnant/sealant used with the
the temperature of surface and sub- metal fabric to obtain a composite
strate materials. Other desireable is obviously dependent upon the
characteristics inclAe a high mod- use for which the composite is
ulus, the electrical and mechanical intended. Several different elas-
properties associated with metallic tomers were evaluated as sealants
materials, as well as excellent tear for an astronauts space suit and
and abrasion res'staice. Fold several simulated space suit limb
endurance, according to the MIT segments were fabricated and test-
Tester, is about equivalent to ed during a recent program for
Fiberglas. "S" glass fabrics, a NASA/MC (HAS 9-7253).

primary caopetitor for many high
temperature applioations, are speci- The sealant evaluation was
fically not recommended for appli- directed primarily toward the
cations in which severe folding and evaluation of flexibility, abras-
packaging are followed by high ion resistance and flame retardant
temperature flexing; the metal properties of selected elastomeric
fabrics, however, do appear to per- materials. As flame temperatures
form satisfactorily. In the an- typically are a minimum of about

i'U
75J

N

ii•- Sll4lAOlr fl SO,
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Figure 1. Normalized Fabric Tensile Strength vs. Temperature
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Table 1

SEALANT MATERIAL TRADE-0F

reco1."t VoGx• Toxi city of V1.b•w'lht Y ARresto'

np:ertu.- Ncomrocito:n In Ocicen flexiblit:t Resistam•

Z. Slic. 750 !on-?oxc u1 Ioflasnable Good Poor

2. 1icooe 900 Non-Tlc lnflauble Go Gcow

3. Fluoroctr• WD Nozin4-roIc lnf2.2mbe Fairc

4. Teflon (F.) TOD Nziot-To.ic IflI.mble Good Z-ooUllt

5. gi 1ao1 w Toric Probably ai Good
Inflannale

6. Polyic.ides ILOO .5=141 i, nfla---ble poor Good

7. OR Rubber 550 Nozlow•-Tozlc NIot f'amable Good fa&ir

(1) liý,•dcd by the H.E. tr-lio Co., Inc. Gonltber-.burg, ) I.- .

Ii1500 degrees Farenheit, there are system would not be too signifi-
no known elastomers (or non-metallic cant as the fabric would serve
fabrics) that will not decompose or as a very large heat sink with
burn, if exposed to these temper- excellent heat transfer charac-
atures for a sufficiently long teristics, thereby reducing the
period of time. Therefore, the flame temperature below the
fundamental problem was related to propagation point.
a trade-off between critical mater-
ial characteristics, as illustrated The primary candidate sealants
by Table 1. In addition to the were silicones, COR rubber,
principal trade-off parameters list- fluorocarbon rubbers, and poly-
ed in Table 1, other factors con- imides. The CNR rubber and
sidered in the sealant naterial polyimides were not experimentally
selection were oxygen permeability, evaluated during the contract
rate of decomposition or flame because of availability and/or
propagation, heat transfer charac- processing limitations. Test
teristics, impregnation or coating coupons were fabricated from the
processing requirements, and avail- modified silicone and from Viton
ability. Composite systems of B fluorocarbon rubber, using a
several sealant materials were also 1.0 mil diameter filament nickel
considered, such as an external chromium or Karma alloy fabric.
coating of carboxy nitroso rubber An external coating of FEP Teflon
(CNR) to provide flame resistance was laminated onto some of the
with an internal silicone pressure test coupons. Stoll and Taber
bladder. It was also considered abrasion tests, a 180 degree
probable that the flammability bend flexure test, and flamma-
characteristics of the elastomer bility tests were performed.
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Only the Teflon coated specimens any of the flammability tests.
were significantly superior in the The results of same of the tests
abrasion tests. For example, in on ho•-izontally mounted samples

the Taber test (1000 gram weight, are presented in Table 2.
70 rpm) a Viton/Teflon sample lost
only O.ih percent by w~eight after No significant difference be-
5100 cycles whil, a Viton sample tween the silicone or the Viton
had lost 1.7 percent by weight sealants was evident as a result
after 2500 cycles. The flexure of the three types of tests dis-
test showed that the parent metal cussed above. The silicone was
fabric performed about the same as therefore sel.ected for further
all of the coated samples. studies, p-imexily because it was

more flexible than the Viton. A
In the standard flammability composite of Teflon on the extern-

tests, where the specimens are held al sarface for abrasion resistance
vertically above a specifically and silicone for sealing the inner
sized ignition source, all of the surface of the metal fabric was
elastomer coating materials burned selected as the most promising
in a 16.5 psia oxygen atmosphere. sealsnt material system.
None of the coating materials
burned under the standard test Three test cylinders, repre-
conditions when a sufficiently sentative of a flame resistant
large specimen was mounted hori- astronaut suit section, were fab-
zontelly above the ignition source, ricated in order to demonstrate
thereby reducing the influence of the applicability of the materials
edge effects; however, the coating system to a space suit. The
on the horizontaLly oriented demonstration and test articles
samples was induced to burn when were 7 inches in diameter and 24
four pieces of facial tissue, in- inches long with 18 inches of
stead of the standard two pieces, unsupported metal fabric. The
were used as the flame source. longitudinal seam in the 1.0 mil
The metal fabric did not burn in Karma fabric was made with a

Table 2

FLAMMABIIITY TEST RESUL(1)

sl1lm. I.C1.W..O C07 I A12. . 21 o 4f ampe I t.4 Mplaz7.

VtU. D id ott to-..
.;totIlofl 3.-Cx..O.0.(B . EkWd f." PI've. of f.acia

tl ss l.tcad of t-o. C.tcr

.f .70_t1 -to t r4tow;.AtI .ot~. ~•nb-4~ ýltb . ye.11-~

2 rtUoa tbc . ot

(1) AU teSt -, at 16., pile Gag-o Trot Pr-edv.o -Avulaa
V1J.a.t. to . btt.I A. 5450M. J-. 19

6
T, -*at

No. 1, -9opt tbat the*o5 apo., hre k*14 %crlzota, 41zetly

(2) AU Pc- too M Wo 01 dIta-tr U1.ot Kara fabric.
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Figure 2. Simulated Space Suit Limb

special spot welder, as discussed The simulated space suit limbs
Slater. The fabric was circumfer- had excellent structural integrity

entially heliarc seam welded at and flexibility. The circumference
each end between two 0.060 inch of one of the cylinders was
thick 300 series stainless steel measured during proof pressure
sheets to produce a joint efficien- tests and the diameter increased
cy in excess of 95 percent of the only 0.050 inches (0.07 percent)
parent fabric strength. Calendered between 5.0 and 20.0 psig, and no
silicone sheets 0.015 inch thick hysteresis was observed after 200
were applied to the inside of the cycles. Figure 3 is a photograph
cylinder and the elastomer was of this cylinder, at an internal
cured. Bondable FEP Teflon vas pressure of 20 psig, during the
also applied to a portion of the cycle testing. No degradation
surface for comparative evaluation, was measured or observed, and the
Aluminum rings with "0" ring seals leak rate remained cnnstant after

Swere bolted and sealed in each end the pressure cycling. Assuming
to provide mounting rings for end zero leakage through the end
closure plates. A photograph of seals and fittings the.. leakage
one of the cylinders is shown in rate through the coated fabric
Figure 2. was calculated to be 817 cm,

V1.5.5
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CYLINDEIR TEST"

Figure 3. Test Cylinder at 20 psig

sq.ft./24 hours at 10.0 psig. A the limbs of a space suit.
"'burst" test was conducted for 15 Accordingly, several small coupons

minutes at 34.7 psig. This" pres- Vere fabricated from a nickel
sure alloed for a factor-of- chromium alloy fabric whose ten-
"safety of 2.0 in the calculated sile strength was about 170 pounds/
hoop tension yield pressure. As inch. The filament diameter of
before, no degradation of the this fabric was 1/2 mil, and the
structure or sealant was observed fabric was 7 mils thick. No
during or after the test. problem was encountered during

the processing of these samples,
The 1.0 mil diameter filament and the flexibility was greatly

metal fabric used during the increased because of the smaller
majority of this program was 14 diameter filaments and reduced
mils thick. The ultimate tensile thickness of the metal fabric.
strength of the cleaned fabric in The coupons represented a very
the varp direction was 318 pounds! attractive composite from which
inch with a yield strength of 286 a space suit could be fabricated.
pounis/inch. This tensile strength
is about twice that required for

VI.5.6
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The spot weld technique for with a 99.95 percent confidence
joining metal fabrics was developed level. As many as five layers of
during a contract with the Manu- fabric can be joi.ned such that
facturing Technology Division, AF intersecting seams and multiple
Materials Laboratory (AF33(657)- plies can be accommodated, per-
10252). Numerous joining methods witting the construction of sur-
for making high efficiency seams faces with compound curvatures.
in metal fabrics were studied dur- The previously referenced metal
ing this program, including sewing, fabric made from 1.0 mil diameter
exothermic brazing, resistance filaments of Karr-a alloy was used
brazing, interrupted and continuous during this study. A photograph
seam welding, ultrasonic welding, of the spot welder is shown in
and spot welding. The latter Figure 4.
method was ultimately selected
as the most satisfactory. The Air Force contract was

directed at the development cf an
Joint efficiencies of greater inflatable re-entry glider. To

than 90 percent have been reported provide a suitable pressure bladder,
for sewing techniques; however, a technique to completely impreg-
this requires a relatively stiff nate Vie metal fabric with a
double-fold or French seam which silicone elastomer was developed.
results in four layers of fabric The imapregnation system avoids
to join two pieces. Also, this entrapped air spaces which would
joining technique does not permit blister upon ejection into the
the fabrication of high efficiency space vacuum. It would also
crossing or compound seam inter- minimize heat conduction and
sections. The brazing techniques internal abrasion during flight.
in general resulted in seams that An external coating of an ablative
were too rigid. Seam and ultra- silicone was applied to provide
sonic welding caused severe weak- thermal protection to the system.
ening of the fibers adjacent to
the weld and therefore resulted During this program a number
in low joint efficiencies. of components were tested using

simulated re-entry loads and
The spot weld seams were the temperatures to prove out the

most flexible and did not severely design technology as well as the
damage the fabric even without an fabrication methods. All of the
absolute inert atmosphere. The test components failed at internal
joining technique developed con- pressures in excess of that
sists of two rows of closaly spaced, theoretically calculated regard-
small diameter spot welds with the less of the effects of previous
rows about 1/4 inch apart and using packaging, creasing and folding,
1/2 to 3/4 inch overlap cf the or high bending, shear and torsion
fabric layers. Extensive quali- loads even at environmental test
fication testing on this welding temperatures as high as 2000
system showed that the weld strength degrees Farenheit. The high burst
exceeded 85 percent (even at temp- pressure indicated that these
eratures above 900 degrees Faren- factors had little, if any,
heit) of the parent fabric strength detrimental effect on the ultimate
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Figure 4. Metal Fabric Spot Welder

strength of the component. These
observations indicate the superior-
ity of elastomer coated metal
fabric composites for flexible and/
or expandable space systems which
must function in high temperature
environments.
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EXPERIMENT M-509
ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENC2

Capt. C. E. Whitsett, Jr.
Experiment Principal Investigator

Crew Systems Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas

SUMMARY: The proposed experiment would be an irnflight
investigation of man's maneuvering capability. Several
different types of astronaut maneuvering unit concepts
would be evaluated using a single test vehicle. The
data gained would be used to develop a maneuvering
technology base and to calibrate ground-based zero-
gravity simulators.

lNTECODUCTION

Two maneuvering units were the EVA prior to any use of the
developed for the Gemini Prograra: HHWU. Body-positioning problems
the Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit during the Gemini IX-A mission EVA
(NEWU) and the Astronaut Maneuver- lead to fogging of the pilot's
ing Unit (AMU). Neither unit visor as he attempted to check out
received sufficient evaluation and don the AMU. The AMU was not
during orbital flights. The 1HMDU flown on the Gemini DC-A mission
was used during the Gemini IV and was dropped from the Gemini
mission, but limited propellant XII mission so that time could be
capacity allowed only 20 seconds devoted to more basic problems of
of thruster operation. The Gemini working while performing EV1A. As
VIII mission was aborted before a result of the Gemini Program,
the scheduled extravehicular much experience was gained in the
activity (EVA) and HHMU evaluation, design, fabrication, and qualifi-
During the Gemini X mission, the cation of maneuvering unit hIrd-
HHMU was used for two translations ware for space, but very little
between the Gemini spacecraft and knowledge was gained about man's
the Agena spacecraft and for one maneuvering capabilities and
attitude correction. The 1}f4U was limitations. In each case where
not used to stop a translation, the maneuvering unit evaluation
and the EVA was curtailed before was aborted, the problem was not
the scheduled extensive HiU eval- with the maneuvering unit, but
uation because of low spacecraft with the spacecraft or the unex-
propellant. Body-positioning pected problems of working in the
problems during the Gemini XI EVA environment.

mission EVA resulted in terminating

i..
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Manned spaceflight programs will enhance man's EVA capability.
planned for after the Apollo lunar The focal point of the experiment
landing wi'l make it possible to would be, of course, the inflight
gather data in orbit on man/machine evaluation of the experimental
maneuvering performance, without hardware. The corollary effort
the problems of supporting man in would include an assessment of
the space environment. Specifi- current technology and capabili-
cally, the Saturn IVB (S-IVB) ties; development and test of
Orbital Workshop (0-IS) planned for experiment hardware; flight simu-
the Apollo Applications Program lation for optimizing the inflight
(AAP) would provide a large-volume time line, gathering base-line
(greater than 10000 cubic feet), data, and astronaut training; and
zero-gravity laboratory with a data reduction and analysis of the
habitable environment inside. A inflight test results.
maneuvering unit could be used in-

side the OWS to perform EVA-type Another aspect of this maneu-
tasks without subjecting the astro- vering technology base in that it
naut to the hazards and risks of would provide good analytical tools
EVA. Experiment M-509, Astronaut for maneuvering systems design and
Maneuvering Equipment, is a proposed operational analysis. Several
investigation to do just that. ground-b~sed simulation techniques

(computer-driven simulators, air-
The purpose of this paper is to bearing platforms, and neutral

discuss the relationship of experi- buoyancy) a:?pear, to be useful in
I ment M-509 to the development of an this respect. However, these tech-
I astronaut maneuvering technology niques would be far more valuable

base and to describe the proposed if their fidelity were known.
experiment. Base-line data gathered before and

after the inflight test, when com-
pared with the same parameters

MNEUVERING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT gathered in flight, would yield an
assessment of the accuracy of the

The proposed M-509 experiment simulators. Also, particular
is to be a part of an overall pro- simulators may be good for only
gram to develop a capability to certain portions of an EVA maneu-
support and enhance future mamned veeing task. Although the cost of
spacef't.tht missions, that i,,, an g-t0und-based evaluations would be
astronam,-maneuvering technu "y fur less than space evaluations,
base. The purpose of the experi- some simulators woula be less
ment wovuld be to obtain engineering expensive to operate than others.
and technological data in flight on Knowledge of the advantages, limita-
selected maneuvering techniques and tions, applications, and accuracy
man performance capability for of each simulator would allow the
specific maneuvering tasks. The best technique to be used for a
primary objective of experiment given simulation task.
M-509 would be to gain the necessary
experience and technology to estab-
lish maneuvering techniques which

I VII.1.2
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Significance As an example, the OWS would pro-
vide the first valid method to

The development of a maneuver'- evaluate an astronaut's ability to
ing technology base would make an recover from a tumbling. mode when
important contribution to the over- two or more rotational axes are
all manned spaceflight program by involved.
enabling man to perform a wider
range of EVA tasks and to perform 2. Versatile Equipment: The
many tasks more effect.vely. Ex- major item of flight hardware
periment M-509 would be a major planned for experiment M-509 is
part of developing this technology the Astronaut Maneuvering Research
base. in addition, the experiment Vehicle (A-IV). The AMRV would be
would be designed to take -maximum a sophisticated experiment&l test
advantage of planned missions, bed which could be used to evalu-
existing technology, and available ate several different maneuvering
time to: (1) insure astronaut techniques with various EVA-type
safety; (2) develop versatile equip- tasks, to gather extensive per-
ment; and (3) complete a compre- formance data in orbit, and tc be
hensive inflight evaluation as dis- refurbished for multimission
cussed in the following paragraphs: applications. It woL.d be design-

ed to insure maximum versatility
1. Astronaut Safety: The and would be, As the name im-

S-VB 'S provides an enclosed, plies, a research vehicle. Other
pressurized, zero g environment in control modules couald be added on

which an experiment subject and his later missions (such as a voice
observer/assistant could operate controller, a foot controller, or
under simulated EVA conditions even a remote controller). The
without the hazards and constraints AMRV would be compatible with
normally associated with EVA. The operation on an umbilical to the
71S is the only planned spacecraft spacecraft, thus allowing use of

which provides sufficient volume to the AMRV anytime the CRS is manned.
conduct experiment M-509 without Capability for reuse on later
E•A. Although long transaations missions would allow certain tasks
(beyond 22 feet) could not be con- to be repeated, new tasks to be
ducted, the very important problems added, and additional astronauts
associated with the astronaut's fine to gain flight experience, as
motor bility and close-in maneu- well as to test new control
vering capability (statior' -epirg, concepts,
altitude control, docking, idSdonning/doffing) could be adequate- 3. Comprehensive Evaluation:
ly demonstrated and investigated. To develop the desired astronaut-
With its habitable environrment, the maneuvering teclmology base, an
SiS would allow both man and machine extensive and systematic evalua-
performance of EVA-type tasks to be tion of man's capability to
observed and documented under labo- maneuver free of his spacecraft
ratory-like conditions. This data would be conducted inside the
under long-term zero gravity cannot OWS. The corollary effort of the
be obtained from ground simulation, flight hardware development program

V
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would in itself develop a mini-mum applications. in addition. some
technological foundation. However, maneuvering techniqver and equip-
development of a broad base maneu- ment woulO be shown to be unsatis-
vering technology and the atzendant factory for certain maneuvering
confidence in its validity is .e- tasks. Successful completion of
pendent upon flight tests. Thc experiment M-509 would provide an
inflight evaluation would provide inventory of proven techniques
realistic exp rience about the hand- which coulId be applied zýo a wide
ling qualities avd performance of range of potential mission
each maneuvering technique± flown requirements.
tnd about the capailities and
l1mitations of both man and machine. Specific potential aoplica-
Specific maneuvering tasks !ould be tions are described in two cate-
representati.e of expecLed EVA tasks gories in the following paragraphs:
and, as new tasks arise, these could Generic and Mission.
be added. Data reduction and anal-
ysis cf flight results would provide 1. Generic Applications:
a valid basis for establishing per- 3eneric apolications denote those
formance requirements of future applications when a maneuvering
maneuvering systems and an index of capability provides "istinct ad-
what man could be expected to accom- vantages but is not necessarily
plish when assisted by the appro- a recuirement.
priate maneuvering uinit. The data
would provide procedures for plan- a. Translational Cana-
ning future manned spaceflight bility: Free-space trarsfers
missions. between separate vehicles are

possible with a maneuvering capa-
bility. A translation capability

Aoplication includes a means for the astronaut
to control body attitude and posi-

At this point, one may ask tion, that is, properly orient his
"Now would the results of the body prior to initiating the trans-

experiment be uselor applied?" fer, control body orientation to
The inflight experiment would keep the target or reference in
demonstrate certain applications sight during the transfer, and
when a maneuvering capability arrive at the target with the
would enhance man's ability to desired raze and body orientation.
perform those tasks which can best
be accomplished outside ,he space- b. 'Jobility Aid: A
craft. (As used here, a maneuver- limited maneuvering carability -
ing capability provides the astro- combined with handrails, "wmbili-
naut the ability to control his cals, and lifelines - would enhance
body attitude and position without the astrona, t's effectiveness for
the nfcessity to apply forces and/ OVA in the near vicinity (4100

or torques to the spacecraft). feet) of the spacecraft. Numerous
Likewise, the utility of a maneu- handrails are employed on the
vering capability would be proven Apollo and AAP spacecraft. Life
marginal or not required in some support uwmbilicals wi2l likely be
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used. A maneuvering unit such as means to accomplish the task which
the IMMIU would provide powered body- would be competitive with otherpositioning capability to eliminate EVA techniques.

the astronaut from having to use his
,wrist to torque his body around to a. Assembly: A number of
this desired position. A rapid proposed missions involve the
means of returning to the space- assembly of large structures in
craft would also be available. in orbit (such as erection of a large
addition, by playing out the life (.lOO-foot diameter) radio tele-
support umbilical and by using "he scope, deployment of a large (-35-
HU2.NU to control the umbilical direc- inch diameter) optical telescope,
tion, areas away from the prein- erection of a large area (1lOO
stalled handrails could be reached. sqauare meters) X-ray telescope,

and deployment of large solar panel
c. Automatic Stabilization: arrays). A maneuvering unit would

A. sophisticated maneuvering unit enable the astronaut to string
with alltomatic stabilization could cables between distant points on
be applied to a wider range of the structure, move rapidly over
applications. 1he major advantage the surface, make adjustments on
of this type vnit is that it would linkages, monitor automatic system
hold a giv~n attitude automati- deployment, and back up automatic
cally (hands free). A fixed- deployment mechanisms.
attitude reference would allow the
astronaut to visually detect rela- b. Inspection: A maneu-
tive motion between his target and vering capability would enable the
himself. This feature would allow astronaut to inspect visually large
translations tc take place without spacecraft surfaces. The large
rotations caused by thrast raisaline- number of preinstalled handrails
ment and would allow pure rotations otherwise required would be im-
(pitch, roll, and yaw) to be exe- practical. Precise attitude and
cuted without cross-coupling into position control (stationkeeping)
other axes. The automatic stabili- would enable inspection and/or
zation subsystem would also produce photographing of small satellites
rotations at the desired rate without touching the target (for
(either proportional or preselected example, to keep from upsetting
discrete rates) and reduce these the attitude control system of the
rates to zer-o -When the command in- satellite. Operational systems

Sput is removed. inspections might include observ-
ing an overboard dump, checking

2. Mission Applications: external plumbing for apparent
Mission applications are discussed leaking (malfunction analysis,
in terms of classes of applications. periodic inspections on long

* For the applications covered, a missions, examininrg spacecraft
maneuvering capability is not neces- surfaces for reaction control
sarily a requirement but would en- zystem (RCS) pizme i-mpingement
hance man's EVA capability. A degradations, and monitoring many
maneuvering unit optiimized for the more external conditions which
sDecific mission would provide a must be accomplished in orbit.
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c. Maintenance: Repair, for extravehicular operations
replacement, and replenishment are which could be enhanced by a maneu-
considered a part of maintenance. vering capability. These experi-
Numerous e::amples of possible tasks ments include tasks such as mapping
can be envisioned on both the parent plasma wakes, radiation fields,
spacecraft and other satellites, and magnetic fields; calibration
Some examples include replacement of and alinement of large antennas
solar array panels, cleaning sensor and telescopes; retrieval and re-
surfa-es 'lensj, deployment of emer- plenishment of data packages

gency oxygen reserves outside for (such as film cassettes); visual
support of subsequent EVA, replace- readout of engineering data and
ment of a failed directional antenna, functioning condition; experiment
and so forth. In addition, a proven operations (changing filters,

maneuvering capability would signifi- changing modes, calibrating, ad-
cantly affect the redundancy versus justing, etc.); and experiment
maintainability concepts. monitoring (assuring proper func-

zioning and contingency support).
d. Operational Support:

Certain tasks, which are peculiar to
a specific mission and do not fall ER•hN D.LiETAON

into the other classes of applica-
tions, probably will be required. Having established the utility
Those applications when a maneuver- of experiment M-509, possible ex-
ing capability could be used to periment implemenutation will be
advantage include activation or discussed. in this section, the
reactivation of dcrmant vehicles and proposed ex-periment preflight,
resupply of active vehicles (cargo inflight, and postflight activi-
and crew transfer, installation of ties are covered.
external umbilicals, solar panel
deployment); EVA technology develop-
ment (tests of new concepts, demon- Preflight Activities
stration of a capability prior to
its application); and support of Approximately 85 percent of
in-orbit manufacturing facilities. the time needed for the experiment

program. would be concerned with
e. Rescue: A maneuvering the preflight activities. These

capability would be very valuable activities include selecting the
in time-critical rescue operations, maneuvering unit concepts to be
either for carrying additional con- evaluated inflight, developing
swmables to, or retrieval of, the and testing experiment flight
stranded astronaut. Also, rapid hardware, and conducting various
assistance could be provided to an kinds of simulations.
astronaut caught in the structure
in such a manner that he could not 1. Selection of Maneuvering
reach the point of entanglement. Techniques: Over the past 10

years, numerous concepts have beer
f. Scientific: Many scien- proposed for astronaut :Jzaneuver-

tific experiments have requirements ing, and several concepts have
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reached the hardware stage. Three AMU. The handgun would be an up-
criteria have been established to dated version of the Gemini HHMU
select the particular maneuvering and would represent the hand-held,
techniques to be evaluated. First, manually directed thruster con--
the technique wast provide the as- figuration. For the handgun eval-
tronaut with powered maneuvering uation, the IHMU would be plugged
capability in six degrees of freedom, into the backpack with a short
that is, fore/aft, left/right, up/ umbilical. The baclpack then
down, pitch, roll, and yaw. Second, serves as a support module for the
the technique muzt have already re- HHVMU and provides propellant and
ceived extensive design analysis and instrumentation. Specific contrý'l
ground tasting. Finally, the tech- modes will be discussed by unit in
nique must have unique design fea- the follcwing sections.
tizres (which camiot be adcquately
verified by -round test) and potent- a. Backpack: The back-
tial space applications. pack would contain five major sub-

k- systems. These subsystems are
Four maneuvering techniques (control the propulsion, the electrical,
concepts), embodying two maneuvering the data, the attitude control,
unit configurations, are planned for and the displays/controls.
the ANMV design. Two techniques
would employ ,manual control; that (1) Propulsion:

is, the astronaut must visually Numerous solenoid-operated thrust-
d-tect attitude and attitude rates ers would be mounted around the
and manually actirate the thruster backpack in fixed positions. The
system to control attitude and posi- thrusters would be arranged to
tion. The other two techniques provide translation in the fore/
would employ automatic stabilization, aft, left/right, and up/down
The two automatic stabilization sub- directions with respect to the
systems planned are quite different pilot. Maximam acceierat on
in mechanization and handling quali- would be about 0.5 ft/sec. Also,
ties, but each provides a fixed- the thrusters would produce pure
attitude position, provides rota- couples for attitude control-
tion about the desired axis at a pitch, roll, and yaw. A propel-
given rate, and stops rotations lant isolation valve would. beautomatically.. The method of use rea dily accessible to the pi-lot

of each control mode and the plan- if a thruster sticks open. -he
Sned A-4RV configuration are covered propellant would be gaseous oxy-
in the next section. gen. Propellant would be supplied -.

from the spacecraft through an
2. Flight Hardware: The pro- umbilical or from a self-contained

posed AYIR consists of two parts as propellant module. Several pro-
shown in figure 1: a backpack and pellant modules would be carried
a handgun. The backpack would be a and as each was expended, a :.e-
Sback-mounted module with multiple placement would be installed.
fixed-position thrusters. This is
a traditional naneuverLng unit con-

S figuration and quite similar to the
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(2) Electrical: of the controller would stop the
Various electronic components would acceleration, but the resulting
be employed in addition to a self- rates would continue.
contained battery, battery charger,
power distribution and protection (b) Automatic No. 1:
components, switches, relays, and so Two modes of automatic stabilization
forth. Electrical power from the would be investigated. Each would
spacecraft would be used for start- provide automatic attitude hold,
ing gyros, for checkout, and for rotation about the desired axis at
most of the inflight tests, the desired rate, and reduction of

attitude rates to zero when the in-
(3) Data: The data put command is removed. The first

subsystem would include sensors, mode-Automatic No. 1-would be used
signal conditioning equipment, an to evaluate handling characteristics
encoder/multiplexer, a transmitter, of a rate rensing system, which uses
and a receiver. The receiver would rate gyros and the associated con-
be mounted on the spacecraft and trol electronics.
hardlined to the spacecraft data
system for subsequent air-to-ground (c) Automatic No. 2:
dump. Parameters (such as propel- The second automatic stabilization
lant pressure and temperature, sole- mode would be used to evaluate hand-
noid valve operations, angular rates, ling characteristics of an inertial
co.mand inputs, and various house- system, which uses control moment
keeping data) would be recorded, gyros (CMG) to resist external t~r-

ques and internal torques to pro-
(4) Attitude Control duce pitch, roll, or yaw as desired.

Subsystem (ACS): The ACS would be
the heart of the A4RV. It would (d) HRMtJ: The )lMU

h:ave four control modes, each would be evaluated in this mode.

selectable in flight. Mhe first The backpack automatic control sys-
three modes would be used in con- tems and hand controllers would be
junction with the backnpack config- out of the control loop. The back-
uration evaluation, while the fourth pack would serve as a support module
mode would concern the handgun con- to provide instrumentation and pro.-
figuration evaluation. The purpose pellant for the HHMU. Provision
and operation of each mcde follows: may be made for activating one of

the automatic stabilization s'ub-
(a) Direct: The systems, if undesired rates develop

purpose of operation in this mode while the HHMU is being evaluated.
would be to evaluate an astronaut's
capability to control attitude and (5) Displays and
attitude rates of the backpack by Controls: This subsystem would
manually inputting commands based consist of separate rotation and

Supon his visual cues. Movement of translational hand controllers, a
the rotational hand controller from mode selection switch, a propellant
its neutral position would result in isolation switch, and a self-con-
continuous angular acceleration as t&xned propellant pressure gauge.
long as the command is held. Release Flight of the backpack would be
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quite similar to maneuvering the the backpack instruamentation sub-
Apollo spacecraft. Hand controllers system. Pressure levels would indi-
would be similar to those of Apollo cate which thrusters hre being
spacecraft with the left-hand con- operated and the amount of thrust
troller used for translational con- being commanded. An item of pri-
trol and the .right-hand controller mary interest here would be the
used for rotational control, comparison of commands for full

thrust and commands for partial
b. Handgan: The handgun or thrust.

HHMU will be discussed in terms of
the same five subsystems as the back- (4) Attitude Control
pack even though some subsystems Subsystem: The astronaut would
would not normally be classified as serve as the attitude control
subsystems because of their simpli- subsystem. Through visual cues,
city. he must detect attitude rates and

then properly orient and fire the
(1) Propulsion: Two HHMU to change and control

1-pound tractor thrusters and one attitude.
2-pound pusher thruster would be
employed in the same manner as the (5) Displays and
Gemini HHMU. A single-throttle valve Controls: Displays would consist
would regulate the total thrust be- cf streamers attached to the noz-
tween 0 and 2 pounds. A shuttle zles so that they flutter when the
valve downstream of the throttle thrusters operate and of a color
valve would route the propellant band on the shuttle valve stem that
to either the tractor or the pusher would be visible when the pusher
thrusters. The shuttle valve nor- mode is selected. The only controls
mally would be in the tractor posi- would be the manually operated
tion since the tractor mode is used shuttle and throttle valves de-
most often. Propellant would come scribed earlier.
from the backpack through a short
hose to the HHMU. The same pro- 3. Simulations: Various
pellant isolation valve used for the kinds of simulations are planned
backpack will likely be used for the throughout the experiment program;
HIMU. however, most sl:ulations would be

conducted during the preflight
(2) Electrical: No phase. The purpo.,es of the simula-

electrical power would be required tions are to screen lhe maneuvering
for the HHMU operation. Power tasks to be evaluated in flight, to
would, of course, be required for optimize the inflight time line, to
operation of tbe backpack as a gather base-line data before and
support module. after the flight, and to train the

astronauts. Three kinds of simu-
(3) Data: Two pres- lators would likely be used:

sure transducers would be use: one computer-driven, air-bearing table,
in the tractor manifold and one in and neutral buoyancy.

the pusher manifold. Output from
the transducers would be fed into
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The computer-driven simulators transmitted from the AMRV. Various
(either moving base or visual ref- pieces of support hardware would be
erence projection) would be used to needed to allow rapid, inflight
eliminate the effects of the one g unstowing and donning/doffing of
fiald and to gather data on the per- the AMRV.
formance of the A-MRV. The same
parameters to be measured in flight
would be gathered with the computer- Inflight Activities
driven simulator. The air-bearing
table simulation would be primarily Inflight activities would begin
for astronaut familiarization. A with unstowage and setup of the
special training imit AMRV, which e4eriment hardware in orbit, It
would look and feel like the real is planned that the hardware be
unit, is planned. By thl use of stowed and operated inside the
support scooters which would float spacecraft. Hence, most of the
on air cushion pads, three degrees setup operations could be ccm-
of freedom (DOF) would be ach-eved. pleted by one crewman in shirt-
By alternate positioning of the AMRV sleeve clothing. During the
cn the scooters, all six DOF could maneuvering operations with the
be evaluated. AI4RV, two crewmen would be re-

quired; one would serve as the
Neutral buoyancy facilities subject and the other would serve

would be used to develop and vali- as a safety observer/camera
date the unstowage, deployment, operator. The planned inflight
don/doff, checkout, and stowage procedures for evaluating the AMRV
proceduires and time lines. A are described in the following
special unit, which would be neu- paragraphs.
trally buoyant in water, is planned
for these simulations. 1, Operating Modes: Ideally,

the ccmplete AMRV evaluation would
In addition to the AMRV, the be conducted while the subject was

experiment flight hardware would wearing a pressurized space suit
include a propulsion gas umbilical to represent operation in the vacuum
(PGU), a data receiv-r, and mis- environment. However, in order to
cellaneous mounting hardware. The reduce the life support require-
PGU would be a special minimum- ments, the subject would wear
weight, maximum-flexibility hose shirtsleeve clothing for most of
with electrical power and communi- the experiment. Even though much
cation lines. The PGUR would allow of the propellant required would
spacecraft oxygen to be used as come from the spacecraft thro-Zh
propellant modules which must be the PGU, a part of the maneuvers
carried. Also, by using pure oxy- must be conducted without any
gen as the propellent gas, the gas umbilicals or tethers to the s .ace-
expended would serve as makeup gas craft. This procedure is necessary
to maintain the spacecraft cabin to investigate the effect of the
pressure. The data receiver would umbilical. For example, operation
be hardlined to the spacecraft data with the HHMU may be aided by an
system and would receive the data umbilical. However, a backpack
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equipped with CMG may be hampered by 3. Maneuvers: For each of the
an umbilical; that is, the umbilical tasks required, several maneuvers
may provide sufficient external tor- would be flown. These may be
ques to saturate the CMG. There- classed as basic and mission, as
fore. the AMRV would be operate'1 in follows.
the three following modes:

a. Basic Maneuvers: Each
Operating Mode I - Subject in subject would receive his initial

shii-tsleeve clothing, PGU attached familiarization with flying the
to the AMNV. AMR.V in the zero g environment

during Operating Mode I. Certain
Operating Mode II - Subject in basic maneuvers would be flown to

shirtsleeve clothing, ro umbilicals giv3 the subject a "feel" for the
or tethers. wuic and to gather data on the

performance of the AMRV. These

Operating Mode III - Subject in maneuvers would include pitch,
a pressurized space suit, PGU and roll, and yaw attitude maneuvers,
life support umbilical attached, attitude hold, and short transla-

tions.
For Operating Mode II, the AM.RV

would have to be capable of opera- b. Mission Maneuvers: As
tion from self-contained propellant the subject develops skill and con-
and electrical power. The operating fidence in the AMRV, more difficult
modes would be sequential for each maneuvers would be undertaken.
subject so that the progression One planned missicn maneuver is a
would be 'rom the s-implest to the traverse across the spacecraft.
mcst difficult operations. This maneuver would require orien-

tation to the proper body attitude,
2. Tasks: The subject would acceleration, midcourse corrections,

have to perform four tasks in each deceleration, stopping near a tar-
of the operating modes described in get without contacting it, and fly-
the previous paragraph. Each task ing around the target to simulate
would be related to a control mode an inspection. Then the subject
of the attitude control subsystem would reorient body attitude for a
and is sum..arized as follows: return across the spacecraft,

accelerate, make midcourse correc-
Task A - Evaluate flying the tions, decelerate, dock at a work

backpack without automatic stabili- site, aný attach body restraints.
zation (that is, manual) Another mission maneuver would en-

tail the observer to impart a spin
Task B - Evaluate flying the to the s",bject-first about a single

backpack with an attitude rate sens- axis, then about multiple axes.
ing system (Automatic No. 1) The subject would then arrest the

spin with the AMRV for each of the
Task C - Evaluate flying the four tasks. Operating Mode II would

backpack with an inertial attitude be necessary for this tumble re-
system (Automatic No. 2) covery maneuver. Other mission

maneuvers will be defined during
:ask D - Evaluate fri-ng the the simulation activities.

H {PwJ irth the backpack as a support
module.
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4. Flying Time: In order to Postflight Activities
minimize the crew time in orbit, all
three crewmen would not get equal After the crew is recovered,
flying time with the AMRV. Those debriefings are planned. All data
maneuvers which could be demonstrated would be reduced and analyzed to
satisfactorily in one run would be assess the performance of man and
flown by only one crewman. Other machine. A maneuvering unit hand-
maneuvers, when statistical data are book would be prepared establish-
needed or when the data are largely ing .design criteria for future
subjective, would require two or maneuvering systems and base-line
three crewmembers to participate. data for planning future missions.
Also, in order to limit the amount A part of this handbook would be
of propellant (oxygen) expended per devoted to simulators-their appli-
day, the experiment would likely be cable areas, fidelity, and limita-
scheduled on several different days. tions. This assessment would come
"Too much maneuvering would result from a correlation of flight data
in a buildup of cabin pressure so with preflight and postflight base-
that the cabin relief valve would line data from ground-based simu-
operate and dump oxygen overboard. lators. Besides calibrating the
A proposed flying time schedule by simulators, recommendations for
man, day, and operating mode is improved techniques would be
shown in table I. developed.

5. Data Recording: In addi-
tion to the data gathered as part of
the AMRV instrumentation subsystem,
photographic and subjective data
woum.d be collected in flight.

a. Photographic Data:
Motion picture photograph is planned
using onboard. movie cameras. This
film would be returned to earth for
correlation with AMRV data. The
film would also provide data about
position, linear and angular velo-
cities, and accelerations.

b. Subjective Data: The
subject would be connected into the
spacecraft communications system
during Operating Modes I and III.
He would then provide a running com-
mentary of his actions and reactions.

The observer could also supply com-
ments on the AMRV/man performance.
Immediately after each run, the
subject would provide a short
critique of the test.

V
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t TABLE i. EXPERIMENT RUN SCHEDULE

EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENT EXPERIMENT TOTALS
RUN #1 RUN #2 RUN #3 RUN #4

I - 1:00* 1 - 1:00 111 - 0:40
SUBJECT #] 3:30

II - 0:25 11 - 0:25

I - 1:00 I - 0:45 II -0:20
SUBJECT #2

II - 0:25

SUBJECT #3 1 - 1:00 1 - 0:30 i:30

TOTAL 2:25 2:25 1:50 0:50 7:30

*Operating Mode and Flight Time (Hours:Minutes)
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EVA SUPPORT OF SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL EXPERIMENTS

J. H. Samson, Project Engineer
North American Rockwell Corporation, Space Division

SUMMARY

A series of astronomy and related scientific and technical experiments proposed
for earth orbital missions In the immediate post-Apollo period and defined as
requiring astronaut extravehicular activity (EVA) for experiment success is
examined for validity of the EVA requirement, Criteria for establishing validity
as well as the analytic procedure are outlined. It was found that the EVA
support -equirement for certain experiments could be deleted or significantly
reduced through modification of experiment procedure or equipment; whereas
for other experiments a valid requirement for EVA support was found to exist,
and in some instances the experiment could be enhanced through modffication
or expansion of the experiment-related EVA function, A set of suggested
experiment procedure and experiment equipment design guidelines for EVA
support is given.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is based on a recently Requirem•nts Study was to define the
completed study(1 ) of the extravehicular extravehicular activity capability in
engineering activity (EVEA) required to terms of techniques and equipment
support future manned earth orbital scientific required to support earth orbital scientific
and technical experiments. In that study, and technical experiments in the 1968-
proposed experiments in a number of scien- 1980 period with emphasis on the 1971-
tific and technical disciplines were inves- 1974 period. In this study, approximately
tigated. This paper describes the method half of the proposed experiments projected
by which the proposed scientific/technical for this period logically require some
experiments were analyzed to establish the degree of EVA support to satisfy the
validity of the extra-vehicular activity (EVA) overall mission.
support requirement, describes some of the

Sfindings, and arrives at some tentative The candidate scientific and techni-
Srecommendations for scientific/technical cal experiments investigated for potential

experiment design to achieve more optimum EVA requirements were obtained from
utilization of astronaut EVA support. several experiment data sources including

PIASA in-house and contractor studies,
The purpose of the EVEA Program experiment proposals, and AAP

( 1)Extravehicular Engineering Activities (EVEA) Program Requirements with Emphasis
r on Early Requirements Contract NAS8-18128, May 1968
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experiment data sheets. The approximately discipline of astronomy. This relatively
!200 experiments that were identified as a high proportion of astronomy experiments
baseline for analysis In the study were cate- does not necessarily indicate a predelic-
gorized Into nirc. disciplines; examined tion toward astronomy on the part of those

(within the discipline) for redundancy of making the experiment selections. Rather,
experiment objective, equipment or modc c it is indicative of the importance ot
operation; and exam;ned frr validity as a ,pace astronomy experiments at least in the
experiment and for potential EVA requirement. early to mid-1970 decade, and of the
The experimnrts were then jrouped into three importance of man in the conduct of
periods (1968-70, 1971-74, 1975-80) this type of space experiment. Three of
during which the experiment was iikely to the six astronomy experiments involved
occur. optical telescopes of conventional

design, one X-ray astronomy experiment,
A total of 280 experiments for which one radio astronomy experiment, and one

man led EVA rols had een identified were general purpose electromagnetic radiation
projected for 1971-1974, t.e time period of package experiment. In addition, the
principal Interest. These experiments were representative experiment list included
reviewed to eliminate operational redundancy four bioscience experiments, and two
across disciplines by regrouping the experi- each in the areas of Communications/
ments according to the types of astronaut Navigation, Physical Sciences, and
ment activities,. and by eliminating certain

experiments that had EVA functional support The EVEA study was directed
requirements that were the same as those of towa~rd defining the relatively near-term
another discipline. This selection process EVA requirements and to some extent
yellded 102 scientific and technical experi- was constrained by the equipments and
ments projected for the 1971-1974 period and techniques likely to be available by
requiring EVA support. that time period. However, the study

revealed the necessity for equipment
Because the next step in the study and technique development for the early

required a more thorough analysis of the time periods, and equally important,
scientific and technical experiments to define indicated the need for research and
their detalied EVA support requircments, it technology support to EVA for time
was necessary to reduce the number of experi- periods beyond the early 1970's. Space-
ments projected for the period of Interest to a suit mobility, EVA translation capability,
manageable number. Accordingly, 16 of the and life support system capacity were all
102 remaining experiments were selected as found to ba limiting factors in EVA work
being representative of those requiring EVA task performance in early time periods.
support. Criteria for selection of the repre- As space technology proceeds and
sentative experiments included validity of macned space missions become more
experiment concept, state of experiment complex, astronaut EVA capability and
development, realism in terms of the time work capacity will have to increase
period, and extent and type of EVA involved, accordingly.

Of the 16 representative scientific/
technical experiments, approximately 1/3
(6 out of 16) fell within the scientific
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ANALYSIS OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTS By way of illustration, cor~sider a
typical optical astronomy experiment.

Each of the 16 representative experi- The experiment concept, Figure 1,
ments was subjected to a further, in-depth utilizes reflecting telescope for stellar
analysis for the purpose of establishing the astronomy. The objective of the experi-
validity of the EVA requirement. The ment is to obtain direct image photogra-
analysis consisted of an investigation and phy and high resolution spectral photo-
review of the basic scientific equipment in graphy of selected stars and galaxies in
terms of its capability to achieve the stated the ultra-violet (UV) portion of the
scientific objective, and in terms of its spectrum (1050 A to 4,000 A). The
capability to operate in the space environ- experiment is planned for a relatively
ment. The experiment equipment operational early time period (1971-74), and is
configuration was then reviewed, and intended to operate with a manned
physical interfaces with the spacecraft and earth-orbiting space station (EOSS).
spacecraft systems were defined. Sub- The telescope system is mounted in the
sequently, the in-orbit experiment procedures Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) which
were examined and experiment functions ana- in turn is attached to the Lunar Module
iyzed. From this analysis, man's role in (LM) docked to the Multiple Docking
relation to the experiment was determined, Adapter (MDA) of the orbital workshop
and the EVA requirements were stated. configuration (OWS).
Once identified, the EVA tasks were
subjected to a functional flow analysis for The basic experiment equipment
the purpose of establishing the validity of consists of a compound reflecting
the requirement in terms of experiment need telescope of I-meter aperture and a
and EVA astronaut capability, focal ratio of approximately f/10.

Light from the target source enters
Although the experiment definition the telescope, is reflected from a

analysis often resulted in a modficaticn of primary mirror to a secondary mirror,
experiment procedures to provide for more then back ghrough a hole in the primary
efficient use of astronaut EVA, it was and comes to focus at a focal plane
found that the requirements for EVA were located behind the primary. A third,
va!id in virtually all the representative diagonal mirror, is used to reflect the
exper-ments. Subsequently, the EVA light rays so as to place the focal
requirements were summarized for the plane at either a direct image camera,
purpose of identifying discrete EVA task spectrometer, or similar ancillary or
functions and EVA equipments necessary recording equipment.
to perform those functions. As a result of
this EVA Operations Analysis, it was This telescope configuration is
determined that over 90% of the EVA typical of the optical astronomy experi-
requirements could be met by only 22 ments proposed for 1970-80 decade.
discrete EVA task functions and subfunctions The principal differences between early
used either singly or in combination, and later time periods is in size of
" Associated with thease functions were various relative aperature, quality and sophis-
EVA equipments required to perform the tication of the Instrument and its relatedfunction, equipment. In the configuration
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Illustrated, the telescope system is enclosed basic manned space station complex
In a large thermal shield mounted to the ATM/ was preferable to a later unmanned
LM configuration which operates attached to logistics launch and subsequent rendez-
the OWS. The astronaut-observer commands vous with and transfer to the manned
telescope lunar module. Most of the experl- space station, The physical size of
ment prccedures, Including checkout and most of the experiments makes the
obseavation, are according to a preprogramnmed latter alternative undesirable. Tech-
sequence. The observer's function is one of niques for the ln-owbit transfer of large
monitoring equipment operation, maintaining experiment modules in a safe manner
contact with ground principal investigators, still require some development.
and overriding or modifying the preprogrammed
sequence, and performing EVA at stated
times in the experiment sequence. Experiment Functional Flow

The analytical procedure called for an A major portion of the analytical
examination of the basic experiment technique effort was devoted to analysis of the
and equipment to assure that the experiment in-orbit experiment procedures for the
concept was valid in terms of time period, purpese of identifying the EVA
of ability to meet the experiment scientific requirement. In order to proceed in a
objective, and of ability to be carried out in logical and systematic manner, the
the space environment while operating in analytic approach used required
conjunction with manned spacecraft. In the description of the situation in terms of
case of the example astronomy experiment, a functional flow diagram to identify
the telescope system was found to have a the functions making up the set of
resolution capability sufficient to meet the experiments activities. Such a flow
measurement requirements of the experiment diagram describing the major functions
objective. Film capacity also was found to required to conduct the in-orbit
be sufficient to meet the objective, but not astronomy experiment is illustrated in
sufficient to allow for experiment updating or Figure 2. Each block in the illustra-
extensions of the observation pogram. The tion represents a major function which
stability and angular-rate design requirements must be completed to perform the
of the ATM are compatible with telescope experiment. The notations above the
requirements, and the basic equipment function blocks indicate inputs to that
appears capable of meeting the ex-rrlmen" block; the notations below indicate
objective, discrete outputs which may remain

outputs at this point or become inputs
The experiment physical interfaces to the next block. This chart is a first

with the spacecraft also were considered level functional flow, and it indicates
and were found to be compatible although only gross functions. While it indicates
experiment operation probably would restrict the presence of man, the astronaut/
other activities aboard the spacecraft, at observer for the in-orbit experiment
least during critical observation periods, and the principal investigator on the
Alternate methods of launch also were ground, this level of functional flow
considered in this phase of the analysis. Is Insufficient to indicate the detailed
It was found that for the astronomy experi- functions of either man, particularly
ment (as well as most of the others), launch the astronaut/observer In orbit. Wit-h
of the experiment equipment as part of the this type of analytical technique it is
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possible to take a discrete function block or systems analysts, in conjunction with the
sets of blocks and reduce them to sublevel technical personnel re-examined the

Sfunctional flows. For example, the major experiment procedures, particularly the
function entitled Conduct Observation Pro- EVA requirement, to assure that the
gram may be broken down to a next lower requirement was valid and rational. The
level as indicated In Figure 3. This illus- functional procedures were judged from
tration indicates that a discrete set of the standpoing of using an automatic
tunctions at the second level must be mode rather than EVA, retaining the EVA
accomplished to conduct the observation mode in either its original or modified
program. it consists of such functions as form, or using a combined mode. In all
aligning the spacecraft, alerting the crew, cases, the analysts were seeking effec-
activating the telescope experiment, acquir- tive use of space-station equipment as
Ing and verifying the target for observation, well as experiment equipment and EVA
conducting an observation program, monitor- astronaut time. At the completion of
ing equipment observation, and retrieving this analysis, a preferred mode selection
data. In this example diagram, the EVA was made.
requirements first appeared at the Retrieve
Data operation or at the third level in the The overriding criteria in the EVA
functional analysis of the experiment, rationale portion of the analysis was
Actually, In some experiments it was maintenance of the experiment scientific
necessary to go to third and lower-level objective and astronaut safety in EVA.
functional flows before the potential EVA During this analysis, the analysts were
requirements were identified, free to modify experiment procedure, to

modify experiment equipment, and even
Once th'q EVA had been identified, the to modify mission operations if deemed

sequence of experiment procedures, includ- necessary. In addition to maintenance
ing the tasks involved In the EVA, were of scientific objective, other criteria
delineated sequentially in a form similar to for selection or rejection of the EVA mode
a timeline. Estimates of task time, how- were used. For the auto mode (IVA), the
ever, were not made at this point, criteria were to minimize EVA Interruption,

EVA design provisions, and astronaut
workload. For EVA, the criteria were to

Verification of EVA Pequirements simplify experiment hardware, to minimize
the experiment-spacecraft Interface, to

Up to the point of identifying the poten- recognize experiment update potential,
tial EVA requirements, the analyses were and to consider experiment maintenance.
conducted by technical personnel who were An Important criterion favoring the auto-
'amiliar with the scientific objectives of the matic mode was that of avoiding the dis-
experiment as well as with the experiment ruptlon of other mission activities caused
equipment. With the Identification of a by engaging in EVA. It was recognized
potential EVA requirement, an additonal In the early period that EVA would in-
set of analysts was added to the Investiga- volve at least two men: a prime EVA
tive team. These analysts were systems- astronaut and, for reasons of safety, a
oriented personnel familiar not only with back-up astronaut. Further, considering
experiment procedure, but with the space that all space station personnel probably
station system, other experiment systems, would be involved in both pre- and post-
and mission-operatIonal requirements. The EVA operations, approximately 8 hours of
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a mission day could be taken up by a meeting data quality requirements of the
single EVA. Minimizing EVA, therefore, scientific objective. Another automatic
becomes an important factor in considering means Involved the translation of photo-
the cost and efficiency of experiment opera- graphic film over a rather long film path
tion. For example, one of the biosclence from the telescope Instrument section to
experiments involves the deployment and an airlock adjacent to the Lunar Module.
subsequent retrieval of a series of spore While this technique would have resulted
containers, and as initially conceived, In meeting scientific objectives, antici-
required eight EVA's to complete the pated difficulties in transporting film
experiment. As a result of the EVA ration- over large distances resulted In a reduc-
ale analysis, it was found that by judicious tion in experiment equipment reliability
use of an experiment airlock in the space to an unacceptable level. Consequently
station, the spore containers could be EVA was retained as a method of film
deployed In Intravehicular In all but two retrieval primarily for reasons of equip-
Instances, and still meet the experiment ment reliability and overall system
objectives. For this experiment, it was simplicity. Further, with EVA as a prime
possible to reduce the number of EVA's experiment procedure, the possibility for
from eight to two (one at midpoint and one improving the experiment equipment
at conclusion of the experiment to retrieie potential through later EVA modification
the final spore container), thereby achlev- and updating of experiment equipment was
Ing more optimum use of space station added justification for retaining the EVA
equipment and astronaut time. Another requirements.
example is that contained in a navigational
Interferometer experiment concept. In this
initial form, six separate EVA's were Analysis of EVA Tasks
required to deploy the experiment equipment
prior to the gathering of experimental data. As a result of the EVA experiment
By modifying the experiment equipment and definition analysis, 84 separate EVA's
procedures, it was found that deployment of were found necessary to perform the 16
the interferometer could be accomplished representative scientific and technical
automatically, there~y eliminating EVA as experiments. The EVA functional tasks
a prime experiment procedure. In this for many of these were found to be similar;
Instance, however, EVA was retained as a whereas for others they were found to be
contqgency operation for use in the event unique but essential to a single discipline
of failure of the automatic deployment or even a sing!e experiment. From the
equipment. 84 separate EVA's, approximately 30

typical EVA's were selected for further
analysis of the discrete astronaut func-

Automatic Data Retrieval Considerations tions required. This EVA operatios
analysis of the EVA tasks to Identify

In the case of the 1-meter telescope the EVA functional performance require-
astronomy experiment, several automatic means ments and EVA equipment requirements.
of data retrieval were considered. One in- The analysis was performed at a level of
volved the use of electronic detectors and detail which Included all steps required
subsequent transmission of data to the space- by the astronaut to accomplish a given
craft via cable or a telemetry link; however, task and concerned basic functions,
this technique was found to be Incapable of such as egress/ingress, translation,
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and work performance that must be performed. After the 'VA oprations analysis was
For each such function, the necessary tech- completed, the building blcks were
nique and EVA equipments were specified. utilIzed to generate the overall EVA
Similarly, because there are various ways to retiu!rements, which were categod!zed
perform an individual function, the level oi according to a requirement that the astro-
astronaut performance for each option was naut have a certain capability to perform
specified also. functions and to the requirements for EVA

equipment that permit the astronaut to
Because of the large volume of des- perform the functions. These require-

criptive detail Involved in this analysis, It ments were then statistically analyzed
was necessary to develop a special technique to determine the frequency of occurrence
for handling and analyzing the data. The for each requirement according to the
analytical method consisted of Identifying number of times a capability was required
basic sets of EVA functions, subfunctions, In the performance of the representative
techniques required to accomplish the func- EVA tasks. This statistical analysis
tions, equipmeht necessary to perform the was used as a basis for establishing
EVA/functions/technique and, finally, future EVA requirements in terms of
a set of gross performance measures. These techniques and equipments.
functions, techniques, dtc., were grouped

SInto logical combinations that could be used The building blocks were structured
to describe a discrete EVA activity. Each in such a manner that all logical combina-
of the descriptive groups, called building tions of function, technique and other EVA
blocks (BB's), contained one descriptor required descriptors were Included.
for each basic function, technique, equip- Eighty-elght: building blocks were assem-
ment set, etc. Each such group or building bled to describe all possible EVA's;
block was assigned a decimally coded however, .the EVA operations analysis

A number, the digits of which identified the revealed that only 50 building blocks
descriptors contained in the building block, were actually required to satisfy all the
For example, there were found to be three EVA support needs of the 16 representa-
basic functions involved in EVA; therefore, tive scientific and technical experiments.
the first digit in the numerical code was Furthermore, by substitution of building
used to Identify the basic function; i.e., blocks to eliminate those less frequently
1.0, egress/ingress; 2.0 translation; used, it was found that 22 building
3.0, work performance. The second digit blocks accounted for more than 90
Identified the subfunction, and so on. percent of EVA usage. Of these 22,
The decimally coded number 3.3.2.3, for 4 involved the egreee/ingress function,
example, defines an EVA work performance 8 the translation function, and 10 the
function requiring a two-hand application of work performance function.
a heavy force (25 to 100 pounds) by means

-i of a hand tool at a worksite where the work
reach distance is no greater than four feet EXPERIMENT EQUIPMENT DESIGN
and Indicates that the astronaut has the use
of dual foot restraints and a flexible waist The experiment definition and EVA
restraint. The code number also indicates operations analyses iead to some tenta-
that the astronaut must be supplied with a tive conclusions regarding the design of
spacesult and umbilically supplied life earth orbital scientific and technical
support system. experiments requiring EVA support.

iV
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For examole, a review of the eight miost ohs., ctions which vwo.ld cause excesssIve
frequently used translation building blocks effort In the translation or whichi could
indicaied that the greatest usage Involved 4ause entangle~ment or d!fficulty In tether
translation of the EVA astronaut only; and and umbilical management. Similarly,
the second most frequently used Involved the path tmust he ffee of siarp edges
translation of an EVA astronaut plus cargo which could abrade, tear or otherwise
of modetate size ( 50 lbs mass). In both damage the astronauit' £ space suit, Ilife
cases the tranislation distances involved were support system or other equipment. Also,
up to a maximum of 60 feet. from the standpoint of safety, t~1e transla-

tlon path of the prime EVA astronaut
Similarly, an examination of the building should he co.-ip!e~ely in view of the back-

blocks Involving the work performance func- up EVA astronaut statiaond at or near the
tion, reveals that the most frequent worksite point of egress,
actions are position and re-positioning
activities of the astronaut and of the equip- The path sne.ud contain pre-installed
rwent the astronaut Is either using or handling handholds and handrails. The require-
at the worksite. It Is no surprise,, ther,,, imp-it that th) astronaut use portable hand-
that the most comnmon EVA equipmenits used holds or handrails results ip a time con-
at the works.1te are restrain~s, both astronaut suirning translation, lea~ing too little
testraints and equipment restraint3. The ueseable time at the worksite.
type of astronaut restraint condition most
frequently required at the worksite Involves Cargo carryin~g requirements,,
a flexcible,/varlabie waist restraint plus foot especially over long disi;ancesi should
restraints, be kept to a minimum. If su'rh transfer

is necessary, the cargo should be kept
On the basis of this type of Information small In size and volume. An EVA

derived from analysis of astronaut EVA func- astronaut is heavily encunbered w ith
tions as represented by the most frequently spacesuit, life support system and related
used building blocks, some tentative gtuide- essential EVA equipment. There Is little
lines for experiment design can be form~ulated. room available on the zcotronaut-'s person
For convenience the guidelines are keyed to fov harnesses, slings, or other devices
the two) basic EVA functions Involved, I.e.,, far carrying cargo. In t4' design of
translation and work performanze. !n addition,. experiment equipment,. seriou~s considera-
the guidlelines are Influenced by EVA safety tion should be given w stowing spare
precautions which are based on another modules, specd-. tools and other itemsi
phase of the 3tudy cenceyning astronaut for use in EVA at the equipmient work-
safety and re-scue in: EVA. In general, the site rather than elsewhere in the space
basic greundrules are safety and mlr'imiza- station for subsequent t. ansfer to the
tion of requIred [NA astronaut work Affort. workslte during EVA.

Trans!ation Work-site

Manual translation paths, those fromn Like the translation path, the
the point of egress to !he experiment equip- worksite area must be free of rough
ment as well as those around the equipmeaý, edges and surfaces which could abrade
shoutid by the shortest practical d:stance and or damage the astronauts essential
muist be free of interfering structure and I-'. eqiupmenK. The site must be
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accessible, be adequately illuminated, and integral part of the module such that the
must provide the necessary astronaut and electrical connection is made when the
equipment restraints to enable the astronauL module is seated in position and fastened
to position himself in the most advantageous down.
work position. The restraints should be pre-
locatod at the worksite with sufficient flex- Not all of the experiments examined
ihility to enable the astronaui to reposition In the analysis required the maximum time
himself. Four-foot lateral repositionings available for EVA. The EVA requirements
were found to be the maximum requlred In for the various experiments ranged from
the study with two-foat ?epos!tionings slightly less than one-hour up to the full
being the most common. However, virtually projected EVA capability of the EVA
all the astronaut rzpos;tlonings also Involved astronaut (3 to 4 hours). However, each
eqvpmnet reposltionings. separate EVA, even the shorter ones,

require two men (primary EVA astronaut
The accessiblilty of the worksite should and a back-up EVA astronaut), and both

be such that the astronaut Is not required to raen are Involved in approximately 2 hours
make more than a full arm reach during work of pre-and two hours of post-EVA proce-
performance. Similarly, waist bending mo- dures (equipment donning, doffing, check-
tions and head and shoulder reach-in should out, etc.). A nominal two-hour EVA, then,
be avoided largely because of the restricted actually Involves a minimum of two men for
mobility of the space su!t aid the danger of a period of 10 to II hours or approximately
striking the !ife support system back pack half a mission day. In the interests of
against the opening. utilizing mission time most efficiently,

it is desirable that the EVA's be of max-
Obviously, the worksite work perform- [mum time duration and of fewer number

ance activities will have to be limited to than the other way around. This indicates
performance levels which are within the that the scientific/technical experiments
capab!lity of the space sul'ted EVA astro- requirIng EVA support, especially those
naut's limited manipulative dexterity. For requiring relatively short EVA's should be
example, maintenance and sub-assembly re- sufficlent.y flexible in design to al!ow
placement functions should be at the modular the experiment Integrators and mission
!nterchange level with minimum fastening/ planners some latitude In the scheduling
unfastening activity required for removal and of the EVA. This type of experiment
replacement. Modules or parts requiring flexibility will enable several separate
accurate alignment or placement should be EVA support requirements to be accom-
provided with guide rails or locating pins. plished in one single EVA of maximum

duration.
In designing equipments for scheduled

mriaintenance (iastrument or modular Inter-
change), consideration should be given to
designing the equipment to reduce the number
of 4Iscrete work performance actions required
to perfcrm the maintenance. Rather than
design a replacement module such that eiec-
;:rical connections ih•ve to be made and
broken separately, a preferable approach
would bW. to design the co"nec"on as an
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A SIX-DEGREE-OF-FnEEDOM SIMJIATION TECMHIQUE
FOR EVALUATING SPACE M)BILITY AIDS AND TASKS

A. H. Wudell W. H. ToheyandStaff Engineer Staff Engineer

Martin Marietta Corporation, Systems Research Department
Denver, Colorado

S11O&RY: A simulation technique has been developed to
evaluate space mobility aids and tasks. The aix-degree-
of-freedom, computer-controlled, moving-base s'imulation
is used to analyze a variety of mobility aids as applied
to specific casks and to make detailed analyses of an
individual mobility aid as applied to elementary tasks
that, in combination, make up more complex tasks. Task-
related hardware (cameras, tools, uockups) are integrated
into the simulation.

INTRODUCTION cassettes, and return to the OS.

The problem here is to determine
Ground-based sinulation has and the best mobility aid to use by

will continue to have a significant comparing their performance, as
role in evaluations of space mobil- established in a proven simulations
ity aids and in analyses of exper- as well as their subjective
iment tasks requiring astronaut desirability and mission inte-
mobility and stabilization. For gration characteristics.

A the purposes of this paper, a
Smobility aid is defined as any The second category of problems

device that aids an astronaut's arises when a maneuvering unit has
mobility while performing extra- been defined, and prasibly built,
vehicular activities (EVA). and its overall performance needs
Thrusted maneuvering units (back- to be established. The problem
packs, handguns, jet shoes), here is to perform a ground-based
vehicle-powered aids such as simulation with sufficient detall
serpentine actuators (Serpentuators), and accuracy to support believable
and pasalive devices (handrails, predictions of performance in

tethers) arc.. therefore, covered by spaze.
the definition.

This paper discusses the
Problems chat require analysis Martin Marietta Corporation's

and evaluation of mobility aid six-degree-of-freedom, moving-
applications present themselves, base simulation and its appli-
typically, in two ways. In the cation to these problems. The
first category, an EVA mobility simulation concept incorporates
task is defined in terms of an realistic dynamicss, structures,
experiment goal. For example, an tools, and supporting hardware.

Sastronaut -=st leave the Crbital A test subject, riding on the
Workshop ((US), travel to the simulator carriage, undergoes
LX/AXN, remove and rep zce film tanslational ond attatude dyna-
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Aics duplicating those he would The following two sections describe
enccunter iu zero-g while using a examples of these problems and the
particular mobility aid. The simulation data that is required
poFition servos on the carriage to aid in their solution.
and gimbals are comzngred by a
hybrid computer" that determines,
throigh inputs to its program, thc LMJATM Film Cassette Removal/
appropriai•e inertial responses to Replacement
test subject maneuvering unit
commands, limb motions, and vehicle- In current plans for AAP
contact forces and torques. Limb missions 3 and 4 (required to
motions and vahicle contacts are orbit and man the cluster con-
measured, respectively, by a Limb figuration with the LM/ATM), four
Motion Sensor (LIMS) and load cells. EVA's are scheduled for LM/ATM

film cassette handling. In each
Virtually all dynamic parameters EVA, seven cas3ettes must be re-

in the si-mulation are accessible moved from the ATM canister and,
at the conwnuter. For each study, in the first three EVA's, the
the appropriate parametezs are cassettes must be replaced by
selected, processed, and recorded cassettes stored in the LM interior
in formats that minimize data or the Crew Provisions Module. As
reduction. shown in Figure 1, the astronaut

will travel between the airlock
Following the discussion of the module, A, and work stations B

mobility aid problem areas given and C on the LM/ATM.
above and how Martin Marietta's
approach can aid in achieving their Keeping in mind that this
solution, the paper preseilts a task is an example and that a
description of the first program, similar task in the future will
a Jet Shoes* evalvation, that in all likelihood have different
utilized this simulation techni-ue. vehicle and mobility constraints,
This matrxial is followed by a it ir possible to envision using
description of the methods used to any of the previously-mentioned
integrate structural. envircnnents, mobility aids in transporting the
such as portioans of the OWS, and aszronaut along the paths shown.
experiment hardware, such as powered In order to create a more general
maneuvering unit mockups, worksites, example, assume that any of the
and motion picture cameras, into mobility aids can be incorporated
the ccnstraiats of this dynamic in tha mission. Looking at these
simulation. aids in a general sense, a thrust-

ed maneuvering unit would give
the most complete freedom of

MOBILITY AID APPLIC&TION PROBLEMS motion. Handrails or a Serpentua-
tor would be more restrictive, in

As stated in the Introduction, terms of available maneuvering
analyses of the opplication of volume, but would provide positive
mobility aids to EVA tasks gener- physical attachment to the vehi-
ally are spawned vhen (1) a mobil- cle and a controlled path relative
ity aid must be chosen for an to it at all times. In the future,
assigned EVA task or (2) the EVA tasks may also have to take
overall potential performance of into account the possible avail-
a mobility aid ust be establisheý, ability of a material handling
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FIG. I - LM4AThI CLUSTER CONFIGURATIGNSdevice mounted on a maneuverable needed to aid in selecting t~he

vehicle or Serpentuator. Such a proper mobility aid.
device would require no EVA and
might afford greater overall physi-
cal protection for the astronauts. Overall Performance of a Mobilit,;

Aid
In this generalized, hypotheti-

cal example, assume that typical The second category of mobil-
constraints exist such as (1) a ity aid application studies con-
limited amount of EVA time can be sists of detailed analysis of the
used, (2) P. potentially marginal overall mobility performance of
amount of maneuvering unit fuel a particular device. Solving this
will be available, (3) a stabilized, type of problem with a sinulation
long-term experiment on the cluster requires a generalized program that
requires tLat the EVA astronaut examines each faL.et of a mobility
keep his forces and torques on the aides performance characteristics
cluster below some known lcvel, in detail.
and (4) the astrenaut must maneuver
around and between structures such To accomplish this analysis
as solar panels without conracting for thrusted maneuvering units,
them. In this case, either a dress EVA mobility tasks can be broken
rehearsal in space or, and more down into their basic elements and
preferably, a proven ground-based all of the elements grouped in a
sinulation must provide the time, list of basic maneuvers such as ti.;-
fuel, vehicle perturbation, and one given below. Test subjer.ts
pos 4 tion controllability data rzould then be given the appropriate
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Smaneuvering aid and required to to zero as quickly as possible.

• perform the maneuvers repeatedly.
he detailed, reduced data from Moving Inspection

this simulation program would allow Starting from a stationary
analytical construction of complex position, the subject moves along
EVA mobility tasks through sequenc- an S-curved surface without con-
ing of basic maneuvers. The follow- tacting the surface. A visual
ing is a typical list of basic task is provided so that he must
maneuvers: stay within some predetermined

distance from the surface to com-
Single Axis Attitude Control plete the maneuver successfully.

From a stationary position,
the test subject makes an attitude Translate Around Corner
change of a specified size about Starting with a velocity
one of his principal axes and vector parallel to a surface, the
stabilizes in his new orientation, subject contirues along the surface
He should minimize his translations without contacting it, turns a
and non-specified rotations. This right angle corner, and proceeds
is repeated for each of his three along the nei surface, still with-
principal axes separately, out contact.

Three Axis Attitude Control During thest tests, recorded
This is the same as single data should be obtained on time,

axis except the specified rotation total impulse, and range of astro-
does not coincide with one of the naut dynamics (position, iate, and
subject~s principal axes. There- acceleration histories in trans-
fore, two or three axes of control lation and attitude).
must be exercised.

Repeating this process with a
Transfer Initiation variety of maneuvering units and,

Starting from a stationary with minor variations, other
position, the test subject is mobility aids, would provide a
given a fixed distance in which to data base for predicting complex
establish a specified velocity task performance profiles. The
vector and start coasting toward data should include, where appli-
a target. Prior to entering the cable, not only the astronaut
coast phase, the subject should dynamics, but also the self-induced
act to reduce his tumbling rates torques and vehicle contact forces
to a minimum while keeping the and torques. '1he latter : tems are

target in view. particularly important if the astro-
naut's mot-ons interact with and

Braking place a working load on a vehicle
Starting with a velocity or mobility aid stabilization

vector toward a target, the sub- system.
Ject arrests his approach and
omes to a stabilized holding

position at, but not contacting, SIM-JIATION OF MOBILITY
the target. AID APPLICATIONS

'Aimble Recovery The Martin Marietta Space
The subject is given a Operations Simulator (SOS) facility

tumbl-ng rate about an axis not provides a basis for studying a
aligned with his principal axes. wide range of space problems: EVA,
He then brings his attitude rates IVA, space to ground tracking,
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space to space tracking, rindezvous,
docling and Serpentuators. Space
hardware such as optical radars
can be evaluated. This section
includes a description of the SOS
facility and the technique used
to evaluate mobility aids in the
facility. Also, a discussion of
a data generation and analysis
capability is included.

Facility

Simulation experience, gained
from studies of space problems FIG. 3 - MOVING BASE
over the past several years, has
provided the base for determining the powered simulation approach
the present configuration of the rather than the (free-motion"
Space Operations Simulator facility approach. A 90 by 32 by 24 foot
as shown in Figure 2. Simulator room, providing an 8640 cubic

foot maneuvering volume, houses
the moving base which is servo-
driven in three translational
axes and three rotational axes.
The base of the carriage translates
the length of the room on three
rails and is driven by four, one
horsepower AC =otors which engage
two gear racks mounted on the floor.

S The vertical pedestal translattes
on rollers and rails laterally on
the base structure and is driven

- by two, one horsepower AC servo-
-'_ .motors. The gimbaled head located

on the front of the pedestal is
supported by a set of negator

FIG. 2 - SIMULATOR FACILITY springs and a counterbalance
weight. This system effectively

design and performance require- counterbalances the weight of the
meiits have been considered and gimbaled head and its payload. Two
presented previously. 2 The one-quarter horsepower DC motors,
Space Operations Simulator facil- which engage two vertical gear
ity consists of five interdependent racks on the front of the pedestal,Sparts - the moving base carriage, provide the servopower for the
the control capsule, simulation vertical translation. The gimbaled
instrumentation, the test monitor head (Figure 4) has been designedstation, and the hybrid compruta- to provide maximum safety and
tional equipment -- as shown in freedom of motion for the t"-st

SFigure 2. subject. Motors and gear drives
are cnclosed in the structure of

)bving Base Carriage the gimbals. The gimbal sequence
The Martin Marietta moving of roll, pitch and yaw was selected

base carriage (Figure 3) utilizes beca.,-e it allows all three drive
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FIG. 4 - GIMBALED HEAD FIG. 5 - CONTROL CAPSULE

axes to nominally pass through the contains sufficient display and

c.g. of the test subject. Thus, control instruments to allow several

counterbalance and overhanging types of space mission tests to be

moment problems on the gimbal axes run. These tests include both

are minimized. Each gimbal is manual and automatic piloting and
driven !y a one-quarter horsepower ground tracking as well as aerial

DC motor. Te overall weight of tracking. Normally, a flight

the moving base carriage is 5000 requires the use of both the out-

lbs. Simulator performance is the-window scene and several

shown in Table 1. instruments.

Control Capsule Simulation Instrumentation

Several control capsules have Limb Motion Sensor (LIMS) -

been in operation in the SOS For many of the manned simulations

laboratory; however, the one that (EVA, IVA, Maneuvering Units, etc.)
Sseems to provide desired flexi- it is necessary to compute c.g.

4bility is shown in Figure 5. This shifts and inertia changes as a

mockup has a two-man capacity and function of limb position. Also,

TABLE 1 - MOVIrNG BASE PERFORMANCE

Longitudinal Lateral Vertical

Travel (ft) 60.0 + 6.0 + 6.0

Velocity (fps) 3.0 3.0 3.0

Acceleration (fps 2  6.0 3.0 3.0

Roll Pitch Yaw

Travel (rad) + 1.0 + 3.8 + 3.1

Velocity (rad/sec) 2.0 2.0 2.0

Acceleration (rad/sec ) 8.0 8.0 8.0
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in the case of some maneuvering The worksite or vehicle mock-
units, the orientation of a thrust up is mounted on a load-sensing
vector relative to the test sub- platform which is an equilateral
ject's torso must be known. The triangle with two load cells at
LIMS (Figure 6) was designed to each apex. The load cells are

mechanically attached to the plat-
form with pairs of flexure joints.
The total configuration is symmetri-
cal about any axis that contains
the centroid and any apex of the
triangle.

Test Mbnitor Station
Simulator operation is con-

trolled by an engineer at a test
monitor station. From the monitor
panel he has control of the servo-
p-.ver to the moving base and the
computer control signals. Also,
a wide range of test points can
be monitored. The monitor station
provides another safety check on
the proper functioning of the simu-
lator. The engineer can override
the computer and remove power from
the moving base at any time.

Computational Equipment
The sinulator is supported by

two computer systems. Ore system
FIG. 6 - LIMB MOTION SENSOR contains four EAI 231R computers

located as an integral part of the
fill this need. By monitoring the facility. The other consists of
orientation of each of the body a hybrid computer (Figure 7) in-
pivot points and knowing the - -

length of the connecting links, - ,
the dynamic effects of c.g. shifts,
inertia changes and self-induced
rotations can be computed and
introduced properly into the
problem. Also, the orientation
and location of thrust vectors
for simulated handguns can be
computed using LINS extensions.

Load Cell Array - For EVA/IVA
simulations where the test subject
is in contact with the simulated
space station, the contact forces FIG. 7 - HYBRID COMPUTER
and moments nmust be measured in
order to be able to simulate the stallatioi. consisting of three
problem. In the SOS facility, an EAI 8800 aras.-, computers, one
array of load cells is used to SAI digital L 'uter, and one
measure the contact conditions. EAI 8930 linkuc• subsystem.
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Technique i contact with the worksite, the
contact forces and nioments, as

The information flow of the measured by a set of load cells,Smobility aid simulation technique are sent to the computer. The

is shown in Figure 8. A test sub- effects of the contact forces
Sject is suspended from the inner and moments on the test subject's
gimbal ring of the moving base motion are computed by the hybrid
simulator (Figure 4). 'The test program and the simulator position-
subject can maneuver in the room al commands are modified according-
using the controls of a simulated ly. Thus, the test subject moves
maneuvering unit. A math model dynamically about the room or
of the maneuvering unit intcluding worksite as if he was working
switching logic is contained in in zero -g-.
the computer program. A Limb Notion
Sensor (LIMS) attached to the test
subject's body is used to monitor Data Get.eration and Analysis
the position of the various body
segments. Information from the Since all the dynamic para-
LIMS, along with thrust initiate meters are contained at some stage
signals from the maneuvering unit of computation in the aybrid com-
controls, is used by the hybrid puter program, they -re available
computer to determine continuously for data generation and analysis.
the positional servo-commands for Typical parameters which can be
the moving base and gimbals. The monitored during a simulation are:
computer program contains the body races, body attitude, body
equations of motion and approxi- velocity, body position, contact
mates the test subject by a model forces and moments, thruster
man consisting of nine rigid body signals, and fuel consumption.
segments. When the subject comes The objectives of a particular[j/

FIG. 8 - INFORMATION FLOM
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program determine which parameters controllability about each of the
should be monitored to allow the attitude axes. Also, be learned
desired analysis to be performed. the relationship between ankle
'Time histories of the dynamic para- positioning and the resultant
meters can be recorded in various motion when the thrusters were
waya: digital tape, X-Y plots and fired.
strip charts. The digital tape
allows for analysis of the data First the test subject was
using - separate digital program, given only pitch freedom (face up
When lar-e quantities of data must or down motion). Pitch control
be analyze4 . a digital program, is is obtained by rotating the ankles
Che most efficient method. End in a parallel action up or down.
conditions can be printed out auto- An ankles-down motion results in
matically. These, along with the a face-up body rotation. The
X-Y plots and strip chart3, allow subjet could travel 300 degrees
the test conductors to survey the in pitch having a maximum accelera-
subject's performance during the tion of three-tenths of a radian
test runs. per second squared. Next the sub-

ject ws allowed to practice roll
attitude control (front-to-back

"JET SHOES SIfIATION axis through his mid-section).
RoUl control is obtained by tucking

At the time the decision was the ankles in or out. One ankle
made to -vdify the simulation to mist be tucked in and the other
accommodate iwine-vering aid out. The maxirnum roll accelera-
analyses, the simulator wes con- tion is one-tenth of a radian
figured for studies of crew motion per second squared. Next the
effects on vehicle stability, subject practiced yaw control (left
Xppropriate blocks of equatiorn or right rotation). By pitih-
were added to the hybrid program ing one ankle up and one ankle
so that it included the effects down, yaw control is obtained.
oi a maneuvering aid. $Jct ShoesA The left ankle Cj'-n and the right
were selected as the first maneuver- ankle up produces a yaw motion to
ing unit to be analyzed becrouse of the right. The subject could
existing interest and because they travel 90 degrees in yaw having a
offered the chance to 0use the LDIS maxinum acceleration of two-tenths
directly in generating thrust vector of a radian ver second squared.
information. Ihis initial program
was, in effect, a trial ran to Following the single degree
explore the problems of uoing this of freedom attiude control prac-
simulation technique for analyzing_ rice, the subject was allowed to
maneuvering aids. practice controlling all three

degrees ef attitude cont:rol simul-
tar.ecusly. Mis permitted the

Subject's Learning Phase subject to gain a feel for the
degree of coupling between the

Before the test subjeLt was rotational xiodes. Mhe attitude
allowed to fly a test maneuver in modes are essentially decoupled
six-degrees-of-freedom, he went from each other when the feet are
through a sequence of nt~ns with properly positioned. This and
limited degrees of freedom. This the single axis practice aided
allowed the test subject to gain the subject considerably _.n learning
a realistic feel for the available to control his attitude.

VII. 3. 9
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To introduce the subject to for the other to his right.
his translational control capa-
bility, the subject was allowed For tbe target left runs, the
to fly a planar maneuver having aubiect was given initial, velocity
one degree of attitude control conditions of one-half foot per
(pitch) and two translational second downward velocity and one-
degrees (vertical and longitudinal), half foot per second longitudinal
The subject started out in a ver- velocity. He was required to
tical orientation facing a red traxnslate eight feet laterally
vertical target forty feet away. amf- forty feet longitudinally to
He performed a face down pitch reach the target. He was given
maneuver to point the thrust an initial yaw condition such
vector at the target through his that he did not face the target.
center-of-gravity (c.,g.). Then When the run started, the subject
the subject fired the thrusters had t alter his velocity so as
to close on the target. The maxi- to close _n the e In six-
mum available acceleration was three- degrees-of-freedon, he had :o yaw
tenths of a foot per second squared, to face the tamge while at -,he
He nominally maintained an attitude same rime arresting ILs vertical
w°ith his head pointing at the target velocity. Th-en a m÷ _ane•e-wer
during the coast phase. The maxi- was performeri and the aubjec=:
nuim closing -felocity reached was acceleratad at the r;arges.
two feet per second with &- flying test subject was insuci ed tc.
time of twenty-five seconds. fly so that the targr • wcithin

his reach at t.ne end of tae =ur
The test subject was also allow- Also he was required tý hoe his

ed to practice two slx-degree-of- rotational rate- reasomabLv
freedoin test maneuvers. These marn- arrested upon contacting the
euvers, discussed in the following target with his hand(s)_ He was
section, consisted of fl, -ng to a allowed to contact the tarxget with
target in six-degrees-of-freedom,. the velocity he had accusumlated
The subject accumulated approxi- while maneuverinc toward the
mately five hours o-f flying time target. Thus, h. did not have
during practice and while making to perform a br•kin, maneuver
the data runs. at the end of the r-n. The

target right runs had the same
initial conditions as the target

Data zRuns left runs except the target was
on the subject's right. During

Translating to a targez having the forty foot translation to the
an initial relative velo'_-i-y is one target, the subject also had to
of the more diff-icult tasks that maneuver laterally two feet to
an astronaut will have to perform-, his right.
Therefore, it was cons-dered impor-
tant to _start the slihbaczz out with
non-zero initiE velocty condi- Data
tions. The data runs constst of wo
mission type manexvers_ each re-eared Summaries of the data taken
Etve ti•es. The t• m~ssion ty- e durin2 the test maneuvers are
maneuvers are st-- Ecept for ,hown in Table 2. Since the
the relative posirton of the test ta=get left and target right
subject to 6e ;get. Far the maneuvers are very comparable,
one maneuvs-r the o-rget was posi- the data from each of the man-
tioned to the sv.bject's left ane euvers should be coarable. The

VII. 3. 10
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TABLE 2 - itJET SHOES0 SIMULATION DATA SUMMARY

Thrust Translational Velocities

laevrTime Pulses X Y Z

Left Right Max Vel Max Vel lax Vel
(Sees) (Ft/Sec) (Ft/Sec'j (Ft./See)

Target Left

Run 1 15.3 U1 9 .8 .2 .3
Run 2 19.9 12 11 1.4 .5 .4
Run 3 13.5 11 10 ..1 .4 .2
Rin 4 13.7 10 10 1. 2 .2 .4
Run 5 10.3 9 6 1.2 .4

Average 14.5 11 9 I,1 .3 .4

Target Right I
Run 1 14.3 14 10 1.7 .2 .5
Run 2 6.9 9 7 .9 '1 .1
Run 3 20.6 18 16 1.1 .i .0
Run 4 20 1 18 18 1.4 .4
Run 5 13.3 10 10 Q9 .1

Average 15.0 14 12 1.2 ,1 .2

Flight Rotational Rates

Maneuver Time Pitch Yaw Roll

Max Rate Max Rate Max Rate

(Sees) (Rad/Sec) (Rad/Sec) (Rad/Sec)

Target Left

Run 1 78.3 .220 .105 .002
Run 2 63.0 .280 .100 .001
Run 3 68.0 .188 .090 .001
Run 4 61.6 .300 .105 .00'
Run 5 69.3 .125 .024 .L2

Average 68.0 .223 .085 .001

Target Right

Run 1 63.0 .250 .080 .003
Run 2 80.3 .150 .045 .003
Run 3 74.5 .280 .070 .004
Run 4 6S.0 .220 .150 .005
RunS5 70. J 03 ,

Average 71.5 .240 .076 5C4
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data in the table verifies that tinuois recordings showing the
this is true. The average flight subject's position in the simu-
time for & typical run wa3 70 lator room were takeit. Figures
seconds, reaching maxitaim veloci- 9 and 10 are plots of these data.
ties of: 1.2 ft/sec in X, 0.3 Figure 9 shovs a history of the
ft/sec in Y. and 0.4 ft/sec in Z. subject's vertical position versus
The average thruster or. time longitudinal position. Since the
during a run was 15 seconds with target was vertical and extendec
each thrustec being fired an from the top to the bottom of the
average: of 12 times. Maximum room, the subject could contact
angular rates of 0.30 rad/sec the target vertically anyihere
were reached. This rate was over a distance of IC ft. From
about t!:e subject's pitch &As as Figure 9 it can be seen tUat the
would be expected becaus a Iarge subject contacted the target wuith
pitching motion is required to a vertical position spread of 8
ierform the nwneuver. ft. Figure 10 shows a history

of the subject's lateral position
SFnr the target left runs, con- versus longitudinal position.
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FIG. 9 - SUBJECT'S VERTICAL POSITION HISTORY
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The lateral position spread at INTEGRATION OF REIATED HARDWARE
conttct was 5 ft. At contact in INTO SIMJLATIONS
"each run, the subject could
reach the target with either Any mobil'.ty aid si~ulation
his right or left hand. The technique or facility presents
largest contact velocity, 1.5 ft/ unique problems if Zhe actual
sec, occurred in the longitudinal hardware or mocku•,,- of hardware
direction. The average lateral and structural eirrironments are
contact velocity was 0.6 ft/sec included in the simulation. In
and the average vertical contact the Martin Marietta SOS, operating
velocity was 0.2 ft/sec. The maneuvering units are not required
average angular rates at contact since all unit characteristics are
were- 0.14 rad/sec in pitch, synthesized on the hybrid computer.
0.08 rad/sec in roll, and 0.01 Therefore, taking a backpack as
rad/see in yaw. an example, only the control arms

and mechanisms that extend forward
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from the sbets torsoare in-
Seluded in the simulated backpack.

Mockups of segments of vehicles
must be placed three feet or more

Sabove the floor of the SOS si that
= ~they provide cAearance for the

movi~ng base. The mockups can,
therefore, be up to twenty-one
feet tall without contacting the
simulation chamber ceiling. If ,
a particular maneuver requires
that the subject penetrate into
a recessed area of a mocknp, the
recess must be at least two and

one-half feet wide up to a depthabof four feet to accommodate thea

gimbal yoke. At depths greater
than four feet, the recess entrance

must be at least six feet wide and
eighteen feet high to allow en-
trance of the moving base's FIG. If INSTIJMENTED WORKSITE

pedestal.
aother experiment hardware such as

I a One large mockup currently motion picture cameras, astronaut
rbeing installed in the SOS con- position locators, andS interior

Ssists of a h-tlf-section of the V~ghting, and equipment bays andOWS forward tank area (cut along racks so that these may belongitudinal plane). The mocmap evaluated simultaneously with the

is being installed with the Io; -i- mobility tasks.
$• tudina: axis running vertically

tand the lower floor is absent to
allow clearance for the moving CONCLUDING RF ORKS
base and pedestal. The test
subjectwill oe able to maneuver As the spectrum and complexity

anywhere within this (VS half- of EVA mobility tasks grows in the
volumel future, it is certain ths t virtually

all dynamic parameters in the tasks
Any -orksite on or within a will come under quanpitative scru-

lmonitup can be mounted independently tiny e Therefore, considerable
ibeon load cells (Figure th). For importayce is attached to the
an exheriment such as e-509, development of a six-degree-of-
*Astronaut Maneuvering Equipmentg freedom mobility aid simulation

where an astronaut will fly var.- that will provide data for accurate
cus maueuvering units within the prediction of flight performance.

OWS, ground-based simulations The Martin "4krietta Space Opera-t-ions
Sshould include, eventually, both Simulato- aen exercised to itsmaneuvering unit and vehicle con- full cap, lity, provides an accu-
Stact effects. The 'Martin Marietta rate simulation of an astronaut'ssimulation is capable of providing mot-uons in space. Althtough the

both of these in a full-scale test subject senses the one-g
moc nup. This simulation also Eill laboratory environment, his motions
lead to ease of installation of apreditly a function of his rman-

S • V1l. 3.14
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euvering aid thruster impulses, his
contacts with other vehicles, and
his limb-motion-induced rotations
and inertia changes.

Full-scale mockups fixed in the
simulator chamber provide realistic
surroundings for mobility tasks.
Clearance for the moving base is re-
quired behind the test subject but
it is generally possible to orient
the tasks so that the mockup does
not interfere with the moving base.
The mockups also provide for inclu-
sion of equipment that is related
to, or that might interfere with,
the mobility task. The effect of
this equipment on the mobility task
can then be evaluated.

Since this is a computer-driren
simulation, all dynamic parameters
are available for processing ani
recording in appropriate formats.
Typically, the greatest data genera-
tion problem is selecting an appro-
priate and practical set of para-
meters for recording from the total
available set.

The initial r#Jet Shoes" simula-
tion verified another key factor;
the subjective suitability ol the
simulation. The test subject felt
comfortable and capable of con-
trolling the problem after a total
accumulated simulation flight time
of five hours.
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EXTRAVEHICULAR ASPECTS OF THE
AIR FORCE D021 AND D022

ORBITAL WORKSHOP FPERIMENTS

Fred W. Forbes, Technical Area Manager

Adam W. Cormier
Fred W. Oliver
Steven D. Shook

Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio

SUMMARY: Experiments D021 and D022 are two of the ex-
periments aboard NASA's Orbital Workshop which depend
upon EVA for their performance. D021 will evaluate
the elastic recovery materials and design philosophy
of an expandable airlock; D022 will provide samples
of materials which have been chemically rigidized in
space.

INTRODUCTION
Pegasus, designed to determine

During the past eight years the meteoroid flux in near-earth orbits,
Air Force and NASA have conducted required a structure with a large
considerable research and develop- surface area to maximize exposed
meat on expandable materials and area for meteoroid impact. This
structures technology for-space ap- satellite had a deployed wing span
plication. This R&D has ranged fritn of 96 feet. Again, because of
basic materials research through booster launch limitations, an ex-
fairly sophisticated ground fabrica- pandable structural concept was used
tion and demonstration of articles in its construction.
such as lunar shelters, crew trans-
fer tunnels, and solar collectors. Although both the Pegasus and
Examples of these are shown in Figure Echo programs utilized expandable
1. structures, the type of structure

employed was either extremely light
Simpler but less versatile ex- weight (3 lb/lO00 ft 2 surface area

pandable techniques were employed in to 7.1 lb/1000 ft 2 surface area) or
the Echo and Pegasus satellite pro- unfolded mechanically.
grams of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. The two Echo ChemicUlly-rigidlzed and elastic
passive communications satellites recovery structures have a high
were large spherical reflector an- degree of potential for application
tennas. Their diameters (100 feet to crew quarters, reentry vehicles,
for Echo I and 125 feet for Echo II) airlocks, and lunar shelters. There-
were obviously too great for such fore, a series of more advanced
vehicles as Saturn and Titan 3, re- development-oriented and flight
quired that the structure be expand- demonstration programs have been
able.
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planned to provide sufficient expand- OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIMENT D021
able structure data to permit systems
engineers to utilize technology for The D021 Expandable Airlock
the previously mentioned applications, will obtain considerable information

on the elastic recovery structural con-
The D021 Expandable Airlock Ex- cept fcr simple airlock applications.

periment and the D022 Chemical Rigid- Specifically, the experiment will (1)
ization Experiments are the first ascertain the ability of elastic re-
examp:.-s of these programs. These covery structures to iithstand the
experiments were defined for the Orbi- boost and launch phase of a typical
tal Workshop (OWS) program and were mission, with subsequent successful
formally approved by the Manned Space deployment in orbit; (2) val!date
Flight Experiment Board, HSFEB. The the successful performance of these
orbital workshop presented an early materials in operational use when
opportunity to execute these expand- subjected to the total orbital en-
able structures experiments and had vironment; (3) evaluate structure
the unique capability of permitting packaging techniques and denloyment
astronaut EVA participation in both dynamics for a relatively small con-
experiments. This participation figuration; (1i) evaluate effects of
will add measurably to the overall the space environment on elastic
experiment quality and probability recovery materials after prolongedof su-cess. exposure (six months); (5) establish

some of the basic design parameters
and requirements for elastic recov-

REXI'R!MENTS FOR THE WORKSHOP ery airlocks foz future manned space
laboratories; (6) provide a baseline

The potential payoff inherent from which to extrapolate the appli-
in expandable structures for spaze cation of expandable structures
warranted an early evaluation aboard technology to other uses, such as
a manned orbiting vehicle. The crew transifer tunnels, space shel-
elastic recovery principle was ters, maintenance stations, and
selected for use In a full-size storage depots: and (7) to demon-
airlock. Chemically rigidization, strate the compatibility of expand-

- because of its greater complexity able elastic recovery materials
and sophistication, was rot yet in airlock designs with the dy-
suited for use in a complete struc- namics of astronaut ingress/egress.ture. Rather, an experiment was The last objective is related most
designed to provide for orbital closely to extravehicular activity
deploynent and rigidization of and is of major interest here.
small, flat panels using two pro-
mising rigidizin;: systems. Both The experiment procedures are
experimencs were chosen for the divideu into two pbases and requirefirst mission cf NASA's Orbital only one EVA. The first phase is
Workshop (Figure 2), a part of deployment and proof-pressure-test-
the Apollo Applications Program, ing of the airlock, followed by aas Experiment D021, "Expandable 15 day space exposu. ,. test. This
Airlock Technology", and Experi- phase irill be perforimed remotely
vent D022, Expandable Structures from a control panel mounted in the
for Recovery". airlock module. The second, extra-
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vehicular phase will consist of two those of control panels rigidized
Ingress/egress maneuvers by the as- and stored on the ground; (4) to
tronaut, separated by a complete establish a baseline of experience
pressurization cycle. The astronaut and data from an actual orbital test
will manually open, close, and lock (and possibly to uncover unforeseen
the D021 hatch, but at no time wvi problems), from which future develop-
he be sealed inside the airlock. To ments of materials and structures
conclude this second phase, the as- may be undertaken with greater
tronaut will retrieve several ma- efficiency and confidence.
terials samples from the base of the
experiment package. These will be Experiment D022 will require two
place in a protective contait..-, periods of extravehicular activity
which will be sealed for return to for completion. A crewman will
eartl. Similar samples will be re- leave the Workshop via the EVA
trieved by another astronaut, dur- hatch of the NASA Airlock Module
in- the revisitation mission several and the thermal curtain openingt
months later. and translate to the worksire. Here

he will open two sealed canisters,
Photographic coverage will be each of which contain four flexible,

either from the hatch of the Aollo folded, material samples. These
Command Module or by a second extra- are withdrawn from the canisters on
vehicular astronaut stationed in telescoping rods and inflated to
the thermal curtain opening. An the proper shape. The panels in
automatic motion picture camera, one canister rigidize simply by ex-
mounted oitside the thermal curtain posure to the orbital vacuum; the
is also under study. It is anti- others are cured by internal elec-

Scieated that the segment of the EVA trical heating. Two panels from
reqiring photography can be accom- each canister will be retrieved by
plished within the sunlight portion an astronaut ou a tevisitation mis-
of one orbit. An artist's concept sion for return to earth. It is
of the expanded airlock is provided planned that the remaining panels
in Figure 3. will be recovered on a later mis-

sion, after several months exposure
to the space environment. Figure

OBJECTIVES OF EXPERIHENT D022 4 shows the experiment about half
way e'irough the deployment phase.

The objectives of the D022
chemical rigidization experiment
are similar to those of D021: (1) EXPERIMENTS-TO-NORKSHOP INTERFACE
To dtnstrate the teclmology of
chemically-rigidized expandable Hardware for both experiments
structures; (2) to establish the wIll be mounted on or between the
astronaut's ability, while working large trusses which strengthen the
in the orbital environment, to de- connection of the Airlock Module to

4 ploy and rigidize an expandable the end of the SIVW stage. These
structure; (3) to determine the trusses also provide some support
effects of packing, storage, 'or a flexible, protective thermal
launch, ascent, and the orbital curtain. (Figure 5 shows this area
environment on samples c ' two of the Workshop in greater detail.)
types of chemically-rigidized, A closeable flap in the curtain is
glass fiber, structural materials, located directly above the EVA air-
by couparing their properties with lock. The entire D021 airlock
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structure and the lids of both under actual orbital conditions.
D022 canisters will be outside the
thermal curtain. (The thermal One of the prime objectives

curtain, the Multiple Docking of the D021 experiment, in addition
Adapter, and the experiments are to the evaluation of materials,
protected by shrouds and a nose is to demonstrate the compatibility
cone during launch. These are of a non-rigid structure with the
jettisoned after orbital inser- dynamics of astronaut ingress/
tion.) Mounting aligmnent and egress maneuvers and to establish
position will permit observation minimum hatch diameter and airlock
of all experiment sequences from volume required in an orbital air-
viewports of the Docking Adapter. lock. To fulfill these objectives
Since the Workshop always keeps it is necessary that the experi-
the same side toward the sun, ment be performed outside the Orbi-

proper mounting will also assure tal Workshop, necessitating EVA.
that about 50Z of the surface of The only alternative would be to
the D021 airlock and D122 deployed perform the astronaut ingress/
panels will receive solar radia- egress phase inside the OWS and
tion. This will provide realistic the materials evaluation phase
space exposure and will also make outside the OWS. This would re-
photographic coverage possible quire that the airlock be repack-
using only available sunlight, aged, transported outside through
The two experiments will be dis- several hatches, and remounted on
cussed separately and in greater the OWS exterior. Due to the
detail below, narrow restrictions of the hatches

and the fact that the D021 air-
lock could not be efficiently

D021 EXPANDABLE AIRLOCK repackaged, this procedure was
eliminated.

With the rapid advancement in
space tezhnology, the United States
will be orbiting a series of man- ESTABLISHMENT OF CONFIGURATION
neci labcratories from which astro-
nauts can perform various experi- An extensive in-house effort
ments and tasks. Some of these was initiated prior to contract
iexperimenta and t!sks vill neces- award to establish the basic con-
sitate astronaut EVA. An airlcck figuration of the D021 airlock
syurcm will be (equired to aiie- structure. This in-house effort
viate the repeated loss of oxygen included underwater neutral buoy-
due to tlae decompression and com- ancy tests and zero-• aircraft
pression cycles imposed on the tests, performed by the Air Force
laboratory work area during egress Aero Propulsion Laboratory and
and ingress maneuvers associited the 6570th Aerospace MedicaiRe-
with EVA. An exTanddale airlock search Laboratory, Wright Patter-
vould minimize weight and volume son AFB. These tests established
re4uirements imposed on the ye- the shape and minimum hatch and
hicle and vould permit maximum airlock sizes required for an
utilization of the internal volumes astronaut with a back pack to
already available in these lab- enter, close the hatch, turn
cratocies and spacecraft. Experi- around, and egress. Also estab-
rnnt D021 is ths first preliminary lished were proper hatch hinging
&a-tempt to evaluate the feasibil- operation and the location and

zIty of such a structure under type of mobility aids, hand-holds,
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and tethers. Since the experiment was determined that the double-
requires man's participation, NMASA hinged hatch design an6 latching
and USAF required thorough ground mechanism were adequate and simple
based testing of all EVA proced- enough to give reliable operation
ures to assure astronaut safety. in an extra-vehicular environment.
All EVA human factors requirements The preliminary airlock design
were established during this test configuration was found to be on
program; in addition, the prelimi- the conservative side by one to
nary timeline analysis for the EVA two inches. For instance, the
portion of the experimenw was original hatch was 36 inches in
determined. diameter; but testing indicated

that a 34-inch diameter opening
Neutral Buoyancy Testing was sufficient.

The preliminary configuration The pressure-suited test sub-
of the airlock structure was estab- ject determined the required mini-
llshed in uuderwater neutral buoy- mum turn-around volume by first

ancy tests conducted du'ring the bending at the midriff and then
latter part of 1966. A fiberglass rotating in the airlock. This
and wood mock-up was fabricated by was done with the suit pressurized
WPAFB shops to evaluate minimum to approximately 3 psig. The sub-
hatch size, interior dimensions, ject was able to use the wall of
double-hinged hatch configuration, the airlock for leverage to allow
and latching mechanism. The guide- him to reduce his crouched height
lines for this first attempt at and also as a means of moving him-
establishing a configuration were self inside the structure. Thesi
(1) minimum sweep clearance for tests were performed with and
hatch opening, (2) simple latch- without chest or back-pack-. From
ing mechanism requiring only one- these tests it was found that a
hand operation (3) hatch diameter subject would successfully rotate
sufficient to allow one pressure- in a 60-inch diameter structure.
suited astronaut with a back or In the actual a rlock the non-
chest-mounted portable life sun,- rigid sides will. flex somewhat,
pert system to adequately enter and allowing the az-ronaut to perform
leave the airlock, and (4) interior this turn--around maneuver without
volume sufficient to allow a pres- difficulty. After considerable
sure-stited astronaut with a back- practice it was possible to per-
p;ck to perform turn-around mane- form the complete ingress/turn-
uvers inside the airlock. This around/egress maneuver in about
maneuver would be required to 45 seconds.
operate both hatches of an oper-
ational airlock. In evaluating the hatch latch-

ing system, it was found that only
Extensive underwater tests, one hand was needed for operation,

similar to that shown in Figure 6, although two hands are needed for
were performed with both one and max.xnum efficiency. The latching
two subjects, to evaluate each of system consists of two handles
the above EVA-imposed guidelines, located 180 degrees to each other
Each subject made observations and and about 12 inches long. They
comaents regarding the validity move opposite to one another,
o the proposed design, keeping in negating torque imparted to the
mind the EVA requirements of the astronaut during the opening
experiment. From these tests it sequence. If only one hand is used
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Figure 6
D021 First Neutral

Buoyancy Mockup

Figure 7
D)021 FinalI Neutral
Buoyaucy Mockup
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to open the airlock, then the body airlock expandable structure and
should be stabilized with the other extending around the airlock. The
hand by grasping the toroidal metal fabric straps mounted on the air-
tether ring. There is no stability lock will permit easy folding of
problem inside the airlock as the the structure during packaging,
friction between the astronaut's but still provide adequate strength
feet and the side walls of the air- and rigidity for mobility aids.
lock is sufficient to retain pro- The three straps mounted outside
per orientation. In this experi- the airlock will allow the astro-
mert the hatch will not be locked naut tc proceed easily from the
with the astronaut inside the base of the structure to the hatch.
structure. The straps inside the airlock pro-

vide additional aids to the astro-
Several emergency sittiations naut, when performing his turn-

duplicating those which might around maneuver and also as an
Sarise inside a closed and latched aid in reaching the rear of the

D021 airlock were set up. These structure. In addition, a toroidal
required a second subject to open metal tether ring and hand-hold
the D021 hatch, enter partway, was mounted circumferentially
and remove an iim•obilized subject, around the D021 hatch opening.

Preliminary tests indicated the During the second series of tecs
conservative desigri was more than the basic experiment timeline was
adequate for this ,aneuver. determined and the immobilized

astronaut rescue procedure was
Based upsa these preliminary established.

results, a second D021 fiberglass
mockup with a metal hatch was fab- Tests to establish the im-
ricated and subjected to the same mobilized astronaut rescue pro-
type of tests as the original. cedure were origii•ully to deter-
This particular mockup was an up- mine whether it was possible to
dated, realistic structure, the open th6 hatch with an immobilized,
dimensions and configuration of pressure-suited subject inside.
which would match the final air- Since a pressure-suited subject
lock (See Figure 7). It incor- who has lost muscular control
porated a 34 inch hatch and had assumes a spread-eagle configura-
overall dimensions of 56 inches tion because of suit pressure, it
by 60 inches. Additional tests was believed such a situation could
similax to those performed on the jam the hatch closed, making res-
initial mockup verified the ade- cue very difficult if not impos-
quacy of the final design. These sible. In initial attempts the
tests were performed in early 1967 subject acting as rescuer, also
at Wright Patterson AFB. Addi- in a pressure suit, would open the
tional tests on this structure hatch and, because of the double
included evaluation of mobilty hinge design, use the hatch door
aids, EVA tether ring, and knee as a scoop and gently push the
tether attachment. As a result imwobilized subjectls feet or head
of this series of tests, the type aside. Sufficient clearance could
and location of mobility and hand be gained so that the rescuer
holds were defined, could manually reach in and manip-

ulate the Immobilized subject suf-
Three fabric straps, each 2 ficiently to fully open the hatch.

inches in width, were sewn equally
spaced inside and outside of the Several trials were run,
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alternating the "disabled" subjects Of particular interest to the
and varying the original position Air Force durilng this test program
of the "disabled" crewman, i.e., w•,s the possible application of
feet against hatch, heat against urnwanted perturbations to either

hatch, etc. Various restraining the D021 structure or the test
methods were used to secure the subject. Such perturbations could
rescuer to the airlock, ranging be imparted by a test subject
from a knee tether to no restraint making severe maneuvers within the
whatsoever. Given the worst case, nonrigid expandable airlock in a
the larger subject "disabled" with zero-G environment. Subsequent
feet behind the hatch, it was tests proved that this was very
sh',wn that maximum retrieval time unlikely and should not be a prob-
was less than 140 seconds, well lea during EVA.
within the capacity of the emer-
gency oxygen supply. DESCRIPTION OF DJ21 HARDWARE

Zero-G Testing The dravicngs of Figure 10 show
the D021 airlock in packaged and

These two early mock-ups were, expanded configurations, and illus-
of course, rigid structures. An trate its major subassemblies.
expandable mock-up, fabricatd They are: (1) the packaging system,
from the final D021 wall structure (2) airlock structure assembly,
and incorporating all the latest (3) hat,:h assembly, (4) pressure
design changes established in bulkhe,,d assembly, (5) pressuriza-
previous tests, was subjected to tioz- system, (6) telemetry data
extensive zero-G tests aboard the system, (7) electrical system,
KC-135 aircraft. This mock-up (8) mounting structure assembly,
included the three circumferen- and (9) experiment control system.
tially-mounted external and in-
ternal fabric handholds and the Packaging System
hatch tether ring. (See Figure 8)
All mobility aids were evaluated The packaging system consists
in tItds zero-C environment to of a series of flexible nylon
verify data gained previously in straps, located around the periphery
the underwater neutral buoyancy of the mounting base, to restrain
tests. The knee tether attachment the expandable portion of the air-
evaluated previously vas proven lock structure in a packaged con-
ineffective in zero-C tests and figuration. The restraining straps
discarded. All other aspects of terminate at a release fitting
the D021 design were found to be located at the apex point of the
acceptable, and at the conclusion package. The D021 airlock can be
of these tests the airlock design deployed both manually and by re-
was frozen. The zero-C. tests mote control.
were performed in late 1967. In
addition to verifying the design Airlock Structure Assembly
further tests were performed to
"establish the timeline and to The airlock expandable struc-
perfect the immobilized astronaut ture assembly consists of the com-
rescue procedure. Figure 9 illus- posite wall material which is bond-
trates the final locations of the ed and joined to aluminum terminal
handholds and tether ring as rings at each end of the airlock.
mounted on the D021 qualification The function of these rings is to

testing hardware.
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Fi!Tu're 8
D02.L Zero-g

Testing Mockup

Figure 9
- D021 EVA Aids

(Final Design)
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provide a rigid termination for While the primary function of the
the flexible material of the air- foam is to act as a nicrorneteoroid
lock and also to provide a smooth barrier, it also serves as a de-
flat surface for hatch and pres- ployment aid. The outermost la'er
sure bulkhead seals. The airlock of the compos-ite wall structurt
wall can be compressed by a vacuum encapsulates the wall, to provide
technique, from the fully ex;oinded a smooth base for the application
thickness of about 1 inch tc 1/4 of a thermal coating. Th'i pas-
inch. This expandable portirn of sive thermal control coating main-
the structure used the elastic tains material temperatures with-
recovery materials technique, to in acceptable limits. Inasmuch

Spermit folding and packaging of as the outer cover encapsulates
the compressed structure into a the composite wall, it also serves
small, compact configuration for as an aid in packaging the struc-
launch. Once in orbit, the airlock ture prior to launch.
is deployed to its full expanded
configuration by the recovery Hatch Aisembly
action of the wall material, aug-
mented by low-level pressurizatioa The hatch assembly consists
for final shaping. After final of a basic dome and compression
shaping, the inherent stiffness ring structure, a dual yoke-type
of the wall structure will ensure hinge and latch hardware, hatch
the final shape is maintained under separation provisions for emer-
orbital conditions. gency egress. and a 10 inch

diameter vieving port. The hatch
Basics-ly, the nonrigid struc- latches and seals against the

ture wall is a four-layer composite terminal ring and can be oper-
as shc~wn in Figure 11 and described ated either from inside or out-
below. Final shaping of the air- side the airlock. The pressure
lo' is provided by pressuring a dome -and compression ring struc-
blaou--. This pressure bladder is ture is fabricated of aluminum
a laminate of three individual and is separable from the overall
sealant layers, with an inner hatch assembly, as a provision
layer of 0.3-miu aluminum foil. for emergency egress.
The inner sealant layer is a lami-
nate of nylon film-cloth. This
lnyer is bonded with polyester Pressure Bulkhead Assembly
adhesive to a second layer of
closed-cell EPT foam. The outer The pressure bulkhead assem-
sealant is a nylon film-cloth bly consists of a basic dome and
laminate coated with a polyester compression ring structure of
resin. A filament winding manu- aluminum, similar in concept to
facturing process is used for the the dome structure of the hatch.
structural layer and provides The bulkhead assembly seal and
nearly the optimum in a lightweight, connection is made at the 34
load-carrying, flexible structure. inch diameter terminal ring of
The structure layer v'ill be vould the airlock structure amd is also
with three 0.0036 inch stainless attached to this ring with six
steel wires interlaced with a equally-spaced bolts. Provisions
rayon yarn. Hicrometeoroid pro- are incorporated into this assem-
tectior. is achieved by a one-inch bly for a control panel; a future
layer of flexible polyester foam. connection for an astronaut
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Flexible polyurethane foam
rmicrometeoroid barrier

y .. Laminated fabric-film
thermal coating (outer cover)

-" '--.'- .' :. .:" '. ":- .." .'.". '..:.-: I inch

/ _
0.3 mil aluminum (inner layer)

3.6 mil steel wire filament
wound structural layer
(300,000 psi ultimate strength)

Figure 11
D021 Structural Materials Composite
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II

umbilical; and subsystem connec- remaining power requirements for
tion requirements for pressuriza- the experiment.
tion, venting, electrical wiring,
and instrumentation.

Mounting Structure

Pressurization System The mounting base structure
is constructed of light-gage

The pressurization system for aluminum sheet and provides the
the DO21 experiment consists of physical integrating function for

* six 150 cubic inch high-pressure all hardware components of the ex-
gas storage bottles charged with periment. The airlock structure
nitrogen. The gas is released assembly is attached to one ring
from each storage bottle through face of this structure. All sub-
a pyrotechnic valve to flood the systems exterior to the airlock
airlock to a specific level of itself are located within and sup-
pressure, established by charging ported on the mounting shell struc-
the bottle to a predetermined ture.
lI•I- . All elements of the pres-
surization system are supported
off the mounting base structure Experiment Control System
assembly. Controls for gas re-
lease are located on the remote Controls for conducting the
control panel in the Workshop airlock experiment vere to have
Airlock Module. been provided in three locations:

(1) A remote control panel lo-
cated inside the Airlock Module

Telemetry Sensors to provide the principal source
of control for conducting the

Pressure and temperature data experiment; (2) A control panel
will be monitored during the ex- mounted inside the D021 Airlock
periment by the NASA Airlock on the pressure bulkhead: and (3)
Module telemetry system. Eight Emergency and/or back-up controls
sensors will be provided, two for mounted on the exterior of the
airlock pressure and six for in- D021 airlock mounting base struc-
terior and exterior surface tem- ture. Because of subsequent
peratures of the expandable ma- simplicati-n of the experiment,
terial wall structure. the secor,- set of controls was

eliminated, and the third was
reduced to an emergea'cy pressure

Electrical System relief valve. A possible design
for the Airlock Module control

Power for the D021 experiment panel is shown in Figure 12.
will be supplied by a self-con-
tained battery pack and the 28V
power source of the Workshop Air- D021 EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES
lock Module. The self-contained
power source will be a dual pack Extravehicular activity is
of nickel-cadmium batteries, required only during Phase 11,
These batteries will supply the airlock ingress/egress cycles.
power only for the pyrotechnics This portion of the procedure was
included in the design. The Air- verified in underwater and zero-g
lock Module will provide all aircraft tests. It is anticipated'
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that airlock deployment and iulti-
ation of the 15-day leakage and
pressurization test will require
about 2 minutes; the EVA ingress/
egress cycles will take less than
one hour.

Phase I

Deployment. There is no extra-
vehicular activity during the first
phase of the experiment. Crewman 1
remains at the D021 control panel
in the Airlock Module. Crewman 2
is stationed at an observation port
of the Multiple Docking Adapter.
from which he may watch the pro-
gress of th. experiment.

i Cumui

Time, Task Sequence Task Sequence
step Sec. For Crewman 1 For Crewman 2

1 000 Checkout control panel.
Actuate experiment start
switch and observe
Indicator light.

2 030 Close vent switch and
observe indicator light.

3 045 Arm D021 airlock
deployment switches.

4 060 Actuate airlock restraint Observe and re'ort
harness release switch and harness release and
observe indicator light, partial deployment

5 090 Actuate final sh-•.•- Observe and report air-
switch and obRr r,, lc'k shape and deploy-
indicator light ment progress.

6 120 Return to other duties. Return to other duties.

The experiment start switch is ieit
on, to allow for continued readout
of the sensors monitoring airlock
pressure and temperature. Step 5,
the final shaping of the airlock,
also initiates the 15-day leakage
test.
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Phase 2

Ingress/egress cycles. During
Phase 2, Crewman 1 leaves the Work-
shop, vi; the Airlock Module EVA

hatch; and Crewman 2 controls the
experiment from the control panel
in the A.z'lock Hodule.

Cumu
Time, Task Sequence Task Sequence

.Ste Hin. For Creuman 1 For Crewman 2

i 000 Exit Airlock Module Assist Crewman I
through EVA hatch.

2 001 Proceed to D021 airlock. Turn on D021 airlock
interior lighting switch
and observe indicator
light.

3 014 Perform interior
examination of airlock
through window.

4 015 Hove to safe distance
from airlock and rest.

5 316 Open vent valve to re-
lieve pressure, and
observe indicator light.

I!

Observe dual low-pres-
sure (<O.l psi) lights
for proper signal.

6 017 Close vent valve and
observe indicator light.

Arm pressurization
switches.

Actuate pressurization
switch for first ingress/
egress cycle and observe
indicator light.

Observe dual high-pres--

sure (>3.5 psi) lights
for proper signal.
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I

Cumu
Time, Task Sequence Task Sequence

Step Min. For Crewman 1 For Crewman 2

Disarm pressurization
switches.

7 019 Repeat Step 5 and report
when low-pressure lights
come on.

8 020 Return to D021 airlock.

9 021 Observe exterior and per-
form interior examination
through window and report.

10 023 Release hatch and enter.

11 024 Inspect interior and exit.

12 027 Secure hatch and report.

13 028 Repeat Step 4.

14 029 Repeat Steps 5 thru 7.

15 033 Repeat Steps 8 thru 12.

16 041 Remove two materials Turn off D021 airlock in-
samples from base of ternor lighting switch
airlock, and observe indicator light.

Turn off experiment start
switch and observe indica-
tor light.

17 043 Return to Airlock Module Assist Crewman 1
and enter through EVA
hatch.

18 056 Stow materials samples in Assist Crewman I
protective container.

The final EVA task required in the be returned after the follow-on
experiment is the retrieval of two revisitation mission several months
materials sample. One 8 x 8 x I - later. The samples will be returned
inch panel of the D021 expandable in a sealed metallic container. It
wall structure and another sample is presently envisioned that all
of material are to be returned experiments requiring return of
in the Apollo Command Module at samples may be placed in a single,
the end of the 28 day Saturn I Work- compartmented, sample return canis-
shop Mission. A second set will ter. This would include Air Force
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experiments D021 and D022, and 3. Automatic deployment, fol-

two NASA experiments. This ape- lowed by manned recovery.
cific task is undefined at the pre- 4sent time. 4. Manned deployment, followed

by manned recovery.

A fifth possibility, an automatic
D022 CHEMICAL experiment aboard an orbiting re-

RIGIDIZATION EXPERIMENT entry satellite, was riot considered
due to extreme cost and complexity.

Unlike the Expandable Air-
lock, which by its very nature Deployment Phase
must be evaluated by man, Experi-
ment D022 could have been designed Experiment D022 could have been
for automatic, rather than manual deployed either automatically, or
performance. The basic require- as finally was chosen, by an astro-
ment here was that the experiment naut. Hardware in these two cases
take place outside the Orbital would have differed in four instances:
Workshop, to obtain true exposure
to the space environment. 1. A pyro-valve, rather than a

manual one, would be needed to vent
each canister to space.

DESIGN TRADE-OFFS

T e r n a pi2. The hand-operated clamp
The experi.ment has two pri- which maintains the seal at the

mary phases, both of which occur canister lid would be replaced with
outside the Workshop. The first some type of pyro-disconnect.
phase is the deployment in space
of the eight fiberglass panels 3. The telescoping rods to which
and the initiation of the rigid- the canister lid and the four panels
ization process. The second is are mounted would be extended by a
the recovery of four of the rigid- pyro-activated pneumatic system,

Sized panels, after prolonged rather than by having an astronaut
exposure to the orbital environ- pull them out.
ment. Each of these phases could
be performed either automatically 4. A pyro-valve, rather than
or by an emtra-vehicular astro- the manual valve now used, would
naut. (t"Automatically" here is allow tha inflation system to deploy
defined as an action or sequence the panels.
of actions which does not require
a member of the Workshop crew to Hardware weight would be approx-
leave his shirt-sleeve environ- imately the same in either case.
ment.) This generates four pos- Although the use of pyrotechnics
sible approaches to accomplish- makes the design of experiment hard-
ing the objectives of the experi- ware somewhat simpler, it also re-
ment: presents a potential fire or explo-

sion hazard. This is particularly
1. Automatic deployment, true for one of the two canisters,

followed by automatic recovery, which is pressurized with oxygen and

contains panels impregnated with a
2. Manned deployment, vinyl acrylic resin.

followed by automatic recovery.
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The greatest drawback to auto- spent on the pad and during launch
matic deployment, however, is the and ascent. The intense cold
need it generates for some means to would require the use of both
visually observe and record the ex- considerable insulation and of

Stension of the telescoping rods and full-time electric heaters in the
the inflation of the panels. A experiment canisters. Apart from
closed-cir-.ult television system these design drawbacks, such an
would be superior here to a motion arrangement would represent a
picture camera in that it permits potential hazard: The vinyl
instantaneous observation of deploy- panels must be stored in at least
ment. This is desirable to assure a 9 psi oxygen partial pressure
that each step of the experiment has atmosphere, to prevent premature

t been completed, before succeeding curing of the resin. The pre-
steps are initiated. Uge of an auto- sence of a powerful fuel (hydrogen),
matic movie camera would also re- an oxidizer (axygen in the can-
quire an EVA to retrieve the camara ister), and an ignition source
and film. Also, a stationary (the electric circuitry), separated
camera of either type would probably by a potentially leaky barrier
be unsuited for this purpose, in (the inner door seals of the aux-
that no more than one side of each iliar' airlock), might become
of two panels per canister would be dangerous.
entirely visible to thn fixed camera.
For proper observation of the inflat- The small airlock required
ing and rigidizing panels, a movable for panel retrieval could have
camera or several fixed cameras would been designed into the Multiple

- be required. Docking Adapter, which is pres-
surized during most of the mission.
As presently envisioned, the inner

Recovery Phase wall of the MDA is to be lined
with flat sheets of lightweight

The two approaches using auto- metal grid. Experiment packages
matic recovery would require an and those items to be taken into
auxiliary airlock to bring the the OWS after passivation will
rigidized panels into some pressur- be mounted on these grids with
ized area, Such an airlock could be releasable fasteners. Such an
installed in the Workshop hull, the arrangement is not only well suited
Multiple Docking Adapter, or the EVA to the abilities of the crewman,
Airlock Module. Of these three, but allows great flexibility of
the last never receives exposure to design. It permits rapid, rela-
solar and background radiation - tively straightforward modifica-
the aft end of the module is shielded tion of the interior layout to
by a metal shroud, formed by an ex- meet changing mission Profiles.
tension of the OWS hull, while the The greatest drawback to incor-
forward end is covered by the ther- porating the retrieval airlock
mal curtain, into the Docking Adapter would be,

then, the constraint which it
Incorporation of an auxiliary would impose on the overall design

Sairlock into the hull of the Work- of the MDA interior.
shop itself is possible, but not
practical. The inner portion of the Summary
airlock would be subjected to the
cryogenic hydrogen fuel during time Manned deployment of the ex-

periment suffers in comparison
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with automatic deployment, solely plasticizer (water) boil off. The
in that requires a period of extra- other four panels are Impregnated
vehicular accivity. To offset this with a tetraethylene glycol di-
liability are the unmatched cap- methyacrylate resin and are rigid-
abilities of man the observer - his ized by resistance heating of
mobility and his ability to draw wires imbedded in the fiberglass.
conclusions. Manned recovery of A thermocouple is mounted on each
the rigidized panels is superior panel.
to automatic recovery in many re-
spects - weight, volume, complexity, Panel Canisters
etc. Of even greater importance -

and one not limited to Experiment Two panel canisters are usee,
D022 - is the flexibility which EVA one for the gelatin panels and
gives to the mission and hardware one for the vinyl panels. Each
designer. canister, 28 inches lang by 12

irches in diameter, contains a
panel pressurization system and

DESCRIPTION OF D022 HARDWARE an electric heater and thermo-
stat for heating the panels

Five basic pieces of hardware prior to deployment. The final
are involved in the experiment: venting of the canister, deploy-
(1) eight panels of the sample ment of the experiment, and pres- I
materials, for eventual return to surization of the panels are
earth; (2) canisters to store and done manually by an astronaut,
protect the panels; (3) a junction using controls on the canister.
box which provides the electrical
interface between the canisters Electrical Junction Box
and the Workshop; (4) a control
panel in the Airlock Module; and A small electric junctiov box
(5) a container to protect the is mounted between the two canis-
panels during their return to ters, under the thermal curtain,
earth. Total experiment weight to interface the electrical and
is 50 pounds. These hardware instrumentation subsystem of the
items are described in greater experiment with those of the Air-
detail below. D022 hardware in lock Module.
both packaged and deployed config-
urations are shown in Figures 13 Control Panel
and 14 respectively.

An experiment control panel
Panels will be mounted in the Airlock

Module. It will contain controls
All the panels are similar in for operation of ',he experiment

construction, size, and shape. heaters, which will be turned on
Each consists of a fluted-core 12 hours before panel deployment,
fiberglass structure measuring to bring the panels to the pro-
9 x 11 1/2 x 1/2 inches, coated per temperature; vinyl panel
on one side with a 11'4 inch thick curing heaters; and pre,isurn andflexible silicone ablator and temperature readouts. Figure 12

weighs about 2 1/4 pounds. Rubber shows a possible design for such
Z tubes are placed in the flutes of a panel.

the panel for inflation. Four
panels are impregnated with a
gelatin resin, which rigidizes by
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Panel Return Container All restraint devices at the
work site and translation devices

A container will be provided for from the Airlock Module to the ex-
returning tha four rigidized panels periment worksite are being de-
(two impregnated with gelatin and veloped by NASA.
two with vinyl resin) to earth for
analysis. The container will be
stored in the cabin of the Apolo D022 EXPERIMENT PROCEDURES
Command Module during return from
orbit. As discussed earlier, the The experiment will require seve-
container may also be used for ral periods of EVA, each of which
samples from other experiments. The will involve two astronauts. One
four remaining rigidized panels will crewman (identified herein as
be returned by the crew of the re- Crewman 1) will perform the actual
visitation mission. experiment in space. The other

(Crewman 2) will remain in the Air-
lock Module, to act as an observer

HUMAN FACTORS and to operate the remote controls.
Both sequences begin with the two

Human factors experience gained astronauts in the unpressurized
in the Gemini program has been used Airlock Module, and end with the
as a guide in developing the D022 crewmen back in the Airlock, ready
"space experiment. All controls, to initiate pressurization. All
knobs, valves, clamps, and panel controls mentioned are shown in
release mechanisms are designed for Figure 15. Total times for Phases
operation by a pressure-suited, 1 and 2 are about 40 and 30 minutes,
extra-vehicular astronaut. The oper- respectively.
ation of the experiment is kept
simple, requires no great dexterity Phase 1
on the part of the astronaut, and
involves no lengthly tasks. Panel Deployment. A prelimi-

nary time-line analysis is given
A failure Mode and Effects Analy- in the following table. Note that

sis was performed on the experiment, during Step 8 Crewman 2 will actuate
This analysis takes all failures either one switch, to begin simul-
and places them in one of three taneous cure of all four TEGDMA
categories, depending on whether the resin panels, or will actuate one
failure affects (1) crew safety, switch for each panel every 7.5
(2) mission success, or (3) experi- minutes, for consecutive panel
ment success. These are in order curing. Which of these- two tasks
of decreasing criticality. One is required will depend upon the
potential hazardous failure mode power available from the workshop.
was discovered: If the experiment
canister is pressurized when the
canister clamp is released, the
canister cover would deploy rapidly,
possibly striking the astronaut.
Two safety tethers were added to
prevent the canister cover from de-
ploying more than a few inches.
These tethers are released by theI astronaut after the canister clamp

Iiis opened.
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Cumu
Time, Task Sequence Task Sequency

Step Min. For Crewman 1 For Crewman 2

1 000 Open AM hatch and egress. Assist Crewman 1

2 003 Translate to location of ex-
periment canisters on AM.

3 007 Install camera on mounting
bracket. Prepare worksite for
experiment.

4 011 Position self in front of Switch off preheater

TEGDMA resin panel canister power for both canisters

and rest. from AM control panel.

5 013 Depress manual relief valve Observe and take pictures

R, to relieve canister in- of complete sequence.
ternal pressure.

6 014 Release canister Marmon
Clamp C, move it to rear,
close clamp. Release two
cover retainers pins
and K2 , and gently pull
out canister cover and
attached panel assembly,
until pins lock into
position.

7 016 Inflate panels by turning
manifold pressurization
valve N counterclockwise.

8 018 Rest. Report observation Actuate panel cure switch

of panel curing. (es) on AM control panel.

"022 Position self in front of

gelatin panel canister.

10 023 Repeat Steps 5 thru 7.

11 028 Rest and report observations.

12 032 Remove camera from mounting
bracket.

13 036 Translate to AM hatch

14 039 Ingress through AM hatch, Assist Crewman 1.
close hatch, repressurize AM.
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Phase 2

Panel Recovery. The second
phase of the experiment is the re-
trieval of four rigidized panels,
two impregnated with the TEGDHA
resin, and two with gelatin. This
must be done no sooner than 24
hours after completion of Phase I
and for best results should not be
done for a -eek. A time-line simi-
lar to that below would, presum-
ably, be followed during recovery
of the remaining four panels on a
later mission.

Cumu
Time, Task Sequence Task Sequence

Step Min. For Crewman 1 For Crewman 2

1 000 Open AM hatch and egress. Assist Crewman 1.

2 003 Translate to location of experi-
ment canisters on AM.

3 006 Prepare worksite for experiment.

4 010 Position self in front of TEDGMA
Resin panel canister and rest.

5 012 Turn off manifold pressurization
valve N.

6 013 Attach two safety lines on utility
harness to Panels 1 and 2.

7 015 Pull Panel 1 release pin 51 in
axial direction. Pull panel
away from central manifold tube
disengaging electrical connector
A31ug G, and manifold hose HI.
Repeat for removal of Panel 2.

8 017 Place Panels 1 and 2 in separate
pockets of plastic bag.

9 018 Position self in front of gelatin
panel canister.

I 10 020 Repeat Step 5 thri 8

11 026 Return workslte to original con-
' dition.
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Cumu
Time, Task Sequence Task Sequence

tea Min. For Crewman .' For Crewman 2

12 029 Translate to AM hatch

13 030 Ingress through AM hatch, Assist Crewman I
close hatch.

14 Place four par ls in protec- Assist Crewman 1
tive ccntainer, secl con-
tainer.

15 Repressurize AM Assist Crewman i

CONCLUSIONS

1. The D321 and D022 experi-
ments as described in this paper
wili fulfill the experiment cb-
jectives.

2. '3oth experiments will make
valuable contributions leading to
the eventual application of ex-
pandable structures techrology to
future Air Force and NASA missions.

3. Astronaut EVA participa-
tion in these experiments is essen-
tial to the successful execution
of the experiments.
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SIMULATION OF PACKAGE TRANSFER CONCEPTS
FOR SATURN I ORBITAL WORKSHOP

Charles B. Nelson

NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

SUMMARY: Objective of this program was to investigate
the problem of manually transferring massive packages
in a zero "g" environment with no mechanical aids except
a handrail.

INTRODUCTION Initial design of the OWS pro-
vided only a single handrail

The Saturn I Orbital Workshop (fireman's pole) to assist the
(OWS) experiment packages will astronaut in translation and in
be stowed in the Multiple Docking transfer of the packages. The
Adapter (MDA) during launch. To fireman's pole extended from
activate the OWS, these packages the S-IVB stage LH2 tank entry
must be transferred from the hatch through the crew quarters
MDA through the Structural ceiling hatch and into the crew
Transition Section (SS), the quarters.
Airlock Module (AM), and a
portion of the S-IVB stage LHz A preliminary task analysis
tank into the crew quarters area revealed several critical areas
of the stage (see Figure I). requiring simulation and further

#ADA /STS AM !FIREMAN'S POLE

CREW QUARTERS

FIG. I - OWS PACKAGE TRANSFER ROUTE
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study in order to assure success- of package mass and configura-
ful performance of the transferral tion could be established from
task: these tests, however.

a. The effectiveness of a Analysis and correlation of
firemaj~'s pole as a translation data from the above simulations
aid needed verification. indicated that the most

important single characteristic
b. Limitations relative to of a package which affects its

package mass and configuration maneuverability is package
had to be established, moment of inertia about the

handle. For this reason, an
C. Effectiveness of package additional neutral buoyancy/

handholds (design and location) KC-135 zero "g" program was
required investigation. designed to obtain data on ease

of handling for a wide range of
d. A basic technique of man/ package masses ind moments

package transfer had to be of inertia and to determine the
developed.. limiting moment beyond which

control of the package cannot
be maintained.

SUMMARY OF SIMULATION
METHODS EMPLOYED

PRELIMINARY SIMULATIONS

In order to accomplish the
above, a preliminary simulation
program utilizing a six-degree- Rationale
of-freedom fimulator and the
KC-135 zero "g" aircraft was This phase of the study was
developed. Thchniques, conclu- designed as a general investi-
sions, etc. established using the gation of the problem of manual
six-degree-of-freedom simulator translation and package transfer
were verified aboard the KC-135. for the purpose of supporting

OWS design. Objectives includ-
Data obtained from the pre- ed developing a basic transfer

liminary program was sufficient technique, determining
to verify the effectiveness of the adequacy of the fireman's pole
fireman's pole as a translation design, investigating necessity
aid, to determine handhold design of tethers and mobility aids,
and location, and to establish a and determining package size
basic man/package transfer and weight limitations. Develop-
technique. Only gross limitations mental work for this phase was
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conducted using a negator spring six-degree-of-freedom and the
six-degree-of-freedom simulator KC- 135 simulations was
at MSFC. Results were verified similar, in order that there
under zero "g" conditions in the might be consistency between
KC-135 during approximately th3 tests. Due to stress
150 parabolas. requirements, however, the

KC-135 mockups were consid-

Method rably more bLurdy. Test
setup included two 40-inch-

a. Subjects diameter hatches separated by

A total of three MSFC test a distance of approximately
subjects, each equivalent to an 20 feet and connected by a
astronaut in size and physical handrail (fireman's pole) of
condition, participated. One of elliptical cross section (1. 25"
the three took part in both the six- x 1.75"). Entrance to one of
degree-of-freedom simulator and the hatches was enclosed by a
the KC-135 work. Additionally, "cage" approximately five feet

four members of the MSC flight in diameter and four feet long
crew participated briefly in the to provide an envelope similar
KC-135 tests. All subjects to that of the aft compartment
operated in shirt-sleeves, of the AM (see Figure II).

Three packages were employed
b. Apparatus for each simulation:

Apparatus for both the

FIG. 1i - TEST EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION IN KC-135
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Package #1- 12" x 12" x 24" box Package #3 -150 lb-.

on a 20" x 30" pallet
Tethers, tether rings, tempo-

Package #2 - 15" dia. x 26" rary storage hooks and other

cylinder on a 20" x 30" pallet auxiliary equipment were similar

between test setups. Still and

Package #3 - 20" x 30" x 40" box motion picture cameras were

on a 30" x 40" pallet used for data collection.

During the six-degree-of-freedom c. Procedure

simulations, helium-filled In each simulation, the

balloons were attached to the subject initially transversed the

packages to approximate weight- pole empty-handed to become

lessness. For the KC-135 tests, acquainted with the equipment

the packages were weighted to and to determine a basic

provide the following masses: translation technique. After-
wards, for each iteration, the

Package #1 - 60 lbs. subject transferred one package
on a "round trip" through both

Package #2 - 80 lbs. hatches and along the length of

FIG. III - TRANSFER TECHNIQUE (NOTE: TETHERS PROVIDED FOR SAFETY.)
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the fireman's pole. d. Package handhold design

and location

Results Handholds should be

located on the package in such a

a. Transfer technique manner that, as the package is

The preferred method of "pushed" in front of the man, the

translation, developed in the force exerted against the handle
six-degree-of-freedom simulator passes directly through the

and verified aboard the KC-135, package center of mass.

is illustrated in Figure III. Generally, this would mean

Major considerations of the method locating the handle at the center

are as follows: of the package side that is
directly in front of the man. A

(1) Grasp fireman's pole in one contoured pistol grip handle

hand. configuration is recommended
for adequate control of the pack-

(2) Grasp package in other hand. age in both pitch, roll, and yaw.

(3) Push package in front of e. Package weight limitati,'ns

subject for optimum guidance and Subjects were able to

control. safely and accurately transfer
the 60 1bm and the 80 Ibm

(4) Lock feet lightly around pole packages. The 150 Ibm box,

for directional stability. (NOTE: however, was too massive to be

This suggests that translation handled safely by one man within

under suited conditions will be a desirable time. Subjects

much more difficult than in shirt- suggested that approximately 30-
sleeves. Also, in the KC-135 the 100 lbm appears to be a reason-
subject' legs tended to involuntar- able maximum for one man
ily come unlocked and float apart, manual transfer, provided the
which resulted in a loss of direct- package center of mass is not
ional stability.) more than 14-16 inches from

the handhold.

b. Handraildesign

Cross section of the fire- f. Package size limitations
man s pole was a 1.25" x 1. 75" In order that visibility
ellipse. This proved to be a should not be obstructed, the side
definite advantage in preventing of the package directly in front
rotation around the pole and i3 of the subject's face should be
the recommended configuration. limited to no more than 20" x 25".

Length of the package should be
c. Tethers such that package -moment of

Tethers for connecting man inertia about the handle is

to package, man to handrail, or acceptable.
package to handrail are not

required except as a safety
measure.
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Summary condition, and the neutral buoy-

ancy subjects were qualified

Most of the objectives of this Scuba divers. One of the KC-135

phase of the study were accom- subjects had participated in the
plished. As stated previously, howv- earlier KC-135 tests. Neutral
ever, it was discovered that buoyancy subjects operated in
package manueverability is not a Scuba equipment and KC-135

function of either package mass or subjects in shirt-sleeves.
package size but a combination of

both parameters. Thus the b. Apparatus
hypothesis was formed that the Test equipment setup for
greater the moment of inertia of the each simulation mode basically

package the more difficult its consisted of a fireman's pole
translation and/or maneuverability, and a package "receptacle"
Additional testing was suggested arranged in such a manner that
to test this hypothesis and to estab- the package had to be transferred
lish a maximum allowable moment along the pole and maneuvered
about the handle. into the receptacle. Clearance

between the inside of the recepta-
cle and the exterior of the pack-

PACKAGE MOMENT OF INERTIA ages was approximately 1-2
SIMULATIONS inches. KC-135 mockups used

in the earlier phase of the study
were modified to include an

Rationale extension to the handrail and the
receptacle mounted on the

'ýhe purpose of this portion of the simulated airlock. This required
simulation program was to explore the subject to turn the package
and refine results of the preliminary through a full 1800 just prior to
tests by investigating package insertion into the receiver. (see
maneuverability in terms of package Figure IV)
moment of inertia about the handle.
Data was obtained using both a Neutral buoyancy packages used

neutral buoyancy simulator and the were of the following configura-
KC-135 during 77 parabolas. tions:

Method Package #1 - 10" x 10" x 20"-
70 lbm - MOI about handle 41

a. Subjects in-lb-sec 2

A total of five MSFC test
subjects participated in these Package i2 - 10" x 10" x 30"-
tests, three in the neutral buoy- 110 lbm - MOI about handle 137
ancy simulator and two in the in-lb-sec2

KC-135. Each was equivalent to
an astronaut in size and physical Package #3 - 10" x 10" x 40" -
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FIG. IV - SUBJECT AND MODIFIED KC-135 MOCKUP

140 Ibm - MOI about handle surface" lengths. (see Figure V)
306 in-lb-sec 2  This enabled the packages to be

rapidly modified to vary the

Each neutral buoyancy package moment of inertia while maintain-
was modified to receive each of ing the same mass. Table I
five interchangeable handles of summarizes the combinations
different "grip area to mounting which could be achieved.

PACKAGE

12

SECTION A-A

LENGTH "X" (INCHES)

A= 3
B- 6
C=10
D=16
E=24

FIG. V - INTERCHANGEABLE PACKAGE HANDLES
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PACKAGE MOMENT OF INERTIA (IN-IB-6EC2

SPKG. HANLE

SIZE PKGT. GT. " 6 10 1624

0 IO"X10"X20' 70 LBS. 35 51 77 127 214

IO"XlO"X30" 1101LBS. 130 162 215 311 470

i

0"X10"X40" 140 LBS. 266 318 400 545 775

MOI=0 MK2  DETERMINED EMPIRICALLY ON AIR BEARING TABLE

TABLE I - PACKAGE MOMENTS OF INERTIA

c. Procedure 2 . . . Good
In each simulator subjects

were allowed two practice runs to 3 . . . Fair - some reservations
familiarize themselves with the
equipment and the transfer tech- 4 . . . Poor - many reservations
nique. Afterwards each iteration
required the subject to translate 5 . . . Unacceptable
approximately ten feet of the f" re-
mants pole, and insert the package Results
into the receptacle. On the KC-135
this included maneuvering through This phase of the testing
the simulated airlock and guiding program verified that a combir.-
the package through the 1800 turn. ation of the package parameters

size and mass (moment of inertia)
d. Data is a very significant factor

Data recorded included affecting package maneuverability.
movies, time required to complete Average subjective ratings for
each task, and subjective evalu- the various moments investigated
ation of each iteration. The are plotted in Figure VI. This
subjective evaluation was based on plot assumes a reasonable
a five point rating scale: package configuration for ade-

quate vision and a reasonable
1 . . . Excellent amouint of time within which to

VII. 5. 8
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complete a transfer operation. PLANNED WORK
(With unlimited time restraints
and with a package of small dimen- Experiments conducted to
sions, the upper limit on package date have provided significant
mass would be considerably data on man's ability to transfer
higher. ) The moment of inertia mass-ve packages in a zero-g
limits presented in Table II environment. However, many
were derived from the data additional tests, as well as

plotted in Figure VI. These experience gained from actual
limits suggest that a package EVA/IVA, are required before

with MOI less than 65 in-lb-sec2  a reasonable degree of
can be easily maneuvered and confidence can be attached to
precisely positioned under results obtained. Planned
zero-g conditions. If the require- experimental work at MSFC

ment eylsts to transfer a package includes the foilowing:
through a large open area where
few positioning constraints exist, a. An investigation to
approximately 250-300 in-lb-sec2  determine maneuverability cf a

can be tolerated. A value of very heavy (approximately 300-

300-350 in lb-sec2 appears to be 500 lbm) package with its handle
an upper limit for one man at the package center of mass.
transfer within a reasonable
time frame. b. More work to validate the

recommended pistol grip handle
MANEUVERABILITY MOI configuration.

EXCELLENT 0 - 65
c. A study to determine upper

GOOD 66 - 150 limits of moments oi inertia

FAIR 151 - 240 about each of the pitch, roll, and

POOR 241 - 330 yaw axes.

UNACCEPTABLE 331 ---

TABLE II - MOI LIMITS
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EVA REQUIREMIENTS IN SUPPORT
OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EARTH ORBITAL SPACE ACTIVITIES

Chester B. May
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, Advanced Systems Office

Huntsville, Alabama

Harlen A. McCarty
Space Divizion of North American Rockwell Corporation, Guidence & Control

Downey, California

SUMMqRY: EVA requirements in support of eart-h orbital experiment activities of
the scientific and technical cawmmity projected for the 1970 - 1980 timefrare
indicate a potential for extravehicular activity to support stated goals. The
requirements fcr the EVA activities have been addressed by the NASA and was the
subject of a 14-month contractual effort by the Spact Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation.

This study indicated the broad end objective of the fcllowing disciplines:
astronomry, biosciences, physical sciences, communications and navication,
meteorology, biomedical behavior, earth resources, advanced technology, and
orbital operations. These objectives were used to determine. the supporting
scientific and technological experiments in each discipline; and criteria were
established to reduce the large number of identified experimints to a repre-
sentative, manageable number to be analyzed in detail for establishing EVA
requirements. As a result of the detailed analyzes of representative experi-
ments from each of the scientific/technical disciplines, EVA astronaut task
and functions were identified.

The functional task was made to eliminate redundancy and to develop EVA
requirements in terms of procedures and equipment. These, in turn, were used
as a basis for two experimnntal EVA programs on NASA Form 1346. These experi-
ments are directed toward development and verification of operational EVA
capability required to support the S/T experiments.

This paper will also ditcuss the ground simulation plan and experimental
approach.

INTRODUCTION capabilities in terms of techniques
and equipment necessary to provide

This paper will discuss a study that EVA support, and (3) to define
designed to determine the EVA capaw- the experimental EVA program that
bility required to support the earth must be conducted to develop and
orbital scientific and technical demonstrate the EVA functional
experiments projected for the 1968 - capability.
1980 time period. The objectives of
the study were: (1) to identif 1-e The major phases of the study
scientific and technica. experi- rots were organized according to the study
requiring EVA support in the 1968 objectives and were accomplished in a
throudh 1980 period, (2) to define logical sequence which began with
the astronaut EVA functional establishment of a scientific and
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tecinical experiments baseline and pro- capability that must be developed foi.
c-eded through defiiaition of two adequate support of earth orbital
proposed experantal EVA experiments. scientific and technical experinents.

The experiments ba• ne analysis, The delta capability requirexn.nt
which cccupied a major pc.. ion of the formed the basis for definition of
study, oonsisted of listing all the two experimental EVA experiments that
v-'topos-ed earth-orbital scientific and are designed to develop and demon-
technical experinents. Sources for strate the necessary EVA capability.
the proposed experiments included These two experiments, which were
previous NASA ilt-house and NASA con- defined in accordance with the third
tractor studies. The experiments were study objective, represent a major
assembled by scientific and technical output of the study. They were
discipline, t-bim, period, and potential structured about the three basic EVA
reqiremn-t for EVA support. It was functions: translation, egress and
found necessary to reduce dhe large ingress, and work performance. One
number cf pioposed experinents requir- experiment specifically involves
ing Z"A during the principal period of translation of EVA astronauts and
interest (1S71-1974) to a manageable astronauts with cargo but includes
nunber for detailed analysis. Accord- demonstration of astronaut rescue
ingly, 16 of the best defined and mest techniques. The second experiment is
realistic were selected as represen- &-signed to demnastrate the FVA _.nc-
tative and analyzed in depth to .ions of egress and ingress and work
establish the validity of the EVA performance. Both experiments are
requirements and to define EVA func- written in accordance with NASA Form
tional capabilities in terms of 1346 and define ground simulation and
techniques and equipment required to training requirements as well as in-
perform the EVA. orbit experiments. Each experiment

consists of a set of subexperime-nts,
Because the EVA functional des- or experinent options, so designed

criptions contained large quantities that the options may be performed
of detailed data, a special analytical separately on different missions, or
technique was developed. Called EVA sequentially during a single mission.
Building Blocks, the technique con-
sisted of assenbling EVA functional
descriptions by means of decimally BRIMENTS BASELINE PROGRAM
coded numbers in such a manner that a
cumplete EVA task could be described Baseline Selection Criteria
by a set of building block numbers.
The building block technique, which The primary objective of the
permitted statistical treatment of EVA experiments baseline activity was to
"capabilities data, was one of the more produce a framework of earth orbital
significant analytical tools developed scientific and technological space
in the study. ibis analysis resulted activities upon wti ch a tine-phased
in delineation of the EVA techniques baseline extravehicular activities
and equipment required to support the program (EVA) could be developed. To
scientific and technical experiments. be considered valid, the scientific
Existing capabilities were established and technological experiments con-
in accordance with current equipment tained within the baseline must have
status, and the demnstrated EVA tech- their relationship to the overall
niques were defined and compared with national space goals and objectives
required capabilities. The differ- identified in terms of their contri-
ence or "delta" then represented the bution or usefulness. In addition,
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the eprcba tsbselinen must reduce in Figure 1, fo.r whidch the end

ered.thorb intal ex-periments boa smaller en or bjaue~tivs capbiltye wathsub--ne
mortealsoabeacleanrlyr evidentian c for eachis exere defnt. f1~orrelatio
anlo cnio-ical for c edriity to bex~i ý dietipen te.eprrnt n h

aingtypncd. inesigtina objectivesa wasir

ments thrugh te varisleves lfsoured. byhelatiergathe.observable
redup-iown Approac ietshaolne o pheisuena or neasurbnt capabeinity

locicl fr redbiitytobe eof e the experiments to d the asrit
Toinacined. htisobetie inestirgational ofbtectinvestiga etion

goals~lie and rejective thre delneaedobjcties
in-Dw a Aptprown anner exteoming frrcsnnm apbli

national space cpaof thrghdci Eefislel experixnent botem asue-en
olin accnd ubisc tisn objectives and lineresimng ofrm the inetigation

knowledge requiremnts and finally to analysis was, however, insufficient
inte.stigation objectives. f.easuremnt to serve as a memis of defining EVA
requircrnts were then establi-shed to reTirements within reasonable limits
satisfy the investigation objectives, of the study. The number of experi-
In order to keep redundancy and over- men-ts; was uriwieldly, and many of the
iapping activities to a reasonable experimeants were not defined in suf-
mininum, space objectives relating to ficient detail to readily allow more
national spacc goals were organized detailed analysis. Thlerefore, the
according to uses or "user" q.-oups experinents baseline was defined in
such as scientific or technical dis- three additional levels of detail.
ciplines, societies or organizations.
This also allowed maxinum use of Tal .Representative S/cientific!
existing reference material. This TabectIn.a xe tpcigs
resulted in nine scientific andTehia qervtPcgs
technological disciplines, as shown IftrvwniTnl

ASTRONOMY AZM30 I-1AKTR NON-OWMDCTIOK4.YflI TELESCOPE
I ~AtOSOM I-&O1a 1USCOh1, AVAcWO M94U~l!ON

EX7SMN PACKAGE
Amm~ Aym/t0 c1NTirm 501* 1!LEcC*

Amol M A PAYVLOAD (OPTION 1)
AGOO 10-"M INTIZFEROWAMJ

1 A=ACS I.flu,$* sosm IA0101I0 SO" CAPrT* AMOCtXM UR!MIOORGANSMAS
IN NEMAR-ATM 081

01S0210 EFFECTS OF SPACE itRNvamen1 ON
SACMfIAL SPORES

"cGO 610110KZ #AUJLTI-FL*POS1 SIOLOGIAL WACAGP

COAWUN2CATIOJ% CA000ID 30.451.4MT ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY AND

AND NAVIGATION LREPWRSXL

PHYSICAL SCIENCES SIOMZA SPACECRAFT PKYUCAL EPEVROKMENT
RE010EA CONJUGATE ALMORA AND AflOLOW

~'~ [j jADVANCED TEDI:NOLOGY LG03OGA LARGE STRUICTURES D(FLOYA*NT

O811At OPERATIONS SG4012LZ EARTH ORBITAt SFACESTATION

I ~ FIG. 1 -NATIONAL SPACE PROJGRAM G)IAS
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Each level progressively contains fewar lated which would eliminate the
experimnts, each defined in greeter necessity for EVA to provide assur-
depth with respect to prospective ance that the EVA support requirement
experiment tasks and associated EVA as defined in the original -:cientific
functiors. The final fourth level and technical proposal was valid. In
experiment baseline contains a manage- many instances, a .modification of
able number of experiments (Table I.) experimental procedure resulted in
defined in sufficient detail so that reduction of the number of EVA's,
Qhey can be verified as representative the number of EVA hours, or more
of operational EVA requirements and efficient use of astronaut EVA time.
can, therefore, serve as a baseline
for the subsequent more detailed
analysis of EVA tasks with associated EVA OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
EVA techniques, equiprent, and per-
formance requirerrents. Because of the large volume of

4 descriptive detail involved iLn the
preceding experiment definition

EXPERIMEU2 DEFINITION analysis, it was necessary to develop
a special technique for handling and

Each of the 16 scientific and tech- analyzing the data. The analytical
nical experiments selected as method consisted of identifying basic
representative was analyzed in detail sets of EVA functions, subfunctions,
to identify the specific EVA require- techniques required to acconmlish
ment and to establish whether the the function-, equipment necessary to
requirement was valid or whether the perform the EVA functions/technique,
experiment function requiring EVA and, finally, a set of gross per-
support could be acccmplished in some formance measures. These functions,
other logical manner. The details of techniques, etc., were grouped into
the experiment definition analysis logical combinations that could be
are explained in a following paper, so used to describe a.discrete EVA
will not be elaborated on here. activity.
Briefly, the analysis -consisted of
examining the basic experiment to Analysis of EVA Tasks
assure that the experiment concept
was realistic for the time period and Figure 2 illustrates the analyt-
that the equipment would satisfy the ical procedure used in the EVA
measurement requirements of the cperatiohLs analysis of individual
scientific objectiv_. The experinent
operational configuration then was
analyzed to determine its physical
interfaces with the spacecraft and .M
spacecraft systems and to assure that
the experiment could be performed in DESCRI EACI SM IC,•" ha
the space environment. The in-orbit EQUK -IP
experiments procedures necessary to
conduct the experiment were defined to TASK G--- ATE-
identify man's role, particularly
man's EVA role, in performing the DETERMINE
experiment. Once the EVA support EAREUKS
requirement had been identified, the
experiment procedures. were reexamined
in depth and possible procedural and FIG. 2 - TYPICAL ANALYTICAL
equiprent modifications were postu- pROCEDLM
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EVA tasks. This analysis is Lnitiated retrieval. The astronaut first
with the description of the EVA tasks egresses an airlock on the space
to be performed. To further define station and then translates to the
this task, a functional astrcnaut pro- worksite. He prepares the worksite
cedure required to perform the task for the data retrieval operation;
nust be specified. For each of tie then performs the actual work. Fol-
steps in this sequential procedure, lowing retrieval of the data, he
the conditions which apply to that step secures the worksite for further
must be specified. This specification experimental work and returns to the
requires listing of the astronaut func- airlock.
tion being perforned, the technique
the astronaut uses to perform that The first step in this sequential
function, articles of EVA equipment procedure, the egress of the airlock
required to support the astronaut, and with two film cassettes, contains
the astronaut performance capability. three separate substeps, as shown in
Following the analysis of each step in Figure 4.
the sequence for a specified EVA task, l I ,WGU,,TIi,,, , At

the requirenmvnts generated by this ,OWNTtCP tau,,C0.

,Ior PIL$ C AS Q0- 0 THICL A IO[S$1$analysis can be collected. Finally, -,1 ,.N,,t,
after ccapletion of all analyses for _..

all EVA tasks conidered, a conprehen- I W",,A" -
sive listing of EVA requirenents may ',1,,•o1A, ,",N
be generated. "I..... " • NIII :

Data Retrieval Task --
0 AIILOCK T.1C1. $0 240T31~ IN t MD 0 10 34 MG

0 ASIC0NAQ1 MOISSIFS USIN, lOKO FrAOL*70 ]LOCOMOTION L SODY CON12OL

As an example of the application C.EFOO..,U , Fu SoUPItmRo STIM

"of this procedure,. the retrieval-of- * ,ASTROLI IOUP(S VAC( StT.. SAIY ,,10,. A ,,,IMIALLID MAND0Ot TO

data task in support of the one-et~er 0 A010'.tfl.AVT VCSTFP $COIY VltOC71Y TO. tTOO ING MS

telescope will be considered. OPu.AC ,OME , W.P't" WIN MATCH

Figure 3 illustrates the sequential
steps required to perform Ciis data

FIG. 4 - ANALYZE COODITIMS
OF STEPS

TANJSLA~TEC
EG.RESS TGWOVRKSI1I C -Y

AM IATCHThe first substep deals with the
egress of the airlock by the priemry

WGRT astronaut, the second with transfer
of two film cassettes, and the third
with back-up a-stronaut positioning.
The first of the three functions,

------ • •the egress of an airlock by an
astronaut, was encountered a large
nxner of tines during the analysis

PERT"of many EVA's. The analysis of the
conditions of this step, as pre-
scribed in Figure 4 requires

AM K•TCH specification of the function per-
9AK TO AM -formed, astronaut technique, EVA

F. -equipment, and performnce level.
IG3-EVA ACTIVTS - The analysis of this specific step

REPLACMM includes specifications of the air-
lock hatch characteristics,
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determination of the technique used these are primary astronraut function
for the egress, and specification of being performed, the technique used
astronaut equipment, such as life sup- to acconIpiish the function, specifi-
port, spacesuit, etc. In this case, cations of EVA equipnent used, and
the appropriate performance enphasis estimates of the astronaut
refers to astronaut body velocity and capabilities.
body positioning maintenance. As is
shown by this discussion, the analysis Because the buildinq blocks are
of this rather simplified substep used to describe the functional
results in the generation of large astronaut performance of all possible
amounts of data. EVA operations, it is maxdatory that

these building blocks be cxprehen-
This type of analysis leads to sive in nature. qTree basic

three basic problems. The first of categories of astronaut functions
these is that the generation of the have been used to describe astronaut
large amounts of data during analysis functions. These categories, as
is a rather tedious procedure. Also, shown in Figure 5, are: egress and
there is repeated usage of much of the ingress, translation, and vrA per-
data in the analysis, such as that formance. The categorization system
data pertaining to egress of an air-
lock. Finally, there is a very large
accumulation of data. There are three
possible solutions of these problem
areas. A shorthand system eliminates
sace of the tedium associated with
this analysis. Consistency during the S C

analysis is necessary so that each " _1ý
time similar conditions are generated.
Finally, the large accumulation of data
requires that a categorization system T0 ",, -0

be developed so that the analyst can 21'2 0.l"°

very rapidly scan like amounts of data , . . ___

to determine EVA requirements upon I •..="I
completion of the task analysis por- ... ....
tion of his effort. .

Building Blocks Concept
FIG. 5 - BUILING BLOCK

Standardized data blocks, based CON
upon the requizements for analytical
tools, provide a necessary solution. used assigns decimal numbers 1.0,
Also, these data blocks, since they 2.0, and 3.0 to these three basic
apply to analysis of sequential steps areas. To further describe the
in an EVA task procedure, can be used astronaut functions being performed,,
sequentially to identify possible these basic functions were sub-
ways to perform an EVA. During this divided. In the egress and ingress
study, the term "building blocks" has area the next subdivision used is
been applied to the standardized data airlock hatch, or confined entrance.
blocks generated. In the area of translation the next

subdivision differentiates between
The building blocks fornat con- translation of an astronaut and

taixas four items of information translation of cargo. Finally, in
required in the analytical procedure; the area of work performance, the
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next level subdivision refers to astro- shon in Table Ii. This building
naut positioning, equipment positioning, block specifies the technique osed
force application, or astronaut obser- -M the specific items of EVA equip-
vation. These latter four areas are ment in Building Block 3.1.1.3. For
assigned decimal descriptors of 3.1, this building block, the performance
3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, respectively. requirents specified include a 0-

to 4-foot radius positioning reach
Since these latter descriptors are and fine positioning accuracy.

not unique descriptions of astronaut
functions which may be performed, fur- Table II. Manual Astronautther subdivision is necessary. TbeI.Mna srnu
ltheratebdivisin Fu 5is thcessaryPositioning, Building Block 3.1.1.3Illustrated in Figure 5 is the sub-

division of area 3.1, astronaut
positioning. It is shown that astro- COMNNI DESCRIPTION

naut positioning may be performed in ,ICHNIQU( MANUAL ASTRONAUT fIoSIIoNING

either a manual mode or a powered mode. EQUIPENT TEEE,

These modes carry the decimal des- LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM

criptors of 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. Also, as sHANDOLDS OR HANRAILS

shomn in this matrix, there are vari- wANSThALLDO-OT ExSRAI)
ous specifications of particular PEORMNC IOTS PIIIONING EACH M(104 FEET ,IUS)
techniques and equipment which may be ,ITIoNN ACCWACY

LINIAR-PINE 0 TO 2 INCHESused to perform this astronaut func- AGULAR-INTO 5 OTGREES

tion. For each combination of tech-
niques and equipment, there is a
specified astronaut performance level.
In this case there are eight unique Application of Building Blocks
specifications of techniques and equip-
ment which may be used to perform Because the building blocks pro-
manual astronaut positioning. vided for description of EVA tasks by

""means of a numerical code, they were
readily amenable to analysis and
were utilized to generate the overall
EVA requirements which were categor-

TOTAL ized according to a requirement that
89 AVAIL, the astronaut have a certain capa-

(GRESIIGFIS TRNWTON ORKPERFORMANdCE
EGRT~GR!S TR~dS~IO' ~ WOREbi lity to perform functions and to

the requiree-nts for EVA equipment
that permit the astronaut to perform

sGRE 50 the functions. These requirements
NG RA.SIAION WOR PEFORANC were then statistically analyzed t

IIWI deterimin the freo-ancy of occur-
rence for each requirement according

VFT PROGRM to the number of times a capability
Ell TRANS ,..P 5 was requi-ed in the performance of

L, .L2ILJ USACON the representative EVA tasks. This
statistical analysis was used as a
basis upon wtich to structure exper-

FIG. 6 - BULDING B K imental EVA programs designed to

USAGE demonstrate and develop the EVA
capability required to support early

An example of one of these eight requrements. Because it was
different building blocks in the area inpossible to demonstrate that all
of manual astronaut positioning is ireients could be met, it was
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determined that those requirements Egress/Ingress
which would satisfy at least 90 percent
of the requirements generated by analy- Two basic egress/ingress cate-
sis of the early experiments would be gories were used for specification of
used in defining the experimental EVA astronaut performance requirements.
program. These are astronaut-only egress/

inm'ress and equipment egress/ingress.
Eighty-eight building blocks were These functions mrust be performed

assembled to describe all possible from ax, air-lock and from a command
EVA's; however, the EVA operations nmdule hatch). The most difficult
analysis revealed that only 50 building problem in astronaut-only egress/
blocks were actually required to sat- ingoress is presented by the hatch
izfy all the EVA support needs of the situation. The volume available
16 representative scientific and tech- within the C4 is quite limited, and
nical experi-ernts. Furthermore, by the astronaut and his backup must
substitution of building blocks to don their equipment prior to initia-
eliminate those less frequently used, tion of the EVA. It has been
it was found that 22 building blocks determined that the actual emergence
accounted for more than 90 percent of of the astronaut will present no
EVA usage. Accordingly, the two pro- problem.
posed experimental EVA experiments were
structured to develop and demonstrate In the category of equipment
the EVA capabilities, techniques and egress/ingress, it was found that
equipment making up these 22 building light equipment was utilized most
blocks, frequently. The technique utilized

for this procedure requires that the
back-up astronaut pass the_ equipment

EVA REQUIRUMES out to the primary astronaut after
his egress. Equipment egress/ingress

EVA requirements may be categorized from the command mrodule hatch is very
according to specification of func- limited because of rhe weight and
tional performance requirc-.ents or volume limitations of the system.
equipment requirements. The functional Generally, the equipment weight will
performance requirements impact heavily not exceed 25 pounds. For the air-
upon the generation of equipment lock, cases were found in which the
requirements and will be described equipment to be handed out weighed
initially. EVA functional performance up to 70 pounds. The types of
requirements are categorized according restraint system to be utilized in
to the same functional descriptions this process must be evaluated in the
which were used in the generation of experimental program.
the building blocks. These areas are
E-gress and ingress, translation, and Work Performance
work performance. The functional per-
formance requirements can be generated Among the most common astronaut
by referring back to the EVA task functions required ih support of
analyses which were prepared arn by operational EVA are astronaut posi-
specifying the required levels of per- tioning and repositioning at work-
formance which were mfost critical in sites. These functions include
these analyses. An example of one positioning using handholds only,
technique for displaying these data is waist restraints only, and cadbina-.
shown in Table III for two astronomy tions of waist restraints and foot.
experiments, restraints. Repositioning of thr
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astronaut at the worksite generally was px-sitioned ranged from very small
an angular repositioning about a foot- puckages to bulky racks containing
fixe•d position. The most frequently Approximately 60 pounds of equipment.
encountered angular movement was a Squipment restraints considered range
pitch movement of apprmximately 30*. from adhesive or velcro patches to
Roll and yaw repositioning were found variable or fixed mechanical connec-
to be required for the astronaut to tions. The patch type restraints
perform work at a large area worksite. require less effort on the part of
These movements also were found to be the astronaut but are limited in capa-
approximately 300. bility. W1nere equipment weights

exceed 20 pounds, mechanical
The astronaut must be capable of restraints should be used.

restraining himself at several differ
ent worksites during the course of a During tasks in which the astro-
single EVA. Corsequently, the works te naut utilizes the SMU for transporting
restraints must not be one-time app- .- both himself and his equipment, the
cations; and tie attachment and det :h- equipment can generally be restrained
ment must be simple operations. on the SMJ until needed.
Finally, it was found that for con in-
gency worksites the astronaut shoi d The majority of requirements for
possess the capability to install Ais operational EVA capability pertain to
foot restraints while using eithe, the development of unassisted astro-
waist restraints only or, more cc xonly, naut force application techniques.
handholds only. The astronaut f Dt- Generally, the astronaut is required
restraint system is required in hese to exert light-to-miedium forces
cases to be transported on an a, :ronaut while manipulating light modular
cargo harness from the point of egress packages within confined areas. The
to the worksite. packages to be so manipulated usually

weigh between 10 and 15 pounds, and
Astronwaut positioning func ions the astronaut may utilize dual waist

utilizing a powered mode were ]so restraints and foot restraints while
required and were acccoplishe wzith a performing this activity. Critical
stabilized maneuvering unit ( 4U). to the development of this capability
After positioning himself ne. the is determination of astronaut reach
worksite the astronaut must I. able to limitations and ability to perform
attach worksite restraints f- the SMU manipulative aclions at extreme
if he is to apply forces duriag his reaches.
work. The specialized restr ints will
generally be used to attach he unit It has been found that th)e astro-
at a contingency worksite, . e., one naut must have much freedom in his
at which no provision has bE mn made arm and body novements while perform-
for restraint anrhr points ing the activities analyzed. This

need for freedom of mov•ment is
In most of the EVA task, analyzed, noted primai Lly in the removal of

the astronaut must be able o tenpor- modules from storage. In many of
arily position various equi- mnt at the long-Juration EMA tasks the
the worksite. ScEre of this equipment astronaut is required to possess
may be attached at worksits that have great endurance also. Some of these
been previously prepared wi h attach- EVA's approach four hours, and the
ment points. Other worksit s will be astronaut is required to perform
contingency sites with no p. eparation. light-to-medium force applications
In a manual node it was foir d that the as well as repeated translations.
item of equipment to be te porarily This work involves metabolic heat
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loads of approximately 2000 Btu's per EVA EQUIPMENT REQ.UIIFUM
hour.

The EVA functional performance
Manual Translation and Cargo Transfer requirements definition formed the
Requirenents basis for establishing EVA equipment

requirements. Each basic function,
Manual translation and cargo trans- together with the function performance

fer requirements are occasioned by: level, was examined from the stand-
(a) EWA support requirements of point of the equipment required by the
scientific/techrical experinents and EVA astronaut to perform the function
space station operations in the early at the necessay performance level.
time period, (b) the requirements to Many of the equipments found to be
support S/T experiments in separaLle required also were found to be non-
modules (occurring in the mid and later existent or at least not to exist
time period, and (c) by the necessity with the capability level necessary
to have an EVA astronaut rescue/ to adequately perform the required
retrieval capability. EVA function. Therefore, equipment

requirements were defined largely in
The ranual translation and cargo terms of general eq.1ipmtnt concepts

transfer functions were found to be and associated performance
required at least once for each of the requirements.
16 S/T experiments analyzed (see
Table IV). There were 53 total manual Spacesuirt
translations required of the astronaut
travessing up to 60 feet. Thirty-nine The requirements for the develop-
of these translations required him to ment of spacesuits have been separated
transfer cargo packages weighing up to into two basic categories. The first
85 pounds. category is bzxsic v.-rk functions, such

as data retrieval, which are not
Table V provides a summary of the exceedingly 7=lWax or of long dur&-

manual translation tasks which require t:,on. In the oe..toxance of basic
the astronaut to transfer cargo. The work functions, it is required that
information in this table refers to the astronaut spacesuit ;lMow sig-
just the experiments in the astronomy nificant :'arnd dexterity. The present
discipline and indicate, in addition pressucized gloves allow the astro-
to perforrmnnce requirements, ecpU"laent naut at best a 65 percent capability
requirements which are specific to the to manipulate one-half hinch pins
translation task. The translation compared tc the same manipulation
colunr refers to the travcrs, path with a bAre hand. This type of limi-
(L. S. 04-WS-CM is command module to tation inpacts on the design of the

work station to command module). The scientific e.e•riments which the
other columns are sel,.-erplanatory. astronaut can support. These experi-

ments =ust provide sufficient size
Tables VI and VIT are smuna.•ies of objects that the astronaut can handle

the perfornance factors and -quipuent with the present glove system.
required to acualish the rlznu90
translation and cargo 27:raisfer funo- The suit should be canpatible
tion to support the 16 sciantific/ with rnb-il"ical stpply provisions to
technical exp~rzrents analyzed in %his reduce the expendables required to
study- support EVA missions. Generally,
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with a self-contained life support easilly stored within Uthe various
system and spacesuit it is necessary spacecraft.
that the life support be reprovisioned

at the end of each task. These suits Life Support System
should conform with maneuvering units
even for the basic work functiors. It In the develogrent of the life
is possible that the maneuvering unit support systems, the systems should be
will be used in the early tine period developed separable from both the hard-
to provide means of translation of suit and the maneavering unit. Thbe
astronauts and cargo and for inspection separability of the suit allows ease
type EVA's. of maintenance of tne life support

system upon completion of an EVA
The second category of spacesuit task. Separability from the maneuver-

requirements relates to advanced work ing units all.ws the astronaut capa-
functions which require significant bility to leave the unit at a worksi te
translations, movement of heavy objects, to perform various work functions.
fine manipulative dexterity, or long- Figher density packaging is required
duration tasks. Where the astronaut is to ease both the problems associated
required to perform work in an advanced with storing life support systems
categorl, it is necessary that high- within spacecraft and to reduce the
mobility type suits be developed. Cur- astronaut difficulties associated
rent softsuit designs tend to increase with egress and ingress. Reduced
EVA task tine and effort over shirt- packaging may be achieved through the
sleeve operations by a factor of two provision of advanced oxygen genera-
or greaterr depending on suit pressure tion concepts, sophisticated heat-
levels. The astronaut may be required rejection concepts, and advanced
to perform EVA's of up to four hours' packaging design. The unit should
duration, and tha high-'wobility suit further be developed to provide
will enhance his overall performance higher metabolic heat rejection
capability. The requirnemnts for capability. The E.A's whirh have been
greater freedam of torso and arm analyzed requaire averags metabolic heat
movements to perform cargo removal rejection capability in excess of
operations are expressed in termg of 2000 Btu's per hz-r.
nobility capabilities. Increased
dexterity wili all!w the astronaut to Restraint Systems
perform more contingency-type work
operations. This suit, life support There are three types of restraint
system, and maneuvering unit may all systems which have been considere-. in
be required to be worked sirtultaneously the analysis of EVA tasks. These are
by the astronaut. Therefore, these astronaut restrinjts, eguipment
units must be conpatible. Additionally, restraints, and cargo harnesses.
the life support system should be
separable from both to ease the Astirnaut worksite restraints
servicing of the life support system include foot restraints to waist
and to allow the astronaut at a work- restraints. The present concepts of
site to ieav. a maneuvering unit to Dutch shoes as foot restraints are
perform work functions. As before, generally satisfactory for work
the suit should be carpatible with performance operations. lDItch shoe
umbilical supply provision to reduce restraints require that -the astronaut
expendables required to support EVA insert his feet withiin the restraint
tasks. Reduced mass and packaging to provide ani anchorage at the vork-
over the presently developed concepts site. Usinag this type of foot
are required so that the suits may be restraint only, the astronaut can
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apply short-duration forces of 35 pounds. of temporary equipment restraint is
Within limits the astronaut can also that equipment weighing approxi-
perform pitch-, roll-, and yaw-type mately 20 pounds which is to be
repositioning movemeants using this type secured at nonprepared worksites.
of foot restraint. However, if this The adhesive family or velcro-patch
repositioning is done izn a pressure type equipment restraints is appli-
suit, a continuous expenditure of energy cable to this requirement. The
is required to maintain position. adhesive types equipment restraints
Therefore, for the advanced work per- require development of adhesives
formance activities it is required that which are relatively unaffected by
the foot restraints themselves be either the high-temperature or low-
developed to have capability for small temperature extremes that could be
roll, pitch, and yaw repositioning. encountered at a worksite.
This will allow the astronaut to assume
an optimal work position with the least Cargo Harnesses
expenditure of energy.

Two types of astronaut-transfer
Three types of astronaut waist harnesses are required. The first of

restraints were considered: rigid, these harnesses is an astronaut rescue
flexible, and variable. The variable harness which should be capable of
restraint is that type of restraint moving a 300-pound astronaut by
which can achieve unusual shapes and manual translation techniques. This
through tensioning adjustment be made type of harness should provide
to retain that shape while the astro- rather snug trunk restraint which
naut exerts force. Any of these waist can be rapidly attached by the
restraint systems must be compatible rescuing astronaut. The second type
with the astronaut repositioning of cargo transfer harness should be
requirements at the worksites and mrust capable of handling equipment weigh-
be developed to permit the astronaut to ing up to 100 pounds. These cargo
attach and detach his restraint system transfer harnesses will generally be
with miriumm expenditure of energy. of special-purpose design for the

particular modules which are to be
Three basic requirents for tenp- transported.

orary restraint of equipment at a work-
"site were found to be reauired. With a Transfer Aids
300-pound item of equipment and consid-
eration of a prepared worksite, fixed In many cases it will be impos-
mechanical equipment restraints are sible for the astronaut to translate
necessary. The pip-type pin can pro- certain types of cargo modules upon
vide the necessary restraint in this an astronaut cargo harness. These
category. This requires t-o-hand modules will either exceed the
installation where the astronaut main- weight capability of the astronaut
tains position of the equipment with or will be exIrenely unusual in
one hand and perfornrm mating operations shape. Two types of transfer aids
with the other. The second category of are considered, manual and powered.
equipment restraints is applicable for Manual transfer aids for cargo
cargo weighing up to 100 pounds. This modules weighing up to 300 pounds
category also applies where the work- are required r- have a 5 degree-of-
site does nct have preinstalled provi- freedon constraint over movement oi
sions for tarporary equipment restraints. the cargo. The only degree of
Latch-type devices which can be secured freedom for cargo module movaa.nt is
to available handholds, etc. are appli- in a linear direction. 1ay t..can:fer
cable in this area. The final category aids should also be manualiv
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deployable, as they may be required to navigation (large parabolic antenna).
be directed between the logistics The basic EVA tasks comnon to support
resupply vehicles and a space station of these four experiments and whAich
after docking. The transfer aids should require the aid of powered maneuvering
be capable of operating over approxi- devices all involve relatively long
mately 50 foot distances. An inflatable translation distances (from. 10) to
two-rail type device with a module 300 feet) and the requirexent to
latching system was considered. For translate with cargo of small to
equipment weighing up to approximately mediun mass (20 to 100 pounds), E,-A
100 pounds, a limited 4 degree-of- tima at the wo.rksite is of primrSfreedom restraint of equipment on a importance. Because it is necessar,

transfer aid is sufficient. These for an EVA asti-onaut to pace his work
types of transfer aids must also be output to avoid over expenditure of
manually deployable and capable of energy, manual translation over long
transferring equipment up to 50 feet. distances was found to require to:
Two classes of device can be considered. ruch of t.he astronaut's time in the
The first is a hand-held STEI boom extraveicula environ..ent leaving

which can quickly tr&nslate light too little time at the remote
equipment items fro, one astrona.ut to worksite.
another. For operational transfer of
light equipment, a double-cioth-iesline This is especially true in ionc
typ,. device with adjustable tensioning translations involving transfer of
pulleys and stand-off bars is suffi- cargo - even of small masses. Cargo
cient to meet these cargo-transfer Tnaq--ment tends to increase manual
requirements. translation time. Finally, the

necessity for manual translation
Powered Maneuvering Unit Requirements aids, i.e. handrails, handholais,

either portable or preinstalled,
Maneuvering unit requirenents -are romnires that these aids be nurrerous

occasioned by: (a) EVA •upport and installed in unlikely places
requirements of scientific/techunical Maneuvering devices were found neces-
experiments and space c•ation opera- sary to reduce time and energy
tion in the early 1970 time per.dod, expenditure in long translations
(b) the requirenet to support S!T (over 60 feet), to aid in transfer
experiments in separable mooules of small cargo (tools, nTodules, etc. ),
(occurring in the mid an,. later time and to reduce the necessity for !ar-ce
periods), and (c) by the necessilty to n-,io.ers of preinstalled ifenuai trans-
have an EVA astronaut rescue/retrieval fer aids.
capability.

Separalble Yzdule Support

zxperinent Support
Several of the SiT"r 2oarLnents,

Powered EVA astronaut maneuvering particulariy those cc-urring in the
aids were found to be required -n mid (and later) ]970 time period
direct EDA support of 4 of the 16 involve the use of separate modules
scientific/technical experiments flying in forteation with the EOSS.
investigated in detail and whnich were These experiments, primarilv in the
projected for cperation in the early- bioscience and astrcnomy, scientific
to mid-1970 tinTxe period. The experi- disciplines, require extremely 1.:F
!ents were these concerned with acceleration environmren-s (10-q
operation of an earth orbital space bioscience experirents), or no oi-
station (EOSS), astronormy (X-ray and board disturbances such as would be
radio), and with commmications, and created by human occupants (astronomy).
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As initially conceived, t-hese experi- safety) was too short to be accomp-
ments required the use of the Ccm•and Aished by manutl means, even with the
Service ,Module (CSM) for experiment aid of an assisting or rescuing EVA
deploynent and set-up and as a base astronaut. Response tines ,,raried
from which the astronaut would conduct from 15 minutes to 1.5 hours. At the
any EVA required in these tasks. in lowest response tines rescae and
addition the C94 would be used to per- retrieval will be difficult even with
form experiment maintenance, refurbis- a powered maneuvering device; and the
ment and updating activities subse- rescue requirement gives rise to
quent to deploynment and initial opera- certain maneuvering device performance
tion. This latter experiment support requirements, i.e. rigid docking,
activity would involve occupying the stabilization, and the large cargo- 3
CSM, undocking from the I ESS, transla- carrying capacity (300 pounds, 8 ft
tion to the free-flying module, represented b.y a disabled EVA
docking to the module, performing the astronaut.
necessary experiment support activity,
and then returning and docking the CSM Operational Requirement
to the EOSS. This procedure is a
fairly complex operation and, because The requirement for EVA stpport
of the many precise docking and uno-o of earth orbiting S/'T experiments and
docking maneuvers, relatively of an BOSS in both the early and
hazardous. later 1970 tine period plus the

requirement to rescue and retrieve a
An alternative technicaue - that of di!,abled EVA astronaut dictate the

using a powered transL'.tion device -ýse of a powered maneuvering device.
appears the most feasible technically The specific ope'ational requirements
and Ymch safer operationally. The ar.e derived from examination of the
separable modules all have attituO-. spccifics ot the operational support
and reaction control systems, and all and rescue functional requirements
could be initially separated from the and are given in Table VIII.
BOSS or logistics vehicle by automatic
means without use of the CSM and
stabilized in the vicinity of the EOSS. EXPERIMENTAL iV PROGRAM
Further, when experiment procedure
dictates a refurbishment or up-grading The EVEA Study resulted in
task, the nodule could be returned to preparation of two recommrended
the vicinity of the space station experimental EVA experiment pro-
(300 to 500 feet separation). The EVA posals to be. performed in earth.
astronaut could then utilize a powered orbit for the purpose of developing
meneuvering device for translation to and demonstrating the EVA task
the module. functions and associated equipments.

The experhnents are designed to
Rescue/Petrieval satisfy the majority of EVA require-

ments which have been generated for
An analysis task under the EVEA the 1971-1974 time period. One

Program Requirenents Study was con- experiment entitled "Transfer,
cerned with rescue and retrieval of an Locomotion and Rescue" deals pri-
astronaut engaged in EVA. This analy- marily with translation of astronauts
sis considered a number of possible and astronauts plus cargo. The other
EVA operational hazards and revealed experiffent entitled "Work Performance"
that for hazards occasioned by certain is designed to demonstrate both the
equipment failures, response time (to egress/ingress and work performance
retu-n the astxonaut to a point of "unctional performance capabilities.
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Using data from the .A. operations astronaut logically leads to demon-
analysis the diagram of Figure 6 was stration of a rescue capability.
structured to demonstrate the applica- Accordingly, a second experimenta-l
bility of building blocks to describe EVA program to demonstrate transla-
the tasks investigated during this tion functions involving both astro-
study. It is of interest to note that nauts and cargo was established.
of the total 88 building blocks avail- This second experiment includes
able only 50 were identified as demonstration of a rescue capability
required to suFport the representative and is entitled "Transfer, inccmotion
scientific and technical experiments and Rescue." The conduct of these
analyzed in this study. Certain two experiments will satisfy the
specialized characteristic building basic requirement for demonstration
blocks were eliminated or were found to of the EVA translation functions,
contain activities redundant with the egress and ingress functions, and
50 used. The extensive cost of sirula- work performance functions found to
tion and orbital experiment programs be required by analysis of the
motivat-d a next-level analysis to scientific and technological experi-
identify the most cammonly used build- ments planned for the early timeframe.
ing blocks. It was thus determined 22 These experiments would demonstrate
building blocks camprised approximately the building blocks identified in -the.
90 percent of all EVA activity projected preceding section which satisfy
for the early 1970's. The EVA orbital 90 percent of the required performance
experiments were structured to s-atisfy capability.
at least 90 percent of the operational
EVA requirements for the 1971-1974 tine oth experimental programs
period, involve significant amounts of experi-

mentation and test in ground sinula-
As ha; been seen. throughout the tion as well as in orbit experiments.

study, EVA activities basically fall The simulation program will serve to
into three categories: egress and test the experiment procedures to
ingress functions, translation functions, gather data on individual test sub-
and work performance functions. Dur- jects (scme of whan also will be
ing the course of the study, it was in-orbit test subjects), as training
determined that the egress and ingress in EVA procedures and to provide a
functions were similar in many data base for correlation cf in-orbit
respects to the work performance func- experiment data with simulator data.
tions in that they contain similar The latter factor will enable future
tasks which are acccmplished within a required EVA techniques and equipment
limited work area. Accordingly, an designs (including equiprents requir-
experimental EVA work performance ing EVA support) to be developed and
experiment was established to demon- tested with a high degree of confi-
strate both the egress and ingress dence in simulation programs rather
functions and the worksite work per- than the more expensive in-orbit test.
formance functions.

Transfer, Locomotion, and Rescue
The EVA function of translation Experiment

includes translation of cargo as well
as translation of astronauts. The The in-orbit transfer, locorotion
largest piece of cargo projected for and rescue requirements can be defined
the early 1970 timefrane was found to as a series of discrete tasks which
have a mass of approximately 300 pounds must be accomplished to effect the
or roughly equivalent to a disabled EVA transfer in a given situation. These
astronaut. The retrieval of a disabled tasks can be verified by a series of
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tests structured about the type )f of a mass and vo" me mockup worn by
locomotion available. According .y, the the in-orbit test subjects. In the
test series is grouped into a se-: of OWS test area the in-orbit experiments
three separate experiment options or will make use of such station hebita-
subexperiments: (1) transfer and tion items as screen flooring, cir-
rescue using a stabilized maneuve-ing cumferential handrails, and the
unit (SMJ), (2) transfer and rescue fireman's pole which are installed
under conditions of manual locomotion, as part of the station activation
and (3) rescue involving the use of phase prior to conduct of the experi-
various types of personnel/cargo trans- ments. Other than experiment
fer aids. The e erimetal procedures instrumentation and monitoring equip-
for investigation of each of the fore- ment, spacesuits, and locomotion aids,
going concepts are identical such thao relatively little equipment will be
they can stand alone as individual required to conduct the experiment.
experiment optionm which can be per-
formed separately on consecutive space Work Performance Experiment
flights or ground siralator_ tests, or
they can be performed all in one The pxroosed work performance
mission. experixent is designed to develop and

daronstrc te the EVA technique and
For reasons of safety and to obtain equipment reciaremenrs of the egress/

controlled experiment conditions, it ingress and uwsite wore performance
is proposed that the experiment be con- functions. Like the translation
ducted in that porti-n of the orbital experiment, the work erormance
workshop (CJWS confburation located experi.net c::ýrists a- a series of
just ahead of the crew quarters and tests grouped izr• a set ctf three
known as the experiment area. It is separate expixnr. options eac!
20 feet in haight and slightly more designed to test - discrete series of
than 20 feet in diameter and will pro- EVA tasks. The options a:e__ (1)
vide tne volume necessary to perform as tronaut pas.tz.onni_/reposi-4 ioning
the maneuvers and other astronaut activities, (2) equipment positioning.
translations required in each of the and (3) workskte performanc. The_
experiment concepts (Figure 7). functions of astronaut egress/ingress
Ideally, the in-orbit experimenwt should are accomplished as part of the first
be performed i- an unpressurized test option. The work performance
environen=t; however, it is felt that a requires the ase of a piece of sperial
valid test can be obtained in a pres- test equipment, called a work per-
surized environment provided certain formance anm.lyzer, which includes
conditions found in the EVA environ- several different work stations - one
ment are duplicated. For exainple, the specifically suited for each of the
test sub3ects must use the appropriate exoeriment options. In addition,
spacesuits pressurized to a nominan the iwork performance analyzer pro-

-73.; psi aboxve ambient pressure. Prob- vides for the test of various forces,
ably it wiii nt be possible to obtain dexterity and work performance
a vald test of life =_pport systas measurements to test for capabilities
!_n a pressurized environmenxt largely found necessary in this study.
ber-cse f- diffLcul+ties in checking
such items._ as le•k rate and water Like the transfer, loc-otion,
heat exchanger operation. Accordingly, and rescue experiment, tne work
the test subject must be s=paied by perfGrrrTnce e.erime.nt options can
umbilical fr•- =m spacecrafft life be perfornmed singly on separate
support systEms-, and EVA lfe support missions or all may lxe pJ corn"ed in
sys -ems must ne dEplicated i -the form a single mission. One advantage in.
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performing the test options separately homogeneous in terms of size, weight,
(in either experiment) is that baseline strength, and probably motor-response
data obtained from the first option will characteristics. Preferably, test
serve to verify the test method as well subjects who will perform the in-orbit
as provide early data correlation with experiments should be included in one
ground simulators. The test procedures or more of these groups. Initially,
of the following test options c-Duld be each member of each group will per-
Smodified as necessary, thereby enhanc- form a series of EVA tasks in the
ing the quality of the overall test pressurized snirtsleeve environment
data. This approach is considered to gain task proficiency. A inininm~

:1 advisable in that it will provide of five trials per task for each
higher confidence in training or subject is reccmiended. Subsequently,
evaluations using ground facilities to each of the groups will perform the
simulate future EVA concepts same set of experiment tasks in one

of the ground simulators, performi'ig
Simulation Program sufficient trials to reach a perform-

ance proficiency plateau in. simala-
The in-orbit experiment program is tion. It will not be necessary at

only part of the overall experimental this tine for each subject group to
EVA program necessary to demonstrate perform the simulation trials in each
the required EVA capabilities and of the different types of simulators.
equipment. One of the major purposes One subject group per simulation type
of the proposed experimental EVA will be sufficient. With data from
experiment is to determine the :eta- the simulation program it will be
bolic energy costs of performing the possible to define the in-orbit experi-
EVA translation tasks. Because of the ment tasks in detail, estimate the
crmplexity of some of the tasks and number of trials per task, select
because of differences in test sub- experimnent subjects, and define the
jects (i.e., size, strength, dexterity, siTulation training required for the
motor response, etc.), experimental in-orbit experiment. In addition,
test results from a number of differ- expariment equipment design data will
ent test subjects will be- required to be obtained from simulation; and any
obtain meaningful experiment data. necessary modifications to equipment
The Lulk of this work involving a as well as experirent procedures can
large number of test hours can be be made prior to performing the in-
most readily accomplished in ground orbit experiment. With the flight
simulators. The in-orbit experiments experinent defined in detail and
must be performed to deonstrate and simulation training facilities
prove the basic EVA translation tech- available, in-orbit experiment train-
niques developed in simulation and to ing can cammence. Subsequent to
obtain experiment data which can be training, the flight test can take
correlated with ground simulators. place, followed by evaluation of
Accordingly, the proposed EVA experi- results from the total program -
ments are designed as part of an including simulation test results.
integrated experiment program utilizing After flight tes:s it may be neces-

- both simulator and in-orbit e xperi- sary for some ot the test subjects to
mental tests. Figure 8 inricates in repeat the experiment in simulation
diagramatic form the scope of the over- to verify unex •ected in-orbit test
all program. A minimnu of four groups results.
of test subjects, five subjects to a
group, will be required. The subjects To perform the experiment as out-
are to be homogeneous as betweem- lined using all four 5-man grorps
groups; that is, the subjects mast be would require approximately 1200
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experiment hours. Even if the subject simulator will become the prime sirmi-
groups were reduced to two and each lation device for this type of MVA
group contained no -.nv than two men, activity.
the time required for the total in-
orbit experiment progra.-. run to the
desired nuaber of trials would be RESULTS
approximately 480 elapsed experiment
hours. An in-orbit cxperiment program In the approximately 1200 orbital
requiring 480 test hours would occupy experiments that were considered it
the better part of a 28-day manned was found that more than half had
orbital mission. Further, it is doubt- firm requirements for EVA support. A
ful that four men will be available detailed systems analysis of a repre-
for in-orbital experiment, at least in sentative group of experiments
the timeframe of interest (1971-1974). occurring in the period of principal
It becmes necessary to reduce the interest (1971-1974) revealed the
number of subject groups to one, use need for a clear and definite under-
just two test subjects, and carefully standing of EVA capability. This
select the in-orbit experiment trials, analysis highlighted much required
By so doing, reducing the numter of EVA equipment development. Space-
in-orbit test trials to no more than suits utilized by the astronauts
ten, and carefully selecting the rnist be made much more mobile, and
astronaut test subjects (to represent dexterity capability must be
the fifth through ninety-fifth anthro- increased. As the EVA astronaut is
porretric range) it is possible to required to perfonn more tasks in
reduce the in-orbit experiment to 70 support of orbital experiments, he
elapsed test hours. It should be will be required to spend more time
recognized that these 70 hours repre- Li EVA. Astronait endurance is a
sent total test times. For many of the problem that must be solved to
tests two astronaut test subjects will maximize the useful astronaut work
be working concurrently with data time. Development of suits should
being taken on each. Therefore, the provide these capabilities, while
70 hour total actually represents reducing the weight and storage
appzuximately 40 hours of elapsed volume requirements.
mission time.

Life support system weight and
Once a valid correlation has been size must be reduced through better

established between the in-orbit experi- packaging techniques and use of
ment operations and simulator experi- advanced technologies. System
ment operation, much of the future EVA capacity should be sonmevhat increased
techniques .development can be acccxp- for support of longex EV\'s. Cargo
lished in simulators without need for transfer aids are needed to allow the
verification of in-orbit experiments. astronaut to transfer large equipment
The EVA experimental progr-_am will nodules frrr, a storage point to a
require the use of several different worksite. Various Icsign concepts
types of simulators; i.e., neutral are needed to fulfill the
buoyancy, six degree-of-freedcs (6 DOF), requirements of the different types of
and KC-135. However, performance of loads to be transported. Powered
the transfer, loccuotion, and rescue translation aids should be developed to
euxperiment required long experiment increase the effective range of the
time continuity as well as the capa- astronaut. Manual translation is not
bility for distance-translation practical in activities that require
continuity. Accordingly, it is antici- inspection of large vehicles. Astro-
pated that the neutral buoyancy naut worksite restraint systems need
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modification to minimize astronaut the capability required for support
energy expended in attaching and of early orbital experiments.
detaching the restraint system and in
repositioning at a given worksite. An
assortment of general astronaut tocls
should be developed to provide the
astronaut the capability to perform
contingency nodular maintenance.

Experimental data will be necessary
in the developmient of the required EVA
equipment and in the verification of
astronaut techniques to effectively
utilize the equipwent. Two proposed
experinental EVA programs therefore
are proposed to obtain these data.
Tbhe flight portions of the proposed
Sexperinents will be held to the mini-
nun. Flight data will be collected to
demnstrate EVA techniques and to pro-
vide a basis for correlation of an
intensive ground simulation program.
It is anticipated that the flight
tests for both experiments can be
conducted in a total of 170 hours.

CDNCLMUSIONS

T"his study has shown that the use
of man in an extravehicular node of
o-eration has a potential to support
scientific and techrical orbital
experiments.

Developtent of the necessary EVA
equipment and techniques could make EVA
a coupetitive operari•n for swport of
orbital experiments in the following
areas: (1) increased life throuwgt
mainte~nance and repair, (2) increased
utilization through nodlex replacenent,
and (3) increased capability for data
retrieval.

Training and simulation programs
also -must be conducted in preparation
for EVA to gain experience and obtain
design data.

Qxdix of both proposed experi-
mental EVA program will result in the
verification of approximately 94% of
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EXTRAVEHICULAR MAINTENANCE:
APPLICATIONS, TECHNIQUES, TASKS AND TOOLS

Robert W. Tillotson
Supervisor of Systems Availability

and Support En%,neering
Tc-chnic:!I Services Department

Textron's Bell Aerosysterns Company
P.O. Box 1,

Buffalo, New York

SUMMARY: This paper identifies those spacecraft subsystems to which EVM is applica~le;
applicable EVM technicvues; associated EVM tasks and task times; and associated tools. The
results reported are presented in tabular iorm and are directly applicable to a 4r*ac, range of
future studies on the application of EVM to specific subsystems, vehil.e2, or missions. The
supporting data (EVM time, tools and test equipment weight, power etc.) provides a basis
for making these future studies.

INTRODUCTION ASSUMPTiONS AND TRAt.ESTUDY
GROUND RULES

The purpose of the study reported here was to
identify those spacecraft subsystems to which Applicationss of EVM. A generalized spacecraft

*extravehicular maintenance (EVM) is applicable, the was assumad. In the 1968-1972 time- period it appears
techniques associated with EVM, the tasks associated that such a spacecraft Will u~nploy Apollo/LlM/MOL
with EVM, and the tools required to perform EVM. The state-of-the-art subsystems or minimum modifications
approach utilized in performing the study consisted of atereof.
three interrelated substudies:

Maintenance Techniques. Sisven general
1. EVM Applications/Techniques mainteriance techniques were assermed to be applicable.

A complete discussion of these techniques is baeynd the
2. EVM Techoiques/Tasks scope of this paper but equipment, time and logistics

aspects of all of these techniques are discussed in depth
3. EVM Tasks/Tools in Reference 1 and the advantages and disadvantages; of

the var~ious techniaues are covered in References I and
A generalized approach was follovwed thre!,ghout 2.

each of these studies in order t.) obtain results Mhich are
directly applicable to a. broad range of future studies in In addition to access and time, considerations of
the applicat.on of EVM to specific subsystems, vehicles weight. cos% and initial nc,.redundant system reliability
or missions are also in-rportant factor- irs re~commending a specific

marnieniance technique for a specific subsystem. A
FUNCTIONAL AND OkESIGro. REGUI 11MENTS -.omparison of the rel~abity irnorovemnent resulting

*roni ma~ltenance fencloseci by box) -ir
Specific !uncticrial and design requirements for nonmaint,ýnsnce ttchrique--, as a fjitction of initial

EV-M must be L-ased on the u'eliabiity requirements for rel.i;%LIity. is shown irs Figure ' (from Reference 3). It
4 specific spaczcraft s-ubsystems. These requirements are shou.W aiisc be r~ot~d that no one redundancy or

in turn based on mission success and crew safcty nraintenanct techniqu,ý is 100% applicab~e lo any givuen
consideratiar's. It is beyond the scope of the present subv.stem, as illustrated by Figure 2 (fromf Refe: nxe
study to deterinine specific %qacecraft reliability 41'. It ;s bey:).-h the scope of this study to investigat
req'Jlirements andi, thts!ofore, thece are no speific ma-ntciance level and test systlrni trac~eoffs for speif":.
functicoal 3nm design requr'emznts applic*tie to thirc srbsysteems drid the reader' i% referred to Reference 2 for
tiadeciff study, it has been assumed that eli spacticraftT e detailed discuss~on of the2se factors
subsystems are potential candidateA for the applicatio3n
of EVMI. Wh:;e it is iecognized that EVM Will 7.q-ti-e a



specific design for EVM (see Refe-encr 4 for rpecift c Maint3nance Tools. In the area of maintenance
design considerationz), it has been atsj.red .•" E'-M tools it appears that modified conventional tools
tasks will pp-allel maintenance tas,¢ currently {References 5 and 61 or special tools now being
associated with ground and airborne syýxe.vns, but developed (see References 7. 8 and 9) by the USAF r'.d
require additional time and energy expetiditures due to NASA will satisfy all maintenance tool requirements in
pressure suit constraints and zero-g conditions, the time period under consideration. However, rezent

0.9m2 St-4byGemini experience (Reference 10) indicates that
3 extensive investigation of maintenance restraint systems

9 wili be required before EVM can become a reality.
2 P-- F, Some preliminary investigations of these problems have

,in IF 10 been accomplished by Bell Aerosystems and others and
CM the reader is referred to References 11 and 12 for
099 -~ •,ty ---" further discussion. It was assumed that space qualified

maintenance tools and restraint systems will be available
0M o /in the 1968-1972 time period.

E 027-

025 IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE
DESIGN ALTERNATIVES

o" - Maintenance Techniques. Sever. general maintenance
--F 2 techniques were considered:

040 Nof I. Automatic monitoring and switching of
built-in-redundancy (Bi R). This technique is
most applicable to inaccessible, time critical
maintenance actions.

0.0 0.03 0,10 030 0.50 0.0 a"0 0A

MM, ,i*, 2. Automatic monitoring and manua!

Figure 1. (U) Mission Success Probability as a Function switching of built-in- redundancy. This
of Various Redundancy Techniques or Parts technique is most applicable to maintenance

Improvement Factors actions which h.vre severe accessibility
constraints.

[3. Manual monitoring (using operational

displays and controls! and manual switching
of built-in-redundancy. This technique

'al includes int-rchanging connectors between
o= t- black boxes or manually operating valves.

etc., as well as actuating co.itrol panel
switches. It is rno•t applicable to non-time

I ..1- critical maintenance actions wbere limited
maintenance access and limited

maintenance ti-ne constraints (i.e.. repair
- tZ-,.a, times of less than five minujtes) exist.

05. 0, 4. Modular replacement of subsystem
components. This technique is most

W-0 applicable to maintenance actions where
there are no maintenance access limitzt~ons1- • _____ ,,and there repair zimes of one or two hours

-. are permissible-

Figure 2. Contribution of Various Types of Redundancy 5. Bits and pieces repair. This technique is
to System Reli-b'ilty most applicabse to maintenance acl-ons

1. 5, 2



where there are no maintenance access suit causes an additional 50 to 132% degradation
limitations and where repair time of many (References 6, 15, 16 and 17). An aver-age factor of 2.8
hours are permissible. was used in this study to transform from one-g,

shirtsieeve to zero-g, pressure suit conditions; i.e., zero-g
6. Component adjustment This technique is pressure suit time is equal to 2.8 times on"-J, shirtsleeve

,nost applicable to analog subsystems time. It should be roted that this factor of 2.8 may be
subject to drift or subsystems employing somewhat conservative with respect to the time period
fluids L - gases where optimum performance under consideration since increawed suit mobility and
can be obtained by proper adjustment of improved cooling are anticipated vtth the introduction
flow ra,•=.. Limited access is required and of "hard suits" and water-cooled thermal systems.
repair tim(;; of greater than 5 minutes are
anticipated. Maintenance Tools. The maintenance tools

considered in this study fall into four general categories:
7. No maintenance. In any spacecraft design,

situations will occur which preclude 1. Sta.ndard test equipment including:

consideration of any of the maintenance
techniques considered above. In this case, a. Stimulus generators
parts improvement programs, active paralle!
redundancy (i.e., load sharing), or other b. dc power supplies
techniques are the only feasible means of
achieving specified reliability requirements. c. ac power supplies

Maintenance Tasks. As previously noted, it has d. Measurement equipment
been assumed that EVM tasks v..l1 parallel those
currently being experienced with airborne systems 2. Special test equipment specificaliy designe
under one.g conditions. Based on this assumption, for a given subsystem and integrating the
Procedure I of MIL-HDBK-472 !Reference 13) has been functiom (as req~jired) outlined under
selected as a means of specifying space maintenance stand3rd test equipmmnt.
tasks. Using this approach, all possible EVM tasks are
assumed to be described by one or more of the 53 :. Stand-rd hand lools
1 "elemental main"e-tanc- ,ctivities ucporpo-,',ea itf; ix

categories: 4. Special tools including:

1. Preparation a. Martin/Black & Decker
m:rnimum-reaction tool

2. Malfunction Verification

b. Electron beam welder
3. Fault Loeitior,

c. Wire wrap tool. etc.
4. Parz i rtotrement

A complete breakdoivn of the tools conidered is qiv,

5. Repair in Table 5.

6. FnalTest Maintenance Applications. As prevkisly noted,
ail sts am d swsbsystemns in both ma'med and

Elemen:al maintenance activities avid associa:t-d unimanned spacecraft have beep amnmed to be potential
mean activity times ior bol~h one-g shirrmleeve and zerwgo candidk•es for t-e -pplicatior of one or Trore cf the,
piesure suit conditions are sown in Table 3I Activity severm maintenance te-hniques comsdqued. It has bee.
descriptons %n-J one-g Sat wveAe takrn fr••r. Referesce assumed tha the parent spacvcraft will be manne but
14 except as noted. A z;r.--ture sewch was cornducted that the remnote vthicle can be nwrna ed or unmanned. If
to obtain the rmcassary fbcter to dJi.ermine r*za-. the rernr,.- vehicle is manned, it is futheri assumed that
prewszre suit -na,.ntnýae tLmes. Zemo- coriditions h..va the wn manrtezmaice techniques, tasks a&d twols
beean shown to ca.se a 20 to 50% degradation i:, applic.,ie te EViA 9f the prent vehcle n=e ei
oerfor mttz (Meferncses 6 and 5) while the o,esmr- applicable to the tuivr;.,t^ nwu vt'ce. The

S~1.5.3



Ii
unmanned remote vehicle represents a 3pecial case since these subsystems was further subdivided into its major
the design criteria for unmanned vehicles are components as shown in Table 2.
significantly different in many areas than those
employed for manned spacecraft. In particular, For each subsystem an investigation was
maintenance access may be severely constrained or undertaken to determine: (1) the applicability of EVM
nonexistent. The type of repair actions irticipated for to a given subsysti rn component in both the parent and
unmanned vehicles can be hypothesized from a review remote spacecraft and (2) the applicability of one or
of unmanned spacecraft failures. The re:.jits o,. one such more of the previously defined maintenance techniques
review are given ;:, Table 1 (from Reference 18). to EVM of a given subsystem comnonent. Four criteria

and two techniques were used in making thev.

DISCUSSION determinations. The criter:. were.

Maintenance Applications/Techniques 1. Accessibility considerations; i.e., within the
Tradetudy. A generalized spacecraft was developed current and projected state-of-the-art would
based on Apollo/LM/MOL technology. This generalized the component under consideration be
spacecraft consists of 16 major subsystems and each of accessible from either the inside

TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF UNMANNED SPACECRAFT MALFUNCTIONS

SATELLITE LAUNCH DECAY MALFUNCTION NOTES
DATE DATE

1. Midas 2 5-2-60 A. Data Link Quit Second Day A. Still in orbit as of

2. Discoverer 20 2.17-61 7-28-62 Programmer Failure. No 12-31-65

Capsule Ejection B. In-Jun functioned

5. Transit 3B/Lofti 1 2-21.61 3-30-61 Second Stage. Satellites until 3-6-63. Solrad

Failed to Seoarate until lat-. 1961.

4. In-Jun 1/Solrad 3 6-29-61 A.B. Failed to Sep~arate C. Impacted on moon
5. Discoverer 31 9-17-61 10-26-611 Capsule Separation Failed I

6. Midas 4 10-21-61 A, Diooies Failed to Disperse

7. Discoverer 34 11-5-61 12-7-62 Ma a"nction Prevented I
Cao,-e Ejection

8. Traac 11-15-61 11-15-61 A. Gravity Gradient Experi.
Srment Boom Failed to Extend

9. Transit 5A 1V-18-•2 A. Povwer Failure First Day

10. Syncom 1 2-14-63 A. Communication Lost at
I j Orbital Injection

11. Geophysical Research 6-28-6I A. Space Ga5 Expenrient

I$tellite 
Ceased After 13 Orbits

12. Ra'iler 6 1-30-64 C. T.V. Syctem Malfunctioned

3. Ti 9 1-22-65 A. One Camera Operational
14. Secor 2 3-11-65 A. Failed to Operate asPlanned

15.1 Secor 4 4-3-65 A. Failed to Operatw asPlar ned

116. Surcal (65B) 8-13-65 A. Failed to: Separate f.-n
; • |J iSecond Stage; Deploy 200

f.Antenna

1.5.4



(pressurized or unpressurized sections, or pressure suit conditions are aiso presented. so that
outs-de- of the spacecraft; particularly with preliminary time estimates for EVM of any subsystem
respect to' modulef replacement, bits and comr~onent/maintenar'ce techniue combination
pieces repair or cc-rmponntnt adjustment. (ierived from Table 2) can be generated roy simple

summation of cpplicable elemental :&* times. !Note: In
2. Repair time co'sideratic'ns; i.e.. is thc addition, suit don/doff and masintenarie restraint

nature of the component under system attachment/detachment times must be r4ded to
consideration such that immediate this sum to obtain total EVM blucick tim3.' The results
maintenance is requirf or c-an ?"cteided of this substudy are given in Toabie 3.
repair times be telerated or delayed
maintenancr;be perforni~i. Maintenance Tasks/Tools Tradestudy. A

generalized set of maintenance tasks, such as tightening,
3. Conooi~ent statcf-%4-he-art xqnskerrtions; caztting, .1riffing, etc., was dcveloped from a review of

i.e.. does the current or projected the elenr.ental activities lissted in Tabe 3. A list of toois
state-of-the-art for the component perm it required io perform thesw ta&Icr was diveloped from a
modular reo lacerrnent, component review of the literature (Ref. eeices 1, 5,7, 8,9, 15, 79,
adjustmrnt or bits and ph=;~ repair or is a 20, 21, 20, 30 and 31). These two lists were used zo
standby redundancy approach feasible when form the tradestudy matrix, Table 4. which id-intiftss
the monitoring and switching requirements related tools and tasks. The characteristics of these to*l
are considered. are given in Table 5, and the usefrequency data given

are from Reference 33.
4. Cosip nent reliabi'ity consideains ý .

will the initial relWa'ility of the comnpon~ent Figure 3 showvs Laflight test system weight as a
under consideration be such that one function of the number of test/monitor peimts required.
maintenance technique will perwm't A complete descr~ption of these systerr-, weill be found
achievement of anticipated reliability goals in References 2, 15 and 32. The dat from F~igre 3
at negligible cost and weight permlties as were used to obtain the weiights given in Tabli 5 for tesst
opposed to large penalties ior othier systemis.
lechn'ques.

RESULTS AND CONCIl.SUfJS4
- -aThe techniques employed were:

Table 6 presents a summmary of the ,esulu- of fus
1. Reference to existing literatutre on previous thlree sub-tradestudies. It identifies fth subsystrvan

*studies conducto4 by Bel! end other sy'stem a~pnt to whc EVA maintena-t is
aerospace constractors GRfe-nst 2. 3, 4, 5, anplicable and the associted appicihiv makftewic
15. and 18 -2%~ for recon~Nr~nded technique.~5 tasks and tools. Except for thi e k.n0.)
maintenance techniques. escane system. EIVA mnaintenance is applicable to ir:

Inast some coWmpoets within) all majo- spacscrmft
Z 2 Review of a draft of Tab~e 2 by a panei of subsysteims

three senior Bell aerospace 3yrn As previousiy noted, no one mainteri'ace
engineers with exten-sive Gemini, Aplib, technique is 100% appliable to a simye subsystem,. let
LM. Aptillo X. A-AP cdMOL spacecraft atone all !ottnystenis This fact is treified bn the
desigrn and operational experience to -Applicable Ma eterance Techniques"' coktirnes in I.'&%e
dctermine the **face* vatliditV of the original 6. With few exceptions. at least zvo anid hij most n P s
determinations. three or four of the six techniques consiier, are

aplicabie to all subsysterns and tubsystemn comnponer~ts.
Mainterence Techniques/Toasks Tradestudy. The, Wh1ere appl~zab;e manimtriance techniques aretim~ted to

techniaue employed in this substudy was, a automatic monitoring (with eithrautomaticcw m~rano
ttarai;htiorwjrd comparison of a seneralized set of switching), iniiate;Wri'ce t~sksT ame limited to

*maintes'ance tasks against the previaosj~ defirted vrepration. Wh--Ye switching of bjiltanedundaincy
techniques "d then do identification of tivns tasks ORl) is employed, psrt procurement and repair task
associa-ld with a giv~ii techetkite. Mean task identify are e~iminated. The only teclunfqies which require
thafe Tasks a;3ociat~ed -nith a given te~kniqui-. Mean task considleration of all six maintertance tiak chtegoiries are
activity times for both one-g shirtsleeve ardt ze.-;ol lnauL- replaceirent and bits and pierjis repair. Even

A..
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MAINTMýANCE TAGK/TOOI S TPADESTUOY MATRI X

V TASK W) TCIfl1
I ~ ~APPL-CATV 41ONI_ I ly

ArAIN7FNANJCE - ,
TOOL t LZlir EjaJE] EL1 Lj IIL ______ Uf x~ ~ itI:)IC)

IStimulus Generator xIi~ X I

AC Power Suppy I YT
V) VMV x1 x

lCwunpr (Dit~ial';

inFight Test Sot~tH;~II
s.F. Fzult isolation Unit I X t L
Temper3ttufe Test Set xi xj
Ponzable Leak Vetect~or )c

Screwdriver Sei I Ix X x X
Ad'stabie V~lmnch xilx x XI i iX

Pler StEX A. X 1% xJ xi

Hemimer Ix X ' I I
Socket WrencliSe xl x x X xiI~
,Crimping To-.1

Mechanics; Fin~ger I ~ ( XI ~ i
Tweezers X X x
Wire StripperIY

Scribei x

-lac~saw X X
*Chisd Sat I I i

Lut~ricant Di~enser ii
Machiniia Ruler x ~ X
Tame Measre I iI
Allen Head Wren&l Set x if I
Torque Wrenco lXi X

Open orBox Wrench Set I I~ X X

lnspecti~an Mirrui IiX
S wl~ ring Iron xj I %

Vactxrm C'panerjx xxjji'Wfire Wrap Tool lxi H 'li K
Electron Busm Welder )fJ

Z-o-Ftiaction Space Powerr oo 3. xiI ixxi
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ADVANCED SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS IN-FLIGHT DEPENDABILITY

S. S. Calderon
Douglas Aircraft Company

Advance Systems .nd Technology
Huntington Beach, California

SUMMARY: This paper discusses design approaches, philosophies,
and data that were developed for long-term space missions of I to
5 years. In-flight dependability is defined as having been achieved
when the zesources, Methods, and design provisions are available
to restore spacecraft operations after failures, thus extending the
spacecraft's i-,liability life. The design philosophy embodies the
concept of providing o,-bcard resources an,' utiiizing man's poten-
tial to restoi~e the spacecraft, Emphasis is on methods to restore
thu spacecraft in flight after failure (unscheduled maintenance),
although preventive (scheduled) effort is also necessary. Tradeoffs
are conducted on design options available for system reliability.
Fina!1y, the design options that make possible in-flight restoration
are applied to typical subsystems (electric power, environmental
control and life support (EC/LS), etc.) of a spacecraft.

The parameters that constitute the capability to restore the space-
craft in fli, it are considered in each baseline design. These para-
meters art diagnosis and fault isolation accessibili;y, ',rovisions
of npares and repair tools, and training of crew. Missiun success
is greatly improved wita a design capability to restore spacecraft
in flight when failures occur.

INTRODUCTION Mars flyby. The 90-day Apollo
Mission has an unacceptable relia-

The magnitude of the reliability bility limitation of 0. 58, based on
problem for spacecraft* is lustrated existing technology capability. The
by examining existing technology in Mars Z-year flyby has an unaccept-
"the context of future mission times of able reliability of 0. 0006. As the
90 days to 2 years (see Figur5 I). mission time is increased from
Short-term missions, the Z4-hour
Mercury and the 200-hour Apollo
Lunar Lander, approach the mis.,ion j'1AS ;jfAIItT,.YM 0

requirement of 0. 95. j": q 0

However, this reouirement ior
mission reliability is not met when r- _______- ____ 0.. __, .o
mission tinmes are increased for the
90-day Apollo Applications, the
Venus 1-year fly by, and the 2-year A c'fA z

-:.In this paper, spacecraft is the crew '_.

ferry or logistics module, which is
recoverable and the space station is ,
the orbit ing laboratory (not Figure 1. Space-Mission Reliability Requirements
recoverable). and Technology Estimates
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90 days to 2 years, a tren, endous As described in later sections.
disparity occurs between the technol- high levels of success for space
ogy limitations and the miszdon st5c- missions of 1 to 5 years are ndi-
cess requiremelz of 0. 95. cated for a design that possesses a

capability tc. restore the spacecraft
The unacceptable values shl-"w after in-flight failures.

by Vigure 1 for each mission take
into account the extent of redundancy
in the baseline desIgn, e. g., two DEI-IGN CONSIDERATIONS OF A
power supplies (solar cells for pri- MANNED SPACE MISSION
mary and batteries for backup) and
extensive part redundancy within each Major design considerations
subsystem. Therefore, major that are applicable to a manned
improvements in design and technol- space mission are listed in Table 1.
ogy are necessary to increase mis- These considerations become criti-
sion success to acceptable levels, cal design constraints during various

phases of zhe mission. Each sub-
Design optinns available to system of the spacecraft should be

increase system reliab'lity have been analyzed to check its compatibility
investigated. The two most ,-romis- with its capability for repair, mis-
ing approaches are (1) active redun- sion phases, severity and time
.ancy with restoration* features and limits of nmaifuinctions, availability
(2) standby redundancy with re stora- of crew, and other resources.
tion ieatures. Active redindancy (for
example, the electric power source) A timeline analysis should be
is essential when the fra.ction allows made of each subsystem for the
no downtime. Stanc"dy redundancy entire mission profile. A firsL
applies when the inherent downtime is iteraton timeline '.-alysis is neces-
adequate to allow the crew to reac, sary early in the design phase to
and switch. However, the above two uncover potential problems in suffi-
design options are not always the best ckent time to mnake a workable solu-
approach. tion possible.

This study was subject to the
following constraints: (1) existing or Table
near-term technology, (2) a 1-year
space station with a 0. 95 mission DESIGN CONSTRAINVIS OF
success, (3) reliability data from MANNED MISSIONS
such short-term missions as the
200-hour Apollo, the manned orbiting
research laboratory, the AAP Work- I. Identify functions critical to
shop, and other programs, crew safety and mission

completion.

2. Determine the time allowed to
SThe terms, "restore" and "repair" restore mal:Lxnctions.
are used interchangeably; actually,
"repair" denotes physical work on q. Assess reaction of crew to
the components of a subsystem, rc.store ma'ifunctions.
while "restore" encompasses the
repair function plus any other means 4. Identify critical rnaneuvers that
of reinstating the failed operation inhibit movement of crew
such as activation of standby or (powered %naneuvers, rendez-
backup modes. ous. orbitalchanges, others).
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Design Approaches 2. Whether the failure affects
crew, mission, degradation,

The selection of a design or experiment functions.
approach is influenced by the foliov- 3. The time the function can
ing considerations: remain inoperative w;thout

1, Criticality of the component, jeopardizing crew or

assembly, or subsystem to

the mission. 4. Whether protection from
.The inherent downtime to failure potential is needed

2. in the form of redundant
restore the function as per- its, baku mrdesaor

mitted by the subsystem, circuits, backup modes, or
spares.

!'he first provision demands a In addition, the reliability analy-
high probability of functional success, sis must detect failures with poten-
i.e., a reliability margin for all mal- tial to cause single, catastrophic
functions that affect the safety of the loss of crew or mission. This type
crew or the ability to continue the of f re oramissiovides tle
mission. To this end, the study indi of failure generally provides littlecated that all subsystems of a long- or no response time or may be

ater spat all sta stion, i. electric caused by an uncontrolled reaction
term space station, i.e.. electric (examples are fire, explosions,
power, stability and control, EC/LS, tank ruptures). In some mission
and others, ultimately become flight-critical in various phases of the phases, the time to restore a
mission, spacecraft function allows little or

no downtime, as indicated below

The second provision requires under "Illustration. " Also, some

that crew-safety items be capable of functions, such as electric power

being immediately restored to opera- and oxygen supplies, require a
tion with either active or standby capability to maintain operationlimic iv stendb ccontinuously. The most recent
redundant modes or, in limited cases, estimates of the time required to
with functional backup modes. This restore the subsystems is given by
also assumes that the space station

Table 2. Notice that the averagehas a capability for diagnosis and Time to restoe the s yemsgiisoltio of alfnctinstime to restore the subsystems is
Sgreater than the anticipated time

the functions can remain inopera-Allowable and Estimated Times to
Restore tive. Data management, for

example, is the least critical; how-
The concern in a space station is ever, in some mission phases theThe a conpab niy tat saesto malfunc- mission objectives for data may notforn harca abilit that satorestr be compatible with a downtime of

i401 min. It matters little that the
level within time constraints set by
safety and mission requirements. A loefawen maintenance actinri
reliability analysis will providemaintenance action isknowledge of the failures and desired required, there is not sufficient
courses of action. This analysis time available to perform it.

m.ust respond to the following: Illustration

1. Whether the function will The propulsion, navigation. and
stop as a result of failure, electrical subsystems illustrate the
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[ Table 2

UNSCHEDULED REPAIR REQUIREMENTS
SPACE STATION SUBSYSTEMS-

Mean Days
Between Average Average

"Subsystem Failures Min. /Task Min. /Day

SLife Support 15 141 /.4

Communications 97 95 1.0

Data Management :10 401 3.6

Electric Power 500 Z84 0.6

Stability and Control 45 129 2.9

(Other Equipment) 4. 1

Z 1.6/day

*From Reference 1.

urgency of these design considerations. The characteristics of these
Analysis of the electrical power sup- options are described below, as they
ply indicates little or no downtime apply to a nianned space missi-)n of
because o.- several critical functions,
such as control electronics and emer- Table 3
gency lights. Therefore, a secondary DESIGN OPTIONS TO INCREASE
source of power with automatic trans- SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
fer is necessary. Similarly, during
powered maneuvers, the propulsion
and navigation designs required a
backup or redundant mode because the I. Single-thread desi.r without
maneuver is critical and the crew is repair.
immobile (strapped to couches). 2. Single-thread design with repair.

DESIGN OPTIONS FOR IMPROVING 3. Redundancy (one or rnore) with-

EFFECTIVENESS out repair.

4 Red-undancy with repair.
The design options available to

the design tech.aologies to improve
the effectiveness of the system are 5
listed in Table 3. The problem for a
designer, then, is to select the most 6. Special cases Alternate equip-

efficient option for his design. ment; functional modes.
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long duration. The purpose of these that can be suspended when the
design options is to enhance reliabil- equipment is undergoing recalibra-
ity and assist debigners in performing tion or repair.
tradeoffs for the best aporoach, con-
sisteit with the mission environments
and objectives. Active Redundancy (One or More)

Without Repair

Single Thread Without Repa-r The active parallel or redun-
dancy without repair design (Fig-

With a few exceptions, the single- ure 2) has several disadvantages:
thread without repair design (Figure 2)
;s not useful for a space mission, .sim- 1. It uses too many elements tO
ply becausc it is too vulnerable to increase the reliability required
failure. In complex equipment, such ior a long space mission.
as life support (mechanical) or corn-
munications (electronic), this approach 2. :. the -ctive phase, the redun-
ic subiec' to an unacceptable failure dant elements are using up their

design life. As shown in later
sections, the design life of many
components is critical, e. g.,

Single Thread With Repair pumps and control moment gyrOt
a ssemblies.

The single-thread with repair 3. Electrical or plumbing lines of
design has the advantages of weight, either liquids or gases use %ip
volume, and cost. However, i" is too much volume and weight,
incompatible with the downtimes and incria-ce complexity and
allowed by mos! functions of the space- degree of checkout to supportthe
craft. The reaction time allowed by elements in active redundancy.
failure oi most spacecraft func'-T e , a gs
is such that the single thread wculd
not yield sufficient time for the crew mission, the active redundancy
to react and restore the 'anctican. For without repair is not very useful

this reason, this de.ign option is not and efficient.
very useful for th- spacecraft. Pre-
liminary analyses also indicate this Active Redundancy With Repair
option is compatible and a good candi-
date fo: exoeriments. !.,ch as those The active redundancy witb

repair design (Figure 2) is very
usefui for rrany functions in a spzce-
craft. it is of special interest for

ifunctions that allow litle or no down-
.kP,,, , St k.-A• 0time. For instance i.:e 2 IC/LS and

electricai power subsystems requi:e
active red-undancy because the func-I rmr~'tion has to be restored almost

L.-• •immediately. Another advantage of
•mfl.--j the active redundancy witbh repair ti

:.. the ability to operate either out of
the primary loop, the secondary

loop, or perhaps the third lcop,
Figure 2. Design Options to Increase System Reliability while at the same time allowing
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repair of eithe- of the loops. There componelits with limited designr life.
Pi:.re, thc active i-eduivriancy w7.ith It al~so has the flexibility of aperat-
repair it! one cf the mosýt pron-ising ing fran- either the prmrary or
d.,bigit appeca-cles for a apacecraft on standby loops and at the sainz time
along--ezm rnissioi,. pernit~s repair and clieckout of the

remaamning loops.

Standby Redr.nda-acy Without Repair
- Majority Voting

Thre standby redundanr-y without
repair design (Figure 3) has an advan- Douglas evaluated the majority-
tage in t.'iat the standby element are voting approach (Figure 3) for sev-
not i.-.nsumiing their design life. How- eral space and Earthbound functions.

Sthe disatdvantage of this design This design approach, for example,
* * option is the increased loads and corn- is useful and efficient for sensors

picxiAý7 fru:xn plumbinig and electrical and related cL' cuits of critical para-
lines and switches to support and acti- meters (or rneabureme'.ts) of a
vate the standby ele~nients as the oper- space mission. Critical parameteT-s
ating 'Loops bfgin to fail. 'i~s design are con-fronted by interacting relia-
approachf exceeds the volume and bility and safety constrain.ts:
weight capacities, even though it con-
serves the design life of the standby 1. A -high level of treliability to
elernsnts, ensure that the crew is

inforr,ýd uf any malfunction.

Stan-.'bv %F-dundanicy With Repair 2.A capzhility to verify the
- -- ~ integrity of the signal or

Sadyredu.-Aaivy wzth repair alert cc.ndition to prevxi~t
Stai'dbya premiature abort or loss

design (Figur- 3) is ve-ry_ promising ri;ioobetes
for a it:.--g-zerm spaLr in-iss on. .7t is5.
compatible with spacecralft ftum_ lions 3. A vtery limited reaction timre
that allow aL nerminal amount of down- allowed by a critical para-
time- greater iban Z to 5 miun. There- nieter for the crew to mnake
fore, it enables the crewi to beý a -lecision.

* informed of the failure so they cank
7 transfer the function to the standby A major ity- votin~g approach

element. This option conserves thne (normally thiree elements.) has the
advantage of yielding high- reliability

* 'levels and also the inherent capabl-1
i~Wl rE -EI ity to isolate erroneous signals.

I 4Altc -nate or B3ackup Modes

Alternate equipmnent. or backup
C4111CA- n-odes ý;-ould be avaiuated early in

design, -suchn as during failure. mo'de
r rl _C0analysis and systems a-ialysis. frhis
~' 1 approach is a good means to improve

mission success. In this Study. aniLy-lr~j emergency detectox- continuously
-AARJT VOMZ nonitor5 critical mibssion parameters.

Figure 3. Uesign Option! to increase System Re~iazfility (SL-e Figure 3.) In additio-t, the
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on-board computer can check out all the PARAMETERS OF IN- FLIGHT
subsystems, hence, criticalparame- REPAIR
ters, on demand by the crew. In
this functional mode. the emergency The capability to restore the
detector is supported by the computer, spacecraft during flight consists of

the four parameters listed in
Table 4. These parameters identify

Design Tradeoffs the type of resources, such as spares
stock, tools, and crew time that

Each subsystem requires an indi- will be required. Co'lectively, they
vidual analysis for tradeoffs that con- respond to the question, "Can the
sider restoration by the options listed crew restore the spacecraft during
above: redundancy, backup modes, flight and how much does it cost?"
and spares. No single design approach Table 4
is best or even compatible for all the
subsystems of a space station. IN-FLIGHT DEPENDABILITY

PARAMETERS

The two most flexible design Diagnosis and Fault Isolation

options for a space station are the 1. Emergency detection unit.
active redundancy with repair and the 2. On-board computer checkout.
standby redundancy with repair. These 3. Inputs from analyses: safety
two options satisfy two recurring and abort, failure modes,
demands of a space station design: systems design.
(1) criticality of the design in meet- Accessibility
ing crew safety and mission objec-
tives and (2) large failure potential 1. To see and inspect.
resulting from complexity of design 2. For electrical/fluid test
and, therefore, a demand for a capa- points.
bility to restore the function within 3. Clearance for tools and test
narrow time limits. equipment.

4. Clearance to remove and
Redundancy and backup modes replace failed parts.

are not always needed. As an 5. Spacesuit access: EVA,
example, the structure subsystem unpressurized areas, pres-
does not have a redundant shell but sure cells.
does have a meteoroid bumper. How- Provision of Spares and Repair
ever, on a recent space-station Tools
design effort, a spares kit was added
to account for the two expected con- 1. Existing deficiencies: deple-
tingencies that require restoration: tion of spares, unused stock.

meteoroid penetrations and gas pres- 2. Weight constraints.
sure leaks. The kit contains wall 3. Improvements by reliability
patches, door seals, extravehicular data and computer programs.
activity (EVA) exit seals, and docking Training of Crew for Proficiency of
seals. Airlock doors and EC/LS
provisions were also added to convert
the structure into three pressurized 1. Diagnosis/fault isolation vs
compartments in an emergency. level of crew skills.
Design provisions for access and 80 lb 2. Trend of increasing complex-
of spares kits increase the structure ity and sophistication.
reliability from 0. 969 to 0. 999 for a 3. Skills: nominal, average,
1-year mission, critical.
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Diagnosis and Fault Isolation cases, the obstructions can be
eliminated by repackaging.

A combination of two approaches
is recommended to resolve this Repairs that require the crew
parameter adequately. First, an to wear a space suit should be mini-
emergency-detector unit is needed to mized because of the difficulty and
continuously monitor those critical expense, in terms of crew resources
parameters that are vital to crew and equipment. Of course, such
safety or continuation of the mission, repairs must be considered for oper-
Second, a modification to the on-board ations outside the pressurized corn-
computer is required to check out the partments and for contingencies
equipment upon demand by the crew occurring inside the pressurized
(or automatic sequence). The on-board compartments. However, if the
computer, therefore, will provide a EC/LS subsystem is accessible with
check of readings that could become a space suit and has the first prior-
critica!., it will also diagnose and ity for repair, other equipment can
isolate failures for the crew to repair. be restored in a shirtsleeve environ-

ment. This is important because
Also indicated under this parameter repair on complex electronic equip-
are the types of analysis that will pro- trient while wearing a space suit is
vide design criteria for the emergency- difficult, if not impossible.
detector unit and the diagnosis and
isolation function of the on-board com-
puter. For example, a mission- Provision of Spares and Repair
hazard analysis should be conducted, and Repair Tools
as indicated by Table 5, for four typ-
ical mission hazards. This analysis A review was conducted of spare-
will identify hazards that may be part efforts for previous projects.
encountered by the crew throughout In the past, spare-part efforts have
the mission. These hazards, there- suffered from a common problemel;
fore, will yield the parameters that depletion of the needed spare while
must be monitored by the emergency- inundated with tons Gf unneeded
detector unit to inform the crew of stock. Fortunately, both the relia-
potential hazards and allow them the bility and logistics technologies
time required to initiate corrective recently made significant iniprove-
action. It will also establish other ments in deterrnination of correct
less sensitive parameters, that influ- spares. Several computer programs
ence the logic of the computer and hand analysis techniques have

checkout, been developed fo~r spares. A hand
analysis approach was used to deter-
mine the spares, aa described below.

Accessibility under "Sparing Logic, Decision
Process. " A maintenance st'..dy 2 of

Five access requirements are an Earthbound radar system illus-
listed in Table 4. These require- trates the magnitude cf the spares
ments are necessary for in-flight and maintenance problem fTable 6).
restoration and will also improve the The average total time for the radar
efficiency of checkout during Lirth- repair is unacceptable for a space
bound and launch-pad activities. A mission.
major problem with existing designs
is the inability to restore spacecraft The imnprovements in determin-
because cx obstructions. In most atiin of spares have resulted from
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ile6 spare:. will be uc-d, and so lorth
for other missions. Therefore, the

AVEK~E RAIRTiMEhigher probability or levels of spares
1~ADR ~~rEM ANAPS-0 Ein'ýr_-ases the availability of spares

~iinein hurs)atq un&:ontrolled or probable failures
____ _____ occur in a given miso-ion.

Mean actuikl revair time- 2. The cost in spares and tools to
:iupport the overall mission success

Meanavtal n~inhc re ,5 i.4 nct ?roh;,bitive (see tabular data
admiistati~tiwiduer 11cpace-S ::tion System

Mean Analysis"). In this study, the
Meanlogstic tile 7. 6 spares and tools -required for a

kyear space nmission are ~,822 lb,
* ___________~.which is alppioximately 6% of the

andreiabliy dta baseline space-station weiglit of
better engineering aa eiblt aa 47, 700 lb.
of cornponeuzts and2 analysis of total
systems. Component data, for

examiehave',rvide th faiureTraining of Crew for Proficiency
potential of a given component for the o ear
total ~ni-sion based on the failure
rates, environments, and operating I hsprmtr hr r
stresses. Effectivenes~s of total Ysys neazigdsinpoiin n
teins, in turn, has identified those cisteactngcrew nsig eratoiions anrst
des %gns or components that aie criti- if it is assumed that the crew is
cal to maintain the spacecraft func- wefl-trained, the amiount of equip-
tioning for both crew safety andmetfrdanssn autic-
prirrnary mi-ssionojcie.Tre tion can be redi'ced. However. an
fore, the critical components receiva poigitrcto sLa h

a~ aeqv~e shre f th i~ntedtrend of spacecraft design io for
re~tources, (e. g., weight, volume,g

cos ofa sacerat) ndheneincreasing complexity and sophisti-
incrasetheproal~ityc-fmisioncation that soon begins to over-

increiasetepobliiyc iso burden and overtax the capab~iity of
the crew. Therefore, the probln

Som &~arurefro peviusiis to strike a good balance between
trial and err-,r programts should be tetann moe nt~ce
consideZ-,d fcvr a space miao.F:r and the amount of diagnosbis andi
inf~ance, in mis0hbvn poneýt fault isolation. The objective !s to

ýeadniýy lai)eithbed projblne thea provide an investment of resc-urceýs
iimene of~ spar ese stoce balainsth that will eniable the cre:,w to ouerate
thombued iof sare sced task(msion)t the space station and enable fhem

thseusd ora(I~e ak(iso) tc. cope- wizh the repair problcms.
However, given a s ' ace rnassion suc-
cess of 0. 95 artd an analysig of criti-
cal aoinponýýnts, zhe computer or han~d M~an3 ability to Jecreasc the
-,nalysis technique will istock. the corn- tinre for repair is considered in the
ponents; required to support the over- foliuwlng discussion i:1, tern-is of iis
all 0'. 95. The laws of probability impact on n-'isi,ion 6esign obje-ztives.
itictate that in any one mission, oni'y .1riefly stated, nian ha-, the ability
a, portion (10%6 to 17-%)!, 3 ef the to tlearii and this learving process,
on-bc..Lre spares w~il be used. 19ow- coramzonoiv refcrred tc. az a 'learn-
erer, .)n the succeeding mission. I ng curve, "~ is a property that

dfercuit portion of the on-board apr.'ties to all situations involvn
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"nan. This human ability to learn can be useful to compensate for (1)
results in progressive decreases in increasing work that may result from
performance times for iterative "wear and tear" of equipment, (2) crew
tasks 4 . resources demands for experiments,

and (3) unexpected contingencies.
This implies that the crew will

decrease the time required to restore Estimates 3 of the crew resources
the spacecraft after malfunctions, aq required for Earth-orbiting stations
a function of time and experience are given by Figure 4 and Table 7.
with the equipment. The learning The time shown by Table 7, 4. 71 man-
process will start during Earthbound hours/day, ia about equally divided
checkout and training, and will con- between station operations and
tinue throughout the flight regimes, scheduled and unscheduled mainte-
It is not likely that crew reaction nance. For an Earth-orbiting sta-
time will be decreased to the point ton, approximately, 23 min. /day of
that the design can be reduced to a unscheduled (Table 2) and 133 man-
single-thread design or be vulnerable min. /day scheduled maintenance,
to "single-point failures, " The for a total of 2. 6 man-hours are
response to counter critical failures estimated by the Boeing studyI.
must be so rapid generally that it This correlates quite well with the
presents a too-severe requirement 2. 3 man-hours/day estimated by
even under more benign Earth environ- Douglas ior scheduled and unsched-
ment. However, the learning process uled (failure) maintenance.
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Table 7

£ MAINTENANCE AND CTH-ECKOUT TIME MORL-11A SPACE STATION

Average
Subsystem Man-Hours / Day

On-board test and maintenance 0. 21

Ferry-resupply craft and cargo
module 0.36

i Stabilization and control 0. 71

Propulsion 0. 14

- Structural and mechanical 0.86

Communication and telemetry 0.71

Electric power 0.36

EC/LS 1.36

Total 4.71

hie training and skills of the support the 0. 95 reliability for the
crew should be directed to the follow- space station.
ing tasks: (1) to assist in developing
and validating the diagnosis techniqaes, Reliability and safety margins
(2) to test and imorove the manual of design are provided for compo-
techniques (nonautomatic) for restora- nents whose failure would cause the
tion of the spacecraft after failures subsystems to become inoperative.
have occurred. (3) to test the automa- The design requirements are pro-
tic or semi-automatic functions of vided by redundant or backup equip-
redundant and backup modes for time- ment modes. For example, tie
critical failures, and (4) to assist in oxygen and water sources were
updating the analytical values for designed for mu)tiple tanks with
allowable downtime and maximum independent flow from each tank.
time to restore spacecraft failures.

hI addition, spares are provided
for components that have reliability

SPARING LOGIC weaknesses as indicated by limita-
(DECISION PROCESS) tions of existing technology: failure

rates, design life limits, and mis-
Each subsystem must be pro- sion stresses.

vided w.th sufficient spares to reach
a nominal level of 3. ?9 reliability for The space-station subsystems
a i -year mission. This exacting must fulfill interacting requirements
requiremcnt was necessary to that include maintenance of operation

II. 4. 12



upon failure, repairability, and where
accessibility. This design approach n number of spares of an
is compatible with the sparing scheme individual assembly or
described below. Two distinct relia- component.
bi!ity problems must be accounted for
in sparing fcr long-term missions: R reliability of an assembly

or component required for
1. Spares for constant failure a 1 -year mission, normally

ral:e or exponential failure. 0. 9999 or higher.

2. Spares for components with x (failure rate) (mission time).
limited design life or "wear- -x
out" failures. e - reliabilityof baselineassem-

bly or component.

Spzres for Constant Rate xe - first spare (and so forth,
for other spares).

Individual assemblies need high Assumptions that have been applied
levels cf reliability to support the are as follows:
nominal 0. 99 requirement for the sub-
system. For most assemblies or 1. Components must be of
components, a spares stock to support equal reliability or failure
a 0. 9999 or greater value was found rate (X).
to be adequate. This value, for each
of 100 components or assemblies in 2. The failure rate of spares
a subsystem design will yield the ;n the storage phase is
nominal 0.99. assumed to be zero. Actu-

ally, the most recent
This type of individual spare research into storage and

was determined by hand analysis and dormant phases indicates
* with the constraints listed below: a modest failure rate. These

phases have a nominal fail-
•':I - (xjn + I -x ure rate equal to 1% to 5%

R O-N of the active phase. How-
N! ever, the storage failure

"ate is more severe for a
This approximation* assumes ifw specific classes of

that the sum of the converging series components such as hydrau-
of terms for which spares are not lic systems, accumulators,

4 provided is approximately equal to the seals subject to an inactive
largest term in the eries, i. e., set, or deterioration.
n i I spares.

or -x -x 2 -x The nominal storage failure
e + xe +x e rate does not become critical in

2! extending tLe reliability life of a

3 x n x design. The approach taken to
+ e + ... x e reduce the impact of this problem3! n! waS:

1. Evaluation of components to §
*Based on a conversation on pragmatic ensure that their inherent
applications of mathematics to effec- reliability is not adversely

tiveness with D. J. Davis, Douglas reduced during storage
Aircraft Company. phases.
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2. Dcsign precautions to ensure sufficient spares for 8, 720 hours or
that the storage phases plus a 1-year mission.
the :nission time do not
exceed or approach the SUBSYSTEM IMPROVEMENT--
design life of components. LIFE SUPPORT
For this study, the storage
phaze could be up to i-year The water-management subgroup

in flight plus additional of the life-support subsystem reviews

Earthbound phases. the application of the resources and
3dsign approaches described in the3. Accounting for storage or above sections. These design

dormant rate ýr the deter- approaches are intended to increase
rmination of final quantities the reliability life of a long-term
of spares. s-ace station.

The nonredundant design had a
Spares for Wearout reliability of 0, 420 based on a 1-year

mission (Figure 5). Because the
The problem of wearout, not entire life support subsystem has a

encountered till now because only requirement of at least 0. 99, the
short-term missions of days orhours 0. 420 for a subgroup was unaccept-
were conducted so far, is being met able. The next iteration was a
for the first time in 1-year missions, redundant approach. but with
The spares load from wearout was redundancy of the critical loops, the
greater than the spares load ior the design increases to ornly 0. 550. In
constant failure rate. Therefore, the complex space-station designs, the
wearout is the prevailing reliability yields from redundancy are not as
problem for existing technology of great as might be expected as a
components and assemblies during result of increased parts and ihere-
a I- to 5-year mission, fore, increased failure potential.

The high-reliability demands The final iteration was a redun-
require that components be replaced dant baseline with spares and a capa-
by spares before their mean wearout bility to 'estore any of the failures.
life, at which 50% of the component; The finai design is active redundancy,
have failed. To ensure adequate but can also be configured for standby
margins, 2. 5 to 3 standard deviations redundancy. It provides operation
from toe mean were used to calculate from either of the two loops. Sirnil-
the quantity of spares for typical arly, repairs can be accomplished
components. The components that from either loop while the other
have a wearout life less than their loop maintains the operation. Notice
mission expectedl usage had spares that the reliability increases to
provided to the next highest level of 0. 999 for 1 year.
spre. This option provided a mar-
gin that protects from wearout devia- Spares were provided for two
tions and nominal failure rates dur- distinct reliability problems: (1)
ing storage or dormant phases. The constant failure rate or exponential
vacuum purrmps, for example, of the failures and (2) components with
EC/LS have a design life of 2, 500 hr, limited design life or wearout fail-
based on at least two standard devia- ures. In this design, for example,
tions. Therefore, three spares plus the filter, pumps. and heaters
one for initial baseline provided because of limited life will be
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CHILLER NOTE:

""HI LLER r REDUNDANT VIIH SPARES:
SIX-MAN C(, EW 0.599 RELIABILITY'

DRINK FCEESWAER DUMP REDUNDANT: 0.SSO RELIABILITY

LEXPULSIO DRNK 01RN WTR}T NONIIEDUNDANT:
ALVE F OO SPACE 0.420 RELIABILITY

ADDE D 1.YEAR MISSION

R•DUNDANCY *SPARE IARTS FOR CONSTANT
...- RATE AND AL•O WEAROUT FAIL-

URES: PARTS SUSCEPTIBLE TO
A E ESPIATION RESPIRATI WEAROUT; PUMP. FILTERS,

DAc PERSP19ATION rSPIRATON EXPULSION VALVE. HEATERS,

to SH UROFF

- - _ CONDENSER~ CONDENSER CHECK AND HAND VALVE$

MANUAL S4UTOF -ADDED ISOLATION VALVES

II VALVE ,__*AE

G3 TALVKSREQUIRED FOR REDUNDANCY.

150OF 1S0"F PUMPP
STORAGE O RAG 11 1
1TANK IANK ~

IHEATERI FILTERP. STORAGEI j *ATER
SI * CHECK

.I •V•-ALVE

Figure 5. Water M.g.ement - EC/MS Subsystem

replaced before the end of the 1-year A redundant design capability is
mission, necessary generally to satisfy crew

safety and mission objectives. This
design approach complies with the

SPACE-STATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS "no single-point failure" criterion
of a space mission, which means

An individual analysis was per- that no single failure must jeop-
formed on each subsystem of the ardize the crew or cause abort of
space station to select the best design the mission.
approach as described in the preced-
ing sections. A comparison is given • 0.WI, iIA L ,
in Table 8 for baseline options versus I . , . I. .. MiA..u,

the increases in their respective § .3, C

reliabilities. The weight and volume I I I - I
penalties are also included. • 1 -

A summary is presented by Fig- 7 3

ure 6 of the combined effects of the Z 1. 1t•, I ... " ...

"subsystems upon space-station relia-
bility during a 1-year mission. The l1 0.1 0.) 0.5 & 0.1l.0
single- thread and redundant baseline- SP&a COLTAT.00,4 PRIILITY MISSION S=SS

design options, are compared with a
design and required spares to restore
the spacecraft in flight after failures. Figure 6. Space Station Reliability- 1-Year Mission
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The active and standby redun- designs and technologies of
dancy with a restoration capability a manned space station.
are the most flexible options and Therefore, tradeoffs that
were used extensively. However, consider redundancy, backup
some exceptions were necessary as modes, and spares are nec-
follows: (1) structure, as described essary on each subsystem.
earlier; (2) propulsion; and (3)
stability/control. The propulsion 2. Given existing and projected
thrustors, taaks. lines, and soforth limits of technology, spares
are redundant but, for safety, are not and design provisions to

repairable. The hazards resultfrc-m resto-e the space station

nse of storable, hypeigolic propel- in flight after failures have

lants and also from the difficulties advantages over alternate

resulting from location in unpres- design approaches.

surized areas of the station. 3. 'The penalties in crew
resources to reetore the

The stability and control elec- space station in fl-Ight appear
tronics use a hybrid of design options. to be within practicalimits.

The sensor assemblies are not
repairable in space and also are Single-point failures must
limited in useful life to about 2,500hr. be eliminated from subsys-

The sensors include attitude and rate tem de--ign because of the
hazard to the ceew and

gyros, star trackers, horizon sen-
sors, and control-moment gyros, m.ssion success objectives.
For these reasons, the sensors are Similarly, design provisions
installed in a standby redundancy to restore the •pacecraft
design with two to three sensors in are required to conserve
dstgnd pthe margins of crew safety
standby, plus one for initial opera-leels of
tion. Most other electronics are banckpona redunan oe

backup on redundant modes
repairable and, therefore, are
installed in a single redundant, active for reliability.

design with a repair capability. Fail- 5. This paper has shown the
ures of the control electronics are improvements in crew
restored with such replaceable mod- safety and mission succees
iules as circuit boards. Upon rr-al- that can be accrued by pro-
function, the design allows repair of viding a means to restore
either of the two control loops or the space station in flight
circuit., while the other sustains after failures. However,
the operation. These design provi- the parameters and
sions require approximately 82 lb resources that are required
of spares and increase the reliabil- for these improvements are
itv from C. 413 for a design that is marked by- uncertainties.
ciily redundant to 0. 996 for redundant ile uncrtainmies result,
with spares, in part, from insufficient

test data atlJ because, at
this juucW!ur% a space sta-

CONCLUSIONS tion has pr.t been built with
a des.gn olsjective to restore

As a result of the study, the thq spzce station in flight.
following con!Iusiorns were reachad:

6. Alternate studies h.',e been
1. No singie dlesign approach is undertaken by Douglzis to

optimum for "he diversity of develop criteria to increaze

11. 4. i7
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the reliability and design Harvard Business Review, Vol-
useful life of componerts. urne 42, No. 1, Jaurnuary-

"The emphasis •.s to rep'lace Febru: ry, 1964.
"in- flight mainiainability with
i:nproved designs to fulfill
high reliability for space
rnissior.s of ! to 5 years. BIBLIOGRAPHY
Tne indications are that the
final result will be a hybrid Davis, D. J., "Increased Reliability
of both. Through Spare Parts Optimization,

Report No. 186c), Douglas Aircraft
Company, Jxne 1964.
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THE IMPACT OF MAINTAINABILITY ON EC/LSS DESIGN

Klaus S. Feindler
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation

Advanced Systems, Space
Bethpage, New York

Mike Brudnicki
AiResearch Manufacturing Company

Space Environmental Systems
Los Angeles, California

SLU!!ARY: A novel Environmental Control and Life Support System
(EC/LSS) was designed for space station use. High reliability
is achieved for earth orbital missions by utilizing the concept
of on-board maintainability. Major maintainability elements,
such as commonality, packaging and sparing of components are
discussed. The C02 Reduction Subsystem is singled out to
illustrate the complex interrelationship between maintenance
level, crew involvement and system weight. Special designs of
maintainable valves and reguiators are described.

I D

INTRODUCTION SPACE STATION EC/LSS RELIABILITY

Current spacecraft are Space stations are being
designed to achieve reliability plarnned now to take 4-to 12-man
by built-in redundancy. A crews into earth orbit for future
typical 3-man, 14-day mission is missions ranging from 1 to 5
supported by a non-regenerative years. Payload 'iImitations and
EC/LSS consisting of 150 compon- cost considerations demand that
ents, many of which must be "the loop be closed" by the
redundant in order to attain the application of regenerative EC/
0.993 reliability goal. Assuming LSS. This results in a sharp
that this EC/LSS could be extended increase in complexity and a
to a five-year mission, EC/LSS decrease in reliability. A 0.950
reliability would drop to a reliability goal was set for a
totally unacceptable 0.365, on the 4-man crew on a 5-year missioi
basis of a failure rate constant with 90-day resupply. Conventional
at 21.. x lO fai]ure•/hr. This methods were employed to meet this
failure rate would, most likely, goal:
increase as equipnents approach
their wear-out-periods thus o relaxation of the demand
causing a further decrease in for minimum weight and
reliability. The search for a minimum power requirements
new approach to high reliability
then becomes mandatory. o refinements in design

o increased redundancy
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These methods were not parti- components. Also, riulti-point
cularly successful, because a small connectors of high reliability
incremental increase in reliability have been developed to permit the
was accompanied by greater incre- convenient replacement of plug-in
mental increase in system weight. modules. When comparingelectronic systems to fluid-

mechanical systems, it is
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS INDICATES MAIN- surprising to see how far the
TAINABLE EC/LSS IS REQUIRED FOR latter is lagging in the

LONG-DURATION MISSIONS application of maintainability.

A paper by Frumkin and Hodge,
Reference 1, states that long-term MAINTAINABLE EC/LSS DESIGN STUDY,
missions may not be weight-effective OBJECTIVES AND IMLEMENTATION
with redundant systems, or, to use
the paper's term, "non-maintainable 'The problam of designing a
systems." Based on a study highly reliable EC/LSS for space
recently conducted at Grumman, the station use can be resolved only
authors plotted the function by the full scale adaptation of
"system weight versus mission maintainability to fluid-mechan-
time" for non-maintainable and ical systems. Recognizing this
maintainable systems. After an challenge, Grumman started an
initial savings, the non-maintain- in-house study program during
able system quickly loses out to the fall of 1967 that was dedicated
the maintainable system. From the to the development of a truly
cross-over point - which may be maintainable EC/LSS for long
taken at 90 days, or less, for the duration missions. Maintainability
mission discussed above - the non- was established as the major
maintainable system increases at an design goal in the definition of
increasing rate whereas the main- a space station EC/LSS which
tamnable system increases at a could be installed in a manned
decreasing rate. altitude chamber for design

verification and development
In their comparative analysis, testing.

the "non-maintainable system" is
understood to mean a system in In an attempt to dramatize
which enough redundant components maintainability, the original
are provided with automatic switch- mission model was abandoned (5-
over to reach the desired reliability year mission, 90-day resupply,
goal. Conversely, the 'maintainable 0.950 reliability goal) in favor
system contains functions and of a 5-year mission, without
devices that permit diagnostic and resupply, but for the same rel-
remedial action by the crew. As iability goal. In search of a
long as enough spares are provided, new approach, five major design
such a system could be maintained objectives were defined:
indefinitely.

o Built-in fault detection
In electronics the practice and isolation capabilities

has been to use standardized
circuitry with built-in, self- o Compatibility with the
checking logic and common n-b ard checkout system
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o Equi pment layouts mnust o hecliabillity ars'.ya~s to~
permit direct a.2cess for the define sp~res 7'equiremente
replac-irment of failed
modules arid/or components o System and subsystem layouts

with m&Jor emphasis on
o Valves, couplings and hoses man-machine interfaces and

to permit evaciration and subsystemi performance.
~-ef'iling of liquids and
toxic gases fro~m failedt AiResearch Manufacturing Div.
compon~ents of Garrett Corporation conducted

an EC/LQS design study for
o Ms11ximuin use of commnonality Grummann that produiced a design

and interchengeability which is unique in that it is
(veives, reguleators, maintainable for five-year
couplings, gages, meters, mi-ssi-ons - with or withoutl
etc.) to permit minImization resupply.
of sparos requirements oa a
total system basis and to
simplify the overall main- DESRIC- STIuDY RESULTS: HIGHLIGHTS
tenance tas-k OF A MATINTAMlABLE EC/I.SS

These objec~tives were imple.- 95v: system dpsigned represents 1
in,-nted by concurrent investigations r, t:ue prototype using fligbt-
in the following anaas: wort'hy cconce-pts, miaterialEs and

deAgn features (see Feference
o Extek'sive. failure mode Raid 2). !Y:r tbie Tirst ttime, on

effect-i analysis (RIZA), at cjUZhas -t.aei de~igne'I -ihich
the subsy,,tem level, I.o car- support !i- mui or, mles~ons u,
idenitify components ý!rizical to 5yc-ars without resvpply.
to th~e crew 's aafety Thi2 syatem- is regeneyat Nke. and

maintairibble; it coe:~rises 5/89
o Esta~blish maximun., allowable coonperidtz without redundancy.

downtimes to ascertain zut- Figur-e 1 shows a schematic of the
systems amenable to wiain- baae-line system. A flight
tainability by removral and version would weigh 1660 -Lb dry
replacement meshcds (R&IR) and 1T30 lb wet. Power cons.mip-

tion is rated at 4000 watt.
o Categorize component functiorm

and fix ranges of operatIng Th~s EC't S consists of 10
parameters, to determine the subsystems: Water Management.,
degree of cý,.ninonality which Humidity Control, CO2 Removal,
can be achieved without CO. Reductio-a, Oxygen Genroral-icrs.,
compromising systam perfor- 'f'rdce Contaminant Riemoval, T.hermal
mance Management, Cabin T imperat-:re

Control, 8uit C0irc~.. t and Waste
o Evo"2`tion 'ýf new mnaint-ain- Manngemernt.

ainlIIi ty concepts, t~hrow;gh
I - packaging studies and from

cunsiderations or hun.an
fectors, that would vield~
the most practical Itve). oft
maintenanae.
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FIGURE 1 B0$E LINE SYSTEM FOR SPACE STATION EC,/LI

•iEA's revealed weaknesses in i-f standby-redundant coolant
subsystem design. Reiter-ative pumips are needed for the Thermal
design steps were therefore taken Management Subsystemi.
to reduce downtimes to permit on-

Sboard maintenance. For example, AUl subsystems, except for
;+th= F!•: resulted in a complete the Thermal Maneger'ent, were
Sredesign of "the" Wasr I.anagement packaged ½. modular form and
: Sbsf's tm "whicoh now features 7 mounted in the EC/LSS Console

-tanks and 10 control l~anels. (see Figur~e 2) for direct access
Patch-cords wt.th q~ick-disconnects for r•n~iternance, from both front
permi.t positive isola-tion of zrn4 ree:', (see Figure 2).
contaminaZt• water• by means of
manial switching. The basic groundrule was

that components in need of
Tabjle 1 lists the Maximum serv;ice should be accessible

Allo~able Dowutime for all 10 without prior removal of
subs~'stem~s. The TheF~al adjacent components, T•e fin~.l
Maenagement and the Cabin Tamp- design in the evolati.on of
erature Control Subs.•stems are pe•.kaging techniqu•es .ieatured
LzrlticeL and have meaimum panel mounted valves andi gauges,

.:a~ewable downtines of only 0.5 but the •anel itself ic noct
"•hour•. All utber subsysterim removable. This des!•, waa

have s•lo ,au.e downtimes of the judged optimum, st 'ca it %,covided
Sor4_ of hours to •nys, to •)rovi~e the wides~t possible range z•f

rnip mkl c~pportunity ±or maintenance. •IPlications tcO component
SAddit•ona2 studies should determine conznoiia1•ty. ?naximu• compo:- ent

t II *7.
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TABLE 1 MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE D3WNTIME
Downtime, TSubsystem hr w Effect

Thermal management 0.5 ShutdAdwn Humidity control
(external failure, CO. removal
complete shutdown) CO2 processing

Water recovery
Cabin temperature control

Cabin temperature control 0.5 Cabin temperature increases above tolerable
limits (>100OF) if both units failed

hidefinite Cabin temperature increases to 80°F with
one unit WaIled

Humidity control 3.5 Cabip dew point increases to 700F

Co). removal 75 Cablu CO2 partial pressure increases
"to 0 mm Hg

CO 2 processing 12.5 Loss of CO 2 overboard: o lb CO9> loss assumed.

02 generation i2 Cabin p0 2 decreased from 160 mm Hg to
150 mm Hg

Water management Water supply restricteui to essential
requirements

* Water recover- 120
e Water distribution 3

Cabin pressurizat.ion 14 Cabin pressure drops to 3 psia

"trace contaminant removal Probably not
critical

Suit circuit Not critical No suited operation until repair completed
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conm'onality produces a lighter station use, is deployed at 80
EC/LSS, since there are fewer different locations chroughout
spares. Figme 3 illastretes the system. Other coiponents,
the spares requirement for the such as quick-disconnects,
proposed system. 640 lb of instruments and fans are used
spares need to ue launched in as many as 6 to 98 diffe:rent
initiall forL a 5-year missoio locations.
with 90-day resupply versus
1700 lb for a 5-year mission
wi'thout resupply. The total CC1401N SHUTOFF VALVE
systems weights corresponding to
these launches ari 3890 lb and Investigation of the oper-
18,100 lb, respect vely. These ational requirements for this type
weights include all consumaoles. valve revealed that a ccmmon

design should:

-- - o Have a flow passage of
approximately 3/8 in.

o Be capable of sealing
67 against pressures in the

lo _Ll • range from 0 to 100 psia

o Be able to withstand a
t • i... . hard vacuum.{ , Figure 4 depicts a valve

_ _ __ __ which weighs 1.2 lb and fits into

a 4 x 4 x .5 in envelope. This
-• - - - 1.nsert-type shutoff valve, proposed

$ ~for all applications, required a
Si i flow passage of up to 1/2 in

•1• •diameter.
0.2 0.4 0.•6 1.0 2.O 3.0 A 0 $.0

;ZRESUP'PLY INTER1VAL, WARS
IR, This removable cartridge

design speeds replacement of the
valve's working Darts. TEhe use

FIGURE 3 SPARES REQUIREMENT FOR of monoblock assemblies is also
MAINTAINABLE EC/LSS facilitated where many functions

are grouped in a single area.
The monob'3ck method utilizes

COVIOONALITY, A 1KY FACTOR .0 TEE castings or brazed assemblies that
4• DESIGN FOR MAINFAINABILITY eliminate the many mechanical

jol s used with conventional
The degree to which commonality tubing and fittings.

has been stressed is indicated by
%the fact that the 589 components The receptacle portion of

,• the valve is made cormon except
are based on 127 different compon-
ent designs. A single component that the location and size of the
(a manual shutoff valve), spec- inlet and outlet ports areS~spec~fic to each application.
ifically conceived for space

The receptacle is brazed to the

IV.7.7



ru- 3 N.

Adjustment Knob

Insert -•III n
4 1.

Receptacle • .- Poppe.t

FIGURE 4 COMMON SHUTOFF VALVE

subsystem Atructure, i.e., the the position of the manual control

panel, and to its interface knob. The taper of the poppet has
connections, thereby making it a a variable slope; the first part
highly reliable stationary part. permits slow opening to provide
The insert portion is identified metering contnrolo for low flow
as the valve proper and contains applications. The second part
all the s-eals and working parts is shaped such that a few turns
for flow control or shutoff, of the knob produces full opening
The dual C-ring seals contained of a - in. flow passage. A pin
on the insert valve bear against in the valve body protrudes into
the Inner walls of the receptacle the machined groove in the side
to isolate inlet and outlet ports. of the poppet to prevent it from

The valve's inner diameter is rotating when the valve is opened
stepped down to provide a flow or closed; this reduces wear on
annulus for the side port and to the O-ring seals and greatly
prevent sliding the 0-rings peEt prolongs their life.
the side outlet port.

An inner and outer thread is
The insert portion provides included in the knob to accommodate

flow control in accordance with

IV.7.8
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the non-rotating poppet. ThE A kŽap is instalied over the anes'old
selection of the number of thaeads ad.iustment t' provide a seai and
per iinch on the inner and outer to proteci; against •nadvertent
t1read will depend on the displace- changes to the adjustment.
ment per t=rn to satisfy the
metering requirements. Position
indication of the valve can be C0,,01ON PRESSURE IRELIF VALVES
incorporated by attaching a device
to the knob to raonitor the relative Eight different relief valves
displac2ment between the knob and are used in the EC/LSS. Tho-
the threaded portion of the poppet. required relief pressures range

from 0.35 to 100 psia. The
relief valve desIgned for these

CCMMON PRESSURE REGUATOR applications is presented in
Figure 6. This val've can be

Four pressure regulators are used for all of the eight
required in the EC/LS to produce applications, except for calibr-
outlet pressures of 7, 10, 20 and ation and/or aneroid change.
30 psia. A single regulator was Many of itz features are identical
designed to accept all performance to those oP the valve and the
and media requirements, except that regulator previously discusscd.
individual calibration for each of
the four applications is required. Common cartridge design for

shutoff, relief and pressure
Figure 5 shows this regulator regulating functions offers the

which, in many aspects, is identical advantages and the flexibility of
to the shutoff valve described interchangeability of components.
above. Weight, size, porting and Use of comion parts such es bodies,
sealing of the receptacle are O-rings, aneroids and adjustment
identical. The regulator insert caps, can reduce spare stocks if
is shaped differently to house a bench lev;el maintenance Is contem-
poppet valve with an integrally plated. Use of the cartridge
molded elastomeric seal that is design concept also provides
spring-loaded against the seating -ih-ýabLe backup features. If
surface in the valve portion of spares are not available, a manua,
the insert. The small diameter valve insert could be used in an
poppet is made from pinion gear emergency in place of a failed
stock with the outer diameter of aneroid. Commonali•ty and inter-
the gear accuratel•r guided by thre changeability at both component
bore in z._ fegulator. When the and parts levels make it possible
poppet is depressed from iLs to continue subsystem operation
seating surface, the flow is in a degraded mode. A test
directed through the gear teeth to bench is required fcr recalibr-
the outlet port via the aneroid ations and/or aneroid changes of
chamber. The aneroid senses cutlet the pressure regulators and relief
pressure and contracts or expands valves. The basic equipnent
depending on the ootZet pressure. required In the test bench is
The anercid pos~tion is calibrated schematically shcwn in Figure 7.
(on a test benchi) such that it While special equipment such as
pushes the poppet off its seal at test benches adds veight to the
a preselected pressure. The system, this addition is considered
aneroid aojustment is secured by minor when compared to the reduct-
the Jam-nut during calbration. tons a'chieved by extending the
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-. XIAL CALIBRATION4 TOOL

- TO AZSOLUTE PRESSUR GAIM,
V N LID/ FLOMETER, 1•LOW C•'TROL

IEW F VALKS A9D VACUU14 SOURCE

FP#.)M ", PCESSURIE $SWRCE,

PPESSURE '4'JG ANO AD'IST-

18 IN. ABLE REGUJLATOR (0 TO 15o PSI)

TO LEAKAGE F',,OWETER

14--18 IN.

1~TO ABSOLUTE PRESSURE GAUGE, FLOW(ETiFR,
FLO" CONTROL VALUE AND VACUUM SWURCE

FROM N, PRESSURE SOURCE PRESSUM G,)GE AND
AOJUSIABLE REQJLATOR (0 TO 150 PSI)

TO LEAKAGE FLAWtETER

FIGURE 7 TEST BENCH FOR REGULATORS AND RELIEF VALVES

apDoiCetior of comnonality and during the design study.
i-terc-ang-abil;ty -from the
co'_o1nent level to the parts
Iev e. RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The iase of the maintainable Following initiation of thp

EC/i$S can be further i llustrated EDEA, all subsystems were doe-

by :-ompar-ng its design use ratio umented with detailed scheriat~i-_-
ar. its ro i..ancy v. ercentage with for the performance Df reliability
those of current and Iast space- analyses. Subsystem goals of
S-ra"'t pr-ý'rams. A synopsis of this 0.995 were established by predic-
comparison is contained in Table ating an overall reliability of
2. The las,. col•mn entitled 0.050 for the 5-year mission, and
"Space catazion Simulator EC/LSS" by apportioning the overall, rel-
clearly shows the progress made iabillty goal equally among all
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TABIL 2- EC/LSS DLSIGN EFFICI.ENCY

F Past Spa-ecraft Current Spa-craft Space Station
Progra FC/LSSECiS Spmulattor

IECIL5S

Crew Size 32 4

Functaonal Ccimponerts 78 121 325

Component Designs 17 62 73
DUR 1.65 1.9,9 4.45

SRedundant Components 23 30 4

,P 310 25 1.2

Sensors 3 4 114

_ _ _0.44 0.20 0.35

De use rl DUR Number of Functional .Corrponents
Number of Componeint Designs

$edundwncy Percentage Number of Redundant Components 0
RP =Number of Functi-o31 Components x 100%

Inst r';i i.tation Ratio "Number of Sensors
1R = Nuanmer of Functional i iCowvonents

10 snbsystems. Component failure aircraft that have similar con-

rakes -were enumerated with the aid ponents. Generally, the stress
of t-4o sets of data. One set envirr-nment of jet aircraft is
coneLsts of current spacecraft concidered to be ten times more
data, the majority of vhich is severe tha.n that of an earth
analytically predicted by the orbiting space vehicle. For

examination of component designs, example, aircraft experience
and the minority of which is the indicates e, mean -i, me betw-een

result of lilfe testing. The replacement (MMBR) of lO,.)UO
second set of deata is based on hour3 for an FPS-t)ye fan as
operation-al ex1~erience with jet compared to a meantime between
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failure (MTBF) of 200,000 hours weight. Maintenance on the parts

estimated for the current space- level, on the other hand, demands
craft. For the purpose of the a maximum of time and skill on
Grumman study, values of 100,000 part of the crew, and special
hours (MTBF) were used, i.e., tools and fixtures. Maii.tenance
values 10 times larger than the on the parts level may result in
aircraft MTBR. the lowest possible system weight,

if commonality and interchange-
In order to keep subsystem ability are diligently applied

failure rates low enough to meet throughout the entire EC/LSS design
reliability goals, it became and sparing is accomplished on
necessary to provide even the the parts level (one size 0-ring
simplest component with a backup for the entire EC/LSS). What is
unit to serve as a replacement. the best location for maintenance:
Consequently, every cemponent had on-line in the EC/LSS console, or
to be replaceable. Statistically, at the EC/LSS bench in the on-
even the simplest component, such board workshop?
as a heat exchanger, may require
replacement in the course of a Since on-line R&R and parts
5-year mission (Reference 2). level R&R would be a combination

of extremes, it was rejected.
The issue of single action versus

WHAT LEVEL OF MA•ITENANCE IS dual action maintenance was
DESIRABLE? reckoned with. In single action

maintenance, failed equipment is
In general, R&R of failed removed from the console and

equip•ent was considered as the replaced. In dual action main-
only realistic type of maintenance. tenance, failed equipment is taken
Repair wcrk, such as the mending to the workshop where additional
of broken or leaky equipment was maintenance is performed at the
not intended, because this would next lower level. The subject
have required technology not of the most practical maintenance
presently available. The adjust- level and action must be discussed
inent of aneroids represents a further in conjunction with
borderline case, because the packaging, since R&R is not
adjustment may be used to ready a possible without easy access and
general spare for installation in removal.
a specific application, as to
readjust a malfunctioning regulator
for renewed -se. METHOD OF ISOLATION

Equipment maintenance was When the concept of R&R at
contemplated at four different the component level was adopted,
levels: subsystem, module, each subsystem was studied to
component and component parts. determine the best methods of
What level of maintenance is most isolation, system drainage, and
desirable? There are two extremes, the replacement of components.
replacement at the subsystems level There were two basic approaches:
and rep-acement at the parts level, individual component isolation
Replacement on an entire subsystem and group or subsystem isolatio.i.
requires a minimum of time, skill, Component isolation was rejectea
tools and instrumentation. The because:
penalty is an extremely high system
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0 SpDecial provisions would be selector valves and bypass loopý;
required for fluid removal were provided for subsystem shut-

and replacement from each down. Quick-disconnects allowi
individual component, wLich liquids or toxic gases to be
would impose extremely high emptied through a quick-a-Isconnect
penalties on the system. hose assembly and into an over-

board vacuumn connection. Leak
o The subsystem must be shut checking, evacuation, sterilization,

down, in any case, for refilling, etc., can be performed
component replacement. via the same connection. Figure

2 shows the remove and replace
Subsystem isolation was there- methods.

fore selected. Isolation valves,

NON TOXIC GAS

TOXIC GAS OR FLUID

--.* REFI.I
LINE FLOW CRITICAL

FIGURE 8 REMOVE AND REPLACE METHODS
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PACKAGING CONCEPTS these ý'easnns, dual action main-
tenance et '-.hu module level was

investigations of various rejected, despite the advantages
approaches to maintainable package of small. -packnage size end minimum
design were guided by the following maintenance time.
criteria:

The approach indicated earlier
"o Minimimi subsystem do~rmtimne in this pepei', dual action Tuain-

tenan~e at the component level,
"o Unlimited time for component is more rewarding from a cost

R&R effectiveness point of view. When
subsystem isolation and evacuation

" Ease of component replacement ere acconpl!sh~d, the failad
components are removed from their

"o Small package size stationary. panels for replacement
anCi, cr repoL r. A spare component

"o Low weight by minimizing is installed if the subsystem
spares requirements downtime is critical, or the crew

is occupied witli other tasks.
"o Reasonable cost by realistic The bubsystc.a is then refilled.

appraisal of design and and ,'eturned to ser-iice. The
development programs Pitled component is repaired at

a l'.,•;er tjxc and out back into
The idea of modular packaging the sparest bin. Even though it

comes intuitively to zhe design resllt•l 1. nr er "off str.amn"
engineer, but the level and type naintengnce times, this approach
of maintenance action should be maximizes tho alvantagey conferred
decided, after rigorous analysis, by component a±nd parts conmionalityo
in accordance with the criteria This effects a lc',er n'.rier .A
outlined above. In typical dual a and a red-&-tion in cost.
action maintenance, after subsystem
isolation and evacuation, the
module comprising a failed component EVOLUTION CF TL rAJIMWANAJBLEP COo0
is removed and immediately replaced REDUCTION SLUbYI,ý1.11_
by a spare module. Subsequently,
the failed component is replaced The CO2 Reduction Subsystoe:i
cn the used module which then serves best to illustrate this
becomes the spare. Since spare evolution of pacnaging conce'pts.
modules and additional spce It also shows clearly the complex
components intended for this type interrelationship of reliability,
of maintenance must be carried oa- maintainability, conm-onality.
board, there is a weight penalty. sparing and packagIng. In brief,
W.hen all spare components (of one it elucidates the impact of main-
kind) have been used, a common tainability on EC/LSS desi r..

component could be r-emoved from
spare modules or. standby for other Figure 9 pictures the controls
subsystems. However, this defeats of the CO.) Reduezion Subsystem
the quick module replacement packaged as an integrated module
concept. Furthermore, module for dual action maintenan.•a.
replacement depends on tight Co.mmon components, such as mantazl
packaging which involves long shutoff valves can be direýt'ly
design and development programs removed from hbe front iene].
that result in high cost. For if the integrated module -nust b
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removed, fluid connections are packaged for single actioni
automatically separxat-Bd by waintenance through R&R at tLý,,
releasing the structural support component level. Components
of the~ chassis. are directly accessible either

from the front, in the panel,
Figure 10 illustrates the or from the rear, in the

C02 Reduction. Subsystem controls chassis.

II

Mcer

Vf-- s.-A

FIGUR~E 9 ffREDUCTION SUBSYSTEM CONTROLS PACKAGED

FRDUAL ACTION IMAINTENANCE
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iFIGURE 10 CO REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM CONTROLS PACKAGED FOR SINGLE
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F',)r Lhe discussion below, a A detailled reliability
basic understanding of the function analysis was perfornmd to back
of'the (302 Reduction Subsystem in these components sufficienTl1y

IIa Space Station EC/LSS is required. with either redundant or spare
The core of the subsystem is the components in order to achieve
Sablatier reactor (Figure 1-1), which the required subsystem relia-
uses hydrogen as fuel wit, h whi~ch to bility goal of 0.995. T1hese
convtzrt 002, expired by thbe crew, components were arranged Zn five
to water and. methane. Temperatures di fferent configurati,--s
averEzge 600*F. With a number of corresponding to di fferent systemi
potentially dangerous gases present, wei.ghts and various degnaes o'-
a number of controls arid instruments crew involvement. The S'oacoŽ
are nacessary For the safe operati-on St at-ion Spares Selector PDromograph,
of the reacto~r, all of whose compon- Reference 3, was used as the
erts hive relatively highi failure principal tool to cal:!ulatte spares
rates. requirements, and t11o perform

[- - - CO.QC.

C(" )N(ENTH AIXl 1 ACCUMUI AT,)H

STARITUP

HEAT ER

~~k'A.II,)
ELECTROLYSIS COOLANT AIR
CELL. 4 -t, -Q) 1 4 2-!.( (PASSWE)

COOLANT SEPARATOR STORAGEI

VIACUUMI
DUPMP

FIGURE 11 Co 2 REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM. S hMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC
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tradeoff analyses foIr.the alternative Whilea~e.Fgr_ 3expthins

crewsk~l reuireents itranks
ConfgurtionI o' Tble hihestin eivs oforbtalweight

comprises standby redundancy with for the 5-year mission.
manual switchover. This was used
as a baseline (Figure 1?). Auto- Configuration IIB obtains
matic switchover was riot considered weight savings by adapting the
because of the additional complex- module to dual action mainterance
ities introduced by the time and by introducing commonality
dependencies of' the. detectors and for valves, rcgulators and
switches required for automation. sensors*

Configuration ITA concentrates Conri'gurat ion I1Th is geared
instrumentation and controls in a J. igeatonmitnnea
plug-Ln module for sing-e- action The compaonent level, as can be

VAIui (0ICO, V21.f2'SS TRANSDI ACCL( I

CO..~m PRES. E.

C-I : oil no~r 0 a CI
HAIb~ IT

(* U In i

I1H.kI SAK IPMSS. 3 E Ij *a WVAVELU I.I *
C1 Ir)vu

5IIUOFI ALV

*2 (11111MnA-

AC I t'
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seen from the schematic in Figure car "led as part of a common spares
14. This approach resulted in a mix for the C02 Reduction Sub-
sharp drop in the weight needed system; this permitted another
to be put into orbit. Specialized reduction in weight.
components are replaced with
spares carried on-board and Configuration TV points to
resupplied as needed. further savings in spares weight

for both on-board and resupply
Components in Configuration which can be realized by carrying

IIIB are made cormoa wherever the commonality econcept to other
possible and spares are no longer subsystems and determining a
earmarked for particular spares mix on an integrated system
applications. Instead they are basis. For example, the shutoff

valves and regulators mounted in

D(1 Al. A.(i '|' N M AIN I FN M 7COE

S- -- -- -----^1 (1

-- •~~~~~~~I.VI' itI OR 'NI. 1o{ '1L'FY-Y -

-4 1(ONCENTRIol.Ui,i ~L .- i •..._

ELECT(I.C.YS1CI-

I CEI.I I CHtECK W.Al. U2
------------- I"

SII I.tI %AIVI I * 'O DF, Ill -

(t'\iI( SER DisG

I;A CIt l 'IIR ES. I M 'FG F I . k

VA.CUUTM LE11) .

DIMII

P,4

I ~~~~~FI-A.I URF"11:..ll) MOD, l .II A PIPJACiII 9 FAi, 1.1 IDFTE(1j NIl)Dl l I. N I.X EIRF.CV.1; * SIl r "•E.\ I\.,
J (2l'l('~~~~VIK I)ISC'ONN.EC•.IS n'sm) Ftill t..•LE 11F" F.\I 1-1 I.'IA .TIION & COMPiONE. NTk'

-- •FIGURE 13 MAINTAINABLE CO 2 REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM
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st

she C02 Reduction Subsystem and replr:eing the failed component, and
spared c.r, a subsystem basis, can be secondly, by replacing the defect-
applied to the Cabin Pressure Lye part within the component. In
Control Subsystem. These can case of the previously discussed
then be spared on a system-wide common valves and regulators, this
oasis and an additional savings in may be the replacement of a worn
weight can be allowed to the CO.. O-rlng seal. A numerical illust-
Reduction Subsystem. This wou•d ration of this configtu'ation was

be accomplished by comparing the not performed.
different subsystems involved on a
fa!lure-weight basis. The Table B delineates the demands
ultimate in weight .•eduction can made on the crew in maintaining
be ac•ieved by taking commonality the different configurations.
in design and maintenance right Table 4 summarizes the orbital
down to the component-part level, weights requi•d for the different
Configuration V calls for dual configurations.
action maintenance by first

blNGLI-2 °\(7"fOX M.%JNTE.\Ai't / t'O,
V.\CUI'MDUMP I• •'('t •I. i .\11•

F°-> i • , I <i"-' ]

roxc<.•.•,.<To::I- 0--'•- • • - - i .•,<.iic<

R h A('I • •11

FLECTROi.YSiS! I

It'ELL

I i
L.1 ..J

SV.\CUL'3:
I I

IIY I "t•" \\ I-- : -

1 .... @ _l• [ ii..O I

I ST(III.%(;t] I

I ...... -J

"'.\('l't-31
lit MI'

FE.IT['IIES: 0 1"- - ".1 1

SI.M ll.!CrI'Y
VALVES FOR F.%ULT ISOLATIO.• & ilEi'LACEMENT
COM.•IO.•.\I.FF• VAI.VES T(t REDUCE SI'-MIE,• IN\'ENTI:RY

FIGURE 14 MAINTAINABLE CO2 REDUCTION SUI%•YSTEM
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TABLE 3. CREW PARTIC:PATION, IN EO/12.10S MAINTENANCE

'r~lx. of 'tiaintenave t 'm tintenance cre%% CreI
I~ack~ge Action Le~el fte4rements I Rqieet

Configuratloal! Tak.~ Acinle"e ks

covmo- Nn o: identify failed Nn oSeialIn
al. chassis I o.p.ait skill.,rii

perform wth-1mattm

11A P'lug-in module Single Mod~tie identify failed None LolA skill,
with sealew' comn- jmodule, re- littie titte
ponlents place module,.

crdcr nlew

A11B3 Plug-in module U-1: I Module modeni ale d in~ tools - Moderaesil

c-amixxients of opn- make decision ent removal,
'Icommion designb ent to replace "t !t ench for

module or comn- adjusting an-
po~ncnt, r~qwir eroids
module, adju~st
aneroid, order
nina module or
co.mponi-nt

lHlA Panel %% ith rOv- Sinlgle Compon- Idtentify failed simlpir texols As aixova
-lcable corn- en-ompuvnent, r-ý- for cumr'on-

p)onenTs of in- place cotmpnn- ent remo-valI
dividual designs ent, order neu

cotilpom ent

11111 Panel %%ith rc-- Single CUompYJn- 'deritify failed ._.mmn1le tool6 AS :dxne
riaceable coin- ent eumonlnent. .vc- I .or compten-
ponents of com~- pliace complon- ent removal,
mon designs ent, adjust an- test ber~ch

eroid, order for adjust-
nen Component big aneroids

IV Panel wYiL% re- Single Conijon- As above As abo~vv As ab~ove
placeable comn- l

ponents- of comn-
mon designs,
spared on an
integrated FCC!
L.S. bas is

V As abo)%e, b~ut Dual Conipon- Identi4L lilled special tools-, High skill,
Sparing on *nt and comiponent or il~tures. test eonsýiderabke
component- componttnt- component ;,arl, bench for ad- time

part bus's piat" make decision, justrr.Cft and
replace or repair check-out
order replac-
merits as req1iI
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TA-BL.E' 4. ORBITAL WEIGHT OF CCO REDUCTION SUBSYSTEM CONTROIB -

~STUDY REW3LTS2

Conflgureifcz Eqtdpwent last~j1Iatiou Onboard Spare Supply RlesuppliedSaroalWgh

lecr',4ion E(0:1pnen -ufero IW ht Ecluipnentl. umber Weigt Wegt oOri
J'3es jApplicationsI lbb. Types lot AK)z-. lbs. 1 Lbs. Lbs

I , ations I__ _I_

I Stamiby redtm- 11511-34 1. -- T--fl 1 182
dancy u th
wanual switch-
ov'er

UIX Pug-in module 17 38 2-1 1 3 69 114 205
wit sinrle
action mainte-
nanWce~

MlIi 'lug-in miodule 14 38 23 2 16 57 76 156
with dual action
miabitenance

lILA Insitu repair at 16 51 28 13 24 17 3 4
clinponent level
Special des4;ns

]Hit lnsftu re;;air at 1- 51 2S 10 1!) 11 3 42
c--mponcnt lev~el
common designs

IV Commion destins 12 51 28 10 >19 <11 <42
throughout FC/
LSS to minimnize

cohmirmlntb:

I - man creý. for space shti~on simulto-

5 - year mnission, or 43, 500 hrE.

90 - dai. resupply (ex~em4 for configuration I uhich has no resulppiy) or 2, 191) firs.

t~Zi' refliability goai foi er? me FC/I.SS

Ssubs--stems ',iith unifornm suipsýsterr rvimaiiilitý goals. of 0 !,1:-. iQ.!99 for Configuratialn I i

Con~trol seettimi is ebtimated tn- rtl~rt sent I,'.'J of the CO., Reduction Subs% htt ni ltth u section recinabi lit%
'. v.9 for Configuratioi 1)

CC~iCUSEO ~Present. only limited data art-
available wit-h wh-ich to determne

Wfhile a strorir zase hlas been the potential for nman-causec.
.u or- the na ntainable E-C/TLSS d Iae -prci and maintAini-r

wi th dual act icr: ma, T-enane-e, de reE-enerat Ve yeE/ Sfo a
c aut-Ion nust 'te exercised ; n trhe !on,-- diuration mission. Consequ-
absence of' a- ",al oteret~ng exper- e'--ly, rio failure rates coil-d be
ienue Wi Th- such a systýem. At assigned tothe ere-, that -oerfomn~s
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the maintenance tasks discussed iE hoped that the new maintain-
above, ablity concepts being developed

will become trendsetters for a
"What is the probability of number of ancillary fluid-mechanical

error on the part of the crew? systems on-board space stations.
What is the quantification of These systems include cryogenic
these errors? EC/LSS designers fluid and propellant transfer,
will have to lock towards the reaction control, auxiliary power,
testing of representative main- etc. Proliferation of these
tainable designs in manned concepts should greatly enhance
chambers. Manned tests of 90- overall space station rel.inbility
day duration, or more, will be and pave the way to interplanetary
required where, just as for on- travel.
board space stations, the crew w'll
be c&lled upon to offset i[:-flight
failures of vital equipment. REIRE-11CES
Tests in the past have been
designed to test the crew's (1) Fr:mkin, B., and Hodge, P.,
ability to endure confinement and "Redundancy vs. "aintain-
measure bio-medical parameters. ability, Oome Concllusicns on
These tiew tests will have to the Crcusover for Manned
include the introduction of Missions," 2?d National
artificial random failures by Conference on Space Mainten-
cognizant subsystem engineers ance and Extravehiculni
located Dutside the chamber. Activities, August 1968,
These chamber experiments need to Las Vegas, Nevada.
be augmented by underwater
experiments, and experiments on-
board AAP and M.OL ?liohts, to (2) Rousseau, J., "Design Study
verify .qt:ifpment and procedures and Lmplementat 5 cn Program-,
under conditions of reduced A Space Station Life Support
gravity. System for Use in an Altitude

Chamber, " Final Report,
It is conce"vable that Volumes i and II, Februa.ry

weight and cost considerations 1968, AiResearch Mfg. Co.,
will give way to relief of the Los Angeles, California
crew in stress situations. The
realities of permissible down
times and available crew skills (3) Friznkin, B., "System Effect-
may call for single action iveness through Interchange-
maintenance at the module level, ability, " A]IAA 4th A-Innual
For some subsystems, it may even Meeting and Technical Display.
be necessary to institute redun- October 1067, Anaheim,
dancy with automatic switchover. California

[ The stipulation of a 5-year
mission, without resupply, may
have been an extreme design goal,
but it was most helpful in
developing the great potential
of maintainability for EC/LSS.
The significance of these studies
extends beyond EC/YJSS design. It
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A SUMMARY OF HAND-HELD
MANEUVERING UNIT DEVELOPMENT

By W. C. Huber

NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Head, Test System Section, Equipment Engineering Branch

Engineering Division

and

R. W. Finn

Rocket Research Corporation, Program Manager

SUMMARY: This paper is a discussion of the background and human
engineering requirements that have led to the present Hand-Held
Maneuvering Unit (HHMU) configuration, and of the design and
performance of an advanced binary hydrazine monopropellant-fueled
HHMU that provide- improved propulsive performance.

INTRODUCTION

During the Gemini IV Mission, Pilot tether dynamics but we wanted to actually
Ed White accomplished the first propusive find out how well a man outside a space-
extravehicular-activity (EVA) maneuveri"g craft with a maneuvering unit could
in history with a Hand-He!J Maneuvering co-.tro; himself and, in later parts, we
Unit (HHMIJ). Following the I ight, the warted to find out just how well a man
pilot norrc, ed films of the EVA and made could .onrol himself with a tether.
the following comments on the HHMU i came back towards the spacecraft, up
evaluation. •:c; the hatch, turned around above the

spacecraft out of the view of the cameras
"What I tried to do is actually fly with and at this time, I told Jim I was coining

the gun, or maneuver with the gun, right back again out in front of the spacecraft
out of the spacecraft, une when I do- to see if we couldn't be sure we could
parted . . , there was no push off record it on the cameras . I went
whatsoever from the spacecraft. The gun out in front of the spacecraft at th.s time
actual!y provided the impulse for me to and actually mode a yaw in either di-
leave the spacecraft. . . I maneuvered rection. I found that control with the gun
approximately down the centerline of the to the right and to the left was what I felt
spacecraft, perhaps favoring a little on quite adequate and the pi.:h was quite
the right. The gun is actuolly providing adequate. I only had 6 ft/sec (total
the impulse for my maneuvers. I started available velocity increment) in the gun,
a yaw around to tme left with the gun. which is a very limited amount of air, so
At this time, i knew we hod something I tried to use it very sparingly. I just
wirh the gun - because, it was actually used it enough to satisfy myself and to
provi-Iing me with the opportunity to make maneuvers bo that I felt in my own
control myself where I wanted to go up mind that I could control myself in pitch,
there. The control was actually what we yaw, and translation. This is the type of
were trying to demonstrate on our EVA control that you need to move fon point
operation. We knew a little about the A to point B in space. . . I wasn't
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trying to control myself in roll because we outer or restraint layer. A hard suit is a
don't really care about the roll as ionR as rigid shell and must be jointed to provide
the pointing direction is accurate." mobility. A soft suit with no joints can be

flexed, but only with some effort to over-
Following the flight of Gemini IV, the come the neutral point of the restraint

HHMU was scheduled for use on Gemini layer.
Missions VIII, X, and XI. Because of
problems with other systems, the planned The Gemini suits were designed with
HHMU evaluations were not completed. the neutral point in a sitting position.
The HHMU was used successfully by the The arms of the suit were positioned for
Gemini X pilot Mike Collins prior to optimum access to the Gemini flight con-
the scheduled evaluation, when he "fell trols. Whenever a crew member moved
off the Agena" and used the gun to trans- within the pressurized suit, he had to
late back to the spacecraft, and was used overcome the forces tending to return the
again on his return trip to the Agena. suit to its neutral position.

The limited flight use of the HHMU Apollo space suits are designed to give
has indicated its usefulness and has justi- greater freedom of movement, since the
fied continued development of the units, wearer must be able to walk and perform
Proposed plans include an HHMU r lua- other motions req',ired for exploring the
tion during the Apcllo Application. lunar surface. The Apollo space suit use-;
Program (AAP) M-509 Maneuvering Unit bladder and restraint-layer sections con-
Experiment. In addition, a hydrazine/ nected at the jcints by flexible convoluted
water-fueled HWMU is being perfected sections. Extravehiculor-activ-ty suit;
so that it will be available for future have a cover layer to provide thermal and
EVA missions. micrometeoroid protection which tends to

increase bulkiness and decrease mobility.
The following summary of HHMU de-

velopment may be of interest to people it become evident with ec "'/ HHMU
engaged in the design of equipment that models (Figs. I and 2) that a ,,stol-type
has a pressure-suited human interface and grip works fine on a gun fired at eye
to people interested in operational re-
quirenments and the tec..ology being
introduced by the development of the
Hydroz;ne Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit
(HHHMU or H30).

HUMAN ENGINEERING'

Human engineering in relation to
pressure-su't and glove mobility has had
an importa.,t effect on *h• development of
HHMU configurcticons to appreciate fully
the oroblents encountered in designing
equipment that will be used by a pressure-
suited subject, a brief description of a
pressure suit is provided.

Pressure suits are usually categorized as
soft suits or hard suits. A soft suit is
basically a flexibJe bladder, usually of
rubber-coated fabric, which when in- Fig. 1. Developmental Mode! With Push-
flated, expands until it is restrained by on Pull Trigger Configuration
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Fig. 2. Development Model With Thurrb- Fig. 3. Developmental Model with Ad-
Actuated Direction Control Valve justable Nozzle Angles

level, but, if fired from the hip or through
the center of gravity of the body, the
wrist -s bent into an unneutrai Gemini-
space-suit position. A model was-made
that incorporated adjustable nozzle
angles (Fig. 3). The cngular relation-
ships of nozzle tc grip centerline required
to place the thrust through the center of
gravity with the right hand in-a neutral
suit position were determinecd in experi-
ments with the adjustable-nozzle-angle
model. With the nozzles positioned as
shown in Figure 4, the grip centerline is
located by pitching up 30Q, yawing left
150, and roiling clockwise 10*. This
angular relationship has been maintained
on Hand Held Maneuvering Units to per-
mit interface with Apollo space suits, even Fig. 4. Gemini VIII EVA Configuration
though thE suits have improved wrist Current versions of the HHMU are shorzer
joints, because the angulor relatioship than Gemini models, and in order to
allows equal displacement -'o control minimize stowage anvelope, it was neces-
motions from the neutral position ef the sary to compromise by shortening the
wri.-t- nozzle arms and canting the nozzles out-

ward slightly (Fig. 5).
Exoeriments with the cdju~oble-

nozzie-angle model (Fig. 3) also demort- Pressure-suit gloves present another
strated-th&-parclle tractor nozzies challenge in the design of interfacing
placed far apart produced much iowe, equipment. Gloves for the Gemini
thrust losseý from gas impingement than mission were made with a neutral position
nozzles:-pbced side by side and canted that provided ease in handling flight
outward produced. The proper stance controls. Holding the hands in other
when translating with the HHMU is for -ositions For any period of time brought
the body to be turnedl to the direction of about varying degrees of fatigue. The
translation at an angle that will present Gemini EVA gloves were designed with. a
the least frontal area to gas impingement. neutral position that would a:iow
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easier manip::lat ion of the HHMU and Since finger and thumb dexierity was
other EVA equipment. Fxrvhclr limited with pressurized gloves, "iwas
activity gloveS have cover layers to decided that gross moin ftehnd
provide iherrmol a.dmcon~eri would be relied upon to initiate tractor
protection and to reducB_ conductive heat and pusher -nodes. This approach worked
tron-fer frorn 'he spacecraft or equipment well enough and wcfs used an all Hand-
Sul face-.. n7. cover '.at; adds bulk and Held Maneuve,-ing Units developed for the
reduced mcb1iih. Bath Gemini and cur- Gemini Program. Tractor and pusher
rent Apollo 9 loves have hiinged~ metallic valves were actuated Sy sliding the glove
members ir. tne-palms, w'-.3h allow forward or aft and depressing the trigger
cupping of *he palM and prievent the gloves t~nat was hinf~ed at the center (Figs. 6 at;d

frm0*1oi~t, h ci are 7). In Gemnini X and Xl Hand-Held
Maneuvering Units, the irigger was re-

7designed to jýovide two tri.ggers pivoted
at th eds kFNg. 8)~. This change per-

- - mitt-,d tractor and pusher valve aci'uoti-on
with lless movement of the hand.

S Post-Gemini developroent has resulted
in a-more ccceptable con*re-valve
laycut. This configura)tion (Fig. 5) pro-
oides. c.sirigle. flow control valve,
-ovema -by -depre~ssing a button with the

4 finger_.. fobr tractor miode, only the~
t rvger- Is cztuasted FoRr pushe~r mode,
bo*l45,ita- ;ergger and ti e, ba tto n are

aet~t~.141.de~jign -is bein~g used Li
Fig. 5. HHMU Being Developed'-or AAP th -Yxermn H HMU and, in,

M-509 Expe-riment theA-+1*IiMUJ.

Several 46signs; were evaluaterd irn early
H.HMU mo-dels to find a eontro I-valve
Icyfut that could be manipulated easily
with EVA gloves. The firsf design-
(Fiqg. 1) provided tractor- 'Ihrust when the
hndnt was clpsed from t~he glov~e twutral

- - position v,--fpu~h~r thrusf when tinelhand
was opene4I from the gloye neutral posi-
tion. This design req~tirec that--han~ds:bIx
bare-ibe~zause the thiurwib was used- to gr ip
the hundle und oppose-the force-reqiii-ed
inw order fo pusýh the trigger forward for
pusher thrust. *iressurii~ed-g~loves,

puito to grip LAie liandle., Srap~ingq the
gun a -thc wr.-t of -the suit cithaweri
odeciate- comrol, but- Mhs- mrestwre had F.9. 6. Gemini NV HHJMU Wi~rh So!i-
-_obvious disc&j-aritaes-. Contitwnd Propellant Svpply'

In cncther- -aaoy IRiMU dosign (Fig.. 2)
a--thumb-o-perated. Iever--vas-ivsfs:dto switch The si~ze and shape of HHMU grips
lcn~'o tacm tuse-od, 1  hIs varies with t~he Aize and arerigth cf thve

I- ais fo difutio~aliow the hcnd -,-d with the persooi.l prelierence of
use cfzpr~surized gloves, the user, Gemini IiHMU grfpsvwer



modified .several times to aczommodate Two coupling designs were used on
the astronauts using them. One universal Gemini Hand-Field Maneuvering Units.
feature incorporcaed in the grips was ro A simple unvalved screw-on cbnnecticr"
make relief grooves in the grip to mate was used on the Gemini IV unit and v,.
with the palm restraint wires in the 41ove made in the pressurized cabin. The sia;,,
in order to eliminatet pressure points on the conne•,tion was used on the Gemini Viii
hand. Curre')t Hand-Held Maneuvering backpack HHMU, since the connection
Units have a removable grip $t w1$1.1 was made prior to lkunch. This configura-
allow custom 6tting, if necessary. tion incorporated an emergency shut-off

valve upstream of the connection, whicht
could be used to terminate flow to the gun
in case of a control-valve failure. The
coupling was keyed to keep the emewgency
shut-off valve within reach of the
astronaut's left hand.

On missions for which tue HHMU would
A• be coupled to its gus supply line during

EVA, a push-to-connect valve coupling
was used. This coupling was also keyed
to prevent emergency-shut-off valve
rotation. The coupling section with the

- least connection forc¢ in t'e pressurizad
condition was plaýzed on the supply line,

Fig. since any residual pressure in the HHMUcould easily be dumped.

Fig. 7. Gemini VIII HHMU and Backpack
Supply Line Coupling and Shut-off OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Valve

Probably the least challenged advan-
tage of t;le HHMU from an operational
standpoint is its compactness. This
compactness was especially important on
the Gemini spacecraft, on which stowage
room was at a premium. With the tractor
arms folded, the envelope of the Gemini

- Hand Held Maneuvering Units, including
coupling end shut-odff valve, was

- - oapproximately 16.5 by 6 by 2 inches.
The AAP M-509 HHMU measures 11.5 by
5.5 by 2 inches.

The Gemini IV HHMU was used with a
self-contained propellant supply. Oxygen
was used as tha propellant gas to prevent
dilution of the cabin atmosphere in case
of propellant leakage. Two 4000-psig
bottles were connected to a manifold that

Fig. 8. Gemini X and XI HHMU With ported the gas to a shut-off valve. A
Umbiiical Coupling and Shut--off regulator downstream of the shutoff valve
Valve delivered oxygen at a pressure of 110 psia.
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and at a rate of 2 lb/min. This assembly Freon-14 was used as a propellant for

wris stowed w;th, but disconnected from, the Gemini VIII HHMU to increase total
the HHMU in a stowage box measuring astronaut change-in-velocity capability.
18 by 6 by 4,5 inches. The specific impulse of Freon-14 is

lower than the specific impulse of nitrogen
On the Gemini VIII Mission, the but the greater density of Freon-]14 pro-

HHMU propellant was supplied from a vided a net gain in total impulse with a
backpack. The pack contained two relatively small percentage gtin in total
tanks. One tank supplied oxygen to the system weight. The expansion of the
astronaut, and the other tanl- supplied Freon-14 from 5000 to 110 psi resulted in
Freon-14 to the HHMU. temperatures as low as -150* F in the

HHMU. Teflon cryogenic seals were used
On the Gemini X and Xi Missions, in the HHMU control valves and errer-
nihcgen was supplied to the HHMU Gency shut-off valve to permit oper,1tion
through umbilicals. The umbilicals also at the low temperatures.
supplied oxygen to the astronaut and
provided communication and biomedical Nitrogen was used as a propellant for
iinstrumentation lines. The nitrogen was the Gemini X and Xi Hand-Held
routed rhrough aluminum tubing from a Maneuvering Units. Adequate total im-
tank ;n the spacecraft adapter section to pulse was available from the storage
a recessed panel behind the hatch. The system mounted in the adapter section of
tubing was clamped to the spacecraft at the spacecraft, and the temperature
numerous points to provide heat shorts resulting fiom expansion was high enough
into the structure for warming the gas, to allow the use of conventional fluid-
which was cooled during use as a result system components.
of adiabatic expansion. A quick-
disconnect coupling and a shutoff valve Like the Gemini IV HHMU, the AAP
were -xovided in the recessed panel for M-509 HHMU will use oxygen to prevent
conne ting the nitrogen line in the dilution of the cabin atmosphere.
umbil~cal to the nitrogen supply.

The use of cold gases for HHMU propel-
A sunmmary of configuration and per- lant during the Gemini EVA Program

fcrmance information is given in Table 1. permitted rapid development of flight-
As shown in Table I, the cold-gas Hand- ready hardware and rapid changes of
Held Maneuvering Units have a variable configuration to meet new requirements
thrust of 0 to 2 lb. Airbearing training as they evolved, but did not represent a
and flight experience to date have high degree of efficiency because of the
indicated that a 2-lb thrust level is inherent low specific impulses available
adequate for HHMU maneuvering. The with cold gases.
control valves in the Gemini Hand-Held
Maneuvering Units were designed to be In order to develop a more efficient
partially pressure balanced. A slight dif- HHMU for the future, Rocket Research
ferentiat area being acted on by gas Corporation, under contract to the NASA
peres tended to cause the valve to be Manned Spacecraft Center, is developing
closed. Additional closing force was a binary hydrazine monopropelant-fueled
provided by a spring, and an increase in HHMU.
triggering force was provided by the sprit-g
as the valve was opened. Ibis arrange-
ment allowed control of thrust level, as HYDRAZINE HAND-HELD
well as of duration, and proved to be MANEUJVER!NG UNIT
useful for slow but precise maneuvering.
This metering capability has beer, The Hydrazine Hand-Held Maneuvering
improve;. in the AAP M-509 HHMU by Unit (HHHMU or H3 1i) is directed at im-
reshaping the control-valve poppet'. proving the propulsion efficiency of the
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I *i

HHMU through 4ncorporation of higher Inconel X, promote essentially no decom-
specific impulse and higher density liquid position (incompatibility) with the
monopropellant fuel. Under NASA Man- prop-,Ilant mix at temperatures up to
ned Spacecraft Center Contract NAS 9- 16011F. This excellent storage thermali 5617, Rocket Research Corporation per- stability is further exemplified when corn-

formed analytical and experimental pared to hydrogen peroxide which
studies of catalytic decomposi.ion reactor undergoes decomposition with essentially
assemblies utilizing 51 percent hydrazine/ all materials of construction, even at
49 percent water. This program, the first temperatures as low as 70*F. Currently,
of two (2) contracts, was directed at de- storage tests are still in progress at am-
velopmenf of'a hydrazine-based fuel/ bient temperatures, and after 40 months
thrust chamber assembly (TCA) which satis- there is no sign of decomposition. An
fied the following criteria: A unit (a) additional safety feature of the 51/49 mix
capable of producing a maximum allowable noted during the course of the extensive
exhaust.gas stagnation temperature of firing and propellant handling program is
5000 F; and (b) capable of a sysftem storage the fact that a propellant spill will not
temperature of -60*F. lhis program had result in a fire or any apparent combus-
three (3) major objectives, as follows: tion hazard. In summary, based on tests
(a) to identify and fully characterize a conducted during Contract NAS 9-5617
suitable propellant blend; (b) to develop and extensive background data on hydra-
"a-catalytic reactor utilizing Shell 405 zine and hydrazine-based propellants, it
catalyst to decompose the selected mix- is concluded that the 51 percent N2H4/
ture; and (c) to demonstrate safety 49 percent 1120 propellant mix is an ex-
margins which would permit the C6A/ tremely safe monopropellant, exhibiting
propellant mixture to be considered for stability, handling, toxicity, and
manned applications, storage properties equal to hydrogen per-

oxide in all respects. Additionally, the
To supplement and substantiate safety mix has superior freezing-point and lowcharacteristics and physical properties of exhaust-gas-temperature characteristics.

-the hydrazine/water propellant, extensive
safety and characterization testin- of the Thrust chamber assemblies at a nominal
51 percent N2H4/49 percent H20 propel- one (1) pound and two (2) pound thrust
lant was undertaken under Contract NAS level were designed, fabricated. and
9-5617. evaluated to arrive at a baseline configura-

tion for the 51 percent N2114/49 percent
The propellant mix was subjected to 1120 propellant. Figure 9 illustrates the

standard CPIA liquid propellant curd gap, design which includes ca 25-micron absolute
drop weight, and thermal stability tests, multiple disc fifter integrated into an in-
as well as to ASiM standard flash and line relief valve body and a catalyti,:
fire point tests. 1he propellant mix reactor. The in-line relief valve cracks
demonstrated stability and safety charac- at a fluid pressure of 15 * 0.75 psi anid re-
teristics slightly superior to anhydrous seals (zero leakoge) at 10 psi to provide
hydrazine and hydrogen peroxide mono- positive propellant shut-off at the injector
propellant, as depicted in Table Ii. inlet. This valve is actuated by depressing
Ahother index of propellant safety is the HHMU trigger, which increases the
storage stability. In the case of a mono- fluid pressure at the valve, causing the
propellant which can be catalyficaily valve to o-,en. This in-line relief valve
decomposed, this can be a serious serves r, ..aans of improving ataor and
limitation. For this reason, extensive tailoff onse by providing a mechanical
storage stability tests of up to 60 days shutoff near the reactor, thereby elimin-
were conducted at temperatures ranging ating prolonged tailoff and fill times, such
from approximately 70F to 160"F. These as would be experienced if total shutoff
tests-have shown tho+t 6AL 4V titanium, occurred in the HHMU trigger assembly.
3W0 series :rainless steels, teflon, and
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As a result of the low stagnation gas tern- tion to evolve a Handle/Thruster Module
perature, 321 stait !es• steel is utilized H/TM) design. A modularized quick-
throughout the unit fivr materials of con- change Propellant Tank Module (PTM) was
struction. The reactor employs an upper configured to mate with the H/TM to form
bed of 0.3 inch of 20-30 mesh Shell 005 the HHHMU, shown in mock.-up form in
catalyst and a 1 .6-inch 1/8 by 1/16 inch Figure 10.
pelletized lower bed. A bedloading of
0.009 Ibm/in2 -sec at a 70-psia chamber
pressure produced a characteristic exhaust
velocity of 2260 ft/sec and an exhaust gas
gemperature of 487° F at a 70*F propellant
inlet temperature. Decomposition occurs . _

at zero percent ammonia dissociation, re-
suiting in nitrogen, ammonia, and super-
heated water vapor exhaust products.

The injector is a five (5) element
showerhead with 325 mesh stainless screens -

upstream of the injection orifice inlets to - -

preclude migration of catalyst fines into the ;-
feed passages during the launch vibration
period. The TCA was not expected to
operate at expansion ratios beyond 5:.1 be- Fig. 10. Hydrazine Hand-Held Maneuver-
cause of nozzle recondensation phenomena. ing Unit Mockup
However, altitude tests at E = 30:1 produced
no evidence of homogeneous condensation,
and vacuum specific impulses greater than White incorporating many of tLe design
130 seconds were measured at altitudes in features of the HHMU, the l'p is a new
excess of 100000 feet. unit designed to incorporate the 51 percent

N2H4/49 percent H20 liquid monoprcpel-
The TCA surpassed its design require- lant. In addition to utilizing new materials

ments by an ample margin and performed of construction, two (2) 1.4 lbf thrust
satisfactorily in a series of overstress tests tractor and one (1) 2.8 Ibf pusher thrust
to evaluate-safety aspects. Table Ill chamber assemblies, utilizing Shell 405
summarizes these tests. During the course spontaneous catalyst, have been incorpora-
of Contract NAS 9-5617, 62000 seconds ted into the handle assembly to permit
of ;.'tr.time and 12000 reactor on/off decomposition of the low freezing point
cycies were accrued with the 51 percent (-77*F)/Iow exhaust gas temperature
N21-14/49 percent H20 propellant mix. (5000 F) propellant. As illustrated in the
Overstress testing verified design integrity system schematic in Figure 11, liquid pro-
in areas of thermal design, low temperature peIlant flow control is accomplished in the
ignition capability, and high/low chamber handle with a manual on-off throttle valve
pressure tests, and a manual shuttle valve, which directs

the propellant flow from the tractor engi~ies
Based upon the results of Contract NAS (primary engines) *o the pusher engine. As

9-5617, the second phase of the HHHMU discussed previously, an in-line relief
program (Contract NAS 9-6909) was in!- valve is incorporated in each thrust cham-
tiated, wherein the 51 percent N2H4 /49 her assembly to pro-vide positive propellant
percent 1H20 propellant, the 1 lbf and shutoff near the rerctor.
2 Ibf ICA's design criteria, the results
from the material compatibility study, and Propellant i4 supplied to the handle and
H3p system level sizing analyses were thrusters (I/TM) from a quick-change PTM.
integrated with the NASA Manned Space- Each PTM contains a nominal 250 Ibf-sec

craft Center AAP M-509 HIHMU configura- o' lropellant, which is fed through a
I ! V.7.11
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quick-disconnect assembly to the H/TM by (nomirial) ad 2 the bedlonding increased to
a 347 welded stainless steel bellows posi- 0.015 Ibm/in2-sec, corresponding io the
tive expulsion device. Each IH/TM is 1 .5 nominal chamber pressure level demon-
designed to consume ten (10) 250 lbf-sec strated during Contract NAS 9-5617. Each
propellant loads. The H3p is operated in tractor unit produces a nominal I .4-lbf
3 to 1 "blowdown" prersurizaticn mode, thrust initially and blow: down to 0.5 lbf
wit'i an initial tank piessure of 165 osia. at mission end. Thrattlint. over a 1 .4:1
During storage periods, the gaseous nitro- range can be accomplished anywhere with-
gen pressurcint is stored in a small cartridge in the blowdown range. Similarly, the
within the PTM at 2000 psia. Pressurant 2.8-lbf thruster pusher unit is basically the
fill/vent, isolation of the pressurizing gas same as the earlier TCA, except that the
from the propelicnt tank, and isolation of nozzle has been rotated to provide proper
the liquid propellant from the H/TM is pitch and yaw control and the filter/in-
accomplished by three (3) color-coded line relief valve package redesigned to
manual needle valves, which are integral conform to a 900 packaging requirement.
with the PTM. This unit produces 2.8 lbf initially and

blows down to 1 .0 lbf. Bedloading and
The modulo, design approach has been chamber pressure are essentially equiva-

uti ;zed to improve padcaging and to per- lent to the tractor TCA. Figure 12
mit PTM interchangeabi~ity which mani- presents a photograph of the tractor and
fests itself in extended mission capabilities. ousher TCA with test pressure taps in
Each 250 lbf-sec module has a 165-second place. A plastic grip covers the handle
nominal burntime. Human engineering of skeletal structure and can be removed and
the bcsjc flow control handle, needle valve replaced with custom contoured grips, as
handles, the tank grip assembly, the PTM required. The triggers are clear anodized
thumb release lever, and definition of the 6061 -T6 aluminum. Thermal analyses pre-
launch mount interfaces have been pro- dicated upon assumed mission profiles havc
vided by NASA-MSC engineering person- resulted in low-emissivity surfaces on th?
nel. reactors, handle grip, handle body, and

the tractor arms and in high-emissivity
The Handle/Thruster Module consists of surfaces on the tractor in-line relief valve

a 321 stainless steel body structure which bodies (M = 0.80 Sicon R point). All of
contains a 321 stainless steel on-off the low-emissivity surfaces have a value
throttle valve (1 .4:1 flow control) and a of 0.20, with the exception of the tractor
two (2) position shuttle valve. Seals are arms, which are wrapped N46 a pressure
ethylene propylene O-rings, and valve -ensitive aluminized mylar tape which has
return is provided by 302 stainless steel an ernissivity of 0.05. Orn.- o, the. PTM to
springs. Inlet filtration is provided by a H/TM interfaces is through the forward
25-micron absolute Vacco multi-segmented thumb release latch bracket mount. This
filter which mates with a low spray volume mount interface is utilized to dump thermal
Snap-Tite stainless steel quick-disconnect energy to the PTM arid, hence, results in
nipple. The tractor arm and cam assembly a low-emissivity surface (E. = 0.20) on the
is constructed of 321 stainless-steel and pusher TCA in-line relief valve body.
contains friction washers and 0-ring sials
to permit locking of the arms in the ex- The Propellant Tank Modul- consists of
tended oo~ition while providing leak tight a 347 stainless steel aft closure assembly
ij;nts. The tractor TCA assembly is the joined by welding to an all-welded 347
scsme basic construction as the Contract stainless steel bellows assembly. Integrated
NAS 9-5617 TCA, except that the relief into the aft closure is a stainless steel
"valve flange has been removed and the quick-disconnect coupler which mates with
30:1 nozzle section has beenr rotated 900 'he H/TM. During storage, a dust cover
to permit im.proved packaging. Gamber is attached to the coupler (as well cas the
pressure has been boosted to 100 psia nipple). While the quick-disconnect
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utilized to permit actuation of the manual
valves. A thin coating of clear anodize is
applied to the highly polished aluminum
tank shell to provide protection of the shell
during humidity exposure. A surface emis-
sivity of 0.2 is aftu~ned. To facilitate H/
TM to PTM couple/decouple operations, a
stainless steel tank grip has been integrated
into the PTM to provide a convenient grip

-- point. A stainless steel latch bracket
assembly secures the PTM to the H/TM.
Table IV presents the environmental design
requirements for the HHHMU; Table V sum-
marizes the performance characteristics;

S- and Table VI summarizes salient operating
A loads which the astronaut must apply to

operate the unit.

The following table summarizes the
weight and envelope of the H3 .:

111111,11N 111T Ati' 1jit"f ~ I D'lry Weight

PT,, Ibm 8.09
Fig. i2. Tractor and Pusher TCA ./'F'M, Ibm 5.60

13.69
Serviced Weight 15.3•7

coupler provides a redundant seal feature,

primary propellant sealing is accomplished Stowed Envelope
with a manual stainless steel needle valve
which isolates the monmpropeliant in the (inches)
PTM. A visual pressure gauge is also PTM 12.2 by 6.8 dia.
integrated in the aft closure and serves, H/TM 19.5 by 10.2 by -,0
upon actuation of the pressuront isolation
valve, as a go-no-go indicator by pro- H3

p Envelope
viding an analog reading of the initial
tank pressure. During EVA periods, the (ines)
gauge also serves as a propellant de- Deployed 13.5 by 11.5 by 31

* pletion indicator anl has color bands
indicating percentoae of propellant re- Contract NAS 9-6909 requires develon-
maining. The bellows is contained in a men't, formal 71:,alification, and delivery
6061 -T6 aluminum shell with a TFE teflon of end-item hardware tr, NASA-MSC. All
bellows guide to preclude damage to the dr.veloonment activities have been com-
bellow" weld bead during dynamic testinq. pieted, and the qualification -3p's are
The bellows can be loaded with 2.28 undergoing occeptance testing prior to
pounds of propel!ant and has exhibited ex- initiation of module level environmental
pulsion efficiencies in excess of 96 percent qualification. Following module qualifi-
following random vibration at i 10 percent cotion, the H3p. will be subjected to a
of qualification levels. The forward 2 1-mission vacuum firing test program at
closure is constructed of 321 stainless steel tempeiatures of +100 F, ambient, and
and includes -a manual-fill/vent valve and +120*F. Qualification t w.t ill be
a pressurant isolation valve. Three-lobed culminated with a sec-level manned firing
color-coded cast aluminum handles are test of a unit which has completed ten (10)
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ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS

TABLE IV

Operati ng Temperature

Nominal Propellant + 60OF

Minimum Thruster and/or Propellant + 100 F

Maximum Propellant Temperature + 120OF

Nominal System Temperature
Unserviced:

Maximum + 160°F

Minimum - 60`F

Serviced:

Maximum + 120OF

Min*,mum - 60°F

Space Storagký and Operation

Duration 1 year

Pressure 15.5 x 10-6 mm Hg

Relative Humidity 85% with temperature cycling
of 70*F to 100*F

Acc.vleration 1 to 7.25 g linearly with
time over 326 seconds -
each axis

Shock 30 9 half sine wave, 11 + 1
msec, two (2) shocks each &xis

Vibration Random, 8.8 g rms (profile
not included herein)

V. 7.16



PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

T); BL V

Preliminary Baseline
NAS 9-6909

Initial Nominal Vacuti m Thrust* 2.0 lbf ± 10%/6

Initial Minimum VacuL;u' Thrus;** 2.0 lbf

Final Nominal Vacuum Thru. * 1.0 lbf

Final Minimum Vacuum Thrust*" 0.7 lbf

Eelivered Total Impulse 250 Ibf-sec/lood

Delivered Specific Impulse 130 lbf-sec/Ibm

Propellant 51% N2 H4 /49% H2 0

.Stagnation Gas Temperature at 70*F 500*F maximum
Propellant Feed Temperature

Maximum Number of Starts (Single TCA) 1000

Maximum TCA Burn Time 1500 seconds

Average Pulse Width 0.25 to 7.0 seconds

Duty Cycle 5 to 50%

Response (In-ULne Relief Valve Open to 90%)*** i50 msec

Propellant Tank Initial Pressure! at 70*1F 165 psia

Propellant Tank Maximum Initial Pressure at 1207F 185 psia

Propellant Tank Final Pressure at 70*F 60 psia

Propellant Tank Design Burst 750 psia

Pressurant Cartridge Initial Charge Pressure at 70*F 2000 psia

Pressurant Cartridge Maximum Working ?ressure 2200 psia
at 120OF

Pressurant Cartridge Design Buist 8800 psia

External Leakage, sccAr 0 GN2

Internal Leakage, scc/hr 0 liquid; 2 cc GN 2
in H/TM

* Total forward (two (2) tractor thrusters) or aft direction (one (1)

pusher thruster); handle in full open position.

** Total forward (two (2) tractor thrusters) or aft direction (one (1)
pusher thruster); handle in minimum flow position.

* Warm bed conditions.
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250 lbf-sec missions. During preliminary This increased total impulse ccpability
quclification, the H3 p demonstrated its could be realized by simply providing ad-
ability to perform satisfactorily in over- ditional propellant to the H/TM. Addi-
stress corditions with 250 lbf-sec vacuum tionai propellant could be supplied by
firings at H3p conditioned to temperatures 1) carrying more PTM's, 2) developing an

of 0°F ao.d +130°F. Both the PTM and in-orbit PTM refueling capability, 3)
H/TM satisfactorily passed random vIbra- developing larger capacity PTM's which
tion tests at 110 percent of qualification could be configured as part of a backpack
levels. The needle valves, quick discon- and 4) by providing propellant to the
nect, bellows, visual pressure gauge, H/TM through an umbilical from a storage
in-line relief valves, and the on-off tank aboard the spacecraft.
throttle valve were subjected to overstress
cycle testing and all passed satisfactorily. Additionally the throttleability of the

reactors (over 10 to 1) represents a means
While Confract NAS 9-6909 is directed for providing increased flexibility to the

at demonstration and qualification of a current throttled/pulse modulated opera-
250 lbf-sec baseline Hop, the inherent tional mode.
growth potential of the design suggests per-
formance improvements in the area of Performance of the reactors can be in-
reduced weight, improved throttleability, creased by the direct substitution of the
increased total impulse and increased 1150"F exhaust gas temperature, 72.5
specific impulse. For exomple, the judi- percent N2H4/27.5 percent H20, propel-
cious 4-tilization of 6AL 4V titanium = th• lant (-4coF freezing point) utilized for
primaory material of construction in lieu of off-limit tests during Contract NAS 9-
stainless steel will result in a 31 percent 5617, This upgraded mix will produce a
dry weight reduction in the H/TM and a vacuum specific impulse of 1 58 lbf-sec/
25 percent dry weight reduction in the Ibm at 6 = 30:1 and increase the total im-
P TM. pulse of the baseline H3 p from 250 lbf-sec

to 304 lbf-sec. For the same launch weight
A reviously discussed, the reactors, as the baseline system, a ten (10) tank

which are the heart of the H3p system, PTM mission would deliver an additional
hav! demonstrated an 8000 lbf-sec (2 lbf 540 lbf-sec, or approximately 178 seconds
thrust TCA/4000 seconds burn time) capa- of burntime. Expansion ratios in excess of,
bility with the 51 percent/49 percent 30:1 could probably be entertained with
propellant blend without indication of per- the 72.5 percent N2 H4/27.5 percent H2 0
formance degradation. Direct application mix in view of the higher water vapor

v cof this single TCA endurance demonstration superheat (11500 F versus 500*F), thereby
results *.n a minimum total impulse capa- increasing the specific impulse by an ad-
bility of approximately 8000 lbf-sec for ditiona! 3 to 4 oercent.
the H/TM tractor engines. This represents I
a 3 foid increase over the baseline quali- Should additional performance be re-
fication level oF 2500 lbf-sec, i.e., ten quired, a ternary hydrazine monopropel-
(10 250 lbf-sec loads. In practice the lant with a -20*F freezing point could be
mr.mim-n e4el*.v.rable total impulse would utilized with the H3O, although the reactor
be greaT.,r than 8000 lbf-sec as the pusher would require redesign to withstand the
engine (2-8 lb[ initial thrust) would be increased thermal soakback to the injector
utiiized some fraction of the time thereby under pulse mode operation. At C- = 50:1,
adding additional impulse capability to the a 226-second vacuum specific impulse is
N/TM. Secondly, a life limit value has produced with a 19000F exhaust gas tem-
not been defined fur the reactors and it is perature. Reackt tests at the 5-lbf thrust
anticipated that the on-s-t- or performance leve! have verified performance and
degraoation is well beyond the 6000 second reactor design for this ternary blend.
demnastrated value, Mtveriols of construction of the kaseline
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system are compatible with this ternary
blend.

Uprating of the reactors to produce
higher specific impulse ;s contingent,
however, upon the ability of astronaut
suit materials to withstand the increased
temperatures of the exhaust gas plume.
Fundamentally, the H3

1p can bx uprated
with -•inimal impact t_ the c-'rrent base-
line design corfiguration.

The development of the H3p has not
only p.ovidt i a more tophisticoted, higher
performance iaaneuvering unit but has also
provided tecnnology and hardware that is
adoptable to other HHMU system and pro-
pulsion systems- as well. Cold-gas Hand-
Heid Maneuvering Units,though less
efficient might still be useful for maneu-
ve-wing around objects like camera or
telescope lens systems that could be con-
tamina~ed w;th combustion yoducts from
liquid fueled devices. The compactness,
lightweight, operational versczbility and
uncomplicated astronaut interface of the
HHMU and H3 p favor their utilization in
the future either as primary EVA maneu-
vering devices or as suppiements or backups
to their more sophisticated integrally
stabilized cousins.
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MECHANICAL DEVICES FOR ItRO GRAVITY SIMULATION
Vaughn H. Yost

NASA-MARSHALL

air bearing systems, air bearing cart thrust systemSUMMARY development, devices for supportin, hand tools and

serpentuator, and the use of mechanical simulators.
Mechanical simulator development conducted in

support of the Apollo Applications Program and if,
anticipation of future programs is summarized in MECHAN! CAL S I MULATORS
this review. Mechanical simulators that have been
developed are illustrated and their characteristics
described. Results are reported on investigaticas of FIVE-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM SIMULATOR
air bearing systems, air bearing cart thrust systems,
and devices for supporting hand tools and the serpen- 1. General Information
tuator. Applications of mechanical simulators are
also illustrated. The five-degrees-of-ficedom simulator is an

aluminum framework mounted on air-bearing pads.
Yaw and horizontal translation in two directions are

INTRODUCTION obtained by moving the entire simulator on its air-
bearing pads. Pitch ar.d roll motions are vbtained
through gimbals mounted with autti-friction beanngs.

The Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory divides Pitch is the cnly motion that is limited. This simula-
earth orbital weightless and lunar gravity simulation tor was designed to be used with the LDnar Gravity
devices into two categories: mechanical and neutral and Earth Orbital Simulator that is described In tAis
buoyancy. Mechanical simulators include all those paper.
devices that do not use a iiquid such as water to sup-
port the subject, workpiece, or tool. 2. Technie-t Information

Some of the objectiv,.' of mechanical simulation The five-degrees-of-freedom simulator consists
are evaluation of design concepts, evaluation of hard- of three major assemblies: a cradle or seat, roll
ware, and determining the subject's capability for yoke, and base ( Fig. i). The cradle, or seat, sup-

* performing tasks, ports the subject in an erect position and contains

pr-ovisions for adjusting the position of the subject
Mechanical simulation offers certain advantages relative to the roll and pitch axes of the simulator.

over neutral buoyancy simnulatiro in that much less The roil yoke s.•ports the cradle at the pitch axis and
preparat;on tirie is rezluired. It can be performte by permits 105 degrees of rotation in pitch between the
a minimum of two people t a test subiect and technician cradle and the yokc. The yoke also contains a system
to balance him and opera'c the suit), and the sirrula- for supplying ventilation, breathing, and pressuriza-
torz- can be moved to the work site. The advantAgrs ties gas%:s to a subject Li a space se-."
of neutral buoyancy simnulation ever mechancal sim-
elation are that complete Lasks reouiring vertical The U"'!"-shaped yt-ite- is supported 3t the base
clearance or large chages in vertical elevstiun can of the "U" roil h-eartnggs that perei-.l unlimited
be perfo-rmed in one operation as opjzscd to breaking rotation arcund the roll axis. Thu ba3C structure
the tzsk up Into several par. taskis so tha.', it can b= iupports -•h.- r.il .b;Laring-a and. distributei tie total
perftormed in a mechanical sitnulator. load of the sim undor and subject to thrne air--beLring

pads equally spaced around the nominal yaw ;.:,is.
The research at-. development offorts in tec me-

chanicai simulation categorv are discussed in Lhis re- The stmulatt-r has an -,iboard air su:pply which
vi.w u-•er the divisions of mechanical simulators, req-iires a 11B Vac. L A, 63 HII z-GG cps) power input.
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FIGURE 1. FIVE-DEGREE•-OF-FREEDOM
SIMULATOR

In addition, there are provisions for supplying 0. 283
m5/min ( 10 scfmJ of breathing and suit pressurization
air at 0.31 MN/m 2 (45 psig) through a hose to the
subject. FIGURE 2. FIVEADEGREES-OF-FREEDOM

SIMULATOR WITH CHADLE ASSEMBLY ATTACHED

A lazy ar-m may be used to minimize the hose and
power cable drag by positioning the hose in an essenti- c. g. within the range of the vertical balanclag adjust-
allv constant vertical position. Air is fed through ment. The back pack support,, are attached w'th
rotating unions so that each of the two sections of the machine screws fitted in slotted holes to permit ver-
lazy arm is capable rf unlimited rotation. tical Pdjustment of the back pack position over a

range of 0. 076 -. 1n in.). Right and left adjustment
Cradle Assembly. The cradle assemb!y consists of the back pack position is accomplished by selective

of the supporting structure for subject arnj back pack; tightening or loosening of the back pack attachment
the subject's restraint system, consisting of tne torso screws. An angle on each side of the cradle is pro-
corset, leg supports, and restraining straps; and the vided for attachment of the torso corset. These
vertical and fore and aft balancing adjustnenLs and angles are located ia the plane of the subject's Iack,
pitch axis ball bearings t Fig. 21. and they establish the fore and aft positioning of the

subject. The torso corset is attached to each angle
The supporting structure is welded tubular aluini- at 4 points with 8 machine screws. Threaded screw

num with an aluminum foot plate supported by three holes are provided on 0. 013 m (0. 50 in.) centers ever
adjustment screws. The adjustment screws permit a range of 0. 2:i1 m ( 9 in.) and slotted holes in the
raising or lowering of the subject's center of gravily -or.ýet attachment fitting permit locating the corset at
(c. g.) over a 0. 152 m (6 in.) range to place the any point within the extreme limits. A 0.203 m ( Rin.)
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section of tube is welded to the back of the structure, The balancitag adjustrents (Fig. 3) are built into

perpendicular to the vertical axis of this cradle. It the right and left stdes of the cradle to permit move-

.s used for attachment of counterweights, if required, ment of the subject's c. g. 0. 038 m (1.5 in.) vertically

to bring the cradle and subject's c. g. within the and fore or aft from the romitud c. g. position with

range of the balancing mechanism.

The subject's restraint system confines his torso
and legs while his head and arms remain free, The
torso restraint consists of a two-piece fiberglass
corset. The two pieces of the corset are supported
by two 0. 025 m (I in.) diameter alumintum tubes
bolted to the angles described above. The two pieces
of nýe coreet can be adjusted horizontally to move the rat 4 P I
st tubject right or left and to accommodate differbnt
torso widths. The sections are clamped into place on
the tubes by the integral split ring clamps and boits

accessible from the front. Supplementing the corset 0

are restraining straps located at the following posi- o_.l.. I

tions: shoulders, pelvis, knees, and feet. The two L 0

shoulder straps are fastened to the corset at the ap- IiI[ -ci'
proximate location of the shoulder blades. Each strap I
is brought over the shoulder, across the upper chest, I
and back under the opposite arm to attach to the cradle .

structure at waist level. TI.ese straps consist of two
parts that are connected together with aircraft-type,
quick-release, adjustable buckies located in the upper
chest area. The pelvic strap is a one piece strap
around the corset and subject at his hips. it is at-
tached to one side of the corset to prevent slipping
and has the same type buckle as the shoulder straps. FIGURE 3. BALANCING ADJUSTMENT

The legs are restrained at the knees by individua:, respect to the pitch axis ball bearings. &- .h adjust-
sponge-rubber padded. contoured supports attached ment consists of a crosshead and adjustm. nt screw
to the cradle structure. The supports may be adjusted that provides fore and aft motion of the cradle. The
side to side and fore and aft. Each support has a adjustment screw slides through a bushing and is
continuous strap held in place to prevent slipping and locked in place by two adjusting nuts, One on each side
fastened on the outside of the knee with the adjustable of the bushing. The crosshead carries the pitch axle
quick--release buckle, support and vertical adjusting screw. The pitch axle

support slides on the crosshead, the adjusting screw

The foot plate is covered with corrugated rubber passing through it. T-wo adjusting nuts, one on the
tread and is provided with semi-circular heel re- top and one on the bottom, permit vertical adjustment
tainers and a foot strap. The heel retainers prevent and locking. The crosshead has two reference scales,
the heels from slipping backward and the strap re- one for vertical adjustment and one for horizontal.
strains the feet from for-ard or vertical movement. The cradle has a pointer for the horizontal scale mnd
The strap is attached at both ends with adjustable there is an index mark on the pitch axle support for
strap restrainers and, normally, enough s!a?:k Is vertical reference. The scales permit equal adjust-
left to permit insertion of both feet under the strap. ment of both right and left sides. Mhen a subject has
After both feet are in place, a locking bar, pivoted been balanced previously, the balancing adjustmsnnts
at the back between the heels, is dropped into place can Le preset, thereby reduir.g the :ime required to
between the feet and is secue-d by engaging a "j" accomplish this task.
hook with front -.-: gc of the foot plate. A screw handle
permits .ightening the "'J" hook to apply tension to the The pitch axle fits into the bore of a self-aligning
foot strap. ball bearing mounted by two Lolts to the roll yoke.
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The axle has a threaded hold acces-Jhe from the outer is welded to the back of the structure, perpendicul:.r
edge. This can be useci for ta W' of instrurnen- tA the vertical axis of seat. It is used for attachment
tation to obtain a readout on the ;~t.uiwemcnt. of count~erweights, if required, to bring the seat and

zubject's c. g. wiahin the range of the balancing mech-
Seat Assemblv. The seat assr-niblv eonsisis of anism.

the supporting structure for the subject; the subibet
restraint system consisting of the bicycle sent, back The subject's restraint system confines his torso
support, and restraint straps;, andl the cradle vertical hlehis htad, arms. and legs remain flee. The torso
and fore and aft balancing adjustments with pitch axis rest-iz.:i co,:;sists of foor ruArved-aluminumn, sponge-
ball bearings (Fig. 4). rubber Lined, back suppirts. The four back supports

arcý supported by two 0.O0'5l fn Of in.) square aluminum
tubes welded to the str:-turia. The four L.ck- supports
can be adjusted horizon~toly to mcove the subject right
or left and to accomniodam't. fr*. t rso wiclth-s.
Supplementing the back supf.o- -i~re ieistraini:.g z-arps
for the torso and pelvis. The two sLý-.ps are 2tzeacik-

to the upper back supports at the approximate ~~
of the shoulder Wlades. Each strap is brought ovei-
the shoulder, across the upper chest and black undt',
the opposite arni to another strap attached to the
lower back support at waist level. These straps eun-
sist of two parts which are connected together with

'1 an aircraft-type quick-release adjustable buckle
located inl the upper cheat area. The two parts of the
pelvic strap are attached to the lower back supports.
It has the same type of adjustable buckle as the

shoulder straps.

The subject is held on the bicycle seat by two
strap assemblies, one of which goes over each leg.
The e';ds of each strap are attachcd to the frame b)e-
low and behind Ole crotch and the;ý lower back supports.

The sea'. uses the same balancing- adjustment
4 ~mechanrism as the cradle.

Roll Yoke. The roll yoke supports the pitch bear-
ings in a -L"' shaped structure of welded 0. 076 m
t 3 in. ) square aluminum tubing attached to a hardened

Stec'. Shaft. The voepermits a pitch movement of
199 deg,%-c:; with approximately equal pitch-up and
pitch-down motion. The cradle has adjustable stops
that strikc rubber pads on t'le yoke to limit the cradle

FIGURE 4. FI'IE-DEGREES-OF-FHEEDOd.% motion so thait the subjuct does not strike the base
SIMUxLATOR WITHI BaCYCLE SEAT ASSEMBLY during extreme motion in both pitch and roll.

ATTA CHIED
The yoke -also has two sniall tabs, one welded to

hesupporting structure is made of aluminuzm the front of the rioht arm of the yoke and the other to
tebes welded together and a bicycle seat that 1s the bottoml at thm rear center. These tabs are attach-
fastened in place w.vth a sct screw. The adjustment fli*nt points for locking bars. Locking the pitch move-
of the sen't height permits raising and lowering the ment is accomplished by attaching a 0. 025 m (tIin.)
subject's c. g. over a 0. 152 m (6 in. ) range to place diameter cluminumn tube to the back tab and to the rear
the c. g. within the range of the vertical balancing of the cradle at about the knees. A notch in each end
adjustment. -The back supports are attached with of the bar slips over the tabs on the er l~e and the
machine screws fWed in slotted holes to permit hcon- yoke, and each end is held secure to the tab by a ball
zont~al adjustment. A 0. 203 m t 8 in. ) section of tu'be lock pill. Locking the roll movement is accomplished

V11. 7. 4
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by attachin� the roll locking bar between a tab on this L.azv Aria Assembly. The lazy arm prcv�des fot
base and the tab Onth2 yoke arni Locking of one positioning the upper end of both the pov�er cable and
axis does not restrict the motion of the other axis. i�rA2athing and suit pressurization a�r hose at ary point

within a 3. 66 m 12 fI) diameter circle I Fig. 11. The
The roll axle fits thro'4gh tue roll yoke and the lazy arm consists of two 0.915 m 13 W sectionS that

bearin�s. II. is attached to the roll yoke from the rotate on thrust bear ings to prcvide minimal friction
front 3nside the U by two machine screws. Thr: axle forces. The lazy arm mourrtinr plate is bolted to the
has a 0. 013 m (0. Se in. �hameter passage ��hich supporting stricture and leveled. Suspended from the
connects through stantXrrd pipe tittings to a Hansen rnountii' plate is the inner arm, whIch rotates about
5000 series qaici.-.disconnect flUing iii the front end the center on thrust bearings that are concentrically
of the left arm. This s use4 to provide breathing mounted around the rotating unions. The two unions
and pressurization a�r to the subject in a space � ari� tandem-naounwd �:i the rotating axis and are capa-
The alt end of the ax.�- Las a Deublin model 2U.�8 ble of unlimited rotation. There's a similar rotating
rotating union to prov�Je rotating freedom and a con- j�nt between the inner and outer arms. The outer
tinuous air supply. The ahaft of the rotating union arti. tcrmir.atcs in fittings for the attachment of the
extends comI)letel3 through the union and may � power cable and flexible hose iez�ding to the simulator.
drilled and tapped to p *u�ide a mounting for instre- Although the r.oininal restriction in the rot' ting union
monting the roll axis. ii desired, is 0. ooc.a m u, 0.25 in.) fl�, larger diameter hoses have

been provided to minimize functiotal los.es in supplyThe vernier roll balance adjustment is locati�d lines. Air is povided through a 0. 0095 ir. 0. 375 in.)
between the arms of the yol:e to the rear of the cradle. ID hose.
It has a 1.36 kg 10. 0923 slugs� lead mass mounted to
slide frc�y on a threaded red. Nuts on each side � � '.ip�;ioximately 0.5�:'3 N 10. 123 lhf�
piovide locking for the lead mass. The hole in the applied at the hose fittings is requ.rcd to move the
lead is positioned slightly off center so that it �'.ill laz3 arm when it i� fully extended.
hang at abo it a 50 degree angle fron' the vertical to

clear tI.r cradle in the extreme pitch-up position. Basic Data Figures 5 and 6 show detailed di-The upper corner of the leac has been i�eveled and raunsions and operating clearances for the five-
padded �ith rubber to minimize damage to the bock degrees-of -Jr ced um simulator. The total mass of t.he

* pack in the event that contact does eccur.
- "-i"-. - -

Base Assembly. The base is an aluminum square - 3
tube structure that provides support for the roll axle
and the three air bearing l)ads. The vertical member � -i I

"f the base supports the roll axis approxima� iv 1. 59
in t 62.5 in.) of the floor. l� is designed �o provide
ci�iranc( �or the crailfe to permit unrestricted roll
in a�ry pitch attitude with the cradle foot l)late in the -�

ljv.*'s. position.
* �

T �e bottom tubular structure provides support � .)�

for' .. �. air tx!ariiig pads that are equally spaced on a p--- -

0 635 *i� t25 in.) radius circle about the noiuiinal va��
axis. C3 pad is directl� under the vertical base I
m.ii�bvr ai�i the other two are forward and to the sk'c
to give staboity. � -c

The air bet. ring pads on 0. 019 in 10.75 in. ) C

threaded ix-� are ac i"wed into fittin�s welded to the

b .Se sin r ure serves as a plenum '� __

chamber to equalize :ir I It� to the pads and minimize ___

F- - *� �)-line surges. ihe input to ih1. b .�e plenuti. is l�x'ated e"- .. --

on the right rear side. FIGI'RE 5. BASIC I) XTA

'A
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S, _ - ]he would in space. except where the subi,-. in :c-
.quired to translate over great distances (Fig. 7).

I*.This is accomplished by designing the experiment so
/ •.¢-% \ \'*at the desired test data are obtained.

/ •. '\ • Assume the following for the purpose of demon-

[ " [strating that the subject can produce a translation
NOLL AXIs acceleration just as he would in space by properly

designing the experiment:

-\ ,; dF force applied to the object by the s .oject,
ý7 aS'" J,•. ¢ assume 13.3 N 13 lbf

-F I - force required to bend *be pressure suit,
-- given as 44.4 N 10 lbf) for 2. 41 x 10O

_ . L., J N/mr t3.5 psia) pressurization.

. .. tF = F +F
C a s

F = force required to produce translation of

-. the moving parts of the simulator, given
as 0.58 N (0.13 lbf)

A " F T F +F +

PITc" AXIS ni mass of the moving parts of the simulator,
m ;14 kg t7.78 slugs) (a weight of 1110 N

cr 
4.2 5G 

/" ,, ,,... i:" b•f) at I •

s -- mass of subject and space suit, 91 kg
[ / -- *-.- t 6,. 21 slugs) [a weight of 889. ,ti (25;) lbf)

~~I at I g

g -accelerationi, standard free fall, 9. SO m/

From Newln's Second Law of Motion, "The vihinge
of motion i- proportion;al to the motive for.ze impressed;

FI( .- *,.' CLEAWIINC•S REOQUIRLD FOR and is made in thL direeion of the straicht Nine in which
oipIEIIATIUMNS ferce is impresbed, " ve can determine the subject%

acceleration in space

simulator % ith .the ctradle is 90 kg I; i5 slu:s). The
cradk has a mass of 2$. -i kit 1. 96 slugs) ind the
base and yoke 61.4 kg t 14. 20 slugs. Ic s nia

The torques requirn- l,) overcome tne static F - F
friction of the simulator are the following: pitch, a k
0.284 J (40 in. oz); roll, u.494 J (70 in. oz; and III

yaw, 0. 007 J ( I in. oz).

ACTION-REACTION I"REE-FALL SIlMUULATOR a-0. 14C. 1.--0.51.91 O4 /sec 0 ftlsuc 2 j
1. General Information

To produce the same acceleration in the simulamor,

The action-reacthon -rt.e-fatl simulaor or six- it is necessary to change a parameter(si that wiil pro-
degree*-of-treedom simulator is a mechanfzal appa- ducc the correct applied force, F, and not degradc the
ratus that allows the subject to react to ar; force as test data. Solvian: for the total force, FT$ we obtain
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FIGURE 7. ACTION-REACTION FREE-FALL SIMULATOR

FT ma=trn +m )a A force of 16. 12N(3.631bf) to bend the suit can be

T m S obtained by reducing the suit pressure to 1. 19 x 104

F T=(114 +911 x0.14=30N(6.75lbf) 
N/m 2 (1.74 psg).

The same analysis can be done for the other

"F = F +F +F degrees-of-freedom for the action-reaction free-fall

T a s P simulator.

Since F is an inherent characteristic of the 2. T Information

simulator, it cannot be changed. Assume that the

SaF is to be the same as it would be in space. This The subject is strapped into a fiberglass harness

a that both positions him properly in the gimbal axis

leaves only F which can be altered, and adjusts to fit anyone between 1.65 and 1. 86 m (65

and 73 in.) tall. The test subject is supported in

Fs FT- Fa F such a way that .e can rotate freely about any axis.

s T a P Ile is capable of movtng to either his left or right

side, forward and backward, or up and down. (Fig.

8.) In other words this is a six-degrees-of-fruedom
F= 30 - 13.3 - 0.58= 16.12 N (3.631l4) simulator.
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FIGURE 9. ADIUSTING HARNESS ASSEMBLY

Lt" -- C~'

FIGURE 8. ACTION-REACTION, FEE-FALL.. t

LEV3 ,!

•:• The harness allows the astronaut free, leg move-1

r• ~ments ( Fig. 9,, while counter-weiglhting their in any [position, and keeping his center of gravity in the

I•, ~ ~~samle place. Fig. 10). The ginibal axis and harness t i •"'f,,

have a built-in air line for breathing and sp~ace, stit ,SCSI. ..- u (•

p~ressurization and cooling. This allows the subject . ,,

to train foi weightlessness e-ither w~ith or without his 0,, e
suit. See" 

*o00 0S,,

To allo\, the astro..aut towmovecfreý,:ly hu'izottally, 45 - , ý1• •
-4air bearins This coi.ned with the sm ll mass of'

Sthe niul t o less than 11 ,t.., s ,33•slu s g...ive

almost~~~~~0( tit)*~ resstnc toA~ moelan hruh t . i

3.6F;I GUEA 12 ft) horzknit~d ECTrking *.FnEeloLp. %ega-

tor springb, Which resel0c .b1,belt wounld oil1Spool,assov a '' -. ,.,-- " "
arThe hares losti the astronau fr3v l.unting sets -f

s rnts asig. iii Fhie urv o 1, the springs t exert T Ta.n

ano consandt korce over their si feet of vertinal t

*~~ 
I lt To 6.14

travel,. !

Adjustmcents of the simulatt- can also ba"nade to •

lift fiva-sti.ths or owo-thirds sf the test subject's mass.

it this waf, i.tmar, Mars, tnd Vr nus gorvity cahie Ilc..S

air bearzF~s.This, combine wit. the sNGl ne.Sl )f A- ASSMBL

.t.imulatrd.
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Base and Suppoi Structurc. The base structure

consists of a welded triangular, tubular aluminum
base that holds the air bearing pads and serves as a

-;A". ._ plenum for air supply. The support structure is a
• " ". -rectangular frame made of aluminum channel and">,-- ~'. welded to the base structure. The support structure

"v , supports the parallelogram and transmits all loads

- "•, " [ Parallelogram Arms. The parallelogram arms

*....... . .• are two welded aluminum channel assemblies that
3 are supported near their centers on the support

.. structure. Each arm is a lever connecting the work
Tr-- 'i panel and platform assembly to the counterweight

assembly. Each aLm contains six self-aligning ball-

S, ,bearing joints for vertical motion.

Work Panel Assembly. T1,e work panel assembly,
attached to the froni of the parallelogram arms, pro-

FIGURE 11. INSTALITION OF EXTENSION vides a vertical mounting surface for work objects.
SPRINGS

Platform A•ssemblyj. Thc detachable platform is
LUNAR GRAVITY AND EARTH ORBI'r.AL SBIULATOR piovided for a walking or foot placement surface for

exl'eriments other than those performed in zero
1. General Information gral ity. An aluminum lip around the edge of the plat-

lorm is provided to permit gravel or simulated
This simulator was designed to be used with the "moon dust * to be placed on the platform for more

five-degrecs-of-freedon simulator ( Fig. 12). The realistic testing. Folding legs on the platform can
purpose of thus simulator is to support the object the be extended for -stabilit% when setting up the experi-
subject is working on. It provides four degrees-or- taents. These are folded out of the way during opera-
freedom for the workpiece. Vertical translation is tion.

produced by moving the work panel up and down. The
re-ziaining three degrees-of-fretedom are in the horizon- Air B~earing ýý-sten. The air bearing system
tal plane. The simulator is supported b3 three air consists of a blower and - ariajle transformer con-
bearing pads which offer a minimum of resistanct to trol, an air distribution system, and three air bear-
horizontal translation. ing pads. The base structure serves as a plenum

chanmber to prevent air pulses and consequent bear-
For simu -iting hInar grai ity. the subject stands ing instability. The front two air bearing lines -are

on the se:niciicuiair platform ( Fig. 12). A mass provided with bleed-oiff air valves. The rear pad
equal to one-sLxth of the subject's mass is placed in uses a rt striction t al,e ch. Thi three valves and
t'ie counterweight box. This added mass produces an Pit variable transfurmher can be adjusted to proxide
iq,ýward force on the subject's feet which gives 1uim the an even lifting force to elevate the entire structi..e.

a sensation of walking on the lunar surface-

AIR BEARING CAPTURE AND TR.ANSFER
In the earth orbital (zero gravity) mode, the SiM ULiTOR

semicircular platform is removed and sufficient mass
is added to the weight box to bring it and the work
panel into equ;librium. I. General Information

"2. Technical Information 'Ibis simulator was designed to provide the capa-

bdit% to investigate the following: (locking. gr;qapling

The lunar gravity :.id earth orbital simulator con- mechanisms for capturc and attachment ,o work sur-
sists of the following components: base and support faces, manipulators for handling and maneuvering of
structure, parallelogram arms. work panel assembly, masses, and boom dvna.,ui• as:.ociated with mech-
platform assembly, counterweight assembly, and air anisms for capture. despin. re.slm, and insertion of

bearing system (Fig. 13). cooperative and noncooperative objects in earth orbit.
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FIGURE 12. LUNAR GRAVIT'_" AND EARTH ORBITAL SIMULATOR AND
FIVE-DEGREES-OF-FREEDOM SIMUL"LATOIR BEING USED FOR

LUNAR GRAVITY SIMUILATION WORK

2. Technical Inforination provides the simulator with the same leveling effect
on an uneven floor as three air pads but with the load

The air bearing capture and transfer simulator carrying capacity of four pads.
(Fig. 14) consists of the following major components:

frame assembly, walking beanm assembly, air bearing Air Bearing Pads. The pads like the one shown
pads, air supply system for pads, thruster system in Figure 16 are used on this simulator.
(Fig. 15 , thruster control electronics package and
control stick assembly, transportation casters, and Air Supply System for Pads. A Black & Decker
personnel seat assembly. Manufacturing Company Model 820 EDA heavy-duty

central cleaning system unit 12 is used on this sim-
Frame Assembly. The f.rame 10 is rectangular ulator.

in shape, made of square a..ndnum tubes welded to-
gether, and serves as a plenum fer the pad air. The Thruster System. Six thrusters 60 are used with
front air bearing pads are attached to it. this system. A high pressure storage sphere 11,

fili valve 44, regulator 46, ball valve 50, manifold
Walking Beam Assembly. The beam 35 is free 56, solenoid valves 57, and tubes 53 and 55 make up

to pivot in a plane perpendicular to the frame. This the ot icr major components of the system ( Fig. 151.

VII.7. 10
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i._UPPORT STRUCTURE

I UPPER

I PARALLELOGRAM,
'ARM W KANEL

:OUNTER WEIGHT1%$SEMBLY

IPLATFORM ASSEMBLY!

'AIR SUPPLYI

,SYSTEM

.... ---- LOWER PARALLELOGRAM ARMI

BASEr AJIR BEARING P IDI

FIGURE 13. LUNAR GRAVITY AND EARTH ORBITAL SIMULATOR

Thruster Control Electronics Package and Control the simultor. When tests have been completed it
Stick. A military aircraft control stick SAi2-0 elec- can be removed and so the simulator can be used for
trically actuates relay3 in the control electronics other tests.
package, which in turn electrically actuates the sole-
noid valves 57.

AIR BEARING SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Transportation Casters. These casters I provide

a means of moving the simulator other than on its air
bearing pads. When in use t.h). pads do not touch the MEDIUM INLET PRESSURE AIR BEARING SYSTEM
floor.

Personnel Seat. The seat support 28 provides a Air Bearing Pads. A Hovair air bearing pad
place to attach the air supply 12 as well as support made by the Inland Division of General Motors Cor-
the personnel seat 29. poration is shown in Figure 17. This pad will support

various loads with the pressures and volumes of air
3. Application, described by the load map shown In Figure 18. Inlet

pressures of approximately 0. 62 MN/an" (90 psig)
A grappler developed for use as a means of attach- are used with this pad. For the purpose of this

ing spacecraft to work surfaces is shown mounted on review, this is a medium inlet pressure.
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I • 46 45
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FIGURE 15. THRUSTER SYSTEM FOR AIR BEARING CAPTURE ANDl
TRANSFER SIMULATOR VI .1
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Air Supplies. There are at least three 6vays of

supplying air at medium pressures. They are the
following: mounting a high pressure (2063 N/cm2
(3000 psig) } sphere and regulating equipment on the

device, mounting an air compressor or. the device,
or attaching a medium pressure air line to the device.

LOW INLET PRESSURE AIR BEARING SYSTEM

Air Bearing Pads. A low inlet pressure pad

designed by the Martin-Marietta Company, Baltimore
Division, is shown in Figure 16. This cushion oper-
ates on inlet pressures and volumes of air obtainabie
"with vacuum cleaner motors described ;n subsequent

paragraphs.

Air Su;plies. The two types of air supplies that

have been used are described b.!ow.

Lamb Electric Model 115250. This is a two-stzge
direct air flow vacuum Mutor for domestic canister
and tank tyvpe vacuum cleaners (Fig. 19). Since the

FIGURE 16. LOW INLET PRESSURE AIR BEARING motor is cooled by discharge of thc- vacuum air from

PAD .MA&DE BY MARTIN-MARIETTA the blower section, this type oi urn is not suitable for

CORPORATION use in applications where the air flow could be sealed

0.02 (0.97 in.) 3 8-16 MO"NTING SCREW

COLL.APSED H•IG4TH

0.43m. (17 i.! 008," [ : (3 in.)

0.41. (16 a .) 0 AIR INLETSI.D. = 0.005M

Specifications

Diaphragm Material 3032-50 Urethane Support Area (1i1 5. 2 psig 192 in.2

Diaphragm Thickness 0. 050 in. Nominal Seal Perimeter CS 5. 2 psig 4. 10 ft
Top Plate Material Stec? Air Inlet 1/4 in. Tubing

- Top Plate Thickness 0. 069 in.

FIGURE 17. HOVAIR MEDIUM INLET PRESSURE AIR BEARING PAD MADE BY THE INLAND
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
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OPERATION ON A NO. 2 SURFACE

IHFL"TIOld HEIGMT VE3tSUS FLOW

2.20

= 1 000 Ib.

1.5! / i 9,070H | "

2

, .oiiij-t-±-{
0 10 2

AIR FLOW (SCF• ,

PRESSURE VERSUS FLOW

I!1 i I ! ! • , , , E-.. 1, 6 1 -- ---," I na
*13 0

i , , : 1500, ,- ,
-, i--i r - I *'/"-

iFIGURE19. LAMB ELECTRIC MODEL 5250

0 : i0• TWVO-STAGE DIRECT AIR FLOW VACUUM MOTOR

•" AIR FL.OW (SCF 4) FOR DOMESTIC CANISTER AND TANK TYPE
VACUUM CLEANERS

FIGURE 18. LOAD LMAP LDCR HOVAIR XM 16009

AIR BEARING PAD COMPARISON OF MEDIUM AND LOW INLET
PRESSURE AIR BEARING SYSTEMS

off for an appreciable length of time. The motor per-
formance curves are shown in Figure 20. Curve "A" Mass. Assuming the air'-upply is mounted on
shows the characteristics of a vacuum cleaner which the device, the mass of the low pressure system is
was designed for Lamb's older Model IS-14750 but lesser of the two. The lower the mass of simulator
has been replaced with Model 115250. Vacuum supporting the subject or work piece, the more
c!eaners having the performance specified in Curve accurate the simulation data will be.
"B" draw the maximum amount of power allowable
for #18 SV line cord when using Model 115250. Force. Whcn medium pressure shop air lines

are a~tached to the device, the forces required to
Black & Decker Manufacturing Company Model produce translation are increased, thereby degrading

S20EDA. This is a heavy-duty central clealing systeiz, it for simulation purposes.
1680 W (2-1/4 h.p. maximum) unit, for medium vize
homes and apartmentc 1 Fig. 21). Since the motcr is Floor Finish. A smoother floor is required for
cooled separat.ciy, this type of unit is suitable foz use medium inlet pressure pads (Fig. 17) than for low
in applications where the air flow could be sealed off. inlet pressure pads (Fig. 16).
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~~~S y ... T:l ;I,!I! f l

* - P*t ~- 0 P PP* **PtO** CENTRAL. CIX~ ItNIM SYSTIMI ('AIT

P -"P/.......I

.,. ... ior"o. Rating Max."

.3 . - - - - - - -R.P.M. ated 12000

"M - - - - Amp W

Current %C3

-Ince, - jid .p.I"dto lift 72

In--he% I!• -r-ur 51-2

Nj. q~ Ila11
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It" .. .. .. ...... ...'p I l i l

FIGURE 20. LAMB ELECTRICAIGDEL 115250 FIGUR-21. BLACK & DECKER MODEL 820 EDA
VACUUM MOTOR PERFOPMANCE CURVES HEAVY DUTY CENTRAL CLEANING SYSTEM

VACUUM MOTOR AND VARIAC SPEED CONTROL

FIGURE 22. METAL TUBING AND FITTINGS USED FIGURE 23. NONAIETU LIC TUBING AMI)
WITH LOW OR MEDIUM INLET PRESSURE AIR FITTINGS USED WITH LOW INLET PRESSURE

SUPPLY (NOTE BALL VALVE) AIR SUPPLY
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PMlubg. The plumbing required for a medium than the labor and materials required to make bleed
inlet pressure system costs more than for a low in- off valves. Bleed off valves (Fig. :;4) should be used

let pressure systemu. Nonmetallic water pipe and with vacuum cleaner r'otors Lha. ,•re cooled by the
fittings can be used with the latter system (compare air discharge from the blower iiecticn.
Figs. 22 and 23).

MANIFOLD AND AIR SUPPLY RESERVOIRS AIR BEAR ING CART THRUST SYSTEM
DEVELO PMVEI•'T

The frame of the device may be used for koth

medium and low pressure systems. This produces a
signific mt weight savlings. 1. General Information

"REGULATION OF THE VOLUME OF AIR SUPPLIED The design criteria for this system were 'he
TO EACH1 AIR BEARING PAD FOR MEDIUM AND following:
LOW PRESSURE SYSTEMS

Cart Mass. The total mass of the cart lot,8
Ball Valves. Metallic and nonmetallic ball valves operator and item to be tested was estimated to b,-

can b used with either system (Figs. 22 and 23). 168 kg (11. 5 slugs,. The masses of the opes-tor and

item to be tested were estimated to be 81, 3 and 6IS. 2
Bleed Off Valve. See Figure 24. kg (5. 60 and 4. 66 slugs) respectively. i total mass

cf 318 kg (21. 8 slugs) for the cart, oper-itor *And item
to be tested was used for design purposes.

Velocity. The cart is to reach a velocity of at
least 1.52 m/sec (5 ft/sec) in less than 6. 1 in (20
ft).

Propellant. SAect a propellant that has the

best specific impulse for the following characteristics
easy to handle, reacily available, inexpensive, re-
quires no protective equipmnent for handling or use.
and the exhaust products must not be toxic or P,..,;-
seating.

Utilities. No propellant line.s werc to be attached
to the cart Juring operation. One 12C iac power cable
could be attached to the cart during operatton to run
the vacuum cleaner motor, thrustar control system,
and item being tested.

£ Miscellaneous. Select inexpensive, lightweight,

commercially available hardware and- ;e ;t ir such a
manner as to produce a reliable minimum-maintenance
system.

2. Technical Information

FIGURE 24. BLEED-OFF VALVE USED WITH AIR Test Setup. The apparatus shown in Figure 25

SUPPLY MOTORS THAT ARE COOLED BY was designed to test different propellants. Its major

DISCHARGE OF THE VACUUM AIR FROM TIlE ccmponents are a high pressure sphere 2, regulator
BLOWER SECTION 8, relief valve 23, ball -ialve Al, solenoid valve 17,

and the candidate thruster 18. This apparatus was

Comparison of Ball and Bleed Off Valves. Corn- attached to a platform scale to determine thrust levels
Smercially available bxll valves generally cost less for different propellants and thruster designs. The

VII. 7.17
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FIGURE 25. TEST SETUP USED FOR SELECTION OF PROPELLANT AND THRUSTER

center line of the thruster was perpendicular to the Test Results. Air was the first and only pro-

platforrm with the exit nozzle pointing upward. For pellant tested. It produced the desired results after

determining the velocity and acceleration obtainable several thruster designs and tubing configurations

with each propellant, the apparatus was attached to were tried. The thruster shown in Figure 27 pro-

Stest cart( Fig. 26). duced the maximum thrust once the flow into the
inlet nozzle was changed to laminar. This thruster
has inlet and outlet nozzle areas equnal to 4 and 2 times
the throat area, respectively. The throat area is

Alt TANK 3. 38 x 10- m2 (0. 0523 in. Z). In the earlier tests the
1111GLA10tthruster 18 was screwed into the outlet of the solenoid

Oil valve 17 as shown in Figure 25. The solenoid valve
passage caused the flow to be turbulent. This tur-
bulence decreased the maximum thrust of the thruster.

) IOw.. (0..1 i•j

-ItA

CT o- A - A

FIGURE 26. TEST SETUP USED TO DETERMINE
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION OBTAINABLE FIGURE 27. THRUSTER SELECTED FOR AIR

WITHl EACHt PROPELLANT AND THlRUSTER PROPULSION SYSTEIM
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The flow into the inlet Lozzle of the thruster was
changed from turbulent tW laminar by putting a pipe
nipple 10 times the pipe diameter between the solenoid
valve and thruster as shown in Figure 26. Table I
data were obtained with the apparatus shown in Figure
25 mounted on the platform scale and a 0. 127 m (5 in.)
pipe nipple between the solenoid and thruster.

DEVICES TO SUPPORT EQU IPMENT
FOR MECHANICAL SIMULATION

1. General Information

The weight of equipment, e. g., hand tools, which
a subject uses to perform tasks, cannot be effectively
balanced with a simulator balancing system because
as soon as equipment is moved, the subject is out of
balance. If the subject is balanced without the equip-
ment and then handed the equipment he is out of bal-
ance too. To remedy this situation the equipment may
be supported with a helium filled balloon. The balloon
can be filled to produce a force equal to the weight of
the equipment for earth orbital gravity simulation, or
5/6 its weight for lunar gravity simulation.

Equipment designed for earth orbital or lunar
gravity work will not necessarily function in an earth
gravity, one "g", environment because of its mass,
deflections caused by cantilevered members, etc.
One way of solving this problem is to support the
equipment with a pedestal at'tached to the platform
supported by air bearing pads. These devices are
called Air Bearing Platforms.

2. Technical Information

Balloons. In Figure 28 an impact wrench is sup-
ported by a 1.83 m (6 ft) diameter weather balloon
filled with sufficient helium to provide an upward
force equal to the weight of the wrench.

The balloons presently used were made especially
for simulation work by the G. T. Schjildahl Company,
Northfield, Massachusetts. These balloons are 2. 54
m ( 8 ft) in diameter consisting of 12 gores of two
layers of 25.4 pm (0. 001 in.) thick polyester bilam-
imate with 2 plastic inflation valves 180 degrees apart. FIGURE 28. HELIUM FILLED WEATHER
These balloons will lift a mass up to 8.2 kg (0.56 BALLOON SUPPORTING THE IMPACT WRENCH
slugs;.

version including a man-seat pedestal and serpentuator
Air Bearing Platform. These platforms are de- attach bracket (Fig. 29), and the unmanned version

signed to provide a stable base for simulating a near- that includes the serpentuator support bracket (Fig.
frictionless environment by means of air bearing pads 30). The components that make up these configura-
operating on a smooth level floor. Two copnfigurations tions ave the following masses: platform air bearing,
of the platform are precntly being used: the manned 25 k6, (1.71 slugs); serpentuator attach post and
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TABLE I. AIR BEARING CART TEST THRUSTER ASSEMBLY THRUST TESTS

OCTOBER 13, 1967

0 .

I I ! .

0.£...~.01 S•' ' " •• 7.oI 1° ~ 0I" '"
O ET O 0 20I 0

TIM OTART E00 . c, coM 0ND 113 =.

""l psi p 1 psi-%,_IV !- - lb - I -.- F
1 7 215 ISO 2500 2400 179.50 188.00 187.5s 6.50 8.00 178.05) 682 1 21 15) 2500 2375 173. 59 188 00 I I,. 75 8.50 6. 75 178.00 69

- -- - I . .. .. . . . • - -- " . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3 12 215 ISO 2500 2350 179.25 188.00 186.50 8.75 7.25 177.75 70

4 IS 215 15( , 2500 2325 179.50 188.)0 .136.00 •.•O -I 6.50 177. ,5 73

5 215 150 2500 2450 178.50 , 81.00 3.. 25 , 17.50 ,

,I f s I s I so / ls~s ! l• I lO.TS i :7 .0 i 37.5 I 8.7o 8 •.00 I 17&.00 /72 . 1

OCTOBER 20. 1967

TI 0TART: 1000a.m . TI 1 1.2 F E- 11:30 a.9m.

z (d

1 e psi psi psi-%, psi-.. 1 - - • 1o5oo I .,, ., o 7 IbI r 1 -. ,

1 VI. 150 250 2425 189.75 187. 50 11.25 9.00 178.50 178.007.20

2 5 215 154' 24125 _ 2360 18S.75 186 W0 IU. " . 8.50 178.00 IMWO T 1.0 76.J 0 3 I
-3 5 215 150 2 360 20 147. 75 165 25110. 75 8.25 177.00 176.25 71. 5 

7 6 0  
2

4 5 215 150 2 30 0 ..U5 '3.0 ! .50 10.75 8.25 176.25 175.25 72.0 75.0

215 .50 J2225 2l- -~S IZj52 175.25 140 7050

6 L 5 1 215 ISO_ 2 17 2101, 185. 25 142.7S 10.75 8.25 -174.50 173. !0 71.5 75.0-- 1181.7 1,31 -. 50 17.7 71. 74.0
7 j 5 215 150O 21CC 2050 1-14.30 19.6 11.00 8.25 35 7 5 I5 7

8 5 215 150 2050 2400 1tl.25 181.00 105 .0 I172.75 1..5 1.5 73.5

9 215 IS 20001 1950 182. 25 lIn .00 10 IO0SO 9.25 17.7ý5 -.70.75 i 71.0 73.0

10 5 12151 1SO 1950 1875 I. so. 179.0 9- 10.75 9 .25 I170.75 170.00 71.0 7.

11 5 215 150 1875 1825 1 IS. 75 !79.00 80.1 170.00 I0. 00 J 7.0 171.5

12 5 215 -5 1775 179.75 177.00 10.75 8.&00 I189.50 168.5 71. 70.5

13 .5 21 I 75 ; 10 1-,&75 1-16.50 I10.50 8.25 168.25 167.25 72. 70. 0 1

14 I 5 215 ISO 1710 Mo6 177.75 175.00 10.50 , .5 6.25 16G. 25 72.0 69.0 1

I- 
--- 

_ __I _____T ý 5 1 ý-_17 S I25 15 s15o £600 I 74.75 172.00 It'..25 S.01645 1 .275 72.0 1 69.0 1
-. ý_ 

K__ 
- - --- 

- T-.. 
. . 4 Z

21 ::: 160,-,' 17 1.2~ 50 10.00' 163.25 164.750 71.0 I6.
17~SV '.7 15 10 15 j_174.75 17.5 ;5l~18I s 215 150 11 70 137 7.0 1 00 6.5 1'5 7. 7

19 5 I 215 151 14701 1400 173.00 170.5 10 .25 8.75 162.75 16-2.00 72.0 1 67. 1
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TABLE I. AIR BEARUNG CART TEST THRUSTER ASSEMBLY THRUST TESTS (Concluded)

01 0. E. C

I0
S - Z I- A

I- ulC 1- a~- 0 5 w ;z
z C6 :z- -. H - ~

'n I-r m 0 1-. ~ k-N m m CO aP

O-C psi psi psi-.1- psi-N
1  

Ibf Ibf 1bf IV Ibbf l I .F rain

200 5 215 149 1400 1375 172.2; 169.75 10.25 7.75 1b2. 00 161.00 72.0 65.0 1

21 5 215 149 1375 1310 171.25 169.00 13.25 8.00 161.00 160. ONO 72. 0 75.0 1

22 5 215 1 49 1 1310 1280 170.50 68.00 10.50 8.00 160.00 159.25 72.0 64.0 i

23 5 215 148 1280 1210 169.50 167.00 10.25 7.71 159.25 158.25 72.0 64.0 1

1 24 5 215 147 1210 1200) 168.50 166.60 t0. 25 "7. 75 1 157.5 .50 72.0 63.0 1- - - . - -

25 5 215 147 1200 1150 167.75 1105.25 10 25 7.75 157.30 J 50. 50 72." 73.0 1
[ 26 5 215 146 1150 1100 167.0O0 164.50 110.10 8.00 156.50 155.775 72.0 62.0 1

2 5 215 145 1100 1050 165.75 163.50 10.00 7.75 155.75 155.00 72.0 51.0 1

Z 215 14-1 1050 1010 165.00 162.50 10.00 7.25 155.00 154. 00 72.0 60.0 1

29 f 5 215 144 1010 10*0 164.00 161.75 10. .0 7.75 154.00 153.25 72.0 59.0 2

30 5 215 143 1000 960 163.00 1"0.75 9.75 7.50 113.25 152.25 72.0 59. 0 J

31 5 215j 142 960 910 162.00 160.00 9. 75 ". 75 1!;2.25 151.50 72.0 58.0 1

1 32 5 215 142 910 890 161.25 159.00 9.75 7,50 S5.s.5 150.75 71.5 54.0 1
33 5 21- 1i . 890 eO 160.2- 15&O0 9.-50 7.25 150.75 150.00 71. 5&-0 1

34 5 215 1In 850 A00 159.50 156.75 .50 6.75 110.00 149 25 72. L 57.0 1
35 5 215 135 800 770 158.25 155.75 9.00 6. 50 149.25 148.50 72.0 57.0 1

36 5 215 130 770 750 157.50 155.00 9.00 6. S0 148. 50 147.75 72.0 57.0 0 1

37 5 215 130 7-0 700 156.50 154.25 8.75 6.50 14-.75 147.00 72.0 57.0 1
S31 5 215 125 700 680 155.75 153.25 8&,5 6.23 147.00 116.25 72 5 57.0 1
3S 5 215 120 680 650 155.00 152.50 8.75 6.25 146.25 145 50 72.5 57.0 I

40 5 215 115 650 600 154.00 151.50 8.50 6.00 145.50 144. 73 72. 56.5 1

41 5 215 115 600 580 153.00 150.75 8.25 6.0' 144.75 144.00 70.0 56.0 1

42 5 2)5 115 580 525 152. 2b 150.00 8.25 6.00 144.00 143. 25 69.0 55.0 1

__-_43 5 215 110 525 510 151.50 149,00 8.25 1:1.25 142.75 6.&0 55.0
_ _44 5 215 1ll 510 500 150.50 14&.25 7.75 5.50 142.75 '12.f' 1'.&0 54.0 1

45 5 z215 110 500 480 £ 149.75 147.50 7.75 5.5,) 142.00 141.25 61.0 54.0 1

46 5 215 105 INO 425 M49.00 146.75 7.75 5.50 M41.25 10..75 69.0 "4.0 1

47 5 215 100 425 40' 147.75 145.50_ I 7.00 4.75 140.75 140.00 70._1 54.0 11
48_ 5 -1 -2 14.0 1ý-4 . - - -

48 51215 95 400 390 147.25 145. o 7.25 5.00 140.00 139.10 .0.0 5

49 5 215 K5 I 90o 350 146.25 144.25 6.75 4.75 139.50 ±3-M5 71.0 54.0 1

50 5 215 so 350 310 145.50 14,.25 6.75 4.50 139.',5 136.2,. 72.0 54 0 1

5i 5 215 80 310 300 144.50 142.50 6.25 4.25 138.25 137.75 7?.0 54.0 1

52 5 215 80 300 290 143.75 141.75 6.00 4.00 137. -5 137.25 72.0 15.0 1

53 5 - 75 2-00 250 142.75 141.00 5.50 &.75 137.25 136.75 72.0 54.0 1

54 5 - 250 220 142.00 140.25 5.25 3 . 50  1 36 . 7 5  136.25 72.0 54.0 1

52 2012 0 1±41.00 L3. 51475 3.00 136. 25 135.75 72.0 54.0 1

56 5 60 220 200 140.25 138.&0 14.50 1 -75 145.75 135.50 72.0 54.0 1i *-Sphere s~arted to f•rost up.

I g weigt of sphere was measured at AEC Oak Ridge Tenn. facility
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FIGURE 29. MANNED VERSION OF THE AIR BEARING PL-ATFORMI

FIGURE 30. UNMIANNED VrERSION OF Tt.E AIR BEARING PLATFORM
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bracket, 4. 45 kg (0. 373 slugs) ; serpentuatur support,

post and bracket, 4. 45 kg (0. 373 slugs); and the
operator's mast and safety yoke, 8. 18 kg (0. 56 slugs).
Each platform will support a nominal load of 273 kg

(18. 7 slugs). The platform flotation lifting height
can be adjusted by controlling the speed of the air
supply motor. When unbalanced loads are supported
by the platform, it can be leveled by manually adjust-
ing valves which restrict the air flow delivered to each
pad. The air supply motor is protected by a'10 A

combination circuit breaker/toggle switch mounted in
the electrical control box. The unmanned speed con- A

trol is also contained in the electrical control box.
On the manned version the air supply motor runs as
long as the foot-treadle is depressed, and the air
supply speed control is mounted on the operator's

seat yoke. The air supply is capable of maintaining
a plenum pressure of 17 220 N/m 2 4 2. 5 psig) for
flows up to 0. 438 standard m3/min (15. 5 scfm). The
only power requirement is single phase 115 Vac 60 Hz
(60 Cps) with waximumn current of 10 A.

Application. In Figure 31 the serpentuator and FIGURE 31. AIR BEARING PLATFORMS
operator are supported by the air bearing platforms SUPPORTING SERPENTUATOR AND OPERATOR
described above.
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SIMULATION OF
UNSTABILIZED MANEUVERING UNITS*

Gerould A. Young
Major, USAF

Air Force Institute of Technology
and

Peter J. Torvik
Ass-ociate Professor of Mechanics

Air Force Institute of Technology

SLUMARY: A method for predicting the performance of
unstabilized maneuvering units has been developed. The
equations of motion giving the response of man and maneu-
vering unit to the thrust produced were written for any
umstabilized unit and programmed for an analog computer.
The command decisions required of the astronaut were
simulated with a hybrid computer by providing corrective
thrust whenever certain combinations of the parameters
of motion exceed preassigned limits.

INTRODUCTION units, using as program input only
three properties of the combined

It is expected that extravehic- astronaut-maneuvering unit system:
ular activity will become an in- (1) the .-ass and center of mass,
creasingly important part of the (2) the moments and products of
program for space exploration. Two inertia, and (3) the -thrust force
distinct forms of propulsive devices, and moment vectors. Hybrid
stabilized and unstabilized units, analog-digital computer equipment
are envisaged. The stabilized ma- was then used to record the
neuvering unit includes a gyro- dynamic response during specific

- stabilized attitude control which simulated maneuvers.
will permit traveling considerable
distances, perhaps up to a mile. Desired output data included
The unstabilized maneuvering unit time plots of (1) translational
contains no attitude control and velocity and displacement along
will permit only local travel, three axes, (2) angular velocity
perhaps to 50 feet from the and displacement in pitch, roll
spacecraft. 1  and yaw, (3) an on-off thrust

profile, and (4) a cumulative
The purpose of this investi- record of fuel used. From such

gation was to develop an analog data the capabilities of indi-
computer program which could simu- vidual inits can be analyzed and
late various types of unstabilized compared.
extravehicular activity maneuvering

* This paper is based on a thesis submitted by the first author in partial

fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of Science degree at the
Air Force Institute of Technology. The views expressed here5n are those of the
author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Air University, the
Department of Defense or the United States Air Force.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS particular sequence was chosen
arbitrarily, but come such choice

The combined system of astronaut, must be made.
maneuvering unit, and environment
control system is assumed to respond The translational equatiors give
as a single rigid body. Photographs the change in velocity of the system
of extravehicular activity indicate center of mass due to the thrust of
that the posture of the astronaut the maneuvering unit.
does not vary greatly during the
maneuver. Space suit pressurization = (1)
of 3.5 psi makes the suit quite rig- m
id during motions characterized by
such low accelerations. 1  The mass, m, is that of the entire

system, man plus maneuvering unit
The motion of the astronaut is and other attached equipment. Since

referred to an axis system, X., the maneuvers to be programmed are
2

fixed to the orbiting spacecraft. short and use limited fuel, no pro-
Treating thi; moving reference frame, vision will be made for the change
Xi, as an in.ýrtial frame introduces in mass resulting from fuel con-
errors in acceleration which are less sumption. The velocity V is rela-
than 1% of the accelerations possible tive to the origin of the reference
with typical maneuvering units. This frame. As the force ý is known in
approximation allows an appreciable terms of the body axes, writing the
simplification in the set of equa- components of Equation 1 introduces
tions which must be integrated. An- the Euler angles. If V1, V2 and
other set of axes, x., having ori- V3 are the components of velocity
gin at the center of mass of the with respect to the reference frame,
astronaut-maneuvering unit system and f f and f. are the compo-
are fixed in the body and rotate with nents of thrust with respect to the
it. In order to provide for a lgi- body fixed frame, we find
cal sequence of rotation corrections
by the astronaut, a modified set of coso cosi fl -

Euler angles, ip, e and i are defined. Vl= !|+(sinO sin¢ cosip-cosý sine)f 2 (2a)
The description of body position is m+(sinO cos* cos¢+sine sin+)f 3
then made through the following
sequence: beginning with the xi and .cosO sine fl
X- axes parallel, (1) yaw 0 degrees 1--= +(sine sine sino+cos€ cosl)f2 (2b)
about the x3 axis, (2) pitch 0 de- 2 m *(sine cos€ sini-sino cos¢')f (

grees about the x2 axis and (3) roll 31

0 degrees about the x, axics. To = sine fl + cos sin 2 (2c)realign the body axes parallel withL3 _ + cose cos€o f3

the reference axes, rotational cor- L
rections must take place in the Equating the total moment (about
opposite sequence. in other words, the center of mass) to the time rate
(1) a roll about the x axis until of change of angular momentum
the x2 axis is restored to the X -X2
plane, (2) pitch about the x2 axis to
reStore the x, axis to the XP-X2 2
plane and (3) yaw about the x3 axis d = d (I-') =i-+ ' x (I-W) (3)
to return to original alignment.
All rotation corrections in the

maneuvers programmed in this study
were made in this sequence. This
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I
where W is the angular velocity of be noted that the pitch, 6, must be
the body, and is the inertia less than 7T/2 . In summary, the nine
dyadic computed in body axes. Intro- equations to be integrated are:
ducing t~e inverse of the inertia three equations (2a, 2b, and 2c) for
dyadic, ., leads to Euler's moment the translational velocity, three
equations: equations (4) for the components of

rotational velocity, and three equa-
" tions (5a, Sb. and 5c) for the Euler

w = A - [M - wo x (1-w)] (4) angles. These, together with the
required maneuvering unit proper-

The equations relating the rates of ties -- mass, inertia, and thrust,
change of the Euler angles to the and the necessary initial conditions
angular velocities are for each of the unknowns determine

the motion of the man-maneuvering
S= + tanO sine w, + tan0 cos" w3 (Sa)unit system.

S= cos4 W - sin4 w3 (5b) A block diagram, indicating the
procedure to be followed in inte-

, = sec6 sine w2 + cos$ sece w3  (Sc)grating this set of equations is
given as Figure 1.

where the components of the angular
velocity vector, w., are with re-
spect to the body Krame. It should

INITIAL INITIAL SYSTEM THRUST MOMENT INERTIA INITIAL INITIALSPOSITION, VE ITY MASS VECTOR DYADIC ANGULAR EULER
POSTIO VEOCIY MSSVELOCITY ANGLES

m , v. - THRUSTFORCE - , .VECTOR !

S-" v-, r,A wo1*

TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY EUiLERS MOMENT
EQUATIONS (EQTIONS 2) EQUATIS (EQUATIONS 4)I

INTEGRATOR INTEGRATOR

4W
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SIMULATION unrelated planes of action. The

forward velocity can be intercon-
The main requirement of this nected with the lateral transla-

simulation project, after program- tion at any distance. This is
ming the system of equations, is to demonstrated in the following
make provision for human logic. The example.
necessary corrective decisions, i.e.,
when are the thrusters to be turned Example of Command Logic. The
on and off, must be simulated. This three tools escribed above are coin-
was done through three logic tools: bined through Boolenn algebra to de-
control variables, generated func- fine all conditions requiring thrust
tions, and phases. Each will be de- action. An example of the use and
fined and an example of their com- combination of the three logic tools
bined use given, in programming a 50-foot transla-

tion maneuver follows.
Control Variables. ' control

Svariable is a continuous comparison (1) Control variables are de-
of a paiameter of motion with a fined for all angular displacements,
preassigned constant. The control angular velocities, and linear ye-
variable is used to define a con- locities. A few examples are:

dition requiring a specific thrust
action. For example, a control Control Controlled
%ariable is used to compare the Variable Action
pitch with a preassigned limit.

SWhen the pitch angle becomes greater LI = > a roll right
than the prescribed value, the con-
trol variable indicates a need for 1. 2 = < -a roll left
corrective thrust.

L 3= 0 > B pitch up
Generated Functions. A gen-

erated function is a rule of L 4 = 0 < -B pitch down
correspondence between two variables
and is set prior to the beginning L S = p > y yaw right
of a maneuver. The function, usu-
ally a combination of step functions, 1. 6 = i < -Y yaw left

j is used to establish a variable
physical limit on a parameter of L 7 > • pitch up rate
motion. For example, each component

of velocity can be continually com- L 8 = < -• pitch down rate
pared with a preselected function
of the distance translated. The
generated function is then used to For most of this study, the follow-
define conditions which demand ing limits were used: Rotation
thrust action to control that limits a, B, and y of .26 radians;
velocity. rotation rate limits &, 6, and

of .06 radians per second; and
Phases. The third logic tool, lateral and vertical velocity limits

a phase, is a state in which the of 0.5 feet per second.
parameters of motion demand a
certain action. Examples of New control variables can be de-
phases are acceleration, coast, finrd through combination of others,
and deceleration. The phases using Boolean algebra notation. "

also allow coordination between means "and"; "+" means "or"; and
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"'" means "not." Such combinations decel-

are L 21 = L I + L 2 + L 3 + 1. 4 eration P3=[(VI>F2).P4'" (S<35)1+

and L 22 = L 21' - 1 6' • L 5'. Thus,
1, 21 is true if excessive roll or [(V 1>F2)"(S1 >35)]
pitch does exist, and L 22 is true
if excessive roll, pitch or yaw does verti- P4=(S 2 >F3)+(S 2 <F4)+

not exist. cal or
lateral (53 >F 3)+( ($<F4

(2) Functions used to limit for- correc-
ward velocity and lateral and verti- tion

cal translations are dc£ined. Typical
functions, Fl, F2, F3, and F4 are STOP STOP = S1 >5
shown in Figure 2. These functions
are generated by the computer. These are interpreted in the follow-

ing manner.

"Phase 1 exists when V1 is less

- . . . .- -- . - •-"- , F t h a i F 1 a n d w h e n n o t i n P h a s e

1FI \ and S1 is less than -• :-et or
-P hase I exists when l is less

IMAUR than F l and Sl is greater than
'- - - 35 feet.

1 0 20SIF30 40'
>2 SI-FT F I0 a (4) Control variables and nhases
-1 F-- are combined into a command logic

which determines, for all possible
conditions, when a thruster should

be turned on. For example:i ZF3 ! P4

2 P2"Thrust Action Symbol Command Logic2 L_-- •
translate

0 2 0forward TF - P1-L22to 20O-FT 30 40

, ,--, translate
-2 P2 .. .

I

-2 2back TB =P3-i,22
F47 P4

4--4 pitch down PD = LI'*L.2'°L3-L8'

FIGURE 2.TYPICAL FUNCTIONS AND PHASES pitch up PU = LI'-L2'-L4,-1,7'
(3) Phases are defined for use in

combined thrust command logic. Some ;then conditions demand a particular
examples follo%. action, the appropriate thrust force

and moment vectors are injected in-

Phase Definition to the equation system of the com-
puter program by the command l.gic.

accel- The dotted line in Figure 2 shows

eration Pl=[V <Fl)-P4'-(S1<35)1+ a possible forward velocity profile
of a maneuvering unit controlled

[(VI<FlI)(S 1 >35)] by this logic.

Of special significvnce is the
!0ast P2= (V <F2)-(11V>Ffl.P4'"I I flexibility in progranning ailowed
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by the use of the logic tools described, the center of mass of the man-maneu-
The generated functions can be easily vering unit system. In this study
preset so as to impose any desired of unstabilized units, it is assumed
limits on a maneuvering astronaut. It that the A.MU thrusters are operated
can be seen from the phase defin.tions only in the manual mode; no attitude
and the command logic that simultaneous stabilization is included.
corrections can be allowed or prohib-
ited as desired. In this example, The weight of the AMU is 177
simultaneous forward or back, vertical pounds including 25 pounds of fuel.
and lateral translation is permitted Additionai weight is added by the
in the last 15 feet of the maneuver 40-pound chest pack and a 25-pound
but vertical and latr-al translation space suit. A 50th percentile
takes precedence over forward or man of 162 pounds was chosen from
back in the first 35 feet. available anthropometric data.A

The total mass is 12.55 slugs.
The system of equations developed

in Section II and the command logic Each thruster produces 2.3±0.2
were programmed by personnel of the pounds of thrust, or a maximum ac-
Analog Computation Division (SESCA), celeration of 0.42 ft/sec2. No
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, thrust growth or decay has been
Ohio. A Reeves System Dynamics Simu- provided for; nor has allowance
lator and an Applied Dynamics Iybrid been made for decreasing thrust asComputer were employed, propellant is expended.

liand-lield Maneuvering Unit
MANEUVERING UNITS

The Hand-Held Maneuvering
The two maneuvering units for lUnit4 is an integral thrust device

which data was obtained in this study that contains two pressurized gas
are the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit bottles, a pressure regulator,
(AMft) and the 1land-Held Maneuvering two spring-loaded poppet valves,
Unit (Ht5h11). a rocking trigger inside the han-

dle, and three thrust nozzles.
Astronaut Maneuvering Units The two cylindrical gas bottles

SAMtogether contain less than a pound
The Astronaut Maneuvering Unit 2  of oxygen. For more extensive use,

consists of a backpack propulsion the propellant gas, eiti.er oxygen
unit, an environment control system or nitrogen, can be supplied through
,lhestpack, an alarm system and com- the astronaut's umbilical. Eachmunications and telemetry equipment, of thc two forward thrust nozzles
and was designed as a stabilized produces about one pound of thrust
unit for use in the Gemini program. and the front facing nozzle pro-
Thrust required for stabilization duces approximatcly two pounds of
about three axes and translation push or braking thrust.
along two axes is provided by twelve
thrust chambers arranged to operate For this study, the umbilical
in either primary of alternate mode, configuration was chosen to allow
ln order to provide for lateral sufficient gas supply for the
translation parallel to the remain- programmed maneuvers. The total
ing, or x 2-axis, a thrust chamber mass of astronaut, space suit,
was added to each side for this study. gun and chestpack is 7.2 slugs.
These extra thrusters were considered
as being placed 2.7 inches behind Selecting a body position for
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the Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit is constmption, and number of correc-
more arbitrary than for the Astro- tions made during a series of simu-
naut Manvuvering Unit because of lated 50-foot translations by the
the possible variatiun in posi- Astronaut Maneuvering Unit and
tion and method of performing a Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit with
maneuver. In the position chosen, various initial conditions. Simul-
the arms are held perpendicular to taneous translation corrections were
the toiso, the lower legs parallel allowed throughout the runs for
to the torso and the upper legs the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit, but
inclined at 4S. The center of prohibited for the Hand-field Maneu-
mass and the inertia matrix were vering Unit. A one second delay was
computed using data given else- imposed between corrections. A log-
where. 5 , 6 ic for lateral corrections which

attempts to represent the recom-
Comparison of Performance mended procedure of facing the

target when translating was intro-
Table I shows the time, fuel duced into the simulation of the

Table I
AMU versus II.1MU

a = y = 150 except HHMIJ a = 300 50-foot Translation
I I Time [Fuel Number of

Run Initial Conditionsa UNIT (sel)f (ibm) Corrections Program Limits Fxceeded

1 None AMU 39.6 .491 7

HHMIF 34.2 .425 7 S 3 =3ft

2 V3=0.S ft/sec ANU 38.2 .503 9

HHMI- 26.1 .365 5 Vl=2ft/sec,S3>7ft;6 out
S1of limits for 8 sec.

31V,.= -0.5 ft/sec AMUj .31.8 .4-76 11____
HIIM 48.5 .468 14 Rideis TF-TrD limit

4 S3= -2 ft AMU . 35.0 .491 12

H { 30.2 .450 9

5 l=0.OS vad/sec .VUl 38.2 .548 14

"t -imil 42.0 .384 8 $2<-Sft,$3=3.4 ft

6 W= -0.35 rad/sec AI4U 37.6 .294,I 4
HI-MU 40.8 .468 12 S3:4.2 ft 'u,t

- _correcting

7 w2= -0.0S &%IU 37.3] .365 12
rad/sec 7UtMU 36.5I .408 10 $2-2.4ft,$3=2.4 ft
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fland-Iteld Maneuvering Unit, vehicular activity. This program can
accommodate any maneuvering unit for

Comments on Results which the mass and the position of
the center of mass, the moments and

(1) The one second delay be- products of inertia, and the thrust
tween Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit force and moment vectors are available.
thrust corrections detracts from
its ability to keep angles within By using computer components as
limits as shown in run number 2. corr)arators and by generating appro-

priate functions on the computer, a
(2) While the Hand-Held Maneu- flexible logic has been devised to

vering Unit may appear to require simulate man's physiological ability
fewer corrections and use less fuel, an,! psychological choice in making
it should be noted that the Astro- thrust correctiox,: during a maneuver.
naut Maneuvering Unit makes more The logic limits thus imposed can be
timely corrections and remains varied between computer runs to ob-
within maneuver limits. The Hand- serve the effect of the limits on
Held Maneuvering Unit usually does maneuvers. A full range of initial
not remain within the specified conditions, such as a rotation rate
limits on lateral displacement or a translational velocity, can be
(x 2 -x, plane) to the end of a SO- imposed on a maneuver to observe the
foot lranslation. Also the Hand- capability of a particular maneuver-
Ifeld Maneuvering Unit frequently ing unit to recover and reach the
does not provide sufficient decel- target.
eration opportunity to end the
maneuver below the desired V limit Program output includes time plots
of 1.25 ft/sec. of the translational and rotational

parameters of motion, thrust cn-off
(3) Simulated 10-foot transla- profiles and fuel consumption. The

tions were run for both units, number of thrust corrections made and
using a generated function which the general character of a maneuver
allowed acceleration to I ft/sec can be determined from these results.
and required deceleration to .S ft/ Over 350 simulations of maneuvers
see at a distance of five feet. No with the Astronaut Maneuvering Unit
lateral correction was provided for and the Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit
in the liand-Hield Maneuvering Unit. were performed, and some points of
Both units performed satisfactorily interest have been investigated and
over the same range of initial con- comp.risons made between the two
ditions used in the 50-foot runs. unit:,. Although the evidence cannot

be considered entirely conclusive
(4) Results of an extensive because of the many parameters which

series of runs and further compar- have been varied in this study, the
isons between the two units are Astronaut Maneuvering Unit demon-
given elsewhere. 7 strates some advantage over the

Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit in a SO-
foot translation. The Astronaut

CONCLUSIONS Maneuvering Unit usually reaches the

target within programmed limits while
A computer program utilizing the Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit fre-

analog and hybrid computer equip- quently exceeds the programmed veloc-
ment has been devised to simulate ity and displacement. For 10-foot
and compare unstabilized maneu- translations, the Hand-Held Maneuver-
vering units designed for extra- ing Unit and the Astronaut Maneuvering
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Unit are equally successful in reach- thrust pass through the system center
ing the target. To this comment, of mass. This should be emphasized
it must be added that the fland-Held both in the design of maneuvering units

Maneuvering Unit simulation is hand- and in the training of astronauts.
icapped by the lack of satisfactory Control improved markedly after the
correction logic fory-2-axis trans- Hand-Held Maneuvering Unit was lowered
lation. If it can be further dem- two inches closer to the astronaut's
onstrated in space or by simulation center of mass. Asymmetrical thrust
with this program or in a manned has also been considered in a series
simulator that the Hand-Held Maneu- of Astronaut Maneuvering Unit com-
vering Unit is equally successful puter runs. When oppositely paired
at longer ranges than 10 feet, Astronaut Maneuvering Unit thrusters
such factors as cost, weight and are set at 2.1 and 2.5 pounds of
simplicity demand its consideration thrust respectively, maneuver control
for maneuvering in the vicinity of is seriously degraded. For a stabi-
a spacecraft. lized unit, this situation results in

greater fuel consumption; an unstabi-
In the development and use of lized unit becomes extremely diffi-

this computer program, it was cult to control.
found that programmed velocity and
rotation rate limits must be com- It is evident that the complexities
patible with displacement and rota- of simulating a maneuvering astronaut
tion limits. Large displacement in zero-gravity conditions are great.
limits require, and can tolerate, However, the type of flexible corn-
large velocity limits so as to keep puter program developed in this study
unwanted motion within the desired can be used to investigate many
range without an excessive number specific points of interest concerning
of corrections and without preclud- unstabilized maneuvering units.
ing other necessary corrections.
If an angle is assigned a large This project was sponsored by the
limit without adequate correction Space Technology Branch, Aero Propul-
rate, other corrections are pre- sion Laboratory, and supported by the
cluded or delayed or result in large Analog and Hybrid Computation Division,
unwanted translations and rotations. Directorate of Computation Services,
This is also true of all other limits Aeronautical Systems Division.
on displacements and velocites. Foi
excessive rotation limits, such as
±35%, the unstabilized units become
generally uncontrollable. For ex-
tremely small limits, such as ±5*,

an excessiye number of corrections
are required. Through a more in-
tensive study of the interrelation
of rotation limits and rotation rate
limits, optimum or suggested values
could be found to aid in the selec-
tion of units for particular missions
and to assist the astronaut in his
training for these missions.

The results of several computer
runs show the importance of having
the line of action of the resultant
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